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1.---®rlginal 'om1nunications.

PODOPHYLLIN AND MAC ROT IN .

... "

~ ....

•r,t

l'itor• of the. Eclecti~ ltfMical Journal:
GsNTLEXEN,-ln

compliance with your request, I hand

yoo the following brief statement of my experiments upon, and
my mode of pre~ring the active resinous principles of, tlie Podoptiyllum, and of the Macrotys Racemosa.
In the latter part of June, 1847, while making some "HydroAlcoholic Ext. of Podophyllum," on setting aside the liquid after
the Alcohol had been evaporated off, I observed that a resinous
substance bad precipitated, which, from the analogy of its formation to the "Resin of Jalap," I immediately inferred bore a similar relation to the Podophyllum, that that substance does to the
Jalap, and that it would be found to be in a great measure the
active principle of the root from which it was obtained.
On referring to the article on Podophyllum in the U. S. Dispensatory, I found recorded the experiments of William Hodgson, Jr.,
by which a similar substance had been obtained by solution in
quick lime and precipitation by Sulphate of Zinc (see P ., 557).
I immediately proceeded to test the virtue of the article I had
obtained, and was not disappointed in
anticipations.
About two grains of the partially purified resm were taken by a
btalthy young man then in my employ. For about six hours it
~uced no sensible disturbance. He then complained of feeling
sick, and lay down. Two hours afterwards, on being aroused
ftom sleep, he purged and vomited profusely. It operated freely
by purging, once or twice afterwards. The next morning he felt
perfectly well, and, on inquiry, stated that it produced no spasm
or griping, but operated, m all respects, like "a tremendous big

mr.
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dose of ealomel." A few days afterwards, my own bowels being
constipated, I took, at night, a single grain, carefully weighed and
made into a pill, with an ~ual quantity of ea~ castile, which
produced a free evacuation the next monung. After these trials, I
ventured to recommend it to the attention of the profession, whose
t.estimony has been unifonnly and decidedly in its favor.
For the sake of brevity, and in accordance with the s~on
of the authors of the U. S. Diepensatory, in the article above
referred to, we named this new principle Podop_hyllin.
The experiments of Mr. Wm. Hodgson, Jr., were the only
ones, so far as I know, that had then been published. His process
may do well for scientific analysis, but for practical use is onnecesaarily troublesome and wasteful, even if it do not, as the experiments of Mr. Lewis, confinned by my own, seem to show, wliolly
destroy the medical virtues of the product.
.
In the third number of the thirteenth volume of the American
Journal of Phannacy, August, 1847, is published the "Observations on Podophyllum Peftatum,'' by Jolin R. Lewis, containing
an account of an interesting series of experiments on that article.
These experiments were probably made previous to my own, but
were not published till a month after I nad obtained the Podophyllin, and introduced it to the notice of the profession. The
results of Mr. Lewis' analysis are in general similar to my own,
and in some res~cts fuller than any I liave yet made.
His most eligible mode of obtaining the1resinous principle was
briefly as follows:
"A quantity of the coarsely powdered root was boiled a few
minutes in dilute alcohol, and when cold was displaced. The reddish brown liquor was evaporated to dryness; the dry extract
reduced to powder, treated with alcohol of 42 deg. Baume; the
solution boifed with purified animal charcoal, filtered, and evaporated. The residue, which had the appearance of a light brown
resin, was re-dissolved in alcohol of 42 deg. Baume, and precipitated by water, which operation left a large portion of coloring matter in solution. The precipitate was separated, washed with distilled water, dissolved ~in in alcohol, and left to evaporate. Jn
this state it bad but httle color, and was in form analagous to-

tannin."

My process for obtaining the Podopliy_llin is the same in pri~
ci.plt as the above; but as I now make 1t in larger quantities, I use
the vapor- displacement app_aratus patented by Mr. C. A. Smith,
for exhausting the roots, and otherwise modify the process as science and experience have su~sted. The article cannot be profitably prepared in small quantities by the physician, nor without
considerable expense of apparatus.
The resin obtained by Mr. Lewis, as stated above, seems to
0ig111zcd by
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have been purer in appurance than that which I prepare, but,
Crom 90Dle cause, must have been inferior in medical power. He
says, "Eight grains of the dark 6rown resin is sufficient for a
strong purge; it is a hydragogue, operating with griping and producing a nauseati~ effect. Six ~ins of the resin, still purer,
operated as a drastic cathartic; it also occasioned vomiting and
great debility." Now, the Podopkyllin prepared by me operates
freely, and sometimes drasticly, in doses of two grains, and in four
grain doses (and sometimes less) acts powerfully as an emeto-cathartic, and m proper doees it does not usually gripe, and the evacaations are not properly of a hydragogue character. The PhilaclelF.ia physicians, however, seem to have imperfectly tested the
article, and to have made no practical use of their discove1y,
deeming, it is presumed, the SamP'® calomel, with its usual
adjuncts, sufficient for their J>urr.?se· To the physicians of the
Eclectic School at Cincinnati will belong the credit, if any there
be, of first introducing this valuable medicine into common use,
and giving it a high rank in the materia medica of the country.
The POdophyllin, when pure, is quite insoluble in cold water,
nor is it acted on by dilute nitric acid, or very dilute alkalies. It
is not, therefore, an acid like tannin, nor an alkaloid, nor a salifia..
ble base, like quinia, but a neutral proximate vegetable principle,
of a resinous Character. It is insoluble in oil of turpentine, 'but
readily soluble in alcohol and ether. In all respects, its chemical
characteristics are similar to those of the Resin of J alap, and like
it, on account of its insolubility in aqueous fluids, it is very im~ in administering it, that it be finely powdered, or thoroughly triturated with sugar, sr.rup, or some soluble extract, so
that its particles may be readily and intimately diffused in the
stomach, otherwise there is danger of its producm~ irritation and
pain, in consequence of its local or chemical action on the prime vie.
[As to the dose of the Podophyllin, my experience thus far
would incline me to the adoption of ONE GRAIN as the average
cathartic dose. This dose may in some cases be very slow in
showing its effects, but, on the other hand, a half grain dose may
in some cases be quite sufficient, as I have known such a dose to
produce a "igorou1 emeto-cathartic effect upon an adult. We
lhould carefully proportion oar dose to the susceptibilities and condition of the patient: the cathartic dose may, therefore, vary from
half a grain to two or three grains, but will seldom exceed these
limits.-B.]
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REMARKS
ON THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE PODOPRYLLIN AND
MACROTIN.

BY T.

v.

JIOUOW, JI. D.

PuaAPll no medicine has been introduced to the notice of the
medical profeuion, for the last one hundred years, which promises
to be of so much value as the Podophyllin. An experience somewhat ext.enaive in the use of this agent in the treatment of a great
variety of cases of disease, during the last six months, has fully convinced the writer of its immense value as a remedial agent, more
especially as a pur-gative and alterative. To prep_are it properly for
use, it should be finely pulverized, and ~ven in doses of from one
and a half to three grains, to an adult, nuxed in a little simple syrup
or sweetened watei-uy in one-half a tablespoonful or about two
teaspoonsful. In doses of this size it will operate with great efficiency, and certainty as a purgative, in from four to eight hours
producing several pretty copious and moderately consiatent disCharges, which are very frequently charged to a considerable
extent with bile. In some instances a longer period will elapse
before its operation will commence, and in nearly every case it
leaves the bowels in a gently lax condition, perhaps for two or
three days after its operation is over. It operates with much energy and efficiency, without harshness, seldom rroducing griping;
but it occasionally produces nausea, and, in ful doses, may cause
vomiting, but in small doses, seldom produces these effects.
Some practitioners, who have uaed the Podophyllin, say it will
operate quite satisfactorily as a purgative, in doses of one grain.
This is one of the cathartics which, <luring its operation, seems to
exercise a powerfully controlling influence over the condition of
the cutaneous tissue, as well as tlie action of the heart and arteries,
producing, in many instances, a moderately copious perspiration,
which often continues, to a greater or leas extent, during tlie whole
period of its o~ration. This is more especially true when it
causes nausea and vomiting. But when these effects do take place
the patients never experience that deathlike and powerfully depressing sickness, which not unfrequently results from the operation of
the ~wdered root of the Podophyllum Peltatum, when given in
full doses. I have found the Podopbyllin quite a popular and
convenient purgative, the dose being so remarkably small that no
one objects to taking it on account of its unpleasant and inconvenient size.
Jn the treatment of the various kinds of intermittent, remittent,
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and continued forms of fever, I have had frequent oeportunities to
test its value, during the past summer and fall. With one single
dose, of from two to three grains, of this medicine, I have very
frequently arrested the progress of a severe attack of bilious remitting fever, requiring nothing further to complete the cure, except
some gentle tonic aiid restorative medicine, and a proper avoidance
of the exciting causes.
'
The same remarks apply with equal truth to the intermitting
forms of fever, as well as to some of the continued. In every
variety of case, which is characterized by much hepatic torpor
and congestion of the portal circle, it has manifested a superior
controllif!g power, appearing to arouse the torpid energies of the
liver, and restoring very promptly its lost functions.
But in no class of cases has this medicine manifested a higher
degree of value, so far as I have been able to observe its effects,
than in those cases marked by strong determination of blood to
the brain, producing either congestion or incipient inflammation of
that or~n. In several cases of this description, in the treatment
of which ·I have witnessed its effects, I was agreeably surprised to
find every trace of congestion eradicated by one or two thorough
operations of this article. It seemed to exercise a more completely
controlling influence over this pathological condition than any medicine I have ever known used for the same ~urpose. Of course,
in these cases it was used in moderately full doses, and its operations continued for a considerable length of time.
Jn cases of puerperal fever, in their incipient stage, it has manifested itself as a medicine of superior value, arresting them, at
once, when administered in full doses, and even as a common pursa!ive dose, after confinement, no medicine has exercised a happier
influence. I have availed myself of its use under these circum!tances, in numerous instances, with the most beneficial and satisfactory results. Jn a case of dropsy of the serous cavities, as well
as cellular texture of the whole body, the Podophyllin was administered in doses of one-half a grain, in conjunction with a half a
t~onful of Cremor Tartar, every two hours, until it produced
a half a dozen or more copious watery discharges from the bowels,
and repeated in two or three days afterwards, till the same effects
took place, it soon relieved the patient completely of the dropsical
effiision !! From its effects in this case, I should be led to entertain a favorable opinion of its powers in all cases of dropsy.
I have used the Podophyllin in numerous cases of cbolera infantum, and other attacks of summer complaint in children, with
very satisfactory results. In these cases, however, it was given in
very small doses. To a child three years old, it was given in
doses of from one-fourth to a half of a grain, once in six or eii;rht
hours for thirtJ:-six or forty-eight hours, and it scarcely ever failed
to afford decided advantage, more especially in those cases in
0ig111zcd by
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which there was frequent hepatic toipor, in connection with a
determination of blood' to the liead.
The results of my experience in the uae of this article as a
remedial ~nt, on the whole, are such as to leave no doubt on my
mind that it is destined soon to occupy a conspicuous place among
the most valuable remedies of the materia medica, with a very
extended range of application in the treatment of disease.
As an alterative, it has demonstrated its value beyond all doubt,
in numerous cases in which it has been used during the past summer and fall, especially in that class of cases in the treatment of
which the routine .Practitioners of the orthodox school re~rd the
mercurial prepi.rations as of indiseensable importance. Indeed,
it promises to be more than a substitute for the mercurials, in all
those cases in which these medicines have proved of any substantial value, without their liability to produce injurious effects on
the constitution of patients.
MACROTIN.
" Jn the early imrt of the present year, ( 1848,) I submitted a portion of the root of Macrotys Racemosa ( Cimicifuga, of the U. S.
Phannacopeia) to the same process as that pursued in obtaining
the Podophyllin, and readily procured from it a similar resinous
principle. ·This, from analogy, I have named MACROTIN. Several physicians have used it -Cor some months past, and, like the
Podopliyllin, it bids fair to become an imJ>Ort&nt medicine in those
peculiar diseases to which the Macrotys is so es~cially adapted.
The mode of its ere_paration, and all its mecharucal and general
chemical characteristics, are very nearly the same as those of the
Podophyllin.
I have also obtained similar resins from the Le~ndria Virginica, ( Leptandrin,) and from the Iris versicolor, (Iridin,) but the
medical virtues of these have not yet been satisfactorily tested.
I propose, as soon as time permits, to subject all the above articles, ana man1 others of our indigenous materia medica, to a more
careful analysis.
Yours, &c.,
Wx. S. MERRELL."
For several months past I have used the Macrotin very extensively, in the treatment of a numerous class of female diseases, for
the successful treatment of which I had for many years previous
been in the habit of de~nding mainly on the Macrotys Racemosa,
either in the form of mfusi.on, decoction, or tincture. My confidence in the value of the Macrotys Racemosa, I am free to confess, has been such as to induce me to use perha}>S a larger quantity of this medicine, for the last sixteen years, than any practitioner in the United States, givi!I$ it a more extended range of
application in the treatment of disease, and relyi?g with more
coiifidence on its ultimate efficiency, thab any of my medical
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friends. My experience in the use of this article, during the
period named, has been inostly confined to cases of leucomcea,

menorbagia, prolapsus uteri, threatened miscarri~, dysr_nennorhma, &nd barrenness, or sterility, in all of which cases I have
ob&ained the most satisfactory resufts from the Cimicifuga, or Macrotys; but deeming the Macrotin a more convenient form of the
medicine for practical use, and believing it to contain the virtues of
the article from which it is obtained, l llave accordingly used it in
similar cues, with results thus far which justify the conclusion
that it will be found a satisfactory substitute.
My e~rience in the use of the Macrotin has demonstrated, to
mr mind, that there is a slight difference in the modus operandi of
thIB fonn of the medicine, when compared with the usual forms in
which the Macrotys Racemosa has been used. That difference
principally consists in the increased liability of the latter to produce a heavy, dull, and aching sensation in the forehead, in connection with a feeling of dizziness, while the former ap~rs to manifest a greater tendency to produce aching and somewhat painful
sensations in the joints, and limbs generally. I have usually given
the Macrotin in the form of pills, prepared by adding a smalJ
quanti~ of pulverized Castile soap, enot1gh to make the mass properly
esive, and forming it into pills of the ordinary size, and giving one every three hours during the day, in all the various cases
abOve mentioned, whenever they have come under my care, since I
commenced its use. In nearly all these cases it has proved sing11JarJy beneficial, thus affording the gratifying evidence that it will
8000 become one of the most popular and valuable articles of the
materia medica.

OPHTH AL MIA.
BY B. L. HILL, M. D.

IT will be recollected by the readers of " The Eclectic J oumal,"
that in the - - number, volume seventh, I published an article on
lnftammation of the Eyes, giving my views as to the common
mode of treatment, as well as the treatment that had been most
auccessful under my observation and prescriptions. I now propoee to notice briefly a few cases illustrating the importance and
IUCCeSS of the course then recommended.
A youth, aged about seventeen, was attacked with severe inflammation of one eye, early last spring, which continued to increase
in violence, accompanied with severe pain in the head. After
trying the usual domestic remedies, he was sent to a celebrated
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eye doctor, a regular practitioner of the old acbool, who commenced the treatment by the usual applicationa-a.cetate of lead,
opium, nitrate of silver, and, finally, sulphate of copper, making
applications several times a day. The symptoms continued to
increase in violence, notwithstanding these J>?ient remedies had
been most faithfully applied, by the advice and counsel of several
men of science and reputation of the Allopathic school. After
pursuing the above course for some time, it was found necessary
to puncture the cornea, to let off the aqueous humor, which had
accumulated to such an amount as to protrude the cornea several
lines from its natural position, and cause insupportable pain to the
patient. The patient informed me that the operation was performed every day, except two, for nine weeks. The case was
finally abandoned as hopeless, being worse than when the treatment was commenced.
In this state of the patient I was called, with another Eclectic
practitioner, to prescri6e for the case. We found him laboring
under severe pain in the affected eye, extending into his brain,
producing strong symptoms of cerebral inflammation. The eye
was in a state of high inflammation, with a red, bloody, nebulous
appearance, and very much swollen, with the other eye in a very
weak and irritable condition, unable to bear the light. The surface of the patient, especially about the neck and tlie affected side
of the heaQ, was covered with erysipelatous eruptions, which we
were informed had existed for more than twelve months/revious
to the eye's becoming inflamed. The skin was dry an husky,
not having perspired sensibly for several months; ap~ite poor,
digestion feeble, and the nervous system greatly prostrated.
~he treatment pursued was as follows : Irritating plasters were
applied to the back of the neck, on the arms just above the elbOws, and on the calves of the legs; these were dressed daily, in
the usual manner, and continued to discharge freely for four or five
weeks. An active hydragogue cathartic, composed of equal parts
of '~anti-bilious physic" aDd Cream of Tartar, was given and
repeated once in eight or ten days. An alterative powaer, composed of sulphur, Cream of Tartar, Podophyllin, and Iris vesicolor,
equal parts, was given in doses of five or six grains daily, just sufficient to keep the bowels regular. His whole surface was bathed
daily in wann alkali, and followed each time with a wash of the
saturated tincture of the root of the phytolacca decandria ( Poke).
The object of using the above tincture was to remove the eruptions
which existed over his surface, as above described, which soon
disappeared. To the eyes was applied a wash of tincture of capsicum one pa.rt, and pure water five parts, gradually increasing in
stre~h, so that in eight or ten days the pure tincture was applied
into the eyes, three or four times a day or oftener, affordini such
pleasant sensations to the patient as induced him to ma'ke the
01g1tized
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application quite often. Under this treatment, all di~ble
symptoms rapidly subsided, and the patient was in a few weeks
restored to perfect health, the symptoms having left his surface, the
inftammation subsided from the diseased eye, and, though it had
been cut and haggled by over fifty operations, yet, strange as it
may appear, the sight, to some extent is restored, and the eye may
yet be of much service, while the other eye has recovered its usual
strength, most perfectly. What I wish, m this article, to impress
upon the mind of the reader and practitioner is, the importance of
atte~ to the surface in diseases of the eyes, as well as the fact
oC the total failures that will always attend the efforts of practitioners who neglect the proper apphcations to the skin.
The ~I failures so often occurring in the treatment of m08t
forms of Chronic disease, are clearly attributable to the very limited and partial view generally taken of the nature and extent of
almost all f onns of disease manifesti~ prominent local symptoms.
In a large majority of caaes of chrome disease of a local character, their continuance and obstinacy depend, to a very great extent,
on general constitutional de~ment and debility-not unfrequeDtly upon a derangement and torpidity of the skin.
In the case referred to, I am confident, that, had the applications
to the surface of his body been neglected, or carried out with less
energy, no permanent beneficial results would have followed from
all the other treatment.
Anatber case, illustrating the importance of the above mentioned
coune of treatment, was a young lady, aged sixteen, of scrofulous
diathesis, whose eyes had been for some months in a state of high
inflammation, which had gradually subsided, leaving them in a
state of extreme tenderness and sensibility to the effects of light,
while the whole surface of the cornea wore a cloudy appearance,
with a congested condition of all the small vessels of ilie cornea
aod conjunctiva, so as to render the patient entirely blind, except
that she could barely distinguish objects in a strong light.
The course of treatment, which resulted in the entire recovery
of the patient, and restoration of perfect sight, was about the same
as described in the former case. The irritating plaster was applied
to the nape of the neck, the surface bathed in Jey every day, the
bowels gently moved with an active hydragogue cathartic once a
week, arid the tincture of capsicum, as aoove directed, applied to
the eyes.
I might mention a score of similar cases, all of which l1ave
been relieved by substantially the same course of treatment, while
I have not known of a single failure where it was adopted. But,
on the other band, under the common course of Allopathic practice, every one knows ihat scores of cases remain weak and diseued for months and years, and many become irrecoverably blind.
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COLLIQUATIVE PERSPIRATION.
BY WK. T. PA&ICEa, JI. D.

Tme aft'ection ·rarely or never occura as a primary disorder,
but generally depends for its existence on some other predisposing
cause. It mav with propriety be considered a certain symptom of
exhaustion and debility.
Nisht sweats differ in no essential feature from profwie or exhausting ~rspiration at other periods. Most patients who sweat
at night, 1f th.ey fall asleep dunng the day, are soon bathed in the
same flood of perspiration which exhausts them by ~ht. Strong
mental emotion, of a depressing character, will produce the same
symptoms, as fear, des~ir, shame, &c.
I lately saw a lady who was quite low with a bilious intermittent, break out into a profuse perspiration during the rise of the
fever, from the excitement and embarrassment of discharging her
physician. So sudden was the change, that, from a state of hiRh
feverish excitement, she passed in two or three minutes into tlie
sweating stage, with a cool skin and soft pulse, cutting short the
hot stage some hours.
This affection almost invariably accompanies hectic fever.
Armstrong, however, mentions two cases of hectic that were not
accomparued by ni~ht sweats. On the other hand, the latter aft"eotion very often exists without any perceptible degr:ee of fever.
Night sweats constitute a prominent symptom in the advanced
stages of phthisis pulmonalis, and contribute much to reduce still
lower the small stock of vitality ; so that it becomes a desirable
object to arrest them as speedily as possible, if we wish to prolong
the life of the patient. ~he_y often occur after the termination of
a course of fever of any kind, but particularly synochus or typhus.
They may be caused by menorrliagia, leucorrbcea, bleeding hemorrhoids, chronic diarrhcea and dysentery, and all other excessive or morbid evacuations. Old ulcers, carious bones, and
chronic diseases generally, may give rise to them.
CAUSES.

The proximate cause of this difficulty is probably always debility. Perhaps it results from fonner over-action. The cutaneous
e:Xhalents having been kept for a long time in a state of excitement, from some irritation of the system, the reaction, from a well
known law of vitality, produces an undue relaxation or these
emunctories, bringing about a condition exactly the reverse of
fever, but equally morbid.
If this hypothesis be true, the process is similar to the effusion
of water in the serous cavities.
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Dropsy is now genera111 ~ as a sequel of inftammation,
or a state bordering on mftammation, seate(l . on the membrane
which eecretes the ftuid. The doctrine of the pyrexial nature of

dropsy bu, since the days of Dr. Rush, become almost universal;
bat Whether the idea that colliquative sweats result from a similar
state of the perspiratory surface will stand the test of scientific
investigation, is yet to be detennined.
The remote causes of this affection are numerous. A:ny disease, whether acute or chronic, which diminishes the strength and
impedes the natural functions, may induce that irritation and consequent debility which are followed by colliquative perspiration.
TRE.ATlllENT.

Considering the case as eminently one of debility, reason would
dictate that it should be met by tonics and stimulants. These,
with astringents, are generally prescribed, and constitute the whole
coune of treatment recommended, so far as I now recollect, in
boob. Acetate of lead, with opium, is strongly advised by some
authors, and is in common use in Germany. Elixir of vitriol,
nitric, snlphuric., and hydrochloric acids, sulphuric ether, sulphate
of iron, tmctura ferri rr.uriatis, and cinchona, are all in their tum
favorite remedies with some. I have found, among the articles
mentioned, the tinct. ferri muriat. and cinchona most valuable.
But the exhibition of diaphoretics has, in my experience, been
crowned with more certain success than any other class of means.
A 1111ail qumtity of infusion of Eupatorium Aromaticum, or of the
bark of the Sycamore or Button-Wood, ( Platanus Occidentalis,)
ta.ken in the evenillJS for a few consecutive days, will generally
suftice to arrest the difficulty.
.
The most effectual remedy, however, that I have ever tried, is
the crawley ( Pterospera Andromeda). I generally prescribe an
infusion of two dractims of the bruised root in five ounces of boiling
water, to be taken an hour or two before retiring to sleep. Thia,
repeated two or three times, I have never known to fail of arrest•
ing the complaint. ·· If, however, the imtation on which it depends continue, as softening of tubercles, &.c., a return of the
sweating may be expected. It must be again met by the same or
similar means. If large quantities of this article are administered,
the eft'ect does not appear to be so salutary as something near the
amoant mentioned. Tonics should be administered where there is
no condition contra-indicating their exhibition; also, astringent

baths.

This method of treating night sweats I have obtained from my
partner, Dr. J. Beeman, who learned it from his father. Dr. Beeman, Sen., was a root and Indian doctor more than forty years
ago, in New York and Massachusetts. I believe it is a practice
very little known; and as I consider it a valuable acquisition to
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the refonned practice, I have embraced this opportunity of la~
it before the public.
The fact that profuse perspiration is cured by diaphoretics, i~
rather difficult to reconcile with the common doctrines of Allopathr.. It rather favors the theory of Habnemann. " Simili.a nm-

ilibm curanttr."
BIRHJNGHAH,

o., MAY 17, 1848.

CASE OF NEURALGIA FACIEI.
BY C. J. CHILDS,

.Ill[.

D.

IN the spring of 1847, whilst practising in St. Louis, Mo., I
was consulted by Mrs. A., a married lady about forty-five years of
a~. This lady had beeti suffering from severe attacks of Neuralgia, at different intervals, for nearly five years, the pain, affecting
principally one side of the head, jaw, and face, being so severe at
times as almost to cause the loss of sight on that side.
I learned, upon inquiry, that about five years before, Mrs. A.,
upon recovering from a spell of sickness, took cold, which brought
on an attack of intermittent fever, for which her phP,ician gave
considerable quantities of preparations of arsenic, which she SUJ>-:
~osed was the cause of this disease. After having a number of
the most celebrated physicians in the city prescribe for her, and
losing all the teeth of that side of the jaw, and suffering every
painful operation that their imaginations could invent, she was
soothed by the kind advice "to wait five years longer, and possibly the pain might leave her; but in case it did not, she must make
up her mind to bear with it patiently, for there was no cure for it."
Sbe told me that, during the entire time she had been suffering
under this complaint, the only means she had ever found to give
any temporary relief whatever, was slight salitation, or "touching
of the gums." Hence, for nearly five years, she bad been partially, and during considerable of that time deeply, under the
influence of mercury.
She was threatened with an attack at the time I saw her, and
she begged, if it was possible for me to stop it by any means
whatever, they might at once be applied. I found, upon examination, her general health very much disordered, the stomach very
foul, digestion imperfect, foOd often thrown up, distressing sensation of weight in the epiga.stric re~on, liver swollen, very tender,
and torpid, bowels never acting without medicine, urine high colored, burning, and scanty, skin dry, harsh, and hard to make perspire; face covered with large brown splotches; eyes very weak,
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with great teodemcss on the inner side of the mastoid process of
the temporal bone, over the o~ or the fifth pair or nerves; also,
teodemesa nearly the entire length of the spine.
TREATIUCNT,

To relieve the urgent symptoms of pain, a small dose of opium,"
combined with e&J>&icum, and also the extract of hyosciamus, in

solution, (five grams of the extract to one ounce of warm water,)
given in teaspoonful doses every hour until a cessation of the pain,
then stop, arid repeat whenever indicated. The base of the head
was shaved, and the common imtating plaster extended from back
of the ear some distance down the spine. An emetic of lobeli&
seed and ipicac four ounces, sanguinaria and ictodes two ounces,
capsicum one ounce ; of this fifteen grains were taken eve~ half
hour, until free vomiti~ was produced, which was followed m the
course of four hours by a cathartic composed of A. B. rhysic,
Cream of Tartar, and POdophyllin, equal parts, in teaspoonfu doses.
The emetic and cathartic were directed to be repeated every fourth
day, the hepatic ~wder, in ten grain doses, four times per day,
and the tincture of stramonium, m twenty dro~ doses, five or six
times each day, except those days upon which the emetic and
physic were oidered. After persevering in the above course, ( occasionally removing the imtating plasters, and dressing the sores
with blaCk salve for a few days, and repeati~ the plaster,) for
about two months, we had the satisfaction of seeing our patient
so far recovered as only to need the use of our common restorative
bitten and alterative S)'l'Ups, to restore her again to the enjoyment
of good health. I had tlie pleasure of meeting her about a year
after our last prescri~ions, in health, and learning that the disease
had never troubled her a moment during that time. I would
remark, that I have had one or two other opportunities of testi~
the coune followed in this case, with the same satisfactory result;
hence, I have come to the conclusion, that if persevered m, for a
definite time, it will in nearly every case prove successful.

ANASARCA.
BY WJI, W. BOWER, If, D,

011 the .22d of April, 1847, I was called to see Mr. A., upwards
of seventy years of . , who had previously been troubled with a
nrelling OC lais feet, aDkles, &.c. A short time before I was called
on, the swelling extended iteelf to the thighs and body, when~
plication wu made to Dr. N - , in our place, (of the "Old
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School,") who remarked, that it was not worth while to see him ;
that there could be nothi~ done for him (?)-and directed him to
keep his feet and legs elevated, and drink some - - tea. This,
of course, was very ~r encouragement, to come from one of their
"standard doctors,' and from one whom "practice should have
made i>erfect ; " but notwithstanding this prognosi1 and prucription, the consequent discouragement of the family and friends,
and after the disease had progressed to almost a fatal crisis, I was
called to test the Eclectic Reformed Practice.
I found that the swelling had extended itself over the whole
body ; there was shortness of breathing, with frequently threatened
suffocation, so that his body had to be kept in an elevated position;
on his legs and thighs were numerous blisters, filled with a yellowish transparent serum, some of which bad burst, &c.; but the
most distressing symptom was a large hydrocelic tumor, about the
size of a small head, which ca.used a ~at deal of intense pain.
These symptoms were accompanied with a sallow countenance,
costiveness, &c., &c. In this condition I commenced my treatment, by givin~ him a hydra~gue cathartic, (vide formula, p. 182,
Reform.,) which was then followed by the following hydragogue
powder:
&. Menth. Virid. and Rad. Scillre Marit. aa. 3~ (2 drachms.)
Sup. Tart. Pot.
iilj ( 4 do. )
M. Given in 3ss. ( t drachm) doses, every 3 hours, taking between
each dose 3ss. ( t drachm) doses of Anti-bilious Powder and Sup.
Ta.rt. Pot. aa, in order to keep up the action of the bowels. Also,
morning and evening, I C. P. (teaspoonful} of Dr. Beach's Diuretic Drops, which was taken in spearmint tea. His diet was
mild and nutritious, and drink, as little as possible.
In about three days this treatment produced copious watery discharges, both from the bowels and "kidneys, as well as afforded
general relief, and was continued until the swelling subsided, and
he was able to walk about, which took place about ten days after
the commencement of my treatment.
His general health has been very good ever since, until about
the 20th of last March, when (on exposure) the swelling again
commenced to return; he immediately sent to me, !'f!qUesting me
to send him some medicine. Accordingly, I sent him two hyd.
cathartics, to be taken three days apart; during the interval, and
afterwards, he took 3ss. [ t drachm 1 of the hyd. powd. three times a
day, which immediately removed the swelling and.other symptoms,
and he again enjoys good health.
N. B. I should have stated that Mr. A. was so far reduced before
commenced treating him, that his friends had lost all hope of his
recovery, and did not believe that any thing but a miracle could
have saved his life. His condition was such as several times to
induce his family to call in the neighbors to see him die. But,
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nmrithstanding the pro~om of Dr. N-, and to the utter
utoniabment of all arowid, Mr. A. was again restored to health,
and now stands u a living monument in favor of M&DICAL R•
rou. "Tmth is mighty, and will ~vail."
Lnio&:aaY, Yoa11: covNTY, P.a.., MAY 29, UM8.

PHTHISIS PULMON ALIS.
BY J, KING, Ill. D.

b a letter written by Prof. Tully, of New Haven, June 4,
1840, in speaking of Phthisia Pulmonalis, he makes tbe following
obeenations :

"I always take care to avoid all reducing and exhausting measmes of whatever character. I never yet haC:l a case in which there
was a ~cle of phlogistic diathesis ; nor did I ever witness the
most tntling benefit from mere reduction in any case whatever,
beyond the transient and fugitive, and, in fact, useless, lull of
uneasy sensations and symptoms, which so positive a .Process as
depletion of blood, or free catharsis with the antiphlog1stic salts,
a.hilos always produces in all cases of disease whatever. All
reduction lessens the probability of recovery, precisely in proportion
to its degree. I never take any measures to produce increaSed excretion from the lungs. Recovery can never take place so long as
a preternatural excretion from the lungs exists : its existence is an
exhausting drain ; and ~nerally it keeps up cough, which reacts
upon the excretion, and increases it. All the obServations that I
hl\"'e ever bad opportunity to make, have invariably contributed to
pove that antimony is one of the worst a~nts that can possibly
be employed in this disease. Its operation is the more unfavorable,
because it is slow, ~ual, and insidious, and therefore liable to
be overlooked, or referred to the natural progress of the disease.
I mention the ill effects of these processes and agents, because it is
oece1111ary to avoid them, in order to obtain the full benefit of
agents of a different character. I have never witnessed any thing
bUt mischievous eft'ects from setons, issues, pennanent epispastics,
or even single large blisters. • • • Tartar emetic ointments
and plasters, under my observation, have always failed of rendering any service, and have invariably done _more or less injury."
All the views and sentiments of talented individuals, and from

tboae in high l!tanding, upon which secrecy is not enjoined, whether
i.ued in public or private, in which are embodied any useful
knowledge that may be of the least eervice to mankind, and which,
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at the same time, do not contain in them any thing in the leaa
degree injurious to their authors or originators, are, or ought to be1
public property ; and no truly good man would ever consider it a
breach of confidence to make ktiown any such views. No apolog)
is therefore required for presenting the above extract to the public ;
for Prof. Tully is a truly good man.

SPECIFICS.
BY DR. H, T. N. BENEDICT.

IT has long been a matter of contest among physiologists whether
there are specifica in medicine. In this contest I am led, by my
own experience, most decidedly to take the affirmative, for the following reasons, to-wit :
I. Mercurial action upon the human system always seizes upon
the villous coats of the duodenum, producing an inflammation more
or less severe, according to the extent of its continuance, and from
this, by continuous sympathy, extending its action along the biliary
duct, it causes unwonted secretions in the liver, &c.
2. Aloetic purgatives, on the other hand, pass through the intestinal canal very quietly, turning not to the right nor the left, till
they reach the colon and rectum. Hence, as with a death gr?SJ?,
ther seize upon their erey, nor do they, in general, let ~ their
holCi, till piles, fistula m ano, and their concomitant evils, sore
eyes, dimness of vision, &c., are fastened upon their victim.
3. The Aletras alba [rather, as I suppose,Jarinosa] acts specifically upon the uterine organ, and, in many instances, through the
medium of the nervous sympathy, on the muscles of the mouth
and lips, producing an effect known only to the close observer.
4. The leptrandria alba acts upon the umbilic portion of the
intestinal canal, removing the peculiar black tarry secretion which
is always present in that re~on, in all diseases of typhoid character, and which has been mistaken by medieal faculty for vitiated
bile, and frequent and repeated doses of mercury have been administered, to the destruction of the poor sufferers.
5. Quinine performs the office of an opiate for the spleen, and
cures ague in the same manner that opium cures pain, by deadening the sensibility of the diseased organ, and thus exposing the
sufferer to a more severe recurrence of the disease on the seventh,
fourteenth, or twenty-first days after the suspension. What a cure!
6. Fraxinus niger is a specific for the spleen, always tending to
produce a healthy action in that organ, and thus will prove a most
valuable auxiliary in all intermittenta.
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7. Sanguinaria Canadensis acts specifically and powerfully upon

the liver, causing it to secrete and throw off an unwonted portion
of biliary matter, and will, when carried to excess, disorder the
action of the capillary vessels, and cause a falling off of the hair,
and a peeling off of the scarf skin or cuticle.
8. The Prunus Nigrwn acts as a specific tonic upon the liver,
producing an action in all respects in accordance with the erinci-

ples of health, and is one of God's peculiar blessings to the mhab1tants of mia.smatic regions.
at this time.

And further this deponent saith not

REPLY OF PROF. BUCHANAN,
Or THE EcLECT1c MEDICAL INSTITUTE, TO THE DENUNCIATIONS
AND JIJS-STATEXENTS or PRov. J. P. HARRISON, or THI: Omo
MEDICAL COLLEGE.

To tlu Editor of {/u Commercial:
Sia-Permit me to ask of you the favor of re-publishing
in your colwnns the late remarkable essay of Prof. Harrison in
tbe Lancet. The folly, the malignity and the falsehood of that
document, are so apparent upon its face, that I regret that the limited circulation of the Lancet has concealed its peculiar beauties
from the ~blic eye. I shall take some pains to give it a much
wider circulation than its author ever expected. At the same time,
aa many of ;rour readers are not acq_uainted with the circumstances
of our medical controversies, penmt me to offer such commentaries up<>n the essay as will place them in possession of the facts.
Dr. Harrison labors to produce the impression that all who differ
from him in medical faith (excepting the Homreopaths, of whom he
speaks in equally disparaging terms) are a set of mere ignorant
qUacks, "Root Doctors," "Steamers," &c., who constitute but
O'IU claaa, and that all members of this class are characterised by
professing to use vegetable remedies exclusively, rejecting every
mineral substance from the materia medica. With the Class of
men whom he describes I do not profess to be acquainted, and
aa1 BUCh class uist in this country, I leave him to settle his
collision with them as he can.
But the special object of Dr. Harrison was to injure a rival
school, not by stating its principles and attacking them, but by
~ a total ignorance of its doctrines, and identifying eclecticism with the silliest forms of quackery which his imaginatioa
could defict. He knows that Eclectic practitioners constitute a
claas wel marked in the profesaion-distinct from regular "Allo.
pl&hs, HOJD(2()paths, Thomsoniaos, and Root Doctors;'' he knows
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that a la~ number of physicians in America practice upon Eclectic principles-that these principles have been set forth in an
address to the people of the United States, by the National Eclectic Medical Convention, held in Cincinnati-that they have been
reg_ularly taught in a flourishing Medical College in Cincinnati,
ana stated in its annual circulars-that these principles are not the
principles of those whom he calls "Steamers," but that the public
teachers of the Steam or Thomsonian system are as violent in
their op~ition to the Eclectic school as they are to the Old school
of medicine. In the triangular duel of Steam, Calomel, and
Eclectic medicine, [which nas no hobby or panacea,] the latter
has been fiercely assailed by each of its ultra opponents. Yet Dr.
Harrison and his colleagues have labored for years to produce the
impression that the Eclectic was essentially- the aame as the Thomsonian system, in order that all the prejudice and disgust against
the latter might be transferred to the former. Their whole COW'SE'
upon this subject has been orie systematic and continuous falsehood.
Dr. Harrison represents it as our cardinal doctrine, that no mineral substance should ever be administered to the sick, and then
pompously proceeds to show, what every tyro knows, that minerals
are a part of our bodies, and are indispensable as food and as medicine. No intelligent medical man ever denied these propositions.
The Eclectic Medical Faculty have never in any manner intimated that mineral remedies should never be used. They have always
used mineral remedies in their practice, taught their use to students,
and sent forth the declaration of their principles in every convenient mode of publication. The assertions of Dr. Harrison upon
this subject, then, are groundleBs and notorious JalsehoodB. An
honorable man would hesitate to make a gratuitous attack upon his
professional rival, lest he should be suspected of selfish motives-but here we behold a medical professor alarmed at the success of a
rival school, becoming so bold and reckless in mendacity as to utter
an accusation which every man in the community acquainted with
the subject knows to be false.
Not satisfied with this falsehood, he utters another, equalh·
groundless, when he intimates that the Edectic Faculty have dis..
carded and denounced "r.upping, leer.king, and blistering." So
far from having repudiated such agencies, the Eclectic practitioners
have been repeatedly assailed by Thomsonians for the very reason
that they have not discarded them. No falsehood seems too bare..
faced for Dr. Harrison, if it will accomplish his object of identifying the Eclectic system with Thomsonism, or will in any
way tend to render the school and its graduates odious among med..
ieal men. I regret the necessity of using such language, but thett
is no alternative left. While the slanders of Dr. Harrison and
his associates were confined to private circles, or in the halls of the
Ohio Medical College, we have scarcely noticed them, except in th~
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way of merriment; but since they have been placed upon record
before the public, in the pages of the Lancet, it became impera.
tively necessary to notice iliem. I addressed a letter of earnest.
remonstrance to the editors, Drs. Lawson and Hamson, demanding either a correction and apology on their part, or sufficient
space (not exceeding a page) for a contradiction of their mis-statements by myself. Dr. Lawson denied all knowleclsle of the offensive article, and refused to have any thing to do witli the necessary
reparation. Dr. Harrison, the author, refused, in the most insulting language, to take any notice of the matter, or hold any intercourse upon the subject. I am therefore compelled to regard bis
attack, not as an accidental mis-statement, but as a mass of premeditated falsehoods, knowingly maintained, to which he dares
not admit a refutation which would fasten the falsehood upon bis
own threshold.
I regret these personalities. Dr. Harrison is, like myself, a
Kentuckian. I have known him long as a gentleman of pleasant
manners, of literary tastes, of imaginative intellect, and of restless
ambition. We have been friends, until his overbearing intolerance
produced a suspension of intercourse between us. I have sought
m vain an amicable adjustment of. professional differences, and
now the course of justice must be accomplished.
.
But these are not merely personal matters. A grand scheme of
reform in medical science is the suQiect of contention-a scheme
of reform w bich professes to discarcl all professional bigotry-to
learn from every sonrce--to extend a fraternal hand to every smcere
cultivator of medical science, whatever may be the peculiarities of
his opinions, and to gather together the valuable truths of all medical systems, instead of adhering blindly to one, and denounci~
all advocates of other doctrines as " knaves, charlatans, empirics, '
&.c. This liberal system, worthy of the free spirit of the age, has
been appropriately styled EcuoT1c, because it selects liberally
from all -sources, and is bound to no narrow pathway of routine.
The Eclectic system, however, is not merely eclectic from the
writings of men. It aims at an eclectic or impartial investigation
of nature, as well as of books, and accordingly the Eclectic F~
ulty base their claims chiefly, not upon the revival of any old doctrine, as falsely stated, but upon the inlJ.>Ortant discoveries and
improvements which they have introduced m the science and practice of medicine. They profess to teach physiology more thoroughly by presenting a mass of original physiological knowledge
not known in other schools; they profess to present more correct
views of the materia medica, and a system of practice differing in
innumerable details from that of all other schools, and which they
know is far more successful. If the reader would know the nature
and extent of theae improvements, to which Dr. Harrison has not
made the slightest allusion, let him ask, not interested opponents, .
0i 91t1zed by
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but students of the Eclectic Medical Institute, who have attended
the lectures of other colleges previously. Let him inquire what is
the nature of our improvements in Physiology, Surgery, Materia
Medica, Pharmacy, Obstetrics, and the whole practice of medicine, and he will learn that the most extensive ana radical changes
have been made, but that they consist almost entirely of novel
views and discoveries confirmed by experience.
One of the doctrines of the Eclectic system, which is perhaps
the foundation of Dr. Harrison's tirade, is, that the ind1genoas
vegetable materia medica has been too much neglected for the purpose of using the more convenient mineral preparations of the laboratory, and that several mineral medicines of ve17 objectionable
properties, which really ought not to be included m the officinal
list at all, have been made to play a prominent part in perhaps
nearly one-half of the ordinary prescriptions. Eclectic practitioners regard the prevalent use of mercury, antimony, and arsenic, as
a barbarous and unscientific method of treatment, for which there
is neither necessity nor justification. Yet they do not reject these
articles as medicines because they are minerals, but because they
are inferior in utility to the medicines which they prefer to use.
Nor do they condemn any individual who conscientiously uses
such articles, if he does not attempt to compel others to follow bis
example.
Eclectic practitioners regard a number of mineral remedies '1rith
greater jealousy than those of vegetable origin; because they have
been the means of a greater amount of quackery, and a more
extensive destruction of life and health. Their rule upon this
subject is to use all mineral or vegetable remedies which tbey find
by ex~rience to be useful, and to reject all, whether mineral or
vegetable, which cannot be used without inflicting serious injury
upon the constitution of patients. Under this rule we make tree
use of iron, (a medicine which Dr. Ha1Tison says we proscribe,)
but we reject the ~at Sampson of the Old school practice, mercury, and we consider it, in all its forms, not only dangerous in its
tendency, but utterly unnecessary. There are thousands of ph.Ysicians who would eagerly and gladly disJ>ense with mercunal
medicines, if they knew that diseases could be treated more successfully without than with them. It is supposed that without
mercury, the liver& and other glands cannot be properly im.Pressed
and roused to secretion. The Eclectic school of practitioner.;
have demonstrated the fallacy of this idea, for they have discarded
mercury, and yet, with other medicines, they make more powerful
impressions upon the liver and other organs, with perfect safety.
If Dr. Harrison desires a test of this matter, let him take a drachm
of his favorite calomel, to administer to a given number of patients, and let an Eclectic physician select from his materia medica
a drachm of cholegogue medicine, the value of which is unknown
0i 9 111zcd by
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to Dr. H., and let them ascertain by experiment which will produce the greatest amount of healthy biliary action.
In reference to all these improvements we desire and demand
investi$lltion. Liberal gentlemen of the medical profession are

begimung to discover their value, but our interested opponents of

the Ohio Medical College seek by all honorable, or dishonorable

means, to stifle investi~on, to injure and degrade our reputation,
and to implant in the mmds of their pueils those virulent prejudices
which may prevent them from ever mvestigating the merits of
Eclectic medicine.
The " en4lu1 'Vituperation " and " twaddle " against Eclectic
practitioners, and all others who deviate from the old path, which
we generally . allow to ~s unnoticed, may now receive some
attention. The charge of deficient education, ignorance, bad
l~c, and "tom-foolery" in general, may be met by the assertion
that he will not dare to encounter, in · fair discussion, a champion
of this illo~cal party, and that one, who is, in some respects, fifty
years behind the times in physiological and therapeutic kiiowledge,
who is, in fact, ignorant or much im_portant professional knowledge
taught in the Eclectic Medical Institute, should not say any thing
of the ignorance of others.
As to vituperation, it is well known that it is not from the Eclectic Faculty, but from the pen and tongue of Dr. Harrison that
it has mainly proceeded. As to the appeals to prejudice of which
we are accuse<I, the charge is simply untrue, and, on the other
hand, Dr. Harrison never speaks upon the subject without betra1ing violent prejudices himself, and endeavoring to arouse them m
ot&er8 by aous1ve language.
As to the "limited ran~e" of our scheme of practice, that is the
very charge which we bring against him and bis associates, with
their calomel, opium, antimony, quinine, and the lancet. Our
materia medica and pharmacy are more extensive and efficient, as
well as safer. We liave no hobby-no medicine of almost universal application. But, above all, the Eclectic practice has attained
results in surgery and clinical medicine, which Dr. Harrison
could not even profess to be attainable by his system of practice.
The exclusiveness and intolerance of which he speaks, are the
YeJ",Y qualities for which we condemn the Old school. So heartily
do we detest their bigotry, and their insulting bearing to all who
do not agree with them in faith, that we most cautiously avoid the
imitation of their bad example. We have resolved, and publicly
proclaimed, that we would proscribe every form of exclusiveness
and professional ' bigotry, and we act in accordance with such
~Cessions.

The remaining charges of Dr. Harrison, when broiWit together
in a small compass, constitute a striking sketch of a character not
Yery unlike his own. Let us group together his choice epithets,
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and it may be left to the public to decide whether the p<>rtrait most
nearly resembles the Eclectic practitioners or Dr. Harrison himself.
" Their vanity is inordinate, with a correspondent contempt of
the intellect of those who do not 1ymboli:zt with them in their
peculiarities of thought." (Perha}>S by "symbolize" he means
8!Jmpalhi:et.) "They luxuriate ana revel in obloquy," and "traduce with endless vilifications,'' "idle and vaporing assumption,''
''vast conception of their own wisdom, and an utter aversion of
any improvement," "vain glory," "forever prating," "vain talk,"
"endless twaddle."
••Still runs the tongue In ragln:r vein.
E'en to the drega aad equeelloga of tbe brain."

With this faithful miniature of Dr. H .., drawn by himself~ I
would leave him to the admonitions of his own conscience.
To the public 'at large I would say, that this controversy is due
to no lack of courtesy or duty on our part. We have been assailed without provocation from the first, and with peculiar malignity. Every effort was made to prevent the incorporation of our
school, to injul'.El and degrade the faculty, and to injure a.II connected with the institution. We have borne these attacks, perhaps, too patiently heretofore, because we were confident that
" truth is omnipotent ;" and the success of the Institute has
already proved tliat "public justice is certain."
To the medical profession we would say, that our contest is not
with the members of the profession, but with selfish and intolerant
leaders. We belol_lk to a scientific profession, and we look upon .
all its members as brothers. We are ready to impart cordially and
willingly: our peculiar views and discoveries. We have no single
idea or theory which we regard as the foundation of all medical
science--we aim simply at the laborious accumulation of knowledge, and the improvement of the profession, by continual investigation ; and our distinctive principle, in which, we think, all
Should agree, is,. that medicine should be a restorative and not a
destructive art, and that all methods of treatment which injure the
vital powers are unnecessary and contrary to the dictates of science.
Jos. R. BucHANAN.
[The publication of the foregoing letter in a city paper, was
accompanied by the essay of Prof. Harrison, to which it alludes.
Had we sufficient space, we might give it a place in this Journal;
but as important matter has been excluded by our limits, WP. have
no room for that whicl1 would be me1ely amusing.]
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RELATIVE SUCCESS OF ME;DICAL SCHOOLS
IN THE ,WEST.
{EXTRACT FRO)( THE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE OF PROF. BUCHANAN
AT TH& ECLECTIC MEDICAL INSTITUTE, NOVEMBER

6, 1848.]

G&NTLEll&N-The openilllS of the third winter session of the

Eclectic Medical Institute brmgs together a large number of the
liberal and progressive spirits of our country, and enables me to
exchange congratulations with many who rejoice with us in the
success of this attempt to establish and sustain liberal principles in
the medical profession.
It is known to all who hear me, that we are laboring for freedom
in our chosen profession, and that we belie\·e we are laboring also
to promote the health, the happiness, and the general enlightenment of the human race. We believe that our labors are already
beginning to be felt throughout this republic, and that, ere long,
they will be felt throughout the world. We are but at the beginning of an important undertaking, and the mightiest revolutions
that change the aspect of society, have usually but humble beginnings. The most majestic tree that overshadows the forest, spnngs
from the germ contained in a single seed. And, although our
present operations may bear no proportion to the magnitude of the
results which we anticipate hereafter, they are perha.P8 not unworto be regarded as tlie germs of a mighty revolution in medical
acience and the medical profession.
Our enterprise has been commenced and sustained in the face of
a formidable opposition. Almost the whole moral force of an
ancien4 learned, wealthy, and well-or~ized profession has been
arrayed against our movement. Yet if we compare the history of
this Institute with that of similar medical institutions established
in the United States, we shall find no cause to shrink from the
comparison-on the contrary, the parallel will afford much to
encourage and elevate our hopes.
The leading Medical College of the west, for about twenty
rears prior to 1840, waa that of Transylvania University, at Lexmgton, Ky. This institution commenced in 1819, with a class
of 37 students. An imperfect attempt had previously been made
for a single year ; but tliis was the first successful effort. In the
eecond year the class rose to 98, in the third year to 120, and in
the fourth year to 160: the highest number ever attained by this
echool amounted to i93.
The .numbers of the Eclectic Medical Institute in its first year
were 81, in the second year 127, in the third year 220, and in the
fourth year, which we are now about commencing, its numbers
will probably range from 200 to 260. Thus it appears that the
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Eclectic Medical Institute, in its second year, equalled the third
year of Transylvania, and in its third year approached the maximum number of Transylvania in its palmiest aays. But Transylvania has been far outstripPed by its younger rival, the Louisville
Medical Institute. This mstitution commenced in the winter of
1837-8, with a Faculty of celebrity, mostly derived from the
Transylvania institution, and with a verr liberal endowment from
the city of Louisville. The first year its class amounted to 80,
the second year to 120, the third to 204.. When we compare
these numbers, 80, 120, 204, with those of our lrµititute, 81, 127,
no, we eerceive that they nm very nearly parallel, but that out
numbers m the the third year are greater by about 8 }>!r cent.
The fourth year of the Louisville Medical Institute, whicli numbers but 208, will probllbly be exceeded by the fourth year of the
Eclectic Medical Institute, which has just commenced. The
maximum numbers of the Louisville Medical Institute were
attained in its eleventh year, 1847-8, nnd amounted to 4.06. That
number would be attained by the Eclectic Medical Institute in its
sixth year, if its future progress should continue at the same rate
as the pas_t. The catalogues of this Institute thus present larger
numbers than those of tlie most influential and richly endowed
institutions of the west, sustained by the labors of the most distinguished Faculties that could ·be obtained. Not only is this the result of private enterprise, unaided by any donation, but it has been
accomplished in the face of a violent opposition, which would, if
possible, have even deprived us of the legal rights bestowed by our
charter, and which labored to consign the Faculty to professional
death and personal disgrace.
This opposition ha-s emanated chiefly from the Ohio Medical
Colle~, an institution somewhat famous for the medical broils and
discord with which it has been connected. These broils I have
no disposition now to dras- forth from their mouldy records; but the
history of the numerical progress of the Ohio Medical College
would furnish the appropriate data for a comparison of success
between two institutions established in the same city.
The Medical Colle~ of Ohio was chartered by the Legislature
in 1819. In 1820 its lectures were commenced by a respectable
Faculty, of which Dr. Drake, now of the Louisville Medical
Institute, was the most prominent member. The first year it was
attended by a class of 25 students, the second year by a class of
30, and the third year by a class of only 18• The fourth year, in
consequence of bad success, and the discord of the Faculty, the
schoof was brought to an end. In 1824 the College was re-organized, by the appointment of a new Faculty of very respectable talents, who occupied their positions a num&er of years. Under the
new OI'g&nization the Colfege operted in 1814 with 16 atudents; in
18i5 tlie class amounted to 48; in the third lelSion it roee ·to 80,
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ml in the fowtb to 101. This seems to have been the period of
full maturity; for four years afterwards, in 1831-2, about twelve

years from the first establishment of the school, it numbered but
131. Since this period it has progressed with moderate and irregular success, ocoupring a secondary rank in the west, · until at
length, in its thirtieth year, this old institution is overtaken and
llU1JISsed by a rival but three or four years of age-an institution
with no endowment nor exclusive privileges, strong only in the
power of truth, of justice, and of benevolence. Nay, more: the
very first year of the Eclectic Medical Institute presents about the
same number of matriculated students as the nineteenth year of the
Ohio Medical College, in which year their number was 80.
Such is the oomparative history of medical reform and medical
conservatism. Wliich has been the most successful? I fully concur in sentiment with the statesman who exclaimed, " I would
rather be right than be president;" and if scientific reform required
the sacrifice of our interests and our feelings to princii>le and the
public good, I believe there are those who would not shrink from
the saciifice ; but I also cherish the conviction exJ>ressed by the
old maxim, that "Honuty ia the best policy," and that he who is
faithful to his convictions, and labors judiciouslr and honestly to
do his duty toward mankind, will generally find m the end that he
bas little cause to regret his independent course, however it may
render him liable to temporary obloquy.
.
It is, therefore, gratifying to perceive that the Faculty of this
Institute, in taking their stand in behalf of medical truth and medical reform, regardless of numerical majorities, and regardless of a
jealous opposition, have been no less successful than those who
have smoothly sailed along with the current, who. have been sU&tained by liberal endowments, and who have ventured to advance
no essentially new or unpopular doctrines-who have taken no
position unsustained by high authority and by public opinion.
The ratio of relative success in the western schools above mentioned may be seen by embracing in one the numbers of their first
four years.
The medical classes of the first four years of Transylvania Unirersity, the oldest western school of medicine, amounted in their
aggregate number to 405.
-The classes of the first four years of the Louisville Medical
I118titute, the most flourishing school west of the mountains, present an aggregate number of 612.
The classes of the first four years of the Eclectic Medical Institute cannot be positively determined, as the fourth year has but
commenced ; but if we calculate upon safe data by comparing onr
~ion now with our number at a · corresponding period of the
third year, we find that the first four years of the Eclectic Medical
Institute, will present an aggregate array of classes amounting to
01g1tized
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from 690 to 640. Such is the proportion-Tl'&lll}'lvania 406, Louisville Medical Institute 612, ~clectic Medical Institute 6~.
In this comparison, the Ohio Medical College is not included, for
the sufficient reason that its original vitality was not sufficient to
keep it in operation four consecutive years. After sustaining itself
in a scrofulous and anemic condition for three years, in the fourth
it fainted away, and remained for a time in a state of suspended
animation.
But if we restrict our comparison to the first three years we find
the result as follows :
Trueyhanla Un1Hnit1 (Medical department).
•
Louinill• Medical lneutnte,
•
•
•
•
Eclectic Medical Institute,
•
•
•
•
•
Ohio Medical College,

!55.

404.
4!8.
73!

Seventy-three !-About one-sixth of the numbers attained by the
Eclectic school, sustained only by the individual exertions of its
Faculty. But it may be said that this was an abortive and unsuccessful effort in the Ohio Medical College. Undoubtedly it was
a failure, and the first three years of that institution were peculiarly unsuccessful, notwithstanding the energetic exertions of Prof.
DRAX&; but as all human enterprises are liable to·fail, we must
count the failures along with the successful efforts to arrive at a
proper average. The average success of the three oldest and
most distinguished schools of the west thus appears to be the
assemblage, in three years, of a sum total of 244 students. The
first class averages about 47 students, the second 82 or 83, and the
third 114. This is fully equal to an average for the United States,
as it appears from the statistics of Dr. Beck, that in 1838-9 the
average size of classes of medical schools in the United States
was IOI.
How then does the average success of the most celebrated Old
School institutions in the west comR&re with that of the Eclectic
Medical Institute? It compares as the numbers 47, 83, 114 compare with our numbers, 81, 127, 220, or as their aggregate, 244,
compares to our aggre~te, 428.
But if we omit entirely the first three years of the Ohio Medical College, on account of their bad success, and substitute the
fifth, sixtti, and seventh years, when the College began to have a
visible magnitude, we find the average but little higher, viz.:
Tranayl•ania,
(lint year,) 37 (set"ood year,) 98
~third year,) J!O
Louisville Medir.al tnstitute,
"
80
"
Ito
"
!04
Ohio Medical College,
(liftb year,) l~
(aisth year,) 48 (MHDth year,) IO
Anrage number of tbe three 1ehoola
during tbe lint three yean,
Clauea of the F.ciectic Medical fnati·
tute during the lint three yean,
Difference in favor of the Eclectic
l'tfedical lnatitut.e,

131

266

44.0

88.6

81

....

,.,

m
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Thus it appears that our aggregate number for the first three
years, when compared with that of the most prominent and succeaful institutions of the west, throwing out their failures and
abortions (and including our first session, hastily gotten up in
rented apartments, before our edifice had been provided, or our
arrangements completed,) not only equals but excels the average
success of those scnools, by the difference of 428 and 267.2, equal
to 160.8, or, in round numbers, to 160 students. In short, the sucoea of the Eclectic Medical Institute, in point of numbers, is
more than 50 per cent. greater than that of old school institutions,
which have been estatilished without opposition, and with great
peconiarv advantages.
The
use of this extraordinary disproportion is to be found in
the fact that the Faculty of this sChool hold two sessions annually
instead of one. This gives a greater aggregate number of students; and as the strength of the school is thus divided between
the summer and the winter sessions, it would not. be fair to compare
our winter sessions alone with those of other schools, which condense their whole force in the winter session, and do not afford the
privilege of attending a full course at any other season.
As our annual jupilage is divided between two sessions, both
must be estimate to ascertain what we accomplish in the year.
Were the summer session abolished, a greater number would be
compelled to auend in the winter who are now enabled to substitute a course in the sumrr.er. But, notwithstanding this arrangement, our winter session alone, reduced as it is by the establishment
of two sessions, J>resents considerably more tlian the average of
western schools which concentrate their whole attendance in the
winter. Their ave~ for the first three yea.rs has been 47, 83,
114, equal to 244, whereas our number, notwithstanding the summer session, has been 50, 81, 166, equal to 286, or 42 more than
the average aggregate of winter sessions.
Thus it is demonstrated, that the success of the Eclectic Medical Institute has realized the most sanguine hopes of its friends,
and that it stands upon a finn foundation, its success being based,
not upon endowments, nor upon fashions, nor upon authority, but
upon eternal principles of truth, which the power of man cannot
destroy, and which are now in triumphant progress.
[The greater portion of the lecture being devoted to earnest and
familiar advice in reference to personal deportment, manners, and
professional studies, is omitted here; . but we quote the conclusion,
which refers to the future prospects of Eclecticism.]
It is the ambition of the youth of our country to attain the right
to be called "a gtntltman and a 1cho/ar :" by the word physician,
we generally understand. one who is both a scholar and a gentleman. Such is the title to which you aspire. Aim, then, to be
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the profound scholar and the perfect gentleman. Thus will you
sustain yourselves with honor, and carry on with power the c.ause
of medical reform. Such men will establish its pre-eminence
throughout our republic, from the St. Lawrence to the RioGrande-from .the Atlantic Ocean even to the far off Pacific-from New York, which seems destined to be the world's emporium on the eastern shore of this continent, to San Francisco,
which seems destined to be the great emporium of our western
coast-and throughout all that space over this continent which lies
centrally between two oceans, between Europe and Asia, the common thoro~hfare of the world, and the world's great commercial
center, the mftuence of the liberal principles of Eclectic medicine
will be felt.
·
Aye, the high destiny of this continent is now unfolding. The
star of em.Pire, which the poet saw wending its way to the west,
will culmmate to its zenitli over this continent, and here, where
the world's granaries will be found-here, where the dense center
of population will exist-here, where the center of commerce must
00-:-the heart of the commercial world distributing at each pulsation tides of wealth to the east and the west-here, also, incalculable political and military power, as well as commercial wealth,
will accumulate, will have their throne, and hold the balance of
power that governs the world, and with that power will also sway
no longer in Paris, but on this continent, perhaps in the valley of
the eciences and arts. The head-quarters of medical science will be
the Mississip.Pi and Ohio, and from our center the laws and truths
of medical science and scientific discovery will go forth to enlighten
and guide the world.
When thus the leadership devolves upon our countrymen, there
cannot be much doubt whetber the spirit of our antiquated orthodoxy in medicine, which was borrowed fromEurope, shall be in the
ascendant here, or whether the new spirit of liberalism and Eclec.
tic progress, which was born in America, which bas grown strong
upon our own soil, which has developed a new system of practice,
and revealed the mysterious functions of the brain-wliich has
something new, fresh, original, and peculiarly American, shall be
the dominant influence here. The progress of our Institute has
proved already that the new truth has more vitality than the old
falsehood. Its successful establishment will, in the course of time,
lead to the establishment of many similar institutions, teaching the
same scientific principles, and spreading, from the high vantage
ground afforded by the--great cities of this mighty republic, the
principles of true medical science to the remotest regions of the
earth.
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recently received by the Editors of this Journal con-

tains the following passages:
" In the Cincinnati Gazette of December 9th, a letter ap~ from Professor J. R. Buchanan, correcting false statements
made by Professor Harrison (of the Ohio Medical College) in the

Lancet.

" Several ~ntlemen of this place, who are very much opposed to

the me of mineral medicines in general, but more particularly mercurial and antimonial preparations, and who have been favorably
inclined toward the Eclectic system, as represented to them by me,
are under the impression that Prof. B.'s language is rather equivocal, in re~ to the use of those medicines. Others, opposed to
the introcfuction of the Eclectic system here, are boldly declaring
that he actually advocates the use of mercurial medicines in

'°""
ea..u.
" Prof. B. says, 'The facts are, that the Faculty and practition-

ers of the Eclectic school use all mineral remedies which they
consider beneficial; they exclude no remedy but upon practical evidence that it is far inferior to others which they prefer, and they
ban never proscribed cupping, leeeching, and blistering, but habitually uae those agencies whenever they consider them necessary
and proper.' "

In addition to what is stated in the above extracts, the writer remarks, that " it is further requested that the professor of theory
and practice favor the friends of refonn with a full exposition or
his views upon the use of mineral agents in the treatment or
disease."
.
I feel very sure that my friend Dr. Childs did not properly reflect
on the vast amount of labor and consumption of time and paper it
would require to enable me to present a _full exposition oJ m!J.
views on the matters under consideration, otherwise he never coula
have been so unkind as to have made the above request, especially
nnder the influence of the remotest anticipation that I should have
it in my power to yield a literal compliance within the limits of a
1easonabfe time.
To depict in a faithful and unexaggerated manner the remorseleu
ravages and murderous con~uences which it has fallen to my lot to
witness, as the legitimate frwts and unavoidable consequences of
the administration as medicine of the various preparations of mercury, antimony, and arsenic, would require at least one or two
large volumes, and would be altogether too extensive a subject to be
~ of satisfactorily in one or even several numbers of the Jour0ig111zcd by
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nal ; neither do I find any thing like an extensive diveraity of
opinion among Eclectic medical reformers on the subject of the
means that ought to be used in the treatment of disease. They,
with much unanimity, concur in the position which has always
governed scientific medical reformers in the selection of their remedial measures, as a body. The rule on this subject is very clear
and easy of comprehension, and has been embOdied in most of
the authorized documents issued from the reformed schools and
conventions. From the Address of the National Eclectic Medical
Convention, which convened in this city in May last, we take the
following e~ which speak plainly on this subject:
"We protest against the ~dea that the vast resources of the materia medica are to be contemptuously overlooked for the purpose
of giving undue prominence to a few of the most powerful, a&ngerous, and poisonous articles. A style of practice so gratifying
to the indolence or ignorance of the physician, and so destructive
to the health and lives of thousands, calls loudly upon aoci.ety for
radical reform.
"We, therefore, lay down the simple principle as the t.ais of
such reform, that no course of medicine sliould lie taught and sanctioned in a system of practice which is necessa.rily liable, in its
usual application, to inflicting any serious or pennanent injury
UJ>«?n the constitution and health. In the aJ>elication of this principle there may be slight differences of opmion, but it will be
unanimously agreed that there are many articlee in the materia
medica which are more conspicuous as po.isonous than as remedial
agentll, and which require at least to be degraded from the prominent position which bas been assigned them, in order to render
more conspicuous truly valuable medical agents, which have hel't'tofore been stra.n~ly neglected or unknown.
" Our attention has been especially directed to the vast sanativc
resources of the vegetaDle materia medica, and to the fact that
these resources have been too often. superciliously neglected for the
purpose of treating diseases in a more heroic manner, by more
aangerous, but far less useful mineral preparations."
The last annual advertisement of the Eclectic Medical Institute
holds the following langu~, which is also reganled as pretty clear
and conclusive on this subject:
" These doctrines and methods of practice present so much of
what is novel and peculin as to give a new aspect to the science of
medicine, and to qualify the practitioner to treat with success many
diseases whicn often baflle tne resources of medicine. Not only
does the course of instruction present the results of the original
investigations and discoveries of the Faculty of this College in the
theorr and practice of Medicine, Materia Medica, S~, and
Phyuologr--it also embraces their selection from all valuable
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sourcea. In short, the coune of instruction and Pf'dice in the
Imtitute ia what its name indicates, Eclutic. Selecting from any
and every llOUl'Ce such remedies and modes of practke as e~
ence ab&ll have . shown to be worth1 of adoption, being, in that
selection, govemed by the great lea~ principle in Electicism, of
min« only those medicines, means, and me-.ures which are not liable,
under the ordinary circumstanoea of their judicious application, to
produce injurious eft"ects on the constitution of the patient, which
princi.Ple excludes the J>1'9parations of mercury, antimony, and
anemc, as well as general depletion by the lancet, and many other
deleterious agencies now in common use."
From a lecture which I had the honor to deliver at RUS8elville,
the 20th of July, 1836, I take the followi~ extracts,
which bear on the J>C?ints under diacussion. In speaking of the
medical reform contended for, the following remarks will be noticed
on pages 82 and 83 of the Reformer, vol. 1:
"One of the prominent objects it has in view is, to dismiss from
the catalogue of remedial 88'!nts all thoee which, under the onfi..
r-.ry circumstances of their &dminietration, are liable to injure the
amina of the human constitution, more particularly the mineral
poisons, such as merco.ry, antimony, anemc, and all their various
preperations, and substitute in their place articles derived from the
vegetable kingdom, which are not only as {X>Werfttl in their opera..
Don, but infimtely aafer ~ more salutary 1n their immediate and
ultimate effects on the human system.
·
" It would seem unnecessary, at present, to enter into a labored
~t to pr:ove that vegetable medicines, more especially the
indigenous p-Oductions of our own country, are leu destructive to
the lives alid- constitutions of mankind than minerals. This is a
doctrine which bas long been acknowledied, and is almost univer~ believed and taugllt by the most distinguished physiologists
writers oo materia medica ; and it is J>!"8WDed that no one in
this enlightened auembly will be dispoeed to call in question its
Ky.,~ on

coned.Des8."

These extracts show cunclt.tsively the _ground which has been
by scientific medical reformers m relation to the choice
of remedial agencies It will be distinctly seen that vegetable
medicines are regarded as the safest, moet congenial, and efficaciOQI in the treatment of diseue, and are therefore to be preferred
u a clau. Although Eclectic medical reformers never tiave pretended to repudiate and proscribe the use of all the medicines of
mineral origm; yet they have unequivocally condemned and diacarded the use of all ilie poisonous and dangerous agents of that
dua, and only sanction the use of a few of the milder and safer
articles belonging to that kingdom of nature.
Ally imprelliona that may have been received f'rom reading
~ed
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this

Prof. B.'a article, « any odler production on
aabject at variance with the ~nciples and doctrines set forth in this article, are
evidently in conflict with the views of scientific reformers se!lerally, and equally at variance with the plain and unequivocal phra.
seology of J>rof. B.'s reply, aa published in this number. The
communication in the Gazette, to which Dr. C. refers, contains
the explicit statement in reference to the Eclectic Faculty, that
they "reject the use of mercury aod general depletion by the
lancet."
The reply of Prof. Buchanan, aa published in the Cincinnati
Timea, is equally e~licit. He spealia of "the Eclectic Faculty
reject!ng general depletion by the fancet;" and illustrates their position thus:
" We do repudiate that n&1TOw111inded routine practice which
makes a hobby of aome half a dozen powerful druga, or which
scoffs at the potent and innumerable resources of the vegetable
materia medica, for the ~ of m~ a ~a of a poisonous and deleteriou JlllDeral remedy. We ~~ot believe that
calonul, or any other form of mercury, is anr thing like 8 ptJflOUG,
or is entitled to the prominent place which it has been ~ in
the materia medica, or is necessary in any case what.ever. 'We do
believe that mercurial remedies are retained, in their
position, to the annual destruction of thousands of COD&titutions and
lives, because the medical profession of the Old school too generally adhere to old prejudices, and are not like ourselves aware of
the superiority of the more efficient and safer agents which we
employ. They do not know that we can act upon the liver more
potently and healthily without a ~icle of mere~, than they can
with it, or that there is· a more judicious method of using the materia medica which enables us to diseense with the use of those
medicines, which often leave an impaued and enfeebled condition
of the constitution, however carefulfy they may be used. It is the
earnest desire of all benevolent physicians to dispense with those
bleeding and mercurializing measures which have destroyed so
many lives; but ~ey Me not generally aware that it is practicable,
and do not know die amp}(! resources which the Eclectic practice
furnishes in place of the11e deleterious methods."
Wtth these explicit statements of our ~ti.on, it is hoped that.
no farther miamident.andiog will exist in the minda of any_u_pon
this subject.
.
){.

er-.mt
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CLINICAL EXAMINATION OF URINE, WITH
SOME · OF ITS MORBID CONDITIONS.
BY B. 8. NEWTON, JI. D.'

W azN the physician is called to the bed-side to investigate di&oease, it becomes him not only to examine well every symptom presented by the patient, but every indication afforded by the secre.
tions and excretiom. To fonn a correct diagnosis, an examination
of the urine is of great importance. In these examinations two
perceptible conditions are presented-urine depositing a visible
substance, and that which does not fonn any deposit.
URINE WITHOUT ANY VISIBLE DEPOSIT.

In order to test the urine, place a piece of litmus paJ>er in the
wine ; if it be acid, the blue color of the paper will be changed to
nd. Should no ch8.nge occur, a piece of ieddened litmus paper
mmt be dipped in, and if the secretions be alkaline, its blue color
will be reston:d; if there ~ n.o change the urine is neutral. ~1
heati~ a· portion of the urme m a spoon or test tube, over a spint
lamp, if a white deposit occur, albumen or earthy phosphates are
~; i~ it be albumen? nit~c aci~ will not re-dissolve the de~t, but 1f a phos~, it will be dissolved.
I~ the urine be .very high colored! and undergoes no ch~nge by
boibng, the colonng matters of bile, blood, and p~unne are
preeent. This may be determined by pouring on a thm layer of
urine a few drops of nitric acid ; if bile be present, an immediate
and rapid play of colors, from red to green, will occur·; no such
ch~ takes place.with purpurine; if blood be present, the high
colored urine will be changed by gentle heat. The existence of
uric acid may be determined by adding a few drops of nitric acid,
which will pi-od11ce a brown deposit; if a white deposit is formed,
albumen is present ; if effervescence take place, after the addition
of the acid, it has been changed into c.arbOnate of ammonia.
UJUNE DEPOSITING A VISJBLE SEDIMENT.

If the deposit does not disappear after the addition of nitric
acid, and is ftoculent, easily diffused by ~tation, it is chiefty
made ui- of healthy mucus; if the deposit 18 ropy, and is partfy
di11110lved by the acid, it is. a phosph~te ;. if it ~s slightly affected,
it is mucus. If the deposit be pus, it will fall m creamy layers to
the bottom of the vessel, while the supernatant urine is coagulate-'
by heat. If the deJ>OSit is white, it consists of urate of ammonia,
phosphates, or cystine ; the first disappears by heat, the second by
3
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nitric acid, and the third dissolves in ammonia. If the depoeit be
colored, it consists of red particle• of' blood, uric acid, or urate of
ammonia, stained with purpurine. If the fint, the urine becomes
opake with heat, if the second, the deposit is in visible crystals,
(see figure 1,) if the third, the deposit is amorphous, and diUolves
on heating the fiuid.
Much time may be saved in this investigation, by bearing in
mind the following facts: If the deposit be white and the urine
acid, it consieta of urate of ammonia ; but if it should not disapJ>e&r by heat, it is phosphatic. If a deposit be of any color
mclining to yellow, drab, pink, or red, it is sure to be urate of
ammonia, unless crystalline, then it is uric acid.
The only apparatus and teats required for these investigations
at the bed-side are a gravilDeter, made small enough to float in an
ounce of fluid, red and blue litmus paper, a teat tube, watch glass,
and nitric acid.
OHBKICAL PATHOLOGY OJ' UBJO ACID AND ITI OOJIBINATIONS.

When uric acid OCCUl'll in urinary deposits, uncombined with a
baae, it is invariably in a crystalline fonn, never occ111Ting in the
state of an impalpable amorphous rowder. The crystal• are large
enough to be determined in genera by the eye, and in all cues by
the microscope. Uric acid never occurs q_uite colorleae, excepting
mixed with urate of ammonia, which 1s frequently the case.
Every shade of intensity of tint is found in these deposits ; hence,
the tenn red or yellow sand is applied to them. In general, the
deeper the color of the urine, the darker the sediment.
DIA01'0SlS OJ' UIUC ACID DEPOSITS.

When heated in the urine, the uric acid deposit does not dis..olve-the crystals merely become opake. It generally becomes
more distinct from the solution of the orate of' ammonia, which is
frequently mixed with it, and sometimes completely conceals it
from view. Hence, the best mode of discerning this de~t is to
wann urine turbid with urate of ammonia, in a watch glasa.
The acid becomes viaible on the glasa as soon aa the urate
dissolves. Liquor pot&88le will disao!ve the urate of ammonia, .
by the fonnation of the urate of potassa. Hydrochloric and
acetic acids have no action, while the nitric readily diasolves it.
CHARACTER OJI' ua11'& DICP08ITI1'0 ua10 .A.CJD.

. When this acid is found in excess in the urine, it lets fall crystaJa
on cooling. Very high colored urine seldom deposita uric acid
until after the addition of a stronger acid. Urine never leta fall all
ita uric acid spontaneously u a de~sit. Urine depoeiting uric acid
always reddens litmus paper, and often contains an excess of urea,
10 as to crystallize slowly when mixed with nitric acid in a watch

glaaa.
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MICBOICOPIC CHABACTJCR8.

The crystallized fonns of the wic acid present a remarkable
\'&riety; they all have the rhomboid {>rism, which may be considered the normal crystalline form or this substance.
Two varieties can be formed artificially by filtering a strong
solution of urate of potassa, or ammonia, into dilute and wann
h~oric acid ; perfect rhomboids, or square tables (often excavated at the sides into an imperfect hour glass fi~) are obtained. These varieties depend upon the strength of the acids
and mates wied.
It the crystalline form exist in the deposit, they can be examined by placing a drop of turbid urine on a plate of glass, and
enmining it uDder a small microscope ; but tne best way is to
allow the urine to settle, and then pour a tablespoonful of the lower
portion, that which is the most turbid, into a watch /.lass; !>)'
~this gently, the urate of ammonia is dissolve , and the
deposit 11 readily formed. Remove the supernatant urine, and add
a few drops of water, then place the glass under the microscope,
and the Crysaala covered with the water be~ome very di11tinct.
They may be examined by transmitted rays or reflected light, the
laUer having some advantages when the crystals are large or in
maas. All that is then required is to place on the stage of the
microecope, and under the watch gl&S1, a piece of black velvet; by
meau of a condenaing lens, let a strong light be thrown upon the
crystals ; then bring the object glass into eroper adjustment, and
tDe color, as well as the ~ure of the crys&aJs, will become beautifully defined on a blacqround. In the following microscopic
views, all the larger crysta1s are thus represented. The following
cats are copied from the work of Dr. Bird on winary diseases.
In ~ 1 are represented the common rhomboidal crystals of
uric acid ; these are generally found to be very thin, and sometimes of a lozenge shaped lamina, but again they are thicker, and
by adiu~ the light, t11eir true shape may be well defined.
mien the deposit bas been of lo1_1g continuance, especi•lly in
calculous diseases, the rhomboid outline of the crystal is repl&ced

by uquare one (see figure i).
(1.J
.

(1.)
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The ~deposit is then S!'nerally high colored, and the crystah
much thicker than in the former variety:. In this an internal marking, like a frame work, is visible. Several accidental varieties
of these rhomboid and square , crystals exist; ·of these the most
curious presents a spindle-like figure, the obtuse end being rounded-the margin of either aide excavated, (figure 3,) so as sometimes to
approach a jl.eur-<k-ly1 outline. Many uric deposits appear at
first sight to be made up of flattened cylinders, presenting a very
(3.)
( 4.)

remarkable appearance (figure 4). Upon making them roll oYer,
by adding a few drops of alcohol, or oy agitation, the fallacy will
be detected, they being really very thick lozenges, lying on their
sides. This variety is frequently found mixed with urate of ammonia and oxalate of lime. The addition of hydrochloric acid to
urine often causes a preciJ?itation of crystals of this fonn.
The crystals are sometimes found very thin, their le~ being
greater than their breadth, and much resembling a buri'dle of irregUlar needles, as well as a block-like
( 6.)
shape. The whole surface is sometimes
marked with myriads of close dark
lines. When carefully examined, the
bodies present a very remarkable internal marldng, like two crescents placed
with their convexities opposed (figure 6.)
This carious appearance is only visible
in the non-striated body of the crystal.
Coarse and deep OrSJ!ge or red sand is
generally composed of cohering crystals,
forming indeed minute calculi. Two varieties of these are met
with, one formed (figure 6) of .cohering, thick, rhomboidal prisms,
and the other of aggregated lozenges, in spinous masses. The latter are particularly met with where a marked tendency to calculi
exists (figure 7). It is not unfrequent to find these masses crystallized on a hair, just as sugar caniiy is crystallized on a thread or

string.
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Cli.-Z .._uliO. of Uriru,

(6.)

ft.

('7.)

DIAO•OIH OJ' 'DSPOIITS OJ' URATS OJ' AllllOllJA.

These de~its vary in color from absolute whiteness to a pale
fawn color, which is the most frequent Ltint, brick-red, pinlt, or
purple. All these·various colored deposits present certain characters in common. They never appear in the urine until after it has
cooled, and disappear with the greatest readiness on the application
of beat. The Pll!Ple deposits require rather a higher temperature
for eolation thaii tlie other. The liquor potaese, or liquor ammonUe, will immediately dissolve the urate of ammonia. Their
chemical comtitution is shown in a very interesting manner by
enmining a drop of the turbid urine with the microscope, between
two ~ of ,Pass; an amo!'Phous ~wder will alone be visible,
anle9I Uric acid' be present; tlien, by adding a drop of hydrochloric
ac.id, the turbidity will disappear, and in a short time crystals of
uric acid will be seen, growing in the fiuid, the ammonia havi~
maited with the hydrochloric acid that was added, a~ deserted the
aric acid.
OBAUOTUS OJ' URIN• DSPOllTJNG URA.TS 01' AllllONIA.

The following modifications are most important : 1. A ~le
arine of low specific pvity, becoming opake in cooling, from the
deposition of nearly white urate of ammonia, which forms a ro~
liU appearance, much resembling mncopus.
I. Urine of moderate density, which is of a pale amber color,
and fonm on cooling a ~ions fawn colored deposit, (resem~
brick dut disaolved in the urine,) but readily disappears by the
action of beat. This deposit is very frequent, and in all cases
wben there is any cutaneous interference •.
3. It there be anr febrile excitement, the urine becomes concentrated, risea in deDS1ty, and deposits on cooli~ a reddish brown
ll!diment, constituting the well known latentioua or brick dust

lldiment.
4. In well marked afrections of the portal circulation, e1pecially
wllen connected with organic diseases of the liver or spleen, or
.,._ there is a 1npparating action going on in the body, and a.,.
I
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cially of a strwnous character, the urine possesses a deep purple
or copper color, often verging on crimson, and may be miitaJten
for blOOd.
llJCJlOSCOPIC CHAJlACTEJl 01' UllATE OF AMMONIA.

When a drop of urine containing a portion of this substance is
puf'. between two pieces of glass, and put
(8.)
Under the microscope, a mere amorphous
precieitate is seen; but on more careful
~ (
exanunation this will be found to contain
) J" ~
myriads of excessively fine globules, adti. \ \ b
hering together, forming little linear
_
\
'
masses, (figure 8,) often mixed with uric
....,,. "-" ft
acid crystals. . Sometimes the urate of
(
('"'~"'
ammonia occurs in large $lobules, mixed
, / ..../ ., .,. •.
with crystals of uric acid; this is objo..•
served in . albuminous urine, (figure 9,)
and, from ita opacity is best observed by reflected light.
, (9.)
(10.)
.
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Urate of ammonia occurs in deposites in delicate needles, some
times united so as to form stellre (figure IO).
The urate of soda is found in deposits of the urine in cases o
gout and febrile aft'ectiom, and where the treatment consisted ii
the use of carbonate of soda. It then is found in round, yellow
ish, opake masses, provided With projecting and carved erocesseE
(figure 11,) forming a remarkable figure • . When artificially pre
(II.
(I2.)

.'.·--.
e
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by dissolving uric acid in a hot solution of carbonate of

Soda, it crystallizes in needles and tufts (figure 12). In chemical
characters, the urate of soda resembles the salt of ammonia, but
does not disappear quite so readily on heating the lime.
PATHOLOGICAL CHA.NOES IN THE QUANTITY

OF

URIC

A.CID

A.ND

UllA.TE OJ' AHHONIA.

Independently of an alteration in the proportion of the uric acid

by an excess or deficiency of nitrogen in the food certain pathol~
ical states of the system exert a most important influence on ttie

qqantiC, excreted. Uric acid may he traced to two great source1,

the dismtegration of tissues and to nitrogenised food. It is obvious,
therefore, that whatever increases the rapidity of the former process, or . interferes with the due digestion or · assimilation of the

latter, will materially affect the amount of uric acid contained in
the urine. In all diseases attended with great emaciation, when
the auw.ly of food is not ample for the body, there will be an
increaSed amount of uric acid m the urine; if the kidneys remain
sufficiently healthy to perform their functions. But if the renal
functions are themselves affected, as they frequently are, the above
would be an exception to the general rule. In inflammatory diseases, in rheumatism, in organic, and sometimes even functional,
difficulties, the amount of uric acid will be increased, and the deposit of this substance will appear either free or combined.
In gout and rheumatism tliere is a great tendency to the forma·
tion of an excess of uric acid, both eure and combmed, especially
with soda. The elements: of the acid, or its combinations, are in
these diseases supelied by the nitrogenised elements of the food.
In such quantities 1s urate of soda often generated, that the watery
p<>!tions of the blood are not sufficient for its solution, and part of
1t iH deposited in the joints and sheaths of the tendons, producing
painful swellings.
In all diseases attended with excessive debility, independently
of acute disease, especially when an aruemic or chlorotic state
Hists, and when the circulation is languid, or, if excited, is owing
to initation rather than inflammation, a deficiency of uric acid
occms, and no deposit ever takes place in the urine, unless the
quantity of water present is remarkably diminished. The diminution of uric acid is well observed after great losses of blood ;
this may also show how excessive bleeding may develope its effects,
and is, in my opinion, one strong evidence against this pernicious
~ce, which is fast sinking to its proper position in the minds of
all liberal members of the profession. This subject might be
extended much further, but as space will not ~rmit in the present
number, it may be referred to again. I am indebted to many writen upon this subject for important matter, and for the originals of
the cuts to Dr. Biid.
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DEGENERACY OF MEDICAL COLLEGES.
Ta11: UPWARD ARD oRWARD Tl:NDJ:l'fc1za of the profeBSion at the
preeent time present an interesting subject for contemplation.
Among the former may be mentioned,
·
I. Tu1: EcLECTJc .11r1ovu1:NT, designed to free the profession
·from every vestige of the " Old Bunierilf'll" with which 1t is
aow encumbered, and to introduce not- only a far better practice,
hat & broader, deeper, and truer 19edical philosophy.
2. The REBELLION of Homreopathy, Hydropathy, and other
eccentric systems of practice, against the tyrannical restraint which
the orgai:iization of the profesaion has heretofore imposed upon the
freedom of individual opinion and action.
3. The confession of existing defects, the increased tone of liberality among eminent physicians, and the gradual, almost insensible, yielding of the profession generally to the "pressure from
without " of public sentiment, and the reformatory spifit of the
age. (How common to bear the confesaion, " I give very little
ealomel now-I very seldom bleed.'')
4. The steady progress of Phrenology, Animal Magnetism, and
other fonns of Neurological Science, fertilizing and liberalizing
all minds as they advance.
6. The abolition of legal restraints upon profeaional pursuits,
~aving re11-son and public opinion as the sole regulaton of the
medical profession.
6. The complaints brought against medical colleges, and against
the present condition of the profession, and the attempts to elevate
the character of medical instruction by imposing greater restrictions upon the graduation of unqualified persons, and by extending the sessions of medical schools beyond the usual tenn of four
months.
.
7. The confesaion that Medical Botany has been shamefully
aegleded, and the appointment of a commitaee by the National
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Medical Association for the purpose of reporting upon OW' in~
enous plants, and their value as medicines.
These are cheering indications of the progress of the profession,
but, on the other hand, the DowNwARD tendencies are but too
apparent.
I. The tenacity of "Old Hunkerism," as manifested in the
DU111erous illiberal and malignant articles in various medical jourmJs, and in the resolution of the National Medical Association
tor ucluding from medieal college• all students whose preceptors
were not strictly regular in their practice; or, in other words, who
dared to think and to practice differently from the National Medieal Association.
!. The low moral tone and consequent demoralizing influence of
such men as Prof. Harrison, of the Ohio Medical College, and
ethers who need not be named. The daily example of coarse
vituperation against opponents must necessarily exert a pernicious
inftuence upon the minds of young men, before whom such examples are exhibited Without comment or correction.
3. The tendency of the profession in large cities to organize
under certain leaders, to adopt rigid rules, and to sacrifice individual freedom to certain visionary notions of professional dignity and
infallibility.
.
4. The extravagancies, ultraism, and ignorance of individuals
desirous of effecting medical refonn, but not sufficiently enlightened or liberal, nor suftlciently elevated in their aims to sustain a
respectable position.
6. The great multiplication of inferior medical colleges, their
competition to increase their numbers, and the increasing facility
in obtaining a medical diploma.
·
There are already thirty-seven established medical colleges in
the United States, and we are continually hearing of new schools.
Another medical school has just been established in Indiana, (in
addition to the one at Laporte,) another at Roclt Island, Illinois,
and another ~ven in Iowa. How many more are just beginning to
be hatched, and how many are likely to make their appearance
daring the year '49, it would be difficult to say; but it is probable
chat the multiplication will continue to go on as long as chartel'I
cao be obtained, until the fact becomes generally known to the
ebitiom members of the profession, that a professorship in a
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medical.echool, which bu no commanding advutapa over ita
rivals, and which for many. years can sustain but a feeble and rickety esiat.enoe, confera neither honor nor profit upon its occupant.
The dutiea of ·Buch a profeuol'Bbip, if rightly diacharged, are mattel'll of earnest and life-long labor ; but if they are hurried through
in a careleaa maDJler, without thia labor, the profe11or who punuea
aoh a coorae becomes an injury, and indeed a nuisance to the pro.
feuion, by withdrawing young men from schools of reputation in
which they might have been thoroughly instructed, and sinking
their standard of professiona.l allowme~ to his own inferior level.
How eagerly do we find men seeking to undertake the grave
responsibilities of a medical college, who are not only deficient in
·medical knowledge, but de1icient even in the ordinary elements of
a decent English education. When individuals, thus deficient
alike in medical and in literary cultivation, succeed in presenting
themselves as teachers of medical science, the effect must necessarily be to spread through the country a race of sciolists and superficial pretenders, whoee manifest ignorance will be quite efficient
in destroying all confidence in the profesaion, and all respect for its
members in the public mind.
That the multiplic.ation of medical schools tends to produce such
results, has already become very obvious. The diploma is annually becoming less and less valuable as an evidence of medical
attainments, and more easily accessible to the indolent student,
who desires to obtain it merely as an introduction to professional
employment. Students are invited to attend certain achools, with
the assurance of the most liberal indulgence in pecuniary matters,
and induced to suppose that with a single course of lectures they
may be pennitted to become candidates for a degree. We have
received letters showing that such anticipations were cherished, and
young men had been induced to suppose that a single course of
lectures in • certain Allopathic school in Ohio would entitle them
to the opportunity of graduation. We are by no means disposed
to charge upon the Faculty of that institution any design to hold
out such inducements to students, and thus to lower the standard of
education; but when such intimations have been held out in connection with their name, whether authorized or not, it shows distinctly the obvioUA tendency of competition among schools.
But whatever may be the downward tendencies of the numerous
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Allopathic schools, they are certainly unable to compete in this
downward race with the ·Thomsonian institutions. In our remarks
upon th.is subject, we would not be understood as referring to
Tbomsonian practitioners generally, but only to the schools which
have been baaed upon the popularity of Thomsonian remediea.
There are doubtless many upright and sincere men, who have been
driven by Allopathic bigotry into an independent and hostile position, aod who have adopted more or leas of the ultra Thorosonian
views, for want of a more satisfactory and definite position.
Theae individuals, who regard themselves as independent botanic
p-actitioners, are generally men of .considerable practical skill,
and of mental-independence. The majority of this class will ultima&ely be found, when they have calmly surveyed the position of
parties, in the ranks of scientific medical refonners.
The establishment of schools with the power of conferring medical degrees, (avowedly upon Thomaonian principles,) has presented
the lowest standard of medical education ever yet seen in our
country. Without referring to the general inferiority of these
schools as to character, intellect, and means of instruction, a glance
at their facilities of graduation will show their inevitable tendency.
The school established at Petersburg, Virginia, under the deceptive title of" Scientific and Eclectic Medical Institute," (a Thomaonian school,) is but little more than a nominal affair as to the
instruction of medical classes. A gentleman of intelligence from
Petenburg informed ua that it had but about nine students last
year, and we perceive that the annual announcement of the school
for 184'1-8 presents but fifteen names on the" list of matriculates."
Whether the collegiate operations were carried on in the drug store
of the Professors P. and K., or in the apartments overhead, oar
informant could not distinctly state ; but, however insignificant the
operations of this school may be in the way of medical instrnctioo, it is amply capable of furnishing any number of diploma&
which the state of the market may require. Not only are their
own students furnished with these "scientific" diplomas, but the
students of the Botanico Medical School of Worcester, Massachusetts, are also honored by the distribution of parchments from
Petenbwg. One charter is ~nough for both; and, indeed, we see
oo reason why the benevolent gentlemen of Petersburg should not
esteod their sheltering wings over all the Thomsonian schools to
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he hereafter chartered, and thus •ve the troublelome neceuity of
applying for a charter. . According to this convenient plan there
~ never be a lack of Thomaonian diplomas; for so long as one
achool of that charact.er in the United Stat.ea retains a chaner,
the powers of that charter will be entirely safticient to supply any
number of degrees, in every ltate of the Union, to t1aoee who mag
or mag not have been under Tho1D10nian instruction.
Actual attendabce upon lectures of any kind does net &ppeU' to
be at all necenary. If the Faculty are diaposed to confer the
degree, it maba no matter whether there baa been any previous
study, or any attendance upon lectares. They •y, "If found
qualified by the Faculty, the Board .of Directors will confer on
him the Doctorate in Medicine, '· toitAotd reforent:e to tlt.t tiflU of
1ttulg, prO'Didtd tlt.t caMidale 1Wl AtJN paid for one f.U eoune
of ticietl, and tlu ~ion. atul !Jf'ad•ation Jeu.' ,, Or, in
plain English, any individual, educated or uneducated, who is willing to pay ninety dollan, can obtain a diploma, if the Faculty are
disposed to aell him one, and willing to certify his qualifications.
But, as if this were not auflicient, the Faculty openly advertiee that
they will confer honorary diplomas (aa premiums) upon any individuals who will furnish them the beat euays upon lobelia, bloodletting, mercury, and a variety of other aubjects. When medical
schools, with regular charters and the power of conferring degrees,
come to 10 low an ebb as this, what molt be the ilievitable eft'ect?
It appears to ua that the following will be dae inevitable
comequencea:

1. Those schools which enlarge their facilities and prolong their
coursea of instruction, will necessarily occupy the highest position
• fountains of medical 'learning, and their diplomas will be
eagerly sought by those who aim at thorough medical scholanhip.
I. The various schools through the counby of inferior merit,
will present a descending scale, at the bottom of which will be
found the ultra Thomsonian schools.
3. In this position a general spirit of emulation will ariee,
which will gradually compel the inferior school8 either to raise
their standard of qualiflcationa, or to sink to the Thomaonian level
of diplom!Mhope. (It ia probable that in time the tille of Thomaonian will be universally repudiated, or, if retained by any, will
be but a badge of ignorance. 8ehools wbich have here&ofGre
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occupied that position, will, if they are capable of improvement,
take a more liberal ground. We think there are evident indications of an upward tendency. The unchartered school at Worceater, Hua., manifests a laudable desire for the diacharge of it.a
datiea, and would probably, if it.a resources were adequate, riae to
a 'ff:l'1 respectable position. The Curtis school of this city baa been
greatly improved by eecuring the eervicea of Dr. Kost-a gentlemn of highly respectable attainments, as well as of liberal view..
At the ame time the virtual ownership of the whole school by Dr.
C. has been aunendered (we are infonned) to a Board of Trustee&,
who propoee to bring it out under a new title. What the new name
ii to be we are not informed.)
'· The Eclectic Medical Institute, which at preeent occupies an
ldtanced position, giving a more thorough and laborious COUJ'8e of
inllnction than any other medical institution of Cincinnati,~ will,
we hope, continue to move in advance as far and as fast as its op.
portunitiea and position will permit-thu placing its graduate•
apao the highest platform of the profesaion. In the next number
we may suggest a plan to elevate the standard of professional at.
taiwente, quite distinct ftom that proposed by the National Medical
Awciation, and probably much more efficient.
For the preaent, in view of the existing condition of the profeesian, we would reapecd'ully suggest to the friends of Eclecticism in
&he United States the propriety of concentrating their energies and
co.operating with us in the eft'ort to elevate our common caue. If
daly AStained by our friends, we pledge ourselves to elevate the
lllDdard of Medical F.ciucation, and to place the cause of Medical
Beform in a higher position than it has ever yet occupied in America. In such a position that the name of Eclectic may be honored in America and in Europe, as significant not only of enlarged
lihenlity and mental independence, but of thorough medical achoJuship and the lighut d~tt of skill in the treatment of diaeue.
In a word, we aim to eatablieh in the public mind an indisputable
pre-eminence, and thus ultimately to regenerate the whole prohaion.
To accomplish results so important and ao noble, the 1incere
•We liaH lhewa ill prniom Damben, that the Fecalty of the E. M. laatitate, dell.,.r
• •-&rui more of lmtructiOD duriag daeir tellioa than the F1e•ltr or th• OM9

1111w.lCoHep.
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friends of Eclecticism must abstain &om imitating the follies of
the Old school and the Thomsoniana in undertaking the eatabliahment of feeble and inferior schools. If there were at this time a
superabundance of talent, of learning, and wealth in our ranks, all
seeking in vain to be employed, we Should have not a word to say
against the establishment of able, learned, and well-endowed
achools ; but from our knowledge of the resources of the cause
throughout the United States, we are amply warranted in affirming
that no additional achool could be established at present with any
prospect of attaining such a rank or eustaining such a character as
would be of the least benefit to the general progress of the cause.
That opportunities will occur hereafter for a vigorous and concerted
m<JVement to establish another institution of --elevated character, is
by no means improbable ; but at pretent, and for several yean to
come, every attempt of that kind muat necessarily tend to diminish
the moral force of the cause, to distract and divide its friends, and
eeriously retard or defeat our ultimate triumph.
Medical instruction auataim the 1ame relation to competition as
medical practice. He who aims merely at pecuniary aucoea in his
profession, would prefer to see rivals in the field around him whoae
general inferiority would insure bis own undisputed pre-eminence;
but be who takes more enlarged views, and wishes to sustain honorably the system of practice to which be is devoted, 11rould de.ire
to see, not bis inferiors, but his equals or superion in the field,
who might BUstain honorably the common ca111e; and while he
would regret the appearance of those whose qualifications and opportunities were imufficient, be would take some pains to encuurage
and aaist, in a fraternal spirit, thoee whoee character, learning,
and abilities would redound to the honor of the profession. Such
is the view upon which we are disposed to act, and such must be
the feeling of the Eclectic Medical profession at large who are
deeply interested in 8Ultaining and elevating the genera1 prof..
aional standing and character of Medical Reformers.
We would, therefore, suggest that the friends of Eclecticism in
America unanimously resolve to concentrate their energies for the
establishment of a Model College, which may proudly uphold the
standard of Medical Refonn--that they deliberate farther upon the
belt method of sustaining and elevating the national school, and
apon the policy and propriety of eltabliahing other echoola a& aay
01g1tized
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time hereafter, having an eye in all'things to the good of the common came, the anion and harmony of its friends, the impovemen&
of medical education, and the triumph of Medical ·Reform over m
active and energetic foes.
B.

TO MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS.
As the design of this Joamal is to piuent to the profeaion
valuable practical matters, in such a form as to be available to the
Physician in his daily ministrations to the. sick, the publishen
eamady solicit the aid of all their profeaional friends in the accumalation of facts and discoveries relative to diseases .in dllrerenl
lediom of the country, new remedies and new modes of application of thoee now known.
Articles in the form of reports of important cues, illutrating
the elicacy of the peculiar mode of treatment adotlf.ed, given brie8y,
yet in a clear and detailed manner so as to enable the reader to
avail himself of the directiom there given in similar caaea, as well
u dileertationa upon the iropertiea aad uses of different remedies,
are mach needed, and would be of .great senice to the caue of
medical reform. We are aware that there are hundreds of Pbyai.
ciw wboee pradice is eminently succesaful in dile8lea of varioas
bma, which, under the allopathic treatment, are often incurable,
who have made many new discoveries, and in whose practice there
is much that is peculiar to themselves which ought to be in the
bands of all who are not eatisfied with the present wofully deficient
md amaccessfal practice pursued and 8118tained by allopathic orthodosy. We have frequently urged our medical friends to furnish
mwith original matter of this kind, and while some have complied.
witD the request, others have excased themselves on the p>and
chat they were unacc~ to writing for the preu, and were too
much engaged in practice to devote the attention to writing, requisite
to pruent articles worthy ?f publication. Thia may be a plausible
acme in some few cases, while in many others we strongly suped it u only an e1:e111e to avoid the labor, and not a lack of the
proper akill in writing.
It Bef'ormen would keep up with the intelligence of the age in
Medical Science, &bey mUlt each wl every one con&ribate a clue
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proponion to the general ltock of knowledp. Thus, h1 giving his
cliacoveriea to the profeeaion, each will in return get those of many
edleni, and the whole be benefitted, while no one will be the loeer.
O.oe may have valuable knowledge respecting the treatment of a
particular diseue, or of the use of a particular remedy, entirely
unknown to another, while he in tum possesseR similar information
of which the former is ignorant. Bot by communicating theae
through the Journal, all will be equally informed; and we do not
~oubt that if every practitioner would look upon thia matter in a
proper light, and do all in his power to extend and di4\de his knowledge, more·valuable additiona may be made to the ICience through
the Journal in one year, &ban could be made by any other mode in
five or ten time. the same period.
If any are willing tu write for die Joamal, who have any hesitation in conaequence of being unaccustomed to writing for the
press, we can •y to them, do not le& valuable inbmation be kept
back for fear of not prernting it in a lltyle to suit your or our taste.
If you will fumillb the matter, we will, if desired, make such alterations in style u may be desirable. We hope to have a number
of valuable eam.ya from abroad for our nest nmnber. We int.end
to be liberal, and therefore invite all friends of Reform, whether
they favor all oar peculiar views or not, to p1e1ent to the public
through the Journal any matter .elating to the healing art that may
be practically U1eftd.
b1TtTUTs.-Before the proposed enJarsementa of the~
lectic Medical Institute can be effected, it will be requi1ite to enlarge ita capital ltock much beyond the present amount. It is propoeed, therefore, to iocreue the amount to au ltirulnd tlwwand
tlollar1. After this change has been elected, we espect to proaecate vigoromly
plans of enlarged
B.
THI:

oar

userumee..

ccr The attention of Medical Students is respectfully invited to
the announcement of the spring and summer course ot Lectures,
commencing on the first da) of March nest.
M.

oc:r Pel'80na to whom the present No. of the EcleCtic Medical
Journal is aent, who do not desire to be considered as subscribers,
will be kind enough to wrap it carefully and return it addressed to
":Eclectic Medical Joarnal, Cincinnati, 0." All such as do not
do so, will be comidered u IUbecriben for the 1 .
M.
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MEMORIAL
OJ' THE AMERICAN ECLECTIC MEDICAL CONVENTI01'.

To tM Honorable the Senate .and
House of Repreientatfoes of the State of Okio :
Tu.11: members of the American Eclectic Medical Convention
would respectfully address your honorable body in reference to the
o_ppreaive inequality and injustice now existing under the laws of
this commonwealth.
Your Memorialists, as a Medical Convention, represent the interests, opinions, and wishes of a Jar~ and rapidly mcreasing J><>rtion of the Medical profession, residing not only in Ohio, but
througliout the United States, and warmly sustained by a large
DDIDber of the intelligent and liberal citizens of the republic.
In behalf of this large portion of the people and the profession,
destined, we believe, soon to become a decided majority, we ask
that respectful attention and impartial action which should ever
cbaraderize the administration of a republican government.
We would remind your honorable body, that the legislation of
this and other states, upon medical subjects, has heretofore been
clearly in contravention of the first principles of republican justice.
An organized portion of the medical profession, enjoying an overwhelming preponderance of numbers and the confidence of the
public, has been enabled by these advantages to secure the passage
of laws, not only for the pecuniary benefit of their collegiate insti~~ona (to wh!ch ywe do not object,). ~ut for ~he purpose of discrediting and placing ma degraded position their less numerous rivals,
whOee merits were then less extensively known, and whose rights
were scarcely considered. But it required not many years to arouse
the public attention to the injustice of all such laws-to make more
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fully known the merits and the rights of the oppressed class, and
to secure the repeal of the obnoxious laws, by the most decisive
action of the legislature and the people. The attempts subsequently made to procure the re-enactment of any such laws, have
been firmly repulsed by the legislature, and generally condemned
by public sentiment.
While Medical Reformers have thus succeeded in the face of
private professional persecution and an extensive organized opposition, in obtaining a recognition of their legal rights, they do not
feel willing, after having for years endured a scandalous and unwarrantable persecution, to rest contented with a mere removal of
legal disabilities. They are entitled to claim full and entire
equality in the eye of the law.
The doctrine of union between church and state-of the right
of any religious class to receive and monopolize the favor of goverrunent, or to enjoy any peculiar and pre-eminent privileges, has
long been exploded in this country, and nothing coula be more odious than an attempt to revive such distinctions. Aesuredly, distinctions in the profession of medicine between the different classes
of the communit~:i !1-re no less oppressive and unjust than similar
distinctions in religion.
If men have the right to worship God according to the dictates
of conscience, unmolested by eartfily powers, assuredly they have
an equal right to study Nature and employ the most precious gifts
of the Creator for the restoration of health. The right to seek the
salvation of the soul, and the right to seek the salvation or health
of the body, according to the dictates of our own judgment and
conscience, are rights equally certain, clear and impregnable in a
true republic. In exercisin_g the former right, it is demanded by
every freeman, that no invidious distinction shall be made by governmental action, and that nothing shall be done by an impartial
government calculated to hinder, degrade, or restrict the individual,
whatever may be the creed which he avows. In the exercise of
the latter right, this demand is no less imperative.
In reference to matters of private opinion and action, upon which
the most intelligent and learned may differ, a republican government has no right to interpose to the injury of either party. In
the present instance, we not only claim this equality in relation to
governmental action in behalf of Medical Refonners, but we assnt,
that whenever it comes within the scope of governmental duties to
foster the sciences by assisting the cultivators and teachers of medicine, the claims of medical reformers in that respect entitle them,
if any distinction should be made, to the foremost rank. ·wc do
not" demand, as has been demanded heretofore by others, that invidious distinctions should be made in our behalf; but we do assert,
that if any portion of the medical profession is to be regarded with
peculiar favor, it is not that portion which 'las heretofore been fo&"
0ig111zcd by
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tered by legislative bounty, walled around like a hot-house plant
by legislative enactments, to protect it from the free air of competition, and which has followed the safe and lucrative path marked
out "by authority;" but rather that other portion which has presented itself to the public friendless and poo~which has risen
against persecution and a powerful array of wealth, of colleaes,
governments, societies, and time-honored precedents-which has
(~C1Jtt its way into recognition, and vindicated its legal rights
~lIISt oppression-which has ameliorated the practice of medicine, and abolished throughout a large portion of this country, the
most pernicious and unscientific methods of treatment heretofore in
vogue-which has saved an incalculable number of lives-which
IW raised up thousands from disease and despair to the full enjoyment of health, who had been abandoned by the Old school profession as utterly incurable ; and which has done more to render
practical medicine truly a healing art, than all its wealthy, learned,
powerful, and overbearing rivals.
These assertions are based upon an extensive experience and observation. Doubtless there may be members of your honorable
body who have a personal knowledge of these matters; but if not,
we would refer to the experience of all intelligent medical men
who have tried the new as well as the old or mercurial system of
practice, and to the general sentiment of patients who have had a
fair trial of each. Hereafter we hope to eresent, in a proper manner, the statistical evidence of these assertions.
We claim, that in arranging the medical charities which are sustained by the friends of this commonwealth, a just respect should
be shown to a system of medicine which has the approbation of a
large portion of the people, and that the patronage and influence
of the state should not be employed to bolster any system of excl111iveness, or any corporate monopoly, regardless of the public

good.

A strikin~ example for the application of this principle, exists in
the city of t._;incinnati at the present time. The Commercial Hospital and Lunatic Asylum of Ohio, a state institution sustained by
the means of all classes of society alike, has fallen into the hands
of certain members of the medical profession, to be controlled and
used like an estate in fee simple for their own private emolument.
In this extensive hospital, a large number of persons unable to provide themselves with competent attendance, receive the medical
and other assistance which has been furnished them by the state.
A large proJ>Ortion of these individuals, it is true, are of an humble station m life; but we are not aware that the rights of any individual in a republic are to be measured by wealth or social rank.
The patients of the hospital, whether of the class that has been
cast down from ease and affluence, or of the class enured to poverty, are all equally entitled to our just consideration. And if :we
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undertake to give them medical or other relief, their wants are justly
entitled to be Known and regarded. It would be the height of folly,
as well as injustice, to admmister our charitr in l!uch a manner as
to prevent their effectual relief, and to diminish the amount of good
which our means are comJ>etent to effect.
·
If in selecting our medical attendance we adopt an exclusive
plan which does not fully command the public confidence, and
which pay11 no regard to the wishes of those who are the. recipients
of the charity-if we compel those who are in need of medical
relief to unde~ a peculiar system of treatment, or else be excluded
from this pubhc assistance, it inevitably follows that those who regard that treatment as unsatisfactory and unscientific, and who are
determined not .to submit to any thmg so repugnant to reason and
experience as the mercurial and blood-letting system, will be virtualfy excluded from the benefit of that institution. Such we know
to be the fact at present. That portion of the public who have
become aware by ~rsonal observation, or experience, of the evils
of the old system of practice, are now vhtualfy excluded from the
Commercial Hospital, and thrown upon the private charity of medical practitioners and benevolent nei~hbors for that which they have
a right to expect from a public institution. We ask, is it just, because the patient is poor and dependent, to exercise this tyrannical
control, which o~rates so severely UJ?OD many-whid1 either drives
them from the mstitution to the miserable abodes in which they
cannot procure proper attendance, or else, if necessity compels
them to submit, is felt · by many as a tyrannical exercise of authority, and a serious din-.inution of their prospects of recovery and
health ? We ask, then, for Hospital patients, the right of choosing
their medical attendance; and, as the smallest possible concession
of their rights that we could demand, we ask that tlaey should at
least have the privilege of choice between the mercurial, blood-lettin~ system of practice, and that system which restores the health
without makmg a da~rous inroad upon vitality by t!ae \'ery process, and without leavmg a poisoned and shattered constitution.
We do not ask that any increased expense should be incurred,
for no farther expense is necessary in the care of Hospital patients
than is at present incurred. The facilities for the stuay of disease
presented by such an institution, will be received as an equivalent
for the labor of medical attendance.
While we seek this right in behalf of Hospital patients, as a
matter of simple justice-a mere abolition of le~l favoritism and
monoi;><>ly-we solicit most earnestly for the medical profession the
abolition of another form of this oppressive monopoly. The Hospital affords extensive opportunitie11 for clinical instruction, which
are regarded as valuabfe by all who are preparing for the practice
or meaicine, or who wish to investigate disease.
As now controlled, instead of these opportunities being extended

..
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to all who are about to enter the profession, every young man who
does not submit himself to the teaching of the old school, is
rigidly excluded from witne1JSing the practice of the Hospital.
The ainriJar spectacle is exhibited of a state institution, the property aliKe of the whole people, located in a large city among liunilreds of medical students, and a large majority of those students
prohibited from entering that public institution for the purpose of
preparing themselves better to discharge the responsible duties which
they are about to assume. Do not these facts call loudly for legislative interposition? Is there any reason why those of the .people of
Ohio who believe in the Reformed system of Medicine, should be
thus deprived of an equality of rights with those who prefer another system-should be insultin~ly told by authority" If you wish to study medicme in accordance with the dictates
of your own reason, you shall not be pennitted, like others, to
enter our state institution upon the payment of similar fees, nor
upon any terms whatever. If you wish to send a student to a
aiedical college where he can learn the ample resources of the new
system of practice, that student shall not be entitled like other students to witness the phenomena of disease in the Hospital, and
thus become more familiar with the important duties of a physician;-he must succumb to the teachings of a certain school, or
else be stamped with this mark of degradation."
Although that Hospital was designed in every way for the public
benefit, and its clinical advantages are important for the promotion
of medical education-the value of which would be felt throughout
the whole country-the benefits of which would accrue not only to
the practitioners instructed, but to the people whose health they
preserve; yet these clinical advantages, formshed by the public, are
not allowed to flow with equal justice to the whole people, but
arbitrarily monoJ><>lized by a few-not for their own benefit merely-not because the opportunity is not ample for all, but simply to
gratify the malignant Jealousy and hostility of those who enjoy this
monopoly, against their professional rivals.
If the aristocratic principle of monopoly must prevail under this
government in medical matters, then let the monopoly fall into the
hands that are able to wield it for the public good. Let the Hospital be placed in the hands of the Faculty of the Eclectic MediCal Institute, and let a superioJ' system of Medicine and Surgery
exert its beneficent inffuences. Let the clinical facilities, if a monopoly must exist, be taken from that College which bas been unable to attract a large class, even with this advantage, and let them
be given to that College which teaches doctrines in accordance
with the spirit of the age; and instead of a meagre attendance of
between one and two hundred, classes of three, four, or five hundred will receive the benefit of the clinical instruction.
But we ask no such monopoly or exclusive privilege. However
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unworthy of its exclusive rights, the Ohio Medical Oollege may
be, in comparison with our favorite institution, we desire only that
they be placed upon a footing of equality.
This claim is peculiarly urgent, in consequence of the fact that
the Eclectic Medical Institute, which represents a large and respectable portion of the profession, has not received impartial justice heretofore from the state, and yet has proved itself worthy at
least of equal favor with any other institution. While the Facwty
of the Ohio Medical College have received from the state liberality, a collegiate · edifice, library, chemical apparatus, &c., and
been honored by the exclusive control and use of the Hospital, the
Faculty of the Eclectic Medical lRBtitute, without any assistance
from the state, hal'e erected their own edifice, furnished their own
apparatus and library, given able and orif'nal courses of lectures,
&nd already attracted a. greater number o pupils during the past
year than their rival institution, aided by the power of monopoly
and assistance from the state.
This fact is sufficiently significant of the comparative merits and
the claims of these schools to legislative patronage; and we respectfully submit to your honorable body, whether it would not be
a magnanimous act of justice to extend to the Eclectic Medical Institute, as well as to the Ohio Medical College, such an amount of
pecuniary assistance as would materially enlarge its facilities of instruction. The purchase of an extensive library and other collegiate apparatus, is usually, in this country, beyond the means of
literary or scientific men ; and they have generally depended upon
large endowments to effect it. Such libraries .and apparatus are of
great public value in the hands of those whose reputation may attract a sufficient number to the shrine of learning; and as they arc
from their very nature, rather a public than a P.rivate benefit, it is
becoming that the public should be the most liberal -contributor to
lhe fund for their purchase.
We doubt not that the energy and public spirit of the Eclectic
Medical Faculty will in due time triumph over all obstacles, and
place the Institute in the highest rank, as to its scientific facilities ;
but we ask whether the state should not cherish with a liberal
spirit this and other institutions which reflect honor upon the name
of the state and render it an attractive resort to the votaries of science ? We believe that the Eclectic Medical Institute is destined.
to accomplish more for the improvement and elevation of medical
science than any other collegiate institution of America, and that
a library, or any other means of usefulness placed in its possession,
would not be used in the spirit of an exclusive avaricious monopoly,
nor allowed to decay in mouldy idleness, but would be employed in
the most efficient and liberal manner, for the cultivation of true
medical science.
The hospital facilities, which we ask as a matU!r of right for
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the students of the Eclectic Medical Institnte, were, until recently,
supposed to have been guaranteed to them by the act of 1839,
wfiicb provides "That the Trustees of the township of Cincinnati are hereby authorized, in their discretion, and whenever they
may consider it advisable, to admit the Faculty of the Cincinnati
College to an equal participation with the . Faculty of the Medical
College of Ohio, in the medical and surgical operations of the
Commercial Hospital and Lunatic Asylum of Ohio, under such
regulations as they may prescribe: provided, that the students o_f
l/U aeoeral medical schools, or rolle9ea, in the state of Ohio, shall
bt admitted into the Commercial Hospital and Lunatic Asylum of
Ohio, in said township, to witne88 the treatment of disease1, and
such surgical operations as may be performed therein, ON EQUAL
niuu. Provided, further, that all medical colle9e1, which may
avail themselves of the right of introducing pupils into the hospital, shall agree to educate one youth from each judicial district in
this state, free of expense, in the same manner that the Medical
College of Ohio is bound to do. Provided, also, that all the funds
arising from the sale of hospital tickets to students of the Medical
College of Ohio, shall be applied in the same manner as said
funds are now applied ; all funds arisin~ from the sale of tickets,
to students, other than those attending the Medical Colle~
of Ohio, shall be applied by said Trustees to the support of sa.td
hospital, or in aid of any charitable object or institution within
said township, as the Trustees may deem proper, and it shall be the
duty of said Trustees to make to the General Assembly an annual
report of the manner in which they have provided medical and surgical attendance on said hospital and asylum, together with a
statement of the number of cases treated therein, the name of the
diseases, and the termination of the same.
"SEc. 2. Any future Legislature may alter, amend, or repeal
this act."
Under this act, the Eclectic Medical Institute having duly agreed
to educate students from the different judicial districts, and having
educated all who applied for the privilege, the students of that Institute applied for admission to tlte hospital on the same terms as
the students of the Ohio Medical College, but were peremptorily
refused. The recent decision of the Supreme Court u~n this
eubject sustains the refusal and entirely destroys the possibility of
claiming admission under the act of '39. That decision regards
the passage above quoted, in reference to medical students, as
being not a positive enactment, but merely a contingent proviso,
dependent for its effect upon the precedin~ portion of the act,
referring to the Medical Faculty of the Cincinnati College, and
entirely obsolete at the present time, as that Faculty is not in
existence to participate in the supervision of the hospital.
It is much to be regretted that this just and equitable proviso
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should have been so introduced as to be liable to this construction
of contingency, and to be thus virtually nullified by this decision.
Among other evil consequences of this construction of 'the law, it
enables the Faculty not only to continue their arbitrary and unwarrantable proscription against those who will not succumb-to their
opinions, but also to operate tDith ~qttal t.IJicien~ again.al IM
pitblic 0elfare, as regards the hospital and other objects of charitable interest. By a clause of the act, now set aside, the proceeds
of all hospital tickets ~or students ·not of the Ohio M;edieal College, were to be apt>ropt1ated to the support of the hospital or some
other charitable ob,JeCt, to be selected by the Trustees of the township. Now, as there have been about three hundred medical students in Cincinnati during the last twelve months, exclusive of
those of the Ohio Medical College, a hospital ticket being taken
and paid for by each would have produced the sum of fifteen hundred dollars. The idea of depriving the poor of the amount of
fifteen hundred dollars per annum, to gratify professional pique and
hostility, might, we suppose, have proouced a different hne of action in men laying any-claims to the liberal and benevolent character which should belong to the profession of medicine.
This fact shows plainly that professional bigotry and intolerance
are by no means scrupulous in the means they employ against professional rivalry. U oder the pretence .of sustaining the dignity
and honor of the profession, they convert a public state institution
into a miserably contracted monopoly, for the pecuniary benefit of
half a dozen individuals-THEMSELVES. Under pretence of diffusing medical knowledge, and promoting the public welfare in medical education, they contemptuously exclude a large majority of all
the students of the city from an important opportunity of clinical
instruction, and thus do all they can to diminish .tlieir medical
qualifications. While professing to teach sotmd medical doctrines
in the most learned manner, they labor to exclude from their lectures every hearer who stands as a medical student in an .independent position, and also to prevent those who hear their own lectures
from hearing any different instruction which might· awaken a different train of thought. While professing benevolent principles
and sound ethical instruction, they labor to produce an implacable
jealollly, contempt, and hostility between their own followers and
those of different opinions ; and·, finally, while professing philanthropic views in their relations to the hospital, they are quietly
robbing that institution and tlu cawe of bene,,oltnct of a thousand or more dollars annually, by the indulgence of the most unbecoming selfish illiberality towards those who do not bow down to
their arbitrary dicta, .. scornfully forbidding their attendance, and
• A ttru1rknble illu1tf'lltioa of tbia proacrlptin alld dictatorial apirit occaned a few yean
aiace. A pduate of the Ohio Medical College, of unquestionable moral l'haracser. bad
been acca11omed 1ioce bill graduation, ia accordance w1tb the wiahH eitiw-4 i.,, the
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rejecting the large sums which they would have paid to the hospi-

tal or to some other form of charity.

Corrupt and selfish arrangeJ!lents like these would be worthy of the
inesponsible corporations and rotten borough constituencies of an
oligarchical government, but surely they are strangely out of place
UDder thia government, and demand a speedy and radical reform.
We ask then in the name of science, of justice, and of freedom, that these exclusive monopolized privileges be abolishedtbat all students be entitled to admission on equal terms to the Cincinnati Hospital, and that the fees arising from their attendance be
appropriated to the benefit of the schools to which they belong.
We ask that the Faculty of the Eclectic Medical Institute be
admitted to the medical supervision of the Commercial Hospital
on terms of equality with the Faculty of Ohio Medical Colfege,
either by attending upon separate wards at the same period, or by
exercising an alternatin~ jurisdiction, and that an authentic record
be kept of the cases admitted and treated by the different Faculties, which will show the history of each case, and the comparative merits of the two systems of practice. We ask this, in order
to show which of the two systems is accom~nied by the greatest
amount of quackery or false pretensions, aiid which presents the
most satisfactory results.
The honorable emulation excited by such a rivalry as this could not
fail to be exceedingly beneficial to the patients tr:eated, even if the
new system presented no evidences of superiority. We are well
aware that men in office, who enjoy a close monopoly, undisturbed by
the bracing air of competition, generally become ne~ligent and indifferent to the faithful energetic performance of then duties ; and as
we have certainly no reason to think the faculty of the Ohio Medical College exempt from the usual infirmities of human nature, or
actuated l>y higher motives than we observe in the facts already
mentioned, we may be permitted tu suggest that we can imagine no
measure better calculated to secure the faithful performance of their
duties, and to induce those gentlemen to change their zeal for ultra
and obsolete theories into a zeal for practical good, than the course
of open competition in the hospital practice, with skilful and practical men from another institution.
By allowing the patients a free choice between the different
Facalty, ID matrir.ulate in that iaatiwtion, and occa~ionally attend it1 lectures, aa is uaoally
done in oimilar institutions hy their graduates. Thia ge11tlt-mao. however, having an fodepeodeot mind, and hawing t1tti•fied himself that the doctriuea taught in the College were
enooeous, could n('t con11Cientiou1ly follow tbo.e doctrinea in bis practice, but deviated
lhere(row Yery materiJ\lly, preferring botanic medi~inea in All cases to the mercurial, anti-ial, aod otber treatment of the Old echool . For thia and other here1ies in hia medical
failh. he •HS at length called to ac:count by the Fa<'uhy and t:rpelkd /r"'*' tht Coll11e• for
DO otber olf"eoce whatenr than thinking for him1~(( and following h11 own convict1on1 of
IN truth in IDf'.diClll practice. Tbot we perceiYe that no one who deviates materially from
die opi11iou of !hat ec:bool, will be allowed to enter the College, hoepital. or librar7, (all
o( which belong to the 118te,) even if be be a gTaduate of the school , who bu a lega right
o( -....1oa, aDd bu paid for bia ticket, u wu the cue in tbia instance.
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methods of treUmellt, and between the Faculties of the two
schools, (to which they are justly entitled,) we shall not only consult their rights and interests, but furnish a powerful incentive to
their medic&l attendants, and a ready index to the practical merits
of their physicians.
·
To this course, which is demanded by impartial justice, and by
the public interests, we perceive no valid objection. The claim set
up in behalf of the Faculty of the Ohio .Medical College, of
having earned their privileges by their labon-of havill8, by a long
course of medical attendance, rendered important &el'Vlces, whicli
entitle them to look for certain privileges as a just recompense, is
alto~ther too shallow a deception to impose upon any one acquainted with the facts. Even if there were any truth in such a
claim, the present Faculty of that Colle~ are not entitled to its
benefits. They were not the originators of that institution-it was
not their fostermg care which accompanied its growth. They have
been introduced at a comparatively recent periOd into a state institution-to their own great advantage and in their relation to the
state, they have received obligations alone-they have conferred
none. The supervision of the hospital, with the ~ivil~ of clinical instruction, has not been a favor or service rendered by them-it was, in reality, a fatJor conferred upon them by the state, giving
them facilities for cTinical instruction which ha\'e constituted the
principal attraction of their school. If not a favor, they would
not have been so eager to procure a monopoly of the position and
its duties. If at any time the,y deem this position and these duties
too arduous, ·and the reward inadequate, they have but to vacate
their posts, and there will be no difficulty in finding others, at least
equalfy competent, who will accept the clinical opportunities of
the hospital as a sufficient recompense for the labor of its medical
supervision.
Setting aside this deceptive pretence, which is notoriously untrue, the Faculty have no claim whatever upon the hospital, (which
has served to bolster up their professional reputation, ) other than
the claim of all old incumbents of honorable offices to an undisturbed possession of office, because it is exceedingly comfortable
and convenient for them to continue in place, and exceedingly
inconvenient to recognize the principle of rotation in office.
Another reason equally deceptive has been adduced for the continuance of this monopoly. The idea has been given forth that it
would be impracticable, or at least injudicious, to permit students
attending rival institutions to enter the hospital upon an equal footing, and receive instruction together, on account of the discord a.nd
difficulty likely to be produced by their association. If there is
any truth at all in this suggestion, it is but a striking illustration ol
the old classic fable of the wolf and the lamb. The monopolizing
Faculty, who are now partly supported by the state, assume an at·
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titade of hostility and jealousy toward their rivals. They occupy
the hospital ; and although there is room enough for all, they refuse the slightest accommodation, and declare that the vacant
benches shall continue vacant, and the funds of the hos~tal continue to be impoverished, rather than allow their rivals of the same
profession to enter and occupy the vacant seats. Thus, like the
dog in the manger, who would neither eat nor allow another to
approach, they neither fill the places and supply the funds of the
institution, nor allow it to be done by others. And while occupying this peculiar attitude, they 11irtually exclaim, " Our rivals
shall not enter if we can possibly keep them out; but if they
should be admitted by the justice of the legislature, we give all
parties due notice, that we shall raise such a quarrel and riot as
will break up the whole concern, unless our rivals are excluded."
The imptidence of such a threat against legislative interposition
cannot be too much admired ; that such is really their meaning is
bat too obvious. There are no reasons whatever for supposing
that the students or Faculty of the Eclectic Medical Institute
would either engage in or countenance any species of disturbance
of peace and harmony. The calm and patient manner in which
the:y have submitted to the overbearing pretensions and language of
their rivals, the general courtesy and liberality which they have
shown, and the fact that they have met the restrictive, illiberal
regulations of the Old school by a very marked display of liberality towards all classes, indicate plainly enough that there can be
no collision provoked by them. The students of the Institute have
always been taught by their professors, both by precept and example, to preserve the most courteous bearing towards all, and not to
condemn or discountenance any individual, simply for difference of
medical opinions. Gentlemen actuated by such principles, will
not be led into wanton contests with their companions ; nor is it at
all probable, that while they are seeking to sustain their claims to
a place in the hospital, either the Faculty or students would tolerate any course of action likely to compromit their common right.
The danger of misconduct and discord, arising from a difference
of opinions entertained in the two institutions, of which so much
has been said, is in reality one of those devices of the fancy which
common usage has marked by the expres~ive word "humbug."
The same powers which are adequate to preserve order at present,
would be adequate for ten times the number. The Trustees of
the township and the medical Faculty have no difficulty in regulating the classes now in attendance. The excellent moral character
and quiet deportment of the classes which have hitherto attended
the Eclectic Medical Institute, prove that their presence would produce no additional difficulty. But no matter of what materials the
classes might be composed, the power of regulating their deportment by suitable bye-laws, and positively excluding those who were
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in any way disorderly, would be an eft'ectual check. in anJ
whatever, in addition to the restraining power of the two co
over their own pupils.
The true source of this opposition to the admixture of stu
may be found in another cause. The general spirit of the
colleges is dift'erent. The Eclectic Faculty invite all of wha
opinions to hear their lectures, and extend the usual profess.
courtesy to their visitors. They tolerate dift'erenc.e of opi1
and condemn no class of intelligent practitioners -for such d
ence : difference ·of doctrines is not with them synonymous
quackery. The Old school Faculty endeavor to exclude •
their lectures those whose opinions are marked . by too much Ii
alism, or who are willing to pay respect to the Eclectic Fac1
They labor to establish an absolute non-intercourse between t
own party and their opponents, as if liberal ideas.were as co
gious as the small-pox, and required a rigid quarantine to ·pre·
their introduction. They denounce differences of doctrine 10 r
tion to medical practice as arrant quackery, and maintain 1
quacks should be treated with the most sovereign contempt. J.
while they misrepresent their opponents, they would fain dest
every opportunity for the free examination of the matters in dis.Pi
It is no wonder, then, that they should object to that free in
course of the Old school and New school classes, which wo
give them a COITeCt mutual understanding, and a more friendly I
sonal feeling-:-which would tend to remove the delusions impar
by their teachers-which would show that the new system~
not merely a meagre story of a few vegetable medicines, and ti
the ~at body of medical science is necessarily the same in .
medical colleges-that the various branches, Anatomy, Physiolojl
Chemistry, Medical Botany, Materia Medica and Phannacy, J:'
thology and Practice, Surgery and Obstetrics, were taught at le~
as thoroughly in the New school, and by as able a Faculty, a1
that the most striking dift'erence exillted in the fact that the latt
institution imparted not only dift'erent views of the philosophy ar
practice of medicine, but also a considerable amount of valuab
knowledge, which could not be obtained in the Old school. The
would of course dislike to see their system of exclusiveness tht
overthrown, and to see the r· alousy and scorn which they inculcal
superseded by sentiments o re~t and a knowledge of the trutli
The apprehension of personal discord and collision was naturall
suggested to their minds by the knowledge that their own com8
was well calculated to produce such eft'ects-that the feelings o
scorn and hostility whicb they have nourished and promoted woul<
naturally tend to discord, ·if their own influence were sufficient
a~ if met by similar feelings in their oppunents. But this apprehension, in their minds, yiefds to a much more serious apprehen·
sion that all such feelings of exclusiveness would be destroyed by
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the opportunities of mutual intelligence and reapect, aftbrded by a
common C0111'8e of clinical instruction.
Donlxless every additional objection which prejudice or ingenuity can suggest, will be used upon this subject, to defeat the plainest principles of justice, and to sustain the degrading distinctions
which have been made between the the different portioa.s of the
medical profession. What these assertions may be, we cannot
definitely anticiJ>&te ; but if they refer to the relative merits of the
two schools, and the two systems of medicine, we would for the
former refer to the relative size of their classes, and the sentiments
which those classes entertain in reference·tq, their professors; for
the latter we refer to general experience, and also ask a definitive
test, in the fonn of a fiospital record of the progress and result of
cues treated on each of the two systems.
In conclusion, we hope that your honorable body will, in these
matters, enforce impartial justice, and thus promote the interests of
the hospital and of its patients, of medical students, of the medical
profm1on at la.rge, and of the entire population of the state, a large
portion of whom feel in this matter a lively interest, and anxious
ileaire for the adoption of the measures which we ask.
T. V. MORROW, M. D., Preaident.
DAVID JoRDAN, M. D. (Ohio,)
}
S. H. CnASE, M. D. (Indiana,)
E. W. BALDRIDGE, M. D. (Ohio,)
fice Pre1't1.
J. S. ORMSBY; M. D. (Pennsylvania,)
A. KxNDALL, M. D. (Louisiana,)

J.

K1No, M. D.,
L. E. JoN1:s, M. D.

l Burtt .

5
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Fl'OID the Cincinnati Dail1 Timea, Ma1 2!, 1848.

IMPORT ANT DECISION-OUR MEDICAL COLLEGES AND HOSPITAL.
An important case was decided by the Supreme Court on Satur-

day (Jud~s Hitchcock and Reed upon the bench,) involving the
rights of Medical Students and Colleges, in reference to the Cincinnati Commercial Hospital, and also the rights of the public to

tertain revenues for benevolent purposes.
It appears, that by an act of the Ohio Legislature, passed in
1839, the Trustees of the township were authorized to admit the
Medical Faculty of the Cincinnati College to the Commercial
Hospital, and afso by a proviso of the same act, all Medical Students in the etate attending other .Medical Colleges were authom.ed
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to enter the Hosl>ital upon an equal footing, for the purpose of witnessing the Medical and Surgical illustrations presented before the
class by the professor for their instruction. Un<ler this law, the
Trustees having a discretionary power, have not thou~ht proper to
admit any other Faculty than that of the Ohio Medical College,
to participation in the supervision of the Hospital. That clause,
however, which entitles Medical Students generally to an equal
admission, does not give to the Board any discretionary power, but
says "that the Students of the several Medical Schools or Colleges
in the state of Ohio, shall be admitted into the Commercial Hospital and Lunatic Asylum of Ohio, in said town.ship, to witnesa
the treatment of diseases and such surgical operations as may be
performed therein, on equal term1; providea, further, that all
Medical Colleges which may avail themselves of the right of introducing pupils into the Hospital, shall agree to educate one youth
from each judicial district m this state, free of expense, m the
same manner that the Medical College of Ohio is bound to do."
Under this law, the Students of the Eclectic Medical Institute
claim the right of admission to the Hospital upon the 11ame terms
as to fees, &c., as the Students of the Old School. The Institute
has been in prosperous operation for three years-has taken a leading rank in the city; and has fully complied with the law, by announcing in all its circulars, the opportunity of gratuitous education
which it has offered, and which has been accepted by quite a number of young men.
This claim, however, has been rejected by the Medical College
of Ohio, on the ground that it was designed by the Legislature to
give the Faculty and Students of that School an exclusive monopoly of the advantages of the Hospital, and that the law extending its advantages to the students of other schools being in the fonn
of a proviso, must be considered entirely contingent, depending for
its effect upon the entrance of the Faculty of the Cincinnati College as Hospital physicians, and, consequently, is entirely null at
present, as that Faculty is not now in existence.
This position was sustained by the decision of the Court delivered by Judge Hitchcock, thereby confim1ing the monopoly of the
Old School. We do not pretend to decide this point of law, but
in order to present the matter fairly, we annex the statute which has
been thus construed, that our readers may form their own opinions.
It will be perceived fly the latter portion of the act, that the public
welfare is materially injured by this decision. The funds arising
from the sale of tickets to the students, whom the Old School excludes, are to be applied to benevolent purposes, or to the support
of the Hospital. The money is now lost to the cause of humanity
by the exclusiveness of the Old School. The number of students
attending the winter and spring sessions of the Eclectic Medical
Institute, amounts to about two hundred and twenty-the Hospital
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ticket being five dollars, we perceive that if each of these students
took &be ticket, the sum woufd amount to eleven hundred dollars for
the past twelve months; and according to reasonable calculations
of the increase of the school, might soon amount to two or three
thowiand dollars per annum, without including other medical
schools in the calculation, which would furnish a considerable
addition to the aggre~ amount. We would simply ask, is it
~t that the public should be deprived of this large revenue for
cliaritable ptupoeea, merely to gratify the exclusiveness of the old
.Medical College, and assist in displaying its hostility against a
succeaaful rival institution?
AN ACT in relation to the medical and surgical supervision of Commercial Hospital and Lunatic Asylum of Ohio.
·
Sac. 1. Be il enacted. &e., That the Tmsteel of the towHhip of Ciaciuati are hereby authorized, in their discretion. and whenever they m&J!
coaaider it adviaable, to admit the Faculty of the Cincinnati College to an
equal participation with the Faculty of the Medical College of Ohio in the
medical and surgical supervision of the Commercial Hospital and Lunatic.
Asylum of Ohio, under such regulations as they may prescribe, Provided,
That the 1tudents of the several medical schools or colleges within the
stale of Ohio shall be admitted into the Commercial Hoepital and Lunatic
AIJlam, in said township, to witne11 the treatment of diseaaes and such
1111Jrgical operations as may be perfonned therein: Pf'OfJided, further, that
all medical collegee which may Hail themselvee of the right of introduei.mg papibi into the boepital. shall agree to educate one youth from each
jadieial district in this 11ate. free of expense. in the 11me manner that the
Medical Collewe of Ohio is bound &o do : ProtNled. also, that all the
faadll ariling from the sale of hoapital tickets to •tudenta of the Medical
CoUece of Ohio shall be applied in the same manner as eaid funda are
DOW applied; all fundt arising from this 1ale of tickets to atuden\I other
than those attending tbe Medical College of Ohio. shall be applied by aaid
Traateea to the support of said hoepital, or in aid of any charitable object or
institution within said township, aa the Trustees may deem proper, and it
shall be the duty of 11id Trustees to make to the General Assembly an
unaal report of the manner in which they have providetl medical and
•rgical attendance on said hoFpital and asylum, together with a etatement
oa the namht!r of cuet treated \herein, the name of the diseasee, and the
termina\ion of the same.
Sac. 2. Any fature Legislalore may alter, amend, or repeal this Act.
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PRESENT STATE OF THE PROF.ESSION.

Mu1r1. Editors: ·
I HA vs been travelli~ for the last four months in the states
of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and have endeavored to note, with
as much exactness as I was capable of, the general state of pr_og...
ress in the medical profession, and the varied success which has
aeemed to attend them. I have met some of almost every sect in
the medical fraternity-Allopathie, Eclectic, Botanic, Uroscopians,
Hyd;;othians, Hommopaths, &c., &c. Of what ·are caUEiil the
"re ar" or "Old school" physicians, I think not more than
one- alf have ever attended a course of lectures, and not more
than one in ten or fifteen is a fll'&Cluate. A great man,r of
these are laying aside the lancet ana mercury for rare occasions,
and report progress in medical skill in proportion as they lay aside
their old·" bloOd and thunder" theoriet1, and conform their practice to the _plain and simple indications of nature. Of those
erly Eclectic, nearly all I saw in the states of Indiana and Ilfinou
are graduates of some respectable medical college. But I regret to
say that I found more practicing physicians of this school in Ohio
who have not attended lectures, than in any other part of my
travels. I have uniformly urged upon them (what they all feet
and admit) the necessity of being more thoroughly acquainted
with anatomy and surgery-in short, that they ougl1t to enjoy the
benefits (which they could not find elsewhere) of a thorough courae
at the :E!clectic Institute at Cincinnati. Though many of them
are excellent practitioners, t·1e.v will always feel embarraued
without a more thorough knowledge of anatomy. This entire
class of Eclectic practitioners, whettier highly scientific or not, are
regarded as" irregular" by the "Old school." However, this is
a small matter, as they are generally well sustained, and stand fair
as ir)telligent and scientific men. I have seen many places where
Eclectic practitioners are needed, and would be well sustained.
The cause is rapidly advancing, and it is not difficult to predict
the result, if the friends of meO.ical reform and pro~sa are true
to their principles.
There is another class, known by the general name of" Botanic"
physicians, many of them popular and successful in practice. Of
these, I think the most scientific are those who have attended the
"Botanico Medical Institute," at Cincinnati. Others a~in,
having read Thomson'lll, Howard's, and some other w.>rks of this
class, are proving, terond the shadow of a doubt, the superiority
of the Botanic practice, even in its most crude and undigeateCI
state, over the olii depleting and calomelizing practice.
Of the Uroscopians, wuo are becoming quite numerous, and
who, I believe, are the pupils, in moat cases, of Dr. Legarden, of

proe-
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Laporte, Indiana, I can say but little, not having extensively fonn-

ed their acquaintance. I may remark, however, that some of the
most popular and successful practitioners I have met with, use that
system as furnishing the most safe and satisfactory diagnosis of any
with which they are acquainted. It is easy to cry "humbug" and
"quackery," but they are "humbugging" many very intelligent
peOple, and themselves too, into a most successful and lucrative

PA:!~~

all classes, especially the Eclectic, Hydropathy is gaining popular favor. As to Mr. Homrepathy, I cannot speak from
any personal knowledge. His size is said to be very diminutive,
and I understand he is a great favorite with the ladies, and is frequently seen in the parlor and drawing room: all ~ree that he
seems to have no disposition to do friencfs or foes any liarm, and is
universally re~rded as a very sweet little creature.
It is too endent to be disputed, that there is felt a necessity for
a general reform in the practice of Medicine, adapting it more
fully to the demands of Nature. The aching bones and distorted
countenances of suffering thousands, bear a burning testimony to
the dreadful havoc the use of mercu7 is maki~ of the fine forms
or our race. Only a few days since saw a sprightly boy of fourteen, with a shockingly distorted face, from the effects of calomel.
And what, think you, was the reason assigned for this horrid work?
0, the "boy did n't swallow it quick enough !" and this is all the
satisfaction an affticted mother is to have, whose son is to carry
through life this horrid distortion. The same day I saw another
most alfticting instance of the effects of calomel. The daughter of
a physician, a girl of six years of age, took calomel-lost all her
teeth-the second set came in ; and now, at the tender age of thirteen, her teeth are all decayed and broken off even with the ~ms.
But does any one ask what we would substitute for calomel CJ I
answer, we want no substitute. We want only those remedies
which are in hannony with the laws of our being. The fact stands
out undeniably, that the Eclectic practice has almost infinite advantage O\·er the old Allopathic practice, as thousands are now prO\·ing. Almost every day I meet old chronic cases, given up to die,
made "every whit whole" by this practice.
It is important that the supply of able and efficient Eclectic practitioners should be equal to the increasing demand; and I would
suggest that it be made a point of interest and importance, that
every well-read practitioner ha,-e reading with him one or two
young men of good abilities and literary attainments, and thus fur-.
nish to the Medical Institute at Cincinnati, a large number of students of g<?od literary and scientific character. If each graauate
would send one student annually, the college would be full to overftowing. So far as I have been able to learn, all looks bright and
6
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encouraging-the past is a good hint to the future. Success to you
I say.
Yours for Reform, Progress, and Eclecticism.
OBSERVER,

IMPORT ANT REMEDIES.
BY J, XING, )(, D,

Messrs. Editors:
IN the April number, 1846, volume v, page 175, of the last
series of your invaluable Journal, I directed the attention of Eclectic practitioners to the usefulness of employing the conc.entrated or
active princieles of medicinal plants, m preference to the usual
mode of administering the crude articles in bulk with all their
woody fibre and other inert principles, by which means disease can
be combatted more energetically and effectually, and a great objection to our practice be entirely removed, viz: the large and disagreeable doses in general use. Since the communication above
referred to, I have been pleased to learn that efforts have been
made, and are still proressing, both in the preparing and testing
the active constituents o · our most valuable agents. The articles
on Podopbyllin and Macrotin, in the January number of the present New Series, I consider of vast practical importance to the
l_)ractitioner ; and I cannot refrain from again alluding to the rememes and some of the forms in which I have employea them.
In the fall of the year 1835, I l_)rocured, for the first time, some
resin of Podopbyllum, Macrotys, lris, and Aletris, also the dried
Hydro-alcoholic extracts of Leptandria and Hydrastis. In obtaining the resin of Podophyllum, I made a saturated tincture of the
root, which was placed into an equal quantity of water, and the
alcohol distilled oft'; the resin remained at the bottom of the vessel,
and had the appearance of a burnt substance, which led me to .imagine that it had probably become injured by the mode adopted for
its collection.
A young lady who was present at the time, and heard my observations concerning it, placed twelve or fifteen grains of it on a
small .Piece of paJ>er, and saying that she needed a dose of medicine, inquired if she might take that quantity. Supposing it inert,
I answered affirmatively. In an hour or two after taking it, -she
was attacked with excessive vomiting and hypercatharsis, which
continued for three or four hours before I was notified of it. I
found her in severe pain and distress, vomiting and purging, cramps
in the stomach and extremities, weak, small puls~, coldness of the
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extremities, and nearly every symptom usual to Asiatic cholera ; she was sinking rapidly.
As the treatment of this case is published in the July number,
1844, of the N. Y. Philosophical Medical Journal, I will briefly
~tate that mustard to the wrists and ankles, a solution of bi-carb.
otas., often re~ated, fomentations to the stomach and bowels, and
iaphoretic powders, effected a cure, although the patient has since
that time labored under some chronic affection of the stomach.
This was my introduction to Podophyllin, and it was a long time
t.efore I ventured to, employ it again; however, I conquered my
r·rejudices, and have found it one of our best remedial agents, as a
cathartic, emeto-cathartic, alterative and hepatic, and decidedly
1eneficial in gonorrhrea, stricture, recent disease of the prostate, &c.
The Podophyllin, as now prepared by Mr. Merrill, is more re~
f ned than that I have been in the habit of making, and the dose is .
f; om two to four grains, which will generally produce an em et~
cathartic result; yet as a matter of economy, it will be fowid that
if ten grains be well triturated with twenty ~ains of sugar of milk,
it will make ten or fifteen active doses. .H,.. S. Newton, M. D.,
~ubstitutes loaf susar for that of milk.
The resin of Iris Versicolor, or lridin, will be found to contain
many properties similar to the Podophyllin, without much of the
::auseating and disa!!l'eeable effects of this last, and mar be used in
the same class of ~isease. I prefer it to the Pod. m dropsical
:iffections, and in cases accompanied with dropsical swellings. As
anti-periodic agents, I can say nothing, never having employed
them, or observed their action as such. In those obstinate cases
of scrofula, and other glandular diseases, where our most powerf'ul
agents seem to exert no influence whatever upon the disease, I
have found salivation to produce that dewee of action upon the
!?fandular system, that by merely its addition to the treatment, I
have often cured such ma.la.dies by the same remedies which the
patient had previously been taking for a Jong time without the least
degree of benefit.
But there is a wide difference between the irritating, poisonous,
and often uncontrollable salivation produced by mercury, and the
mild, harmless, and readily-controlled salivation of medicinal plants,
which do not manifest their salivant result until they have roused
the whole glandular system to a condition rendering useful the action of our eutrophic treatment. I know of no better sialagogue
than a mixture composed of ~qua.I parts of Podophyllin, Iridin,
and the dried Hydro-alcoholic extract of Xanthoxylum Frax; of
which half-~in doses must be given and repeated every two or
three hours. I recommend this as an officinal eclectic formula for
all cases where salivation is deemed necessary; also as an unrivaled aJterative in many forms of chronic disease.
Prof. Tully called my attention to the resin of Macrotys in 1835,
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which I obtained in the same manner as for the Podophyllum resin.
I have used it with most excellent, and I may say extraordinary
results in scrofula, many forms of cutaneous disease, paralysis, enlarged spleen, chorea, rheumatism, &c. In some of tnese diseases
I employ it in conjuncti9n with a saturated tincture of nux vomica,
two to four drops, three times a day, in a cup of sweetened water.
In the treatment of phthisis pulmonalis, I believe the Macrotin
will be found an indispensable agent, knowing as I do the value of
the saturated tincture of the root in that disease, as well as in la..
ryngitis. In uterine diseases I have given a mixture of equal parts
of the macrotin and resin of aletris (aletrin, I suppose,) and think
the combination far preferable to either article alone. In some indolent habits the acfdition of the Podophyllin will be found to increase its efficacy. The action of all these articles, as with Podophyllin, will be very energetic in smaller doses than usual, if
thoroughly triturated with sugar of milk, or loaf sugar, to which
fact I especially desire to invite the attention of Eclectic physicians, as it is a point of no smaH importance to therr..
As the action of the concentrated principles of our remedies is
now undergoing investigation, I woula refer to my communication
named in the commencement of this, for a list of articles worthy
of immediate notice, and will mention several which I have made
and used, as particularly deserving the confidence of physicians:
dried hydro-alcoholic extracts of Baptisia Tinctoria, Euphorbia
Ipecac., Hydrastis Can. Phytolacca Dec., Comus Sericea, Rumex
crispus, and Apocynum Cannabinum.
o~ THE UsE OF SOLUTION OF CAt:STIC PoTASH IN RELIEVING
STRANGt:RY. By R. !lfulock, M. D.-ln three cases of strangury,
caused by blistering with cantharides, I found the solution of caustic potash a perfect remedy. Two of the cases were head affections, where opium was inadmissible. Thirty drops, given in half
a· wine-glass of water every hour, ga\'e relief before the third dose
was exhibited. What led me to the use of this preparation, was
its known effects in relieving irritation of the bladder in other cases,
and also its efficacy in relieving the stings of wasps or bees, when
applied to the skin. I considered that it might also relieve the
acrid principle of the cautharides. Indeed, from its effects, it
would probably be a remedy for an overdose of that medicine, if
given in proper time. In looking over the various works on irritative J?Oisons, I find no antidote to the poison of cantharides, and I
ment10n this now that further trial may be made of its effects in
giving relief.-Dub. Jour. /t'Icd. Sci.
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Lrrru m.-Gentkmen,-ln my last letter I remarked ~ner
ally, yet briefly, upon the history, character, and symptomatic re..
tores of cholera. In the present letter I propose to tnlat of the
means of cure. Before entering upon this subject, however, it is
necesaa.ry, in a medical point or view, that I ~ak of the prognosis of the disease, and of the various forms 1n which it presents

m.e1r.

As the prognosis in cholera, I would briefly state it to beFaHrable -Bgmptoma.-The disease commencing with cramps

of the voluntary muscles; heat of skin at or above the natural

standard ; pulse soft, full, and strong; little thirst; bilious vomiting and purgi~.
U11fa""r®li Spaptoma.-No pain nor cramps atthe beginning;
pube small and feebfe; heat of sliin below the natural temperature ;
tongue a pale white, clammy, flowing wit~ saliva, cold, relaxed,

anabroad, having apparently lost all contractile power, no secretion of urine; serous and watery purging, and vomiting, and no
smell emitted from the discharges.
Disposir:ig of the prognosis thus briefly, I proceed to obser'lte
that die disease presents itself in four distinct degrees of malig~' which it is nece~ for me to describe, as information on
tb11 subject is an essential preliminary to a judicious use and properly mOdified adaptation of general rules of treatment. I shall
ta.Ire these :ip in the order of their malignity.
t. In the least dangerous form of the disease the attack comJDeDces with spasms of the stomach, bo":Vels, and voluntary muscles ; heat of the body at the natural temperature, with a strof!g,
fall pulse, and slight retching or vomiting, unaccompanied tiy

~~he next in p<?int of danger is, when the disease begins with

pain in the stom8cb, less or more severe; opJ>ression about the
precordum. headache, numbness of the extremities, with a prickling sensation over the skin, succeeded by purgin~ and vomiting,
:>r vomiting and purg!ng-:-in some cases, of bihous matter ; in
>thens, of a whitish-colored fluid.
3. A more dangerous fonn of the disease than either of the pre:eding commences with violent pain of the stomach, increased on
pressure; intense pain across the forehead, and in the eyeballs;
lushed face ; pulse quick, hard, and bounding ; a painful sensation
felt over every part of the body, similar to that experienced at the
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beginning of fever ; heat of skin increased to a morbid degree ;
tongue exceedingly white, deeply coated, and furrowed ; intense
thirst, with deadly sickness at the stomach ; vomiting and purging-first of the natural contents, after which the fluid matter discharged
from the bowels is of a greyish white color, ~nulated, and mixed
with particles resembling powdered ochre, and emitting a peculiar
intolerably fetid odor, exceeding any thing of the kind observed in
almost any other disease.
Though this is not the most rapidly fatal form of the disease,
still it is fraught with great danger, requiring prompt and active
treatment, and the recovery may lie more tedious than even where
·
the disease has assumed the most malignant type.
4. In the last and most malignant form of the disease, the
attack comes on with giddiness of the head, ringing of the ears,
and purging-fir.st of tlie natural contents, then of' a fluid resembling thin mucilage or barley water; pulse small and feeble; heat of
skin below the natural temperature ; without any vomiting, pain,
or cramps. Here there is the greatest danger, and, if the disease
be not instantly checked, the patient may go down into collapse in
less than half an hour.
Upon this form of tlie disease I would observe, that the most
rapidly fatal attacks in cholera commence without any vomiti~,
pain, or cramps, or ~revious warning whatever ; and while, under
all circumstances, under all more or 1ess severe attacks of. the disease, the earliest recourse ought to be had to remedial means, I
wish to impress the im.Portance of being specially prom.Pt when
the disease begins in this its most malignant and most msidious
form, in which a delay of' a very short ~riod might be attended
with fatal results. I have seen much of the fatal conse9uences of
an error of opinion in this respect, the patient imagirung that it
could not be cholera with whicn he was affected, because he had
no yomith1~, or pain, or cramps, when, in point of fact, it was the
most fatal form of the disease, and when the vomi~ and cram~
did come on, they were only the fearful harbingers of collapse and
death.
In the most malignant form of the disease, the first discharges
always take place from the bowels, and the patient does not vomit
till the disease has carried him into hopeless collapse, or till he is,
at least, verging on that stage. A knowle~ of this fact cannot
be too stron~ly impressed on the minds of tlie public. As far as
my recollection serves me, all the cases of hopeless collapse to
which I have ever been called, during my e~rience, were of persons who assured me that they had applied at the moment when
the \·omiting commenced~ and that, in the absence of that symptom, they had attributed the previous purging to some other cause
than cholera. I would observe, that the danger in every case
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bears a proportion to the rapidity and amount of the discharges
from the bowels.
·
Having thus disposed of much preliminary matter, I now proceed to specify the proper remedies to be employed in the treatment
of cholera; and to state, from the nature of the disease, a malignant case of it could not be cured by any other means.
It has been already explained that the primary cause of the
morbid action in cholera is a specific injury inflicted on the brain
and nerves, which paralyzes their tone and energy, and gives rise
to a train of symptoms which result in the escape of the serous or
watery part from the blood, and that such serous fluid passes off in
the discharges from the stomach and bowels.
The indications of cure are to restore the tone and energy of the
brain, and to prevent a further escape of serum ; and not only so,
bot to restore to the blood whatever amount of its natural fluidit)'
it may have lost by the previous escape of the serous fluid ; and
lastly, to re-establish in their healthy action all the natural functions which may have been suspended during the attack.
Now, the remedies which I shall place before the reader furnish
ample means to accomplish all the objects demanded in all these
several indications of cure; and, if promptly and skilfully handled,
enable the medical practitioner to set at defiance all the assaults of
this hitherto fell destroyer.
These remedies I would briefly state to be-The Horizontal

po1ture of the Body-Opium-Cordial Stimulants-Perspiratfon,---the latter to be produced by the application of external

beat, and to be continued by the same means, while mild, warm
diluting drink is to be freely administered, to furnish an abundant
supply of suitable fluid to the absorbent vessels which have been,
firSt, excited to vigorous action by the perspiration.
Upon these several remedies, as means of cure, I shall make
some general remarks, describing their mode of action,. and their
fitness for the exigencies of the disease, and showing how they
fully and efficiently meet all the requirements of cure. This I
shall do before prescribing in detail the manner in which they are
to be used in the treatment of the disease.
Such a course will, I conceive, be attended with advantages.
When I come to direct the proper mode of treatment, the reader,
who shall have brought my observations along with him, will be
prepared, not only to see the adaptation of the means of cure I
shall prescribe, but will almost he able to anticipate me in this
matter. I thus hope to carry his understanding and conviction
along with me. I shall take up the remedies severally. First:
The Horizontal Po.,fure of the Body.-All who have read
attentively the observations in my second letter on the symptoms,
and the reason and cause of the symptoms in t'holera, will at once
perceive the necessity for immediately placing a patient affected
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with the disease, or even with its premonitory symptoms, in the
horizontal posture. I explained that the primary loss of the tone
and energy of the brain in that disease, immediately leads to a loss
of power in the circula.ting vessels-that this diminution of the circulating J>Ower leads to a further loss of the tone and energy of the
brain, and consequently to the increased paralyzation of tne resistirig power of the vessels to which the fluids in the progress of the
disease detennine, and through which they make their escape.
The advantage of the horizontal posture is, that it aids the
weak circulating J?<>Wer, and favors the more forcible influx of the
blood into the oram, affording to that organ more efficient bracin«
and support, and thus contributing to the restvration of its tone
energy. That such is the effect of placing the body in the horizontal ~sture, when the circulating power is weak, is every day
exemphfied in the relief afforded by this means to persons fa10ti~
from weakness by loss of blood, or other causes. When the individual who has fainted is placed in the horizontal posture, so as to
favor the influx of the blood into the head, the brain immediately
regains its tone and energy, and resumes ita healthy functions.
Turther, the horizontal posture aids in arresting the escape of
the serous fluids into the stomach and bowels. By improving the
tone of the brain, it increases the resisting/ower of the vessels
throu~h which the serous fluid escapes, an it relieves the discharging vessels from the great superincumbent preasure .they would
have to sustain in the erect Posture.
The effect of posture in increasing or diminishing the pressure
on the circulating vessels is familiarly exemplified in the swelling
of the lower extremities from Ion~ standing, and in the remedial
effect of elevating those extremities, either to a level with, or
slightly above the level of the body.
Thus much will suffice to illustrate the advantage of confining
·
the patient to the horizontal posture in this disease.
Opium is the next remedial agent which claims our notice ; and
amongst the few remedies whicb are really necessary in the treatment of cholera, this one holds a most important place. Taken
internally, opium increases the energy of the brain; contracts, in
a remarkable de~, the diameter of the circulating vessels, which
include, let it be observed, the excretory ducts through which the
serum in this disease escapes and diminishes all the secretions and
excretions, except the cuticuiar discharge which it increases ; in
all these several respects being most precisely adapted to the
requirements of cure in this disease-in all these respects being
severally fitted for restoring the tone and energy of the brain, for
resisting the detennination of the fluids to tlie internal surfaces,
and for counteracting the effects of the vascular depletion, which is
sometimes so excessive ; and these are precisely the objects upon
the accomplishment of which the cure chiefiJ depends. And
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these objeds, opium, in conjunction with the other remedies I preacribe, more especially perspiration, will effectually accomplish.
I wish it, however, to be particularly understood, that the success of this remedy depends upon its being administered in sufficient quantity ; and tfie amount of the dose required in each
particular case depends entirely upon the malignancy of the symptoms, &.c., that is, upon the extent of the nervous prostration, the
rapidity with which the serous fluid seems to escape, and the
extent to which the vascular depletion may have gone. To this
fact I would again solicit the moat pointed attention, as it was from
inattention to these truths that the fatal results of the general, and,
I may say, universal, practice in that disease arose.
I have elsewhere stated that the effect produced on the brain and
nervous system in cholera, by the escape of the serous fluid from
the body, is precisely similar to that which is caused by the loss
of blood. Now, in case of persons sinking from loss of blood,
opium, as is well known to the profession, is one of the
most valuable medicines we possess for restoring and supporting
the
tJita. In uterine hiemorrhages, for instance, no person,
rmres., he had actually witnessed it, could have any idea of the
quantity of opium a patient not only can bear, but requires, when
the loss of blood baa been extensive. But not only in vascular
depletions, but also in certain affections of the nervous system, are
large doses of opium not only safe, but necessary. In tetanus,
(loCk-jaw,) for instance, enormous doses of that medicine may be
taken with safety and advantag~. A case is recorded, in which a
patient, affected with this disease, took two fluid ounces of the
tincture of opium without experiencing any narcotic effects from
it, and was cured by the dose. I prescribe, therefore, large doses
of opium in cholera, not merely from the excessive vascular depletion that accompanies the disease, but also fram the great nervous
depression which is always present.
I would again repeat, that the amount of the dose ·necessary
will depend entirely upon the malignancy of the symetoms. For
illustr:ation, (to confine o~lves to the v!l'scular ~eple~1on,) it !'lust
be ev1dent that the specific effect of opmm, wh1cli, m part, is to
contract the diameter of the vessels of the body, and lessen their
containi~ cal>8'.City, and thereby to afford a fuller and more forcible supplr of blood to the head, and which would be injurious in
a pletbor1c state of the vascular system, would be proportionably
salutary in a depleted state of that system. It is equally evident,
that the greater the depletion be, the larger will be the dose of the
medicine required to produce a given effect. Two grains of opium
would produce a greater effect on the nervous system, in the ordinary state of the vessel1, than even ten grains where the vascular
depletion has been such as to endanger life.
Had the profession borne these facts in mind, and noted the
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nature of the morbid action, in cholera, they must have, at once,
availed themselves of the agency of large doses of opium, in the
treatment of the disease. The overloolUng of these facts, however, led to the fatal error of trifiin~ with too small doses of that
medicine ; and when these inefficient doses failed, or were, perchance, entirely counteracted by being combined with other supposed remedies, as calomel, for instance, it was taken for granted
that the disease was incurable. It has been the general practice,
even in the worst forms of the disease, to administer the opium in
one or two grain doses, repeated at longer or shorter intervals.
The con~uence of this h.as been, that in all such malignant
cases, the discharges of the serous fluid from the bowels has continued completely unchecked, and the lives of the patients have
been lost. Now, in these cases, there might jttst as well have
been given none of this medicine at all; for, ii a dose, sufficient
to meet the exigency of the case, be not given at once, it will produce no effect whatever, and no repetition of similar doses will
answer the purpose. And I unhesitatingly assert, that two grains
of opium never cured a malignant case of cholera. I have fre..
quently had occasion to give ten grains for a first dose.
In regulating the dose of opium to be given in a malignant ce.se
of cholera, three objects are to be kept in view ; first, to apportion
as much as will be sufficient to counteract the depleted or emptied
state of the vessels, then to add what will be necessary to restore
the brain and nerves to their natural state, and, lastly, when the
dose has been adjusted to meet these contingencies, the practitioner
must still further add a third portion to tlie dose, sucli as would
stop a case of purging under oroinary circumstances.
It need not excite surprise that the disease has been so unh·ersall y fatal, when, in all parts of the world, this important practical
fact has been entirely overlooked. Any cases oi cholera allered
to have been cured by the ordinary methOds recommended in pulilications on this subject, (and I have read all of note that ha,·c
appeared,) have been so mild as scarcely to deserve the name of
cholera. Cases do sometimes occur, where, from peculiarity of
constitution, the patient will recover without any medicine whatever, or in spite of the remedies, where such have been used.
Almost all the recoveries from collapse I ever witnessed, were of
persons who refused to take any medicine whatever, and who
medicatri:e nattera, (healing power of
recovered throu~h the
nature.) But tnese were persons of very peculiar habits of body,
of whom I would now be able to predicate such a result.
The next remedial agents in the order of our arrangement areCordial Stimulant1.-Upon their mode of operation I shall
here observe very briefly. I shall enter more into detail afterwards, in prescribing how they are to be used. Amongst the most
~ul of the stimulants we possess, are camphor, chloric ether,
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aromatic spirit of ammonia, and alcohol in the fonn of .whisky or
brandy. Such stimulants assist the opium in restoring and supporting the tone and energy of the nervous system. By their coraial effects, they stre?gthen the stomach, aui:i enable it to absorb
the opium; and by their stimulating effect on the brain, they sustain 1t until the opium becomes absorbed, and exerts its more
permanent remedial effect on the 11ystem.
I now come to speak of perspiration, produced by the application o( external heat, and upon this powerful agent in the cure of
cholera I must dwell more fwly.
Per.rpiration..-All the early symptoms in cholera indicate an
.increased detennination of the fluids from the external to the internal surfaces. Perspiration reverses this detennination, and directs
it to the enema} surface. By so doing it relieves the stomach, intesti~ and other internal organs, from the symptoms caused by the
injurious rush of the fluids, contributes, materially, to the stopping
of the discharges, .and is an efficient remedy for stopping the vomiting, in a malignant case of the disease. Though m such cases the
discharges from the bowels may, for a time, be checked by large
doses of opium, yet, if the morbid action be not corrected liy
cha~ing tlie detennination of the fluids from the internal surfaces
to tile external, by a profuse perspiration, they will assuredly
return. When the perspiration has been made to flow freely for a
few minutes, the \·omiting and sickness at the stomach invariably
cease.
Let the sweatmg be suddenly ch«:cked, however, or
!to~ too soon, and not only will these symptoms almost
instantly recur, but, if the discharge Crom the sUrface be not
immediately reproduced, even the purging itself will be sure to
return. All medical men are aware of the remarkable symEathy
that subsists between the external and internal surfaces of the
body. Witness the alternations of sweats and diarrhrea that occur
in the last stage of pulmonary consumption. When the latter
snnptom is checked, the perspirations become excessive ; when
these again are stopped, the colliquative discharges from the bowels
return with violence. Much less opium is required to stop the
purging in cases where, by the early applicatiun of external beat,
profuse perspiration is proouced, than wnere it is neglected. In<leed, wlJere the sweating is promptly attended to, a second dose of
that medicine is seldom, if ever, necessary.
Bat further, perspiration does more than merely correct the morbid action ; it gives us the power of. repairing tlie injurious effects
produced by it. It has been already stated that in cholera the
~pe of the serous or watery fluid from the circulating vessels
depnves tbe blood of its necessary dilution or fluidity, and renders
it too crude to circulate, and that death in that disease is in every
cue caused, either directly or indirectly, by vascular depletion.
Perspiration gives us the power of refilling these vessels, and of
01g1tized
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restotjng the necessary fluidity of their contents. It may, however, be objected, in limine, that the drain of the fluids of the
body, caused by an extensive discha~ frotn the external surface
in perspiration, will produce a depleting effect on the vascular system similar to that which is caused by a discharge from the internal surfacea-an eft'ect the very opposite to that we propose to
accomplish; and I may be aske<f why I recommend a remedy
which produces on the constitution an effect similar to that which
is cansed b.)" the disease itself? To this I answer, that the class
of vessels of whose agency we must avail ourselves in remedying
the effects of the disease, can best be made to act by this means ;
and that when the agency of that system of vessels is bro!Jght into
operation, we have at our command the power, not only of correcting the morbid action by changing the determination of the fluids,
but of repairing the injury that has been already sustained. The
class of vessels to which I allude is the absorbents. Perspiration
excites their action. The exhausti~ effect produced on the vascular system by the discharge from tlie external surface causes the
absorbents, opening ·on the internal surfaces of the stomach and
intestines, to act like as many !IY(>hons in i,.king up the mild drink,
and carrying it into the circulatmg vessels. Thus we have it in
our power not only to supply the drain caused by the perspiration,
but to refill the circulating vessels, and to restore die necessary
dilution or fluidity of their contents. Perspiration, therefore, has
the effect not only of correcting the morbid action, but of repairing
the injury produced b;r it. From what I have e~rieneed, I am
persua.Cled that a mahgnant case of cholera coul<l not be cured
without exciting such perspiration.
.
Upon the general · restoratives which mar be requisite for re-establishing the healthy action of the severa functions of the system, after the progress of the disease has been checked, I snail
not dwell at present. I shall have i>ccasion to speak of them
afterwards.
·
·
I have thus given an outline of the mode of qperation of the
general remedies I prescribe. In my next letter I shall describe
the specific manner in which they are to be used in the detailed
treatment of the disease.
·
I have the honor to be, &c., &c.,

•
61, ST.

G. S. H.

ANNE-STREET, LIVERPOOL, JANUARY

22, 1848.

LETTER iv.-Gtntlemen,-ln my last letter I enumerated the
remedies necessarr. for the cure of cholera. I proceed now to
describe the specific mode in which they are to l>e used in the
detailed treatment of the disease.
Of the medicinal remedies, the chief, it will have been obseived,
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is opium. This I have explained, should be given in combinatioa
witli medicines of a cordial, stimulating, and antispasmodic character, of which the most efficient are camphor, capsicum, ether,
and aromatic spirit of ammonia. The following formul~ present
the combinations of these medicines which I would prescribe:
Powdered O(lium, twelve grains.
Camehor, half a drachm.
CaF.1cum, nine grains.
Spirits of Wine and Conserve of Roses, of each a sufficient
qoantity~niix.
.
To be made into a mass, and divided into twelve pills.
Each of these pills, it will be observed, contains one grain of
powdered opium.
Chloric Ether.
Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia.
Camphorated Spirits.
Tincture of Opmm.
Of each one drachm.
Cinnamon Water, two ounces--mix.
As I shall have occasion frequently to refer to these pills and
this mixture, I shall term them, for convenience and accuracy of
reference, Antispasmodic Pills and Antiseasmodic Mixture.
Cholera, I have stated, presents itself m four distinct degrees of
malignity. I shall first take up the most malignant form, as bei~
in itself the most important, and as embodying, most fully, in its
details of treatment, the great principles of cure which are alike
applicable to all forms of the disease. All the modifications of the
disease require to be treated on the same principles, the only difference being that, in the detail, the milder torms require less powerful doses of the medicines. The mode of treating .the most malignant fonn of the disease, will serve as the model on which all the
others are to be treated. This most malignant form has, by all
writers on, the subject, hitherto, been pronounced incurable. They
say it never was cured in a single instance, and never can be cure(!
by the power of medicine. I shall, however, point out a mode of
treating it which will prove itself infallibly successful, where my
directions are followed with sufficient promptness, boldness, and
skill. I would recapitulate, that the symptoms in this case are
~at languor and depression of spirits; giddiness of the head ;
soft, small, and variable pulse ; tongue cold, fiowing with saliva,
relaxed, broad, and tremulous; heat of skin below the natural tem~rature; no cramps or pains, but an indescribable feeling of anxiety and cru~~ng abou~ the heart, acc.ompanied with watery purging and \'om1t1ng, or with watery purgi!lg .alone. All these symptoms indicate the utmost degree of mahgi:uty, and not one moment
is to be lost in the vi_gorous application of the most powerful remedies. The disease m this form runs its course ao rapidly, that,
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before the medical attendant arrives, it may have so far progressed
that one additional discharge from the bowels may carry the patient
into hopeless collaJ?Se· The practice, therefore, must be.prompt;
it must 0e bold as it is prompt. The discharges from the bowels
mus~ ~ stopped at once ; and _fo_r this purpo.se 1Ln. efficie~t dos~ of
medicine must at once be admm1stered. · Trifle with an metfic1ent
first dose, and the patient is lost; administered with the boldness I
shall prescribe, and success is as certain as is the relation between
cause and effect.
Place the patient immediately in the horizontal posture, in bed;
and give him, on the instant, as this is an extreme case, ten of the
antispasmodic pills, and two ounces of the above antispasmodic
mixture, and wash the whole down with a glass of undiluted brandy
or whisky, flavored strongly with cloves, essence of gin~er, or some
such warm aromatic spice. In the meantime have him co\·ered
with an additional blanket, and let the usual means of communicating heat, such as jars or bottles of hot water, bags of hot salt 01
sand, hot bricks, or whatever can be most readily procured, be applied without delay to the feet, and different parts of the body, so
as to restore the temperature, and eroduce perspiration as qwckly
as passible. As soon as the perspiration lias begun to flow freely,
superadded to the medicine and cordials already administered, a
glass of brandy punch should be given-the punch to be made
strong, and to be swallowed hot as possible. After this no drink
shoula be given until the ~rspiration has flowed freely for a few
minutes. The stomach will tlien retain it, and the patient should
be indulged freely with copious draughts of rennet whey, warm
toast water, flavored with some agreeable spice, mint or balm tea,
or any such mild beverage. The necessity of attending to this is
most important. When the discharges from the bowels cease, and
when tlie pulse becomes full and bounding::-the body is covered
with a copious warm perspiration, whic~ will not fail to be th~
case under such treatment, the daIJ.ger is over. The perspiration,
if the eatient can bear it, should be kept up for twelve hours; an1l
may with ad\·antage be continued moderately even longer. Its duration, however, must be regulated according to the strength of th<
patient and the state of the pulse. After the first four or six hours,
more heat need not be applied than is perfectly agreeable to th~
feelings of the patient. n is remarkable how suddenly the pra:cordial oppression, &c., are relieved on the breaking out of a free
perspiration; and what is of greater imfortance still, the vomitinO',
where it exists, immediately ceases.
know of no other meags
by which vomiting in such cases can be speedily and effectuall r
checked. In the application of external heat, a rational use shoul,t
be made of the means. I cannot see the necessity for increasinrr
the tem~rature beyond what is grateful to the feelings of the pa":
tient, and beyond what is sufficient to produce and keep up a pro0i 91t1zed by
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fuae ~ration. I would remark, that the heat can be much
more efficiently communicated by solid substances, such as I have
mentioned above, than by the hot-air or vapor apparatus. This
a~ as a means of communicating heat to a patient affected
with Cholera, is an instrument which I conaidel'-to be worse than

useless.

Now let it be observed that I have selected an extreme case, and
have prescribed a dose of medicine sufficient to meet such a case.
~I have already stated, not one case need be lost if the practice
be sufficiently prompt and bold. I have supposed a case of the
most malipnt character, where there has been profuse watery
ewging, aDd where another discharge from the bowels would endanger the patient's life; and, under·these circumstances, I have·
~bed ten of the pills containing ten grains of powdered opium,
as a less dose would not meet the exigencies of tlie case. To administer this dose, under the circumstances I have stated, is perfectly safe ; to administer an inefficient dose is certain death. I
have, under the circumstances supposed, tried smaller doses, but
found them insufficient to aneat tlie progress of the symptoms, and
was ob!iged, in a few minutes, to increase them. After such experience I always prescribed ten of the pills for a dose, under the
~and dangerous circumstances I have supposed, and always
with never-faili!'l(J success ; and I have never seen the slightest narcotic effect poduced by this large dose of medicine, on any of the
patients to whom it has been administered under such circumstances. The reason why such a large dose of opium may be safely
administered in such a case, and the reason why, under such circumstances, it is absolutely necessary, I haye fully explained in the
prettd i letter.
ShoUi there, however, have been little or no purgi~, a smaller
dose of the pills·must be given.-The system not liavtng su1Fered
much depletion from the escape of the serous part of the blood, so
\"ery la~ a dose of opium is not necessary. ln such cases, eight
of the pills will generally be suffi.cient,-to be acompanied, howf'ver, with the same quantity of the antispasmodic mixture, and the
same cordial stimulants as alread:y prescribed, and to be followed
with equal promptness by exciti~ the perspiration, that S!&Dd
agent in the cure of every modification of cholera, without which
a inalignant case of the disease could not, by J>OS:Sibility, be cured.
In the next most malignant fonn of the disease, the thiid described
in my laat letter, if tllere has been extensive purging, the patient
must take, instantly, eight of the pills, together with the same dose
of the antispasmodic mixture, as prescribed in the last case, and
the same amount of cordial stimulants; and have these followed up,
\"~rously and speedily, with all the other steps of treatment
already descriLed, the perspiration, above all thmgs, not being
delayed, and all the alarming symptoms will be found to ftow oft!

l
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with the perspiration. In cases under this form of the disease,
when purging bas not taken place, six of the ems will be a sufficient dose, all the other doses and appliances being the same.
In the second form of the disease, aa described in my last letter,
when _eurging to any amount baa taken place six pills must be given, with the full amount of the antispasmodic mixture, and cordial
stimulants as directed in both the prec.eding cases; and all the other parts of the treatment already described must be vigorously followed out. When, however, there has been no purging, four {>ills
will be a sufficient dose. The perspiration, and die other medicines
and. cordials, will complete the ewe. All unfavourable symptoms
will be found here, also, to flow off with the perspiration.
In the first and mildest farm of the disease, the treatment must
be upon exactly the same principles, and by idmilar means, as directed in the other forms of the disease, from the most malignant to
this mildest form, the difference consisti!'S' only in the amount of
the doses of the medicine necessary. Here four of the pills will
be a sufficient doae, and one ounce of the antispasmodic mixture,
with, however, the full amount of cordial auxiliaries, already
directed in the other forms of the disease, followed promptly by
the perspiration ; this latter being in no case neglected or delayed.
Such is a very brief summary of the mode of coping with the
disease in its various fonns. It will be observed that the same
remedies are applicable to aH forms of the disease, the difference
in the treatment consisting merely in the amount of the dose of the
medicines necessary to meet the various degrees of malignity. I
have directed such first doses of the medicines aa are likely to meet
the necessity of each particular case, as no repetition of doses
answers the purpose so well. Cases, however, may occur, where
to repeat a dose may be necessary; for instance, when the malignancy of a case has been miscalculated; and in such cases the subsidiary dose should be ample and given promptly, When, however, ten.grains have been given at fil'Bt, tliere will seldom be necessity .for an additional dose. It will also be observed that perspiration is a necessary and m·ost important agent in the cure of
any case of the disease, whatever ma;r be the degree of its malignity. In the more malignant fonns it is entirefy indispensable.
It corrects the morbid determination of the fluids to the internal
surfaces, and enables us to repair the injury inflicted on the system
by the longer or shorter continuance of the symptoms, and by their
Fater or less malignancy. And further, it counteracts, in an
1meortant degree, the narcotic effects of the large doses of opium
.
which .it is nece~ry to administer.
In the bounds of this letter I have been able to do little more
than just state r;neral principles. In the application of those principles to individual cases, and to the varied fonns of the disease,
much must be left to the judgment of the practitioner. I have,
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however, expounded, more or less particularly, a mode of treating
the disease, which fully and efficiently meets all the requirements
of cure, and which, if skilfully, boldly, and promptly acted on,
will cure the disease in every instance where the patient is- not in
hopeless collapse before it is put in practice.
My mode of treating cholera differs from every other which has
yet been placed before the public. It has not, however, been
founded on mere hypothesis, but on a practical experience in the
treatment of the disease, which was most extensive, and wµ,s successful beyond precedent; and it has been matured by careful and
strictly logical deductions. I direct much larger doses of opium
to be /iven .in the cure of the disease than have ever been prescribe by any other. This fact, of itself, sufficiently distinguishes
my mode of treatment from all others. But the grand distinguishing feature, in which it stands alone, is the employment of the
powerful agency of perspiration, as a means of cure. This agent
has never been recommended, as such, by any other. It is, in
fact, by perspiration the disease is cured. Opium is, indeed, a
valuable and necessary agent ; but it and the other auxiliary medical and cordial stimulants act merely as handmaidens to the sovereign remedy, which is the application of extern&! dry heat by hot
solid substances. The opium and cordial stimulants supply the place
of an anchor, in holding on the bark of life, and in arresting the fatal
course of the disease, till the respiration not only corrects the diseased action, but also repairs the injury which the system may
have sustained.
In my next letter I shall, among other matters, make some
necessary observations on the consecutive stages of the disease.
I have the honor to be, &.c., &c.,

G. S. H.
61, ST.

ANNE-STREET, LIVERPOOL, JANUARY

29, 1848.

LETTER v .-Gentlemen,-The great secret in the treatment of
cholera is, to lose no time in stopping the discharges from the bowels, if they exist, and in exciting warm profuse perspiration. This
object should still be kept in view by the practitioner, no matter in
what state he may find his patient. After givin"' such a dose of
medicine as may stop the purging, his next effort sl10uld be, by the
application of external heat, to produce a discharge from the surface. If the heat of the body be higher than natural, the perspiration will equalize it; if lower, the application of external heat
will restore it; and if the body be co\·cred with cold clammy perspiration, it will change h to a warm one. I have directed that
the perspiration should be continued for, at least, twelve hours, if
the patient can bear it, keeping up, however, merely as much heat
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as·m.ay be perfectly agreeable to his feelings; bis desire for drink,
wliich is generally very great, being meanwhile gratified ad libitum.
As soon as it may be proper to Cliscontinue the perspiration, the
patient's body should be rubbed perfectly dry, and he should be
furnished with dry linens or flannels, and with dry sheets and
blankets. He may then, if he desires it, be indulged with a little
arrowroot, or sago, to which may be added a tablespoonful of
brandy, or half a glass or a glass of sherry ; which, given as often
as required, will afford sufficient nourishment till the stomach recovers its healthy tone, and desires and relishes more substantial food.
He may then have wine, beef tea, chicken broth, beef-steak, or mutton chops. Where the purging has been quick and violent, if the
ptLtient be free from sickness at the stomacli, his bowels should be
allowed to remain undisturbed, if they will, till the third day.
They should then be gently opened, by means of an enema of a
pint of a weak solution of soap and water. · Should the patient be
seized with bilious vomiting sooner than the third day, which
sometimes happens from the sudden discharge of the distended gall
bladder, and should his bowels be confine<l, it will be proper to
give him the enema earlier, giving at the same time an emetic of
ipecacuanha wine, to be worked off with warm camomile infusion.
Should these means fail to settle the stomach, and give the peristaltic motion a downward direction, he may/et two grains of calomel, and six or eight grains of compoun extract of colocynth ;
and after some time the enema should be repeated till it produces
the desired effect of clearing out thel bowels, and carrying off the
redundant bile; after which, should any irritability of stomach
remain, it will be immediately relieved by one or two grains, as
the case may be, of solid opium, followed up with bitter tonic
effervescing draughts. If the patient have got a large dose of
opium at the beginning, it wiH require two ~rains to be given
now; if he have 11ad a small dose, one grain will suffice.
Should the patient on the second day, as often happens after a
malignant attack of the disease, complain of acidity of stomach
with confined bowels, he should ~t two tablespoonfuls of the
following mixture every third hour till relieved:
Sweet Spirit of Nitre, Tincture of Rhuba1b, Tincture of Colombo-of each half an ounce.
Compound Tincture of Cardamons, three drachms.
Bicarbonate of Soda, two drachma.
Camphorated Julep, eight ounces-mix.
After a few doses of the above mixture have been given, their
effect on the bowels may be assisted, if necessary, bY. the use of
the mild enema already mentioned. The mixture \Vlll neutralize
the acidity in the stomach, and restore the healthy tone of the
organ. It will also act gently on the bowels, cleanse the ton~ue>
ani:l cool the system, and will promote the restoration of unne,
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which is generally suspended in this disease. Should, however,
the bowels be too mucli relaxed, the tincture of rhubarb should be
omitted, and two drachms of the compound spirit of ammonia, and
a suitable proportion of the tincture of opium, added. The stomach of a patient recovering from a mali~ant attack of cholera is
very weak:, and the patient feels a · cravmg desire for bitters and
aromatic s1:>ices ; and from the shock his stomach has sustained, he
desizes, an<l can take, much stronger doses of these than would be
~able to him under ordinary circumstances. This craving
desire should be gratified, as nature sel.dom errs in such matters.
Bilious diatthcea never occurs in the consecutive stages of cholera, unless calomel, or some preparation of mercury, has been
most improperly, and, I would add, most unwarT&ntably, used in.
the primary treatment of the disease. When it does occur, it
should be treated with the cretaceous mixture, combined with suitable proportions of the tinctures of catechu and opium, and in
addition, if obstinate, by anodyne injections, giving at the· same
time small and frequently repeated doses of surphur, for the purpose o( neutralizing the mercury, and for counteracting its action
on the liver. The strength is at the same time to be supported by
wine, beef tea, &c. Great care should be taken not to allow the
patient to get out of bed, or stand in the erect posture, till the
strength of the body and the healthy tone of the nervous system
ha,te been sufficiently re-established. Fatal consequences have
sometimes arisen from not attending to this precaution. In a hospital, a woman, who had a very favorable recovery from an attack
of cholera, lost her life by imprudence in this respect. Contrary
to the orders of the superintending physician, and in opposition to
the remonstrances of the attendants, she got out of bed, -and while
in the act of dressing herself in an erect posture, she suddenly fell
on the floor in a fainting state. The excretory vessels being unable
to StlStain the supetincumbent weight of the ·fluim of the body,
became dilated-the serum, or watery part of the blood, escaped
into the bowels, and she passed several quarts of ftaid, as clear as
water, before she could be lifted into bed. She was dead within
less than two hours afterwards, having manifested all the symptoms
o( one who had been bled to death.
In directing the treatment of the mildest form of the disease, I
omitted to state, that, should the practitioner find his patient affected
with ~in of stomach, headache, and vomiti~, along with a hot skin
and a full strong pulse, and should he find that tne bowels have
been ~viously much confined, he ought, before giving the antispasmOdic pills or draught, as ordered, cause the bowels to be
tiDloaded bi means of an enema.
I direct.ea that the opium, whether alone or combined, should be
administered in cholera in the solid form. The reasons why it
shoald be so administered are, that in that form it is more likely to
0ig111zcd
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be retained on the stomach, and if it be re~ted, the fact can, by
an examination of the egesta, be more readily detected ; and for
the quantjty thrown off an equal <JUantity can be immediately readministerea. On the other hand, if the administration of the medicine in a fluid state be followed by vomiting, the practitioner can
have no means of knowi~ what portion of the dose has been
rejected, so as to enable him to supply the deficiency. In this
way he loses his reckoning, bewilders himself, and, under such
circumstances, in a malignant case, he may lose bis patient.
In adjusting the doses of the medicines, I directed ten of the
pills, containing ten grains of powdered opium, to be given for a
first dose, in the most mali8llant and rapidly fatal form of the disease, and under the alarming and dangerous circumstances there
SUP.posed. I prescribed ten, as I knew it required some experience
ana tact to graduate, in such cases, the exact amount of danger.
Were the dose to be administered by my own hands, however, or
under my own inspection, I would in many such instances, without
hesitation, as I have often done, and always with success, give
twelve of the pill~ for a first dose. I have given six of the pills to
a little girl of ten years of age, and she experienced no narcotic
effects from the dose; but, on the contrary, slept none all night,
and had quite recovered and was walking about next day. All the
other doses mentioned will be amply sufficient first doses for all the
other forms of the disease for which they were prescribed.
I shall pursue the subject in my next.
I liave the honor to be, &c., &c.,

G. S. H.
61, ST.

ANNE-STREET, LIVERPOOL, FEBRUARY

22, 1848.

LETTER v11.-Gentlemen,-Amongst the objectionable remedies
which have been employed for the cholera, the first which I shall
notice is blood-lettin~.
.
\Yith regard to this remed>·, I would remark that I cannot conceirn how any rational practitioner could think of using, for the
cure of this disease, a remedy which produces on the constitution
an effect the very opposite to that which it should be his object to
accomplish-a remeay which would aggravate rather than relieve
the symrtoms. The effect produced by blood-lettin~ is relaxation.
It is with this view it is generally employed; as, tor instance, in
. inflammations, and in certain cases of rigidity. The depletion of
the vascular system by blood-letting, suddenly removing the accustomed pressure or bracing support from the brain, has the effect of
diminishing the tone and en~rgy of that organ, and, of course, of
the nen;ous system. Hence the supply of energy to tl1e muscles is
lessened, and a corresponding diminution of the contractile power
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of muscular fibre is produced. Now, from what has been stated
in the preceding letters, the reader will at once perceive that a precisely similar state of things take place in cholera. I need not
say, then, that blood-letting should be at once discarded from the
treatment of the disease;. for every man possessed of a reasoning
mind, who has read my preceding letters, will at once perceive that
it deprives the patient of many of his chances of cure ; and that,
by diminishing the force of the resisting power of the vessels
through which the serum of the blood escapes, it tends only to
hasten the fatal event. · All the symptoms at which any man could
grasp, in justifying the use of the lancet in the earliest stages of
cholera, can be at once relieved by a free perspiration. I was
once taken to visit a young gentleman, of eighteen years of age,
who was seized with premonitory symptoms of cholera. One of
the same family had, a few days before, died of the disease, in a
a few hou~' illness. He complained of great pnecordial oppression ; violent pain over the region of the stomach, increased by
pressure; great sickness and retching; but nothing ejected from the
stomach; a painful feeling over every part of the body, as if he
had been beaten with a stick; and severe headache. His face
flushed; his eyeballs swollen and painful, with a feeling as if
they were about to start from their sockets; his tongue white, his
skin hot and dry; pulse one hundred and twenty, exceedingly full,
strong and bounding. His bowels had not been affected. After
cautioning the medical gentleman present not to allow such symptoms, as those of which the P.atient complained, to betray them into
the use of the lancet in similar cases, I ordered the patient a suitaable dose of the pills and draught prescribed in my preceding letten-, with as much mild drink as would wash them down. I then
ordered hot suhstances to be applied to his feet, and different parts
of his body, with a view to produce perspiration; and, after giving
the attendants the necessary airections about what drink he was to
get, and when he should have it, I took my leave. After the lnpse
of an hour, I again visited him, and found him perspiring freely;
his skin quite cool; his pulse sixty, soft, and regular; and he wns
entirely free from pain of every kind. He declared that he was
then as well as he had ever been in his life, and expressed a wish
to get out of bed. The crushin"' about the heart and the pains
ftowed off with the perspiration. He said that he had not perspired
many minutes till lie was free from pain, sickness at stomach, and
every complaint. He had quite recovered, and was walking about
next day. I need not waste your valuable space, or the reader's
time, with further comment on so absurd a remedy as bleeding.
The next remedy which I shall notice is calomel-a medicine
which, in these and all other countries, has been universally used
for the cure of the disease.
Calomel, like blood-letting, tends only to hasten the fatal termiDigitized by
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nation in cholera. It does more.-Those who escape or recover,
in spite of the effects of it, do so at the expense of a ruined constitution. The reasons which are given by medical writers for
using it in that disease are absurd, and are founded on a total misceplion of its nature. Some say that they give calomcl, combined
with opium, as a stimulant. "Powerful stimuli," say they.
Opium, as has been already stated, is a powerful and very valuable
stimulant; but the chief stimulating effect Froduced by calomel, in
that disease, is on the mucous membrane o the stomach and intestines, increasing the discharges from them, which it should be the
object to prevent. Mr. Orton, in his work on " Cholera," says
that the calomel was found adhering to inflamed patches on the
internal surfaces of the stomach and intestines of many of those
who died of cholera in India. No doubt it had stimulated these
parts with a vengeance! The following are that gentleman's
words: " Calomel was frequently found at the bottom of the fluid
contents, and adhering in various places to the mucous coat." In a
notC' appended to the same he adds: " I ha\·e been informed by a
practitioner, in whose observation I have great confidence, that be
ha<l frC'quently found this medicine adherin~, chietiy, to those parts
of the stomach which were inflamed."-[See Mr. Orton's Essay
on the Epidemic Cholera of India, page 42.] Here, then, is positi1 e evidence of the destructive effects of calomel, even in Indiatlie boasted birthplace of the practice.
'
Others, again, say, that they administer the calomel with a view
to restore the biliary secretion, which they allege is suspended in
the disease. On this subject I beg leave to obsen·e, that the suspensit1n of the secretions in cholera is not the cause, but the effect
of t!ic morbid action. When the morbid action is corrected, the
:-ecreting organs generally resume their functions without any assistanee. And e\·en though they should not, it is only after the disease
has been cured that medicine will have any salutary effects on
those organs. First, then, cure the disease ; and afterwards, if
nece>ssary, let attention be directed to the secretions. I would
remark, however, that though, for a very obvious reason, the susspension of the secretion of urine is a characteristic symptom of
cholera, yet it does not appear that the secretion of bile is ever, for
any length of time, suspended in that disease, even thou$h it does
not come off in the discharges. On a post mortem examination of
the bodies of those who have died of the disease, the gall bladder
has always been found distended with bile. It is not, therefore, so
much a suspension of the secretion of bile, as a retention of that
fluid, whict1 accounts for its non-appearance in the discharges.
Did time and space permit, I could satisfactorily explain the cause
of its retention in cholera. I do not conceive it right, however, to
allow that explanation to occupy the space which should be allotted
to more important matters-particularly as, when the disease was
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cured, I never knew an instance in which the secretory organs did
not resume their functions ; and even though calomel should not
counteract the effects of other remedies, which it does, or produce
destructive effects on the constitution, I cannot see any use in employing it in a disease where it has no time to act. If the dis~ be made profuse and watery, and follow each other in
quic)[ succession, as, in a malignant case, they generally do, they
may carry the patient beyond ilie boundaries of human aid in less
than an hour. In such cases -the calomel has not sufficient time to
be absorbed, even though the absorbent vessels were in a fit state to
take it up. The absorbents on the internal surfaces, in that disease,
howe\"er, do not act at all, till the morbid action is corrected.
Those cases, therefore, in which calomel produced salivation, did
not deserve the name of cholera.
The advocates for the use of calomel in cholera, say that all
their patients who have been salivated by that medicine have recovered ; and this alleged fact, they presume, is an argument in favor
of its employment for the cure of that disease. Now, to those
who do not understand the subject, this would appear to be a very
plausible argument. A little examination, however; will show the
i'allacy of it. First, I would remark, that many have been sub-jected to treatment for cholera who neYer had the disease at all.
Secondly, during the prevalenc.e of the disease, individual cases do
sometimes, nay, often, occur, in which the 'Oi1 medicatrix nattt1't!
would succ.eed in throwing oft' the disease without the aid of remedies, or in spite of the counteracting effects of the calomel. And,
lastly, opium, which is generally administered in conjunction with
the calomel, and an acciaental perspiration may succeed in curing
a very mild case of the disease, as has been already stated, notwith.Standing the prejudicial effects of the latter medicine. Now,
whatever ca1omel may remain in the stomach and intestines of
these patients, after the disease has been cured, will, no doubt, be
absor6ed, and will salivate them in good earnest, and will thus,
after the cure of the disease· Ly other remedies, produce a new diseaae, in some cases worse than cholera itself. Hundreds have, in
this way, been so disabled as to be rendered incapable of earning
a loaf of bread for themselves, and have been left to drag out a
miserable existence, with shattered and ruined constitutions, from
the effects of calomel administered to them for the cure of cholera.
Bot none of these facts prove that the calomel, or the salivation
produced by it, hPd any efficacy in the cure of the disease. The
fact is, calomel will not act on the system in any way to produce
aalh-ation, until the morbid action constituting the disease has been
counteracted and reversed either by the agency of other remedies,
or by the reactive power of nature herself.
The enonnous quantities of calomel which were given to patients
in cholera, during the prevalence of the disease in these countries,
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were of themselves sufficient to destroy life, even though the individuals to whom they were administered had been, at the time, free
from any specific disease. Twenty grains of calomel and two
g_rains of opium, to be repeated every two hours till the symptoms
should abate, were directed to be given in the books and pamphlets
pablished on the subject at that period. A physician, who is now
a vicar of some parish in England, in a letter published in the
London Times newspaper, about two months ago, says that the
best remedr he ever saw employed (and it was in New York he
had seen it) was twenty ~ains of opium for one dose. A physisician told myself that his dose was forty grains of calomel and
two grains of opium. I shall content myself with only one specimen of the extent to which the calomelizing practice has been carried. A man was admitted into the Belfast hospital, whose mouth
was nearly hennetically ~aled up from the effects of calomel,
which had been administered to llim for the cure of an alleged
attack of cholera, so that no food could he conveyed into his stomach but beef tea, thin gruel, or milk, and these he had to suck in
thro~h apertures between his remaining teeth .. Such an extensive
exconation and ulceration of the gums, jaws, lips, and cheeks bad
taken place, from the salivating effects of the calomel, that extensive adhesions had formed between these surfaces throughout their
whole extent. His lips and cheeks adhered firmly to the gums and
jaws, so that Mr. Moore, the talented and skilful surgeon to the
hospital, was obliged to dissect these parts asunder, to cut out
masses of flesh between the inner angles of the jaws, and to stuff
the inner sides of the cheeks and lips with lint, soaked in oil, to
prevent their readhesion to the subjacent parts~ and to gag the jaws
asunder with cork, till these parts healed. Why unnecessarily
inflict such misery?
I have not only already amply pro\·ed that calomel is unecessary
for the cure of cholera, but r have now shown that it is destructive. I have cured from two to three thousand cases without a
single grain of calomel. I have a right, thereforo, to form a judgment on the subject. I trust I have now set the bleeding and calomelizing mode of treating cholera at rest; and as I have directed
a mode of treating that disease, which, if timely and skilfully employed, will infallibly cure it in every instance, I shall not delay
turther by noticing any more .Jf the nostrums which lla\·e been
•
recommended for its treatment.
In conclusion, lest any one, from the foregoing remarks, should
be deterred from the use of calomel in other diseases where it may
be requisite, I would observe, that we do not possess a more safe
or a more valuable medicine when skilfully administered, in cases
where its use is proper.
·
I have the honor to be, &c., &c.,

G. S. H.
61,

ST. ANNE-STREET, LIVERPOOL, JANUARY

Ii, 1848.
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CHOLERA.
Foa a few weeks past a beneficial change of the atmosphere has
apparently suspended the danger which, in the earlier portion of
January, se<>med to be impending over out city. The general
prevalence of a tendency to bowel complaints, and the occurrence
of a few mild cases of cholera, (mostly among those who had been
on the river and had recently arrived from New Orleans,) seemed to
foreshadow the approach of the Asiatic cholera.
That danger is now suspended, but none can imagine when the
choleraic condition will again exist ; and it is necessary that every
medical man should be prepared to understand this disease clearly,
to meet it with promptness, energy, and confidence.
It is lamentable and disgraceful to see medical men, as has been
the case in some instances heretofore, halting with indecisive opinions, unable to adopt a rational course of treatment, looking on
the progress of the disease with unconcealed fear, and fina11y
taking to flight at its first onset. We trust no Eclectic practitioner
will e\·er be found capable of deserting his post in the time of danger, or will contribute, by his example, to increase the public
alarm, or will permit that tc>rrible mortality to occur within the
sphere of his practice which has $0 often dishonored medical science, and created a "reign of terror" wherever the disease has
appeared. Let us give forth to our friends and the public the calm
and confident assurance, that cholera, when rightly met, ia a
strictly manageable disease, which may be arrested promptly, and
which is really not more dangerous, when properly met, than
the ordinary endemic and epidemic diseases to which we are
accustomed.
It is true that the mortality from cholera in Europe and Asia has
been frightful-even by the latest reports, the mortality in Great
Britain has been " about two-thirds of the recorded cases which
have been brought to a termination ;" but we have no fear that
any similar mortality will occur in our own country. The deaths
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in Great Britain have been chiefly among the most wretched and
suffering class of the population, whose constitutions, already
broken down by slow famine and exposure, by intemperance and
every form of want, are prepared to sink at once without resistance
into the fatal collapse. In our own country, thus far, the mortality has been chiefly among the foreign emigrant population of
New Orleans, who were scarcely acclimated, and whose previous mode of life rendered them peculiarly liable. Among the
vigorous, well-nourished constitutions of our Anglo-American race,
the disease will be firmly resisted by the vis medicatrix nat11ra.
American physicians, too, will probably profit somewhat by past
experience, and we hope that of about one thousand or fifteen hundred Eclectic physicians, there may be a considerable number in
the midst of the ravage of the disease.
Why has cholera been heretofore accompanied by this mortality? Why does it still stand, with the accumulated experience of
many years, as one of the opprobria of medicine? Is it neces1arily thus fatal, or does the mortality arise from a false system of
therapeutics, and from the blind infatuation of the profession ?
To answer these questions, let us glance at the philosophy and
history of the disease and its treatment.
To a mind unhampered by medical associations and prejudices,
following merely the dictates of common sense, it would seem that
the nature of this disease is sufficiently obvious, and that its plain,
unmistakeable symptoms point in the most distinct manner to the
means of cure. In the first place we find a general coldness, collapse, and recession of the blood from the surface, which call
loudly for the most powerful diffusible stimulants, to restore the
circulation and warmth of the skin, sustain the sinking vital powers, and diminish that congestion, which is at once prostrating the
vital powers, and pouring out a current of watery evacuations.
External and internal stimuli, which produce the greatest amount
of heat, and most effectually expand the capillary circulation of
the skin, are obviously of the first importance.
Secondly. The torrent of profuse discharges from the bowels,
which is rapidly exhausting the patient, must be checked, not only
by equalizing the circulation by stimuli, but by internal medicines,
which make a strong impression upon the mucous membrane.
Thirdly. As the profwe watery evacuations have suspended
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the functions of the kidneys, and in some cases also that of the
liver, a restoration of these suppressed secretions will materially
IS!Ust in directing the fluids from the channels by which they are
so rapidly discharged.
Fourthly. The nauseated condition of the stomach and violent
vomiting, which so often occur, indicate the propriety of an emetic
or of some aromatic canninative, and
Fifthly. The cramps indicate the necessity of powerful antispasmodics.
For the first purpose, we know of no better diffusible stimulant
than cAPs1cuM:, administered internally in tincture or substance,
and applied externally in dry friction upon the limbs. Warm
clothing (blankets) and bottles of hot water, bags of hot sand or
salt, should also be used, so as to raise upon the surface as soon as
possible a warm perspiration. Spirituous drinks may be used to
some extent, but are not alone to be relied upon. As a method of
applying external heat, the alcoholic vapor from burning spirits is
a very convenient and efficient application. The vapor may be
admitted under the blankets without disturbing the patient.
To check the diarrhrea, and determine the fluids to the -surface,
we must rely mainly upon OPIUM, CAMPHoa, and the astringents.
Geranium, kino, or catechu, used by mouth or injection, may be
of some service, but we regard them as of minor importance in all
cases.
To settle the stomach, peppermint, camphor, or sweet spirits of
nitre, will generally be sufficient; but if not, a good emetic should
be administered, (lobelia and ipecac,) after which it will become
quiet, or may be composed by aromatics.
As diuretics, the spearmint and salreratus will be appropriatethe latter being also important as an antacid, in the early stages of
the disease.
As an antispasmodic, the tincture of lobelia will answer every
purpose. Ether and chloroform have also been administered with
success.
If an epidemic of cholera should occur, we would keep on hand
a mixture of tincture of capsicum and tincture of camphor, one
ounce each, and tincture of opium from two to four drachms, to
which might be added, according to circumstances, carbonate of
ammonia, ether, tincture of lobelia, myrrh, &c., if they appeared
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to be necessary. This preparation might be adminisrered in doses
of from a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful, according · to the severity
of the attack, and repeated every twenty minutes, or every hour,
until the disease is checked. It should be administered in a wann
tea of spearmint, cinnamon, and ginger. If the function of the
liver has been interrupted _during the attack, a dose of taraxacum
and sanguinaria might afterward be used, guarded by a small portion of opium, if necessary. But the influence of the liver in
Asiatic cholera is much less important than has been generally
supposed.
The foregoing are the o~ious dictates of common sense, and
wherever they have been properly regarded, cholera has been
treated with remarkable success-wherever they have been neglected, an awful loss of human life has been the consequence.
The Eclectic practitioners of the United States, having been
guided by common sense in the treatment of this disease, have met
with a success which fonns a striking contrast to the large mortality which usually attends its career as it has been heretofore treated.
The practice of Dr. Beach, when appointed physician of the
Tenth ward of New York during the prevalence of the cholera in
1832, embraced about a thousand cases, in which his treatment
was invariably 11uccessful in the early stages of the disease, and
the entire .mortality, which was extremely small, arose from the
advanced stage of the cases before they were treated. It is much
to be regretted that no accurate record was kept of the cases; but
the report of one of his co-laborer's at that time exhibits, we presume, a fair specimen of the results of the treatment. This gentleman, Dr. Hopkins, reported a hundred and fifty-sewn cases
treated, of which eight were in the stage of collapse before they
were seen, and of the whole number there were but six deaths, or
less than four per cent. The practice of the late Dr. Sharp (a
graduate of Worthington) at Paris, Ky., during the cholera, was
equally successful and gave him at once a high professional reputation. In many other cases the Eclectic treatment has been
highly satisfactory, and we earnestly hope that our friends, who
may happen to be in the midst of the epidemic hereafter, will not
fail to preserve careful records of their cases.
The treatment pursued by Dr. Beach, which has been amply sustained by subsequent experience, was the administration, in the first
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instance, of what was commonly called the neutralizing mixture,
(equal parts of rhubarb, peppermint, and salieratus.) Half an
ounce of this was added to a pint of boiling water, two tablespoonsful of brandy and a portion of loaf sugar added, and a tablespoonful taken every hour, until it gently acted as a laxative.
Cinnamon or cloves was sometimes added, and ptisans, such as
catnip and spearmint, were drunk at intervals. Hot tincture of
capsicum was applied with a flannel over the bowels, and at night
ten grains of the diaphoretic powders (camphor 32, ipecac 31,
opium 3t, sup. carb. soda ~1) were frequently given. This was
found sufficient to remove the premonitory symptoms.
In marked cases, needing more efficient treatment, the feet were
immersed in hot ley, heat applied around the person, and two teaspoonsful of the sudorific drops (opium, camphor, serpentaria, ipecac, and saffron, an ounce of each to three pints of Holland gin or
spirits) administered every hour in a tumbler of strong peppennint
tea, until reaction and perspiration are produced. Friction and
bot tincture of capsicum were applied to the surface.
In more urgent cases, the antispasmodic mixture was used,
(tincture of camphor 34, ess. peppermint M, syrup of ginger l!t,
tincture of capsicum 31,) of which a tablespoonful was taken
from one to four hours, according to the urgency of the case, with
draughts of Indian meal gruel, containing a little salreratus. Hot
fomentations of hops were applied tto the bowels, and laudanum
used in injections. The black drop (twenty drops) was sometimes
resorted to, as an antispasmodic. Capsicum was not so freely
med internally at that time as it has been in many other instances
subsequently, which entitle it to a prominent rank in the Eclectic
treatment. The principle laid down by Dr. Beach was this: "In
a word, the leading indication in the cure of cholera, either in the
confinned or collapsed stage, is to establish reaction, or, in other
words, to promote perspiration."-(P. 39.)
These rational views, and the eminently successful practice to
which we have alluded, might be sanctioned and illustrated by
various quotations from different writers, who have approximated a
rational treatment.
Bnt, until we received the letters of Dr Hawthorne, we were
not aware that any other members of the profession, either in Europe or America, had adopted views so nearly similar to our own,
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or had fully carried out that plan of practice which has heretofore,
with the Eclectic practitioners, proved so eminently successful. It
was, therefo.re, with no small gratification that we found a distinguished member of the profession thus corTOborating, by his own
ample experience, our American system of treatment. Every Ee.
lectic practitioner will read with pleasure these letters of Dr. Hawthorne, which furnish, in reality, the most brilliant illustration of
the Eclectic doctrines which we have yet seen beyond the ranks of
our own practitioners. The letters of Dr. Hawthorne, signed
G. S. H., are published in this number of our Journal, in Part
second, (but unluckily without the appropriate heading of " Hawthorne on Cholera," an oversight which occurred during our editorial absence at Columbus, where we had the honor of delivering
an address, in the hall of the House of Representatives, on the
present condition of the profession, and the scandalous monopolies
and abuses which still exist in Cincinnati.) The following statement, from the Nashville Whig, will show the reputation and
success of Dr. Hawthorne :
" The pamphlet from which we have copied the letters was forwarded, within a week or two past, by Gen. Armstrong, U. S.
Consul at Liverpool, to a friend in this place. It is a copy of a
second enlarged and improved edition, which was published so
recently as October last.
" It is certain that the author has had, at least, as extensive
experience in the treatment of cholera as any other physician in
Great Britain. That his success in the treatment of it has been
extraordinary, is placed beyond dispute by the highest and most
conclusive testimony. Boards of health, physicians of good re.P.utation, private individuals and public meetings, all unite in testifying to liis unexampled success. The Dungannon Board of Health,
in presentin~ to him a piece of plate, take occasion 'to convey to
hini their most grateful 8.cknowleagments for the eminent services
he has, under Providence, rendered in checking that destructive
disease, which had raged with such violence amongst them.' The
late Dr. Dawson, of Du~nnon, a highly respectable and able
practitioner, who changed lus original mOde of treating the disease
after his 'false ideas' of it, in consequence of 'the most important
information' he had received from Dr. Hawthorne, had been corrected, says, in a letter to Dr. H., written in 1844: 'Would to God,
my dear sir, your mode of practice in cholera was more generally
known, as then it would not lie so fatal a sco~ as it unfortunately
now is." The late Sir Francis Workman Macnaghten, in forwarding to Dr. Hawthorne an address on oohalf of the inhabitants of the
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psrishes of Billy and Dunluce, says: 'I can add, from my own
knowledge, that no individual, who, at the commencement of his
disease, bad the fortune to fall under your care, was Jost to his
family-that, shortly aftP.r your arrival, mortality ceased-that
implicit reliance upon you was manifested by all-and that
despair was relieved by the most cheering expectations.' In the
address, the signers, among whom were physicians, members of
the Board of Health, parish officers, and private citizens of the
highest respectability, say, 'that not a single death took place in
any of those cases which occurred subsequently to his (Dr. H.'s)
arrival.' Three of the signers, physicians and surgeons and members of the Board of Health, add : ' We, the undersigned, feel it
our duty to express our most unqualified conviction, that your plan
of treatment is the best and the only safe one; and that if sufficiently early and efficiently pu~ in practice, even !n ~he most violent
forms of the disease, and uruversaJJy adopted, 1t is calculated to
save many a useful life, and render a most formidable disease
comparatively mild, and Jess fatal than most other epidemics.'
"In addition to the foregoing, we publish the following from a
gentleman of the highest respectability, at present living in Nashville.

" 'Dear Sir: Having heard that it is your intention to
republish, in pamphlet form, the letters of Dr. Hawthorne in reference to the treatment of cholera, I beg leave, for your satisfaction
and that of y:our readers, to say, that, when the cholera was first
in Belfast and other adjacent places, I was myself an eye-witness
to his remarkable success in the treatment of the disease, as was
1/wrtly after described by him in a publication on the subject, and
as was more recently and fully set forth in the letters which have
appeared in the columns of the Whig.
"'Yours, respectfully,
"' J. H. Row AN.'"
We think it extremely probable that if the Eclectic system of
practice had been prevalent throughout the United States when we
were visited by cholera, four-fifths of those who died might have
bw& 1at1ed.
It is horrible to contemplate the vast mortality which has been
produced throughout the world by an imperfect, empirical, unscientific system of practice. When we reflect that in the malignant
fonn of the disease, as commonly treated, from one-third to twothirds of the patients (in the old world) died, are we not compelled
to conclude that, of the fifty millions who are reported to have died
of this disease, at least forty milliona owe their death less to the
severity of the disease than to the impropriety of the treatment?
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Of the patients treated Homaopathicallg, in Europe, the number of
deaths, on an average, did not exceed nine to the hundred cases.
Homooopathy are generally agreed
But the Allopathic opponents
that the Homooopathic treatment amounts to nothing at all ; and
therefore .the results of Homooopathy only show the natural mortality of the disease, uninterrupted by improper medical interference.
If this be so, then may we not hold the orthodox Old school system
of practice responsible for all the mortality beyond the proportion of
nine to one hundred ? When the mortality of Allopatbic cholera
i)atients ranges from thirty to sixty in the hundred, is it not clear
that from twenty~one to fifty-one in the hundred have died in consequence of a false system of practice, since the legitimate mortality of the disease is but nine per cent.?
This reasoning is perfectly fair; and every physician who loses
more than one in ten of his cholera patients should be candid
enough to acknowledge that he has failed in the proper discharge
of his professional duties, and to renounce the system of practicc
which has produced so deadly consequences.
For ourselves, we do not hesitate to say that we regard cholera
as a terrific scourge, inflicted by Divine J tistice upon human ignoNnce and profligacy. Whenever mankind become sufficiently
enlightened to adopt a rational system of treatment, following the
dictates of common sense, instead of the hallucinations of socalled medical science, the mortality of cholera will be reduced to
'
an amount too insignificant to excite any alarm.
Physicians who are peculiarly exposed, by their profession, to
epidemics, should carefully guard
suffer from the influence
against all causes of debility and bowel complaints, on the approach of cholera. Instead of adopting a more abstemious mode
of living, they should endeavor to have the system well nourished.
Crude vegetables, pastry, sweetmeats, &c., should be avoided,
a.nd farinaceo\1$ food, with substantial meats, (beef and bacon,)
and a moderate use of condiments or stimulants, would be the best
preparation. Malt liquors are decidedly beneficial in many case~
and it has been observed in several of our large cities that all of
those employed in breweries have escaped the attacks of cbolera.
The function& of the skin must be maintained, and we ·should guard
against the influence of atmospheric vicissitudes. During the epidemic, we should wear flannel next the skin, occupy dry comfortable apartments, and avoid all unnecessary exposure.
B.
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CASES IN PRACTICE.
BY T. V. MORROW, M. D,

C.uE 1.-John Tice, a gentleman aged, I should judge, about

forty, somewhat corpulent, a grocery merchant by profession, doing
business at the comer of John and Sixth streets, m this city, had
experienced symptoms of hepatic torpor for three or four months
pnor to an attacK., which he experienced on the 5th or 6th of August, 1848. On the 8th of August I was requested to visit him,
and found him laboring under a violent paroxysm of the most
ememe and excruciating pain and sense of distress in the whole
lower part of the abdomen, extending up to the margin of the ribs,
on the left side, above the sigmoid tlexure of the colon ; the skin
was dry ; some fever; furred state of the tongue ; great restlessness; the urine small in quantity and high colored; pain continued
nearly all the tirr.e, more or less, with occasional periods of decided aggravation; more or less tenderness on the application of
pretty tinn pressure; the bowels were very much constipated.
Snch was the character of the symptoms present in this singularly
interesting case of disease.
I am free to confess, that I was not a little perplexed in the formation of a definite opinion as to the true nature of the case, but
had no hesitation whatever in coming to the conclusion that the
most important indication in the treatment was, to procure satisfactory and copious operations on the bowels as speei:lily as possible.
For this purpose, I directed the patient to take two grain doses of
tbe podopbyllin, once in four hours for several doses, and in the
eYent o( its failure, after having taken three doaes, to take a
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large dose of the antibilious physic. In the meantime, the attendants were instructed to apply a large mustard (.laster over the whqle
extent of the abdomen, and, after its remova , to make a persevering and active application of the"common bitter herb fomentation
to the abdomen, applying it very hot and changing it very often,
with a view to the relief of the pain. But a perseverance in this
course for twelve or fifteen hours only served to produce a few very
scanty and unsatisfactory operations, bringing with them nothing
like permanent relief. By this time, I had no longer any doubt
that the case was a formidable and extremely severe one.
The severe paroxysms of pain and distress soon ~eturned with
renewed violence, and the general features of the attack seemed to
be but slightly affected by what had already been done. The
next medicrne given was the diaphoretic powders, in doses of five
grains every hour, in conjunction with warm sweating teas, such as
catnip, aselepias tuberosa, and cypripedium pubescens, in connection with sinapisms and emollient pvultices, to the bowels ; but
these measmes also faile<l to produce any substantial or permanent
benefit, the patient suffering at intervals greatly from returning
paroxysms of pain.
The active evacuant plan of treatment was again adopted. The
emetic powder was given in doses of from a half to a teaspoonful
every fifteen or twenty minutes, in conjunction with an infusion of
eupatoritlm perfoliatum, until it vomited the patient freely several
times; this was followed by active cathartic doses of anti bilious
physic, repeated every two hours, until it oper&.ted on the bowels.
The operations were still very unsatif!factory, and it was attempted
to aid them by the. use of active injections, the successful introdu~
tion of which was very strongly resisted, apparently, by some
mechanical obstruction in the rectum, although repeated several
times.
It seemed, indeed, to be almost impossible to induce the peristaltic movement of the lower portion of the intestinal tract ; there
appeared to be a state of confinedncss and inactivity which seemed
quite unaccountable.
Whenever operations could be procu:-ed, even though they were
slight, they appeared to afford very partial relief, the severe paroxysms of pain returning after the lapse of a short time, for the
immediate relief of wh1cli occasionally small doses of the sulphate
of morphia. were administered. In this manner was our patient
exercised with the most severe suffering, with occasional intervals
of ease, until about the 20th of August, or nearly two weeks after
I had commenced the treatment of his case, when there appeared,
gradually, a pretty large swelling on the margin of the rectum, and
verge of the anus, bearing some resemblance to a very large hemmorrhoidal tumor, involving, in its extent, a much greater amount
of the surrounding structures ; simultaneous with the appearance of
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this tumor, a muco purulent and an oft'ensive discharge proceeded
from the bowels, wliich became more and more copious. Upon a
careful examination of the swelling in question, I found it was
produced by a morbid growth, which was attached extensively to
the side of the rectum, above and just within its margin ; the extent
of the swelling and the protrusion of the bowel on the affected side
brought into satisfactory view the point to which this morbid
growth was attached. It exhibited a somewhat cellulated, but
linn structure, and at its point of attachment there was a fistulous
opening in the mucous membrane, which was yielding a free discharge. Into this opening I introduced a pretty large tent of vegetable caustic ; every morning, after arising, the injection of
soapsuds, to wash out the parts thoroughly. The paroxysms of
pain continued in the meantime to return, with their accustomed
severity very slightly diminished. The podophyllin was again
given, as well as the antibilious physic, both of which operated
more satisfactorily than before, but still requiring large doses to
produce the desired eft'ect. I discovered the muco purulent discharges constantly increased in quantity, and became more offensive. The tents of vegetable caustic seemed to detach the morbid
growth from the points of its adherence more and more perfectly,
until about the 27th of August, after the dressings had been applied, consisting of the tent, a plaster of the black salve, and the
T bandage, to maintain the applications in their proper positions,
the patient experiencing some sensations of uneasiness, took the
dresSings off, and, in attempting · to remove the tent, seized hold on
the detached portion of the tumor or morbid growth, and applied
the necessary force to extract it, and on the occasion of my next
visit, I gave this remarkable morbid growth, which had been pre9en'ed, a close examination.
I found it to be in shape, somewhat cylindrical, slightly flattened
on one side, and in len~h from seven to ten inches, and in diameter &om an inch to an mch and a half, somewhat enlarged at and
near its upper extremity. It was considerably cellulated in its
structure, being enveloped in a thick, tough, and strong membranous coat, which was perforated in many places by the aforesaid
cells, the internal surfaces of which seemed to exhibit an ulcerated
a~nce. One of the most remarkable features connected with .
tli11 singular morbid phenomenon, was the extreme toul?hness,
strength, and firmness of its texture, being remarkably difficult to
separate its parts or tear them asunder.
Immediately after the removal of this substance, the patient
. commenced improving with considerable rapidity, but had occasionally some return of the old pain, which gradually subsided,
and the patient very soon again was restored to his natural health,
by the use of the reatorative bitters, morning, noon, and n~ht, in
dOeee of from a half to a wine-glass full. The antidyspept1c pills
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were taken, to prevent any constipation of the bowels, which indi·
cation they seem to fulfil very successfully.
It has seldom fallen to my lot, (altliough engaged in a very
extensive practice for the last twenty years,) to meet with a cue in
which it was so difficult to form a correct diagnosis, especially
during the early periods of the attack; neither do we often
encounter a case which would present us with a greater variety of
difficulties in its treatment, than were presented by the caae of
Mr. Tice.
CAsB 2.-Mr. Woolley, a gentleman of middle age, somewhat
corpulent had been the subject of an attack of fistula, which had
given him more or less trouble for some years prior to the time I
was called to see him, and he had been for two or three months
preceding my first visit, which was on the 29th of March, 1847,
under the treatment of Dr. Avery, a gentleman who was suppoaed
to be eminently qualified for the treatment of such cases, in conse.
quence of the advantages derived from a residence of several
in Europe, and an attendance on the practice of some o the
largest liosritals of Paris and London ; and I have no doubt that
he was wel versed in the doctrines and practices of the Old school
fraternity ; but it seemed that his progress in the man~ment of
Mr. W.'s case was not satisfactory to the patient, and I was
accordingly called, as aoove indicated.
Upon an examination, I found a fistulous pipe situated about an
inch, or perhaps not quite so far, from the verge of the anm, penetrating the recttJm about two inches above its tennination. The
patient was also affected with sundry constitutional symptoms, such
as costiveness, headache, restlessness, and occasionalliv some slight
evidences of febrile excitement and hepatic torpor.
commenCed
the treatment by washing out the fistulous pipe, by the injection of
11oapsuds once or twice a dt.y, and by the introduction of a strong
solution of the vegetable caustic in the same manner, after whidl
a suitable sized tent was prepared and stiffened by beeswax, and
thoroughly anned ·by the powdered vegetable caustic, and intro-duced up the pipe as far as possible, with a view to enlarge the
capacity of the pipe, and destroy the callous fonnatioli aroiind it.
This course was continued for three or four weeks, in conjunction
with a few mild doses of physic and the alteratif'e B!Jf'UP, tht'
syrup being given as usual, in doses of from a half to a wi11e-glass
fall morning, noon, and night. On the 28th of April a Ii~
was introduCed, through the fistulous pipe, and brought out through
the rectum, and firmly tied in such a manner as to tighten it at
pleasure, by means of a piece of smooth rounded pine stick, about
one inch in len.gth, and the eighth of an inch in thickness, which
was placed under the ligature, by which, when it was turned, exe....
cised the tightening effect, which, however, became neceuary only
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once or twice before the Ii~ eat its way through, and laid into
one the cavity of the pipe and rectum. After the li~ture had
accomplished its work, the remaining portions of the diseased and
callous structure being exposed freely to the action of the caustic,
were speedily removed, and the patient was restored to a state of
health, after being under treatment about two months, and still
remains in good health.
The superiority of this plan of management over the ordinary
cutting plan of treatment, has been so clearly demonstrated to the
minds of all who have witnessed its effects, as to make it unnecesmy to adduce any special reasons and &l'g!ll'nents in favor of
ita universal adoption. On this subjec4 it is believed that nearly
all candid and thoro~ly scientific medical practitioners, of liberal
and investigating miiids, will unhesitatingly give their preference
to the course indicated in the above treatment of Mr. W.'s case.
I have treated numerous cases according to the principles presented
in this report, with the same satisfactory and unvarying evidences of
;access.

A CASE OF CHRONIC GASTRITIS SUCCESS-

.FULLY TREATED.
BY DR.

a. a.

HOPKINS •

.llum. Editors :
I

HAVE

treated several quite interesting cases since I com-

1oenced practice in this place, and it would gratify me considerablv
had I time to report them. One of these, to wbich I would call
your attention at this time, is a most palpable triu01ph of the
refonned practice over the old system, which is so rigidly adhered
to in many cases, contrary to reason and common sense.
About the 1st of September I was called upon by Mr. F ., who
had been suffering severely for two years from chronic gastritis.
and had been thoroughly treated by Old school physicians, yet had
continually grown worse. He asked my candid opinion concerning his case. I told him plainly that his case was a very doubtful
ooe indeed. It was difficult for him to.make up his mind to try
another system of practice, contrary to the s~gestions of his
friends, particularlv as the physician attending him was his own
hrother-10-law. Two days afterwards, (Monday,) he called for me
to commence the treatment, but did not 8f:t to see me until Wednesday. He returned to the physician attending him, and told him h4t
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would give him a week more to try his skill, and if he was then
no better, he would commence witli the refonned system.
They tried, as they said, a mi.Id course ; but j\t ·the end of the
week he was not able to be out of bed, and could not bear thr
weight of his pantaloons over the region of his stomach. My
friends advised me not to treat the case at all, as I would certainly
lose it; but I was detennined, in one case at least, to make people,
already strongly prejudiced, acknowledge the superiority of the
refonned treatment over the orthodox system.
I commenced with an emetic tea, composed of asclepias tuberosa, eup. perfol., and ict. fcetid, making a strong infusion, and
giving one tea-cup every fifteen minutes for four or five hours. I
then gave a mild, but effectual emetic, composed of our· common
emetic powder, followed by the antibilious cathartic; applied a
large irritating plaster over the stomach, and gave restorative bitters alternately with alterative syrup and pulmonary balsam, as he
was troubled with a cough. I repeated the emetic every other day
for two weeks. Every morning I directed a bath of ooze of the
quercus alba, and at night a bath of weak ley. This was kept up
for one month, and I nave no doubt but it contributed no smart
share towards the recovery of the .patient. The hep. powder, combined with one-third ipecac, was given three times per.day, in from
three to five grain doses. Ii is now not three months since I commenced with him, and one month ago he was able to ride· around
in his buggy and see his friends. This is an outline of the treat.
ment, merely, giving the principal 'means used. ·
What renders this case still more interesting is, that his wife lay
sick in one bed and he in another, in the same room, and also her
child. Herself and child were treated by his former physician,
and both died; he, receiving the reformea treatment at the same
time, is fast recovering. I have lately treated one of his remaining children, and the result was a rapid recovery. These are facts,
and cannot be evaded, and it is such facts that have given an impetu,. to. the ball of medical reform that cannot be checked.
CLARKSBURG, DECATUR COUNTY, IA.

GERANWM MAcuLATUM A CuRE FOR MECURIAL SALIVATION.-

Dr. Geo. M. Maclean has used in one case of mercurial salivation,
he ~ays, ( N. Y. Jour. Me~. , Maq, 1848,) an infus!on o~ the Gerannnn Macnla.tum as a lotion, w1th speedy and entire relief.
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A

MEANS OF Paonuc1NG LocAL ANJESTHESIA

Suao1CAL OPERATIONS, AND CERTAIN PAINFUL D1stAsBs.

By Jamu Arnott, M. D., <fc., Brighton.-ln the last Lancet, I
published some remarks on the production of partial insensibility,
as a substitute for the general insensibility caused by ether or chloroform. The ~resent paper will contain a continuation of these,
and is intendeo, by communicating the results of further experiments and observations, to facilitate ·the general application of
the local anresthetic which I have recommended.
The old problem respecting the introduction of anresthesia, for
medical purposes, to which the reputed feats of mesmerism have
again drawn the attention of inquirers, has been greatly misunderstOod. It is not alone required that pain should be prevented, but
that this should be effected without incurring danger ; to such a;
degree, at least, as would counterbalance tne advantBge of the
anesthesia.
If the first thing required-the mere prevention of pain-wereall that was necessary, there would be no difficulty of solving the·
problem. The body may be rendered insensible to pain by a great
variety 'Of methods. About twenty years ago, it was actua'lly pro-posed, by a writer on surgery of some eminence, that patienttJ
about to undergo painful surgical operations, should be previously
bled to syncope, in order that the operation might, daring the con..
tinuance of the fit, be painlessly performed ; and, I think, a case
1ias related of amputation of the breast effected under these circumstances. This was exceedingly bold ; but, if the avoidance
of da~r were to form no part of the problem, a more expedit4>us
plan might have been resorted to. Had the patient been knocked
down, the operation might have been completed before the stunning
effect of the blow had ceased !
Apoplectic congestion of the brain artificially produced ; stup<>r·
from intense cold; extreme intoxication from alcohol, or narcot1sm
from opium, ingested or inhaled; asphyxia, from immersion in•
water or other causes ; the artificial production of epilepsyr cata-·
lepsy, or hysteria, (with one or other of which the mesmeric condition alluded to must be identical or nearly allied,) are all possible methods of causing insensibility, but all so dangerous,. uncertain, or otherwise objectionable, that medical men h9.ve generally
been unwilling to use them. Amputation, however, ha'8 (a'S we are
informed by Mr. Lawrence, in a paper in the Medical Ga:utta)
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been performed apparently without pain, while the patient was
drunk; and I have myself witnessed what is usually a painful
operation performed without pain during a fit of epUepsy arising
from natural causes.
The inhalation of ether or chloroform is another method of producing insensibility, though probably not materially differing in
principle from the exhibition of alcohol or opium. Does, or does
11.ot, tliis new a.ruestbetic belong to the sa.me category in reepect to
danger as those just enlimerated? The question must be answered
in the affirmative. Etherization is undoubtedly of the same .charact.er; if it differs from the above in respect to danger, it is ouly
in degree. It certainly is not so objectionable as some of them on
this account, but it is still, as a common application, or when uaed
indiscriminately, very objectionable. Many well-authenticated
cues of 1uddtn death from these agents have been published.
Five or six fatal results, from the use of chloroform alone, have
happened in the hands of English practitioners.
The OJ>J>Onents of etberization are not satisfied that the fatal
results published constitute the whole amount of mischief. They
presume that a much greater number, both of sudden and eventual
aeatbs from this cause, have not been published. They ask,
" What practitioner is U!1&C<Ju&inted with cases of violent disorder
from chloroform, which have terminated, or may eventuallr, terminate, in deaths, of which the coroner takes no co~ance? ' And
they declare it to be surprising, that so many deaths from chloroform should have become generally known, considering how rarely,
for obvious reasons, the fatal co~uences of the use of other
powerful medicinal agents are published.
The danger to the patient, from the eft'ects of these agents on
his system, is not the only objection which has been made to them.
Witn the loss of his consciousness, he loses the power of guiding
and aiding the surgeon under very important circumstances. He
cannot, in this condition, pr:event the surgeon's enclosing a nerve
in the ligature which he places round an artery, or his seizing .a
fold of tile bladder with the forceps, in searching for a stone. He
cannot assume certain suitable postures at the bidding of the surgeon; and when convulsive movements are caused by the anesthetic, (as is frequently the case,) the surgeon is obli~ to proceed
under great difficulties, or suspend the operation, until the aruesthe11ia has ~ssed away.
With these opinions of the operation of this new anesthetic
agent, it is not surprising that its opponents should speak of it in
no very measured terms. Etherization has been called " a compound of apoplexy and asphyxia ;" and it has been denmmced as
a practice condemned not only by our knowledge of the effects of
analagous substances, and by experiments on the lower animal$,
but by its numerous fatal re1Ulta.
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Thole, on tbe other hand, who approve of etberization, attribute
the mischief it baa done, more to a want of discrimination of the
suitable caaee on the J>1Lft of the practitioners who used it, and to
an improper mode of administering it, than to any inherent dangerOlll property.
They acknowledge that there are many cases of
diaeUe of ilie heart and other organs, in which it would be highly
im~per to use ether or chloroform; and they contend that as
much care js required in its administration as in that of other
powerful medicines. Yet few; I think, would now, as in the first
burst of their admiration, be willing to rank .etherization as the
I~ medical discovery of the age, and to pronounce it the equal
of v~ioation in importance.
Without attempting to decide which of the extreme opinions
advanced on this question approaches the ~st to the truth, it
mlllt, I think, be admitted that the problem, how to obviate pain
without incarring dan,rer, has not been solved by the discovery of
etherization. It is unCleniably attended with very considerable danger, ~ from its immediate or eventual effects on the system, and
&om the patient's loss of consciousneu while under its influence.
The method which I have recommended for producing anaesthesia DlaJ not perhaps be found so effectual as ether or chloroform in
removmg the whole of the aenaibility ; but if it should remove so
much of this as to render surgical operations tolerable, and consequently leu dreadful, and prevent that partion of hazard attending
them which proceed from excessive pain, without adding any new
buard of its own, it would be entitled to a preference. The
IDOlt lllrenaoaa advocates of etherization would not object to its use
in cues in which, from some constitutional peculiari~, this condition cannot be produced, or where severe ~nic disease forbids
the attempt at its production; while those, on the other band, who
think that ether aDd chloroform should be banished from surgery,
would not, it may be presumed, hesitate about the substitution of
an aneathetic agent wliich, with the greater part of the advantages
of tbete, bu none of their ~rs or defects.
The imperfection of this plan, in its only ~artially preventing
the pain in some casea, is, when compared with ether or chloroform, more than compensated by its not affecting the consciousness,
the lo. of which, under the use of' the anesthetic agents at prestDt employed, would be deemed a greater evil by many patients
than the pain which these agents are capable of pre,·entiDB·
In the month of November last, I suggested the substitution of
local ames&hetic ~ for the inhalation of ether. This idea has
since been taken up by Profeuor Simpec>n, of Edinburgh, and Mr.
Xumaeley, of Leeds, who have both published the results of their
esperimenu. It happens, rather singwarly, that the agent (chlorofonn) which one of these ~tlemen pronounces to be &JUCStbetic
wheQ applied &o the eye, ahOuld be deClared by the other to be an
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itTitant and a beightener of the sensibility when so tllled. It is
not difficult, however, to explain this seeming contradiction. As a
general principle, it is provably true, that whatever highly stimulates the surface to which it is applied, will eventually, and in
consequence of this stimulus, reduce, to a certain d~gree, its sensibility, but one would not have expected more from such ap_plications than the very limited and practically useless eft'ect whiCli was
produced in their experiments.
The more certain and effectual local aruesthetic which we possess i~ the application of cold h~s been ~nerally de.scribed in '!'Y
preceding paper. We have all had experience of this ana:sthet1c,
to a certain extent, in frosty weather; and its artificial production
in no wise differs from this natural agency, except in degree and
the power we have in controlling it. Ever;r minor degree of cold
has probably a proportionate effect in diminishing sensibility, but
a certain low degree is requisite to render the anresthesia complete.
Fortunately, this is not below that point which may be applied
with perfect safety-for, as every one knows, \•ery low degi:ees of
cold act as injuriously on the animal structure as very high degrees
of heat.
·
The de!!Tee and continuance of cold necessary to produce anresthesia, wfil be in an inverse proportion to the heat of the part to
which it is applied, or rather to its power ·or generati~ or transmitting heat. In: the natural state, a temperature of the freezing
point of the thermometer would in most cases be insufficient, unless
of long continuance; but it would be otherwise if the circulation
of blood in the part were yery languid or obstructed. A temperature ranging between 5 deg. and 26 .deg. Fahr, (which can be
easily procured by the common frigorific mixture of paunded ice
and salt,) will produce complete a.na>sthesia of the skm in two or
three minutes. The sudden application of this degree of cold
causes a slight tingling or smarting, but not any very unpleasant
sensation of cold. It wilJ be proper, however, not to aepend upon
the period elapsed, but to examine the skin from time to time, in
order that the refrigeration may not be carried to an unnecessary
extent. A degree, or continuance of cold, that, under natural
circumstances, and without pressure, would solidify the adipos_e
secretion under the skin, will generally be found ~ater than is
required, and ought not, therefore, to be produced. Whether the
several tissues require different degrees of cold to produce anresthesia of them respectively-whether a short continuance of severe
cold is more or less ana*lthetic and useful than a minor and more
prolonged degree-and whether the application of more than one
aegree might not be advisable in producing deep or extensive ana>sthesia, are points remaining to be determined ; out any uncertainty
about these need not impede the immediate substitution, in many
cases, of this aruesthetic expedient for the present dangerous process.
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The amestbesia of the skin, produced in the manner described,
lasts for several minutes, and the only other consequence of the
cold is a slight and quickly evanescent blush. ·
In my former paper, I described the mode of applying the frigorific mixture, by means of a thin or prepared bladder. It may be
applied directly to the skin, hf means of a common wine or beergtass, containing such a quantity of ice and salt in their dissolving
state, as will insure a continuance of a sufficiently low tempera.
ture; but, in order that the skin may be examined from time to
time, it is more convenient that the vessel containing the mixture
tlbould, like the shade or glass chimney of a lamp, be open at both
ends, or that it should be made removable, by having a bottom
consisting of thin membrane. Cold may be applied to the whole
circumference of a limb, by dipping it into the mixture; after co\rering the part which is not to be refrigerated ; or the limb may
have a sort of funnel slipped upon it, of a size or depth pro~r
tional to the surface intended to be rendered insensible. Other
contrivances, suitable for particular purposes, will be obvious to
every surgeon; nor will a variety .of means of combining pressure
with the cold be of more difficult attainment.
I am sorry that I "cannot yet speak with certainty of the depth
to which anmsthesia frpm cold can, when combined with pressure,
be carried. The dissecting oft' a small p<>rtion of the skin without
pain, (an operation which I ha\·e repeatedly performed, and which
1s by far the best mode of forming an issue,) shows that the amesthesia of the skin, the most sensible of the animal tissues, -is complete: and if the skin were deprived of its sensibility, there are
few operations that would not lose half their terrors. It must not
be forgotten, likewise, that in some operations there would, as in
the wiconsciousness attending general anresthesi.a, already adverted
to, be a disadvantage in producing complete an1P.sthesia of all the
ti&S11e8 concerned. Is the safety of the patient to be hazarded in
these cases, in order that he may be relieved from a slight and very
tolerable degree of pain ?
Before concluding these remarks, I may mention that the surgeon
would do well, before employing it in operations, to make himself
familiar with the eft'ect of cold, by applying it in the manner
de.cribed to his own ann. He will thus best learn how to regulate
the degree, and be immediately convinced of the essential aifference that exists between such moderate and brief applications of
cold, and those effects of it which happen from exposure of the
body in high latitudes, or severe winters.
With the same view, his first employment of it may be in the
millor operations. A French writer mentions, t.hat he does not
hesitate to employ chloroform to obviate the pain that would be
camed by cauterization, or the application of the moxa; and there
are many other similar operations in which we ·aboald be glad to
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save our patients from su&ring, if this could be done without
hazard.
In the same work which contained the o~ suggeation of
cold as an aruesthetic in surgica.l o~rations, it was pr0poeed to
employ it as a remedy in neuralgia. The unequivocal .avan~
I nave derived from 1ts use in one case corroborates the opinion I
had Conned, and ind~ me to think that ita influence would be
deeper, and its eft'ects more permanent, than the action of aconite
and the other ·narcotics. If a finger be kept immersed for a litde
while in a frigorific mixture, a deep-seated numbness will be
produced, and will continue for many days afterwards.
A degree of cold below the freezing point of water is, I believe,
a new agent in therapeutics, which could probably be usefully
emplo;red for various other important purposes. A solution of
salt, of a very low temperature, by acting on the eXJ>Oled nerve,
might at once, and ~nnanently, remove toothache; ana a frigorific
mixture contained 1n a bladder, or other wate~f caae, would
probably be a powerful means of checking biemorrltage in accesaible int.emal parts, or during surgical operations. The same princi·
pie miidlt afso be usefully applied in the treatment of cutaneous
&nd otlier superficial diseaaes, attended with distre88ing sensations.
A minor degree of cold, when long and uniformly continued by
means of the current apparatus, I have found an efficient remedy
in many such cases; but lower degrees of cold, carefully aeeli~
might, under certain circumstances, prove sucoesaful, when a higller
temperature would fail.-:-Londcm La.neet.

TKSATKBNT or BuaNs.-[Mr. Doming of Swinton, after t&ating that the Lio. Terebinth of the London Phann&cOpC2i&, spread
upon tow, was the ordinary application to burns, when he was a
pupil at the Manchester Infinnary, says : ]
It is now upwards of twelve years since I commenced practice,
and during that period I have again and again been called" upon, to
attend colliers burnt by explosions in the coal mines, which in this
neighborhood . are of very frequent occurrence, and during the
whole of this time I have employed flour as a dressing, except in
one case, when it occurred to me .that I would apply flour to one
arm and cotton to the other, (both equally severely burnt,) in order
that I might judge which was the best. The arm to which the
flour was applied healed somewhat more raeidly than the other,
and with leas pain to the patient, thus confinning my impression of
the great value of flour as a dressing in bums.. I now use it in all
cases, .be they extensive or the contrary. In the slighter caaea I
think its effects are more satisfactory even than in the severe.
When the bum is upon the back, I keep the flour in apposition by
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means of cotton, which I procure in long flakes, "carded," and
apply from the shoulders to the waist, and then crossways round
tl:le wai~ so as to effectually retain the flour upon the burnt surface.
The tlonr must be of the best quality, and applied freely. In December, 1843, I attended two of the Earl of Ellesmere's colliers,
at Worsley, which were dressed with an inferior kind of flour furnished by the patients ; they were proceeding less satisfactorily
than I could have wished; I therefore procured some fine flour in
my own neighborhood, and was surprised at the improvement the
~ng_e had effected in a few days. I apply the flour with a
"dredger,'' and allow it to "cake," simply directing the attendant to
remove any discharge with a piece of soft old linen, or cotton
wool, and not to disturb the "cake," but allow it to become
detached of itself, when it must be removed, and the raw surface
again covered with flour ; and this process must be repeated until
tlie " cake " on detachment leaves a healthy surface, wnicb it generally effects in fourteen or sixteen days. The pain produced by
ftour is, in my opinion, considerably less than is produced by any
other mode of dressing, and most certainly not a tenth part so
severe as the dressing with linimentum terebinthirue, above alluded
to, occasions. There is also considerably less risk of contractions
following the cicatrization of burns cured by flour, than those
cured by other means. I may state, that next to flour, I consider
cotton the best application in bums.
The ulceration remaining after severe burns I heal with ceratum calamirue, unlesa it is in the vicinity of the hands or face,
when I continue the use of flour.

[Dr. H. Barker, of Bedford says:]
As d1esser and house surgeon under Liston, whose premature
death the profession now so keenly laments, I had ample oprortunities of observing the good effects uf the external application of
ftour; and so convincea was this distin~shed surgeon of the
superiority of that over all other applications, that he proscribed
everything besides. His mode of applying it was by the common
dredger, ~ care to cover every part of the affected surface.
He enjoined tile repeated application of the flour to those parts
where the discha~ of serum oozed thro~h the first applied portions of the powder. He was also careful not to disturb the application until it had completely caked together, and had become
loosened by the discharges underneath.
This is the plan of treatment which I have since invariably followed. The application of the flour is very soothing, and in a few
cases, in which other modes of treatment had been previously
resorted to, the application of the flour has speedily been followed
by the moet marked relief of ~in, and diminution of the consequent comtitutional irritation. Flour of the finest and best qual-
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ity should be used; it should be lightly and freely applied, and the
complete exclusion of the air shOuld be secured by repeatedly
dredging the parts where the escape of serum takes place ; perfect
quiet should be enjoined, and the application should be allowed to
remain until thoroughly undermined by the discharges. Several
days, in some cases, will be required . to effect this, when the
masses of caked flour ~ay be readily removed. I have then had
recourse to water-dressing, by means of lint and oiled silk. Cicatrization, if tardy, has been promoted by the substitution of a weak
solution of sulphate of zinc for plain water, and exuberant granuJations have been effectually reJ>fessed by lightly rubbing over the
surface a smooth piece of sulphate of copper. The most important indication in these cases is the alleviation of pain and constitutional irritation, by the thorough shutting out of the air; and no
application appears to me so effectually to accomplish this as the
application of fine flour. It would seem to act fess as a foreign
bOdy, and better to supply the place of the cuticle, than any other
application with which I am acquainted. Indeed, such good reasons have I had to be satisfied with this mode of local treatment, that,
unless the weight of evidence which you may collect should
gre~y preponderate in favor of some other application, I shall not
be induCecf to try any other.
With re~ to the constitutional treatment, I have little to say
more than that, in my hands, the muriate of morphia. has been
found to be the most eligible form of anodyne. It 18 followed by
leas inconvenience than any of the crude opiates.
In conclusion, the apphcation of flour to burns and scalds is
probably that which could be more promptly and readily adopted
by the public than any other. I would suggest, if the medical
attendant be not within immediate call, that tne patiem be placed
on a firm bed or matrasa, with the head somewhat elevatea, and
the injured parts of the surface uppermost ; if the limbs be
involved in the injury, that they be placed in a. straight position;
fine flour should tlien be perseveringly sprinkled over the affected
parts by means of a dredger, so as thoroughly to cover the surface.
Should the injury be severe, and the distance from the surgeon so
great as to render it impracticable for the case to be seen early,
strong beef tea may be freely administ.ered, but in no case should
atimwants be given, unless under medical direction. These are all
the instructions on the subject which I consider as necessary for the
public, and it is my decided opinion that the immediate application
of flour in the manner directed, would be followed by much less
suffering than of any of the thousand and one poeular remedies
which we are accustomed to meet with.-Bra.ithtca.dt'1 Ret• •
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Sw.uT-WEEn.-A Remtdy for Mercurial SaliMtion and .Aphtlwm Stomatitu.-Dr. Wilcox, in the American Jour. Med. Sci.
for July, communicates his observations on the use of a decoction
of the lea\·es of this article as a remedy. He was first induced to
gh;e it a trial from the fact that farriers employ it with success for
the cure of that disease of. the salivary glands of the horse called
slabbering. In speaking of the success attending its use, he says:
" I have now employed it in about twenty cases of mild mercurial
sali~ion, and have uniformly procured the same prompt and complete relief. I have tried its use in two of the severer fonns, attended with numerous and deep ulcerations ; these cases were made
much more comfortable, but not cured. The benefit I derived
from it in salivation, induced me to make trial of it in the follicular stomatitis of nurses, which appears to be endemical to the valley of the Chemung river. Within the last three years I have
prescribed its use m ten cases, and, without ;m exception, they
have been speedily and entirely relieved. I am not prepared to
state what can be accomplished w:ith it in those cases of aphthous
stomatitis connected with a tuberculous state of the constitution,
having yet had no such case; neither have I used it where the
ulcerations were deep; in such cases other remedies will, doubtless,
be more effective. My mode of using it, is to take about an ounce
of the dried leaves and tops, water cne pint; boil twenty minutes
and strain. The mouth is washed with it every hour through the
day."
DR. J. W. STERLING ON GuAIACUM IN DvsENTERv.-With the
hope that the introduction of a new remedy in the treatment of
aeute dysentery, may alleviate much of the protracted and almost
insupportable suffering usually attendant UJ>On this disease, I would
beg leave to inform you, that since the middle of September last I
have made a free use of the pulvis gum. guaiaci in all the cases of
this malady which have come unCler my care, and without the
slightest desire to change it for any other remedy. At first, I gave
it m doses of ten grains, three times daily, mixed with some mucilaginous liquid; but afterwards, the following formula:
ll--Pulv. guaiaci (this ought to be very fine, much finer than I
could obtain it,) 3v.
Mucilag. gum. acacia:!. Syrupi simp. iiii 3iij.
Aqua. purre, 3viij. Misce.

Of this mixture, one wine-glassful ( 3ij.) was directed to be
given three times a day, or every six hours. It is well to observe,
that the gum resin is not dissolved in the menstruum, but must be
held in suspension by shaking the viol, and thus administered in
substance.
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It was seldom necessary to administer more than twice the quantity of guaiacum specified in the above formula, for in' four or five
days the disease was generally conquered; and then for allaying
those irregular pains, which are necessarily consequent to the irritable or atonic state in which the muscular fibres of the intestines
are ~erally left after acute dysentery, resort was made to soothing
remedies, such as pulvis g. tragacanth, in doses of 6 grains, frequently repeated, or mucilage of ~ Arabic with syrup, in 8 oz.
of w.h1ch about 2 grains or the sulphate of morphia were held in
solution.-N. Y. Jour. Med.

THE CHOLERA-How TO Cun IT. By Samuel Forwood.As there appears to be some excitement at this time respecting the
cholera, and many persons are giving their opinions about the best
modes of treating the disease, I feel it my auty to add what little
I know to the general stock of information upon the subject.
In 1832 I was stationed two miles from Louisville, superintending the construction of the Louisville turnpike road towards Bardstown. Upwards of two hundred hands, white' and black, were
employed upon the road. The first two cases of cholera that
actually occurred in Kentucky were among these hands, and at
least one week before any case was reported in Louisville. As it
may possibly be beneficial to some patients, who may not have a
physician at hand, to know the particulars of these two cases, and
my manner of treatment, I will <letail them :
About I 1 o'clock at night I was called from my bed to see John
Porter, who was a sober, healthy young white man. He had violent spasms, with vomiting and severe purging; he infonned me
that he had not been awake more than twenty minutes; he requested me to send for a physician, and although I had two eminent regular physicians engaged-who lived in the city, and were
always punctual in their attendance-his case was so desperate
that I was afraid he would die before they could possibly get to
him; and feeling assured that it would be imprudent to delay, I
determined to do the best I could in treating tne case myself. I
first gave him a quick stimulating emetic, prepared from the lobelia
seed, which checked the vomiting and purging, but had little effect
upon the spasms. I then aJ?Plied the steam bath, having his feet
and legs at the same time immersed in water wann as he could
bear, which was made strong with salt and wood ashes. I then
sweetened a tumbler of warm water, and put in it a teaspoonful of
number six and about the fourth part of a teaspoonful of cayenne
pepper, and ~ve him one-third of it when I commenced sweating
him, and the balance at intervals while he was sweati?g. By the
time he had been sweated ten minutes, he was free from spasms
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and pain, but I continued the swe&ting ten . or fifteen minutes
longer, then wiped him dry, as quick as I could, and put upon him
a dry shirt; he then laid down and went to sleep.
'
In a few minutes afterwards I was informed that a sober and
healthy young negro man of my own was about to die. I found
him in more violent spasms than Porter, and was vomiting and
purging equally as severe. He told me that he had not been awake
more tban fifteen minutes. I proceeded with his case as I did with
Porter's ; when the emetic was done operating, I commenced sweating him ; (the s~ms still violent ; ) in about ten minutes· he was
relieved, and said he did not feel the slightest pain, and in one
minute more was in a sound natural 11leep. I stopped sweating
him to look at him ; but be was seized with spasms, and was
instantly wide awake; I then proceeded with the sweating, and in
five or six minutes he was relie\'ed, and fell asleep a~in. I
ceased sweating him to look at him, and he was again mstantly
a•·akened by the apa5tlls. I then sweated him for at least fifteen
minutes without any intermission, makin~ the whole time of'
sweating fully half an hour; soon after he 1aid down the spasms
returned ; I then gave him a tablespoonful of spirits of turpentine,
which relieved him, and he went to sleep, and the next mornin~
he and Porter went to work and remained well. They had lodgeu
about one hundred yards apart: Porter slept in the open air in a
wagon body, placed about four feet above tbe ground, with a te11t
cover over 1t, and the nesro slept in a house.
I informed my physicians of the manner in which I had treated
the above cases, aDd was advised by them, that should any more of'
the hands be attacked in the same way in their absence, to pursue
the same course, and I continued to do so with like success throughout the aeason. In 1833, when the cholera returned, I cont;nned
the same treatment until I discovered that a medicine which r had
prepared and used in my family for the common diarrhcea. for some
vears, would check the cholera in its early stages, and I used it
throughout the balance of the season with success, except in a few
cases which were very violent, and then I resorted to the first mode
of treatment.
After I had discovered that the medicine was so useful in the
early stages of t.'te cholera, I published a receipt for making it in.
the Louisville Journal and the Bardstown Herald. A number of
aeothecaries prepared it, and called it " Forwood's Drops," and
When it
properlr made, much benefit was derived &om its use ;
Wt aome apothecaries did not make it as I directed. using inferior
iDBedients.
When the cholera appeared again, in 1836, I was engaged in
buildi~ a turnpike road in Nelson county. I et>ntinued to use
theae drops, seldom having to resort to the first treatment.
It may not be improper here to give a s'1ort accoiw of my own
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case. In 1836, having been unwell for several days, I concluded
to take a dose of calomel, and did so in the morning; about IO
o'clock I took a dose of oil; at the usual time my bowels were
operated upon, and. continued to be for some time ; upon examining
to see if tlie calomel had the desired effect, I was much alarmed to
find that it had no effect, but that it was the cholera which had
been running upon me. I then doubled the quantity of calomel.
which still had no effect. The cholera discharges continued until
I was very near going into collapse, the cold perspiration rapidly
fanning upon my head and hands, and spasms began. · I then
resorted to sweating, and with great difficulty succeeded in J>roducing a warm perspiration, whicli immediately relieved me. I will
further remark, that about five ·or six hours after I got relief, the
C'alomel and oil operated. About one week from that time I was
again taken with the cholera, and I was entirely relieved by taking
the cholera drops.
Owing to the success which attended my method of treatment
aruo~ the hands in 1832 and 1833, I was very often called upon
to visit persons in the vicinity of the road where I was stationed.
With some I succeeded, but with the greater number I could give
no relief. These were extreme cases, in which the patients were
collapsed-the cases were too far gone. I do not know the number
of cases I treated among the hands upon the road, but I recolle<'t,
in 1833, of seven cases in one day. I had thirteen cases in my
own family during the prevalence of the cholera.
·
I never administered the emetic unless the patient was vomiting,
and I never gave the spirits of turpentine only when I thought tlic
spasms could not Le checked by the ordinary course of sweating.
No death by cholera occurred 1n mv familr, or among my hands
011 the road, during the prevalence of that disease.
Of the effect of habit upon the system, I would add that I found
it more difficult to relieve persons of intemperate habits than those
who were sober and steady.
For the sake of those who may wish to make the cholera drops
referred to above, I add the recipe:
Recipe for making Foricood's Cholera Dropa.-Take half a
pound each of white oak bark, sweet gum bark, and dewbern·
briar, when green; bruise them well; put this in six quarts
water; boil down to three pints, then strain; boil this liquor down
to half a pint; put it in one quart of the best Frencli brandy ;
then add two ounces of the essence of pel>permint, one ounce of
laudanum, and half an ounce of the oil of cmnamon; then take one
ounce gum myrrh and half an ounce gum of kino, cut and digest
them in half a pint of absolute alcohol, and add it to the abo,·e
liquor; then take one and a half pounds of loaf sugar, one oun<'<>
of cloves, one teaspoonfwl of red pepper, and three nut galls, all
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well pulverized; add this to the liquor. Be sure that the very best
articles are used in the above preparation.
For cholera, a tablespoonful for a grown person ; children in .
proportion to their age-repeated every fifteen minutes, if necessarv.
For common bowel complaints, half the above quantity.-Loui1vilk Democrat.
RaPORT oF
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By Richard Brown, Esq., Surgeon, Cobham,
Surrey, November, 1848.
October 26th.-A. E--, aged ·fourteen, ha"ing suffered from

A

SPECIJ'Jc.

se\·ere bowel complaint, presented all the symptoms of cholera in
the stage of collapse. The bowels acted incessantly, and any
thing taken into the stomach was immediately rejected; the pain
around the umbilicus was intense, attended with se,·ere cramps of
the legs; the pulse exceedingly small and scarcely perceptible;
tOD::,Cl'Ue coated in the centre, and flabby ; the surface of the bod.r
much below the natural standard; the countenance of a blue cast.
and e:oi:pressive of the greatest anxiety; so decided, indeed, wa~
the svmptom, that I considered the case almost without hope.
But f had determined to treat the first case of cholera that occurred
in mv practice with rectified oil of turpentine, given internally, tlu· .
active principle of which-camphogen-possesses stimulating, diuretic, diaphoretic, sedative, antispasmodic, antiputrescent properlies. I administered immediately one drachm of it, combined with
mucila1re and aromatics, directing it to be repeated every two hours,
and o;a'ered the patient to be kept warm, and to take meal broth,
with an excess of salt. A teaspoonful of brandy, or more, would
be a good adj~t to each dose of the medicine, should it produce
nausea or vomttmg.
In the evening of the same day I found all the symptoms miti!!ated ; the purging and vomiting had ceased, the pulse was raised,
the surface of the body warm and perspiring, the pain around the
umbilicus diminished, and the cramps were less violent, but the
countenance still bore the appearance of great anxiety. The turpeatine mixture to be continued every four hours.
27th.-Continues to improve; much of the anxiety of countenance had vanished, but the pain in the belly and cramps of the
legs still remain, although much relieved. I desired the mixture
to be t,aken at intervals of six hours, and ordered two grains of
calomel, as the bowels had not acted.
281h.-Much better; no pain in the belly nor cramps in the le1$.5,
and does not feel sick from the turpentine, which can be easily
detected in the urine, in the evacuation, which is semifluid, and in
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the akin also. The patient says she amells of turpentine. Discontinued the medicine.
29tA.-The patient is up, and although exceedingly weak, there
is no trace of any alanni~ symptom remai~. The bowels
have acted, and the evacuation is more healthy. A mild tonic
and alterative plan or treatment .was all that was necessary to
restore the patient to her usual bealth, and she is now well.
In some observations on this case, Mr. Brown remarks: Turpentine hitherto has been employed u an auxiliary, applied exterternally to the abdomen, aDd occasionally adniininered as an
enema, or by the mouth; but I have not observed one instance in
which this remedy has been resorted to alone, an(,! in the light of a
specific in the treatment of cbolert.. It was with this view, however, I prescribed it, and in sufficient quantity to insure its full
eft'ect, and the result is such as to urge me to recommend a fair
trial of it, as the sheet-anchor; for its power of arresting the morbid changes ~f the blood in this disease is without doubt in my
mind.-London Lancet.

ON TH.Ii: IHTJCRNAL USB OJ' To:aP&NTlNIC 01L JN Cua OF
H.11u1oaBJi1Ao1:. By L. Percy, M. D.-The author, after noticing
the fact that several writers-Adair, Nichol, Johnson, Warneck,
Copland, Ashwell, and Pereira-have spoken of the efficacy of the
essential oil of turpentine in hremorr~c diseases, observes that
this remedy seems nevertheless to be hUle Wied by practitioners.
In the cases in which he first made trial of it, helnaturia of two
years' standing, in an old man of eighty, was stop~ in twentyf'onr hours by eight drop!! of oil of turpentine, and aid not retum.
He has since used it in dift'erent ca:ses of hiemorthage, and alwa~
with a favorable result. The cases in which its use is indicated
are those of passive hemorrha~. It mast not be employed in
cases where there is an active aetemiination of blood, 8.nd when
the pulse is full. When the diacharae of blood is the consequence
of organic disease, as of disease o1 the uterus, or of tubercular
disease of the lungs, the action of the remedy is not so efficacious;
but the author has seen & case of sciJTh118 of the womb, in whicla
the biemorrhage was for aometime ~ by this remedy. The
author has found the action of turpentine oil very rapid, an eftect
being manifest in a fe.w hours, oft.eri after one small dose. In older
better to ascertain its power, he used it alone, without ha.vina recourse to local astri~nts or cold applications, where he could do
so without fear of endangering the life of the ~ent. He has
used it most frequemly in cases of menorhagia and epistaxis; but
he mentions that it appears to him to be more particulai ly appµcable in the cases of hEmorrh~ attending typhus. He noticed the
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fact that ~mine exertA different actions on the bodr., according
as it is taken in large or small doses, being more readily absorbed
in the latter case ; &nd he remarks, that as its beneficial action in
cuea of hemorrhage must depend on its being absorbed, the inference would be drawn, that the doses in whicli it is ~ven in such
cues oaght to be small. His e~ence con6nns this conclusion.
He baa always found a dose of from ei~ht to thirty drops sufficient.
The bea vehicle for it is almond emulsion, with a little gum arabic.
Wilen there is ~ in the abdomen, a few drops of laudanum may
be added.-Loiadon Mui.. Gu.

Errscr or

TuaPJCBTJNa 1w DrAHHs.-Any remedy which

can mitigate and temporarily attest, if not cure, this troublesome

malady, merits attention. A patient, a~ forty-four, of a scrofulous diathesis, has been auft'ering from diabetes for ten months,
daring which period the minimum quantity of water passed daily
was Dearly two ~Ions. About six week& since, alarming hemop~ ~ ({>hthiais having supervebed,) to relieve which I
ldminiStered spirit of turp!Dtioe. With the first dose the quantity
of water diminished greatly, and after she had taken two or th~
&oles of ~' the urine was passed in its nonnal quantity,
thaagh not in its normal condition, as I could still obtain sugar In·
~ration. On witbdrawi~ the turpentine, the water agai'ii
incieued, and that dreadful thirst, which had been abSent,

returned.

As the <f!Wdity of urine passed continued in very large quantity,
I again ha4 recourse to t~ntine in the form of Chio turpentitle'.
lmiantly, as ~ magic, tlie quantity of urine decreased, nas remained ao, and I well know, that were I to omit the turpentine for
one day, two gallons and a half of water would be the result.IAttlloa La11et1.
·
loDUU: Alf AntDOTR TO THB VsNOK OI' THR RATTLE-SNAJCE.

Br Jamu W.\itmire, M. D., o.f Metamora, Rl.-l wish to say to

the ~&Iii.on, through the N'orthwestem Medical and Surgical
Joamal, that I believe iodine to be an andidote to the virus of the
ra&de-4Dake, and, in fact, the whole tribe of serpents.
My opinion, as to the antidotal proJ.>8rt}' of iodine, has been
coafirmed b1 many cases that I coula give from my case-book, in
which I uaed the tinct. of iodine alone, with the eft'ect of putting
an entire stop to the swelling and pain, in from twelve to sixteen
hours. I have ued it in bites of the rattle-snake, viper, and copper-bead, on both man and beast, with complete success. My
memw of ming it is to pain& the part that is bitten, and as t'ar as
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the swelling·extends, with three or four coats of tinct. (pharmaceutical strength) twit:~ daily; and should the swelling extend, which
it almost always does after the first application, if made any time
~oon after the infliction of the wound, I follow it up with paint.
By the time the third application is made, the tumefaction will
cease to extend, and th 't e or four more applications will generally
restore the limb, or part affected, to its natural state, save perhaps
an obtuse sensibility to the tQuch, owing perhaps to the cuticle
being destroyed, and some soreness of the muscles, which will
remain a lon~er or shprter period.
A short history of my first acquaintance with this article may
not be uninteresting to some of my readers. In June, 1846, I was
reading a little work, by Dr. Guthrie, on the use of iodine in
enlargements of the joints, goitre, &c., where its remedial effects
were ascribed to its tonic effect upon the c&J>illary and lymphatic
vessels of the part. During this time, a lad rode up to my office
door, and said that his brotlier had been bitten by a rattle-snake,
and wished me to see him immediately. -1 had just·entered upon
the duties of my profession, and, as a matter of course, to use a
vulgar phrase, .was stumped to know what to do for the boy. I
had seen several cases of the kind, and some of them very troublesome ones, too, in which there had been used everything that had
e\'er been recommended, both by the profession and the old ladies.
So that it was doubtful in my mind w1aether there was any remedy
known that could be depended upon. I was satisfied that the immediate effect of the virtUI was a suddenly diffused, low grade of
inflammation in th~ part in which its was injected, speedily extending its ravages until the whole system became a prey to its morbific
influence, at which time fever,.parched tongue, aehriom, &c., followed in the train. The immediate contact of the virus with the
capillary and lymphatic vessels of the part is no doubt the cause of
the tumefaction that immediately comes on, the virus destroying
natural tone. Either the above is true, or the swellin~ i~ produced
upon the principle of ubi irri.talio ibi fluxw. This process of
reasoning led me to a trial of the tinct. of iodine. ln about two
hours from the time the boy was bitten, I saw him. He had
received the wound about midway between the internal mo.lleolus
and the inferior portion of the os calcis ; and the swelling had
already extended to within three inches of the knee. There was severe pain in the part, nausea, and occasional vomiting. I proceeded
to paint the foot and leg as high as the knee with four coats of the
tinct. of iodine, and directed four more coats to begin at bed-time,
a.nd repeated in the morning. If the swelling extended above the
knee, it was to be followed up with the paint. I then ~ve my
patient a dose of Hoff1nan's anodyne, and a pretty active dose
epsom salts, with directions to leave the leg uncovered the whole
time, and took my leav.e. The next day the boy came to town, on
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honeback, to see me. The swelling had ceased to extend about
tweh·e o'clock in the night, and at this time had decreased very
considerably. In three or four days, he experienced no inconvenience from the bite, and went about his ordinary occupation.
Since that time, I have had numerous cases of the same kind,
alJ of which have tenninated equally well under the same treatment. It is my opinion, therefore, that the iodine, being absorbed,
comes in contact with the virus, and neutralizes it, at the samf'
time, giving tone to the engorged capillaries of the part, enabling
them to empty themselves of their engor~ement. And, if the
wound bas been inflicted so long that there 1s effused serum in thPcellular tissue, from debility of the vessels, the tinct. of iodine i~
none the less applicable, as it will speedily promote its absorption.Nortl&western Med. and Su.rg. Jou.r.

A1nxAL Cu.tilCOAL AS AN ANTIDOTE.
By B. H. Rand,
.llI. D., of Phil.-As the result of many careful and able experiments, Dr. R. thinks that "we are perha~ justified in drawing,
from the present state of our knowledge on this imbject, the following conclusions :
" 1st. That animal charcoal bas the power of withdrawing,
when used at a proper temperature and in sufficient quantity, most,
if not all, known vegetable and animal poisonous principle~, and
certain mineral poisons from their solutions.
"2d. That, given at the same time with, or shortly after these
poisons have been swallowed, it prevents their deleterious action.
"3d. That, given in cases of poisoning, it can exert no injurious
influence, but, on the other hand, promotes vomiting, entangles the
poison, and protects the coats of the stomach against it.
" 4th. That, although it cannot be substituted for the usual anti;.
dotes in poisoning by mineral substances, yet it may be usefully
employed in conjunction with them or in their absence."-Examiner, September.

CoPFB.E AS A D1s1NFECTING AoENT.
By F. Weber.-Coffee is
one of the most powerful means not only of rendering animal and
vegetable efttuvia innocuous, but of actually destroying them. A
room in which meat, in an advanced degree of decomposition, had
been kept for some time, was instatly deprived of all smell on an
open colfee roaster being carried through it, containing a pound of
coft'ee newly roasted. In another room, exeosed to the etftuvium
occasioned by the clearin~ out of a dung pit, so that sulphuretted
hydrogen and ammonia m great quantity could be chemically
detected, the stench was completely removed with.in half a minute,
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on the employment of three ounces of fresh roasted coft'ee ; whilst
the other }>&l'ts of the house were permanently cleared of the same
smell by bei~ travened with the coffee roaster, althou~ the
cleansing of tlie dung"'Pit lasted for several hours longer. Even
the smell of musk and castoreum, which cannot be overpowered
by any other subs~nce, is completely dispelled by the fumes of
coft'ee; and the same applies to the odor of assafmtida. lt·was
remarked, however, that, m general, animal eftluvia are more readily
afl'ected by it than vegetable.
That here an act.,al neutralization, and not a mere envelopment
of matter takes place, is shown from this-that the first fames of
the cofee are imperceptible, and continue so until a point of saturation, so to s~ak, is reached, whereupon the obnoxious smell disappears, and that of coft"ee predominates. The reverse happens
with other aromatic vapors, and even with acetic acid and chlorine.
Here both coexist until the one com.Pletely preponderates. The
simplest fonn in which to use it against contagious matter is in
powder. The well-dried bean is to be pounded in a mortar,
and to be strewed over a moderately-heated iron plate, until the
powder assumes a dark-brown tint. Caft'eic •cid, and the empyreumatic coffee-oil, act more readily in very minute quantity.Med. Gaz., Jan.. 21, 1848, p. 129.

A

N~w

AKD CeaAP DxoDORin:R.-Tbis deodoriser, disCO\·ered

by Mr. Young, of Manchester, who has not patented it, is a waste

product from the manufacture of chlorine. It consists princip.lly
of a solution of chloride of manganese with a variable quantity of
chloride of iron, and generallr a liUle hydrochloric acid and free
chlorine. It is produced in large quantities ; one house throws
away thirty-six tons of the solution daily, and the total quantity is
believed to exceed a hundred and fifty tons a day, not any of
which is at present usefully employed. Experiments have been
made, which have satisfied Mr. Young that this solution has in a
high degree the property of preventing decom~sition in organic
matter; cesspools and other placea giving out the most oft'ensive
odor, have been immediately sweetened by it. The immediate
eft'ect of ad<ling this substance to otfensive matter is the conversion
of the bydrosulphuret of ammonia, which is the most oft'ensive of
the gases of decomposition, into the sulphuret of m~eae and muriate of ammonia, or, as it is sometimes called, chloride of ammonia. The latter is a valuable manure, and the former, though of
less value, is not injurious to vegetation. Manganese, like iron,
possesses no acid metallic qualities, and ig, like it, used by nature
as a food for plants.-Heolt/& of Totom Maga~ine.
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THE T:aBATMBNT OJ' REMITTBNT AND INTBR.llil'.ITTBNT FxvBas IN
Tlllt Wxn INDIES.

!.-Circular Memorandum relati'De to the Treatment of Remittuit and Intermittent Fe11er. Addruaed to the Army Medical
Officer• 11nder hia Command, by J. Da11!J, M. D., ln$p6ClorGttural of Hoipital, Barbadoea.
[ Oua readers will probably recollect the valuable suggestions of
Dr. I. G. JoNBs, of Columbus, at our National Eclectic Medical
Convention on the subject of the use of quinine and prmaiate of
ir01t in intennittent and remittent fevers. The following article
from Dr. Davy is interesting as a further illustration of the views
of Dr. Jones.-B.]

In a memorandum of the 12th of July, 1847, I brought to the
notice of the medical officers in this command the methoo of treating remittent fever adopted by the civil practitioners in British
Guiana, and tried, with apparent marked success, by second class
mJf-surgeoo Connell, botli in that district and in Grenada. During
the quarter terminating on the 30th of September, a pretty extensh-e me of this ~ouliar method has been made in our hos:pitals,
the results of which are so well marked that it appears advisable
to communicate them.
·
Thus it appears that of the hundred and sixty-five cases whicl1
ba\"e been treated in our hospitals, returned as remittent fever, two
only ha\·e proved fatal. Of these two, one occurred in Berbice,
in the person of an artillery-man; one in St. Vincent, in a man of
the 3d West India regiment ; and I am inclined to the inference
that neither was strictly an e:tamRle of the true remittent; and this
apart from other considerations, from the appearance observed in
the post-mortem examination. In the first case, lymph was found
on die surface of the brain, and at its base ; small cavities, filled
with grumous matter, in one lung, and the hepatic duct obstructed
by lymph : in the second, decided indications of peritonreal inflammation, with perforation of intestine from a penetrating ulcer
in the lower portion of the ileum were present.
If, then, tliese two cases be omitted from the total of those of
remiUent fever, we have a hundred and sixty-three that have been
treated-the tDhole tDithout a aingle death-which is certainly
a ~err gratifying and remarkable result, considering that this dis~aae is one of the most fatal our troops have to encounter in the
West Indies; that the success is not confined to one station; and
that in British Guiana, where it is so strongly marked, the Portugeae immigrants, few of whom have bad the same advantages as
to treatment as our soldiers, have died, when attacked by this dis-
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ease, in large numbers; and · they have also, I am infonned, in
Dominica and in Antigua.
In each station in which remittent fever has occurred, quinine,
used so as to produce "cinchonis.m ," appears to have been relied
on, and is the chief remedial means employed. In Demerara, it
has been commonly used without calomel, but aided by aperients,
and when there has been irritability of the stomach, by a small
dose of the solution of muriate of morphia, (fifteen drops,) with
a blister to the e~i~strium. Staff.Surgeon Millar, principal medical officer in British Guiana, in his "Quarterly Report," (which I
would recommend to. the attentfon of medical officers, when they
have an opportunity to read it,) states: " It requires, on an average, from twenty-five to thirty-five grains of the sulphate of quinme to saturate the system; (that is, to produce cinchonism ;) but
this quantity must be given within the space of. a few hours-four
or five grains every hour, in solution, have been found sufficient, in
a few nours, to effect it. If small doses are only given at long
intervals, it will have no perceptible effect, long after the quantity
mentioned has been given, ana will, in all probability, prove so
much valu,.ble medicine thrown away. When dullness of hearing
and ringing in the ears come on, no more of the medicine need be
given; the patient will then be foµnd in a state of apyrexia, and the
transition complete and striking."
As$istant-Surgeon Dr. Concarron, who had charge of a party of
convalescents from remittent fever at Mahaica, sent from George
Town, the men of which were peculiarly liable to intermittent
fever, found that this disease was also most successfully treated by
the production of "cinchonism." He gave a trial to the hydriodate of potash, but witnessed no satisfactory effect from it in
restoring the health of the patients.
Staff-Surgeon Richardson, the principal medical officer in St.
Kitt's, in toe treatment of the cases of remittent fever which came
under his care, the symptoms of which were in some respects
peculiar, and different from those of the endemic disease in British
Guiana, employed calomel and quinine combined, till they had
produced their specific effects. In two cases of officers of temperate habits, he was obliged to use stimulants as well, such as brand,·,
the exhaustion was so great. In the cases of the men treated 'in
_the hospital, some of them of intemperate habits, the use of such
stimulants was not necessary; durins their convalesence he prescribed even no wine, trusting to medical stimulants only.
Th~ subject of diet, always important in connection with hospital treatment, was particularly so during the period of com;afescence from remittent fever. In some of our hosl>ita.ls, wine and
beer are rather largely given to the convalescents; mothers not, as
in St. Kitt's, in tlie instance mentioned at Mahaica, and without
apparent disadvantage. Apart from economy, the consideration h:,
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which is most for the benefit of the patient, the use or disuse of
these stimulants. In a document witfi which I have been favored
by Dr. Blair, of George Town, Demerara, who has had vast experience in the treatment of remittent fever, writing on the point of
diet, he remarks : "The dieting of convalescents from remittent
and intermittent must have reference to the previous habit of the
patient, and most of all to the presence or absence of anremia.
When there is no anremia, and intemperate habits, vinous stimulants are unnecessary ; but when there is a deficiency of red color
in the membranes, fresh animal food and alcoholic drinks are
necessary for the restoration to perfect health. Malt liquor is,
in most cases, preferable to wine. Brandy, largely diluted, will
occasionally answer best. Heated palms or restlessness, or discomfort, will . require a disuse, or a larger dilution of the
stimulant."
I have been favored by another document from this gentleman,
relative to the peculiar effects of quinine, a copy of which (having
his permission most liberally given to use it as I think }>roper) is
appended to this memorandum, and to which I beg to direct the
most careful attention of medical officers: it contains the results of
long experience, and relates to diseases of vast importance, in
regard to the lives and efficiency of the troops; and should the
results be confirmed-should remittent fever be in future as little,
or nearly as little, fatal as it has been during the last quarter, treated
by the specific under consideration, a vast advantage will be
attained.
In conclusion, I have to request that in giving their attention to
this memorandum, and to the copy of the paper of Dr. Blair which
accompanies it, medical officers will be pleased to keep in mind,
that both are submitted to them for consideration, to exercise their
reflection and judgment upon, and with the intent that they may
prove helps to the establishment of a successful mode of treatment
of the formidable diseases to which they relate.
[Signed]
J. DAvY,

Inspector-General of HospUals.

11.-0n tht Employment of Quinine in West India Fevers.When quinine is taken by an adult, to the extent of thirty or forty
grains, it produces certain cerebral symptoms, the constituents of
which are a ringing noise in the ears, and more or less deafness.
This set of symptoms, where there is no idiosyncrasy, indirates the saturation of the system by the medicine, as pytalism
does mercury, and may be conveniently known by the name of

cinclwnism.
Rare instances occur, in which hyper-cinchonism is induced by
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a very few grains of quinine, accompanied by many nervous symptoms, and fonnication so severe as to proscribe the use of tile
remedy. In some-and this may occur in cases which had hitherto been nonnal-cinchonism has not been induced till after the
administration of seventy-two grains of quinine.
Cinchonism is not peculiar to quinine: by other vegetable febrifuges, such as salicine, auestura bark, and biberine, cinchonism
can be induced, but not with the same certainty as by quinine,
neither in the same unifonn series of phenomena, neither with the
same harmlessness.
·
Cinchonism seldom lasts longer than twenty-four hours, except
in some cases of anremia, in which the writer has known it continue upwards of a week.
Quinine has been prescribed by the writer to patients of both
sexes and all a~s, and where ascertainable, almost invariably to
cinchonism, durmg thirteen years, and probably to the extent of
several thousand ounces of tlie sulphate ; and duri~ that time he
has seen no case of danger from its effects, with the exception of
three or four cases of imputed abortion.
To many the muffled ears of cinchonism is not even di~a
ble. Cinchonism is capable of superseding and suppressing that
excited condition of the circulation and animal heat known as
fever, except when depending on anremia, as symptomatic of
inflammation, or its effects.•
Quinine is purely a febrifuge : instead of being a tonic or stomachic, it generally induces anorexia, and a relaxed or macerated
state of the skin, some tremulousness, and in many cases slight
aphonia.
.
As a febrifuge, the full efficacy of quinine is seldom obtained,
unless pushed to cinchonism. Cinchonism is, therefore, the test
and criterion in practice of the full and sufficient use of quinine.
It is probable that the protective influence of quinine against fever
seldom lasts longer than the manifestation of cinchonism. The
ordinary headache of fever does not contra-indicate the use of
quinine.
_
The power of quinine seems to be to cut off the connection
between local irritation and constitutional excitement, to disturb
and break the series of morbid elaborations set up in some specific
fevers, which terminate, for the most part, in contamination of the
blood and loss of vital cohesion of the capillaries. In intermittent fever it is antidotal.
Quinine is of little efficacy in intermittent fever, when exhibited
durin~ the :paroxysm.
·
.
,
Quinine is of no efficacy in the last stages of continued or remittent fever, where the vascular and thermal excitement have been
succeeded by organic lesion or contamination of the blood. It
should be given, as is well known, in the intermission of intermit0ig111zcd by
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tent fever, and in the formative, or in the first stage of continued
remittent or fellow fever.
The use o quinine ~inst relapses of intermittent fever, whether
the disease haS been primary or secondary, is one of its most valuable applications.
In using quinine against the paroxysms of intermittent fever,
hourly doses of three grains, till twelve doses be given, is the best
mode of saturating the system with the remedy. If, however, the
disease be a quotidian, with short intermission, six-grain doses
honrly, till six doses be given, will be judicious practice.
In the other fevers wliere quinine is eligible, and the remedy is
prescribed during the existence of febrile excitement, the dose, to
be efficacious, must be large, and the impression on the disease
sudden and overwhelming.
An auxiliary, too, is also req_uired in such cases; twenty-four
grains of quirune and twenty grains of calomel, in one dose, is the
most powerful resolvent of fever. One or two such doses, with an
interv&l of six hours, and followed by a castor-oil purgative, are
generally sufficient; but I have prescribed six such doses with efficacy, and I recollect no instance of pytalism occurring when this
treatment was required and adopted, and sometimes there is but
mild cinchonism. An intolerance of quinine, or early and intense
cinchonism in such cases, is one of the worst prognostics.
In the treatment of simple intermittent fever, or its relapses, cal.:>mel is rarely, if ever, prescribed by the writer. Sulphate and
carbonate of magnesia mixture, or sulphate of ma~esia and tartrate of antimony mixture, as a purgative during the hot stage, (if
needed,) or fifteen drops of solution of acetate of morphine, with
a drachm of sweet ~irits of nitre, if there is much suffering from
m11SC1llar pains, heaaache, or emesis and retching, will SJ;>eedily
relieve the par<?xysm ; and followed by quinine, in combmation
with purgative doses of rhubarb, will fwfil all the indications for
the intermission.
,
But when a European or North American, probably not long
from a cold climate, and duri~ the prevalence of mahgnant disease, ia attacked by fever, and shows to the quick and practised
eye alarming indications, no fear of the injunous after-effects of
the mercurial will have weight to withhold the resolvent dose of
calomel and quinine. In cases threatening danger to life only need
it be uaed, aiid I know of no instance wherein the slightest untoward result bas been experienaed from its use.
·
The combination of 9uinine with tartar-emetic in pneumonic
and bronchitic complications of intermittent is eminentlY: successf'uJ. The forces wnich disturb the remedial power of quinine
in fever are chiefly inflammatory and congestive complications, or
a loaded condition of the alimentary canaf. These must be obviated by appropriate treatment, and the disease rendered as simple
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or idiopathic as possible, concurrent with the use of quinine.
Thus arteriotomy may frequently be required in continued, remittent, or yellow fever; and in intermittent, with tenderness over
spleen, a blister may be required, as an auxiliary to cinchonism.
There is a form of continued, or irreirilar remittent fever, occurring chiefly in children, or adolescents, m which generally no local
cause can be discovered, but which is often imputed to worms ;
but give what anthelmintics you will, no worms may be passed;
hence they are popularly called "stubborn worms." This fever
may continue for a week or a fortniisht without any contamination
of the blood or loss of vital adhesion, and probably depends on
intestinal irritation. Danger in these cases chiefly arises from tl1e
supervention of sorr.e lesion, induced by the long continued and
excessive heat and violent action of the heart, or sympathetic' irritation of the brain. In these cases I use quinine, with immediate
and signal efficacy, in the following manner:
The patient is put into a bath, and the cold affusion is applied
till the pulse becomes small, and nearly extinct, at the wrist, and
the skin cold. He then, while in the bath, gets his dose of <J,,uinine, (two or three grains,) and is returned to bed without bemg.
dried. The bath and the dose of quinine are continued hourly,
as long as the skin persists wann, when the hourly dose of quinine
is due. After five or six baths the skin generally becomes penna.nently cool, and then the quinine . is pushed on to cinchonism.
alone, and without the bath. This mode of making an intermission in a continued fever I have never found attended with unpleasant or dangerous consequences, and it will generally subdue the
fe\·er after every other method has been tried in vain.
In fever of doubtful origin, and where latent inflammation is
suspected, I have frequently used a small cantharides blister as a
test , in fact, I never like to pass the blistered surface of a patient
without ins~cting it, its revelations · are often so interesting and
im:eortant. If, instead ·or the usual vesication of thin serum and
cuticle, the vesication is a bladder of fibrinous coagulum, or suetr
in consistence, inflammatory action is going on, probably in the
nei~hborhood of the part, and tartar-emetic, and such-like combinations are indicated.
Relapses in intermittents have their detenninate periods, the day
from the lasl attack being generally some multiple of seven.
•
The usual day of relapse among the acclimatized of this colony
,
is the fourteenth or twenty-eighth.
After one or two relapses, the law of each individual case can
be ascertained by each patient.
·
The prophylactic which I have adopted with great success, and
in my own J>E!rBOn first, many years ago, is as follows:
Two days before the anticipated relapse, three grains of quinine,
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to be taken thrice daily for four days; after a similar relapse interval, the quinine to be a~in taken in the same manner; and so on,
re~ed three or four times successively. The disease is eradicated completely by thus baffling the relapse.-London !Ance.t.

[THE ,-alue of alkaline and saline treatment in diseases of
inflammatory or fibrinous diathesis has long been illustrated in the
Eclectic practice. In our lectures upon the Institutes of Medicine,
we have shown the ..zu:tionale of this practice, as illustrated by
Andral's analysis of the blood in various diseases. The American
Eclectic ~chool of practice has long taken preredence in the exten5ive application of alkaline remedies. The following article
shows that similar ideas are making progress among Old school
practitioners.-B.]
RoYAL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL Soc1ETY.
November 14,
1848, J. M. Arnott, Esq., F. R. S., President.-The Society
commenced its meetings for the session this evening. The library
was unusually crowded.
On the employment of Nitrate of Potash in Acute Rheumatism;

with Suggestions Jor the Use of Saline Solutions as External
Applications in Local Rheumatic Inflammation, by W. R.
Basham, Physician to Westminster Hospital.
The author takes, as the basis of his essay, the followin~ facts:
lst. That in acute rheumatism, as in other mflammatory diseases,
the most important changes in the composition of the blood are
ibe increased quantity of the fibrine, and the deficiency of the
saline ingredients; 2d. That where this state of the blood exists,
there is a special disposition to the deposit of fibrine, and the formation of adventitious tissues; while in diseases in which the
fibrine is deficient, and the salts in excess in the blood, the blood
does not coagulate, and hremorrhages of a passive character occur;
and 3d. That although, as his own experiments have satisfied him,
saline solutions have not the power of dissoldn~ coagulated fibrine,
,·et certain salts in solution, mixed with the blood at the moment
of its escape from the body, possess the property of suspending or
retarding the separation of the tibrine. He next inquires whether
any therapeutic principle can be derived from these facts, and proposes the question, whether saline remedies, largely employed, may
not suppress the tendency to the fibrinous exudation, or retard it, so
:is to gh-e time for other remedies to diminish the proportion of
tibrine present in the blood. With reference to this question, he
alludes to the observations of several physicians on the use of
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nitrate of ~h in acute rheumatism, and details his own experience of its eft'ects. He gives one, two, or three ounces of nitrate
of potash, largely diluted, (in two quarts of water,) in the twentyfour hours. In the majority of cases no obvious eft'ect is produced
on the force or frequency of the pulse, the digestive functions, or
the quantity of urine exuded. But the urine always acquires a
high specific gravity, and nitrate of Ftass may be detected in it.
Tlie swell~, heat, and ~n of the jomts affected with rheumatism
are relieved m a most marked degree, even when no other remedies
are em.Ployed at the same time. There is a certain amount of
exemption from cardiac complication; and cardiac inflammation,
when present, is more amenable to remedies. In a case which
the author relates, he examined the blood of the patient before the
commencement of the saline treatment, and age.in after this treatment had been continued for some days. In the first instance it
was buft'ed and cupped, the fibrine was in excess, and the salts
were deficient. After the administration of the nitre, there was no
buft'y coat, the proportion of fibrine had diminished, and that of
the salts greatly increased. The author presumes, therefore, that
while the internal use of the nitrate of ~tass assisted to restore
the proportion of the saline constituents, the other treatment empl~yed tended to lessen the excess of fibrine. Some remarks of
Mr. Gulliver have led the autho1 to inve~ the effects of the
external apPlieation of saline matters to parts aft'ected with rhemna.tism. His experiments have been prineipally made with nitrate of
potaas. In chronic rhewnatism he has Used the iodide of potusium, and in gout the bibaaic phosphate of soda. He applies the
saline substance by_: means of tlie spongiopiline, a p<>rtion of
which, large enough to envelop the part affected, having been
moistened with water, the salt employed is llJ>rinkled in powder
freely on the spongy surface ; it is tlien applied to the ~ and
aecufed with a roller. In numberless instances by this simple
treatment, he has witnessed the most palpable and instant relier to
the local inflammation. Constitutional remedies were ~loyed
at the same time, but the relief was proved to be due to the saline
applications, by the fact, that where several joints were affected,
only those were relieved to which the salt was applied. At the
end of the paper, the author gives an abstract of seventy-nine cues
of acute rheumatism, showing the results of treatment, &nd other
particulars.
Dr. HENRY BEitN&T had witnessed the results of a similar mode
of treatment to that practiced by Dr. Basham, in Paris, in 1837,
and subsequently. In that year, M. Gendrin had instituted a
series of experiments with the nitrate of potash, in acute rheumatism. He gave it in. doses varying from six to twelve drachm~.
He had seen this treatment adopted in about as many cases as
were recorded in the paper before them, and with the same
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result. It was found to be a safe, powerful, and energetic remedy.
In the experiments of M. Gendrin, no other medicine was given,
ot even aperients. The result of the treatment was generally successful, but in every tenth or twelfth cas~ it was found necessary to
resort to the old remedies, bleeding, calomel, opium, &c. It was
oticed, also, that patients treated with the nitrate of potash were
unusually free from cardiac disease, more so, indeed, than when
any other kind of treatment was adopted. Another noticeable circtllI1Stance connected with this mode of treatment was, that patients
recovered more rapidly from the disease than when any other plan
was pursued. This was most important, pa1ticularly in Par.is,
where bleeding was often resorted to, to a considerable extent, and
patients were consequently kept months, and even years, in a
weakly condition. He has never seen any injurious effects from
the large doses given. This, no doubt, was owina to the large
quantity of fluid in which the medicine was dissolved. In all
cases of poisoning by this agent, recorded in works on medical
jurisprudence, the quantity of fluid used was small. He (Dr.
Bennet) had recorded some cases treated by this medicine, in the
Lancet of 1845. The plan pursued was perfectly original, and
the originality was due to Dr. Basham. In slight rheumatic cases,
in which there was little febrile act.ion, this treatment was most
beneficial, the patients recovering in four or five days.
Dr. C. J. :B. Williams inquired the number of days that it
required to give relief to the acute symptoms in rheumatic fever .
Dr. Basham said, that in only two cases had he treated the disease by nitrate :of potash alone. The acute inflammatory symptoms usually give way on the third or fourth day; and it was
important to state, that in no one case treated by the nitrate of
potash had there been any relapse. This was a strong recommendation of the value of the treatment, when we recollected how
common relapses were when the other modes of treatment were
employed. fn the first instance, he had given as much as four
ounces of the salt in the twenty-four hours; but he had now
reduced the quantity to one or two ounces in that period. A great
quantity of the salt escaped by the urine, the quantity of which
was not much increased, but its specific gravity was a great deal
higher, averaging between I 030 and I 040. This increase in the
pecific gravity he considered was due to the potash.
Dr. C. J. B. Williams did not think this. increase in the specific
gravity of the urine was due to the nitrate of potash; but regarded
it as the result of the elimination of urea and the salts of lithic
acid from the system. This, or an increase in the quantity of
the urine, was a circumstance which obtained when elimination
was treated by other remedies. The result of his own experience
by another treatment, that by salines and colchicum, with bloodletting, when necessary, was, that convalesrence usually took place
9
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from the third to the sixth daf, and a cure was eft"ected in from
two to three weeks, ·according to the severi7 of the caaes.
Feeling doubtful, at one time, as to the relative effects of the
salines and colchichum on the disease, he determined to treat some
cases entirely: by the fonner, and with this view, gave in aub-acute
rheumatism the carbonate and tartrate of soda freely every two or
three hours, until four or five drachma were given in the day.
These remedies mitigated the pain and fever, bUt the rheumatiam
continued, although the salines were unremittinrly persevered in for
ten or twelve days. Colchicum was then addeCl, aDd in three days
the pain was gone, the s~cific gravity of the urine becom~, at
the same time, much higher, from the presence of urea and the
lithates. It was remarkable, too, that tlie urine often retained its
acid _pro
_,ven in cases where the perspiration was acid.

llEllORIAL,
._..OFTHE ECLBCTIC MEDICAL SOCIETY OP CINCINNATI, TO THE
LEGISLATURE OF OHIO.

Yooa Memorialista would very respectfully repreaent that the
Commercial Hospital of Cincinnati is a publie iruititution, founded
by the ltate. In all public institutions the people have equal right.a.
If alawwere passed that all public buildinga,court-houaea,achoola,
&c., should be acceuible only to Protestant&, and that Catholica
•hould be excluded; or that Presbyterians, or any other denomination, should have the exclusi\'e privilege of entering upon and purchasing the public landti, any such law would rouse t1uch a tumult of indignation, that it could not be enforoed. Yet, a law
aimilar in iti' effects now exists. All who do not believe in the old
fashioned system of medicine, are excluded from their righta in a
atate institution. If they are poor and wish to enter it u patients, they are not allowed to receive the gratuitotu ciuUtance
of medical friends in whom they have confidence, but are compelled to submit to an unsafe system of practice, under wJtich
more than one-sixth of all who enter the hospital actually die,
according to the last report of the township trustees I Certainly•
justice demands that the patient should be allowed to have charitable assistance from those in whom he has confidence, and from
thoae who, it i11 well known, have never allowed ao great a m~
tality to occur in their practice, under any circumatancea, u bu
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occurred ill the Commercial Hospital, aoeoNing to the report of
ite physicians.
Many are compelled to languish under Inadequate private
charity, becauae they cannot bring theD11elvea to submit to tre~t
meu.t from which there are so many ruined constitutions-so
many premature deaths.
A atill more unwarrantable monopoly exists in regud to the
medical mB.llagement of the hospital. Clinical lectures are delivered in the lecture room by medical professors, for the benefit
of medical students. The Faculty of the old Medical College of
Ohio, who have no peculiar claims to such distinction, and wh<>Je
system of medical practice has been attended by such disastrous
mortality, claim the excloaive privilege of delivering theae clinieal lectures, and, also, of shutting out from the hoe~al all students who will not enter their aohool and pay for inatruotion in
what they deem to be a false eyatem of practice. A large revenue would art.e from the hospital fees of student& for the benefit
of the hospital or of medical science, but these professors (having
entered into a combination to put down and diagraoe all who do
not receive their medical doctrines), refuse to allow any students
b11t those of their own party, to attend the hoepital, l\lld thue rob
that institution or an amount which, for the put year, WQuld have
been about fifteen hundred dollata. Thoa is the public interest
robbed to gratify private vanity and malice, and thus are the high
~pirited young freemen of our country depriYed of public ()J>porlwli.ties of education, and made. to feel that they moat pay a penuty and suffer Rn insulting distinction, if they dare to think and
ict independently in their chosen profession.
To excuse this scandalous and oppressive monopoly, a docunent, concocted, we presume, by the interested partiea, but aign~d by the three township troatees, advances many deceptive
·epreaentations. They object to the application of such terms as
' owrupl mmurpoly" to the oppressive monopoly of the hospital,
>Ut we find no such terms in the petitions which we have seen.
Yet, if we examine this monopoly in detail, we cannot escape the
!onclusion that it is really a corrupt combinatwn, in defiance of
lhe people's will and in disregard of the public good.
l. They refer to the multitudinous petitions of &h& people or
Ob.io to the Legislature, for a change in the medical government
of the hospital, as a "mere deception," signed by persona '' ignorant" of what they were asking for, and supposing that the pet.itione did not specially refer to the Commercial Hoepit&l of Cincinnati. The truth is, that every petition of which we have
any knowledge, had especial reference to the Commercial Hospiial of Cincinnati., having a full statement of the o~ect aimed
at and the nature of the monopoly in that institution printed adjacent to the petitioll, on the eame. sheet. The wholl,.aubjeot
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was pablicly and prift1:ely explaiaed, in the ampleet manner, on
many oceaeiona, and the petitionen had a much better underttandiag of the object to be attained, than thoee gentlemen have
uown in their report. .
2. They claim that the hospital, 88 a locaJ in11titution, should be
governed by the will of the tnuteea ~ t/uJ toum8A., 88 the proper organ• of public sentiment, and ihat the Legislature should
not make any change contrary to their wiahea. In thia anertiea
there is a tAtwfold ~-· In the fint place, tAe tottm.t/riJt
truat... MH nOtMng to ilo tOitl& tAe
The medical attend·
uoe upon the hospital W88 presoribed by the Legislature alone.
It ie aolely in consequence -0f a legislative act that the Ohio
·Medical College Faculty are the phyeiciana of the hospital ; and
when that act la repealed, their connection ceases. The town111.ip troeteee do not eeleet the phyaiciane--dley have no ndl
power-they have no control over the medical management of
ihe boapital-that belonga to the Ohio Medical College, or to any
other college or collegea which the Legislature may select. In
this rivalry of colleges contending for the poet of honor, th.fl tow.
ehip trmt.eee have nothing to do wiih the queation. They have
been throat forw81'd u the volunteer advocat.ea of the Old School,
with which they have fol'llled an alliance. They have put their
names to an unfair and deceptive statement of the question, and,
tu abort, they have acted throughout as the catapaw of the profeasore of the Ohio Medical College.
Having set aside the impudent claim of the toWMhip traateea,
to be consulted in a matter over which they have no authority,
and over which the Legislature has always enrciaed t/uJ ..ze ..,.
tlUlrily, what becomes of their plea that the hoepital ia a loccl ia·
mtution '! The inference they might e1tabli1h ia, that it should
be managed in accordance with the wiehea of the ~ of tl11
IOtDnMip I And what do the people of the towneflip -demand?
They demand, by an overwhelming majority, a change in the
-law I More than ten thousand citizens out of a population ooa.·
taining lea1 than twelve thouaand votere, ha~e demanded, by petition, that the bill to divide the hospital shall becom., a law.
Hence, if it ia a local inatituti.on, we demand the change, u the
people will it ; and if it ia a public institution, a11'ecting the inter·
eats of the whole state and the inhabitants of the valley of the
Jliaaisaippi, we point to the multitude of petitioner. throughout
Ohio -who aek the change, and aek tMt tlte 'l>«l'Pli•vtll N ~·
An oTerwhelming mttjority of the people ot tlie etate. are ready
to sanction this act of justice.
8. It i1 claimed by the truateeB that, u the greater part of the
ftmde of the hoapitaJ ia not derived ft-om the LegiaJatme, the
Legislature ahould not presume to enrciae any control. Another attempt at deception t The Legielatu:re does not propoee in

malt•.
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tile WU 'P8Med by tile Houe, to U81Ulle. any odaer control over th•
Jao.pitaf than is already exerciaed by them in selecting ita medical attend.ante.
The trustees had not objected to the authority now exercised
by the Legislature in giving the Faculty of the Old School an arbitrary
until it appeared that other partiea may come in to
uai8t in
ormiDg the duti.e1 now uaigned to the Old School,
wheu 11 with they complain that their rights are violated by
ehanp, and .that the Legislature R&nscends ita just powers,
merely because it exerciaes the same appointing power m favor
el other candidates, whom they wish, to exclude. WJaile thus
endeavoring to.oppose the legialative power, the/!e to the third
lleaven of impUdence, in demanding that the
ialatqre shall
)ield the uaqaestionable power which it has exercieed ever since
the establialunent of the hoepital, out of deference to the three
re.pectable gentlemen who wield the high and mighty function
oC appoiotiag " A steward, matron, and such other 1e"ant& a.a
may be deemed necessary," " except the appointment of apothecary or hoaae-aargeoo."
4. The1 attempt to depreciate the rights of the legialatare, and
aalt thell' own importance by an unfair statement of the finan- •·
cia1 relatiou of the hospital. They say, that the State only gave
migiDally ten thousand dollars of depreciated bank paper to the
npital, alld hu since contributed only the half of the tax on
aactioa aalea, amountina, during the past year, to four thousand
dnoee hDadred and eighty-on~ doll&l'9, "alao, tit.at HamiltO'I& OouNi, ""- RO dil'eol interul in tAe maaagMM1U of tM /&oapilal, nor iu
tlltft'.,t.g iU ........" The ltoapital expenses, they say, for the
put yew, °'"'re "not leea than twenty thousand dollan," and
ilaey endeavor to leave the impreHion on the mind, that all of
du. twen&y thoQAlld dollan, excepting four thousand three hulldred aad eighty-oae dollars from the State, wu raised "by a tax
derived from the people of Cincinnati Townahip." Now, the last
6.aaacial 1eport {March 6, 1848) of thae trustees, exhibit. the
iDcorreetneu of thia repre.entation to thfl Legislature. It ahow11
i& ia tnae, Coar thoaaDd three hundred and eighty-one dollars,
derived from the auction tax, but it also shows lour thousand
eig)at Jmndred and fifty-nine dollars and eighty-seYen centll derived no11 ILum.'l'Oll CoonT, for the support of Lun&tiea; one
aad twenty-five dollan and filfy cents, ft-om the Uni&ed
Sla&es Surveyor of the port, for keeping boatmen; two tbouaand
011e hundred and eighty-four dollars and 1eventy-1even cents,
C..... aua.dry penona for keeping lunatics, &c.-with one thoueaad and eighteen dollars, for keeping paupers and lu11at.ics from
en--1 other counties and town•hipe,making an aggregate or
tla,MS.81 npplied bythe state, United Staie., Hamilton a.ad other
eomdiet, and other toWD1bipa, &c.. All the variou expenaea of
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the hospital (exclusive of building repain), amount to $23,603.40,
and M upward of thirteen thousand dollars is contributed by
the State, United States, &c., it appears that only 910,133.59 ii
the deficiency, supplied by the township. But, as the trustee.
have unsettled accounts again111t Hamilton County, six townships,
and a number of individuals, to the amount of three thousand
one hundred and forty-eight dollar111 and eighty-six cents, for keeping lunatics, paupers, &c., these accounts when paid will reduce
the township expense to '6,984.73, or less than one-third of the
whole amount!
From which facts, disguisf!d and mystified in their report, the
trust'1es arrive at the conclusion that the township alone i"
interested in the hospital, and that the legislature might "with
as much propriety, claim control over other benevolent institution11 in our city as over the Commercial Hospital" ! ! !
The amount contributed by the township, we find, is Jells than
one-third of the whole expenses of the hospital, and this amount
of $6,984.73, is less than the amount of benefit, from the hospital
to the township. The number of residemt paupera of the tovm•ltip, reported ae remaining in the hoepital (January 1, 1849), is
two hundred and three. Theae are supported by the hoepital
funds, and if we estimate their expelU!e at only one dollar a
week (although strangers are charged two dollars a week), it
amounts to 52X203=$10,556 per annn.m, e3:pe~ded by th.e ltoapt.
tal to support the paupera of the totDtuthip, while the township
really contributes only e6,984.73 toward the support ofits own poor
in the hospital. How utterly false is the preten111e that the township supports the hospital, when in reality the township makes
a clear profit of at leaet three thousand dollars a year, by its connection with the hospital! How very honorable are the mean•
to which the Hospital Faculty resort, to deceive the public on
thi111 1mbject, and to fabricate a claim; which ia purely fictitious.
But if the township did support the h08pital, which it does not,
surely the wiH of the people of the township should be obeyed
as to the selection of medical attendance.
5. Continuing the same deceptive repreeentations, the trnsteee
affiTm tha.t the changes prayed for "would be in violation or A
CONTRACT SOLEMNLY ENACTED between the Medical
College of Ohio and the Comme·rcial Hospital" I ! ! !
Who ever · heard of such a contract before? When was it
made and where? Who were the contracting parties? Echo
but answers who! and when! and where! The whole is a flttion-a desperate piece of romance. There were no parties empowered to make ench a contract. The Medical College of Ohio
is not employed by contract with the trust.ees, but acts in virtue
pf a legislative t'!nactment which gives it the control of the hospital, medi~ally, without aeking or bargaining with anybody.
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Thia whole story shows the desperate position to which the monopolists are driven to defend themselves.
6. Another deeperate resort is their suggestion, that although
the Legislature contributed to build the hospital, it was not expected that they "would claim the right to exercise control over
ihe !ltudents" ! ! This is sheer nonsense and deception. Tlie bill
in question and the petitions, have no reference whatever to controlling atudents, excepting in the provision for keeping order in
the lecture-room by the expulsiotJ of those who dh1turb the peace.
7. Bnt the most unwarrantable and really hypocritical argument which they have used, is this, that "any one of these
ehanaes would require new arrangements, of various kinds, and
thereby the expenses of the hospital would be greatly increased"! 1 0 just and economical philan thropists! To admit three
hundred more students, paying $ 1500 per annum, must greatly
increase the expenses-but to exclude them and lose the $1500,
will greatly promote the public good and teach the daring young
reformers a proper respect for Old School medicine ! It is not
true, that the lecture-room is crowd·ed, as they pretehd; nor is it
true, that they would have any difficulty in making room for
classes of any size, with such an increased income. The services
or the Faculties produce no expense, as they are given gratuito1ll'lly , and the house physicians' salaries (a small amount) will be
paid by the students' fees. These matters were known, as they
had the bill before this deceptive document was concocted, which
though dated January 1, wa11 held back about a month, to escape
criticism, and to carry with it this deceptive and unfair argument
of the Old School faculty. 0 smootbfaced hypocrisy, which talks
of economy, and-robs the treasury of $ 1500 per annum!!
8. How kindly do they love to protect the poor, as well as the
treasury! They fear that too much lecturing would injure the
health of patients, and that doctors' quarrels would disturb the
dying. They conceal the fact that lectures are delivered in a
ectnre-room, and not among the sick-that the different faculties
are not to lecture on the same day, nor to examine the same
patients, at any time, and that the classes are not to be introduced in any considerable number to the presence of the sick, in
any ca!e.
9. Yet with all their kind sympathies, they object to giving the
poor victims of disease any choice of their fate; they regard it
u presumptuous for the patient to ask for different medical treatment, when the faculty of the Ohio Medical College insist, that
although they allow one in six of all the patients to die, such
barbarous practice is the very best that can be introduced. How
presumptuous to demand that other methods of practice, which
11.ue but about a third or fourth as great fatality, should b.
introduced.
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. 10. They olQect that the propoaed change will do no good &ltd
Only breed disturbance. IC clinical inatruotion is of any value
to the minority of the medical students, surely, it ie of equal
Talae to tlte majority-at any rate they are willing to pay for it
•1,580 a year. Aa to the disturba.nces, the bill provides that an7
oae who makes any disturbance may be prohibited from attendanoe at the ho1pital ; and if this be not 1ufficient, the Facult.iu,
by their Board, are authorind to make any additional regulati.oD
necce1Sary to preserve order. 'J;hoae Faculties occupy dllferent
departments and lecture on different days, and there is no anticipation of any kind of discord, except from the preHnt incum)>ents of the hospital. The other schools will harmonize well
with each other, and even with the Ohio .Medical College, if permitted; .but the latter party hate and insult their rivall-denoancing them as quacka, charlatans, &c.....-comparing them to everything degraded or \'ile-ueing language not fit to be repeated
here, and declaring that they cannot. or will not lecture at the
aame building in a harmonioas manner, even an different days.
What thi1 indicates ie obviou1 enough. If a landlord wishes
three ~nants in a block of builcijngs that have amrle space, but
one of them now in poB1,l'uion insists that he wil not harmonize with the new-comers, because he heartily def.eats them as
intruders and rivals, the only courae the landlord could take
woul4 be to let the quarrelaome inuiate depart if he choose, and
leave his houses in po&Bession of peaceable citizens of better
character, who would not only confer honor on his edifice by_ their
character and deportment, but would P•Y him a much higher
rent, as they ft.re carrying on a more extensive business. In the
pret1ent caee it appears that the boepital revenue would bo a
gainer to the amount of $1,600 by the propoeed change, because
of the larger classes which th~ new school would introduce, wlille
humanity, good morals and good order, could be equally promoted
by. the change.
11. But it is claimed in this fraudulent and hypocritical document, that the preeent urangemeint is the beet one that can be
made for the poor, and that any change would be but a cruel
experiment on poor victims-that the hoapital, in ehort, is at
present a "toell-regulated, quia and 8tu:cueful retreat for tlrA
nck," with ''a /&ig4 repulatitm at home and abroad," which would
not be improved by any change in the medical treatment.
It is perfectly apparent that statements, so untrue as these,
muat have emanated from the intereeted partiee (the Faculty
aow in po111ession), and could ha.ve been eigned by the trustees
only on account of their ignora.nce of medical science and the
proper results of medic&.l treatment. The annual mortality
diaclosed in their report would have put them to the blneh if the.1
had not been profoundly ignorant upon medical subjec&s.
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It is true, this whole matter pertains exclusively to the Faculty
of the old College, but since they have procured the signatures of
the trustees to their deceptive report, the latter party are made
the scape-goat of their odium, from which they should exonerate
themaelvee by a public declaration of the part they have borne.
It is not very easy to find out the real mortality of the hospital
t'rem the Report. The hospital is a poor heuse and lunatic asylum, a well as a retreat for the sick, and the aggregate numbers
are so mixed up that any one net determined to ferret out the
truth might be deceived. It seems, from the recapitulation at
the end, that 306 patients have died out of 2,5 I admitted. This
i a sad. rate of JTlortality. It is one death to every 8 and 36-100
persons who are admitted. The average mortality in the hospital of Europe (returns having been summed up from sixty-five
for a series of years) is between nine and ten to the hundred, or
on death to ten or eleven patients. Thus, the Commercial Hospital lo ·c from a fourth to a fifth more patients, proportionally
th n are lo tin Europe in tho e hospitals which we have been
accustomed to regard as den of mortality, where the miserable,
broken-down constitutions of the lower orders of Europe, reduced
by hard hip, want and hereditary degeneracy, receive the cold
attendance of legal charity.
But what shall we say when we find that the truth is fur worse
cYen than this statement? If we examine the reports of cases
eated, we find that there were, in all, but 1,712 patients in the
h pital, in tead of 2,5 I, and that the remaining 69 were pauper and lunatics, reported as inmates of the hospital, becau e
hat institution is a poor house and a lunatic asylum, us well as
a. ho pital. The mortality of the hospital is reported as follow1J:
Adn1i1tet4,

Died,

Ratio.

Medical Department,
1,227 209 l ~ 5.ar
Female and Infantile Department, 227 64 1 to 3~
Surgical Department,
258
IS 1 to 17.so
Total,
1,712 288 l death to 5.16
More than one-sixth of all who are admitted die. The admia· •
eiona include a large number of cuu which are insignificant and
which are free from all danger, yet one-sixth die I
. Does not such extraordinary fatality under the practice of the
Ohio Medical College demonstrate what medical reformers have
affirmed, that their practice is uns~ntific, dansreroru and tleatructiw. The mo-curial practice, at best, in the most skillful hands,
ia attended by a. lamentable mortality. In the hospitals of
Parie, where the most distinguished men of the profession direct
the treatment, we find that, in 1840, the entire mortality of all
.i...es of cues in all the hospitals was 7,089, out of 83,644 patient., being abo1,1t one death to eleven and four-fiftha patients.
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811ch a rate of mortality ahO'ft the deplorable deficiencies o( the
healing art. In a hospital rightly conducted, and situated under
onlinary circumstances, there ought not to be a greater mortality
than one in twenty. The hospitals of Pll.l'is exhibit about twiee
811 many deaths u ought to occar in proportion to their number
of patients, and the Commercial Hospital .of Cincinnati transcends evert the wont hospitals in Paris, and exhibits twice aa
many deaihs aa the t1.fJBrOgtl mortality of Parisian hospital•.
One hundred and forty-four deadul, of the two hundred and
eighty-eight, might have been prevented, if the faculty could
even ban equalled the Parisian f&eultiee in die 8tlCCe88 of their
treatment I And is it for such diaastrou re9Ulta as these, that
this faculty is to be honored and paid by the State, and not only
to be auisted by State bounty, but to have the power of the
State to back them in their domineering policy, by authorizing
sh.em to exclude from a State institution every one of the medical profession who will not swallow their absurd and antiguated doctrines? Is it not a burning shame that the power
qf the government should in any way foeter aud cherish a faculty under whose· cue this hospital has become a den of death,
where, although but seventeen hundred · and twelve patient.
were admitted laat year, yet by the last financial report of the
~.they required, when even fewer than these were adniitted,

I~

•:

P"" $17'9.&6 TO BUJlY '1'BE DEAD f
and cheap enough, we know, la the ftmeral of the atranger paa-

per.

.

And is it not a blU'llilag shame that a coll• endowed . by the
fands of the State, should be employed in teacbing this unsucceeeful system of practice to the young men who are entering the
medical profession-teaching them at the same time to insult,
acom and avoid, all who are engaged in cultivating medicine
upon different principles-teaching them not to look at the evidences of superior akill in the prompt recovery of the patient,
ba.t to adhere blindly to the teaching of authority.
As to the medical management of the Commercial Ho11pital,
we have heard many complaints unnecessary to mention, which
ahow that it needs reform ; but the single fact that the patientll
of the hospital die in alarming numbers, shows the need of medical reform. Of the forty-five cases of typhoid fever in the Commercial Hospital, twenty died! Nearly one-half! Of one hundred and twenty-seven caaes of bowel diseasee (dy1entery, ulceration of the bowels, cholera morbus, Asiatic cholera, and
ehol~ra infantum) there were seventy-six deaths-more that
one-half.
·
In the name of suffering humanity, we ask a change t We
have not asked for the expulsion of the partiea who have proved
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themselves unfit tor the poet-for while a considerable portion
of' the public still supposes them to be worthy of the station, we
do not aek their discharge. But we ask the passage of the bill
by which patients may have free choice to escape the dangers of
their practice, and by which accurate records will be kept of
each system of practice in the hospital, showing the treatment
and result of each case. These records will 1how the true relative value ot the collegee, and their systems of practice, and expose, in a glaring ~er, the falsehood of the pompous pretennollJ!I of the incumbents to superior skill. From the stubbornness
with which these gentlemen resist the evidences of practice and
statistical medicine, we cannot doubt they have a latent con•ciousnen of their own inferiority in the treatment and cure of
diaease1. Indeed, it baa been recently eaid that they will not
remain in the hospital to encounter the teat of such a compari•on, although they are allowed by the bill, in all respects, the
•ame rights and poei~on as their rivals.
·
This might be supposed a malicious slur upon their 1kill and
courage, or, perhaps, an idle threat to defeat the bill. But it
comes in such a manner that we cannot doubt that it originates
with the faculty themselves. They would rather, it seem1, aban·
don their principal reliance, than be subjected to comparisons so
intolerable. They would rather meet a sudden death than die
by the slow torture of medical statistics. Rather than encounter competition in the open field of medical practice, and
meet with an ignominious defeat, they prefer to abandon the
ground. Rather than compete upon equal terms, they prefer
to commit professional sufoide and escape their shame. Such is
the natural end of medical intolerance, either to lose by a fair
trial or to saffer jndgment by default.
Under the proposed law a most beneficent change will be
aeen. Patients will treely choose their treatment from the most
distinguished men of three medical Faculties, and from other
physicians of the city, who are willing to give gratuitous Ul'istance. Thus will the whole medical talent and learning of the
city be brought within reach of the poor for their relief. With
tmee home-physicians to give constant attendance, and with a
Faculty of su: or seven physicians to each department, the poot
patients wiU have as faithful attendance as the wealthiest of the
land. In each department the record• will 1bow, at any time,
die treatment and its results, and if the treatment of either Fac.ity •hould show superior suecess in cholera or any other
Yailing disease, the other faculties, more un1ucces1ful, woul be
eompelled to adopt a similar plan, or aink the reputation of their
ichool beyond recovery. Thia imminent responsibility from pebJWdnc the recordt, wGUld create such a vigilance and fidelity in
tile phy.iclane ae bu never before been seen in hospitals, and the

jre--
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1&.a.ti.ca o~ed would iaduce tile medical prot'8111ion,puraUJ,

to adopt the methods which proved moat succeaaful, and would
thus produce incalculable benefit to the whole country.
The employment ot different phyeiciana in dlll'erent portions or
t.he eame hospital, is notlllng new. It is the only way in whicA
a large hospit&l can be eucq,aafully conducted, and the dlll'eren.,.
of treatment propesed is one of ite greate1t adv8,Jltagea.
There can be no.confusion or collision, for the several facultie1
are to be as distinct ap.d independent as if in three dlll'erent hoepitat., and the only matten of common interest between them,
ihe division of the Hoapital, the preeervation of order, the day1
of lecturing and the purchase of a library, are to be adjusted by
a committee of one from each Faculty, to be called a Board of
Managers, which is really but a committee of conference, for
their common busine.a.
Students attending the hospital will be enabled to receive
three times as much clinical instruction as heretofore, at the
same expense, and medical men from ~l States of the Union
will be attracted by the fame of an institution in which all ey•tems of medical practice may be learned and compared, at a
trifling expenee, and their true value ascertained by their immediate results.
This open competition in lecturing will operate like the medica.l concoura at Paris, in which rival professore te1t their comparative abilitie1, which have made that city the head-quarters of
medical science for Europe. A similar eft'ect will ~e produced
in Cincinu.ati, giving to its medical college. an Am~ican celeb-.
rity. The students will partake of the zeal and ambition of
their professors, and each will acquire from his varied instruction
enlarged views of medicine, which will prevent his becoming an
ianorant panizan. Mutual intercourse will beget mutual friendship, and remove many prejudices which arise when separate.
The Jnedical students of Cincinnati, for several yeare past, have
manifested a moet peaceable, moral and gentlem~y character.
No serioua disturbance or quarrel baa occurred for yean at either
of the colleges : their lecture rooms are characterized by decorum and good humor, and so far from riotous collisions occurring,
Cincinnati, with its three schools, bas had les1 disorder among
its students, than 1everal other cities in which but oae school exist&. The majority of the studentl!I of the city are already taught
by.their Faculties, to be courteous and liberal to those of di1fel'ent opinions, and the p8.88age of the bill will int.roduce an era ot
general harmony and mutual intelligence.
The Commercial Hospital of Cincinnati will be challged from
one of the most unsucceuM hospitals ever known, to the very
best in America; ap.d, without one cent of additional expense, a
library and pathological museum, both of which are deplor~bl,y
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needed at present, will be established from the proceeds of the
hospital tickets, for the benefit of the medical profession, and for
the lasting honor of the state of Ohio, which already stands high
in medical reputation, and which, under tne \>roposed law, will
aoon rank among the foremost state• of the Umoo, aa to the great·
Ilea and celebrity of its medical institutions.
.
Seeing thus that the proposed law not only expre1aes the will
of the people of Cincinnati and throughout the 1tate, and is, in
i&NJ( an act ofjutice to all, but will, moreover, be greatly ben·
e6cial io our whole country, we respectfully hope that it may be
puaed at the preaent session of your honorable body.
T. V. MORROW, M. D.,
J. R. BUCHANAN, Jrf. D.,
E C
R. S. NEWTON, M. D.,
z om.
J. KING, Ir!: D.,

l

.

J

The counter report from the Medical Committee of the senate~
(obviously written by Dr. Wright, of the Ohio Medical College,}
cloea not meet any of the points made in this Memorial. It is a
mere tissue of ftummery and rhetorical gasconade, such as no othet
individual than Dr. Wright, could perpetrate. This report which
waa sanctioned only by the majority of the Committee; (Senator
Dubbs opposing,} was triumphantly answered by the Report of Mr.
Beaver of the senate, which we expect to publish in our next No.
It seemed to be generally conceded in the senate that the manage·
ment ,of the Hospital had been scandalously unsuccessful. The
attempt of Dr. Bennett to apologise for it, by adducing similar
enmples of mortality from other institutions was also a failure.
He was challenged by Mr. Beaver to produce any example of equal
mortality, but was unable to do it.
Taa AMH'DKHT to the Cluwter of the Electic Medical Inatitute
increaaing the capital stock &om TwBNTY TO SIXTY TBOUIASD
DoLLA•a, has passed both houae1-. This will enable us to erect
ICICh Buildings aa ·may be neceuary, and to carry out our o.,...
tiOlll on a more liberal acale hereafter.
B. ·
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THE HO SPIT AL BILL.

Tu& new law, dividing the privilege of medical attendance upon
the hospital equally between the medical colleges of Cincinnati,
and admitting all students upon equal tenns to the medical lectures, .
has bad an interesting history.
The wire-workers of the Sixth-street College supposed they had
eajed the whole matter by visiting Columbus and inducing the
medical committee to agree not to report any bill for the objects of
the memorial of the Eclectic Convention. The committee adhered to their agreement. The chainnen of the medical commit.
tee, in both Houses, being Old school physicians, their opposition
was expected as a matter of course. A bill, nevertheless, was
introduced into the House of Representatives by Mr. Long, from
Hamilton, which provided for all the objects at which medical
refonners aim in this matter. This bill, seconded by the arguments of the Memorial of the Convention, enlisted wann supporters in the House. We had the pleasure of delivering an
address in the hall of the House of Representatives upon this subject, which was received with much apparent approbation.
The bill, upon its introduction, was ably discussed, as we
leam from those who were present. Mr. Long supported it with
ability ; Dr. Voorhees, chairman of the medical committee, made
a harangue against it; Dr. Townshend opposed the bill, but we
do not learn that he advanced any very cogent argument. He was
followed by Mr. Riddle, one ·or the very best and wittiest speakers
in the Legislature, who literally riddled the Doctor with irresistible vollies of sarcasm and argument, which elicited frequent bursts
of laughter at the expense of Old Hunkers in medicine. Mr.
Pugh assailed the bill in a desperate effort to oppose it upon legal
grounds, maintaining, we understand, that the Legislature had no
right to disturb the present arrangements, alth()ugh in the ad of
incorporation, which gave the privilege of attendance to the Ohio
Medical College, the right of amendment was expressly reserved.
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The argumenta and ueertions of Mr. Pugh were so extraordinary
and unwarrantable, and so contrary to the general spirit of the
Demoaatic party, {the foes of all monopolies,) that we apprehend
his coune upon this bill will be a serious injury to his political
reputation. It was a happy reply of his Democratfo oolleague,
Capt. Roedter, who remarked, at the end of Mr. Pugh's speech,
that he had just heard from his colleague as strong a speech in
behalf of an old monopolf, aa he bad ever heard in Europe from
any of the nobility of Germany.
It was stated by Mr. Pugh, that if members would suspend their
action upon the bill, remonstrances woold come poming in by
thousands from Cincinnati. The subject was poetponed a few
days, and an effort made to obtain aiglien to a remomtrance agaimt
the bill.
The Old school Faculty, astonished at the great number of
petitions upon this subject, which had come in from all parts of
the state to Columbus, infonned their friends that they would be
sore to defeat the bill by remonstrances from Cincinnati. .~The
friends of the aChool were appealed to, in a piteo111 way, to come
to the rescue now, as the Eclectics were about to cany a measure
which would tend to break down· the Old College. Men and boys
were hired to carry their remonstrances around, and gather up
signers, at tt.00 cent. a head for every signer. Meanwhile, it waa
judged proper by medical refonnera to bestir themselves, and secure
a full and fair expression of the people's will upon this question.
A petition, stating that the signers were in favor of the proposed
division of the hospital by the new law, was extensively circula..
ted by the friends of the Eclectic Medical lnstitwie, and the Botanico Medical College, and signed by an overwhelming majority
of the voters of the city.
Upwards of ten thousand of the citizens of Cincinnati signed
our petitions for equal rights, while the utmost efforts of the monopolists did not obtain even u many as fifteen hundred. When
the huge petition first sent up was unrolled, and appeared long
enough encircle the state house, filled with the greater portion of
the intelligence and respectability of the city, the members of the
Houe saw that the aasertiona as to the will of the people in Cincinnati being opposed to the new bill were entirely untrue. When
it was shown, also, that many of the signatures to the remonstrance
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had been procUMCI by f'n.wl, and that a number of the 1ipen had
certified to the fact that they had been impoeed upon by falai representations, and were in reality in favor of the bill,- the reaction
was complete. The speech of Capt. Roedter commented with
jut severity apon the mi1111anagement of the hospital by its present medical attendants; and the feeble eft'ort of Dr. Townshend
in defeiace of the monopoly, aa well aa the legal aophistries of
Mr.. Pugh, were 'demoliahed with CIU8hing power by the logic and
aarcasm of Mr. Reber. When the vote was talen, the bill passed
by a majority of tbirty-eeven to eighteen. We intend to procure,
if posaible, a full list of the eupporters and opponenta of this
measure in the Legislature, ia order that the people may see who
are the Old Hanken that defy the people's will, and that the
friends of medical reform may know who are their ataunch mends.
In the senate, thia Bill hu been defeated by a tnajority of 18 to
1'. Money and time have been liberally expended by our opponents, aud dishonorable u well ·&a honorable means, have been
ued to carry their points. Bat it ia all in vain, it is sheer nonaenae
to wute their energies in attempting to defeat that bill. We have
a majority, in the whole legislative body of fifty ·to thirty-seven,
in Cincinnati of aix to one, among the petitionel'I ; and in the
whole ata&e, the people are with us. The monopo1ista have not
hid the good l8Dle to submit quietly to their inevitable destiny ;
they are rejoicing in tile defeat of the bill, like a criminal reprieved
under a gallows ; nothing will stay them from their usual dog-in-themanger policy, but a thorough and eft'ectual drubbing to which they
shall be made fully welcome. They prefer to prolong their agony
another twelvemonth, so let it be !

We hope our friends will bestir themaeh·es, not only in procuring new and responaible aubacribera, but in forwardiDg their remittances aa speedily aa pouible. Every one who knows anything
about the large suma required to be upended in the }J'lblication of
thia periodical, will see at once the great neceseity of prompt payment on the part of the su.becriben.
)(.
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1Jart 1.--..®rlginal (ommunications.
ON THE FORMATION AND STRUCTURE OF
FISTULOUS PASSAGES. ·
BY W. BODENHAMER, M. D.

Tm~ tenn fistula, which signifies a pipe, and which in surgery
denotes the tube or conduit leadi~ from an abscess or cavity, is
frequently misapplied, or used in an mdefinite or vague sense; often
giving a very inadequate idea of the nature of the disease. Iniitead of simply denoting a pipt-likt sore, or the canal or medium
of conveyiI>:fS a fluid or extraneous matter to the surface, the term
is often applied to simple abscesses, or to suppurating excavations,
especially to all those 10 the vicinity of the anus. This departure
from its strict definition is doubtless caused by the fact tbat an
abscess most always precedes fistula, and that it is the initiative in
the production of fistula. Abscess and fistula generally stand in
the relation of cause and effect; hence this complication is usually
confounded, and the term fistula made to embrace too much. This
distinction, however, is important, and should not be lost sight of,
for the indications in the treatment of simple abscesses and fistulous
passages, are esentially different, as we will prove in our subsequent
articles on this subject. An abscess may exist without being fistulous, but it is liable sooner or later to become so, and the following is the process: After the pus in the first instance is evacuated,
its parietes do not approximate, and its cavity is not spontaneously
obliterated, but becomes lined with a pseudo-membrane; and establishet in its parietes one or more canals or tubes, which are also
lined with the same membrane; and through which it discharges its
secretions. An abscess may also become fistulous by its cavity
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gradually diminishi~ in size, until it becomes itself a simple tube
or sinus. It is in this manner that, in time, a definite o~tion
is finally established, constituting a fistula. There are, however,
some few fistule which do not commence in this manner; such for
instance as are the result of an obstruction or of a wound in an
excretory duct. The liquid which passes through the wounded
duct, in the last case, is diverted into the new channel, made by
the wounding instrument, and the fistula which is the result is merely a simple passage. Fistulm fonned from a wound differ very
essentially, however, from those caused by nature alone.
The discharge fro:n and through fistulous paBM.ges may present
characteristics of pus, gleet, aero-purulent, sanguineo-serous or
mucus, matt.er; bat the discharge varie1 like the cause, sometimes it is white and consistent, sometimes thin and ftaky, sometimes pure, and again mixed with the J»roduct of some natural
secretion, according to the location of the fistula, the general health
of the patient, the length of time the affection has subsisted, &c.
These accidental ana abnonnal passages are formed at the ex~n··e of all the tissues in their unmediate vicinity, taking the
elements of their organization from them; hence the fibrous, nervous, mucous and osseous tissues may all enter into their composition, according to the locality of the fistula. I, myself, have found
in their organization, mucous tissue, osseous substance, nerves,
veins, and cellular tissue, according to the parts in which they
originated, and through which the)' passed.
That these canals assume the mucous stmcture after giving passage for sometime to certain formations, and that they are anal~
to other mucous canals, may be demonstrated by removing the
thick false membrane which lines them, which can be done
by scraping; and a subjacent membrane will be found which
can scarcely be distinguished from true mucous membrane; be~
smooth, soft, villous and of a rosy color; and if examined with a
glass, the villosities may be distinctly seen. Below this may also
be found a fibro-cellular membrane, similar to that which surrounds
mucous membranes. To all appearance, this analogous or apparently 1J1ucous membrane dift'ers from the true one only perhaps by
the absence of follicles and a layer of epidermis.
These fistulous passages sometimes become insulated and change
into true excretory ducts, which present the same characters 10
whatever tissue the:y may be developed. They are generally single, but they sometimes ramify at their extremities, usually communicating with each other, 11.nd converging to one internal aper·
ture. Their direction is mostly tortuous, yet they are sometimes
straight and present numerous contractions and dilatations in their
course. The composition of their tissues being contractile, they,
like all other tissues of the organism, contract aa soon as they ceaae
to give passage to any liquid or diecharge; their parietes approach
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_,..other, they mite and finally clnnge into a flbro-cellular cor4
which sooner or later, partially or entirel;r diappears. A case of
tbia kind came under my own obeervation af New Orleans, in
March, 18''7. A black boy,~ twenty..ftve, the property of Mr.
P - , or Colmnbia, S. C., died of pnem_nonia. ~wo years ~
viomly, bowever, he had a large and complete fistula in ano, wliich
in oner: afterwanla entirely closed up and got well without any
medica or aurgi~l treatment whatever. An Autopsy was pennitted me. I coUld distinctly feel the remains of the fiatulous ~
which I completely dimected out. It meunred three inches m
~ and was frOm two to three lines in diameter; its ~etea
being firmly maited and having preciaely the appearance and the
feel
a cord. Since then, two similar ceaea have come under my

or

DOCice.

It ia in this way, then, that nature henelf sometimes cures fistuloaa ~· A new action takes place in them, they gradually
cea.e to give exit to their accustomed discharge, their cavity conaeqaendy contracta and becomes capillary, a union of their parietes
tUes place, and finally they are converteii into a fibro-cellular mass,
re.embling a cord, which may aooner or later al~er disappear.
They are developed at the cost of all the ti11Ue8 through wltich
they ~ and they diappear by reltoring again what they received
f'roln thoee tiauea.
A bowl~ of the phem>mena, relative to fistulle, is of vast
im~ to the succes8ful treatment of their varioua kinds, and
llMiald, therefore, be the great and principal objects of consideration
in oar indicationa.
The tnlth of theae obaenations has already been proved by
pllhol~ anatomy. Hunter was the first who noticed the formation of these apparently mucous ~s, and subsequently
n.z:11rea, who hU treated the subject in a masterly manner.
UllTILL&, Kv., March, 1849.

PNEUMONIC INFLAMMATION.
BY

a.

H. CHAIS, X. D.

So••

time in the year 18'7, I was called in rat haste to visit
a patient at one of t1ie principal hotels in this city. On reaching
hil bed side, I found Mr. L., a very respectable gentleman from
Greea ~' Ohio, laboring under the following symptoms : great
lulitade, chlllineu, cough and sense of oppi:ession, and tightness
about the ~a, the countenance e~uive of anxiety, respi=~laborioua, attended with a wlieezing, rollinff soUnd, aDd
•
hanhnese, tile tongue white and coiered with a transpa-
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rent mucus, the akin dry and hot with great mU8CUlar debility, aud
the febrile reaction very_ vehement.
Being convinced of the character of the disease, from the symptoms present in the case, I determined on the following course of
treatment: The patient waa a muscular and vigorous man in health,
of some forty years of age, and the attack recent and violent. I
gave him sixty gr. of our A. B. physic and podophyllum combined.
This combination acted as an emeto-cathartic. The object of this
preparation was to pr¢uce a ch&DRe in the excitability aD.d circulation of the system, which had a 6appy- eft'ect ~ a very_ short time.
A.t this stage of the case Drs. W. and B., of this city, came in,
having been called by different friends of the patient. Dr. W.,
looking at the cup from which the dose had been given, remarked,
that he approved of the size of that dose given, but continued that
the J>&tient must be bled copioaaly and that immediately; 'and on
Dr. B. reaching the room, he concurred in the same OJ.>inion. But
the patient, aa well as E~. H., who had charge of him, protested
against blood-letting, and resolved on abiding my course of treatment. The result was, in a few hours the medicine promptly
operated, and the ~tient experienced immediate relief, so mudi so
that when I entered the room some five hours after, he said he felt
almost well. When the emeto-cathartic had ceased to operate,
the patient was washed off in the alkaline bath. I then continued
the use of diaphoretics and corroborants; and in a short time my
patient was discharged.
CoNTRABT.-On enteri~ the room of my patient, I was informed that I had been called for, some two hours since, to see a gentleman (a country merchant) who was in an ad.joi~ room, who
was attacked much in the same way as Mr. L. had been. I soon
learned that other physicians had been procured, amo~ whom
were Dr. A., and J., and B., all of the Allopathic school. Venesection was the first measure agreed upon, ana by the time they had
taken fom 12 to 15 ounces of blood from the patient, syncope followed. At this period I was called into the room, and found the
~ient in a sinking state, the lips purple, the face and extremities
cold, the pulse small and laboring, the breathing short and hwried,
and at last drowsiness came, and aeath closed tlie scene. So much
for blood-letting in pneumonic inflammation.
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PRACTICAL FORMULA-PARALYSIS, &c.
BY DJI.. P • .F. SWKJ:T •

.Editor1 of .Eckctic Journal:
GENTLEMEN: In compliance with your n:<J.Uest, and with a
wish to advance the cause of medical refonn, I think practitioners
of the Reform system should report their success in practice to
your's or some other Journal, thereby intermingling their different,
peculiar modes of treatment, with the formula of their remedial
agents. If practitioners would generally adopt this course, medical
refonn would soon eradicate from the materia medica, those health.
destroying, and death-producing agents, mercury, arsenic, antimony,
and the lancet, with their different preparations, and they would
only be remembered as afents used in a less developed and enlight·
eoed age of the world.
do not consider myself qualified to write
for a medical Journal, but after reading your article to medical
practitioners, and on reflecting that I had frequently obtained valuable information from persons who had far less advantages in medical knowle~ than myself, it occurred to me, that probably, with
my feeble efforts, I might help the cause of medical prowess, by
giving some of my peculiar means and modes of curing disease . .
Very early in my career of practice with ve~ble remedies, I
discovered the disadvantage that Botanic J>hysic1ans labored under,
in having to administer large doses of cruae articles to produce the
desired effect ; and in search for knowledge, I got an idea from
Hahnemann, which has been of great use to me in preparing my
medicines, which I will give for the good of all whom it may
concern. I will give one formula, which will answer for a key,
bow any simple or compound medicine can be prepared, so as to
retain all of its active principles, and have it in a condensed form.
Foa111uLA.-Jlr Podophyllum 3 10, Sanguinaria Canadensis 3 2
coarsely powdered, put it in a bottle and cover with alcohol, let it
stand three or four aays, frequently shaking it, then filter through
paper, after it is done dropping, put the drugs in a mortar and pound
them well, then return them to the filter, and add fresh alcohol a
little more than enough to cover the drugs, and let this last liquor
teveral times pass through the drugs, and it will force out all of the
active principles from the inJlredients, with comparatively a small
quantity of alcohol. Then 1 use a common tm pint cup, set in
the top of a tea-kettle, filled with water, on the stove or l'umace,
let the liquor slowly evaporate (never let it boil) till it is ~uced
down. to the consistency of molasses, a.nd while hot, I add 3 12
powdered white sugar, the harder the grain the better, then add 3 2 ·
croton oil, 3 I oil of cloves. I first add a little salts of tartar to
the croton oil, to neutralize the.acrid principle of the oil; mix all
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together and let it be well incorporated, then spread on a large plate
to dry; it will become bani and crustr., then let it be well rubbed up
and passed through a sieve, and it will be fit for use. Dose for an
adult from one scruple to a ICl'Uple and a half. For the want of a
better name, I christened it " ri4 pouult.r." An experience of six
or seven years io. the use of this pre~on, in the treatment of a
great variety of caaes of diseaae, J:ias fully satisfied me of its value,
as a remedial agent, especially as a purptive and alterative. This
medicine eeema to exert a powerful action on the cutaneoua tissue,
rela~ the capillary veuels, and invariably producing per_spiration.
It also seems to have a controlling inftuence over ilie heart and
arteries. · In fact it seems to exert a specific action upan all the
aecreting and excreting vessels, penetrating and stimulatll>f{ them to
a healthy action. AJi:l in all tboee cases where mercury 11 supposed to be indicated, by the Old school pbysici&na, it is a complete
substitute for that mineral, and being a vegetable, it ia far preferable; for, after having its e&ct, it pasaes off, and leaves the system
free, whereas mercury fastens on the bones, and solids, and remains
like a corroding canker, rendering vast numbers feeble and debilitated for life. Ii-would be a happy event for mankind, if physicians
would, for once, divest themselves of their blind prejudice in favor
of the mineral, and consent, at least, to make trial of this vegetable subatitute. The plea that the vegetable kingdom, contains no
equivalent to mercury is no longer tenable ; then whr ahould not
physicians discard at once the uae of it, when it is admitted that
1n the aggre~te it bas proved a curse, a deatroyer of the human
race? The disuse of it, it is true, would lessen the employment of
the medical ~rofession ; but the satisfaction they must feel at the
pro~rtionate decrease of suffering among their fellow-beiTt will,
no doubt, richly compensate them for the pecuniary sacnfice. I
will enumerate some of the different forms of disease, which I ha\·e
been successful in curing, with this medicine, in conjunction with
our other known valuable medicines; this, of course, I consider
the Sampson. All the various fonns of fever, inflammatory rheumatism, chronic do., hydrothorax, or any form of dropsy, asthma,
croup, erysipelas, acarlet fever, small pox, meaales, cholera morbus,
epilepsy, or falling sickness, ~lysis, &c., &c.
I will state a case of Paralyn• :
Mr. Barnes, aged thirty, h8d been under the old treatment for
three years, till they said that medicine ceased to have any eff'ect.
The fact was, his money was all gone. His last resort was to go
to the alma house, or employ a Botanic t>hysician. The paralysis
was mostly confined to the right aide; it was with difficulty that
be could move about, or give utterance to words so as to be imdel'lstood. I commenced the treatment by given half drachm doses of
the "red poUHltr," to be repeated fYVety other night, and to have
the patient bathed with a weak solution of soda aDd salt, on going
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to bed every night. By following this course, he waa able to resome his work in two weeks, and was soon well. I will also state,
that I successfully treated four or five cases of epileptic fits, by
giving the above powders, every other night, and a tea of equal
parts of scull-cap and ~en rue, a tea cup full three times a daythis course to be followed up for four or five weeks. In cases of
imflammatory rheumatism, it gives immediate relief. In bad cases,
give the powders twice a day, and the sudorific drops in catnip tea
at night, and the alkaline bath to the whole surface, frequently.
This treatment will not disappoint any one,-it is sure.
PHILADELPHIA,

FEB. 3, 1849.

CATARRHAL CONSUMPTION .

Editor• of tlu Eclectic Medical Journal:
GENTLJ:HH: Perhaps the followi~ may in some way prove
interesting. If you think so you may give it publicity in your
nluable periodical. Shortly after I left the Institute, I was called
to see a boy, fourteen years of age, son of Mr. Daniel White, in
the most advanced stage of catarrhal consumption. He had been
treated by two Allopaths of considerable celebrity, and finally given
up as incurable. (Doctors Smith and Caufman.) I was prevailed
upon by several of my friends not to undertake the case, as it would
probably prove a failure and hurt our cause. However, I substituted a course of treatment, with a considerable degree of courage-knowing the efficacy of Eclectic practic.
I found him as follows: Severe cough, great soreness in the
cheat, respiration quick, laborious, and wlieezmg, pulse 140, expectoration purulent, and copious, high febrile exacerbations at ni~t,
profuse &nd exhausting night sweats, dropsical swellings on the
feet and abdomen, a highly dyspeptic condition _of the stomach-in
fact, almost every symptom indicating inevitable dissolution.
treatment was tfrst directed to the ·digestive functions. An
emetic of lobelia., ipecac, and sanguinaria, was directed which had
the double effect of cleansing the stomach, and of unloading the
bronchia of considerable phlegm, followed by a hydragogue purge,
A. B. powder, and sup. tart. potass, which partially removed the
dropsical accumulations, and also expelled some thirty lumbricoides.
An infusion of quassia excelsa was directed in doses of a table
SJ!<>Onful, three times a day, just before eating, which was continued until (together with an emetic and cathartic four days apart)
the digestive apparatus became improved. Beach's pulmonary
syrup was given then in the ordinary dose, and continuea until he
was cured, with an occasional omission of a week, until the atom-

Mr
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ach would regain its fonner susceptibility; during which interval
the quassia was given as above directed. While speaking of this
article, pennit me to urge a more extensive use of it. It will adapt
itself to more cases, I think, than any bitter tonic of the mat.en&
medica. It has less tendency to putrefaction, and is destitute of
those heating properties which befo?g to most others. It is pure
and bracing, being usefully adapted to debility of the digestive
organs. As a remedy, in female weakness, bilious and othervomitings, I think it has no parallel. Perhaps on a future occasion I
may present my views more at large, concerning the many circwnstances under which I have admirustered it, with the most conspicuous advantage.
His surface was washed twice a week with the ley wash, and
his extremities rubbed every night with a stimulating ointment,
with a ''iew of diverting the circulation from the lungs and inviting
it to the extremities, which were absolutely almost as dry and contracted as an enbalmed body. It had the desired effect. This was
continued during the whole course of treatment, diminishing the
number of times as we thought proper. He was so weak in the
spine that he was unable to stand without the assistance of crutches,
which defect I remedied by applying a. strengthening plaster, two
inches wide along the whole course of the spme from the base of
the brain to the coccyx with the part over the lumbar vertebne
widened out in the shape of a T.
This application proved so exceedingly beneficial, that I was induced to try it on various other occasions, and with the same success. Pregnant females, troubled with an incessant cough, weak·
ness in the back, &c., it is exceedingly valuable. A small room
was prepared for him to set in, for the purpose of inhaling the
smoke of tar. A small pan filled will coals, and pine chips put on
it was the mode. And more particulary, after each vomit, he sat
for an hour each time. I think more advantage will result from
inhaling the fume directly after an emetic, from the fact of emetics
expelling mucous from the longs, which favors the passage of the
hr through them. This was done every second day. An occasional hydragogue was given through the course, for the purpose
of preventing and dispersing dropsical swellings.
In less than four months aft-er, he was able to walk to my residence, a distance of three miles.
I forgot to mention, that the irritating plaster was used over the
region of the stomach, for some week.8, from the commencement.
Also, that the poot little sufferer was so extremely salivated that all
his teeth were loose; and that he contracted the affection through
exposure to damp air, whilst under the influence of calomel, given
for a fonner slight indisposition, without the proper direction.
My preparatory studies were in the office of an Allopathic phy·
sician, eminent in his profession, and as a matter of course, I would
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imbibe many or his views of the treatment of disease, and even
when I left the Institute, prejudices existed in my mind, F,icularly concerning venesection; but after testir:ig your principles, facts
compel me to declare publicly and privately (in defiance of all the
low charges, of root cfoctors, quacks, &c.) that Eclectic principles
are infinitely superior in removing all diseases, and e~ially iliose
of a chronic character. Every vestige of prejudice lias fled to the
four winds. I now only regret that I was so long in adopting what
I since have found so valuable.
I say farewell to Allopathy, not to its members and friends, but
to its principles. I now enter the new pathways of Eclecticism,
which will eventually shake the time-honored temple of Allopathy
to its foundation. Poor fellows I sympathize witn them. Tumwhv will you die.
if this is, in your jud~ent, worthy of publicity, publish it in
your Journal; and if you think it not, withhold it. I write not to
be heard, nor for the sake of writin~, but for the good of our common canse, so far as my capacity a.omits.
I hope for the welfare of the Faculty, under whom I had the
honor of studying, and for the rapid progress of Eclecticism.
Respectfully yours in truth,
DA YID

s.

PEFFER.

CHOLERA IN HOUSTON, &c.
RElU.R.KS ON THE TREATMENT OF CHOLERA IN llOUSTO:S, TEXAS,
.-1.:SD REPORT OF A. CASE OF

cm1.Br,.-1.1:ss,

PER:SIONES.

BY J. CAM. MASSIE, lit. D.

Editors of Eclectic Medical Journal:
G KNTLEMEN : We have just been presented with a copy of
your Eclectic Journal, by a gentleman of high literary attainments of this city, who is a wann friend to medical reform, and
who views with liberality the different theories of the present day.
As your object seems to be purely eclectic, which we define,
confining your teachings to no one sect of theories, but selecting and
choosing from the whole; and as this doctrine is so much in harmony and unison with my own feelings, I have concluded, at the
solicitation of a friend, to give you a brief idea of our treatment
or cholera, and to report a recent and interesting case of chilblains.
It would be well for me to say, that I reject no system on account
of its theory, and have been regularly nurtured in an Allopathic
school, but have Jong since learned that there were valuable remedies in the science of medicine, which did not belong !trictly to
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Allop&thy. The conaequence with me has been, that I have
endeavored to make myself acquainted, not only with Allopathy,
but with the different theories of Curtis, Beach, Priessnitz, and
Hahnemann, and have, as I conceived, practically received v&luable infonnation from each.
The cholera has just ceased in this city, and it might probably
be interesting to your readers, as I before observed, to have a succinct account of the treatment which we found most beneficial in
our practice. We had considerable opportunities to teat the value
of remedies, as the diseaae was almost exclusively confined to the
lower classes. My auociate, Dr. H. C. Parker, and myself,
adopted a course of treatment, which, in our orinion, succeeded
well. In genen.l, we were seldom called unti the eva.cuations
were copious, and not unfrequently until collapse had taken place.
Our treatment was general, not confined to any system. At the
commencement of the epidemic, I pulwl calomel to some extent,
and regret to add, in most cases the results were not favoi;able. I
then resorted, in connection with my associate, to arrest the vomiting and p~ing, to the HomCBOpathic preparation of "era.tn.un and
cuprum, which. were alternated every ten or twenty minutes. In
no instance do I recollect of its failing to allay the initability of
the stomach, and in most instances arrest the discharges from
the alimentary canal ; when, however, it failed to do so, a glyater
of starch, catechu, and opium succeeded well. To produce reaction, and a free determination to the surface, a.s well as to allay
general excitement, and keep up arterial action, we .combined
equal portions of the tinct. opii, tinct. kino, tinct. camphor, with
a few drops of the oil of black pepper, given in small doses at
short intervals, sometimes altemated with Dover's p<>wders, which
succeeded most admirably : we resorted to connter-uritation, but in
no instance did we perceive any beneficial results from it-the
flesh-brush is far J>referable. In some few instances we resorted
to number six and the antispasmodic tincture, which seldom failed
in asaisting reaction, but the results~which followed were generally
of a typhoid character, which result induced us to abandon it.
In the stage of collapse, or that stage approachi~ to it, we found
cold taa.ter the great sheet-anchor. We generally stripped our patient, made the assistants hold him up, and would tum ?ram fifteen
to twenty buckets of cold water upon him ; immediately wrap
him up without wiping, in a warm blanket ; apply bot bricks
around him ; and we are conscientious in affirming, that from a
pulseless situation, in a few minutes the pulse would be perceptible, and continue to rise, under the use of friction and the prescription which we have given. When reaction was once established, we immediately resorted to quinine, with the happiest
eft'ects. We would remark, that we ueed the favorite presen~on
of Dr. Graves, acetatia plumbi and opiUD1, and in 1C11De tues with
beneficial results.
01g1tized
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I was called some two months since to see Mi88 H., a very

interesting young lady of this city, who was laboring under cA.ilblaiu, aDd who had auft'ered for the Jaat ten years the most excruciating ~ny; the feet and hands were both diseased, and upon
every~ of the weather, they would burst, and produce a
moat ·
aemation.; during no time, within that specified, was
she a e to walk a q.uarter of a mile, without great suffering, and
d~ the whole time, ten days had never elapsed without her
being confined. She dare not wash in cold water-every indulgence of this character was followed by an aggravation of her
symptoms. When she applied to me, great inroaaii had been made
~ her coDStitution; the parts were very much inflamed, of a
livid hue, itching very severe, and, as usual, unable to stand. She
inCormed me she had been under the care and treatment of distinguU.hed physicians, both in Missouri and Arkansas : under these
circumstances, I had no hope of givi~ her any relief, as I waa
aware, from her statements and those of her frierids, that my medical brethren had probably exhausted their skill, and with but little

llUCCe88.

To attempt a treatment, therefore, under the estab-

liahed principles of Allopathy, I viewed as folly, as eve!J' thing
I ~ had been tried. In this dilemma, I was candid witli
the
, and aaared her that I thought it questionable about
giving r any relief, but would examine her caae thoroughly, and
give lier ua opinion in a few days. I commenced that examination with Curtis, Beach, Elliotson, and the whole catalogue J I
found in aeveral a treatment that had not been adopted. l allO
eDmined Hahnemann on chronic diseases, and found he viewed
mJ~ar almost as a specific in the disease, but from the manner in
which itwaa ordered induced me to have, I may say, no confidence
in it ; but to gratify a curiosity of my own, and please rather a
tMim of my associate, I conclUded to give the remedy, as no danger could result from it. I prepared ten powders of the Sll88l of
milk, sa&urated them with two ·drops of the thirty-first dilution,
ordered one every night, and in connection ordered, when the paina
were severe for the first week, to pour cold water ut>?n the affected
para. In a few days an evident change was manifest; the same
00'8'le was ~ in until a few days ago, when the lady ~d
me a viait, and, with a countenance beaming with gratitUde,
amnd me she waa ~rfectly well. She has stift'ered no pain or
inconvenience for the last seven weeks ; walked some two or three
milet a day or two ago, without any inconvenience ; the affected
parts have become am.Oath and healthy, and, to every appearance,
eoand. I had forgot to mention that upon every change
er her noee woald 6ecome of a blood-red, which symptom
bu alao en&irely disappeared. In conclusion, I view tliis aa a
remarkable cue, and more ao the treatment.

pe'::!t

or

Hovnolf, February 1•, 18'9.
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REPORT
OF TH&

SELECT COMMITTEE ON HOUSE BILL NO. 118.
IN S1:NAT11:, MARCH 7, 1849.-Tbe select committee to which
was refetTed House Bill No. 118, "further to amend an act entitled an act to establish a Commereial Hospital and Lunatic Asylnm for the state of Ohio, passed January 22, 1821,'' had the same
under consideration, and now
·
REPORT:

That although the majority of the committee on Medical Colleges and Societies are quite liberal in charging the friends of this
bill with a resort to means calculated to mulead the members of
this body, and to conceal the truth for the purpose of "making
the worse appear the better case," yet your committee will not
attem_l)t to viooicate the friends of the bill against charges thus
~utously made. There is not only no evidence of a resort to
such means by the friends of the bill, but a comparison of the
'languagt of their petitions, with that used by the remonstrants,
~nt 6e some proof who was anxiolUl to "make the worse appear
the better cause." While the fonner presents the matter to the
public and the General Assembly, clearly and with a full uplanation of the ob~cts of the bill, the latter leaves all in douDt, and
cultivates the idea that "all the professors and students are to be
adniitted into the same wards of the Hospital at the same time> to
manage and control the patients in the same wards in utter confusion ; and that the trustees of the township are to be ejected out of
the Hospital." All this is mere surmise; neither the bill itself,
nor any thing which its friends have done or intend to do, will for a
moment warrant such a conclusion. It is said by the majority,
that to allow the patients to choose their own physicians, would
lead to the worst of consequences. Your committee cannot come
to that conclusion, and, if 1t were allowed an opinion on the subject, would express the very opposite. Within the proper limits
and under proper regulations, such as may be made, and such as
the bill contemplates, the most beneficial results must follow.
Much is said by the majority, and very justly, of the importance
of peace and quiet of mind to the sick, and in connection with
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this subject, the committee afilrm the importance, if not the absolute necessitr, of the languishing patient's faith in his medical
attendants. Why not, then, give tlie unfortunate the opportunity
of aiding in his own cure oy the exercise of that faith in an
attendant of his own choice? If he cannot have that choice when
he desires it, but is obliged to submit to a course of treatment
which he distrusts, and in which he has not full confidence, all
must acknowlec:fge that his chances for a SJ?Eledy recovery must be
~y diminished. So Powerful an effect does the " faith in the
doctor of one's own choice" produce on the disease, that some
very learned physicians of tlie old school are in the habit of
attributi~ .many, if not all the recoveries that take place under
Homrepatajc treatment, to faith in the physician.
But to allow the inmates of the Hospital, on entering the same,
to make choice of a physician, is said to be almost entirely impracticable. Your committee is not preeared to say how far such
a principle is practicable: but believe it will be prudent t0 give
such privileges, and experience, under the direction of humanity,
will prove how far the same is practicable, and to that extent your
committee go-the bill goes no farther. The bill contemplates a
classification of the patients as they enter, between the different
departments, unless the patient expresses a decided preferenee for
some one deputment over another, in which case the wish of the
patient shall be complied with as far as practicable. This is the
langWlge of the bill, and is so clear that none can misunderstand
it. No one is to be catechised as to his choice, but all are left
free to choose his medical attendant or not, as he pleases. While
each department is to be equally and fairly dealt by in res_eect to
~ents, none will be admitted to either department, except m re111dar alternate order, unless a preference is expressed by tlie
~ent, as before sta.ted.
If a diilicult, novel, complicated, or obscure case of disease
occurs, and the attending physicians are not satisfied about it, certainly, if it be the patient's wish, the medical attendant ought to
have the right to call in any physician to his aid, whether he
belong to either of the attending faculties, or is unconnected with
the Hospital. The bill provides for this contingency, by allowing
the physician to call counsel, since no one is so wise but that some
other one may know thi~ beneficial on such occasions; and it
might happen that a physician in the city could render aid on particular occasions, better than any one else, even though he was
not a professor in either college.
It is said by the majority, that no motive of monopoly induced
the state to establish this Hospital. But it is also stated, that " it
wu not intended for a school of clinical in8'ruction." This
your committee conceives to be an error, no doubt unintentional,
but the eighth section of the act founding the Hospital, provides
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that the faculty "may prescribe regulations," and under such regulations, "introduce the pupils of the Medical College of Ohio into
nid Hospital, to witness die treatment of patients there a88embled."
The facUlty has, by regulatioll8, constituted a school for clinical
ill8truction, and given clinical lectures in a lecture room in the
Hospital, accordingly. The fact was apparent to the Legislature
then, as it would be now, that such institutions were connected
with medical colleges both in Europe and America, and that to
enable the young men preparing themselves for the very high and
responsible duties pertaining to the practice of medicine, and to
qualify them as fulfy as they ought to be, it was all-important that
such an institution should be established in such a situation as that
the medical 8'tldentB of Ohio could have the benefits of clinical
instruction without being dependent for that instruction upon the
eastern schools. The General Assembly, acting under these views,
as well as for the other benevolent purpose of providi~ a home
and a resting place for the sick and the aftlicted, established the
Commercial Hospital at Cincinnati. It was as well a school of
clinical instruction as an alms house ; nor does your committee
agree with the majority, that it is detracting from the benevolent
intention of the Legislature, or the people of Ohio, to suppose
while they establishe<l an institution for the benefit of the poor and
the distressed, they at the same time established in that institution
such a regulation as will enable those to whose skill and practice
the people will submit, to be well qualified to practice with honor
and success to themselves and the medical profession, and safety to
those who shall fall under their charge. It is said by the majority,
that it was made the "duty " of the faculty of the Medical College of Ohio to attend the Hospital. It is true, the term "duty_"
is used in the law, but the term pricikge would have expressed the
idea much more distinctly. The law confers the pricilege on the
faculty to attend the Hospital, and for its prescriptions for the
patients, under its own regulations, admits its students for clinical
mstruction; but it was not intended to be an exclusive privilege
forever. The state of Ohio has given that faculty the use of more
than forty thousand dollars of the public funds, upwards of
twenty years ago, to build up a college and furnish it, and has
given the faculty the Pficilege (or made it their duty, if you please)
to lecture and receive the income, without rendering any return to
the state, except in instruction to medical students, and prescri~
tions for the sick. It is said, the faculty has performed these services "without fee." Is not the attr&ction for students to their
college, presented in their clinical advantages, an ample compensation 'f If not, wh1 not now relinquish a share to other hands,
and be dischar~. in part from these onerous duties imposed?
Why labor so vigilantly to shut out others from the privileges so
necessary to the public welfare?
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The majority ask, "Will the bill destroy the monopoly?" and
then affinll that u three schools may monopolize as well as one."
It will be recollected that these three schools embrace the two great
classes of medical men-the old 1ckool and the reformera. The
eclectic school is not bound to any of the exclusive systems of the
past-is liberal and enl~ in its viewa-condemns none for opinion sake ; and while it embraces a large portion of the practice and
teachings of the old school, it is not op~d or indifferent to the
improvements which have been made by those not directly in its
own ran.ks. The reformers treat all knowledge and improvement
with res~ and venerate true science .wherever found. They do
not deem oeinions necessarily erroneous because such opinions are
new. Having an equal knowledge of the old school practice· with
its friends, ana studying all their writi_ngs, teachings and scientific
disquisitions, the reform school has the advantage of a thorough
knowledge of the practice of both. This being the character o(
the reformers, no mono~ly can exist, as all will be free to attend
their teachings, witness their practice, and receive their instructions.
The ana~ment proposed by this bill will not only confer the
~ ~ on tlie greatest number, but the benefits will extend
equally to all, and there will be no "privileged few," to the exclusion of the many.
It is cha~ by the majority, that the argument used by the
friends of this bill would (if unsuceessful) throw open the doors of
all the benevolent institutions of the state. Your committee cannot view the matter in that light. No analogy whatever exists between the Commercial Hospital and the Asylums located in this
city. But it is believed no good reason can be assigried why the
General Assembly might not confer on the faculty of the Starlinp
Mulieal College the privile~ to visit those asylums, with thell'
students in proper numbers, and under proper regulations, and consult
with the uperintendents respecting the inmates. That medical and
surgical cliniques might be fumisned from these institutions without
the slightest detriment to the invalid and the sick, and to the great
benefit o medical science and medical students, your committee
does not doubt. Especially so, since clinical lectures are not necessarily given in the Iied rooms of the sick, but may be given with
equ91 advantage in apartments beyond the hearing and disturbance
ol the la~ahlng patient, from notes quietly taken by the attending physician at the bedside.
. ·
]t is ftuther stated by the majority, that the CommeNial Hospital
i.a not a stale institution because it depends for its support on the
tas-~yen of Cincinnati. In reply, your committee beg leave to
intrOduce a statement of the finances of the Hospital as reported
by the trustees of Cincinnati township in their last financial report,
dated 6th March, 1848. Thia report shows most clearly that, instead of &be Hospital being a source of expeuae to the township, it
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has yielded a handsome income. The Hospital not only supports
itself, but pays several thousand dollars toward supporting the paupers of that township. The items relative to the Hospital, in the
account, stand thus :
RECEIPTS OJ' H08PJTAL.

Amount received from
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

auction duties and licenses,
•4,381
Hamilton co. for keeping lunatics, 4,869
Cuyahoga co.
do.
do.
464
Millcreek tp. for keeping paupers, 226
Darke co. for keeping lunatics,
124
Green tp. for keeping paupers,
61
Colerain tp. for do.
do.
46
Sycamore tp. for do.
do.
6
Springfield tp. for do.
do.
32
Miami and Clermont counties for
keeping paupers,
58
S. Surveyor of the port for
" U. Cin'ti,
"
for keeping boatmen, 1,025
"
"
Sundry persons in the Hospital, 2,184
Amount due from Hamilton county for keeping lunatics, 1,306
Amount due from Millcreek, Colerain Fulton, Miami
and Union townships,
734
And from sundry persons for keeping lunatics in Hospital, 1, 108
Amount of tazea to meet expense,

-

-

-

-

-

-

67
87
00

00
00
42
28
46
56
28

50
77
25
54
86

•16,619 46
6,983 97
•23,603 43

EXPENDITURES.

Amount paid for support of Hospital,
"
"
Fuel used in Hospital,
"
"
Steward, nurses, cell-keepers and
others in the Hospital,
"
Interments, includiiig coffins, &.c.
"

$16,271 39
2,121 22
3,481 27
1,749 55

$23,603 43
From ·these certified statistics, it will be seen that Cincinnati
township raised by tax, $6,983 97, a sum not by any means sufficient to support the paupers of the township, if they were supported
elsewhere than in tlie Hospital. By the annual report of die trustees of the township, for the year ending the first of January, 1849,
it appears that there was in the Hospital 203 resident township paupers at that time ; and it further appears from the report of the
township trustees of 1st January, 1848, there were in the Hospital,
1.26 resident township. paupers. The average for those two years
is 164 resident township paupers to be supported by the Hospital.
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By the law, the Hospital is allowed to charge $2 per week for
keeping strangers. Now if we charge the township $1 25 per
week only, which is very cheap, for keeping these 164 paupers, it
would amount to $10,660 .. This amount the township now pays,
under the regulations of the Hospital, with $6,983 97 in taxes.
Thus is will be seen that the township is the gainer by the operation of the Hospital system, of a sum of $3,676 03.
How do these facts compare with the statement made by the majority, that "eleven thousand dollars arc now raised by the townshi:P
of Cincinnati, to pay the deficit of the Hospital exp:inses." It is
true the trustees of the township report that they 11ave expended
$14,789 18, for the relief of out door poor, and it is proba.ble they
wish to add that sum to the Hospital expense, and this may accowit
for the $11,000 00 certificate referred to by the majority.
It is further stated by the majority, that the affairs of the township of Cincinnati, are so interwoven with the Hospital affairs, as
to render it impossible to separate them. The thousands who have
petitioned the General Assembly, by their earnest petitions affirm
to your committee, that the fact is otherwise. The bill provides
for the appointment of a board of managers, who shall arrange
matters for attending the sick, as well as the insane. Certainly,
this board will do nothing to jeopardize the comfort or the lives of
the inmates. 'Ve cannot in advance pronounce them destitute of
benevolent feelings, and other qualities necessary to the carrying
out in a proper manner, the provisions of the bill. The bill, as
your committee understand it, does not propose to interfere in any
manner, with the rights, privileges or dutie1 of the township trustees. It leaves them and their authority just where it finds them.
The bill only affects the medical management of the Hospital,
which never was in any manner subject to the control of the township trustees. The original law precluded them expressly from it,
except so far as the appointment of stewards, nurses and servants
were necessary. That law did not ~ive them the power to appoint
an "apothecary or ho'Ule 1urgeon, ' or to direct in any manner,
with reference to clinical lectures. The bill only substitutes the
three faculties for one, and the board of managers, are only for the
medical and surgical management of the Hospital. They are to
do for the several faculties, just what the faculty of the Medical
College of Ohio, did for itself, independently of the trustees of
the township. No change in the mode of providing for the man~ment of paur.rs, is contemplated, nor in the manner of providing for the sic •
But the majority say the matter has not been publicly-discussed,
and that petitions, no matter how nwnerous, ought no~ to be regarded. From each of these propositions, your committee respectfully
dissent. This controversy commenced in 1846, as may be seen in
the public docupients of the state of that y~ar. Petitions were
11
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sent into the General Assembly by the friends of the principles of
this bill, while the trustees of Cincinnati township sent in their
remonstrances. During the last summer, and the previous winter,
the substance of the bill was made the subject of public lectures,
before numerous meetings in the city of Cincinnati. Daily papers
to the number of many thousands, circulated among the people,
discussions and notices of the increasing interest of the controversy.
The majority inquire, "where is the necessity for this change?"
This interro~tory comes to the gist of the controversy, and your
committee will proceed to give several reasons whv the change
should be made. The first reason, and one of the greatest impor·
tance is, that the change is necessary to the welfare of the unfortunate victims of disease, themselves. All other reasons sink into
utter insignificance when compared with this. By the contemplated change, they will have the benefit of the skill and talents of the
most distm~shed physicians of the rival schools. A desire to present a record of the most successful practice, will stimulate the
faculties to extraordinary efforts, and in every department of medical practice at the Hospital, the sick and the insane will derive a
superior benefit. At present the sick have no more than the ordinary attentions, incident to undisturbed security, and an incidental
reward, to their medical attendants. By the change they will have
three house physicians to attend them constantly; each stimulated
by a laudable ambition to serve and to relieve, each being obliged
'to keep a record, and open that record, to the inspection of a rival
in his profession. The utmost vigilance, care, kindness, and proper treatment of the patients, may be certainly anticipated from tlle
result.
Who cannot see that under such an administration, thou$h no
one faculty may have the same opportunities for giving chniral
instructions, as has the present faculty, yet it will be infinitely to
the advantage of the sick; not only so, but the community at large
would be greatly benefitted by the regular monthly and quarterly
reports to be made from journals kept by each department. From
such statistical minuteness, a Yery correct estimate can be made ol
the relative merits of the rh-al schools, and the relative value ol
their plans of treatment. Is there no reason to believe there mighl
be a change for the better, by exriting physicians to extra exertiom
and watchfulnesi::, if even there be no difference in skill? Has thf
success in that Hospital been such as to recommend it to the con·
fidence of the public? Has not the confidence of the State beer
misplaced? By the last annual report of tlie Hospital, dated Jan
uary 1st, 1849, the whole number admitted, are reported as patients
in the Hospital. That number is 2581, of whom 306 died. Bu
there is a gross inaccuracy in the Hospital report, which has lee
the majority into the same error. That inaccuracy consists in ad
ding the resident township paupers to the list of patients. For i
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the footings of the columns in the table of diseases, mentioned in
the report and headed " admitted," be put together, they show all
the cases of diseases treated during the year, to have been only
1711, instead of 2681, as stated by the majority. The remaining
869 being paupers in the poor-howe department, and not patients.
This correction shows a fatali1f of about 20 per cent., or, iliat about
one out of everr five of the patients, died. There were 17Hl cases
treated (exclusive of small-pox) and of these 288 died, being an
average of one death to every 6, 94-100, cases treated. The most
uomcce9Bful year for the Baltimore Hospital (except in cholen.
RUOna) shows 2429 cases treated and !186 deaths, bei~ one case
to every 8t cases treated. In ~rd to the Baltimore Hospital, the
&&tending physician occupies in his repart, three or four closely
printed pages, in excuses and apologies for such extraordinary
fatality that year. In I834 (a cholera season) the number of pa:tients admitted into one of the New York Hospitals was 1721, and
the nwnber of deaths were 174, the fatality as shown by the report
of the Hospital, is about one tenth of the whole nmnber treated. The number of patients admitted to the Chelsea Marine
Hoqlital, Massachusetts, for a series of years, was 9170, and the
number of deaths, for the same time, were 633, being an average
of one death to every seventeen cases treated. The whole number
of patients admitted to the Commercial Hospital at Cincinnati, (exclmive of small-pox,) in eight years, ending January 1, 1849, waa
9498, of whom I251 died, an average of one death to every 7,
69-100 cases treated. The account stands thus:
Chelsea, 9170 ~sestreated, 633 deaths-I to 17.
Commercial Hospital, Cincinnati, 9498 cases treated, 1261
deaths-I to 7t.
Or, if the worst years are compared, the exhibit will be as follows:
New York Hospital, cases treated 1721, deaths 174, or 1to10.
Commercial Hospital at Cincinnati, cases treated 1712, deaths
288, or I to 6 94-100.
Baltimore Hospital, cases treated 2429, deaths 286, or 1 to 8t.
The whole number of cases treated in all the Hospitals of France
in 1835, was 697,302, and the whole number of deaths were
46,303, or 1 death to 13.
.
In the Hospitals of Paris, in 1840, the whole number of cases
treated was 83,644, of which 7,089 died, or I to I l 4-5.
Your committee have selected from the report qf the Commercial Hospital a number of forms of disease, and the reported deaths
caused by those diseases, for the purpose indicated below:
Typhoid Fever, -

Typhas

"

Cau tf'eated. Deatlu.
46
iO
.. 78

.Bl
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Chronic Diarrhcea,
Jaundice,
Ulceration of the Bowels,
Acute Diarrhaia,
Typhoid Pneumonia, Gastritis,
-

[April,

CtUu treated.
89
-

Deat41.

15
61
44
13
11

20
3
68

4
6
3

347
134
Average, one death to every two and an half cases treated.
Believing the proportion of deaths to the whole number of patients treated in the Hospital, in the fonns of disease, above specified, to be unusually great, your committee addressed, to a number
of the physicians of this city, a letter in the following form:
"SENATE CHAMBER,

CoLUMBus, March 2, 1849.
-,M.D.

Sir: Being desirous to report intelligently on the bill
relating to the Commercial Hospital at Cincinnati, as a select committee on that subject; and lacking the facts necessary to enable me
so to re}l?rt, I have taken the liberty of enquiring respectfully of
you, at what :£lroportion to the whole number of patients treated in
your practice, aoes mortality occur in the following forms of disease:
Typhoid Fever; Typhus Fever; Chronic Diarrhrea; Jaundice;
Ulceration of the Bowels; Acute Diarrhrea; Typhoid Pneumonia;
Gastritis.
I find, dear sir, by examining the statistics of the Commercial
Hospital at Cincinnati, the mortality is stated at abont one-fifth of
the whole number treated, and in the above specified cases the fatal
results are much greater. Please answer this line at an early day,
in which you will have the goodness to say, whether or not I am
at liberty to use your answer publicly.
·
Trnly yours,
JoHN

F.

BEAVER.

DR. CASE IN REPLY.

CoLUMBus, March 6, 1849.
JOHN

F. BxA vER, EsQ.
Sir: In reply to yours of the 2d inst., I would say that,

judging from what data I have, mortality occurs in the foJlowing
proportions in my practice, in the diseases you specify. In Typhoid
fever, I in 15; Chronic Diarrhrea, 1 in 30; Uncomplicated J aundice, none fatal; Ulceration of the Bowels, I in 20; Acute Diarrhrea, not more than I in 50; Typhoid Pneumonia, 3 cases, none
fatal; Gastritis, about 1 in 16. You can use this publicly if you
wish.
D. CAsa.
Your committee baa received other answers, some v.erbal and
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written, which so nearly coincide with the above that it is

deemed unnecessary to insert them at length. Upon the whole, the
remit of the practice in this city, would indicate the mortality to
be, about one in every thirty cases treated of the forms of diseases
above seecified. your committee is further infonned, from the
most reliable sources, that the fatality in Hospital practice is necessarily ~er than in private. But the difference being so very
great, in the same forms of diseases, it would seem to your committee, radical deficiencies must exist in the treatment of patients
at the Commercial Hospital, which call for a salutary change.
It may be supposed, the extraordinary fatality of the cases in the
Commercial Hospital will be, in some measure, attributed to the
fact that a large po1tion of the inmates, were boatmen from the
river, afilicted witli the dangerous diseases incident to the southern
climate to which they are exposed. When we look at the report,
however, we find of that class 847 admitted, of whom only .2.2 died,
or about 1 in 16. The mortality among the resident township
paupers seems, on the contrary, to be mucn greater. Of 689 townShip paupers, who were necessarily residents of Cincinnati, the
report shows that sixty died, and your committee is not aware that
the city of Cincinnati is more unhealthy than other large cities;
but on the contrary it has the reputation of being one of the most
healthy in our land.
As it is more than probable, that scourge of humanity-the
Cholera, will visit our country this year, your committee thinks it
proper, to give some statistics relative to the successful treatment of
that disease, by the rival schools. When it made its appearance
among us several years ago, the deaths appear to have been from
o.oe-tliird to one-half of al1 the cases treated by the old school physicians. Nine cases of cholera were treated at the Commercial
Hospital during the present year, of which five died, showing that
no improvement has been made in treating that disease at the Hos}Htal, as its mortality is about the same as when it visited our
country before. Your committee has been furnished with statistics
of the treatment of cholera, by both Homreopathic and Allopathic
~fesson, in their respective Hospitals, and it is thought proper to
introduce briefly their reports. In a medical work, entitled "A
Concise View of Homreopathy," published in Dublin in 1845, will
be found statistics as follows:
The average proportion of deaths in Paris, from Cholera, treated
ander the Allopathic practice, was 49 per cent., while that, under
tllle Hom~patllic, was only 7t per cent. In Vienna, (Aus.,)
. - . tile former, the deaths are reported at 31 per cent., while
under the latter it was only 8 per cent. In Bourdeau."t, death occurred under Allopatlaic treatment at the rate of 67 per cent., and
aoder Homa!Opathic 17 ~r cent. only. The general average in
tbe places mentioned wall stand thus: Allopathic 49 per oent.,
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Hom<Bp&thic Iot per cent. The record of mortality in twenty-one
Hospitals in Europe, shows the avera~ deaths under AJlopatbic
treatment, to be 66* per cent., while in ten Hospitals where the
cholera patients were under Homceopatbic treatment, the average
deaths from that disease, was llt onfy. In a report published liy
the authorities of Piachnowitz, (in Prussia,) will be seen that
680 cases of cholera were treated as follows: 278 treated Homreopathically, of which 27 died; 881 treated Allopathically, of which
18.2 died. The proportions of deaths under Homreopathic treatment
was IO 8-10, while under that of· Allopathy, it was 33 per cent.
In "The American Journal of Hommopathy,'' may be seen the
following statistics: In the Protestant half-orphan asylum, sixth
Avenue, New York, during seven
from 1836 to 1842, inclusive, there were 868 children, o whom 2.2 died. During that
period the asylum was under Allopathic treatment. Dori~ the
subsequent five years, this asylum •as under Hommopathio treatment, and the numller of children was 864, of whom six died.
Ratio of deaths under Allopathic treatment, 1 in 39; under Hommopathic, 1 in 144. In "Little's Journal of Foreign medicine,"
page 94, it is stated, that 16,980 Syphilitic patients were treated in
the Hospitals in Sweden, during a period of five years-that 6707
of whom were treated dieteticaly, (or taking no medicine,) and six
weeks were, in ~nera.l, sufficient for a cure. The relapses were 7t
per cent. ; and that 10,278 were treated upon the mercurial plan,
and of these the ratio of relapses was 14 per cent.
The books consulted, and the reports and statistics referred to
by your committee, are believed to be those of standing authority
among medical men, and the results would strongly indicate that
the public, as well as the patients, in the Commercial Hospital,
would be greatly benefitted by the introduction of these vast im~vements in medicine into that institution. Your committee is
IDformed that the ECLECTIC practice, which this bill proposes to
introduce into the Hospital, includes Homreopathy, and that the
principles of Homceo~thy are t.:ught in the Eclectic College. It
· is also chwned by the Eclectic Faculty, and by a numerous portion
of the community that the peculiar course of practice pursued by
those professors, is still more successful than the Homceopathic
treatment alone. The Eclectics further claim, that, though Hom<l!opathy is peculiarly applicable to some case1, and su~rior as a whole
to the old practice, yet, from a judicious discrimination, many
cases are believed to exist, in which the Homceoeathic remedies
are insufficient. But in these cases, other remedies are applied
under the Eclectic practice with the happiest results, and in none
more BO than cases of Asiatic Cholera.
The majority urge objections to the provisions of the bill, which
your committee will now proceed to answer briefly. One .objection
IS made to that part of the bill which provides for the appointment

Tears,
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of a Board of Managers, to consist of one from each of the three
faculties, and this is called unfair. Your committee can discover
nothing unfair in such an arrangement, except perhaps it coerces
an unwilling party to yield a portion of a common right to others,
only equally deserving. "Should it so happen (say: the majority)
that two of the facufties should issue a certain order, which the
other faculty deemed injurious to the institution and its inmates, the
dissenting factulty must yield its own better judgment, even though
based upon many years of hospital experience, for the almighty
power of a majority has been wielded against them." Your committee is aware that it is an effort of great virtue for old incumbents
in honorable and profitable offices to surrender any portion of their
fonner prerogatives. But no ground for apprehension exists. The
bill provides that the division shall be equal, and except the division, and the plan for the quarterly reports of the house physicians,
there can be no dispute, the decision of which will be of any serious moment. There is no danger, therefore, of the majority oppressing the minority. From the situation of the several faculties,
there is no reason to apprehend any two will be disposed to oppress
the other: a.nd your committee is of opinion that the passage of this
bill will, by uniting the interests of tbe faculties as to the division
of the Hospital, and making them better acquainted personallydo away with many of the dreaded asperities. The mutual interest existing among the students, meeting to attend the same lectures,
and the information to be obtained by attending clinical lectures in
the different schools, will be safe grounds against any discord or
contention that would seriously threaten the success of either. That
doctors, like other men, may disagree, is ver)' true, but in this in.
stance, it will be the interest pf all to harmonize, and that interest
will soon dictate the means to subserve the interest of all the facul.
ties and their students.
The 11th section of the bill, which provides for the appointment
of members of the board, by the city council, is also objected to
by the majority. They represent that provision as contemplating
the appointment of members of the board to fill accidental vacan.
cies. Thus the majority misrepresents the motives of the friends
of the bill.
The Proviso to the eleventh section declares, that if there be
but two members of the board of managers aepointed by their
respective faculties, and the third faculty refusing, for the space
of ten days after notice, to appoint, then and in tliat contingency,
the city council shall appoint, &.c. That provision is perhaps in.
dispensable to the attainment of the intention of the bill, i. e., tke
certain appointment of one member to represent each faev.lty, in
the board of managers; for if one faculty refused to appoint, the
object of the law would be defeated. It is proper that the board
consist of three members, and these, if not appointed by the fac-
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ulties respectively, are to be appointed by the city council, so that
neither shall have the advantage over the other, by having two
physicians of the same school m the board, and to that end it is
provided that the one appointed by the council shall be nwt ral as
far as possible, and shall not be a physician. But if, after such
appointment by the council, the reffisi~ faculties or faculi, shall
comply with the law in relation to appointment, then the privilege
may be resumed at any time by them.
The majority object, with great force and propriety, to that provision of the bill authorizing the students to follow the faculty
through the wards of the Hospital, by which "a crowd of care· less strangers will surround the couch of anguish.,, The custom
in eastern hospitals, your committee is informed by good authority,
has been to permit the entire class to follow the faculty through the
sick rooms. -From motives of humanity, such as expressed by the
majority, that custom has been abolished in the Commercial Hospital, and the bill has been prepared with an anxious eye to that imErovement. This motive prompted the friends of the bill to limit
the number to" not more than twenty." The present arra~
ment in the Commercial Hospital allows the students to visit the clmcal wards, containing eight or ten beds, in the proportion of two to
each bed, so that in the large wards from sixteen to twenty may
visit at a time, examine the patients, quietly retire, and report to
the professors. This, your committee is informed, may be done
without any detriment to the patients. · The clinical lectures are
delivered, and surgical operations performed in a lecture room,
separate and apart from the sick rooms. So, it will be seen, it
was to guard against the recurrence of the practice of admitting
the whole class, that this limitation was introduced into the bilr.
But in practice, the bill, while it limits the number that may visit
the wards at one and the same time, will admit of single visitants
as well as more, in all cases that require discretion; and your
committee cannot presume, that the faculties will ~rmit any custom which will diminish the chances of successful cure, they
having so deep an interest in the successful treatment of their
patients.
The majority ask, "Why did the trustees reject the faculty of
the Cincinnati College?" Your committee might aak quite as
pertinently, why did not the trustees of Cincinnati township admit Dr. Drake's faculty? It is admitted he occupied a position
pre-eminent in medical science, then why not give the inmates of
the Hospital the benefit of so distinguished a physician? The
simple answer is, that the law was so framed as to enable the
trustees to defeat the object of the legislature. By consultins Dr.
Drakt'• law, and the decision of the Supreme Court of Ohio, on
a question arising out of that law, the interrogatory of the majority
is fully answered.
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It is alleged that experience in other citiea proves, that eepa.rat.e
or distinct systems of practice in the same hospital is imp-acticable, and would drive "concord and harmony from such an institution." Your committee is informed, thro"llgh a medical gentleman
who has attended the hospitals at Philadelphia, that different
faculties and their students vi&it there for' clinical instruction-that
no dif&culties or disturbances arise in consequence, though the
attendant.a are students and faculties of rival scliools.

Another instance may be mentioned.. While two rival college•
were in operation in New York, the professors and students of
both were allowed to attend the same hospital on alternate days,
and to treat patients in separate apartments.
By a late publication, " The Homaopatl&ic Journal," edited by
A. C. Baker, M. D., of Boston, it is stated, that in the celebratea
Hospital of St. Petersburgh, (perhaps among the most celebrated
in the world,) one.half of the inmates are treated under a Hommo.
patbic physician, Dr. Stender, undet an arrangement of the government, for the purpoee of testing the relative merits of the nval
systems.
And here too, may be mentioned the fact, that in New Hampshire, (the home of the illustrious " Dartmouth College,") an act
paued during the late aeqion of its legislature, making. a similar
anangement between the medical department of that college and
the college of medical refOflllers recently chartered in that state.
The majority say that the HoSJ>ital, to be useful, must be "under
the management of one undivide<l bead." So far as providing the
necessary comforts of life, such as board, fuel, &.c., is conce?ned,
this is true enough, and will continue as it now is, under the man..
agement of the townshi,P trustees; but with regard to the treatment
of the sick, and managing the inmates of the liospital, your committee thinks en0t1gb has been said to show no such necessity
exists in fact. No good reason has been ahown, why twenty
JJbysicians may not attend patients in twenty rooms, without the
81i~t.est inconvenience to either. The plan proposed for adoption
by this bill, it is said, "will destroy the institution." Whatever
others may believe on that subject, your committee is forced to a
very different conclusion. The most leamed and wise will repair
to its wards, prescribe for the sick, and thus enlarge the sphere of
its benevolence. They will cling round it in their interest, and
their interest will be advanced by honon gained in successful
treatment and practice. With such incentives to professional honon, the institution cannot but be safe.
Looking forward to a division, the majority ask, " how shall
that division be made?" A sufficient reply can be made by saying,
in the manner suited to the improvements in medical science contemplated to be introduced. And perhaps the most important consideration involved in that division, would be, whether the ward•
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be large ·or small, and how to divide them so that the infected
atmosphere be not rendered common to the patients. One of the
reasons assigned for extraordinary succeas in the Boston Hospital,
is, that the wards are small, and few beds in each room. The
subject has been ably discussed by a medical writer, in " Tiu
B0&ton Journal of Muticine," who, after having visited numerous hospitals in ~urope and America, gives the public his conclusions in substance thus: " Small hospitals are more healthy than
large ones. The mortality is to be attributed to some extent to
bad atmosphere .in those places. If we reflect that the air in a
moderate-sized bed chamber is vitiated by one or two persons
inclosed, in eight hours of the night, what must we suppose the
air of a room to be which contains from fifty to one nundred
patients affected with various fonns of disease. Small apartments
with few persons in each, are much freer from the evils of hospital atmosphere than large ones with many patients, even though
the numbers in each are proportionate to the size of the rooms, for
the height of large rooms is never proportionate to their size.
Because, though the small ones may be as much crowded as the
I~, yet they are much more easily ventilated, and the atmosphere m them much sooner purified. Epidemics peculiar to hospitals, such as hospital-gangrene, &c., may be prevented from
rw.ing from one apartment to another, while they will affect all
m the room where they begin, however: large they.may be."
It is said the hospital is now full to overflowi~. Your committee a.re informed, the hospital buildings a.re suffiCJently extensive
to accommodate from six hundred to eight hundred persons ; that
is more room than will be needed for the sick only, for a number
of years to come. Many of the paupers now resident in the hospital, will soon be withdrawn, in consequence of the erection of
the Hamilton County Poor House, whiCh. will be completed, in
all probability before the end of the coming summer, so far as to
receive the poor of the county.
Your committee, therefore, thinks that the arrangement contemplated, can be made without any such an outlay of money as is
mtimated by the majority-a sum much less will answer. Your
committee will close this report by an epitome of the project contemplated by the bill, pronounced by an eminent physician, in a
lecture on this subject :
.
"Under the proposed law a most beneficent change will be seen.
Patients will freely choose their treatment from the most distin~shed men of three medical faculties, and from other physicians
of the city, who are willing to give gratuitous assistance. Thus
will the whole medical talent and learning of the city be brought
within reach of the poor for their relief. With three house-physicians to give constant attendance, and with a faculty of six or
seven physicians to each department, the poor patients will have as
•
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mithfuJ attendance as the wealthiest of the land. In each depart..
ment the records will show, at any time, the treatment and its
results, and if the treatment of either faculty should show superior
success in cholera or any other prevailing disease, the other faculties, more unsuccessful, would be compelled to adopt a similar
plan, or sink the reputation of their school beyond recovery.
This imminent responsibility, from publishing the records, would
create such a vigilance and fidelitY: in the physicians as has never
before been seen in hospitals, and the statistics obtained would
induce the medical profession, generally, to adopt the methods
which proved most successful, and would thus produce incalculable
benefit to the whole country.
" The employment of different physicians in different portions
of the same hospital, is nothing new. ·It is the only way in
which a large hospital can be successfully conducted, and the difference of treatment proposed is one of its greatest advantars.
" There can be no confusion or collision, for the severa faculties are to be as distinct and independent as if in three different
hospitals, and the only matters of common interest between them,
the <livision of the hospital, the preservation of order, the days of
lecturing, and the purchase of a library, are to be adjusted by a
committee of one from each faculty, to be called a board of managers, which is really but a committee of conference, for their
common business.
.
" Students attending the hospital will be enabled to receive three
times as much clinical instruction as heretofore, at the same expense, and medical men from all states of the Union will be
attracted by the fame of an institution in which all systems of
medical practice may be learned and compared, at a trifling expense, anC:l their true ,·alue ascertained by their immediate results.
" This open competition in lecturing will operate like the med~
ical concoura at Paris, in which rival professors test their comparative abilities, which have made that city the head-quarters of
medical science for Europe. A similar effect will be produced in
Cincinnati, giving to its medical colleges an American celebrity.
The students will partake of the zeal and ambition of their professors, and each will acquire from his varied instruction enlarged
views of medicine, which will prevent his becomi~ an i~orant
partizan. Mutual intercourse will beget mutual fnendsh1p, and
remove many prejudices which arise when separate.
"The medical students of Cipcinnati, for several years, have
manifested a most peaceable, moral, and gentlemanly character.
No serious disturbance or quarrel has occurred for years at either
of the colleges ; their lecture rooms are characterized . by decorwn
and good humor, and so far from riotous collisions occurring, Cincinnati, with its three schools, has had less disorder among it&
ltudents, than several other cities in which but one school exists.
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The majority
the students of the city are already taught by
their faculties to be courteous and liberal to those of different
opinions, and the passage of the bill will introduce an era of general hannony and mutual intelligence.
'· The Commercial Hospital of Cincinnati will be ch&.ng!d
from one of the most unaueceaaful hospitals ever known, to the
very best in America; and, without one cent of additional
expense, a library and pathological museum, both of which are
deplorably neeaed at present, will be established from the ~
of the hospital tickets, for the benefit of the medical profession,
and for the lasting honor of the state of Ohio, whiCh already
stands high in medical reputation, and which, under the proposed
law, will soon rank among the foremost states of the Union, as to
the greatness and c.elebrity of its medical institutions."
The bill is therefore re~rted back without amendment, and
recommended to its third reading and ~·
All of which is reapectfully submitted.
JosN

F. Buvn, Smet Committu.

ON

THB ADV.ANT.A.OBS OJ' SOLUTIONS OJ' 0.A.OUTOROUO AND GUTTA
PzaoRA IN PaoTEOTING TRB SJCIN AGAINST TRB CoNTAGION OJ'
ANIMAL PoisoNs. By William .Actc>n, Eaq.

The author states that he has been engaged in perfonni~ various e~riments with solutions of gun cotton, gutta percha, and
caoutcliouc, with a view of testing their property of protecting the
surface from the infiuenc.e, by contact, of contagious poisons, and
the following are the conclusions at which be arrived : 1. That a
solution of gun cotton, when dry, corrugates the skin too much to
be available for the i;>urposes required. 2. That ~ percha
alone is devoid of elasticity and sufficient adhesive quality, whilst
the solution of caoutchouc wants body and is too sticky; but that,
3. The compound solution of caoutchouc and gutta percha posseses
the rt!quisite qualities to fulfil the purpose required. It is prepared
by adding a drachm of gutta percha to ~n ounce of benzole, (the
volatile principle of coal naphtha,) and ten pins of India rubber
to the same quantity of benzole, each being dissolved at a gentle
heat, and then mixed in equal proportions. The author has employed this compound in painting tlie surface surrounding a chancre
with the solution, and foUnd that the acrid secretion h&a no effect
upon it when dried, and warm or cold water may be applied with
impunity. He considers that it may be employed advantageously
in many and various ways, as in protectin~ the hands during postmortem examinations, in preserving the cheek from excoriation in
gonorrhceal ophtbalmia, and in covering the part8 contiguous to a
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.ore where water-dreaaina is the application, &c. A letter from
Mr. QuackeU to the autlior states the results of that gentleman's
enmination of these several solutions under the microscope. A
dried film of the compound is described by him to be perfectly
elutic and free from perforations, though in many parts leu than
the one five hundredtn of an inch in tliickneu.-Lmdon Lancet•

..£TasauL SoLuTIOM or PBll:PAB:SD CoTTON IN BuBNs. J.
Crat11ford, M. D. Lecturer on Clinical Medicine, McGiU
College, Montreal, C. E.
I observed in the last number of your Journal, a short notice
(taken from the Boston Journal) of a new remedy, as a surgical
application to wounds, namely, an "~thereal solution of prepared
cotton." I have lately had an opportunity of trying this remedy
in the case of a severe bum, and liad the pleasure of witnessing a
mO&t satisfactory result. I have to thank Dr, Payne, Dentist, of
this city, not only for the suggestion, but also for having afforded
me the means of trying it on the occasion. My patient, a yoq
gentleman residing at the same house with Dr. P., had, a few
moments previously, received a severe bum of the face and hands,
Crom the accidental inflaming o{ camphine ; after placing his
bands in iced water, I was preparing cotton wadding as the most
convenient application {or the face, when Dr. Pa~e mentioned to
me that he liad lately received, from the United States, a new
remedy, which he had tried to an abrasion on his hand that day,
with immediate relier. The wound so treated, appeared covered
by a thin glazing or varnish, which perfe~ly excluded the atmospheric air-the principal desideratum in tliese cases. I at once
ad~ the suggestion, perceiving that it appeared to promise a
very light and convenient covering, while the ether during its
evaporation would likely afford a cooling application.
The solution was accordingly brushed lightly over the face, and
a glazing was soon observe<l, and the painful sensation almost
instantly subsided.
The want of a sufficient quantity o{ the fluid to cover the hands
in like manner, ~ented me treating them in the same way. It
will be sufficient for my present object to state, that nothing could
be more satisfactory than the result of the application, and I know
o{ none at all to be compared with it for convenience, as well as
efficacy, in superficial burns of the face.-Wood'1 Retrospect.
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EaooT ol' Rve IN RBTENTION o• Ua11Js.-Dr. Allier, of Marcigny, in a paper read before the Academie de Medicine, on .the
use of the ergot of eye in the treatment of the divers kinds of
retention of urine, laid down the foil owing conclusions:
1. The ergot restores to the bladder its contractility, impaired
by immoderate distension of its coats.
2. It has acted in this manner, when all other means have failed.
3. Paralysis of the bladder, ""ulti~ from cerebral hemorrhage,
has frequently given way on the use of the ergot.
4-. 'fhe ergot has had no effect on the paralysis of the limbs,
resulting from apoplexy.
6. The secale 1s just as efficacious in vesical paralysis, when
the lesion of the nervous centres is not clearly established.
6. Paralysis of limbs, depending on such lesions, has not been
benefitted by the ergot.
7. This substance shortens the duration of vesical paralysis,
which, by the use of the catheter, is generally removed in a period
of time which may vary considerably.
8. It has no effect in retention of urine, resulting from enlargement of the prostate gland.
.
9. It acts, in such cases, by increasing the contractile power of
the bladder, without causing the prostate to diminish in size.
IO. Once in fourteen times the ergot has had no effect whatever:
this occurrence happens in pretty much the same proportion with
the more approved remedies.
I I . As tne effects of the ergot are rather evanescent, it should be
given in small and oft.repeated doses.
·
·
12. The dose may be raised to seventy-five grains a day.
I3. It is useful to give it afterwards in decreasing doses, for
eight or ten days after the cure, to render the latter more certain.
I4. The phenomena produced by the stimulating action of erg.rt
upon the nervous system, although generally not of an alarmmg
description, are sometimes, however, so intense, as to render it
prudent to suspend its use for a few days.-London Lancet.

PHYSIOLOGICAL AND THJ:JU.PE'O'TICAL El'l'llOTI 01' D10ITALINJt.

M. Rayer.
As to the physiological effects of digitaline, it may be said that
doses of one-forty-eighth, one-twenty-fourth, and one-sixteenth, of
a grain, are not disagreeable to take, and produce no disgust or
repugnance afterward&. The lowering effects on the pulse have
been noticed in all eatients, without exception ; it was retarded
from twelve to forty-eight pulsations, or, in other wonls, the mean
amount of diminution was between one-third and one-fourth ; tJte
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maximum one--half, and the minimum one-eighth. Two or several hours must elapse before these results can be noticed. The
pulse, if the whole length of treatment be kept in view, reaches
the maximum of retartlation only after a week or two. This
ma'limum is then, strictly R~aking, an absolute one, and the maximum which is observed dally, five or six hours after the ingestion
of the drug, is a relative one. The peculiarities of the pulse
when thus lowered, are extremely variable-in most cases it is
small ; but it acquires, nevertheless, a certain amount of resistance
and hardness, rarely recovering its normal fulness. It sometimes
causes irregularity, and destroys it when pre-existing; in therapeutical doses it improves the qualities of the pulse, instead of injuring
them, it diminishes its frequency, and regulates its action. The
urine is increased in quantity, about one-half, sometimes much
more. Its _physiological effects can be thus summed up:
l st. Digttaline, in doses of one-twenty-fourth to one-sixteenth of
a grain, renders the circulation slower, and increases the secretion
of urine.
2d. Doses of one-twelfth to one-eighth of a grain may seriously
disturb the nervous centres, and the digestive organs.
3d. Beyond one-eighth of a grain intolerance alwar,s sets in, and
death might ensue if this limit were overstepped, or if the attempt
were pursued too long.-London Lancet.

AN EFFECT OF

OPIUM, UPON WHICH SUFFICIENT 8TRE88 HAS

LAID.---OJ>ium increases the circulation of the
skin, and diminishes that of the mucous membranes. A person
who has taken a full dose of opium at night, will, amongst its other
effects, feel himself the warmer for at least twenty-four hours afterwards. I am acquainted with a gentleman who has met with considerable success in his practice on indolent old ulcers, and one
part of his treatment consists in his giving his patient a grain of
opium thrice daily; this is done upon the principle of stimulating
tlie capillary circulation of the part. In that fonn of deafness
which is attended with tinnitus, and appears to consist in a congested state of the mucous membrane of the Eustachian tube and
tympanum, I have often successfully prescribed opium with a view
of increasing the cutaneous circulat10n, and diminishing that of
the mucous membranes.
An old lady suffered from a severe attack of influenza, the poison
of which seemed principally to operate upon the Schneiderian and
the bronchial mucous membranes. For four years afterwards she
constantly suffered from an obstruction in both nostrils, attended
with so profuse a. secretion of thin mucuus fluid, as to oblige her
to use four or five handkerchiefs in the course of a da.y, and the
"'oT HITHERTO BEEN
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least exposure of the lungs or surface to a cold atmosphere, brought
on an asthmatic attack, which was accompanied with a copious
frothy expectoration. Though she could smell nothing whicli was
pr_esented to her nostrils, she was troubled with an ofteosive putrid
Odor, which she imagined was always present, whilst the sense of
taste h!Mi become so obtuse, that she could neither distinguish tea
from water, nor salt from soqa. I had been acqua~nted with her
for a long time, and had frequently prescribed various remedies
without success, as a great many other practitioners also had done.
The mucous membrane of both nostrils was swelled, redder th&n
natural, and so acutely sensitive, that she could not bear the stightesr touch with my probe. These symptoms and appearances might
have induced me to the o~inion of the case being one of malignant
polypus ; but tho~h the Clisease had existed so long without any
amendment, it had, on the other hand, made no advance; and besides this circwnatance, the history of the case, and the co-existence of the thoracic affection, were not jn fayor of this supposition.
One morni~, whilst sitting near her, and witnessing the constant
annoyance from which she was suffering, I remembered that, whilst
I was attending to her .for an acute disease, by which she was confined to her bed, she mentioned that her head and chest symptoms
had suddenly become much better, for she had barely wet a single
handkerchief, and fancied she had J>t!rceived the savoury: odor of a
stew, which was being prepared in the kitchen. I pa.id no attention to this circwnstance at the time, especially as, a few days later,
I noticed that she again seemed as bacf as ever. But now, and it
was at least a twelvemonth afterwards, a bright tho:£:t struck me;
I remembered that, at the time she spoke of thls ame
ent, she was
taking opium in considerable quantities, for a spasmodic (>&in in
the bowels. My opinions on the effects of opium, which I have
above detailed, were already formed, and I determined upon having
recourse to it in this instance. I laughingly told her that a brilliant
idea had come into my head, and that I now knew what would
give her relief. The gOod old soul shook her bead doubtingly, and
said that she would give me fifty pounds if it did. (She never paid
me, if she meant it. ) Desirous of concealing the nature of the
remedy, I prescribed the Pilula Styracis Composita, in five grain
doses, every ni~ht at bed-time. Some improvement was apparent
in the course of a few days, and it became continually progressive.
In two months she ceased to wet more than a single handkerchief
daily, and. had even some return of the sense of smell and taste,
whilst she had now become com~tively indifferent to a low atmospheric temperature; for although during the whole of the previous winters she had been obliged to confine herself to one room,
or to move through the passages. with a shawl, or a respirator, before her mouth, during the next cold season she wandered about· the
house, without finding any precaution necessary. She always had
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e~ herself with extreme confidence of the ·benefit she had received, and, as a proof of her faith, l may mention the great glee
with which, during her last illness, she received the intelligence
that I allowed her to have one of her old _pills; those pills, she believed, would cure every malady. She died of another complaint,
seven months after the commencement of this treatment, but I believe that the improvement in her head and chest symptoms had
been erogressive to the last.
.
Opium-eaters generally complain of feeling cold and shrunk up,
when they are deprived of their habitual stimulus. These effects
of opium on the mucous membrane are well illustrated in the following passage, which is taken from the "Confessions of an Eng•
lish Oprnm-Eater: " " I must mention one SJD?ptom w~ich !lever failed to ~ccompany
any attempt to renounce opmm,-v1z: violent stemutahon. Thts
now becomes exceedingly troublesome, ·sometimes lasting for two
holll'S at a time, and recurring at least two or three times a day.
It is remarkable, also, that during the whole period of years through
which I had taken opium, I baa never once caught cold, not even
the slightest c~h, but now a violent cold attacked me, and a cough
soon after."-Prot1. Med. and Surg. Journ ., Nov. 15, 1848.

CAMPHOR AND CHLOROFORM M1xTuRE.-:-Messrs. T. & H. Smith,
chemists of Edinburgh, gh·es a formhla for exhibiting camphor, in
doses of almost any amount of strength--certairily as large as any
cue can require-and that in a state of perfect solution: thereby
allowing of a nice adaptation of the dose to the circumstances of
each case.
The formula is as follows :-Three drachms of solid camphor
are dissolved in one fluid drachm of chloroform. This is, perhaps,
one of the most remarkable cases of solution the whole range of
chemistry presents to us. The solution is most rapid and complete,
and the btilk of the liquid is now increased from one to fully four
fluid drachms. This solution, rubbed up with the yelk of one
fresh egg, may be formed into an extre11;1ely elegant emulsion by
the addition of water, without the slightest separation of the camphor or chloroform; in fact, no separation of any kind takes place.
If to the proportions given above, as much water be added as to
make a four-ounce mixture, each teaBp?onful of the mixture, when
formed, will contain about five and a half grains of camphor, and
about two minims of chloroform. This mixture can be administered in any ordinary vehicle, such as water, without the occurence
of any separation.

Hl
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MEDICAL REFORM.
WE have been laboring for yean, with a host of good men and
true, to change the philosophy and ameliorate the practice of medical science. A conscientious man, who studies nature for himself,
and observes the operation of remedies with a scrutinizing eye,
cannot, with any satisfaction, confine himself within the pale of
the Old school system. In the language of Prof. Kirtland, of the
Cleveland Medical College, "If he be a man of principle he will
most likely retire in disgust from the profession, and ever after remain the most confirmed of medical skeptics."
We would not be understood in quoting this language to imply
that those who continue in the Old school practice are not men of
principle. Such a charge would be illiberal and untrue. But!we
do mean to affinn, that those who honestly and firmly adhere to
the Old school system, as a general rule, have never fully investigated the subject, and are not really acquainted with the merits of the
systems of medical reform which they 'overlook or condemn.
The object of the various systems of medical reform, now current in America and Europe, is evidently benevolent. They all
recognize the deplorable waste of life· and heaUh which takes place
under the old school system of practice. They all agree that these
deplorable consequences have been produced by the improper uae
of the materia medica, by the administration of harsh poisons, or
pathogenetic articles, in place of congenial, safe, and restorative
medicines-by the abstraction of that indispensable part of our
bodies, the blood, and by a debilitating, sedative, prostrating method
of treatment, which, instead of sustaining the vital powers, rapidly
exhaasts and destroys them.
With remarkable unanimity have these conclusions been reached
by thousands of the medical profe.ssion in Europe and America,
including many of the most acute and learned men, as well as many
of the very best practitioners of the preaent day. But it is much
easier to criticise and pull down, than to discover and build up.
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However unanimous medical refonners may be in regard to their
condemnation of "OLD M1:n101:n," it must be confessed their
ideas of "YouNo PHvs10" are as yet materially different. Each
party has been- busy in erecting its own temples for its separate
worship, and thus, like Protestant christendom, after abandoning
the old Hierarchy .of Rome, they have fonned separate sects which
are not yet united. But it is our own opinion, and doubtless that
of many others, that all parties of medical refonners wilt ultimately
coalesce, and they will discover that the separate temples which
they have been building, are in reality but parts of the same great
·
temple of ...Esculapius.
How or when this union will occur ·cannot be precisely stated,
but we think that as in accordance with the benevolent spirit oft~
age, men of opposing parties are brought into familiar personal intercourse, and peruse each other's writings, they will learn to entertain mutual respect, and all the discoveries or knowledge which
may be imparted by any one, will gradually become a portion of
the common stock.
Moreover, in our common Exodus, from the old Egypt of mercarial practice, however difterent the modes by which we make our
escape, or continue our journey, they all converge and terminate
in that Palestine of medicine-a system of practice which preserves
the vital energies, which neither debilitates nor poisons, which
aims at prevention rather than cure, and which never in curing one
diseue leaves another in its place, nor leaves a constitution impaired by the heroic agencies employed.
•
How near have we arrived to this .goal? In our opinion we have
already entered upon the borders of the promised land. We have
.Ull a Jong march before us, but we have left the enemy behind.
The beginning and the end of our journey are now plainly in view.
The point from which we took our departure, was the use of the
materia medica in a pathogenetic or disease-creating manner. The
point to which we are journeying is the use of medicine wholly in
the phyeiological or sanative manner.
In making this progress we have been condemned as illiberal and
ultra by old llChool opponents, because 'we have entirely rejected
from the materia medica those articles, which we have found un1Eee111ry and injurious. But do we thus diminish our resources?
It there a single object accomplished by mercury, antimony, arsenic
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or bleeding, which we cannot accomplish with greater safety and
certainty without such means?
There is not a more delicate or difficult question in medical reform
than this, of the rejection of poisonous or deleterious.and unsafe remedies. Upon this subject there has been so much discussion, and so
much misunderstanding of the different shades of opiniQD, that it
is well at this time to define more fully and distintly our views of
true medical refonn. We believe that the slight differences of sentiment which have been occasionally noticed among our friends
are more apparent than real, and that a full understanding will show
a most decided unanimity among the greater portion of the scientifie medical reformers of the United States, who are not of the
European or Homreopathic school.
1. We believe that a perfect system of medical science is that
which never allows disease to exist at all-which prevents disease,
instead of curing it, by means of a perfect Hygienic system, by
.
proper modes of life and choice of diet.
2. We believe that the next best system is that which admits &
disease to arise, but promptly meets its development by the use of
such agencies as are perfectly in harmony with the laws of health,
and physiological in their action, such f<?r example as water, air,
heat and cold, (in judicious application,) baths and frictions, magnetic manipulations, mechanical remedies, food and drink, condiments, ptizans, and other articles which are not usually regarded as
either medicin~ or poisons.
3. We ~lieve that the next best system is that which goes be..
yond the materia alimentaria and uses also the materia mtdien,
but uses only those articles which most nearly approximate the
character of food-such as stimulants, tonics, neroines, laxatives,
demulcents, diaphoretics, anodynes, aromatics, acids, alkalies, sa.lines, saccharines, antiseptics, rubefa~ients, stomachic,,, diuretiaz,
emetics, bmmostatics, expectorants, sorbefacients, alteratives, cholegogues, emmenagogues, fomentations, embrocations, antiperiodics,
but aims in all these measures to select those articles for use, which
,xperience has. proved to be.most cqngenial to the hmnan constitution, and least liable to the production of any injury.
4. We believe that the next system of practice, in pofot of merit,
is that which not only sheds the blood of the patient, but employ•
all substances indiscriminately, no matter how c;langeroua their prop-
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erties or tendencies, and thus frequently either destroys life or permanently poisons the constitution, no matter how judicious the
practitioner.
5. We believe that the next system, in point of merit, is that of
the soldier, who sheds blood ad libitum, and the assassin who uses
poisons alone, in doses rather larger than are used by the physician.
With this view of the ascending and descending scale of merit,
it will be perceived, that our aim is to depart as far as. practicable
from the debilitant or pathogenetic practice, and to approach as
near as possible to the hygienic or sanative practice.
The true hygienic practice, however, is rather for the patient
than for the physician, who has but little to do in carrying it out.
This system would tend to abolish the medical profession. This is
in advance of the age, and will be practised by but few. The
second best system, which relies largely upon the water cure, animal magnetism, mechanical means, electricity, diet and regimen, is
more generally practicable, and is at present practised by many,
but in a large number of cases it is not as yet sufficient. The
third system is the main reliance of the most enlightened at the present time. The fourth has been the world's reliance heretofore, and
is still the reliance of the majority, who believe that mercury and
the lancet are necessary.
.
In rising from the fourth to the third system-i. e., from Old
school practice to medical Reform, the question .naturally arises,
whether it is safe to abandon our old reliances; whether disease
can be successfully treated, without the use of disease-creating
agents? We think it can. We do not believe that we can as yet
dispeme with medicines-the world is not as yet sufficiently wise,
and the resources of science are not sufficiently extensive to dispense with articles which are strictly medicines, and which are
foreign to the usual wants of the system. But we are undoubtedly
able to dispense with deleterious agencies, and if there· are any who
still think that remedies of ·an intensely poisonous character are
appropriate in practice, every year's progress of science developes
additional resources, and removes the necessity for retaining such
remedies.
Oar doctrine upon this subject is, that whenever any medicine
manifests a tendency to act as a poison, in its ordinary administra,.
tion, we should look upon it with a jealousy, propo_rtioned to the
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probability that ft would so act, and should cast about in the vast
magazine of nature, to find some other article or articles capable
of fulfilling our objects in a more satisfactory manner. We may
have friends who think on the-one hand that we go too far in excluding unsafe remedies, and others who do not think that we go
far enough, bUt if our principle ie right, its application must be left
to individual experience and judgment. To.those who th~nk we go
too far, we say that we go no farther than ezperierice h8$ sanctioned our steps, and therefore we know that we are not too ultra in
reform. To those who think that we are too slow in abandoning
any of the known remedies, we reply that we are willing to abandon any article which produces in our hands any evil results the
moment we find an adequate substitute.
As to the use of opium, we can say that our experience, in its
judicious use, shows that although it is liable to abuse, its value is
too great to justify its exclusion from the materia medica, when
it is so easy to obviate the objections to its use, by' denarcotized
preparations, in which the beneficial properties of the drug alone
are conspicuous.
There are several other articles, such as digitalis, stramonium,
hyosciamus, &c., which are objected to by the more ultra reformers,
in reference to which we have not taken so decided a stand. 'Ve
are aware that their importance in the materia medica is not very
great, and consequently in the Eclec~ic practice they are but seldom
used. Whether they are necessary, in any case, we are not prepared positively to decide, but we are clearly of the opinion, that
if all this doubtful class of agents could be expunged from the materia medica, and their places fully supplied by othe~ more congenial to life, the reform would be most truly ben~ficial.
In this matter our practice keeps pace with our knowledge, and
we aim to reform medical science, not by destruction, but hy substitution. We have no attachment to any remedy which experience
shows unsafe, but on the contrary, we rejoice in the success of
every attempt to substitute sanative for pathogenetic medicines, and
believe that a number of the articles which are still occasionally
used, will, in time, become obsolete, as medical science progresses
towards the true sanative .system.
As to the doctrine that all po~sons should be rejected from the
materia medica, we reply that, according to our understanding of
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terms, tba~ would involve the rejection of nearly the whole materia
medica, as there is scarcely a medicine which will not act as a virulent poison, if administered in a sufficient dose. But if by the tenn
poison, is meant only those articles which are sure to develope, <><'·
caaionally, poisonous action, even if used by judicious practitionel'B, then we say, that in that sense, poisons should be excluded
from oar list of medicines.
Our position upon this subject has often been misrepresented, because we do not enter into a fierce crusad~against certain measures
of doubtful utility, in reference to which, refonners may reasonably be divided in sentiment.· We hold that our opposition to any
coune of medical treatment, should be proportional to the mischief
that it produces, entirely irrespective of medical theories. As the
use of mercury, and the use of the lancet, are gigantic evils, we war
against them with energy and zeal, but to expend the same energy
in opposition to any of the minor evils or practices, merely of doubtful propriety, would be as absurd as the conduct of a fanatic, who
coosiders the ceremonies of his church more important than the
eaentials of a christian life.
According to our view, medical Refonn, is necessarily progressive, and we should endeavor to preserve the just medium between
those who hold on to the old abuses of the profession, nnd those
who, in their over-hasty zeal, proscribe the whole materia medica,
to use water alone, or reject important medicines, upon frivolous
pretests, without providing any adequate substitutes. The one
class errs from apathy to human improvement; the other, from overhasty zeal, overpowering their better judgment. Of the two, we
prefer the headstrong and rash refonner, to the cold and immovable
conservative; and whatever may be the errors of reform, at present, we are satisfied that reformers will ultimately meet in their
progress, upon a common platform.
B.
DR. BEACH AND DR. STEVENS.
Tn& following is the principal portion of a letter, purporting to
be addressed by Dr. Stevens, of New York, to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, of Ohio, and published at Columbus:
"As I have never, to my knowledge, seen Dr. Beach, or had an1
intercourse with him, written or ver6al, I am quite at a lou for his
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having selected me as the hero of his fable, for such the tale is
from beginning to end. He never, so far as I know, had charge of
an;y wari:l during. the cholera; the physicians of which were appointed verbally by myself. If in any way a successful mode of
treating the cholera had come to my' knowledge, no matter from
what quarter, I should have made it known, and spread it to· the
extent of my power. But I repeat, the whole story is a chain of
falsehood.
I would respectfully ask of you, and of the House of Representatives; to make this i:lenial as public as the memorial to which it
refers.
I am, sir, respectfully,
.
Your obedient servant,
AL.EX. H. STEVBNI,
President of the Special Medical Council,
[Sometimes called the Board of Health,]
.
in the year 1832.
New York, 27th February, 1849."
The publication of the foregoing letter, in a daily paper of t:1is
city, called forth the foil owing communication, in reply;
·
Ma. EDITOR: A letter purporting to come from Dr. Steve~, of
New York, was published in your paper some days since. In this
letter (if it be a genuine document) Dr. Stevens attempts to discredit
the well-known and authentic facts in reference to the successful
treatment of cholera, by Dr. Beach, in New York, more than sixteen .years ago. It is possible that Dr. Stevens may have forgotten
the circumstances which then occurred, but his defective memory
cannot obliterate a well known and widely published historical fact.
As Dr. Beach is at this time in Europe, it is but an act of justice to an absent gentleman, to request the republication of the following documents which were matters of J>Ublic notoriety at the
time, and have since been widely diffused m Dr. Beach's American Practice of Medicine, They have never been contradicted or
doubted to my knowledge, by any individual, until the present instance, and even the letter ot' Dr. Stevens is so worded as to give
him the opportunity of evading a direct issue of veracity, when the
facts are established.
Several of the physicians who co-operated with Dr. Beach in
his treatment, are still living, and I could refer to a distinguished
physician of this city, who has often conversed with them upon
the subject, and heard their personal narratives of the facts. The
letter of Dr. Stevens was brought out for a special purpose, to obstruct the passage of the new Hospital bill, in the legislature of
Ohio.
"During the last season (a period of three months,) under the
appointment of the New York Board of Health, we pre~ribed. for
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about one thousand cases of cholera either in the premonitory or
confirmed stages."
·
His appointment is published in full on the same page as follows:
By virtue of the power and authority in me vested, as Alderman
and Warden of Health of the Tenth Ward, I do hereby nominate,
constitute, and appoint, Wooster Beach, M. D., to visit and take
charge of, and to give such medical advice and assistance, as may
be required, to all poor persons, inhabitants of the ward, who may
be affected with the prevailing eP,idemic; and also to call to his
aid such assistance from the me<Iical faculty, as he may require
and deem necessary and expedient.
JoHN PALMER,
July 17th, 1832.
Alderman· Tenth Ward.
After receiving the above appointment, the corporation immedi-

ately issued and posted up in every ward the following bill:
TENTH WARD MEDICAL STATION.-All persons affected with
looseness, pain in the bowels, or cramp, are requested t,o apply immediately to Dr. W. Beach, No. 95, Eldridge street, where they
will receive ADVICE and MEDICINE, free of charge.
By order of the Board of Health.
·
THO.MAST. WooDRUFF, ~
HENRY P. RonuTsoN,
Ez.' Com.
. WILLIAM MANDEVILLE.
New York, July 18, 1832.

Y olume second contains an appendix of forty-eight pages " on
the Indian or spasmodic cholera, as it occurred, and was treated,
in the city of New York, in the summer of 1832, at the Tenth
Ward Medical Station, under the appointment and sanction of the
Board of Health and corporation." On page 33 we find the following correspondence:
CIRCULAR.
TO DR.

W.

BEACH, TENTH WARD .MEDICAL STATION.

New York, 10th August, 1832.
Sia-I beg to ask you what treatment you have found most successful, in the premonitory stage of Cholera, say diarrhrea., or uneasiness or pain in the bowels; and whether such treatment has
been uniformly successful, and if not, by what circumstances it
has been rendered ineffectual? Be pleased, also, to state what
number you have prescribed for, and whether you have seen any
case of cholera not preceded by diarrhrea.
In behalf of the Special Medical Council,
ALEx. H. STEVENS, M. D., President.
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NeUJ York, .A.uguat 15th, 1832.
Tenth Ward Medical Station.
TO ALl:XANDBR H. BTBVBNB, ...

n.,

PJlBSIDBNT

or

THI:

s.

11.

c.

Sr:a-1 have received a note from the S. M. C. requesting me to
answer some iQterrogations respecting the cholera.
First, " What treatment have you found most successful in the
premonitory stage of cholera, say diarrhrea, ~in
uneasiness in
the bowels, ancf whether such treatment has been uniformly successful?"
In answer to this question I have to . state, that the treatment
pursued at this station bas been attended invariably, with success.
The following .recipe constitutes almost our only remedy for
nauaea, vomiting, pain in the boUJela, UJith flatulence, and diar-

or

rh<Ea.

Take of Rhubarb, ( Rltei.)
Sal ..cEratus, ( Bi-Carboncu PotaBBm, ~l.)
Peppermint plant, ( Mentka Prep. ~·)
.2 Bcruplu of. each-Miz.
Add half a pint of boiling water, sweeten with loaf a~, then
add a tablespoonful of best brandy; of this, give to an adult, a
tablespoonful every hour, until it acts as a laxative, or moderately
upon the bowels. In the intervals, diluent drinks, such as infusions
o1 catnip and apearmint, are directed to be taken.
This preparation is sufficient to remove the diarrhma. Where
there is considerable pain, we have found the addition of aromatics
attended with additional benefit; to the same compnsition is added,
of cinnamon and cloves, pul. a. a. (Equal parts; one aCT'uple.)
We have found the administration of diapli.Oretic medicine very
much to aid in the removal of the disease; bathing the feet, with
the use of the drinks above mentioned, are, in general, sufficient to
cause perspiration.
In neglected and protracted cases of diarrhcea, when the patient
has complained of great pain, restlessness, want of sleep, &.c., ten
grains of diaphoretic powders have been directed to be given at bed
time.
The following tincture to be applied over the region of the abdomen.
Take of Capsicum, two tablepoonfuls.
Brandy, one pint; simmer a few moments and apply
warm, with flannel, and repeat often.
Second interrogation.-" What number have you prescribed for?''
In reply to which I have to state, that the aggregate number has
been, up to the present time, since the epidemic, (a period of forty
odd days,) mmi hundred and eighty.•
• Thia anawer wu given before the epidemic bad subsided.
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Third interro~tion.-" Have you seen any case of cholera not
preceded by diarrhrea ?"
In reply to which, I ha\·e to inform, that in a majority of the
cases of cholera, and very generally, an attack of the disease has
been preceded by diarrhrea, but not invariably so. We have fully
and clearly ascertained that some cases have no such premonitory
symptoms, but these have been of a very malignant and fatal
character, and confined princieally to the aged ano intemperate.
In concluding this communication, a . sense of duty compels me
to state, that much of the success attending our practice must be
imputed to the promptness, persevering industry, and indefatigable
exertions of our worthy Alderman, Mr. John Palmer, and Mr. John
Minuse, the deputy Warden, in visiting from house to house, to
obtain the earliest information of every individual laboring under
the premonitory symptoms of cholera, and immediately reporting
the same to this station, which has often enabled us to arrest the
disease in its incipient or forming stage; a measure which cannot
be too strongly recommended to our municipal authorities. A sense
of duty also constrains me to render a tribute of respect to the medical gentlemen, or assistants, associated with me, for their untiring
zeal and laborious exertions, by day and by night, in discharging
their duties to the sick."' In conelusion it may not be irrelevant
or unsatisfactory, to add, that the h.ealth of the physicians who
have attended at our station has not been impaired, notwithstanding
their assiduous attention (and often times in the capacity of nurses)
to the most distressed and malignant cases, lying in filthy, unventilated, and loathsome apartments and situations. All which is
respectfully submitted.
W. BucH, M. D.,
Physician of the 10th Ward Medical Station.
The same methods of fractice here detailed, by Dr. Beach, have
pro,·ed equally successfu in the hands of other Eclectic practition•A tribute of respect is due to those physicians, who were RBSociated with me,
during the epidemic, for the hBZllrd they incurred; their zeal, industry, and untiring
exertions, by day and by night, in visiting, attending, and often nursing patients,
laboring under the disease. While many elderly physicians of the old school fled
in diamay from the pestilence, abandoning their former patrons, or patients, these
physicians, moat of whom were young, remained at their posts, and most faithfully
and honorably diseharged their duty. A discerning public, it is hoped, will render
them that praise, and credit, to which they are entitled. And I have deemed it
proper to record the names or those who attended at the Tenth Ward Medical Station, during the epidemic.
Doctors: J.B. Du, from New Jersey.
Ce1:vza1, city of New York.
D. CARPJ:l\'TJ:ll, city of New York.
MARTIN LEw1s, State of Maine.
0ATllAN, Vermont.
W uuN ALF<>aD, North Carolina.
H. D. S11nr.. ao, West New Jersey.
B1:LC11:r:a, city of N. Y., of the Old School.
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ers since that period. Dr. Hawthorn, of Liverpool, England, was
about equally successful by a method similar in its prominent features to that of Dr. Bea.ch. There is, really, but little danger in
cholera, when treated according to the flan of Dr. Beach, or that
of Dr. Hawthorn, and yet, not one hal of the cholera patients in
England, at the present time, recovei--two-thirds of them actually
die! Is there no need of Refonn?
SPECTATOR.
REMARKS,

The above documen~s show the utter untruth of the statements
of Dr. Stevens in this famous letter which is relied on by the old
medical hunkers, to assail the reputation of Dr. Beach, in particular, and to discredit the statements of refonners, in general. Thousands of copies of this document, hav!! been published, and republished, at the instigation of these men,· doubtless for the purp<>ses
aforesaid. Inasmuch as so much consequence has been given to
this letter, I deem it my duty, briefly to submit a few remarks
the subject. I am further impelled to do so, by a sense of justice
to an absent friend, whose well earned reputation for truth, has
never before, to my knowledge, been made the subject of attack. I
would remark, in the first place, that I spent the winters of 1829'30, and 1830-'31, in the city of New York, during which I attended the lectures of the Reformed school, founded by Dr. Beach,
and also the clin~cal lectures, delivered at the New York Hospital,
by Drs . .Mott, Stevens, Rogers, Cheeseman, Smith, and others, and
witnessed many of the operations perfonned by these gentlemen,
especially during the last named winter. I was, also, intimately
acquainted with Drs. Day, Chevers, Carpenter, Oatman, and Sheppard, who were associated with Dr. Beach, in his official labors,
as physician to the .Tenth Ward Medical Station, in the treatment
of Cholera, in 1832. I have seen, and frequently conversed with,
at least, two or three gentlem1m, viz: Drs. Day and Sheppard, since
that time, in reference to this matter, and they b~h, unhesitatingly,
confirmed the truth of the whole statements, as above set forth;
and I confess, when I first saw the letter, purporting to come from
Dr. A. Stevens, of New York, I unhesitatingly pronounced it a
forgery, and have since seen nothing to change that opinion. But
let this m·atter be as it ma.y, it is altogether too important a matter
to be passed over lightly. I will, therefore, briefly analyze its contents. What a.re the facts, in i'egl!-rd to the very first assertion it
makes? viz: that he had never, to his knowledge, seen Dr. Beach,

on
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or had any intercoW'8e with him, either written or verbal. If l
have been correctly informed, Dr. Beach attended the lectures of
Prof. A. H. Stevens, in the University of New York, and it is preat1med the Professor must have seen him very frequently. But,
perhaps, the Profeuor is of the same genera and species as several
medical gentlemen of high standing preteDBions, I could mention,
in this city, who are so unfortunately constituted, as to be unable to
know or remember any thing good or meritorious in the character
of any medical reformer, but who, nevertheleu, can point out, with
remarkable accuracy, his faults and defects, and if he should happen
to be destitute of .any, can readily manufacture such as may suit
their purposes for the time being! A1J to the denial of ever having had any intercourse with Dr. Beach, written or verbal, the
official record proves this statement to be positively false. We
suppoee, however, that the Professor will endeavor to escape the
odium of having promulgated a falsehood, by declaring that this
traosaction had escaped his memory; for he takes especial care to
qualify h.ia statement, by saying, "I have never, to my knowledge,"
&.c., thus leaving a loop hole, to creep out, in case he was charged
with falsehood, &.c., and likely to be convicted of it. The next
statement, worthy of any notice whatever, is, "He (Dr. Beach)
never, so far aa I know, had charge of any ward during the cholera." Does any man, woman, or child, believe there is one word
of truth in this statement, when it is recollected that A. H. Stevens
was the president of the Special Medical Council, to whom official
reparts would be made by the physicians who had charge of the
different medical stations ?-when the official notice of the appointment of Dr. W. Beach, as physician to the Tenth Ward Medical
Station, was extensively published, and posted up, by order of the
Board of Health, "in every part of said ward"?-when the new..
papers of the city (at least several of them) noticed the appoin*ment and l>Qccess of Dr. Beach, in a flattering manner? Cap it,
for a moment, be credited, that the president of the Special Medical Council should have lost all traces of recollection of these facts,
ao notorious at the time of their occurrence, and which have been
published in Dr. Beach'• American practice, for fifteen years ai
leut, and circulated throqghout every portion of thia country, u
well aa in Europe, u a part of the medical history of the timetf It
ia further aaid, in addition to this .ext.raordinar)r statement, "the
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physicians of which (viz. the different wards or medical stations)
were appointed verbally by myself." This statement is made in
full view of the fact, that the appointment was made by the Aldermen of the several wards, as the records show. Moreover, it is
extremely improbable that the city authorities, whatever confidence
they might repose in Prof. A. H. Stevens, would be willing to
entrust him with a duty so responsible, and delicate, as that of appointing the physicians to the several wards, or medical stations.
Indeed, this part of the letter has afforded to my mind, the strongest
presumptive evidence, that the whole is a sheer fabrication and
forgery, and that Prof. Stevens never saw, nor authorized, the publication addressed to the Speaker of the House of Representatives
of Ohio, which bean his name. But we shall shortly be able to
learn definitely, whether or no he acknowledges the paternity of
that production, as measures have already been taken, which cannot fail to bring him out on that subject. Should he, contrary to
the opinion of many of those who have heretofore entertained the
most profound respect for his talents and character, avow the authorship of said letter, it will afford a melancholy evidence of the hopeless degeneracy of the spirit of medical kunkerism, in its vain and
foolish efforts to cripple the indomitable energies, and the everliving and progressive powers of young physic, which have hitherto
been found altogether suflicient:to meet any and every issue which
may have been made by the votaries of illiberal conservatism in
medicine. It would seem singularly strange, if Professor Stevens
did actually exercise the responsible function of appointing the
physicians to the different wards, as he alleges in the letter before
us, that in speaking of the appointment of Dr. Beach, he should
be under the nec~ssity of qualifying his assertion, in the foil owing
manner: "He (Dr. Beach) never, so far as I know, had charge
of any ward during the cholera." This, taken in connection with
what immediately follows, involves an absolute contradiction, which
is thus made out. If Dr. Stevens' assertion, that he made the appointments of the physicians of the various wards, be true, he
would certainly know, most positively, whether or no, Dr. Beach
ever exercised the functions of physician to the Tenth Ward Medical Station, and would have so stated, in positive tenns; for if the
facts be, as shown by the records, that Alderman Palmer did appoint and constitute W. Beach, M. D., as physician to the Tenth
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Ward, then he, the said Alderman, was guilty of a high-handed
usmpation of power, in daring to make appointments, the right to
do which rested solely in the "president of the Special Medical
Council," according to the famous document addressed to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives of Ohio. This feature
of the letter, in my opinion, affords strong evidence of its spurious
character. Another very questionable feature in this document,
calculated to give it a suspicious complexion, was the fact that the
copies first issued from the Columbus press, were signed by .A. H.
Buplun.s, instead of .A.H. Ste"ens. Many of the copies, published by the medical kunken of this city, since that time, had appended to them the proper name of the president of the Special
Medical Council in New York, in 1832. When additional facts
are developed, in reference to this matter, they will be laid before
our readers. If I do not greatly mistake, this attempt on the part
of the enemies of liberal prin.ciples, to impose on the legislature of
Ohio, will have an interesting sequel. Now tierrom.

T. V. M.

o:::rTuz NATIONAL CONVENTION of the friends of Eclectic Medical Reform, will assemble in this city, on the 15th of May, 1849,
(being the third Tuesday of the month,) in the Hall of the Eclectic Medical Institute, at 2 o'clock, P. M. This is an important
occasion, and we hope to see a large attendance. The vigorous and
concerted action of the opponents of medical Reform, requires a
B.
corresponding union and co-operation among its friends.

Suxxu Couan: or ManroAL LECTUBJts.-A thorough course
of medical lectures will be given at Rochester, this year, to which
we would invite the attention of the friends of Eclectic Reform.
The course will commence on Wednesday, August 1st, 1849, and
continue twelve weeks; from five to seven lectures being given
daily. Fees for the course, including matriculation, $35. Profeat0rs L. E. Jones, and B. L. Hill, Dr. Z. Freeman, Dr. O.
Davis, and Dr. W. W . Hadley, have been spoken as lecturers.
Full infonnation may be obtained by addressing Dr. W.W. Had-
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ley, of Rochester. It is well known that attendance upon a good
course of lectures is the best method of making rapid progress in
the acquisition of knowledge. The proposed course, furnishes an
excellent opportunity for acquiring medical knowledge, upon terms
remarkably moderate, and at a season when no such opportunity
exists elsewhere.
B.

TRUSTEES oF THE INsTITUTE.-At a meeting of the stockholders
of the Eclectic Medical Institute, of Cincinnati, 0., on Monday,
the 2d inst., an election was held, agreeably to the charter of said
Institute, which resulted in the choice of the following gentlemen,
as members of the Board of Trustees, to . serve for the en8uing
year, commencing with the day and date above mentioned. The
amount of stock represented in this election was $11,256.
NA.MES OF THE NEW BOARD.
HoN. JosEPH HowARD,
HENRY RoEDTER,
JOHN WAGGONER,
lzRAEL WILSON,
J. L. CONKLING,
CALVIN FLETCHER,
THURSTON CRANE,

JAMES D. TAYLOR,
JAMES BINDLEY,
T. V. Moaaow,
L. E. JoNEs,
HENRY MILLERt
I. J. AVERY.

A NEW ¥,EDICAL COLLEGE has been encorporated in Indiana,
under the title of Eclectic Medical Institute, of Indiana. Its
charter is similar to that of the Eclectic Medical Institute of this
city. The institution is not yet located, so far as we have been
informed. Two years are allowed for this purpose, and it may be
located any where in Indiana, north of the Wabash river. In refer·
ence to chartering new schools, we hold, in brief, that any school
which will excel its predecessors in all the elements of medical
utility, will prove beneficial to'the profession and the public; but
that any school, which does not excel· its predecessors, is likely to
B.
enfeeble and injure the common cause.
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TREATMENT OF MORTIFICATION.
BY

a. s.

NEWTON, )(. D,

GuouNi:, sphacelus, mortificktion, are tenns that are used by
some writers to desigl_!ate the same disease; but their &{>plication,
as taught by Prof. Cooper, appears to be the most distinct and
comprehensive. Ganprent., denotes that condition of a part which
immediately precedes its destruction; 'J"tact.lw, the complete death
of the part; while the term, mortification, designates both stages vf
the ditease. As every physician, at this day and age of the prolewon, is well acquamted with the cause, nature, arid usual treatment of this disease, it will be unnecessary to make any reference
to them in this communication.
That this disease has bafBed, and still continues to baftle, the best
skill, is obvious to all, and when we consider that it has received
the attention of so many scientific physicians, all being anxious to
throw some light upon the subject, which might lead to a safer and
more certain treatment, we feel it a duty to contribute, what appears to us to be useful and interesting on this subject. Various
causes may produce this condition, and as these causes differ in
their nature, so, in many cases, will the appearances and symptomatic characters of the disease be found also to vary. This fact has
suggested its division, and the treatment applicable to each variety;
thllB, in some eases, we find a high inflammatory action present, in
others, exactly the reverse, which latter may be called dry morti~eation, and the treatment of which must very materially differ
fiom that of the former.
I am of the opinion, that as far as a constitutional treatment is
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indicated, it will be important to consider the nature of the complaint, and ~rescribe accordingly; but in reference to the local application, I think that one single remedy is sufficient to fulfill every
indication, and that more dependence may be placed upon it, than
upon any constitutional treatment, and there is no d"UDt but that
tlie profession will willingly hail this discovery. My practice in
this malady, has led me to step out of the old beaten track, and
search for some agent that can be relied upon for its efficacy, its
general application with safety in all cases, with but little modification, and one that will remove the necessity of so much attention
to constitutional remedies, in many cases entirely.
This agent may also be used in the treatment of some varieties
of errsipelaa, which will be referred to hereafter. Sul~ate of
zinc is the article to which I wish to draw the attention of practitioners, as a remedy for mortification, and · to show its beneficial
results, by the description of a few cases treated by it. It may be
argued, that the use of any remedy that will of itself ~duce acti..-e
inBammation, could not be applied to a highly inflamed pLrt, without prodycing fatal consequences, by increasing the disease beyond
the reach of remedies. This will doubtless appear true to many,
but exp_!riente has proved to the contrary, for it has. been used in
cases where the parts were in ·the highest state of inflammation,
and although this was increased for a few hours by its action, yet,
in no case, have I found it to produce an:y bad eif'ect, or to so
augment this condition, as to present any difficulty in the subsequent treatment. It will be remembered that all cases of mortification are attended with av~ offensive fetor, which is one of the
characteristic symptoms of this disease, and which is caased by a
decomposition of the healthy structure of the J>&rt8 attacked, and
this very cauae produces the continuance of the disease, the chang-:
ing of which is the indication to be fulfilled in every variety of
treatment that has been adopted.
No agent will act so immediately in producing this change as the
sulphate of zinc; the moat extensively moi:tified surface, with the
oft"ensive fetor arising from- it, can be stopped in a few hours after
its application, and after one or two applications, the parts become
hardened, and the fetor entirely removed. It fultilla two indications in this respect, viz : arresting the decomposition goin~ on in the
parts, and correcting all unpleasant fetor wnich may exist; and it
lhould be borne in mind, tliat as long as this fetor is preeent, the
disease is not arrested., The following cases will be illoatrative of
the method of using it, in which I have found it useful.
CASE I.

Mr. F., aired 26, residing in Fulton, came to censult me in December, 1846, with an extensive mortification of the whole palatine
arch and gums of the saperior maxillary, IAICCeediag a mercurial
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action which had been produced and continued a long time, and
which had resisted the usual treatment for its arrest. I was induced to try the sulphate of zinc, and mixed a small quantity of it
in fine powder, with a sufficient quantity of flour and water to
make a paste; this, I spread upon soft leather, and applied over
the parts affected, retainmg it there until the paste sufficiently adhered, by a sponge placed upon the tongue. I would here remark,
that this was a well marked case. The fetor arising from the
mouth, was such, that one could scarcely stay in the room with him.
On the succeeding day, I found the fetor much diminished, and
the parts secreting out little, with a J?Ortion entirely hardened. I
made a second application, in a similar manner, and on the next
morning the ~leasant fetor was entirely removed, and the whole
o( &be dileued parts covered with a dry, hard surface, and no vestige
of &eeretion from any part of it. I considered this to have been
carried far enough, and made no further application of the zinc,
but recommende<l the mucilage of ulmus and warm water to be
med freely in the mouth, which was pursued for three days, when
the entire portion upon which the zinc had been used, sloughed off,
leaving a liealthy appearance of the parts. It may be well to state
here, that the entire structure of the arch, with a large portion of
the bone, came away, after which it was treated as a common
ulcer, and healed in about ten days, since which time he has
remained in good health.
CASE II.

Mrs. S. was under treatment for a cancerous condition of the
breast. It had ulcerated, and was attended with all the unpleasant
symptoms of such a condition. I made use of caustic applications
for its removal, but found upon the second day, that the whole
gland was in a state of mortification, and that the system was fast
failing from its effects. I immediately applied the zinc, in the
fonn of powder, covering the affected parts with it; in less than
six hours a change of the fetid smell was very ~rceptible, but the
imftammation contim.1ed without any abatement during twenty-four
hours. On the next day I found that the remedy had dried, and
hardened a portion of the diseased surface; I, therefore, again
applied it, arid covered the medicine with a poultice of elm bark,
mixed with cold water; this dissolved the zinc in a few hours, and
had the desired effect of changing and arresting any further extenlion of the mortification. In this case two applications were sufficient. It will be found, that in some cases, the zinc will produce
a hardened surface, so as to prevent a suffieient quantity from acting
throughout the diseased parts; this can be reme<lied by applying an
elm poultice after the zinc is used, which will soften ilie surface
enough to allow its full action, which is known, as before said, by
abeeDce of the fetor. All the dressing that is required, is the elm
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poultice, both before and after the use .of the zinc; if the first
application increases the inftammation to any extent, apply the elm
for ten or fifteen hours, after which, apply the zinc. Tlie part will
usually slough oft' in three or four days.
CABE III.

J. F., aged forty-eight, had an encephaloid tumor, situated on
the leg, wliich required to be removed by an operation, previous to
the application of medicine for its pennanent cure. J. King, M.
D., aSBisted me.in removing the tumor, which had arrived at several
inches in diameter. It was removed without anr unnatural appearances attending the case. But on the second day, the whole incision, and for three inches around, became ga~nous, and accomJ!&nied with a high dep of inflammation. I immediately applied
the zinc, and continued it for three days, when it became completely arrested, and in three days longer the diseased parts sloughed
oft', leaving a healthy condition of the remaining integuments,
which were then treated without any further difficulty.
I have made use of this agent in forty-five cases, and in each it
proved highly successful, so much so, that in only five cases was a
slight constitutional treatment demanded. As these cases are all
similar to those given, I deem it unnecessary to particularize any
further. ·
In four cases of ulcerated erysipelatous inflammation, I have
used the zinc with similar success, though in these instances, it
required a smaller quantity of the article, a greater number of
applications, and at greater intervals between the applications. At
some future time, I may again refer to this article, and its effects
in other fonns of disease.
HOMCEOPATHY AND CHOLERA.

[THE following communication from an intelligent Homceopathic
physician, which we publish with some slight omissions, protests
vigorously against the idea that Homreopathic remedies should be
regarded as nothing. Our correspondent should bear in mind that
although we stated the Allopathic opinion that Homceopathic treatment was virtually nothing, we by no means endorsed that opinion, but merely used it as an Allopathic admission, in estimating
the value of Old school practice in cholera. Our Homreopathic
friends should not be too sensitive to a jest, nor need they ever
apprehend any unfair or discourteous notice in the pages of this
Jo'Urnal. Homceopatby is an interesting portion of medical sci' ence, and is entitled to claim an investigation from all liberal
physicians.-B.]
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Homaopatl&y and O/&olera.

Mu1r1. Editor•:
In your February number of the Eclectic Medical Journal,
I find, in the editorial marked "B.," on cholera, the following
remarks:
" Of the patients treated Homqt¥pat/&icallg in Euro~, the number of deatlis on an average did not exceed nine to the hundred
cues. But the Allopathic opp<Jnen" of Hommopat/&y are gemr..
ally agreed tMt the Hommopathic treatment amount. to nothing
at all, and tlat.refore, tht rt1ult1 of tlat.ir treatment only
tlu natural mortality of thi1 direaae, uninteN'upted by improper
medical interference."
The ruulla above stated are correct in the main, although many
tables of cases show only five deaths in a hundred, and the highest
only eleven and a half per cent. The average is n~arer seven
per cent. than nine of the cases treated in Europe.
I have italicised what I deem objectionable 1n your article, and
also that part of your remarks in which you, to my mind, endorse
the "opini01U" of our Allopathic judgu, as to what Homeopathy
i1 as a medical system, viz., "no treatment at all."
I object to this statement of the Allopaths, as one of their un1erupttl0111 jlinga, uttered without a sliadow of proof on which
to rest the charge, and such a charge or " agreement " can never
be rustained until Allopaths have treated a like number of cases of
cholera, of the same grade of symptoms, on the " no medicine princi_Ple ;" and if in tliat case it turns out that their deaths are only
Dine in one hundred, then they have a basis on which to bring a
"judgment;" and until then, we shall treat all such statements as
mere ,/a11dtr1, uttered against opponents they dare not look in the
face. I beg leave also to object to "B.'s" using such groundlea
statements or opinions, from a set of men whose 'Dtf'!J atatement,
as "B." shows, convicts them of the absolute murder of some
thirty-five to forty per cent. of all the patients treated by them in
the cholera of 1831-2.
The statement of Allopaths above alluded to, is as fatal to their
system of "heroic remedies " and "effective medication," as any
other they could p()SSibly make ; for if their treatment is three or
four times more fatal and worse than "nothing," i.e., Homreopatby, then are they the guiltiest race of criminals that ever went
unwhlpped of justice, for continuin8' to play their " fantastic tricks
before high heaven," over the dymg couch of the ~r victim,
who is stricken down by the UD8een hand of that "pestilence. that
walks in darkness, and wastes at noon-day." How can any~ner
oas spirit view the course of these men with any thing but Shad.
dering and horror; and we really hopt that our frienCI "B." did
not intend to endorse their old fling at Hommopathy ; for the quea.tioo, " is Hommopathy synonymous to nothing?" is yet to be
seeded.
.
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I am prompted to these remarks by the fact that the remarks of
"B.," in the above case, will be taken by the readers of the Eclectic Medical Journal as evidence that Homreopathy is merely a
systcmt e:cpectante. And also to ask, in all candor, whether
Eclecticism, in its infancy in this country, is to assume a superiority over all other systems, and its advocates become merely the
champions of a party, of a system of modified Allopathy, or
whether it will gloriously inscribe on its banner, free discussion,
thorough examination, and candid tests of rival theories, and the
adoption of the best. Shall Homreopathy be written "0" by our
enemies, and gravely accused of being found in the "drau-ingroom," "a favorite of the ladie1," (no great scandal,) "very
diminutive in size," "no disposition to liarm," "a stl'eet Jittle
crt.ature "-or shall the bold inscription blaze out on your flag,
" Investigation," " Truth."
With no disposition to be severe, but to tum back the sneering
hosts that cry" sugar and water," "nothing"" infinitesimals cannot
cure," have I made the foregoin~ remarks, and to incitP. the friends
of your school to look around them, and not be betrayed into the
follies of the "old regulars," of decrying that which they know
nothing of. Our statistics of results are ample on almost every
grade of disease, and you are welcome to use them. I will now
subjoin some statistics of cholera in this country : those of which
we have been speaking_~re European tables. I extract from a lecture of B. F. Joslin, .New York, December, 1848, published in
the New York Tribune. At the Quarantine, on Staten Island,
and in the ship that broug!1t the disease there, 64 cases of cholera
have occurred, and 32 died, beside others whose reco\·ery is not
sure. More than one-half of the cases died in the hands of Alk·
pathy. Ratios of lar~er numbers are more reliable. In the cholera of 1832, there were in this city, including Bellevue, 5,232
cases, of which 2,031 died, being in round numbers nearly 2 out
of 5. Of persons treated at their homes, there were 2,373, of
whom 937 died-nearly l in 3. In the hospitals, includi~ Bellevue, there were 2,373 cases, and 1,094 deaths-nearly I m 2, or
one-half. In Europe, in 1831-2, the disease is still more fatalthe tables showing the ratios to be, on an average, 63 deaths out of
100 patients. During the cholera of 1831-2, the Homceopathic
treatment was the .oDly system that" proved itself worthy of any
confidence. Allopaths dare not deny that the great success that
attended the Homreopathic treatment of the cholera in Europe, in
1831-2, gave it the most powerful impetus it ever received.
Dr. Balfour of Edinburg, who is prejudiced against the system,
and who went to Vienna to detect its defects, writes from that C'ity,
in 1836, these words: " During the first appearance of cholera
Homreopathy was introduced, and when it came again it renewed
the favorable impulses previously given. It was through Dr.
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Fleischman's successful treatment of this disease that the restrictive
laws were removed, and Homceopathists were pennitted to dispense
medicine in Austria. Since that time its numbers have increased
three-fold in Vienna and its provinces. No young physician, settling in Austria, excluding government officers, can hope to make
his bread, unless prepared to tre3t disease Hommopathically if
requested."
Now, let us see how Homceopathic treatment, "which amounts
to nothing," say Allopaths, prospered. In 1831-2, in Vienna,
•,500 cases were treated by Allopaths, of whom 1,360 died--681
cases were treated by Homceopaths, 49 died-ratios, 31 per cent.
died under Allopaths, and 8 under Homceopaths.
·
Dr. Quinn, of London, has given the results of ten Hommopathic
physicians. The worst results under any one of these was the
aeath of 1 in 6-the best results by any one was 1 death out of
(J patients, or 3 deaths among 125. These cases occurred in
London, when the scourge was at its greatest intensity in that city;
baftling Allopathy at every point.
Dr. Quinn is a venerable clergyman, and in the spirit of his
Master, abandoned his spiritual vocations to save, temporarily, his
fellow man. He had first become a Homceopath, and was led to
investigation by the ravages of the grim messenger amo~ the
doomed patients of the "re~lars." The remedies used were
matrtcm, cuprum, and tinct. of camphor, and, under some circumstances, lavements of ice-water.
Of the 1,093 patients treated by the ten Homceopathists in London, 95 died,
21 out of 23 were saved. Similar success was
obtained in Russia, in 1831-2. The Russian Consul General gives
the following results : Of 70 patients treated in two places, all
were saved. Of 1,270 patients treated, 1,162 were saved, 108
died-about 21 out of 23 were saved.
The above facts are vouched for by Admiral Mordvinow, who
affirms that " not a single death has occurred where the incipient
symptoms were met by Homceopathic remedies;" and, what was
remarkable, the patients recovered in a short time their stre~
and health, while those treated by Allopaths lingered many montns.
The above results of recoveries under Homooo_pathic treatment, I
have observed in all acute diseases. In Russia, Austria, Berlin,
and Paris, in the worst results under Homceopathic treatment, more
than IO out of 11 were cured.
I am growing tired of this record-my brain staggers under the
frightful ravages perpetrated by Allopathy upon poor humanity.
Does "H." wonder that Homceopathy is a "favorite of the
ladiu "-by far the best half of creation-when we look over the
records of what we have achieved by .the aid of "nothing'"

ana
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CASE OF ENTERITIS.
BT l:LIAS HUBBARD,

IN the fall of 1847, while practici~ in Fayetteville, Indiana, I
was called to see a child of Mr. Snuth's, about eighteen months
old, of delicate fonn. This child had heen sulf'eri~ from an
attack of Chronic Enteritis, for about four weeks, and had been
treated by a champion of the Old or Allopathic system-who pronounced the case incurable. In this condition of the patient, I
was called to treat the case. I found the child labonng under
strong symptoms of cerebral con~stion; the pupils of the eye
~y coiitracted; when it sle~ the eyes were partially closed;
the system was r,atly emaciated; ·skin dry and husky; tongue
coated with a wh1tisb-yellow fur, with red edges; abdomen a?Cle-matous; discharges fretid, green or black, and watery ; urine
scanty and high colored; pulse weak and quick, ranging from one
hundred and twenty to one hundred and forty ~r minute; the
patient lay on the back, with feet drawn u~in fine, the patient
was in a state bordering on the collapsed condition, and its friends
had lost all hopes of a recovery.
The treatment pursued was as follows: Cold applicationa to the
head; fomentations of bitter herbs, applied sufficiently large to
cover the stomach and bowels; the alkaline wash, used frequently
for forty-eight hours, after which the oak ooze was substituted.
The interna1 remedies were, first the N. physic, sufficient to ~
the bowels, followed with a powder composed ·of ~m kino five
parts, creta preparata five parts, ipecac three parts, and gum opium
one part, to be given every two hours, for twenty four houra; then
the 6owels moved again with neutralizing physic.
This course wu lollowed for about four days. I then substituted
in place of the powder, a preparation composed of the tinct. lobelia,
spts. nitre, and laudanum, eqttal parts, given in suitable do!es, once
in two hours, till a cure was effected. I occasionally applied a
mustard poultice over the abdominal region, with drafts to the feet,
legs, arms, and between the shoulders, to remove the determination
from the brain. As drinks, I used a tea of the blackberry root
and elm bark.
Under this treatment the patient speedily recovered, all disagreeable symptoma subsiding, and was dismissed in about. ten days, to
the entire astonishment of all acq_uainted with the case, as well as
myself, notwithstanding the ~ictions of the Allopathic practitioner, who was in attendance first in this case.
WasT UNION, IA.
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l1HANITY cuasn BY SuLPHATx ol' QuININE.
By M. Piorry.FOlll' cases of mania are re~rted, in which a complete cure was
efrect.ed in J>!!riods varying from twenty-four to forty..eigbt hours,
by the use Of this medicine. The caseR were recent aDd acute;
tliey were characterized by various sensory illusions, and by the
oecwrence of a paroxysm about the same hour every evening. We
give the detail• m one ease:
A woman, thirty.five years of~' was bro~ht into the hospital,
in a state of furious delirium, which rendered necessary the use of
the strait-jacket. She imagined that she heard the voices of several
persons constantly talking beside her, and in particular of an individual who had excited her jealousy, and of whom she wished to
rmh in pursuit. The attendants were obli~ to tie her down in
bed, aod the house-surgeon proeosed sending her to the Sal}Mltriere.
Two days afterwards, M. P1orry saw her at his morning visit,
and found her very irritable, but succeeded in getting from her some
sccouot of her complaint. Her diseases commenCed with noises
in the ears and im&fP,nary voices, followed by delirium, of which
she wu bentelf aens1ble. All these symptoms were much aggral'&ted at night. She was ordered fifteen grains of quinine; no
other treatment. Next day there was no delirium, and the day
after she wu perfectly well.
These cases ate very remarkable from the rapidity with which
they were cured. M. Piorry considers the delirium of insanity as
often induced by certain abnonnal sensations, and functional derangement of the organs of sense, and of other parts of the system.
In this point of view, it is analogous to various nervous and neuralgic complaints, which are frequently periodic in their attack.
Periodicity, indeed, according to his view, is the nonnal mode of
action of the nervous syatem, ~ it is therefore not improbable that
certain morbid phenomena should obey the same law. In such
cues, quinine is indicated from its anti-periodic powers.-Monthlg Jo•m. and Retroqect Med. Sci., from Gazelle dt1 Rop~tauz,

August, 1848.
SrAT• or Mso1cAL EoucATION JN Tua.ucv.-[We are indebted
to a medical ~leman, at pretent residing in Constantinople, for
the following details. They point to the existence of a atate of
maUers of which very impedect accounts have as yet reached this
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country; and as such, undoubtedly, is at once the proof and the
earnest of a new era in the history of civilization having begun in
the East.]
" Military hospitals, on a large scale, are either built or a..building in every quarter of the Turkish empire. There are about one
thousand European surgeons attached to the different regiments, two
hundred of whom are Jews. The chief professor of the Medical
College, Dr. Spitzer, is a Jew. He is also one of the physicians
in ordinary to the sultan. By him I was introduced to H. E. the
Hakim Bashy Ismael Effendi, the chief physician of the Ottoman
·empire, who kindly permitted me to visit the different lec~rooms
in the Medical College.· It is certainly in a very flourishing condition, considering that it has been in existence only eleven years.
The pupils are brought, by order of the Sultan, from all de}>&rtments of the empire, and are lod~, fed, clothed, and educate<I, at
the expense of the government. When qualified as physicians and
surgeons, they receive appointments in the army aDd navy, with
salaries of £200 or £300, and upwards, according to rank, without
distinction of Jew or Gentile. Until lately, however, there were
no Jews in this college: not that the government excluded them, on
the contrary, they were invited; but that people, who have been
scattered amongst all nations, yet amalgamated with none, would
not send their sons to this medical establishment, even although
the most flattering pros?:cts of education and worldly advancement
were held out to them. But the government condescended to smooth
all the difficulties which stood m the way of the improvement of
this subjects. Through its agents, it held interviews on the question of conscientious scruples with the chief Jewish Rabbis; and
the result was, not only the guaranteeing liberty of conscience to
the Jews who should enter the Medical School, but the assigning
to them a distinct portion of the college, so that they might live
separated from the Gentiles, the appointment of a superintendent
of their own persuasion, to see that their religious duties and services should be strictly observed-also a shocket, or butcher, of their
own; and in short, every arrangement was made to prevent their
being constrained to do anything contrary to their conscience. In
the language of last year's report of the college authorities,-'Toutes
les difficult& ont llte aplanies, et le Gouvemement n'a recule aucune
sacrifice pour exercer aussi son influence civilisatrice sur cette partie
des sujets de l'Empire.' The Sultan lately visited the college, and
presided at the examinations of the candidates for the medical degree. When the pupils are first introduced to the college, they are,
for the most J>art, raw, ignorant, and uncivilized. They are at first
taught Turkish, afterwaros the Arabic and French languages; next
geography, history-, arithmetic, and other elementary branches or
education, includmg natural history. They have already a very
tolerable museum of natural objects, well preserved and well ar-
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ranged. A small botanic garden is also attached to the college.
After undergoing a thorough elementary education, the pupils enter
their medical course, comprising lectures on anatomy, physiolo~,
chemistry, materia medica, practice of physic, surgery, and nudwifery. The only room I did not see was the dissectmg-room; it
was closed at the time for want of subjects, which it is difficult to
procure in a country where so much prejudice against dissection
exists, and even against touching a dead body. I was shown into
the grand examination room, fitted up in a great throne of state for
the Sultan, who presides at the yearly exa.mination of the candi~
dates for the medical degree. There are also a dispensary and
l1ospitnl attached to the college. The hospital is divided into medical and surgical wards, and a special ward is set nJ>art for diseases
of the eye. Dr. Spitzer delivers clinical lectures in the hospital,
which he kindly invited me to attend."-Constantinople, ~arch,
!848.-.Honthly Journ., Sept., 1848.

Con-LIVRR OIL IN PnTHisis.
Bg J. Young, ltf. D.-The
following case is thought to be not devoid of interest. It sl1ows
ihat, in the article used, we have an addition to our resources in
the treatment of consumption, which promises more success than
any, or all others, in some cases. Certain it is, that the case about
to be detailed was an unpromising one, and the oleum jecoris aselli
was the only, or the first article that produced the least check to
the onward progress of the dire invader.
Mrs. K., of your city, a widow lady, of a c"lnsnmptive familv,
~d about forty-four years, visited me last May for advice. She
~ had a cough for fifteen, or more months, gradualJy increasing
m violence, for which she had tried a great variety of remedies,
with but little or no benefit. She had had various medical prescriptions, and had been prevailed on to try homreopathy. She bad
tried many of the quack remedies, such as syrup of wild cherry,
Jayne's expectorant, the syrup of tar, and naphtlia, &c., but none
of them had been of any service. Her appearance was pale and
hamzard; her walk exceedingly slow, and bowed forward. · She
baa~ profuse expectoration; exhausting night sweats; was very
'.'short breathed," and couahed, on using a little exercise, almost
incessantly, with occasi!>naF hard "spells" that almost exhausted
her; her appetite was variable, and her stomach dyspeetic; her
~se was 110; tongue covered with a white fur; respiration from
tbuty-five to forty in a minute. Auscultation revealed, under the
scapular end of the left clavicle, strongly marked bronchophony,
~nd also into the interscapular space the same, though less strongly;
m the axilla, ~ctoriloquy, witn a stro~g gurgling rattle, extcndi~g
over a space ot two to two and a half mches 1 square. Below tins
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zone was another, two or more inches in depth, with no vesicular
murmur, but instead, a slight mucous rattle, particularly when she
coughed; below this the respiration was clear, aa it was for some
space under the sternal portion of the clavicle. The right lung
was sound. ·
Under this state of affairs I thought it almost useless to prescribe
anything. There was, however, one encouraging symptom, she
menatruated regularly, and while this is the case, I always entertain some hope, no matter how unPJ"C?misi~ other thi!189 may be.
I first truncated a portion of the u\rula, as 1t was much elo~ted.
This had the effect of relieving, at once, the strangling spells of
cough. She was requested to take Hasting's wood naplitha, commencing with twenty drops three times a day, in simple syrup, with
five drops of McMunn's elixir in each. This was gradually increased, until she took forty-five drops three times a day. In five
weeks she was not benefitted in tlie smallest degree, while her
strength had deteriorated materially. She now, successively, tried
every variety of cough mixtures, comprising the terebinthinate and
balsamic preparations, but all were of no benefit. Her menstrual
period went by in June, without any show. By the last of July,
her stre02th was so far gone, and her symptoms progresaing so rapidly, that s"be gave up her house in the city, and came to Chester, for
the benefit of country air, and of escape from the cares of housekeeping.
Her situation at that time was, extreme emaciation; the eyes
sunk and dark under them; complexion sallow; pulse 120; stomach
rejects almost everything; no appetite for anything; coughs almost
half the time; ni~ht-sweats; orthopnma, so that she cannot lie below an angle of forty-five degrees; alee~ but little; has cl1ills and
fel"er sometimes every day; circumscribed spots in the cheeks, with
burning of hands and feet; so weak she "ca.n't walk fifty yards;,,
unable to get up stairs without assistance, or climbing by the banisters, and stopping every two or three steps; she has become round
shouldered and stooping.
The atethoecopic signs are, in the axilla, extremely loud tracheal,
or cavernous sounds, with a loud gul'Jlling rattle when she coughs,
or endeavors to inspire deeply; pectoriloquy quite distinct; anterior
to this is mucous rattle, with bronchophony; ~teriorly the same,
but less loud. In the portion immediately under this, there was
more of a crepitating mucous rale than when examined FV~ously,
and slight bronchophony, the remaining portions unaffected," or bUt
slightly so. The expectoration at times is most profuse, particularly if by means of opiates the cough is quieted eartially, for a few
hours; is mostly yellowish, heavy, and sinks m water as would
lead. Occasionally, however, for a day at a time, it comists mainly of greeniah-yellow matter, streaked with blood, with considerable
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froth, or mucm, and ao offensive to the taste and smell, as to occasion emesia.
·
I was completely at the end of my resources, when I rec.eived
the July nmnber of yoar journal. I there found two or three cases
o( consumption, by Dr. Bennett, treated with the cod-liver oil. I
at once detennined to try it, as something new, but with liUle hopes
oC findi11g any good come of it. It was procured, but such was the
irritability of the stomach, that for more than a week its use was
not commenced, during which neutral mixture and naphtha were
ag&in used, with the effect of quieti~ it. She commenced it the
20th of August; a desert spooiiful three tiqies a day was taken in
Jrot4 of pot"ttr. It rested easily and lightly; in a few days it
was inere&sed to a tablespoonful three times a day; and finding this
to have no unpleasant effect on the stomach, in a few days more it
was increased. to four tablespoonfuls a day. This quantity was not
exceeded. In about two weeks she found an evident improvement
in her appetite; in two weeks more she found a diminution of her
fevers aJia night sweats, nor did she require so much parag<_>ric to
make her cough supportable. She had had a constant blister
alternated between the shoulders, and on the scapular portion of
the thorax, which she had neglected re-applying for some days,
and on the 26th of September sne bad a severe attaclr. of pleuntic
pain, for which I was summoned in haste to see her. The blister
was at once applied, and removed the pain, and there was no more
return of it.
At this time, when she was on the use of the foarth pint of oil,
the loud cavernous sound in the axilla was more tracheal than
fonnerly; pectoriloquy was less distinct, and the ~Ii~ rattle,
was much diminisheCl; bronchophony still well marked 10 tlie same
situations as fonnerly.
·
The oil was persevered with, a tablespoonful four times a day.
At the end of October there was a great amelioration of all the
symptoms; the night sweats had, in a great measure, disappeared ;
the chills and fevers were gone; the dyspeptic symptoms all ~ne,
and she had a unifonnly 20od appetite. She was ordered to live
well on good nourishing food, without regard to what it was, if no
unpleasant eft'ects were felt in the stomach. Her countenance had
assumed a natural sprightly expression; her strength was increasing;
ber dyspn<ea decreasing, and everything appeared favorable. She
had rarely to take paregoric on account of the cough, but the blister wu kept sore. In another month there was not a spnptom of
dieease remaining, except some cough and expectoration. And
now, 25th of December, she walb about the streets, straight and
erect, not so strong as formerly, but can walk a mile or more without great fatigue. She weighs some pounds heavier than she ever
did even in her younger days. Her sallow countenance has all
gone, and, although slie is pale, she looks sprightly, talks, laughs ·
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with, and enjoys the intercourse of her friends aa well aa before
she was sick. Her orthopnma has disappeared for two months,
and she sleeps easy on either side, though rather more so on the
left than the right, and what I re~ as among the most favorable signs is her catamenia returned in December.
She still coughs and expectorates, but not so much in a week as
formerly in a day-and the expectoration continues to diminish.
The soUnds in the chest are little more than a rather loud mucous
rattle, with little or no puffing, or bronchophony. In the axilla is
a portion in which there is no vesicular murmur, and only the mucous rale, but not strongly marked.
The blister has not been applied for six weeks or more, and no
inconvenience has resulted from letting it heal up. She is taking
a tables!>O<!nful of the oil twice a day. I am fearful yet of-an attack of inft.uenza, which is prevailing, to some extent, in her case.
It would, in all probability, rekindle the diseaae. Bat certain it is
she ia nearly well. I doubt very much whether any other article
could have produced the effects that have resulted from this. Certainly it is not known, if it exists. All known means had been
tried, and most faithfully too, before she commenced the use of this,
and from no one, nor from all successively tried, did the slightest
benefit accrue.
I find much discrepancy of opinion concerning the kind of oil
most medicinal The kiDd used in the above case was the fine,
clear, white oil. It ca1U1ot be procured for less than one dollar a
pint. The colored, coarse oil, at about half this price, or less, I
have not recommended, because but few stomachS could bear it
without nauseating, when continued for the le~ of time necessary. The effect of the other, instead of nause&tif!g, is to improve
the appetite, and the digestive, and assimilating functions, lience
it ought to be prefered in all cases. It is to be aperehended that
the high pice of it will lead the dishonest to making an inferior
imitation, that can be sold at a cheaper rate. In cases of this kind,
as in many others, the cheap article is dearest in the end. I am
trying it in three other lwpefu1 cases of consumption, in which all
other means have failed. They are all improved, but what wiU
be the result, time must develope.. They ·have not taken enoURh
yet to know what it will do. They all find an improvement in the
appetite, and two of them express themselves as increasing in
strength; their fevel"8 and sweats are diminishing.-Chuter, Dec.
ii>, 1848.-.dmerican Journal, Jan., 1849.

bnu.N TauTKllNT OJ' CsoLUA. Bg Samuel Roger1.-lst
Staga.-Venuection baa been advocated by many, and very generally pract:iaed in this ltage of the diaeaae ; but to be of eervice it
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should be performed early, before the beat of the body i1 much
diminished, and the skin has become clammy. The blood at first
801"8 with difficulty, is of a dark color and thick, but in many
cues, after a small quantity is drawn, it loses theee characters and
becomes florid, the pulse rising in frequency ; thi1 I have repeatedly
witneased.
Enaetie6 are constantly given in the earlier ~' but their use
&ppe&!B to be based J>!incipally on theoretical groUnds.
Calonul, in large doses, was long a favorite medicine with the
older practitioners in India, from an idea that in such dosea, in
addition to its other effects, it pouellSe.d peculiar aedative powers,
the usual routine having been to administer calomel 9i, opii gr. ij
immediately on the patient being seen, and to repeat the dose ever'/
hoar or two, according to the Judgr_nent of the prescriber. It 1s
allowed by every one, that calomel possesses no BJ>!'cific power
over the disease, and is useful, when combined with opium, in
remaining the violent action of the intestines, and allaying ernesis;
when the violence of the diseaae subsides, it then exerta its peculiar power in restoring diseaaed or suspended eecretions. The
experience of late years, however, baa taught ua, that the same
efl8cta may be ~ced when this medicine is given in much
smaller quantities, whilst large doses are thought by many to haaten
death in bad cases; and in those which recover, the saliva&ion,
which it often occasions, retards convalescence. Calotnel, in
small doses, is used by most practitioners, and the following formule are highly recommended: Calomel, pulv. capsici, aa gn. iv;
opii gr. iu or gr. ij; auafmtide gr. ij; ol. menth.
m. i; to be
re~ at intervals whilst purging continues, unti 8 or 10 gn. of
opiwn have been taken. Dr. Lonmer remark&," I cannot forbear
recording my testimony to a combination of medicines, which, in
warding off and cheeking an attack of cholera, in numerous
imtances, both in Europeans and natives, has been followed with
the happiest results. The remedy consists of quinine, calomel,
and opium, in the quantities of six, four, and two grains respectively, followed by a wine-glass of brandy diluted with a little
wann water ; this, given within the first hour or two of seizure,
will be found, in a large ~roportion of cases, to check the disease,
(in my own experience it has never failed.")
TM combi1UltioA of nitro-muriatic acid and opium has been
ve!Y e~'!'ively ~i:ied, ~ with the best "!suit~ the d~ being
acid. nitric, m. lj; acid. hydrochlor. m. 1; tinct. opu, m. x;
1nter :lj; to be repeated every hour or hour and a halt; the e&ct.
are IC!dlitive, stimUlant, and astringent.
Btlgar of katl and opiuoa are acbowledged by IDOlt practitionen
to be one of the best combinatiom which we poaeess, in arreating
puging, in the premonitory stages of cholera, given in dOlel ol
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gr. ij or the fonner, and opium. gr. i, repeated according to circumstances.
Opium, in some shape or other, enters into most prescriptions,
and is of essential benefit in restraining the alvine discharges and
stopping emesie; but from the tendenc1 to coma and stupor, in this
disease, great caution is necessary in its administration; 8 WS· of
solid opium is the largest quantity which I should consider it safe
to use during an attack of cholera.
Stimulants are of great use in the inCitJient stages of cholera.
Of these, the spirit. ammon. aromat., the spiritus ietneris sulphurici,
and sp. ieth. nitrici are the best, and the carbonate of ammonia
and camphor, when we wish to administer stimulants in the solid
fonn, for fear of inducing vomiting ; quinine, from its influence
over the nervous system, appears to possess a certain power in
counteracting the effects of ~the poison, when given '.in the early
stages. The Indian hemp has a[so been advantageously used for
this purpose, with the effect of almost immediately raising the
temperature of the skin.
Cold Bath.a.-The cold doucl&t, as a remedial agent, is highly
recommended, not only in the invasive period, but also in the last
stages of disease. I have known the most marked benefit obtained
from dashing cold water on the face and head, when the patients
were sinking into collapse, and when, except the head, the body
was all over cold, and the pulse almost imperceptible; the patients
in these cases often expressed themselves revivei:l, and called for its
re~tition.

The use of hot baths is now relinquished by universal consent,
having been found, by e~rience, to be injurious in various ways,
but chiefly, from the fatigue and upright posture, inducing fatal
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effects, of tliis remedy was to restore the enfeebled circulation;
the action of the heart and arteries being invigorated, and the
pulse (which may have previously been imperceptible at the wrist)
becoming strong and full. The temperature of the skin, also, ti-om
being cold and clamm.r, became warm, and the patient, aroused
from a state of almost inanimate collapse, sat up, talked, and expressed himself relie.,-ed. This improvement was, however, found
to be transitory ; syinptoms of collapse soon began to return again,
the patient became covered with profuse cold sweat, and after
relapsing into a state of extreme prostration, the vital powers
coufd not be again stimulated to action.
Ozygen Gal.-Oxygen gas has been used in the low stagt>s of
cholera, with the effect of immediatelr restoring the heat of the
skin and raising the pulse ; the inhalation being continued for four
or five hours at intervals, whenever the pul!!e began to flag.Month. Rdroapect; Dec., 1848.
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MEDICAL EnucATION IN TuRKEv.-The progress of civilization in Turkey, of late years, is very remarkable, and the advance
of medical or~nization and education especially so. The state
takes upon itself the choice and the instruction of its people in
medicine. A general order has been issued to each district of the
empire, to send up six young men for medical instruction. The
candidates are formed into three great classes: 1. Elementary,
where the general education is atteooed to, in the Turkish, Arabic,
and Frencli languages, in history, ~eography, &c. 2. A class of
medicine and surgery. 3. One ot pharmacy for aphothecaries.
Thoee intended for physicians are to spend four years in the elementary and four in the medical and surgical classes. The pharmaceutical course occupies two years, after tbe conclusion of
attendance in the elementary class. Pupils pass from one class to
another by examination. The medical school of Galata-Serai has
hitherto been the onl,r one ; but a new institution is nearly completed, a medico-ehirurgacal academy, which will take the name of its
founder, the reigning sultan, Abdul Medjid. · When the latter col~
lege is inaugurated, the old school of Galata-Serai will serve for
the preparatory studies only, and from it students who have
received certificates in arts will pass on to their medical or pharmaceutical studies in the academy. Turkish improvements are
arrested on one sub;:ct by the inveterate prejudices of the people-viz., in that of midwifery, for the practical study of which no
opportunities are afforded. Still, as the difficulties in the way of
practical anatomy have vanished, and that in a much less time than
inight have been expected, considering all things, so we may also .
hope that, ere long, the onward progress of knowledge will also
sweep away the diJficqlties in the way of the obstetric art in Turkey.

ExTRACT OJ'

CLOn:a.-The Shakers of Canterbury, N. H.,

prepare a delicate artirle, which is represented to possess very
UDPortant properties, by boiling the blossoms of red clover, ( Tnfohum Pratense) till an extract is obtained, of a certain consistency, recognized by them as being the medicinal point, and which
is particularly used as an external application in ulcerations. Those
w6o have made themselves familiar with this comparatively new
preparation, say that it acts like a charm in altering the condition
of the most formidable class of ulcers. Such, in short, are the
fim>rable representations from reliable sources, that hos.Pita) sut..
miaht find it advantageous to use it at once, especially as it
is ao mild and delicate tila.t no disturbance in the system may be
feared, however liberally the extract is applied.-Bo1.on. Med. and
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LoHLIA rs HvuxoPSOBIA.-[It is amusing to obtserve the general ignorance of the medical profeSBion upon the subject of the
use of lobelia, which is frankly confessed in the following communication. Professional knowledge, of the most simple and familiar character, which has long been enjoyed by medical· reformers,
will be found from time to time rising up among our Old school
brethren as interuting "°"eltie1.-B.]
To the Editor of the Bo1ton Medical and Surgical Journal:
Srx : The followi~ statement has been thought to po1&ess
aufticient importance and interest to warrant its publication. If
you think so, you may, if you please, give it an imertion in the

Journal.
Dr. Benaiah Sanborn, who died in 1841, in our neighboring
town of Sanbornton, had a very extensive practice for many years
in that town and vicinity, enjoying, to an eminent degree, the confidence of the community around him. Although making no pretensions to very much science, be was considered a skilful physician, and a man of high moral and intellectual worth. "Having
ascertained," as he su~posed, "that lobelia was an antidote to
poison of extremely virulent character," he was induced to test its
virtues in the treatment of hydrophobia, an opP,?rtunity for doing
which soon presen&ed. The swine of four families, on the borders
of Sanbomton and Meredith, were bitten by a dog supposed to be
mad. The Doctor purposed giving the lobelia by way of ~ri
ment. To three of the swine it was given as soon as posuble,
and continued to be ~i\·en freely for some time. These all lived,
while the one to which it was not given proved mad and died of
hydrophobia.
•
He was afte~ards called to see a son of Esquire Mooney, of
Canterbury, nine years of age, who had been bitten. It was the
·eleventh day of his disease. " He had become very wHd, and the
spasms were so severe that it was necessary to confine him and pry
open his mouth in order to administer any thing." Whilst the lobeha was preparing, lie gave, in hopes of allaying the spasma, a
powder composed ef oprum, 1 gr.; sal. nitre, 1 gr.; camphor, I gr.;
aigitalis, S grs. A stroag decoction of the lobelia being prepared,
was then giVf'n and repeated until free vomiting was produced. It
was taken with difficu1ty at first, bei~ ejected from his mouth and
nose, but the effort was perse\•ered 10 and succeeded. In three
hours, the Doctor remarked, " the patient was relieved, and sat
at the table and took tea with the family comfortably."
Another case, in which the same treatment was entirely successful, was that of a Mr. Newell, of Reading, Mass. His reputation for the successful treatment of this dreadful disease, it seems,
became somewhat extensive, and is, to this day, held in high esti-
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mation by the pe~e amonpt whom he dwelt; so much so, I am
told, that many of them are in the habit of yearly laying by them
in store their bunch of lobelia.
The facts, as above related, I have had in m;r pouession for a
long time, having been for many years a neighbor to Dr. S.
Having had no opportunit.y to test the value of this treatment by
actual experiment, &od haVl?g never seen, as I recollect, any allusion in any of our medical journals to the use of lobelia in the
treatment of hydrophobia, I thought the communication ~t not
be uninteresting or unprofitable to the profession. Should any be
induced to make trial of the above, I hOpe they will give the result
of their experiment through the pages of the Journal.
Bo1catoe~,

E. K.

W.CBIT&a.

N. H., February 22, 1849.

Co1HTlPAT10N.-A failure of the natural action of the bowels
in the removal of their contents, is a fruitful source of disease. ·
From this arise eruptions of the skin, bad breath, dyspepsia, and
a multitude of derangements. This complaint seems to be more
~valent in this country than on the other aide of the Atlantic-a.
tact attributed hr our respected felJow townsman, Dr. John C. Warren, to the IUJ>erior dryness of the ~osphere. The constant occur.
rence of the aiffi.cµlty alluded, to has le<l him tQ try a great number
of remedies, suggested by physicians and common experiencecold water on an em~y stomach, pure coffee taken under the eame
circwmtances, fruit, dried fruits, cold water injections, and a number of articles of the materia medica-magnesia, rhubarb, aloes,
&.c. All these have had a limited good effect, but have failed in
a ~ number of instances, and could not be brought into
ge!!eral use.
In the year 1828, he first introduced into this place bread made
of unbolted wheat ftour, varioualy denominaU!d aa brown bread,
dyspepsia bread, &c. The good effects of this article have been
ext.ended to thousands, and even perhaps to hundreds of thousands,
of persona; but it fails in many cues, owins to the patient being
anal>le or unwilling to take a sufficient quantity.
In February, 1847, while c.onversiog with a patient grievously
troubled, it occurred to him, that, as th.e coarse wheat oread. produced itt laxative effect by the action of its u.µassimilated portion,
the bran, a coarser bran might have a ~r effect and remedy the
comtricted state of the bowels which the bread had failed to do.
He .elected some of the best wheat, had it coarsely grow.I in a
coft"ee mill, boiled slowly for three or foqr hours to the conaistency
or hominy, rice, or haaty puddll:ig, and found, to his great latisfaction, that this article, eMell with a little salt and buUer, or cream,
or brown augar, or molaase1, auawered more uniformly than any
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other subetance. Since its introduction, this has been employed
by a vast number of persons in Boston, in the northern division of
this country, and in many other places, with excellent effect. It is
eaten at breakfast or dinner, in a quantity varying according to the
constitution of the individual ; but, as a general rule, from eight
·
to twelve ounces, or two tea cups, will aoswer the purpose.
The principle on which this substance produces its action we
do not intend to discusa here, but, as we have heard these remarks
from Dr. Warren himself, we can vouch for the accuracy of the
above statement ; and, having made trial of the " cracked wheat,"
or "wheat hominy,'' we can testify to its valuable properties &om
our own experience. This preparation he does not offer as a new
invention, as it has been employed for various t11es; but it is remarkable that the attention of physicians and othen baa not been
distinctly directed to it by any one,. as the best dietetic remedy for
eo.etiveness. Perhaps it has been thought too common a th.iDg to
be brought before the public in a fonnal manner; but if it attains
so very desirable an object as it is believed to do, its simplicit,r
ought not to constitute an objection to doing so. That it does this
generally, there is no doubt, although it ought not to be considered
as a panacea, adapted to cure evf!rf one, since there are persons
with whom it does not agree, and to whom, therefore, its benefits
are not available. The medicinal efficacy of the preparation is
proportioned to its coarseness; and to the shortness of the time it is
boiled; but to render it J>ll'.latable, it sbould be about as coarse as
rice or hominy, and should be boiled from thirty minutes to four
hours, a little . salt being added at the close of boiling. :&~
acceptable to most persons as an article ·of food, it is kept for sale
by die grocers of Boston.-Boaton Med. and 811,-g. Jovr.

Con-LIVRR 01L. By D. M' Rtttr, M. D., Bangcw, Mt.There have been few articles introduced into the materia medica
with more apparent reluctance, on the part of the profession, than
the cod-liver oil; but havi~ once obtained a place in the catalogue of remedies, we predict it will be as slowly discarded as it
has been adopted.
Cod-liver oil has been held as a popular remedy among the
inhabitants of the aea coasts of northern Europe for many centuries. The virtoes imputed to it have been both vague and varioull,
but it has been universally esteemed in many chronic diseases as a
remedy of unequivocal power. Amo~ the fishermen of our own
continent, it has long been highly valued for its curative po1Ver in
rheumatism and its analagous diseases. It first attracted the attention of some medical practitioners in 1771, when Dr. Percival
used it in many casea of chronic rheumatism with succeu. Dr.
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Key, of Manchester; employed it extensively in hospital practice
in 1789; and Dr. Bardsley used it previous to 1807. But it was
not until 1822 that the attention of the profession was particularly
directed to it by
publication based upon numerous and authentic cases in which 1t had been used. Dr. Schencks, of Germany,
published in" Hufeland's Journal" of 1822-6, a ·series of papers
in favor its curative powers, which has led to its gradual adoption
as a remedy in that ~ountry. More recently it has been empfoyed
in Belgium, France, England, and Scotland. Within the last
three years it has been introduced into the practice of medicine in
this country, and from the numerous advertisements of those ·who
prepare it for medical purposes, as well as from the reports that
appear daily in the public journals, of its efficacy in disease, we
Uifer that it is being used very generally.
Its therapeutic properties led Dr. Kopp, of Gennany, to suspect
that it contained iodine. This conjecture was verified by Drs.
Loome, Bennett, and others, who all, however, differ in regard to
the quantity of iodine found in a given quantity of the oil, varying
from one-half to one and a half per cent. The proximate
elements of the oil bear some resemblance to those of bile, as it
contains in ·common with that fluid, oil, resin, and ·saline matter.
It reddens litmus paper, is soluble in alcohol and ether, and is usually found to possess the specific gravity of 0.930. Gmelin
obtained a saline mass from the oil wtiich struck a deep-blue color
with a solution of starch, and had all the usual reactions of a solution of iodine.
In 1836, Dr. Brefield published a monograph on the use of the
cod-liver oil, in which he says that from careful observation of
manr, successful experiments with it in cases of rheumatism, he
coD11ders it a specific in both the acute and chronic forms of that
diaease. This testimony has since been corroborated by a host of
medical writers in Europe, who, likewise, agt"ee that it merits the
first place among anti-scrofulous remedies. Dr. Tanftied reports
an instance of its success in curing a case of strumous caries of the
spine, with extensive ulceration. Dr. Graves declares that he has
8eell it accomplish cures in scrofulotlS disease of the lymphatic
Jdands, after all other remedies had been tried and failed. Drs.
llicherand and M. Hall highly extol its curative rowers in many
obstiaate cutaneous diseases ; and other medica authorities, of
equal resr;ctability as the foregoing, have strongly recommended
it in phth1sis, chorea, spinal irritation, epilepsy, dilorosis, coxalgia,
and tabes mesenterica.
The sensible therapeutic action of the oil seems to be almost
natl. Dr. Dunglison says, that it has no manifest effect on the
secretions, [excretions?] except occasionatly on the urinary and
c11nneous cfepurations; on the healthy organization it seems to
excite no marked change. In strumous affections, however, its

anr
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favorable inftuence is striking, as well as in rheumatic and gouty
disordert. In seventy-one patients for whom Dr. Bennett prescribed the oil, he observed that vomiting was occasioned by it in
tbree caaea; slig!lt diarrhrea in seventeen cases ; sl~ht diuresis in
two cases ; and diapboresis in twelve cases. He thinks it owes its
efficacy in scrofula to iodine, and attributes its superiority over
that obtained by chemical means to its organic combination with
animal matter.
Dr. Acherson, of Berlin, explains its .modu1 operandi in another
manner. He conceives that oil globules are essential to the formation of the elementary cells of tissue; for the ele.mentary globule
is com~ of liquid fat and albumen ; and observes, that wben fat
in a liquid state and albumen are brought into contact, a small
quantity of the latter forms a case around a globule of the fonner,
in the same manner as the formative rudiments of animal tissue
are ~roduced from a combination of the oil contained in bile 1lnd
the albumen of the chyle.
.
Dr. Bennett and most other writers, while acknowledgi~ the
ingenuity of Acherson's hypothesis, differ from him, hf attributing
·its curative power to its a~ncy in improving the function of nutrition, thereb}' affording to the blood an energetic and rich plasma,
and promoting the activity of the vital forces, and for'W"rdllis the
absorption of morbid deposits. In addition to these explanat1ons,
Dr. C. J. B. Williams thinks, that "its ~culiar fluidity and little
proneness to cha~ enables it to pervade all structures and to penetrate even into imperfectly organized dep<>sits, and by softening
their cnncrete fatty molecules, and rendering more permeable and
supple their whole mass, brings them more Under the influent'e of
1he adjoining livi~ parts, through the circulation, in which, either
their vitality and nutrition are improved and maintained; or, if
incapable of improvemeDt, they are gradually dissolved and
absorbed away.
. ·
Thete opinions all tend to establish its character as a nutritive
of no ordinary power. In re~rd to its fonoative or solvent agencies, all is conjecture ; its claims to these properties seem to have
been advanced to explain its wonderful effects in cachectic diathesis, and scrofulous deposits. But when we consider that both of
these morbid conditions are but the effect of vitiated or imperfot't
assimilation, the ingemous theories of Acherson, as well as Williams, will be found to be wholly gratuitous.
:
In addition to the several explanations, already advanced, of it8
modm operandi, we feel authorised, from having observed its
effects in some peculiar diseases, to attribute its restorative powers
to its direct admissibility into the circulation, without undergoing
the process of digestion, or passing through the lacteal syt'tem.
We do not suppose that all tlie oil that enters the stomach, is in
this manner df.poeed of, or that none goes the usual route of the
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strong reasons for

the opinion, that much of it finds its way in a more direct manner
into the circulation, either by vital absOrption or by endonnoli1.
It.a low specific gravity would seem to favor its transmission by the
latter method. However, the following case is one of those alluded
to which have led us to the foregoing opinion.
J. M. C., a young girl aged four years, was attacked with cholera infantum during the autumn of 1848, which resulted in a diseued condition of the JbeSenteric glands; their enl~ and
indmated state could be distinctly felt through the walls of the
abdomen. The emaciation peculiar to that aisease steadily progreaed, in defiance of every remedy, u well as the ptification of
a voracious appetite ; until the case became so hopeless that all
medication was suspended, e1-cept such dietetic regulations as were
found to best insure the temporary comfort of tlie patient. The
cur, under this expectant treatment, for weeks continUed to advance
towards an apparent fatal termination; when, about a month ago,
in comequence of the earnea~ solicitation of the mother, that something more qht be attempted to save her child, the cod-liver oil
was airected to be given in half-tablespoonful doses three times a.-day.
Aboa& a week after the commencement of the oil, an evident improvement in the general appearance of the child was pe~ble,
al~h the discharges from the bowels remained as cnylous and
u ~uent as they were before the oil wu given. Thia improvement is still ~ing on. The pulse has nearly doubled its volume ;
and the glands, which were formerly easily discernible by the
hand, cannot now be readily felt, in consequence of the increased
thicknea of the wall8 of the abdomen. Whether thie patient will
recover or not, is still doubtful ; but the change in the increase of
adipose tissues, as well as the improvement in the general circula..
tion, since the commencement of the oil treatment, irresistibly
leads to the inference, that nutritive elements have found a way
into the circulation different from the usual route of di~stion.
The declarations of other patient.a that the oil acts as a conlial, as
~y and aa effectually as an equal quantity of good toine,
~ens this supposition.
Tlie curati\'e pawers of the cod-liver oil are more manifest in
tubercular phthis1a than in any other diaeue in which we have preICribed it. Indeed, no therapeutic agent ha1 come under our otilerntion whicta has a~ntly produced such favorable changes in
this dieease aa the oil. Undoubtedly mueh of its efficacy depends
upon its ~er of invigorating the system, and increuing the
" tsrg_or '7itflli1." Yet we apprehend it sometimes act.a in a conaervative capacity, by presentmg to the oxygen that entel'B the circulation a supely of hydro-carbonaceous elements, to satisfy its
imperative affimties; and in this manner it tends to ~ect the nitrogenous tissues from rapid decomposition. This hypothesis
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receives 10me aapp<>rt from the results of a chemical and microscopical examination of three specimens of urine, from each of
three individuals, both before all.cl after taking the oil; when the
urea was found in much less quantity in the urine passed after
taki~ the oil, than in the specimens obtained before its use.
Within the last two years we have prescribed the cod-liver oil in
thirteen cases of well-lnarked tubercular phthisis, and the following
have been the results. It has been discontinued in two cases; in
consequence of its produci~ hemoptysis in one case, and diarrh<E&
in the other. Two cases have not perceived any eftect whatever
from it. Five cases have been materially benefited; three of
whom are yet persisting in its use. And four cases are to all
~~n.ces cured; they have regained their flesh and strength, are
tree from co~h or hurried respiration, and their circulations have
returned within the limii1 of health.
In one case of c.aries o the spine, of a strumous char&cter,
when the ~ent was unable to sustain the upright ~tion without great suffering, the time when the oil was first taken, about
four months ago,, it has so improved 'his condition that he is able
to take part with other children in their pastimes out of doont,
.with peifect freedom from pain. . .
.
Although the effect of cod-liver oil on a healthy system is
almoet null, yet it ought not to be inferred that no discrimination
is necessary in its adininistration in disease; for there are some
pathological states in which it proves highly injurious. Diseases
attended with intense arterial action, increase of heat, intestinal
irritation, or hemorrhagic tendencies, are thoEe morbid conditions
with which I have found it to be incompatible.
·
If this communication will induce some of the readers of the
Journal to give the cod-lher oil a more extensive trial, and report
their experience of its efficacy in diSE'ase, mv object will be accom·
plished.-Boaton. Mul. and Surg. Jour., Marc4 7, 1849.

at

PBl:SBRVATJON AND RESTORATION oF S10HT.-This is an im~r·
tant matter, yet easily attained by this simple rule : When the sight
is too short, close the eyes, press the fingers gently OUTWARDLY
from the nose across the eyes. Short sight is caused by too great
aouNDNBBB of the eyes, and rubbing or wiping them from their
inner toward their outward 'angles, FLATTEN• them, and thus
lengthens or extends their angle ~f vision. But as long sirt is
cau8ed by the too great FLA TNEss of the eyes, passing the fingers
or towel from their outer angles INWARDLY, of course rounds them
up, an<! thus ~re~rves the ai~ht: . By this simple me~s, all persons
can adjust their Sight to their hkmg, so as to read without glasses
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jaat as well when old aa young. The value ot this knowledge is
1eCOod only to that of sight.
Bronson is at pre1ent the leading promulgator of this idea, and
claims to have discovered it. It may be original with him, let
was known long before Bronson's birth. The grandfather o a
female friend of the editor's practiced it fifty years ago, and by its
means ~rved his eye-eiglit so aa to be able to read fine print
when eighty-eight years old; and John Quincy Adams, in conversation with Lawyer Ford, of Lancaster, Pa., who wore glasses,
told him if he would manipulate his eyes with his fingers, from
their external angles inwardly, he would soon be able to dispense
with glaaees. FOrd tried it, 3Dd soon restored his sight rmectiy,
and baa since preserved it by the continuance of this practice. On
this point the Philadelphia Ledger remarks u follows:
Rutoration of Siglt.t.-Tbe Boston Traveller gives some interesting accounts of experiments made hr Professor Bronson, in removing imperfections of sight, produced by age, or malformation.
AccordinJ to the Traveller, old people have been enabled to lay
aside their spectacles, and people of all ages, who suffered from
abort sight, have been entirely cured. The Traveller says that
Professor Bronson is the author of these discoveries, and that hia
pn1:ctice consists entirely in manipulation. Professor Bronson ia
well known in this and other cities as a lecturer upon elocution,
and has opened an office in New York, for medical practice upon
the eye, in which we wish him succe&S.
But while giving credit to Professor Bronson for his- efforts in
doinB good, and while admitting that his method of treating the
eye u original with himself, we <lo not admit that he was the fird
discoverer. The very treatment ascribed to him for restoring decayed sight, was discovered Iona ago by John Quincy Adams, and
successfully e!-cticed on himseif. This is not the only case in
which scientific men have made the same discovery, without any
communication with each other. Dr. Franklin in Philadelphia,
and Dr. Ingenhouse in St. Petenburg, without any knowledae of
each other, made simultaneous discoveries in electricity. Tnerefore, we do not wonder at Profeaeor Bronson's discovery concerning the eyes, without any hint from Mr. Adams, who had Jong
previoualy made the same discovery. Mr. Adams did not communicate hia diacovery to the world, but mentioned it incidentally, and
u of no great importance, to two or three friends in the course of
Ju. life. We cert&inlr wonder at him and them, for not perceiving
its general utility. Mr. Adams never wore spectacles, his sight
endiiring to the last. Yet those who remember him in private con...iion, may remember hia habit, while listening, of manipulalirtf his eyee with his ~' by passing them gently over the· surface, &om &be extemal to the imeru.l az:ijrle.
The decay of sight that ia remediec{ by Cff"'7: spectacles, ia
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caused by the eradual absorption of the humors, or relaxation of
the coats, rend'ering the transparent cornea less convex. The
manipulation or gentle pressure perhaps, by stimulating the coats,
and thereby causing them to contract, restores the· original convexity, and consequently the original perfection of sight. In rubbi~
or wiping the eyes, we naturally pass the hand or towel over the
convex surface, from the internal to the external angle. This
diminishes the convexity, a11d thus promotes the decay of sight, and
therefore should be carefully avoided. The pressure, whether in
wiping or manipulating, should proceed, in eyes originally perfect,
from the external to the internal angle. IJkort Big/al, remedied by
conca1'e glasses, is caused by undue con1'e:rity of the external
cornea, whether congenital or caused by disease. In this case, all
wiping, rubbing, or manipulation, should proceed from the internal
to the external angle, the reverse of the motion neceasary in the
the case firAt mentioned. In manipulation, care must be taken
~nst pressure too hard, or continued too long, which may develop
inftammation.
The same female friend, mentioned above, has been troubled
for years with a spontaneous weeping of one of her eyes, which
she has entirely cured by rubbing and wipi1_1g her eyes, when she
washes, INWARDLY. She also now reads fine print, whereas before she was unable to do so. This subject will of course commend itself to the practical trial of all who may be suffering from
imperfeet or weak eyes.-...4naerican Phren. Jour.

By N. B. Pickett,
Great Barrington, M1.
In your remarks on Dr. Beck's Infant Therapeutics, yoo allude
to the frequent use of tartar:.emetic ·and opium by New England

TAaT.u-E.111:T1c AND OPiuH TO INuNTs.

mothers for young infants. I, for one, rejoice that such a man as
Dr. Beck has been willing to investigate and portray the evils of
using the~ "Samsons" of the materia medica,- so common in the
nursery. Not a community, probably, in this commonwealth, but
can bring out facts to prove that opium in some form will certainly
put a quietus-yes, a final quietue--to the crying babe! Several
cases of this kind have been reported to me. And I view tartaremetic as little less dangerous. We all know the tendency of tartaremeti.c, when externally employed, to produce eruptions and ulcera..
tions. And why not produce a similar ulceration upon the mucous
membrane of the bowels? I fear that many of the bowel complaints and chronic diarrli<MB of children could be traced to the
frequent use of antimonial wine given to allay fever 01· relie,·e a
common cough from cold.
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A cue fell under my observation a few years since, which is to
the point. A child, about three years old, of robust, healthy ap~ce, was subject to asthma. To relieve the turns of wheez-

mg, the physician left a solution of antimony, with directions to

~ve frequent doses until the child vomited freely. This, for a
time, operated well; but the dose was enlarged, yet no emes1s could
be produced. Troe to the directions, the mother repeated the dose
so frequently, that hyper-catharsis and general prostration began
to alarm the parents for the safety of the child. I was sent for, and
found him in af'ticulo mortis. This dysentery, as they tenned it,
had been running for some days. He was now insensible, sphincter
ani perfectly refaxed, surface cool and moist, constant rolling of
the head, livid countenance, indicating that the brain was sufferin~
and death at hand. He died within a few hours-his death evidently caused by the too free use of antimony.-Bodon Med. and

Surg. Journal.

·

OPinr AND BLEEDING. Eztf'act from the Fiske Fund Prize
Dimrtation1 of the Rhode I.Zand Medical Society; by C.
W. Parscms, M. D.
Very many diseases of irritation exhibit the over-excitement of
some functions rendered necessary by a previous cause, which cause
mllSt be attacked first. But those diseases of irritation, in which
the consequence lasts thou~ the first cause is removed, so far as
we can remove it, may perliaps be brought under the head of self.
limited diseases. Such are confirmed epilepsy, tetanus, delirium
tremens.
lu regard to the last of these affections, much difference of opinion
prevails as to the usefulness of opium. That sleep is a most favorable occurrence in the paroxysm of delirium tremens, is well established. That under very different modes of treatmeftt it is very
generally obtained within three days, is also well known. But the
researches of Dr. Ware, of Boston, have illustrated the natural
course of the pa~o~sm, showin~ that under these various methods
of management it 10 fact took its natural way, and that, under a
purely expectant plan, the desired sleep is very generally obtained
within 60 to 72 hours, in uncomplicate<I delirium tremens. Nay,
more, the fatality, and duration were both increased in cases where
sleep was forced by opium in large doses (giving 24 to 72 grains
in the course of 48 hours), or where small iioses were given, not
enough to have any great influence in producing sleep (two or three
grains in 24 hours). This belief, first announced as the general
impression left by a pretty extensive observation, afterwards appeared in the more trust worthy fonn of the results of numerical
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computation. (See the suijoined table.•) Dr. Ware's researches
show that sleep, particularly if forced by art, is in a considerable
proportion of cases not immediately followed by recovery, and sometimes occurs in cases that still prove fatal. In delirium tremens, not
complicated by ·other disease, and not occurring in constitutions
broken down by long-continued excesses, he decidedlTr recommends
that no powerful means be med to procure sleep. rhe papen of
Dr. Ware, on this subject, are favorable specimens of what ma1
be done to illustrate the treabnent of diseases, by studying their
natural history. The results are interesting, as showing a case of
~·irritation, not stopped by removing t&e cause, and that tuns
itself out, if not interfered with, more safely than if we try to quiet
the irritation. In the treatment of this cl&11 of diseases, ~nerally,
more can be accomplished by allaying the irritability, aD.d attacki~ t.he p~sposing causes, than by directly trying to subdue the
enst1ng excitement.
lnftaminations f!gure so larsely among the diseases we are called
to treat, that they deserve special consideration here. Much breath
and ink have been wasted, in inquiring whether inflammation is,
or is not, a restorative process. The question has been discossed
most intelligently with reference to imfiammation following mechanical injury, where we can get at more of the elements of the case,
than in internal diseases. It has been satisfactorily shown that inflammation is not. necessary to the healing of wounds, but is in
many instances a hindrance to the true reparative processes. It is
matter ·uf observation that wounds may heal without redness or
heat, -without pain except what is left from the injury, without accumulation and delay o(blood in the capillaries, or increased action
of the arteries-a.nd that healing beneath a scab, or by the so..
called modelling process, is intelT11pted when these sip of inflammation appear. Sometimes, on tne other hand, woUnds or ulcers
will not lieal till the organizable elements of the blood are specially
increased, · &a by inflammation. So in in~al diseases-after
ulcerative perforation of the intestine, inflammation is the great
source of danger if it spread along the peritoneum, and at the
same time the only safeguard if it stop after sealing up the opening
by lymph. lnftammation is not eRsentially and coll8tantly either
restorative or hurtful.
• No. of cues. Bled.
Opium, large doees,
Opium, 1111&11 d01e1,

· Emetioa,

Bleeding,
Various,
Quinine,
Meronrials,
Expectant,

8

0

7
12

1
1
2
6
0

2
9
1
1
29

0
4

Died. Recovered. Complicated with
acute dileale.
1
4
4
6
1
2
2
11
1
2
0
0
l
3
6
1
1
0
0
1
0
28
1
1
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(¥tma and Bleeding.

Bat it generally tends to spread along continuous textures; we
can seldom be sure, except in certain specific cases, that it will not
go on to disorganize the part it occupies, or permanently disable
this part; it m&kes the part more liable to inftame again; it affect&
the constitution of the blood, and the powers by which its elements

are ~need; it tends to produce secondary inftammation in other
parts. Thie last fact has been most fully brought out by the relearches of M. Louis. Then inftammation may, by each of its
~ do immediate immense harm, may blook up the air-cells
m the lungs or the lining of the glottis, may deposit an opaque
spot in frOnt of the P,Upil. Its tendency to propagate itself, and
run on into further evils, makes it one of the wor&t forms in which
the power of reaction can show itself. Practically, there are
c;ases in which it is not desirable to check or moderate

:zrew

.unmabon.

.

How much we can do to cut short the series of actions grouped
under this name, is doubtful. As the means most confidently recommended, let us consider the effects of bleeding. Nowhere has the
fallacy more prevailed of overlooking the secondary, in the immediate eff'ects of treatment. Some practitioners and writers speak
very confidently of stopping or shortening inftammation by bleeding.
" In many caaea of c~he tonsillaris, an early and full bleeding
will have the effect of arresting the inflammation, and thus ot'
aving the ~ent from much suff'ering if not danger. Even when
the arreet or the disease ia not effected by it, the inflammation is
reduced in violence ~ shortened." I quote the above (from
Coadie's notes to Watson's Lectures on the Practice of Medicine)
to show the off-band, confident manner in which many physicians,
thoee of the English school particularly, speak of inflammation aa
coalrolled '!11 bfeeding. On the other hand, certain French ob.nen of tbia country' set forth, 88 the result of facts, obterved with
moat patient indostry and marshalled in tabular views, that with
them bleedi~ seldom cuts short, and has a slight power of shortening or rendenng less fatal, many inflammations where most go<>d is
commonly expected Crom it. And certainly, the obeervations from
which tbeae inferences are drawn, deserve great confidence, from
their com_pleteneu and conscientiowmeu. ImpreuiODB remaining
on the mind, not confinned by detailed recordl of cases, are more
to be relied on 88 showing the immediate, striking results of a
remedy, than the a.fter-e&cts, the secondary reactions, the . sum of
all the wccessive changes this remedy calls forth, and their aggregate influence on the dieeue in its whole subsequent course, and on
the health in after-life. Now,-we have ampfe teltimony--every
physician has it from his recollectiou-that bleeding may immediately relieve urgent symptoms, and in this way may eave life or
an important organ. This comes ander a head we have already
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considered. It is quite another queetion, how far it could control
the whole after course of those morbid proce8888 called inflammation.
From many parts of continental Europe, accounts reach us of
hospital practi,ce there, in which the usual a.ctive measures recommeD.ded in all our text-books are not employed. Acute pneumonia
ia pla.ced under good hygienic intluencea, and left in the hands of
nature, with some nominal medicament, to amuse the mind, and
aecure obedience to the hygienic rules imposed. . Such. ia the
treatment of Magendie, at the Hotel Dieu of l>aris. In Germany,
where Homceop&.thic ma~ent has been quite common, an expectant course ia often followed in certain hospitals. TJ,ie comparative results of HolQQ)()pathic treatment .under Fleischmann,
and of treatment by Skoda, with a little eztractum graminis,
and occasionally experimental remedies thrown in, are given in the
British and Foreign Medical Review for October, 1846. Of 19
cases under FleisCbmann, having an .average of 24 years, 3 died;
of 45 cases under Skoda, 3 died. In acute inflammations, veneaection had for three years been rarely used by Skoda, other modes
of bleeding not at all; average mon&lity, 13.7 per cent.; ave.r:age
9, .26.3. The great advantage of not heeding is, in his opinion,
tlie more rapid recovery. The results of treatment in these two
hospitals at Vienna, ha.ve derived an interest from the wide publicity given to those of Fleischmann, as specimens of the superiority of Homooo~hy. The pa~r in the Review referred to, is
bf Dr. G. W. Balfour, of Edinburgh, who observed the cases
himaelf, and shows that the average results of treatment almost or
oompl~tely inert, with attention to ·hygienic rules, were more favorable than those exhibited in Fleischmann's published ta.hies, not,..
withetanding several incidental circumstances that gave the later an
advanta«e. The ~i~ases presented a. less sthenic character than
those of Great Bntam.
·
.Magend.!e, in his wards at Hot.el Dieu, Paris, has seldom used
the lancet for some years ~; the same ia the case in the House
of Industry at South Boston, tho'!Sh several cases of acute pneumonia frequently occur.-Boatcm Mid. atul Su.rg. Jou.r •

. Ts• LA.Ts Msn10AL DllGa:sa AT Gs:nu. [ Commtinicati<m.1
D. K., in your last number, seems shocked at . the conferring of
the degree of M. D. upon a female at'the recent commencement
at Geneva College. Your correspondent ia decidedly behind the
age. How long is it aince the leading physicians of Boston sent
out a circular, recommending the establiahment of an institution
for the education of females 1n the art and acience of midwifery?
Prof. W anen can enlighten him on this point, should he need
information. Are there no female accoucheun in this country?
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Are there none in France and Great Britain? Were tbere , none
in EKYpt in the time of the Pharoahs, about the period of Moses'
birth'?' How was it in New England, in the time of our forefathers? In the first volume of the " Collections of the Maine Historical Society," (p. 286,) we read that the General Court held at
Wells, July 6, 1646, "presented Francis Bayus /or pruuming to
ad tlu part of a midwife; the delinquent, exammed by the Court,
is fined fifty: shillings for the offence, and paying the fees, 61.,
is discharged." Ttmpora mutantur, ti no1 mttlamttr in illi1.
Has D. K. ever heard of Madame Boi11in, M. D., of Paris, the
distinguished lecturer and writer on obstetric science? The fact
ia, there is, and always will be, female accoucheurs; the only
question is, shall they be educated? There can be but one opinion on this point. As to females engaging in the general practice
of medicine, the idea is absurd; D. K. need have no fears of a
rivalry, which he seems to dread, as about to jostle him uncomfort.
ably. The "nefarious process of amalgamation" will not be
consummated to a great extent in his day. D. K. talks of the
"p'Ofession of law, medicine, and divinity, as masculine duties."
Are there no masculine females ? Was not Madame Potemkin
and Madame Dacier both honored with the degree of L. L. D.,
from one of the first English universities? The records of freemasonry will show that females have been inducted even into that
most honorable order. I see no reason why, if a female has made
the proper acquisitions, and proved herself worthy of the honor,
she should not receive the degree of M. D., as well as Mr. D. K.,
or any other person.
.
,
Miss Blackwell, it is well understood, studied medicine for three
years in the private office of Prof. S. H. Dickson, of New York,
a gentleman whose fitDess for iwWng of the proper P!'r&onal
(medical, physical, and moral) qualifications for the study and
practice of medicine, no one, it 1s presumed, will doubt. It is
also understood that Prof. D. not only approved, but stro~ly
adtised Miss B. to prosecute the study of medicine. and 9uahfy
herself for its practice; and we are informed it was chiefly m consequence of his flattering recommendation, that she was permitted
to attend the courses of lectures in Geneva College, and admitted
to an examination for a degree. We honor the college for its liberality ; and we believe the profession will sustain it still more
generously for the disinterested bestowal of its honors on the
deJerving, irrespective of sex or condition.
Even admitting the correctne88 of D. K.'s remarb in general,
with respect to woman's unfitness for engaging in the practice of
medicine, it would be strange indeed if exceptions did not occaaionally occur. From all we have been able to learn respecting
Mias B., she is emphatically an exception. "Ezceptio probat
Rigulam."-JuBTua. .Bo1ton. Mea. and Burg. Jour.
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CHoLsaA IN NA1HVILL.11:, Ts1nr.-:Rn.ATION TO L1xs1TONE.We have jost received a Jetter from Dr. H.B. Walton, of Nashville, g!ving some intereeting J>&!!iculan in relation to the appearance of cholera in that city. He states that the pestilence first
appeared there about two months since, and that the average mortahty from it had been about two a day. "The weather, for the
pater part of the time, has been wann and wet. But," he adds,
"the ~int to which I wish particularly to call your attention is,
the predilection of the disease for a certain quarter of the city.
It has J.>revailed almost exclusively about a particalar locality. At
fint, th11 appeared inexplicable ; but since reading the remarks of
Dr. Jack.eon on the connection between cholera and li!Deltone
regions, I have su~aed that the cause was revealed. A l&rRe
portion of the city of Nashville is supplied with water from tlie
Cumberland; citizens in other, parts uae water from springs and
wells, which, of course, is l~Iy impregnated with carbonate of
lime. It is to the latter, with scarcely an exception, that cholera
baa been confined. Two cases preeented themselves, which, at
ftrst, I supposed were exceptiona to the rule. One was a lady,
who resid"eu in that portion of the city where hydrant water ia
ued; the .other Wat a ne~ man living in the same quarter; but,
on inquiry, I leamed that the fonner uaed water from a spring in
the cellar of her dwelling, and that the latter been laboring in the
vicinity of a apri0$ from which he obtained all the water he drank.
" A large majority of the more ~vated cues have occurred
in a small ne~hborhood, in the vicimty of a aptjng more hiJJhlY
charged with hme than any other in the city. Whether it u to
the use of this water, or to some other cauee, that the diseue ha.a
prevailed in this locality while the city baa been exempt from it,
11 a question not to be determined without farther obaervation.-

Jfutena lour. of Mt.d. and Burg.
NuTBITtn PaonaTrss or Bu•.-M. Millon baa communicated to the Academy of Sciences the result of aorne interelting
investigations of his concemi~ the ligneoua matter of wheat,
whence it would appear that bian is a very nutritive substance.
Though bran doubtless contains from five to six per cent. more
ligneous substance than tlourj it presents more ni~noua matter,
twice aa much fatty matter, and moreover two diatiilct aromatic
principles, one of which poueeaea the fragrance of honey; and
ihese are both wanting in fl011r. M. Millon, therefOrt', th.irib that
bran and meal ought to be gl'!>and over ~n and mixed with the
pure tlour, and he hat found, by re~ experimeata, that this
mixture yields a superior kind of bread, and free from the inconveniences of that bread which, in aome countriee, aud particularly
in Belgium, is made with coaae meal.-~ Laiuid.
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Qonmo.

~Dr •

.d. B. Bmr,an, of Laporn, Ia.--It is

carious to hear tile opinions of medical men on the modu. operalUft
of quinine, and also on its eftects on the system, when laboriDJ
under other diseases aside from malarious. Some contend that 1t
operates on the poison of malaria, by entering the circulation·and
neu&ralizing it by a chemical action; others, that it acts as a aedative ; others, as a tonic, and so forth. There is a great diflerence
of opinion aria& to ~ve it, and in what doses. The most enthu.u..tic advocates for its use, and those who make it a hobby, give
it at all times and in all stages, and in aH manner of doeeB, from
10 grains to 60, or even larger oaes in some cases. These men
contend that when malaria enters the system in sWlicient quantiae.
to poduce fever, a sufficient quantity of quinine will prevent its
1uaeks, if given in Rason; anCi when the attack commences, in
whatever ~' cold, hot, or sweating, if given in 1'e9uisite quaatiti.es, it will stop the fever, whether it be of the intermittent or
remitteDt type. They contend that no intermission or remission ia
~ fO.. its exhibition; that the hot atage of remittent fever ia
pnr(erab e, on the whole, to any other stage; and whether this
reuoning is goe>d and soWld, or bad aod untenable, aa respects the
--''" operaluli, one thing is very certain, that the patients treated
in this way get well in a most incredibly short time. A man is
aei.sed to-day with a chill, and high febrile reaction comes on and
com:inaes for a few boors, or, as the oase may be, a few days;
he eeods for a physician, and he prescribes 60 grains of quinine in
u 99ual doees, and if he is very restless he adds one.quarter or
one-eighth of a grain of morphine to one of the powders, perhaps the
6nt one; he oniers them tak:.en once in four hours, and nothing else.
In twenty-four hours the fever is gone. There has been neither
emeais or catharsis, but a most profuse sweating bas come on a few.
hoan after the tint dose; and all the eensible eft'eot besides the
.w.idence of the fever and the sweating, is that the patient feels u
if a swarm of bees bad taken his head for a hive, or that it had
become a tea kettle with boiling water in it. I have experienced
the sound like wind in a distant forest, or like the distant noise of
the aurf breaking on the sea.shore. In some, a prof111e secretion
or arine will follow; but whether caused by the medicine or the
aat.idence of fever, may not be accurately determined. · It is true,
they get well; and it will appear odd to some, to be told that
neither cathartic nor any other medicine is neceuary to complete
the treatment. Some begin the treatment by a short preparationa Cllthartic of calomel or an emetic-and wait for an intermiuion
or a remi•ioo, and then give the quinin .., and follow its uae by a
laative. Otben give small doses of 6 or 2 grains often repeated1
while the bold, decided ones, give one J~ dose and let that suffice.
Qmnine is the remedy in every stage of the fever; but if organic
cbmgel hue oocarncl ftom the cooWauuoe of t.be fever, u gutro-
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enteriti1, h~tis, aplenitis, meni~ bronchitis, pneumonilia,
or other local dieeue of a serious cllaract.er, then we are not to expeet a cure by tllie remedy alone; but still they say give it, by all
means, to destroy the primary cause; and treat the other affection
M an independent disease. Thete local difficulties are so apt to
eome en when a fever is not arrested early, that it ia quite a mi~
fortune to neglect call~ in aid early.
With ~ to the mortality of fever in the West, it ia quite
inco.naidera'ble, comJ)IU'ed with the great numben who are the...&..
pets of it. -Most al' those who die with fever are neglected, either
from poverty, negligence of DW'le, eating some im.Prudent _thing
during conValescence, obitinacy in refusing proper cliet, or ~
inert or improper treatment, and all the great number of cauaes ~ng
on a large scale, over a great extent of country. I am coQ.vinced,
however, that where one pel'IOn dies at the West with fever,~
withstanding_the ~ accommodations that they have, fifty die of
fever at the East-that is, out of an equal number of caaes. This
1Uccesa is noticed by the people generally, and by the p}tysicians
in part.i:cnlar; and hence, many a man educated at the East, and
thoroughly, too, in medicine, will apply the principles learned theft!
to the treatment of fever, and fail, and that, too, at a time when he
wished to make the most favorable impre88ion in the commanitJ:
where be has settled, viz: the first xear of his practice. But if
they are not too self-su8icient, and will obseM'e the disease cloaely,
ud deign to lay aside their dignified airs, and get down from their
high hone, they will soon master what is really no very di8icult
matter.-Botton Med. and &srg. Jouf'BIJl.

Simpson hu been latterly
upon the light coal tar naphtha as an anesthetic.
It 1e as }>'?Werful as chloroform, but not so pleasant to inhale, and
its only advantage is its cheapness. Prof. Simpson believes that
the active &Dll8Stlietic constituent is ben.zole.
N.&PRTBA .Al AN AN..BTRST1c.-Prof.

~rimenting

AN&•TB•&IA rao11 THll Loe.AL APPLIOATION or CaootoPORX.-Mr. Higginson communicated to the Liverpool Medical and Path0lT,cal Society, the case of a lady, aged twenty-five years, in labor
with her fint child ; the perineum had long been on the stretch by
the head, which was tumefied by the pressure ; the J>&in wu great
with each uterine contraction, but was referred entirely to the ~
neum, no pain being apparently felt from the uterine contraction
itself.
About half a dracbm of chloroform wu poared upon a hand-
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ordi~ manner, but instead of being applied·to
tbe mouth, it was held in almost immediate contact with tlie perinewn. The pain immediately ceased, though the uterine con-

keichief in the

tractions continued in full force ; and the first intimation the patient.
bad of the progrese of the labor was hearing the child cry. Her
mind was not at all aftected, nor was ilitellectual consciousne• in
any_depe diminished.
He liad obaerved the same thjng, though in a less degree, when
the chloroform bad been applied to the sacrum in another cue.
He had also applied this agent to the os uteri of a patient sWfering from very aevere dyemenorrhma, by means of a
placed
in a carved glau apecwum, which was introduced into the vagin&l
The i-in almost immediately abated, and on its return, after some
~ the patient re-epplied it herself with similar benefit.
Dr. Watson mentioned some cues coofinnatory of U. ~
e&cta when
applied. He had painted it over a swelled
t.ealicle, with s
relief to the pain, and had applied it along
the course of e spine with a similar result in a case of acute
spinal tendel'lle88, which had not been relieved by other treatment. He had also ap11lied it to the surface of a l~ mam.
mary abtceu, prior to opening it, which was afterwards done
widloat suffering to the pe.tient; and also to the vulva of a womua
hebe cauterizing the orifice of the urethra. It had relieved the
cramp and collapse in a cue of English cholera wben·laid upoa
.
· wn, and hid abated the pain almost immediately when
·
round the edge of a surface to which potassa fma W
applied for the purpote of forming an isaue.--Lmd. M«l.
Ga., Jan., 1849.

•po•

lacall

~

Loo.aL A•••TBBltA IN NsuaALGu..-Dr. Haya stated, that he'
bad emeloyed the chloroform to produce local anlllllthelia with
apparenily the moet happy eftects, in a caae of neuraJ«ia, occurring in
a gentleman fit\y years of 'r> who bad been for a long time a suf..

feier from neuralgia of the toot, in which all tlie remedies that had
been previously employed failed to produce relief. Dr. H. wu
called to this patient about eight days aiace, and found him in
m.ien.e pain, which bad deprived him of sleep the whole of the
~ing night. Dr. H. directed the aft'ect.ed parts to be envelC..-1 witla a i-tedget of lint, or a few folds of mUBlin, wet wida
claloroform,
tliie whole to be covered with a portion of oiled
liJk, to ~ e~on; on the next morning he found him
..arel1 free from pa!nt which hu not since retarned. Whether
the Nlief ~eaCed in tbi1 cue i1 to be ucribed to the local
_......... pioduoed by the chloroform, or ii to be comidered as

aaa
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a ·mere coincidence,· Dr. H. does not pretend to decide.-Trana.
Pkila. College of Pky1., Vol. ii., No. vi.

Since this communication wu made to the College, the further
history of this case baa shown that an amst of the paroxyarn is
always accomplished by the application of the chloroform; and bf
the use of the article, several Other similar caaea have been attended

with lib reaulta.

B1:1Hr1c1AL Err1:cTs or Col'rzz

IN

INl'ANTtLE CuoLBaA.-

Dr. Pickford states, that from the great imJ><?rtance which now
attaches to the treatment o( cholera, he feels it to be incumbent
upon him to im~rt to others the e~rience which recent opportunities have aftblded him of the effects of coffee in the cholera of
infants.
In the case of an infant at the breast, to which he was called
late, to whom the usual remedies bad been administered unavailingly for four days, the exhibition of coffee was attended with
complete success; The incessant vomiting and pu~ng had P!'Oduced extreme emaciation; the abdomen was distended; the pwse
wu f~uent and small ; there was ~at restlessne1.1s, and sleeping
with the eyes half-opened ; convulsive motions of the eye8 when
awake. Carbonate of ammonia, with nourishing diet, and external stimulants, having been fruitlessly exhibiteo, Dr. Pickford
determined to have recourse to coffee, which he knew to have been
recommended u a stimulating tonic by Dr. Dewees. He be~
with a small dose, a scruple infused in two ounces of water, with
one ounce of syrup, givmg a large spoonful every hour. The
effect was surprisi~; the vomiting was arrested ; the evacuations
became more consistent, improved in color, and less f~uent.
The amendment p~ssed so rapidly, that by the tenth day the
child was discharged as cured.
The effects were 99ually good in a little girl, fourteen weeks
old, in whom the vomiting was not so severe, but the diarrhma was
~ite as copious. In this case, also, the coft'ee was given, after
other means had been tried, and the patient greatly r.eduCed.
Dr. Pickford has since used this remedy in nine children of
diflerent ages, from four weeks to two years and a half. The
doaea have varied from half a scruple to two scruples daily. He
has, also, administered it to children laboring under premonitory
symptoms, especially where the evacuations have been very liaht·
cOlored. In some cases a single dose of calomel has preceded' its
emploP,Dent. The effect was always favorable, except in one cue
lo which he was called too late, when the child was already sinki ••
He has not had any occasion to try the value of coftee in ttie
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diarrhcm of adults, having found calomel and opium of suJBcient
efficacy.
The benefit of coffee, especially in bilious diarrhrea, has been
extolled by Lauzow and Chultze, (Richter's Arzneimittellehre,
vol. I.) West, in 1813, found a combination of coffee and opium
very useful in the epidemic of that year. Coft'ee has long been
employed by the common people as a remedy (in Gennany, we
suppose) after excessive indulgence in spirit drinking. It is known
to liave the property of promoting digestion, and tlie action of the
bowels.
·
The purgative action of burnt coffee is attributed by Dr. Pickford to its tonic exciting properties. Like some other substances,
in small doses it is capable of restraining diarrbrea, while in large
doses it acts as a cathartic. The physiological explanation of this
opp<?site effect of the same remedy is prooably to be found in the
condition of the motor nerves, which, being weakened, are by its
moderate stimulus restored to their normal state of excitement,
and thereby diarrhc:ea depending on their paralysis is cured. In
this way, also, is explained its . aperient action in larger doses on
adults, by its o\·er-stimulating tbese nerves, and so promoting
increased movement of the intestines.-.Lond. Med. Gaz., Nov.
1848,from Henle'1 7.eit1chrift, Vol. v. 11, Part 1.

ON THE EXTERNAL Usz OF loDINE IN CaouP.-Dr. Willige
speaks of having had remarkable success in the treatment of urgent
cases of croup by the external application of iodine to the larynx
and trachea. He recommends iliat tincture of iodine should be
smeared with a feather over the front part of the neck, corresponding to the larynx and trachea and their immediate nei~hborliood ;
am that this should be repeated several times, with intervals of
about four hours, until redness and irritation of the skin is induced.
In most cases this is followed by subsidence of the distress of
breathing, of the spasms of the glottis, and of the other bad symptoms. He mentions the particulars of 1hree cases, in which, 6y
this means, he succeeded in averting impending deatb.-.Lond.
Med. Gaz., Jan., 1848,from Schm.idt'1 Jahrbuclur, No. 7, 1847.

TuE AnvANTAGES oF CHLORIDE
M. ChafJannei.

OJ'

GoLD AS A CAUSTIC.

By

MM. Recammier and Legrand signalized the advantages of the
chloride or gold as a caustic many years ago:-arul our author confirms their statements from observations made chiefly in the treat-
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ment of lupus and syphilme tubercles and ulcers. M. Chavannes
maintains that the chloride of gold destroys less than the other
caustics, and, when the crust separates, cicatrization is round in a
forward state of advancement. The cicatrix which remains after
the use of this chloride, is said to be less marked than when other
caustics are employed. It is prepared thus: Gold leaf one part,
hydrochloric acid three parts, nitnc acid one part.-Montla. Ru.,
Feb., fr""' Gu. Med. d. Pari1, Dec. j3, 1848.

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
TUESDAY, MAY I.
THE AMERIOAN MEDICAL AssocIATION met this morning at the
Lowell Institute, at 11 o'clock.
Dr. Warren, in behalf of the Massachusetts Medical Society,
briefly addressed the delegates.
Dr. A. H. Stephens, of New York, President of the Association, then delivered an address to the members.
. A list of dl'legates present was then read by the Secretary. They
numbered about two hundred and fifty.
A committee was then appointed, consistin~ of one member
from each state, to nominate officers for the ensumg year.
AJ'Tl:llNOOl!ll SESSION.

The Association met at half-past three o'clcck.
The nominating committee ap_pointed in the morning, reported
the names of the following gentfemen as officers of the Associa.
tion for the ensuing year :
For President-Dr. John C. Warren, of Massachusetts.
For Vice-Presidents-Dr. J. P. Harrison, of Ohio; Dr. H. ff.
Maguire, of Virginia; Dr. A. Flint, of New York; Dr. R. S.
Stewart, of Maryland.
For Secretaries-Dr. A. Stille, of Pennsylvania; Dr. H. I.
Bowditch, of Massachusetts.
For Treasurer-Dr. Isaac Hays, of Pennsylvania.
These gentlemen were unanimously elected to the respective
offices above named.
A committee was apeointed to wait on the President elect, and
infonn him of his election.
They soon after returned, accompanied by Dr. Warren, who
took the chair, after returning thanks for the honor conferred u~n
him, and addreBSing a few sensible and pertinent remarks to the
delegates.
The reading of the reports of the standing committees was then
commenced.
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The ftnt report read was from the committee on practical m~
cine, of which Dr. Condie, of Pennsylvania, is cliairmaa. The
reading of this report occupied all the afternoon, and was not fin.
isbed when the hour for ~~;nment arrived. It was then voted
to ~nd the further re · of the report, and refer it to the
comm1Uee on publication.

w.SDNl:SD.lY' MA

y

2d.

MORNING SESSION.

The Association met at 10 A. M., pursuant to adjournment. Dr. John C. Warren, of Boston, in the chair. The first busineaa
of the session was the reading of the minutes of the Association.
Dr. Bowditch, chairman of the committee, reported a lilt
of delegates to the Association, from which it appeared that
upwardS of four hundred members are now present ID the city,
representi~ twenty-two states.
On motion, Dr. J. P. Jewett, of Lowell, was elected a ~rma
nent member of the Association by a unanimous vote. This mo.
tion involved a brief discussion as to the true interpretation of the
article in the constitution which refers to permanent membership.
Reports from standing committees were called for. A motion
was inade that the reading of reports, in full, be dispensed with,
and that the chairman of a committee be permitt<'d to read such
portions as he deemed to be more immediately interesting to the
convention. Upon this motion, considerable discussion arose. It
was contended, on the one hand, that it was disrespectful to a
committee, who had carefully elaborated papers in behalf of the
convention, not to hear them ; also, that, referring reports to the
committee on publication, the convention gave their sanction to
documents, doctrines, and principles which tbey might not be willing, on revising their opimon, to approbate. On the other hand it
was contended, that the objects for which the convention assembled would be entirely lost, by reading in full every re~rt that the
committees had prepared; that even one or two lengthy reports
would consume all the time of the sessions; that it was not necessarily disrespectful to a committee to dispense with the reading of
a report, because such a course is in accordance with the practice
of parliamentarr. bodies ; that the Association did not necessarily
become responsible for the doctrines of a report, but that, though
they appeared in the volumes of the transactions of the society,
yet they stood there as reports only, and the committees alone
were responaible for them. The motion was finally withdraw~
when
Dr. Nathan R. Smith, of Maryland, chairman of the co'1}mittee
on surgery, read a lengthy and elaborate report on that subject. A
large partion of the report was devoted to a consideration of the
great unprovemema in surgery which the diecovery and introduc-
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uon of ameathetic agata had enabled them to adopt.

Ia ·reference
to chlorofonn, the report says it is the most J>?Werful agent of the
kind known, and that care should be taken in administering it to the
patient. It hu been administered to millions of subjects, and we
have but fifteen cases of •utbentica.ted deaths supervening from its
wie. Alano, therefore, on the subject is needless.
Much more
cause i1 . there for alarm, much more reason to apprehend a fatal
termination in taking an ordinary railroad journey, than in inhaling
chlorofonn at the hands of a judicious and careful practitioDer.
It is inadmissible, the report says, to proceed with a surgical
operation in dan~ous cases, without the use of chloroform, because· safety and immunity from pain are secured. It should not
be used where there is a disease of the heart; and in inhalation
care should be taken that atmospheric air be mixed with the chloroform. Inhalation should stop the moment that insensibility i1
attained. Prof. Simpson has J>Ublished his opinion that one hundred lives have been preserved by the use of chlorofonn where
one has been lost by it. He further says, that the mortality where
chloroform is used, is much less tban in similar cases where it is
dispensed with.
In careful bands, chlorofonn is an invaluable agent. The author
of the report has administered it thi,rty-fovr times to one patient, a
young woman, to the extent of complete insensibility, witbout any
unpleasant results. Prof. Mott, of New York, has performed
operations which he would not have attempted without the aid of
chloroform. Other important matters were introduced which ~
forbear alluding to. The reading occupied an hoar, and was
received with the most lively tokens of approbation. It was
referred to the committee on publication.
It being understood that the great and genera.I court of Massachusetts would certainly adjourn this day, it was voted that the
ABBociation meet on Thursday morning, at 10 o'clock, in the hall
of the house of representatives.
The orders of t11e day were now ca.lied up, when it was moved
that the orders be suspended to allow the consideration of an
amendment to the constitution, the effect of which would be, as
stated by Dr. Stevens, of New York, that delegates who are present, and can now only act as visitors, would, under the proposed
amendment, be immediately admitted to all the rights and privile~s of permanent members.
The Association was thrown into a Btat.e of the utmost confuaion, by motion piled on motion, and there ap~ared no way of
escape opened. Two or three members were adaressing the chair
at tlie same time, until, at length, the worthy president was obliaed
to rebuke the members, which he mildly did, l>y saying, " If gentlemen had been as willing to listen, as they were to speak, the difticalties would not have arisen." The constitutional question waa
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finally referred to a special committee consisting of Dr. Stephens,
of New York; Dr. Hood of Philadelphia; Dr. Condie, of l>hiladelphia; Dr. Arnold, of Georgia; and Dr. Knight, of Connecticut.
This vexatious affair being so happily disposed of, Dr. Chandler
R. Gilman, of the College of Phystcians and Surgeons, of New
York, read a report from the Committee on Obstetrics. This report, like that on Surgery, is largely; filled with remarks on the
wonderful advantages which Obstetric practice has gained throu~h
the introduction of Aniesthetical agents; and it is very cordial in
its notice of Dr. Channing, who, the report says-" has made a
most invaluable contribution to the literature of Obstetrics in the ·
publication of his work, "Etherization in Child Birth." Etherization has now been used in thousands of cases, and in no one
instance has the slightest injury resulted to the mother. The~e
results may well be considered wonderful, but particularly so in cases
ot instrumental labor.
In order to present the question of anmsthesia in child-birth before the Association, in entire fairness, the committee have incorporated into their report the principal objections which those who
oppose the use of such agents have ur~ed against them. They,
howe,·er, give it as their deliberate opmion that the chance of a
patient's recovery is greatly increased by etherization, and they say
that anesthetics may not only be given in all cases of labor, but,
they say, they may not rightfully be withheld.. The report was
accepted, and referred to the Committe on Publication.
At half past one o'clock, the Association adjourned, to meet at
half past three, P. M.
[The remainder of the proceedings will probably be given in our
next. We observe that C1NCJNNAT1 has been selected for the next
annual meeting of the Association. One of the most interesting
features of the proceedings, was the admission, by some of the
members, that the Old school profession was quite unpopular, and
that an introductory letter, from a fashionable clergyman, was worth
more than a diploma from the most learned college. How can they
expect to be otherwise than unpopular, when they outrage all the
courtesies of life, and shock the sense of justice in the public mind,
by their selfish combinations against free investigation, and by their
obstinate adherence to a destructive system of practice, in spite of
the overwhelming evidence of experience, which is daily accumulating against them?-B.]
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HONOR AND VERACITY OF MEDICAL HUNKERISM.
Ta• Western Lancet for April, 1849, contains a tirade of

CO&l'lll!

abuse, in which its editol'I have certainly succeeded well in displaying their own reckless disregard of the truth and determination
to take all unfair advantages of their professional opponents.
The letter of Dr. Stevens (with remarks in & similar spirit) is
republished, without any reference whatever to the fact &hat Dr.
Beach's appointment as physician or the tenth ward in New York,
was publicly made by proper authority, and that a correspondence
did take place between himself and Dr. Stevens, as published in
our last number. These facts, which were published some time
since in a city newspaper, and were known to · the editora of the
Lancet, they have carefully suppressed, thus endeavoring to produce the impression, that the whole statement in reference to Dr.
Beach's cholera practice is entirely fictitious. This unwarrantable suppression of the truth must be considered, wider the circumstances, as a most dishonorable attempt at deception.
It is with deep regret that we find ourselves compelled to bring
such an accusation against the professors of a medical college and
editors of a medical journal, but no one, who dispassionately
observes the facts, can avoid coming to the conclusion, that the
editors of the Lancet have, in these matters, discarded every principle of honor, and resolved to achieve by unblushing falsehood
what they cannot accomplish by any honest and respectable co~.
The evidence of this is found in the fact, that they have repeat·
edly made false and slanderous attack.8 upon the Faculty of the
Eclectic Medical Institute, and have stubbornly refused to make
any correction, or to suffer any correction to be made in their
pages, of statements which they know to be calumnious and
untrue.
The slanders of Prof. Harrison, which were noticed and refuted
in the January number of the Eclectic Medical Journal, still stand
uncontradicted in the pages of the Lancet, and will no doubt con-
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tinue so to stand, until a Power competent to bring the dead to Hfe
shall awaken his donnant conscience.
In reference to these slanders, Dr. Lawson, the principal editor
of the Lancet, repudiated all personal responsibility, because he
was not the author of the article. Yet, Dr. L. was no less culpable than Dr. Harrison, and was no less bound to apologize for the
slander, since be had himself previously uttered similar slanders,
which he has to this day refused to correct, ·although he knows
the falsehood of his statements, and has been strongly urged to do
what every honorable man would feel bound to do-to correct bis
own palpable and notorious mis-statements. The following is
the language of Dr. Lawson, in reference to the Eclectic Medical
Institute, in bis review of Dr. Forbes' celebrated essay on Homoopathy, Allopathy, and Young Physic.
"This 'new Cincinnati school,' we wish Dr. Forbes to underltand, advocates a system of botanical practice, excluding all
minerals, general and local bleeding; and as a substitute, offers a
raJse system of pathology, and a system of therapeutics more mon·
strous than that of Brown. This is the refonn we are promised."
Although Dr. Lawson knows distinctly that in the above passage he baa uttered a malicious falsehood, he will not permit his
readers to be undeceived by any correction of that falsehood, from
any source, in the pages that he controls. H~ has not even suffi..
cient sense of shame to feel the necessity of vindicating his profti.
gate course, but pursues his career with the same unblushing effrontery with which an abandoned convict lies to your face, and, when
detected in the act, still adheres to the lie, and utters a few more, in
the firm conviction that' any falsehood, well maintained, will pass
for truth with a portion of the public.
Dr. Lawson knows full well that the prejudices of his readers
have been artfully excited against the Eclectic school, and that its
character, principles, history,
have been so carefully concealed
from them as to render them liable to imposition upon such a subject:
hence the brazen effrontery with which he publishes the slanders
oC the Columbus Medical Journal, edited by Dr. Butterfield, and
adds new falsehoods of bis own. The following language, in
reference to the Faculty of the Institute, will show his hardihood:
"We are right, then, in saying the qua.ch; for they completely

&c.,
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and perfectly come up to the above definitions. One advertises his
iecrd noltr'f.UIU (and he a profo11or-God save the mark!)"
This allusion, according to Dr. L., is aimed at Dr. Beach. It
is pos~ible that when it was penned, it was written in the recklessness of ignorance, neither knowing nor caring whether it was true
or false; but he has since been distinctly informed as to its truth,
and now persists in the falsehood because it is convenient and
answers his purpose. The medicines which bear the name of Dr.
Beach, and which are now manufactured by apothecaries, like Do.
vers' powder, Seidlitz powders, Coxe's hive syrup, Cooke's pills, and
other familiar fonns of medicine, according to certain well known
recipes, l1ave gained a wide celebrity on account of their intrinsic
merit, and it is no small honor for Dr. Beach, that he should have
been instrumental in introducing to an extensive circulation, medicines of so much value, which have already accomplished inore for
human welfare than will ever be accomplished by the Faculty of
the Ohio Medical College, even if they should live to the age of
Metbusaleh. To assert that these celebrated medicines were 1ecret
no1truma, when they were familiarly known to thousands of physicians and apothecaries, as well as to the nonprofessional public-when they are, and have been from their first introduction, as public
as any of the officinal preparations of the United States' Dispensa,..
tory-indicates either deplorable ignorance, or still more deplorable
mendacity. Whatever the motive, there is no probability that Dr.
Lawson will ever retract a falsehood, uttered against his medical
opponents, if we may judge from his past conduct.
While our Old school neighbors thus assail us for the open,
public, and honorable introduction of important medical compounds, as familiarly known among us as paregoric, or \·olatile liniment, how happens it that they themselves attempted, un1uccu1.fullg, to introduce a secret nostrum? Aye-how happens i~ that
Drs. Jackson &. Morton attempted to introduce a secret nostrumt.:> take out a patent right for the use of Sulphuric Ether, giving
it a new name, to disguise its nature, and thus convert a well
known substance into a secret nostrum. And how happened it that
this secret nostrum, this patented Letheon, was introduced to the
profession by Dr. Warren, (now President of the National Medical Association,) and its use extended throughout the country, until
the secret e~loded, and the patent expired by its utter incapacity
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to be maintained. Verily, the old Hunkers of Medicine should
say but little of secret nostrums, wl1en they recollect the history of
the Letheon nostrum, introduced by Jackson, Warren &c. How
different the career of Dr. Beach, who instead of making nostrums
from the resources of his experience, made every thing public, and
even sacrificed time and money to obtain possession of ttseful remedies and recipes, to convert them from secret nostrums into public
contributions to medical science, for the benefit of mankind.
The remarks of Dr. Lawson, in reference to the bill for the regulation of the medical attendance upon the Commercial Hospital,
contain a great deal of sheer nonsense, which is utterly unworthy
of notice. These silly remarks appear to be caused by a petty
jealou.~, and narrowness of mind, which are truly pitiable. The
suggestion that Homceopathy is taught in the Eclectic Medical In·
!titute, appears to Dr. L. utterly incomprehensible. He pronounces Homceopathy 'antagonistical' to Allopathy, and therefore
avers that it is really diahonest to teach Homceopathy, or to profess
that it is taught in the Eclectic Medical Institute. This specimen
of malignant silliness, is worthy of notice only as a specimen of
the spirit of Hunkerism. Dr. Manley, of New York, a prominent physician among the old Hunkers of that city, once declared
!llhlicly in Court, that he regarded Homceopathy as a system of
lMwry. Dr. · Lawson, in a similar spirit, pronounces it diahonest
in Eclectic practitioners to extend a courteous recognition to
H01Dmopathic science. Yet these gentlemen pass unrebuked among
their old Hunker associates. How degraded, indeed, does the
medical profession appear, when such sentiments are current in our
medical schools and periodicals. It is possible that Dr. Manley
may be mentally incapable of appreciating the evidence of Homceopathy-it is possible that Dr. Lawson may be incapable of conceiving how any one but an exclusive ultra Homceopatb, could
~ise the truths which have been proved by Homceopathic
etperience and investigation, but if these gentlemen are thus inteftectually deficient, this fact furnishes an additional evidence of
the inftuence of the moral over the intellectual faculties, and of the
contracted range of the intellect, in those of contracted sentiments.
Figuratively, as well as literally, the heart affects the head, and
smallnesa of the former tends to produce a certain weakneu of ~
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latter. We have ne\'er known a man of bold comprehensive intellect, who had not, also, generous and expanded sentiments.
The quibbling scurrility of Dr. Lawson is assisted by an ei:tn.ct from the Medical Journal of Columbus, which would be
considered quite an appropriate article, in the columns of certain
weekly newspapers, published in the large cities, for the benefit
the more profligate portion of the popula•ion, who delight in fluent
and spicy personal abuse. This article, of about seven pages, displays considerable skill in the way of medical demagoguery, and
partisan slang, in which Dr. Butterfield appears decidedly more
skilful than Dr. Lawson. Dr. B. says: "We know a family, in
which one of the 'Eclectic Faculty' was the attending physician,
and which lost by death tkrtt cases of Scarlatina, in succession,
out of tkrtt cases attacked."
The great lack of veracity, which these gentlemen have already
shown, in their general statements, and suppressions of the truth,
destroys all claim to otir confidence. But it is to be obeerved, that
the statement of Dr. B. evidently refers to private practitioners at
Columbus, the only place where he could have had any opportunity of observing Eclectic practice, but by using the tenns Eclu.
tic Faculty, he aims the accusation at the Institute! With reference to the Faculty of the Institute, we have interrogated three
of its professors, who have been extensively engaged in practice,
as to the results of their practice in Scarlatina. Of these three,
one who has for many years been engaged in a heavy practice,
stated explicitly, that he had not, in the whole course of his p-actice, Jost but a single case of Scarlatina; another, wh<> has p-acticed about twenty years, and has been in the midst of the most
violent epidemics of this disease, stated the mortality of his practice
to have been about five cases in the hundred. Another, who has
not been practising for so long a period, stated, that in the ~
ment of Scarlatina, he had never lost a case. Indeed, any one
who will converse with Eclectic practitioners, any where, will find
that it is an extremely rare circumstance with them, to lose a patient
by Scarlatina. These facts, we hope, will ere long be amply ettablished by the statistics reported to tbe Natiooal Eclectic Medical Association.
B.

or
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Tu1 NATIC>•.t.L EoLscTIC M11n10AL CoNvllNTJON has just concluded its second annual sesaion, in Cincinnati. The proceedings,
which occupied a day and a half, have been quite interesting.
They will be published in our next number. It had been suppose<l,
on account of cholera panic, that the convention would be postponed. Hence, a large number were deterred from being present,
who would otherwise have attended. It was therefore deemed advisable to hold another session,of the convention, on the first Monday of November next, at the 11&me place.
The treatment of cholera was the subject of many interesting
remarks in the convention. The experience of those who have
been engaged in treating that disease, in Cincinnati, seems to demonstrate tbat it is a disease of but little danger, when treated
according to the principles of Eelectic practice. Among the large
nwnber of cases treated by the Eclectic Faculty, but one death has
yet OCCWTed, and that was owing to the neglect of medical treatment until the last stage of the disease had arrived. At the same
time, we learn that in the Hospital, where calomel and the lancet
are still retained, by legislative sanction, there has .been a fearful
mortality I How long shall this outrage be continued?
B.

Cn1crNNATJ M11mcAL bsTITUTE.-What has become of the
Cincinnati Medical Institute-the summer school of medicine, at
the Ohio Medical College? Last year we had the melancholy
duty o( recording the death of the Allopathic 1ummtr 1clwol, after
a wretched existence of a few weeks. This year we are disposed
again to write the usual obituary notice for the poor thing, if we
can only find out whether it has actually died. We presume it
cannot die without previously being born. And as we are not
certain whether the hopeful Institute has ever seen the light of day,
or commenced its course of lectures, we are not prepared to record
ita death without some previous evidence of its birth, more convincing than a newspaper advertisement, with a long list of profeseors, and a fee of t20 for the whole course. The only explanation
of the enigma which occurs at present, is that the school proposed
to commence on the first of April-All Fools' Day-the day on
which practical jokes and humbugs are much aceustomed to
explode.
B.
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DocToB TAvLoa.-We observe by the traDB&Ctions of the
Medical Society, of the State of New York, that Dr. Snvus,
{President of the National Medical ASBOCiation) "proposed to
recommend General Zachary Taylor, President of the United
States, for the honory degree of M. D., to the Regents of the
Univeraity; but a substitute was offered by Dr. Hamilton, which
'Was adopted, after some debate."
We would respectfully suggest, that instead of the title M. D.,
the proper title would be D. G. S.: Doctor of. Gunpowder Surgery; or D. 0. M.: Doctor of Old school Medicine, i.e., killing
secundum artem.
Seriously, the sycophancy which could think of bestowing, upon
a mere 111cceS1ful 1oldier, the title of doetor of medicine, beca111e
he hu been elected to the Presidency of the United States, exhibits
plainly the spirit of Old Hunkeriam in medicine. We are very
Jure that no body of Medical Refonners would ever be guilty of
such an absurdity. If we should ever be induced to bestow a
medical diploma upon any individual, irrespective of bis medical
knowledge, we would select some one eminent in 101"ng, not in
dutroying life-not a Taylor, a Scott, or a Jackson, but a Father
Matthew, the Irish apostle of temperance; a Priessnitz, the pioneer
of Hydropathy; a Misa Dix, the female Howard of America; or
a Horace Wells, the diBCOverer of anodyne inhalations for the
practice of surgery.
B.

Paosoa1PTIOK Rnunn.-We learn that at a meeting of the
graduates of the Ohio Medical College, sometime since, at the old
building on Sixth Street, sundry resolutions were adopted, by no
means complimentary to the bigoted spirit of the school. It wu
recommended, that Hospital instruction should be free to pupils of
all schools-that a large library should be establi1hed and thrown ,
open to the whole medical profesaion, and that certain improvetllents (~ry much needed) should be made in the Faculty of the
school. So we have been informed. By the way, it has been
expected that Dr. Drake would be placed in the chair of Theory '
and Practice of Medicine.
B.
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NATIONAL ECLECTIC MEDICAL CONVENTION.
MA y 16TH, 1849.
National Eclectic Medical Convention, met according to
adjournment ; the minutes of the last meeting were read and accepted. Dr. T. V. Morrow, resigned the office of President of tlie
meeting, upon which Dr. I. J. Avery was unanimously elected, to
fill the vacancy. Dr. H.P. Gatchell, and Dr. S. S. Cooke, were
elected Vice Presidents, and Dr. J. King and Dr. L. E. Jones as
Secretaries.
The Committee of Finance and Publication reported, which
rep<>rt was accepted and the Committee discharged. The Comnuttees on Constitution and By-Laws, and on Medical Statistics
were called upon, but were not ready to report.
Resofoed, that all those who wish to participate in the doings of
this Convention be requested to record their names at the close of
this meeting.
Resolved, that any papers which may have been received for this
Convention, be now reacl.
Dr. Buchanan read an address to the Convention, from Dr. P
C. Dolley, on the utility of physical examination in disease.
Dr. A. H. Willis was invited by resolution to address the Convention, but begged to be excused until the next meeting, which
was received.
Dr.King delivered a discourse on Life, Health, and Disease, as
bei~ the result of electrical action. Upon which some remarks
and inquiries were made by Drs. Hill, Morrow, Buchanan, and
THJ~

Powell.
Resolved, that a Committee of three on Publication and Finance

~.appointed by. the chair.

Drs. B. L. Hill, L. E. Jones, and J.

I\11,1g were appomted.
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Dr. Ifing called the attention of the Convention to "Lyman's
Patent Health Preserver," as a valuable means of medication;
and on which instrument, Dre. Buchanan and Wombaugh made
some favorable remarks.
Retolfletl, That & committee of six be appointed by the chair, to
take the subject of resolutions and making an address or addresses
into consideration. Drs. Buchanan, Jones, Wombaugh, Powell,
Hill, and Cooke were aP,Fin~.
. Ruolflul, That we adjourn to nine o'clock to.mon"Ow morning.
SECOND MEETING.

MA y 16TH, 1849.
The Convention met according to adjournment; minutes read
and accepted.
The committee .on Constitution and By-Laws reported; the
rep~nt was accepted, and the Constitution as reported by them,
with some slight amendments, adopted. (See Constitution.)
Ruolflul, That the committee on Constitution and By-Laws be
instructed to insert as one of the By-Laws, an article, that all those
persons who have signed their names as members to the present
Convention, be constituted members of the Association under the
new Constitution.
Re1olf1ul, That the committee on the Constitution and By-Laws
continue and report a set of By-Laws for the Association, either
at the present meeti?g or the next annual one.
Ruolfletl, That the members of the Convention, who are present,
be constituted members of the National Eclectic Medical Association.
Ruolfletl, That the election of officers to the Association be the
first businesa after the opening of the next meeting.
Ruolvid, That the President appoint a committee of five to
nominate officers for the Association. Drs. Jones, Hill, ·wombaugh, Merrill, and Chase, were appointed.
Re1olf1ul, That members who have recently had experience in
its treatment, be requested to make some remarks on the treatment
of the cholera.
Dr. Morrow, in pursuance of the invitation, stated that he
had derived the most successful results from the use of emetics
largely administered, as the saturated acetous tincture of Lobelia
and Sanguinaria, with the spirituous sat. tinct. of Aralia Spinosa U.
and to cbeck the discharges and froduce an action of the akin,
Guaiacum, Cloves, Cinnamon, o each ~I to I quart brandy, of
which, give I, 2, 3, or 4 tablespoonfuls, as the case may require,
in connection with the neutralizing cordial; together with the usual
external means, as hot bricks, hot bags of salt, friction, &c.
Dr. Hill stated that he had found the best results in cholera,
from the use '!._f the sat. acetous tinct. of Lobelia and Saoguinaria
0ig111zcd by
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Cypri~wn, and Aralia
Spinosa, also a tea of Cyripedium, Nepeta, and berries of Xanthoxylon, not omitting active external stimulating applications.
Dr. Powell reporteU that in Memphis, the ~st success w:aa
derived from the use of a four grain dose, of equal parts of opium,
camphor, kino, and acetate of lead-substituting tannin for the lead
after a few doses of the former have been used; be also made some
observations concerning the difficulty experienced by a manufacturer
of sulphuric acid, not being able to make it during the cold plague,
and the last cholera.
Dr. Oliver recommended hot water applied to the abdomen during
the cramps-also observed, that if Dr. Powell's relation in reference to sUlpburic acid was correct, it would be very useful to inhale
an increased proportion of oxygen gas-he prepares it by adding to
1 oz. chlorate potasaa, oxide of manganese 1 drachm, apply heat, let
the~ pass through a leaden pipe to the receiver.
Dr. Buchanan doubted whether a deficiency of oxygen in the
atmosphere could exist, and suggested that the cholera might be
owing to electrical action of some kind, as well as the phenomenon
mentioned by Dr. Powell.
·
·
Ruolt1td, That the Convention adjourn to two o'clock, P. M.
THIRD MEETING.

and lctodes Fa!ltida, with a tincture of

Minutes read and accepted.
Committee on the nomination of officers reported, which was
acce~, and the officers nominated by them unanimously chosen.
(Bu oJl"r.n.)
Committee on resolutions and addressen reported, and recommended a Special Committee to draft a suitable address to the
cit.izens of the United States, and likewise reported the following
raolutions, viz:
I. Ruolfld, That we regard it aa one of the most important
datiee of the medical profeS1ion to investigate truth from wliatever
aoarce it may come, and in every proper mode to encourage the
fullest and freest investigation by all.
11. Ruoltnll. That we regard all combinations to proscribe and
deS[l'8de any partioo of the medical professioo, merely on account
a cliterence of opinion in matters of science, as a serious crime
agaimt the true uaterests of the profession, againat tbe welfare of
the community' and asai111t the common rights of man.
3. RuoltHtd, T .aat 1t is incwnbent upon all medical reformers to
regard all members of the profelllion in a spirit of liberality and
eourtesy, to abstain from personal and dis~ing remarks in reference to dirferencet11 of doctrine, and to cultivate tbose amicable
relations which admit of co-operation in the pursuit of truth.
4. Ruohed, That the great struggle of the present day in medical ecience, ia between the spirit of freedom on the one hand,
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which is seeking boldly for truth in science,-and the spirit of
conservative desJ!Otism on the other, which aims to pe!f8tu&te
opinions by the force of organized combinations, and to discountenance or suppress every attempt at refonn, whatever may be its
merits or its source.
6. Ruol.,etl, That we regard all medical reformers who are
struggling for the improvement and the freedom of the professiQD,
as e~ in a holy cause, and that we regard it as the duty of i-ll
such, whatever may be their differences of opinion upon minor
points, to unite in the most cordial manner, as the American col..
onies united in their struggle for freedom.
6. Reaol"etl, That as the confederacy of the patriotic colonies
which achieved the freedom of America, resultecf in the establishment of a national union of independent States. forming a true
republic, so we hope that the confederacy of medical refonners
may not only achieve a revolution, but establish in the hiB11est
de~ of fieedom and harmony, the cOfl.fetlerated repvblu of
midical acienct.
The report was accepted, and the resolutions unanimously
adopted.
Resol.,ed, That the President appoint a committee of five to
draft an address to the citizens of the United States, as coming
from this Association.
Drs. J. R. Buchanan, J. King, B. L. Hill, R. S. Newton, and
L. E. Jones were appointed.
Dr. A. H. Willis addressed the Association on the subject of
masked ague, the intimate relation existing between it and the
bilious, continued, and other forms of fever, and the treatment
which he bu found the most successful.
Dr. H. P-7. Gatchell, addressed the Association on the cause of
intermittent and bilious diseases, and called their attention to the
examination of temperature as a cause of disease.
Dr. T. V. Morrow addre88ed the Association on the recent
shameful proceedings at Columbo&, in relation· to the Cincinnati
Commercial Hospital bill.
·
Resol,,ed, That this Association hold an extra meeting~ in this
Hall, on the first Monday in November, 1849, at 10, A. M.
Ruol.,ed, That the regular annual meeting of the National
Eclectic Medical Association, be on the third Tuesday in the
month of May of each year, at two o'clock, P. M.
Reaol'Otd, That Dr. Gatchell be requested to prepare a work on
the merits of the Eclectic system of medical practice in contrast
with Allopathy, for the use of Eclectic ·practitioners and all refonners.
Dr. Buchanan read a communication from Dr. W. T. Parker,
on the Therapeutic action of Cinchona.
Reaoleed, That a committee of three be appointed by the Preei-
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dent to attend to the immediate preparing and publication of a
Manual of Pharmacy, to be recommended to Eclectic practitioners
and druggists, by the Faculty of the Cincinnati Eclectic Medical
College, and the officers of this Association.
Drs. J . King, E. A. Lodge, and Wm. S. Merrell were appointed.
Ruolved, That the members of this Association will furnish all
the assistance possible, in order to expedite the publication of the
·
Manual of Pharmacy.
RuolfJed, That all Eclectic Medical practitioners be requested
to forward to the Faculty of the Cincinnati Eclectic Medical
Institute, for the columns of the Eclectic Medical Journal, a list of
all new remedies, combinations, mode of using, &.c., which they
may know or have discovered; likewise to give a careful statement
of all the S;Y!11ptoms of the disease or diseases in which such agents
are used with benefit . .
Re8olved, That all Eclectic physicians be requested to forward
to the various committees of this Association, on their different
branches respectively, all cases and information that may be useful
and interesting.
Resol"ul, That all Eclectic · physicians be requested to forwatd
to the committee on Medical statistics, the statistics of their practice during the past year; and up to the next meeting in November,
1849.
Ruol"ed, That we adjourn.
T . V. MORROW, M. D., President,

J. Kufo, M. D.,
~Secretaries.
E. A. LoD01:, M. D., 5

CONSTITUTION OF THE
NATIONAL ECLECTIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
For the purpose of more rapidly extending the principles of
Medical Reform, as set forth in the address of the first National
Eclectic Medical Convention, as well as promoting the knowled~
and dissemination of all improvements m medical science, arid
adopting all measures which may be considered necessary to forward
the cause of Medical Reform, the members of this Convention
adopt the following Constitution.
AaTICLE 1.-This society shall be known by the name of the
"National Eclectic Medical Association."
AaT. 11.-This Association shall be governed by the usual
parliamentary rules, and shall have the power of adopti~ such
measures, rules, and by-laws as ma;r be deemed necessary and proper.
ART. 111.-The ofticen of thtB Aleociation shall consist of a
0ig111zcd by
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President, two Vice Presidents, two Recording Secretariea, two
Corresponding Secretaries, and a Treasurer, who shall perform the
usual duties appertaining to their respective offices, and who sha.11
constitute the Executive Committee of the Association, for the
general m~ment of its affairs, and for tl:t.e transaction of all
business not delegated to special committees. These officers shall
be elected by ballot, annually, at the first regular meeting of the
Association.
ART. IV .-There shall also be committees of three, each, on
the following branches_ of Medical Science, viz : on Theory and
Practice; on Surgery; on Obstetrics; on Materia Medica, Medical
Botany and Pharmacy; on PhysioloSY; on Chemistry; and on
Medical Statistie1, wno shall be appointed annually by the Presidt>nt of this Association, and who shall receive from the members
of this Association, and from all friends of Medical Refonn, on
their respective branches, all interesting cases, discoveries, improvements, suggestions, and other useful matter in relation to
Medical Reform, and who shall annually report the same to this
Association.
AaT. V .-The Assoeiation shall meet and bold their meetings
annually at BOcb time and place as may be appointed by a majority
of the members present at any regular yearly meeting.
ART. VI.-No alteration, amendment, or addition can be made
to this Constitution, except by a majority of two thirds of the
members present at any regular yearly meeting.

or TRI:
NATIONAL ECLECTIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Ol'J'IOZRS

For 1849-60.
Pas11nsn,
T. V. MORROW, M. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

. V1c:s P1umn1:NTs,

I. J ..bery, M. D., Reading, o.
S. H. Cbue, M. D., Cincinna&i, O.
RsooaDtlfG SaoaaTARlas,
J. King, ~· D., Oincinnaii, 0.

E. A. Lodge, M. D., do.
CoaRJ:SPONDING Szc:a1:TAR11:s,
8. S. Cooke, M. D., Piqua, Miami Co. O.
B. L. Hill, M. D., Cincinnati, 0.

Ta•Aaua•a,
P.R. Woaaa...p, M. D., Cu.cianati,O.
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COMMITTEES.
ON THEORY AND PRACTICE,

T. V. Morrow, M. D., Cincinnati, 0.

I. J. Avery, 1\1. D.• Reading, 0.
J. F. Merrill, M. D., Indianapolis, Ind.
ON SURGERY,

R. S. Newton, M. D., Cincinnati, 0.

B. L. Hill, M. n..
Z. Freeman, M. D.,

do.
do.

do.
do.

ON OBSTETRICS,

A.H. Baldridge, M. D., Cincinnati, 0.
A. Brown, M. D.,
do.
do.
A. H. Willis, M. D.,
do.
do.
ON MATERJA MEDICA, MEDICAL BOTANY AND PHAJUIACY.

J. King, M. D., Cincinnati, O.
L. E. Jones, M. D., do. do.
J. F. Merrill, Indianapolis, Ind.
ON PHYSIOLOGY,

J. R. Bur.hanan, M. D., Cincinnati, 0.
W. B. PowelJ, M. D., Memphis, Tenn.
H.P. Gatchell, M. D., Cincinnati, 0.
ON CHEMISTRY,

J. H. Oliver, M. D., Cincinnati, 0.
J. King. M. D.,
do.
do.
P. C. Dolley, M. D., Elyria, 0.
ON MEDICAL STATISTICS,

J. R. Buchanan, M. D., Cincinnati, 0,
J', Borton, M. D.,
do.
do.
I. Wilson, M. D.,
do.
do.
ON PusLICATION AND FINANCE,

B. L. Hill, M. D., Cincinnati, 0.
L. E. Jones, M. D., do. do.
J. King, M. D.,
do. do.
ON CoNSTITUTION AND Bv-LA ws,

J. Kmg, M. D.
B. L. Hill, M. D.
J. Bonon, M. D.
To DRAFT AN AnDREss,

J. R. Buchanan, M. D.
J. King, M. D.
B. L. Hill, M. D.
R. S, Newton, M. D.
L. E. Jones, M.• D.
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PREPARE A MANUAL OF PnARlrtAcv,

J. King, M. D.
E. A. J,odge, M. D.
Wm. S. Merrell.

It was anticipated by the friends of Medical Refonn, in conse9uence of the numerous letters received, signifying the desires and
intentions of the writers, that at least two hundred individuals from
the various States of the Union would have been present at the
Convention this year; but owin~ to the appearance of the cholera
among ui1, and as we have been informed by letters, from the fears
of the friends and relatives of Eclectic physicians, a great number of
them kept away. However, with the small number who attended, the
business proceeded eleasantly and harmoniously, and one great
object was effected m the organization of a National Eclectic
Medical Association. In order, however, that those who were
prevented from· attending this meeting, in consequence of cholera,
may have an opportunity of presenting their reports,. addresses, &c.,
it will be seen by the minutes that an extra meeting will be held in
this city, on the first Monday in next November, and we invite all
our friends to attend, and avail themselves of the opportunity which
will thus be afforded to them. The members present at the second
Convention were as follows:
Name1,
Residence.
Nam.es.
Re1idence.
T. V. Morrow, Cincinnati, Ohio.G. W. Read, Pennsylvania.
Jas. H. Oliver,
do.
A. Kerr,
do.
P. K. Wombaugh, do.
D. P. Wooster, do.
J. A. Gordon,
do.
.W. B. Powell, Memphis, Tenn.
S. S. Cooke, Piqua, O.
R. C. Raymond, Pennsylvania.
L. Hubbell, Russelville, 0.
W. J. Wann, Alabama.
A. W. Poor, Bryantsville, Ky. P. N. Main, Cincinnati, O.
Jesse Garretson, Cincinnati, 0. G. W. Wallace,
do.
James Paxton, Greensboro, Ind. I. J. Avery, Reading, O.
J. R. Buchanan, Cincinnati, O. C. B. Robbin.'!.
R. S. Newton,
do.
E. A. Lodge, Cincinnati, 0.
O • .E. Newton,
do.
W. S. Merrell,
do.
J. King,
do.
A. H. Willis, Ohio.
Jas. G. Hunt,
do.
J. F. Merrill, Indianapolis, Ind. ·
E. S. Peabody, Illinois.
Andrew F. Cory, Indiana.
M. 0. Wilber, Ohio.
W. W. Walters, Covington, Ky.
H. M. Robinson, do.
A. Brown, Cincinnati, 0.
S. H. Doughty, Brown Co. 0. B. F. Hatch, Massachusetts.
H. P. Gatcbell, Cincinnati, O. George Glick, Ohio.
L. E. Jones,
do.
Josepn Milot, do.
B. L. Hill,
do.
J. C. Bates, Mississippi.
S. H. Chase,
do.
J. F. Baker, Alabama.
A. M. Stayman, do.
M. Kelly, Indiana.
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Names.
Residence.
T. J. Wright,
do.
H. P. Norton,
do.
0. D. Brooks, Wisconsin.
H. C. Taylor, New York.

Namu.

Residence.

J. H. Stevens, Ohio.
Francis Dody, Jacksonburg, Ia.
Alex. Grier.
W. H. Shepherd, Maryland.

THERAPEUTIC ACTION OF CINCHONA.
BY W, T. P.'lRJCER, M. D.

To the philosopher and the philanthropist, a proper understanding
of the laws of nature is an object of the greatest solicitude.
Every physician who loves his profession, the honor of science,
and the well being of humanity, 1s often prompted to inquire into
the therapeutic action of his remedies. Here opens a wide field of
speculation which has been explored and surveyed into innumerable
~bsurd theories, most of which ha,·e lived scarcely as long as their
ID\'entors.
A remedial agent of such extraordinary virtues as Cinchona, and.
one in so common use could not escape a scrutinizing investigation,
but heretofore all discussion on this subject has resulted in the
establishment of numerous contradictory theories.
How does Cinchona or its active principle Quinine arrest Intermittent fevers? ·
·
Perhaps the most generally received opinion on this subject is,
that it acts as a tonic, and by this influence, raises the vital powers
of. the sys~ so as to overcome the morbid influence of the
m1asmatic poison.
·
There is (as generally suppos~d) a vis medicatrix natune, that is
always contending against disease. This renovating power is not
always able to guara the constitution against injury, either from
exhaustion of this power, or the gteater intensity of the debilitating
cause.
Those medicines denominated tonics are supposed to raise and
support this power. Those who believe the preparations of Cinchona arrest intermittents by their tonic power, suppose, that by
givi~ them, a short time previous to the expected earoxysm, they
so raise the vital forces as to overcome the morbific impression.
It follows from this theory, that intermittents and all other fevers
are the result of debility. An objection to this view is that those
fevers in which the specific action of quinine is most beneficial, are
not those in which debility is a prominent symptom.
If its action were chiefly or entirely tonic, we should expect its
BjleCi~c action would bear a constant proportion to the existing
debihty.
.
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Tvl>hoid and malignant (evers may be occasionally benefitt.ed by
its exhibition, but in such cases it is by no means a specific. It 18
in such fevers as are characterized by regular and well ma.rited
intermissions, and where the inte~ity of the physiological· functions
is little.disturbed, that its action lS most clearly manifested.
That it does, however, act to some extent as a tonic, is evidently
true, for .debilitated and anemic constitutions are generally supparted and strengthened by its administration; yet this tonic power
is probably independent of its febrifuge iofiuence.
Another theory antipodal to this is the notion that it acts as a
sedative. In accordance with this idea, the paroxysm from its first
inception is believed to be a condition of excitement, consequently
by establishing sedation in the intermiseion, the ncitement 11
prevented from risin~. Opposed to this theory is the fact alreadr
mentioned of its givmg strength to wom out aD.d debilitated constitutions, also that it raises the J>Ulse, and increases excitement.
Analogous to this view is that which considers it a narcotic and
antispasmodic, suppressing the chill by preventing nervous excitement.
At the accession of a chill, the first change from a state of health
is probably nervous excitement or irritation. It is well known that
a full dose of opium siven at the beginning of a chill will frequently
cut it short, yet this ls a very uncertain way of curing an ague.
If q_uinine is a narcotic, it must be a feeble one. If it arrests
intemnttents by inducing na.rcotism, we would naturally e:1{lect
that the more powerful narcotics would prove the most efficient
febrifuses, but this is far from being the case.
Again it is supposed that quinine cures fevers by neutralizi~ the
miasmatic poison on which the fever depends, either by combining
with it and thus rendering it inert, or by expelling it · from the
system. An objection to this theory is that the disea.se is exceedingly liable to return when arrested by this drug without suitable
evacu!&tion or other preparation of the system.
This indicates that the poison in such cases lies dormant in some
part of the body, while the medicine renders the vital organs
msensible to its presence, to again begin itJ work when this iofiuence
is exhausted. ·
A number of other explanations of the action of this medicine
might be given, but there remains but -0ne of importance, and this
I conceive to be the true one.
Quinine arrests the progress of fevers by supercession; that is, by
establishing an impresaion on the system that supercedes the action
of the morbific agent.
It is a law of the vital economy that two strong impressions of
a similar nature cannot exist in the system at the same time. The
familiar fact that the virus of meaalea or small pox are ineompatible,
is a case in point.
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The pathogenetic effect of quinine when given duri?g the apyrexia
is a state of excitement similar, almost identical with fever.
The symptoms of cinchonism or the constitutional effect of
quinine are a feeling of tension and fulness of the epigastrium,
acceleration and increased strength of the pulse, consequently a
greater development of animal heat, a slight tremor of the nerves,
slight pain in the head, ringing in the ears, and confusion of the
intellect. These symptoms are very slight, unless a large portion
of the medicine is taken, so slight indeed, that in some cases to be
imperceptible. If the medicinal action were as disa~reeable as the
morbid action, nothin~ would be gained by the substitution.
In fevers of interm1tting and remitting types, at the time of the
apyrexi~, th~ febrile action is alm~st ~uspended, then is the most
appropriate time to set up a contractmg mfluence.
It would follow from this theory that cinchonism, when perfectly
established would break down the febrile action at any stage, even
dlll'ing the height uf an exacerbation, and this is found to be the
case. By administering an overwhelming dose during the fever,
the pulse will soften, perspiration start forth, and all the prominent
symptoms of fever disappear, while small doses of th~ same medicine would only increase the distress on account of its tonic and
lltimulant properties, without producing sufficient febrifuge effect to
break down the fever.
This course of practice is one of great value in some of the
malignant remittents of our western country. There are many such
cases that will run almost without remission from eight to fourteen
days, then assume a typhoid type, and terminate fatally if allowed
to take their course.
In such cases, ids good practice to give a powerful cholagogue
csthartic, and while the system is under its relaxing influence, to
administer from ten to thirty 8'!'8ins of quinine, then follow with
~·o f?1'8ins every hour till the characteristic ringing in the ears is
established.
'.;In this way violent cases of bilious fever may be cut short, which
would in all probability have assumed a low fonn before a sufficient
intennission would have been established for its gradual exhibition.
In such a case, a medicine which acts solely by its tonic influence
could not fail to heighten the sufferings of the patient.
We often exhibit quinine in such fevers without arresting them,
but ~t i~ probably because we fail to bring the system under its
specific influence. ·
If we attempt to reason on the modus operandi of this drug by
analogy, we fioo ourselves in confusion. Those medicines which
are most effectual in arresting intennittents, are found to range
themselves under various heads in the Materia Medica. E\'en
medicines whose properties are supposed to be opposite are found
to be equally efficacious.
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The fact is, ·that feven mar. be a~sted by eeveral difterent
methods; by the fulfilment of d1ft'erent indications.
They may be sometimes cured .by tonics, as Comus Florida,
Hrdrastis, Apocynum, Quassia, Gentian, Lyriodendron, Prunus
V1rginiana, Ptelia Trifoliata, Comus Sericea, Sene~ Pnissiate of
Iron, and many other medicines, acting by a tonic 10ftuence.
These are supposed to act by bracing the system so as to resist
the morbid a~ncy of malaria, or whatever may be the cause of
these fevers. They are found to be most eft'ectual in anemic
conditions of the constitution, and require to be exhibited at short
intervals during the intermission.
Where there is a high sthenic diathesis, they may be arrested by
sedatives, administere<l immediately before the accession of the
paroxysm, such as Digitalis, Lycopas Virginicus, Scutellaria
Latertflora, Hydrocyanic Acid, Tartarized Antimony, Lobelia,
Podophyllum, &c.
The pure stimulants are found to answer a good purpose in such
intermittent& as are. characterized by the greater preponderance of
the cold stage; and should be given in time to get tlleir full inftuence
established at the commencement of the chill. Among these may
be mentioned Capsicum, Brandy, Piperine, Ginger, Oil of Piper
Nigrum, Essential Oils, &c.
In connexion with these may be mentioned the production of
perspiration. This eft'ect is generally accelerated by the use of
internal stimulants, and is a valuable auxilliary in the treatment of
these fevers, as it doubtless assists in eliminating the poison from
·
the system.
Narcotics have been used with {>&rtial success in these cases.
The principal articles used are Optum and Lupuline, and other
preparations of the hop. They should be given before the
accession of the chill, so as to prevent the nervous disturbance
which is its precursor. 'rhis method of arresting intermittent& is
exceedingly uncertain. So indeed are all those already mentioned.
In cases which have almost expended their force, they act beneficially, but in the severer forms of intermitting, and more especially
remitting fevers incident to the West, they are not to be depended
on.
It is only on Cinchona and its preparations, or some agent acting
in a similar manner, that reliance can be placed. The active
principles of Cornus Florida, Willow, Sulphate of Zinc, and
Pruss1ate of Iron are perhaps the nearest to bemg substitutes.
We want some agent that will supercede the miasm in its action
on the economy, ana hold if in abeyance till the natural recuperative
powers of the system can gradually expel the poison.
It is proper here to advert to the popular prejudice against this
drug. It is 1upposed to produee rheumatism, stiffness of the joints,
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drop~foal eftbsions. My opinion is that this prejudice is
anfounded.
Dropsical eftUsions are common after a long course of ague,
especially if treated by mercury and arsenic, but are not more
common after the use of quinine than where other remedies are
employed.
.
.
ls to its producing rhewnatism, the idea has probably originated
from the effects of mercury, which has usually been given m connexion with it. A mercurial rheumatism exists in nearly all the
constitutions in this country that have suffered from the bilious
dieeases incident to our soil and climate.
Those who have an interest in blinding the eyes of the people
to this cheap and convenient but dangerous remedy, have led the
people to believe that quinine is the cause of their pains.
It has suffered like the dog Tray, who was unmercifully beaten
for merely being found in bad company.
A single practical deduction of much value suggests itself from
these reflections; that is, it is very important after the febrile
movement is checked, that we should keep up the prophylactic
im,Pression by a continued use of the same means, at the same time
llll!Jg every effort to evacuate the ,POison. For this purpose it ilJ
well to use Beach's Restorative Bitters, to which should be added
bark, in substance more or less, according to the existing predispotition to the disease.
B1a111NoHA•, 0. May 4, 1849.

ml

DR. SAPPINGTON ON QUININE AND CHOLERA.
Aaaow Rocx, Saline Co., Mo. March 15, 1849.
Gtntltmen :
Palsied as I now am in body and mind, I had hoped I should
be a silent spectator, in future, to the passing events of the times,
but from some remarks I saw not long since in a "Medical Journal," denouncing quinine as a remedial agent, even in the treatment
of ague and fever, and attempting rather to turn it into ridicule, by
some delusive astrological calculation of its recurrence with incre&!E'd violence on tile seventh, fourteenth, and twenty-first day
after it had been checked, it has to some extent excited my feeble
and dnnnant faculties, and has induced me to mention the character
I always entertained of it. The gentleman seems to have forgotten
that disease of that type not only more tenaciously obeys periooical
laws th'.ln any other disease we are acquainted with, that once the
?<>Dcatt>nated circle becomes fixed and the system com.Pletely under
lla influence, that neither quinine or any other remedial agent that
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we are now or probably ever will be acquainted with, notwithstanding it may have the power to arrest the disease, will not
continue to impart to the system its wonted tone and healthy action.
As further proof of this fact, persoll8 residing in malarious <listricts,
and having fully imbibed the disease, even their removal to the
most elevated and bealthr region does not generally prevent ita
recurrence for months, and sometimes the disease annoys them at
times for a year or two.
I presume no man that has been, or that now is engaged in the
practice of medicine, ever used the Peruvian bark and its preparatioll8 as long, to the same extent, or with as strict observations as I
have, and I have never suspected that it injured the constitution either
directly or indirectly, as many have supposed. I dissented from
what is called the orthodox school of medicine, upwards of fifty
years ago, principally because I found, or thought I found o;udorifics,
tonics and stimulants greatly more efficacious than was generally
· believed. This practice was condemned by the ,Profession as
empirical, but the practice sustained me, with growing reputation
aa long as I was able and willing to p"'°ctice medicine. I have
always been much more a practical than a theoretical physician, the
greater part of my time having been spent by the bedside of the
sick; and from my observation, 1 am incfuced to believe that quinine
acts powerfully and favorably upon all of the secerning apparatus,
especially upon those of secretion and excretion, ana I am of
opinion that it is the best alterative, tonic, antiseptic and febrifuge
that I have used, or known used, in all stages of febrile disease,
from the mildest fonn of Intermittent, to the most inveterate form
of fever-for I consider f<'ver a unit, havi~ its origin and progress in
debility, at least from the time the disease firstdevefopes itself. When
some organs have increased action, others have a corresponding
inactivity, hence, that article of medicine or treatment which will
most spee'tlily and effectually equalize the circulation, is the most
appropriate remedy. Permit me to give other evidence of the
salutary effects of quinine in the treatment of fever, to which
thousands can testify. When I could ride no longer as a physician,
and knowing from experience that the virtues of quinine bad never
been .Pro~rly understood and appreciated by the profession, and
knowmg also that my publication of its virtues to them or to the
public would be like singing ·psalms to dead horses, I detennined
to distribute it in disguise to the public, in the form of pills and a
liq,uid. I the refore /re pared and distributed upwards of two
millions of boxes an vials in eight or nine years-each box or
vial contained twenty four grains of quinine, one grain being the
estimated dose for a grown person, to be taken in all fevers, and in
all stages of them, and in no case did I recommend a puke or an
active purgative, unless it was in the forming or first st~ of the
disease. As soon as· the salutary effects of this medicme were
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known, it sold like sweet cakes to starving men, and such was the
demand for it for several years, that I laid in and sold from four to
six hundred pounds of quinine per year, or until the publication of
my treatise on fevers. And I am of opinion that, from the use of
tlns medicine and the publication of my book, to a considerable
extent the shameful abuse of Mercury, the Lancet, and some other
pernicious articles have been arrested. Although I am partial to
the use of quinine as a remedial agent, I wish by no means to be
understood that there may not be many indigenous articles equally
200<1, perhaps better. There is the eupatorium perfoliatum, or
the thorough wort, I know to be a pretty good substitute for quinine.
There is another native plant called bJackroot, which should be
regarded as a substitute; but in my hands I have found nothing to
equal quinine as a febrifuge. Opium has always been a favorite
article with me, and I think I have done much good in the administration of it, nor do I believe that any bad effects ever resulted from its
use in iny bands. Mercury is certainly one of the most insidious
poisons known, yet, if I was now a practitioner, for the want of a
knowledge of a less dangerous and better article, I should have to
use it in some few diseases. But as the professors of your school,
and practitioners upon that plan confidently assert, and no doubt
believe they have more efficacious and less dangerous articles than
are generally used, and from the improvement/ou have made and
are making in the physiology of the brain an nervous system, I
would earnestly recommend every practitioner and student of medicine to take at least one course of lectures with you. Any individual
not mentally and physically in bondage to the prevalent errors in
medicine, law, morals, and religion, it appears to me must see the
absolute necessity of reformation, and feel morally bound to contribute his part to this ~at work of renovation, either by mental
labor or fiscal means, with a looking forward and upward to a much
more liberal, charitable, and enlightened view of things; but let
us not denounce or attempt to upset any theory or practice, until we
are certain, from experience and observation, that we occupy more
safe, rational, and consistent gr<_>und. You are at liberty to give
this an insertion in your Medical Journal if you think proper.
Yours, very respectfully,

J NO.

SAPPINGTON.

N. B. Since writing the above, I notice a more recent public:\tion in your Medical Journal, of some very complimentary and
salutary effects of quinine in the treatment of remittent and intermittent fevers, by Dr. J. Davy, Inspector General of Hospital,
Barba.does. I also notice in the same Journal, the treatment or
Asiatic Cholera, by Dr. Hawthorne and others, in which I see no
material difference from my own, as published to the world in my
treatise on fevers in 1844. As you may not have met with that
work, or overlooked this .portion of it, with this letter I send you a
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copy ; and as my remarks on Cholera are very short, you can extract all, any ~ of it, or no part of it, as you may think proper.
It is a matter of little consequence with me who gets the credit of
starting the treatment on correct principles, so that the community
gets the full benefit of it.
J. S.

ExTllACT J'ROM SAPPINGTON ON

F1:v:us.-"The general symptoms

of Asiatic Cholera are for the most part uniform, that is, there is
a sameness in the characteristic features of the disease, consequently
the general indications of cure are pretty much the same, unless
indeed, as happens in some cases and in some seasons, consecutive
fevers su~rvene; but this never takes place until the cholera symptoms begin to subside. .
"There are surely not many sub~cts upon which misguided
education, or sectanan principles, or dogmas are more plainly and
injuriously manifested, than in the theory and practice' in the
disease now under consideration.
.
. "Asiatic cholera is unquestionably a disease from its commence.
ment, and throughout its whole course entirely divested of what is
called an inflammatory .diathesis. On the the contrary there is
evidently a want of tonic action, which cannot be misunderstood by
any unprejudiced mind, from the symptoms and circumstances
attendant on it. The skin is cold, the arterial action extremely
feeble, sometimes not even perceptible at the wrists; and to these
signs of prostration and relaxation, may be added, life i.s running
frQm the patient in sluices, by excessive discharges of chyle and
serum, and from an inverted action of the absorbents of the stomach
and bowels, and by profuse, cold, clammy sweats, from the whole
surface of the body. The patient is, at the same time, prostrated
.
.
by the most pe.inful spasms.
"Yet, strange as it may appear, under all these circumstances, and
•
of exhaU&tion, of a wasting disease, there are physicians to be
found-men, too, who claim to be orthodox practitloners,-who
advise free bleeding, active puking and purging; while others of
high standing, not concurring in the practice of such marked
depletion, recommend the sedative influence of cold drinks and ice
water. It is recorded of some that they opened the jugular veins
and tem~l arteries of their patients; while others ~ve a pound
of calomel in the course of forty-eight h.ours.-[See Eberle, vol.
ii., page 668, on spasmodic cholera. J Here 4320 grains of the
most insidious poison in the materia medica given to one patient in
the course of twenty-four hours.
"We have known several of our west.ern brethren who administered calomel in table-spoonful doses; that is, about six hundred and
sixty gra.iDB to the dose.
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"In the summer of 1833;the first case of cholera occurred in my
immediate neighborhood.. The disease made its appearance on the
opposite side of the Missouri river, in Howe.rd county, eight or
ten miles below my residence.
"No sooner was it ascertained that it was cholera, than the people
8ed to this side of the river, and encamped, panic-atruck, as if an
all-devouring demon had visited them. f>r. Penn and myself being
the only physicians residing in this county at that time, they kept
us most of the time with them ; and we were, perhaps, as much
alarmed as most of them: yet we encouraged them to be of good
cheer, and not to be aft'righted at what had happened.
"About this time, bowel-complaints were unusually prevalent in
this neighborhood.. Our neighbors soon took fright, and. came to
us, hourly, for medicine and advice. Those who had not actual
bowel-complaints, imagined they had something that was worse.
A ~neral panic and consternation now overspread the land.
"We furnished them with laudanum and essence of peppermint ;
and, in case of an actual attack of cholera, infonned tliem what to
do, until one or the other of us should arrive. We also advised
them to be cheerful; to follow their usual employments in moderation; to eat and drink
usual; except to be more sparing in the
Ule of fresh meats, and raw and indigestible yegetablea.
"As many of them were almost frighted into real cholera, had we
done aa some other physicians did-advise them to take to their
bed.a, and commence the use of medicines,-many that were not
sick, or who escaped the diseaae, in all probability would have taken
it in reality.
"The first case of cholera that I met with, convinced me, that if
the disease was within the reach of medical treatment, it must
consist, exclusively, of that class of medicines called restoratives;
or aucb things as would arrest the progress of waste, and promptly
recall and sust.ain the natural tonic action. For this p~se I used
~ and repeated doses of laudanum; large and repeated draughts
of strong, hot toddy ; essence of peppermint, camphor, and redpepeel
r cea. "bed • I . JI. • •
h k. .
JI.
,
" prescn
shmu ah~ 1rictions to t e s in, 1D ~1erence to
warm bathing, and advised the patients to keep their 6eds. When
the atoola were frequent, and accompanied with pain, I administered
laudanum by injection. I directed a te~spoonful of laudanum to
the giJJ of starch, or gruel; to be repeated as occasion required.
"I have pointed ont, in a summary way, what.I conceive to be the
indications of cure, and mentioned the remedies that I used to meet
the. indications with: I will now say something of their doaes,
and the circumstances under which the1 shoufd be continued,
moderated in their use, or entirely discontinued.

as
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"Cholera, taken in the premonitory ~' is &mild .and manageable disease; but requires vigilance and prudence to prevent it from
running into confirmed cholera. These symptoms are & mild
looseness, with indigestion, and &ttended with little or no pain; of
longer or shorter duration. Commonly preceding an attack from
one to three or four days. In this mild fonn, or stage of the
disease, the patient should take from fifteen to twenty drops of
laudanum, four or five times a day, to check, and to hold in check,
this looseness of the bowels ; they should, at the same time, be
attentive to diet and to exercise, avoiding all imprudences and excesses.
"Butsometimesthe attacks come onmoreviolen~ly, without giving
any previous notice ; so that, in an hour or two, the 1>3tient is
completely prostrated, and the disease assumes all its characteristic
features-such as the rice-water, and the milk-and-water-like
discharges, either from stomach and bowels, or both, accompanied
with partial or general spasm. In all such cases, I gave from sixty
to eignty drops of laudanum, with fifteen or twenty drops of essence
of peppermint, in a good portion of strong toddy ; or, if the pep~r
mint was not at hand, in its place I used a teaspoonful of the
tincture of camphor, or two or three tablespoonfuls of strong, redpepJJer tea; sometimes, also, a tea-spoonful of the tincture of kino.
"It should be always borne in mind, that if the dose of medicine
is cast up by puking, it should be repeated so soon as the stomach
becomes a httle settled; because little or no benefit could result from
it, unless it is retained.
"It will not be considered an extravagant use of laudanum, or
other articles, when it is recollected that a large ~rtion of all the
medicines taken run off by the bowels before they have time to act
on the general system; and that when the e\•acuations are checked,
that then we suspend the use of th<' remedies.
"In cases oflocked-jaw, and in some other violent spasmodic
affections, it is a common practice to give as large, and even much
larger doses of laudanum, than I have recommended in cholera. In
such cases, too, the medicines are all retained-not thrown off by
the bowels-and it is the article mainly relied on to counteract the
spasLm.
· given
'
. cho1era not
. more wit
' h a view
. to a II ay t h e
" audanum 1s
m
spasm and painful sensations, than to check the inordinate discharges
from the etomadi and bowels ; the ultimate effect of which every
medical man must know, however much he may be opposed to
the practice of putting a sudden check to such discharges. The
external frictions and injections, mentioned above, should be attended
to as circumstances may ~uire. With me, the first object is, to
arrest the debilitating and exhausti~ discharges, and, at the same
time, to allay pain, and to qniet and compose the general system.
These objects accomplished, then much smaller doses of lauaanum
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should be given; bot it should not be entirely discontinued. This
treatment sbould be kept up for two or three days, so as to restrain
all action of the bowels. While the quantity of laudanum and kino
is lessened, the free use of the toddy should be continued until the
patient is considered ou.t of danger.
"So soon as all the v10lent symptoms have· abated, and the system
becomes composed, the patient should begin to take some very light
diet, well seasoned-taking, however, but little at a · time, and
1?1'3rlually increasing the quantity and changing the quality of the
food to suit the strength of the patient. They should commence
with such articles as tea, coffee, boiled milk, thickened milk, soups,
and the like.
.
"Until the year 1835, I had not seen consecutive fevers succeed
cholera. That season the cholera broke nut at Arrow Rock, a
small town situated on the Missouri river, in Saline county, five
miles distant from my residence. In that place and its vicinity,
sixteen or eighteen persons took it in its various degrees of intensity;
and out of that number only one person died.
"Dr. Price had the management of most of those cases, and I
am much pleased to state that his treatment was very similar to that
of Dr. Penn and my own, in 1833.
"A few weeks after it appeared at Arrow Rock, it visited two
families in my immediate ne!ghborh~od; a few scattered cases
besides occurred, fifteen of which ran rnto confirmed cholera; and
each case was followed by more or less of consecutive fever. In
some instances the cholera symptoms had scarcely ceased when the
fever made its appearance. I treated this fever with sulphate of
quinine, in ~in doses, eyery two. or three h?urs, until there was a
complete crisis, or solut10n of diseased ac~10n-at the same time
continuing the todd.y and the laud~num as circumstances seemed to ·
require.
"Whether it was from good fortune or good treatment I know not
but myjatients a.II recovered.
'
"ldi not find it necessary to give cathartic medicines after treatinrr
my cases with opiates aod astringents; for, after the lapse of thre~
or four days, the bowels always took a regular and healthy action
of themselves, and without thejatient's feeling the slightest fulness
or uneasiness of any kind ; an should the bowels have failed to
take on natural action in due time, I would have preferred the use
of mild injections to any cathartic drugs.
"St~e as this practice may a~pear to many physicians, I am
nevertheless, confimied in the behef of its correctness, not only
from the success attending it in 1835, but also from the results of 1t
in 1833, when Dr. Penn and myself attended 35 cases of rerular
and well marked cholera. Of this number only two proved fatal
both of which were far advanced in the disease before we sa~
them.
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"The w,hole number of cases in the two years, that is, the two
visitations of 1833 and 1835, were about 80 well marked cases; of
this number we lost but three.
· "The same year that the cholera raged here it also raged in St. ·
Louis, and in other parts of the State, with its usual tatalityunder the common treatment of bleeding, puking, and purging. It
was in St. Louis, Palmyra, Boonville, Chariton, and other places
in the State, and from the best information that I could obtain, at
least three-fourths, if not more of the cases proved fatal. Unless
it was owing to the treatment, why should it Ee so much more fatal
in all other sections of the State, and every where else, than it was
under the treatment which I here recommend?
"ln my treatment of cholera I have never given one grain of
calomel, or any other nauseating medicine. If ·a.ny other mode of
treatment has been more successful, I have not yet learned it. I
know not from what cause cholera is produced, nor does it matter,
in a _practical eoint of view; be it wnat it may, I am decidedly of
opinion that it should be treated with stimulants, opiates and
astringents, throughout.
"Consecutive fever is like other feven, only Uiat it has its
beginning under circumstances of greater exhaustion and functional
derangement, and must therefore, require, necessarily, the use of
tonics and stimulants from the commencemept. These remedies
have a tendency to correct fever, and to sustain exhausted all.d sinking
nature.
"ln conclusion, I will briefly state, that in 1833, the first year
that I witnessed any cases of cholera, that as soon as the disease
was evidently arrestca, and warmth restored to the surface of the
body, the patients all recovered more rapidly than in any other
disease I had ever witnessed. They seemed lo have nothing but
e:dreme debility to overcome; while in 1836, nearly half the cases
were followed by consecutive fever, and in some instances the fever
•ppeared at least as dangerous as the cholera itself; and all recovered
from the fever rathe.r slowly, though not more so than in other low
cases of fever."

NOTES BY THE WAYSIDE.

MeS111. Editors:
You know I am a friend to Reform, Moral, Social, Political,
and why not Medical, especially,. as in no department of the great
movements of life is ~form so much needea. Its importance is
commensurate with the value of human life. If' there 11 any rule
to determine the value of the one, then indeed, can we determine
the importance of the other.
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I take it for pnted that the practice of medicine in the main has
been a failure, that it has not been based upon the constitution and
nature of man, and hence unsuccessful: no doubt that thousands
from barbarous and unscientific treatment have been hurried to an
untimely grave, who, if ht alone, or submitted to treatment in
harmonr. with the laws of life, might have enjoyed the pleasurea of
a long hfe. I suppose the same ol>li~tion which requires us to be
right in one thing, requires us to be right in all things, so far as our
J>E:rce~ions will enable us, and we have the mean• of knowing
what the right is.
There is one infallible standard by which we may determine
pontif1ely, the comparative amount of truth held by individuals, as
well as parties, and it is as true in medicine as in morals. " By
their fiiiits ye shall know them," is the great, universal standard,
by which aft, Jews, Infidels, and Christiana, profess to be willing
to be tested.
·
Tried by this standard, that class of physicians who f!!ake the
hiR'hest pretensions to knowledge, and "oppose with earnestness"
alfwho differ with them, as "abominable imitations of true science,''
as ~ing "seurious, ill-concocted, misshapen, abortive schemes of
practice, which, conceived in ignorance or wrong headedness,
brought forth in impudenoo or strong headedness, dry-fed by vanity
or li2bt headedness, and distended by the fumes of a fitful, popular
breath, are strutting and vaporing in professional apishness, as if
truth smiled on their impostures, and science claimed their trickeries and shallow devices, tattered and made stale in the service of
quackery-." You see I had a glance at Professor Harrison's
"Valedictory Address on the Sources and Benefits of Professional
Earnestness,'' and he has succeeded most admirably. U ndoubtedl;y
he felt that the times demanded a manifestation, which woula
embody, with "earnestness," the opposition of the "Profession," to
the development of any fact which would lead to a more harmonious
and humane system of medication. Especially should the Doctor
call to his aid all his powers of Oratory and Rhetoric, as the new
truths in medical science have become so thoroughly inhaled by the
'']>Opolar breath," and so Bready "distended;" and moreover, the
people are so infected with "strong headedness," that they are
concluding not to follow those whose " wrong headedness " has led
them to submit to their " s,Purious, ill-concocted, misshapen,
abortive schemes of Practice.'
To be serious, Dr. Harrison's denunciations against those who
difl'er with him, besides revealing a chafed and restless mind, full
of ~rty bias, po~88eS but little importance. I should think it a
misfortune, for young men, at this stage of the world's progress,
who are prepar•Df themselves for great and good deeds, and who
ought to go out mto the world imbued with great and generoua
thOugbtl and feelings, imparting a warmth, and-love, and power to
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their intercourse with others, to have received many impressions
from such a model. "Medical orthOdoxy," like other old. errors,
is beginning to loose its hold on the affections of the people, and
this whole tirade only arises from the felt necessity of "doing
something'' to check the advance of liberal principles. But it will
all avail nothing. Such puff balls as Dr. Harrison's philippics
"Delivered to the Graduates of the Medical College of Ohio,"
will be driven by the " fitful, popular breath " as chaff before the
wind, and he will find that whenever he. gives vent to such low,
vul~r vituperation, that it will recoil upon himself with a severity
which he will feel more keenly than th.ose for whom he meant it.
The truth is, that those he ridicules feel as great an amount of
pity for him, as he expresses of contempt for them.
Has he li\'ed thus long, and learned no more of the philosophy
·of man? I know of a case of a young man, who went to the Ohio
Medical College to attend lectures, well recommended, and was
cordially received; he passed through the session, and near the
close, paid his graduation fee, wrote and handed in his thesis, but
a few days before the examination, be discovered a marked coldness
among the professors, and met with contemptuous treatment from the
students, and was finally told by one of the professors, that they
could not examine him, or graduate him, as they had learned .that
before attending lectures be had been practising upon a system they
did not approve of. The result was, that the young man, though
qua/.ijied, could not pass an examination. Dr. Harrison seems
determined to keep the old iron bedstead in use, though it has pro,·ed
too short and too narrow for a full grown, well-developed man. I
belcan with an intention to give a comparative view of the Allopathic
ana Eclectic systems of practice, but will defer it for another article.
I am no Doctor, to be one of the ''toiling mjllions'' is my destiny,
and I must feel a deep interest in all that relieves, exalts, ·arid
. ennobles humanity.
Yours for Truth and Progress,
Oaszavsa.
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MEDICAL POLITICS IN CINCINNATI.
OuTRAOB.-We desire to call the attention of the Board of
Health, the City Council, and citizens in general, to what we consider a most reprehensible act, leaving a simple statement of the
facts, without remark, to have what weight they deserve in a Christian community. We cannot trust ourself to explain our feelings,
fearing we may say something improper. It is a ~rave subject, and
it seems to us, worthy the attention of the authonties.
It is well known that the City Council, composed of men of all
sects in religion, politics, medicine, &c.-when the cholera was
approaching Cincinnati-organized a Board of Health, gave them
$1000 out of the city treasury, and a promise of more when needed,
for the purpose of carrying out any sanitory measures which might
be found necessary, also to provide a temporary refuge for the
destitute or illy J.>rovided of our own citizens, and of those strangers
who are sojourning with us, or might be cast upon our hospitality
and Christian benevolence. The Council dicf not recognize or
prescribe any system of medical practice under these arran~ements,
but as every member of the Board of Health, except two, ts an old
school, or calomel doctor, we suppose the Boarcf of Health has
prescribed one particular medical system, and proscribed all others,
for cases coming under their care. Some days ago, the Board of
Health rented a house on West Fourth street, for a Cholera Hospital, and provided suitable accommodations for patients, advertising
these facts in the·newspar;rs, inviting the use of the charity providea
at the public expense, without any reservation or conditions.
On Saturday night last, a workman at Root's Stove Foundry on
Pearl street, who sleeps on the premises, was taken with the cholera,
and before any one called on Sundar morning, had had about sixty
passages, and was rapidly sinking. Mr. Root immediately provided
a conveyance, and had the patient carried to the City Hospital, he
wanu-d house room and nursing only, saying he would provide his
own physician at his own expense. "'" He was refused admittance,
was carried back to the foundry, sent for Dr. Burnham, a Homreopathic physician, who has stayed the progress of the disease, and
ts gradually restorin~ the patient.
There is somethmg in this heartless conduct which brinr to
mind the fires of Smithfield, and the reign of "~loody Mary '-a
spirit, which shows a detennination at any cost, at any sacrifice of
the lives and reputation of dissentients from certain medical dogmas,
to put down wliat a majority of men believe to be the truth, and are
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willing to risk their lives upon. Unless you do as we say, y:ou
shall die as a dog in the streets, cut oft' from the charity provided
for you by your public servants out of the general treasury.
We are authorized to refer to Mr. Root, stove dealer, east side of
Main street, below Columbia, for the truth of the facts set forth
above.
"Can such thingl overcome us like a summer cloud,
And not excite our special wonderl0 -Daily Tirnu.

ANOTHER MEDICAL Huarnuo.-We have already shown that the
charity of the city, under the dispensation of the "Board of
Health," has been refused to one citizen, because he would not
swallow a medical d<?gma, ~ what the honest conviction of
numerous intelligent minds consider highly injurious medicine.
For this heterodoxy, the doors of the hospital, which the citizens
OJ>ened to all, have been closed, and the ~oard undertake to say
who .shall and who shall not receive our charity. We learn, also,
that this same exclusiveness is practiced at the Commercial Hospital
and Lunatic Asylum, a practice which should be refonned without
delay, in both institutions.
.
·
rhere is an ordinance of the city requiring physicians to re~
to the Board of Health, all cases of cholera; faili~ to do which,
they are to be subjected to a penalty, upon convicuon before the
Mayor. The majority of the Board is comJ:>Osed of Allopathic
or old school doctors, who have always declarea that those wno do
not whistle through the same quill with them are not physicians,
but. that they are outside barbarians, quacks, empirics, humbugs,
ignoramuses, demagogues, &c. The consequence was, that when
the Simon Pures called on all physiciana to report, a majority of
the medical practitioners in the city were n<m tat. Oho! say the
regulars~ eatmg their own words, you art physicians, we do recognize you as such, and for not obeying the mandate of the ordinance
we'll give you law, emptyi~ your pockets as well as blackening
your reputation. Under this very reprehensible state of feeling,
suits have been commenced before the Mayor against Drs. Plllte
& Ehrman, Dr. Peck, and we don't know how many more, who
are known to be good citizens, intelligent, scientific men, and
successful fractitioners, for taking the words and actions of the
majority o the Board of Health, as representi~ their belief in
goOd faith. It seems, however, the old school dOu rec~nise the
"outsiders" as physicians, subject to the penalties of the law, if
not to its protection. This is a curious blow hot and-blow cold
doctrine, and }V'ill hardly go do°\tn in this community.
Yesterday, Drs. Pulte and Ehrman were brought up to the bull
ring, but the case wa~ postponed, on accoant of the pre-eogagement
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of Messrs. Storer & Gwynne, counsel for defendants-to ended the
first act of the hwnbu~ but while the actors dance and the piper
plays, who do you think, gentle reader, pays the score?
The case stands thus-Council gives fl 000 of the people's money
for the purpose of establishing a Cholera Hospital-one is rented,
and t240 of the rent paid in advance. It is opened for citizens
and strangers; Christian I hilanthropby and Christian charity know
no distinction of sects in religion or medicine; a general invitation
is given. Ho! etJtrg one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters.
Hol every poor atfticted one, whether of our own household or
~rs, come to the refuge from the scourge, that Catholic,
Baptist, Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Methodist, Swedenborgian
and lnfidel-Allopathy, Hydropathic, Homreopathic, Eclectic, and
no tic or path has provided-we be all brethren, children of a
~ommon FATHER-come and rest, and let the city, as a good Samaritan, minister to your necessities and your disease. That sounds
first rate. A workman in a foundry applies for admission, desires
to partake of the city charity, wants house-room, a bed and a nurse
-he will place himself under the care of a physician of his own
choice, and at his own expense-no, "you can't cpme in"-he is
taken back to his shanty-he is not of the same faith as a majority
of the Board of Health. This man was a patient of that class of
Doctors who are prosecuted at the public expense for not reporting.

Bonui, Mdior, Optimw.-Daily Timea.

To THE Cnv CouNCJL AND BoARD or H.1:ALTH OF C1NCINNATJ.
-The publication of proper statistics of cholera for the public
information is a matter of great imtwrtance. The people have a
right to know the truth, and the pubhc interest demands that it shall
not be suppressed. The object will no doubt be fully attained when
the Board ·or Health has been reorganized so as to render it a
suitable medium for the reports of all claa1e1 of tht, profusion.
But when this desirable object is about to be attained, we find
that an attempt is made to suppress the publication of true cholera
statistics. It is urged that deaths only should be reported, without
the cases. Why sbould we thus suppress or disguise the truth?
Have not tl1e people a right to receive correct information? What
can be accomplished by suppressing the number of cases except a
partial deception? If the object be to deceive the community, and
prevent their knowing anything about the extent of the disease, let
the Board of Health be abolished entirely. But, . surely, if we
undertake to give people correct information, we are bound to gifJe
tW. lwnutly the wlwle truth, as has been done heretofore in the
United States and Europe.
It is urged by Dr. Drake that the publication of the deaths will
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not create any alann, but that the publication of tlte ca1e1 tltal did
not die, may have a terrible effect in the way of keeping up a panic.
I cannot perceive the force of this argument. It strikes me that
the publication of cases successfully, as well as those unsuccessfully
treated, woald have a very fine influence in allaying the panic, and
showing that there is really nothing in the epidemic to create any
alann. Heretofore it has been so common for one half of the
persons attacked to die of medical treatment, that the advent of
cholera is sure to create a panic. But if we can show, by the
publication of all cases, that cholera, if properly treated, i1 not a
ilangeroua dist.Me, the effect will be to allay all fear. There is
no excuse, therefore, for deceiving the public by suppressing the
full statistics of cholera.
Tbe publication of cases successfully treated enables all to judge
of the value of the different methods of practice which have been
adopted. This, the peoJ>le are anxious to ascertain, and it is due to
science, to humanity, and to the public welfare, that the results of
cholera pr_actice in Cincinnati, should be fully and faithfully recorded aild published. The publication of deaths alone, deprives
the public of the rich harvest of experience which is now gathering,
and leaves the question of the fatality of the disease, ana the belt
method of treatment untouched.
The publication of all the cases, including those successfully
treated, can never raise a. panic, ezur among phyaiciam, who
may be alanned at the superior success of some system of practice,
based, like Eclecticism, upon common sense and extensive experience, or like Homooopathy, upon independent scientific investigation. Yet, as a panic of this character could produce onl]'
beneficial results, I cannot perceive anr sufficient reason for this
extraordinary measure to deceive the people, and to protect the delicate
nerves of htinkerism ·from contact witli medical statistics. There
have been so many authentic statistics heretofore covered up,
disguised and smuggled out of sight of the people, that it is now
incumbent upon our city authorities, if they wish to know the truth,
to compel the publication of all the fa.di, no matter who may
shrink from the record.
Joa. R. BooHANAN.

(Daily 7imu.

BoAaD ol' Hi:.a.LTR- PaocHDIMos ol' C1Tv CooNCJL.-Mr.
Taft from the Special Committee on the subject of' the reorganization of the Board of Health, submitted the following report,
which was accepted.
The Select dommittee. to whom was referred the resolution of
inquiry, as to the reorganization of the Board of Health, have had
the same Wider CODlideration, and respectfully report that the preaent
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memben ot the' Board of Health were elected on the 30th July, A..
D. 1847, with the exception of Dr. Dodge, who was elected on
the 29th May, 1848, to fill the vacancy cauSed by the resignation of
William Stephenson, and of John P. Foote who was elected on the
6th January, A. D. 1849, in the plac.e of Dr. Muscroft, resigned.
The term of their office is one year.
It is consequently incumbent u~n the Council to renew the Board
of Health by a fresh election. The resolution under which this
committee were appointed, imposes upon them a delicate duty. The
election of the Board of Health belongs to the Couneil. But this
committee are called upon for an OJ>inion, as to the rule or principle
which shall guide the Council m making said election. The
resolution s~sts the inquiry whether non-professional men shall
not be preferred for this service.
A majority of the present Board are members of the medical .
profession; and the committee would take occasion to say, that they
are satisfied that the gentlemen now comprisiog that Board have
discharged the duties of the office with intelligence and fidelity:
that they are gentlemen .of undoubted skill and capacity for the
place; and that by their prompt attention to this branch of the
public service, without fee or reward, they are entitled to the gratitude of their fellow citizens. The difficulties which encompass the
Board of Health, are greater than is generally supposed.
These difficulties arise not only from the nature of the labors
which devolve upon the Board, such as the selection of. suitable
hospitals for the sick, and making the necessary provisions for their
accommodation, and attending to the various complaints against
nuisances, but also from the ·peculiar jealousies which . seem to
belong to the medical profession. There exists, unhappily, dift'erent
teets of physicians, 6etween whom there is an im~ble gulph
6sed, wnich keeps them forever asunder. The d1ft'erent sects of
religion are not so irreconcilable in their opposition to one another
as are these opposi11g schools of the healing art. Their hostility
is so extreme as to beget contempt for one-another. The Eclectic,
in the eyes of the Regular school of physicians, is a quack; and
the Hom<20path, in the eyes of both tlie Eclectic and the Regular;
ia an empiric, while the Homa!O~ in tum, looks upon the
All~ u a bigot, irreclaimably joined to bis idols. If, with the
least of all doses, the Hommo~h succeeds in eft'ecting the greatest
ot cures, the Regulars cry out, like the Pharisees, "Give God the
pn.Ue;" tAue ft.UotJJ• are worie t/aan "rin11er1," they are Quacks,
ind for Qaackery there is no "remission."
The committee do not attribute this violent contention and strife
among the medical faculty, to any natural bitterness in the minds of
the members of that prol'eaaion. But the physician has no public
bibuoal before whicli he can display eviaence of his skill and
learoing, and be justly appreciated. The lawyer appean in poblic
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before a cowt, and the bystanders, who will sooner or later give :
him something approaching to his true position. The clergyman,
also perfonns -his most im~nt functions in public, and is heard
and judged by all men. But the doctor exercises his skill in '
private, by the bedside, where no witness, competent to · fonn a
aiscriminating judgment of his merits, is present; and where he
may gain a great aeal more, or a great deal less, credit tha.n he
deserves, from causes and influences entirely foreign to his merits
as a physician. The co~uence is a struggle, not altogether of
emulation, in the skill and science of medicme, but also to win to
his aid those other causes, and influences, which serve materially
to give him credit with the people, and lucrative business. And
this struggle, founded aa it is upon the great elemeot of self-preservation -.·hi ch belongs alike to all men, ·is not confined to the
individual members of the profession; but displays its power in
dividing the profession itself into adverse parties, and perpetuates
that division by uncompromising hostility.
The committee are of opinion that the City Council cannot, with
propriety, assume to decide between these contending parties, by
placing upon the Board of Health the disciples of any one medical
faith to toe exclusion of all the belie\1ers in every other.
The committee are informed that the gentlemen connected •ith,
and representi~ these different schools of medicine are not without
education; are instructed in the anatomy and structure of the human
system ; and in the nature of the vanous medicinal a~nts which
liave been found to cure disease. They are infonned that the
practitioners of th& Eclectic faith are generally men educated and
and pciuated in ~hat is · termed the regular system of medicine;
but who have introduced a variety in their practice which they
assert is more successful than that which they had first leamed.
Ther have also now a separate school, under a charter granted by
Legislative authority, where the science of medicine is tauglit
according to the recent variety of their practice and materia medica.
They are not, therefore, without diplomas, professors, lectures,
books, precedent and authority; nor is their practice in the city
inconsiderable or unsuccessful.
On the other hand, the Homreopathic physicians of our city are
generally men of learning and intelligence, and have received
medical diplomas from the regular schools, and have borne their
part in the opposition to the system upon which they are now
J>r&clicing. The Hommopathists also, at the present time, have
their high places, their schools, professions, books and science, and
they too have their diplomas, equally with the Eclectics, or their
elder brethren of the regular school. Of the Hydropathic and the
Thomsonian, or Botanic branches of the great famify of Doctors,
the committee are not able to speak; but it is sufficient to say, that
they all claim to be governed by science and experience, and all
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claim to have made important discoveries in the art of curing human
diseases.

One of the three plans, it would seem, must be adopted by the
Council. First, they must ao organize the Board of Health, that
there shall be but one medical opinion among its members ; or
1eCOndly, they must let every school of medicine be represented in
the Board by some one or more of its practitioners; or thirdly, they
mut let the Board be com~ of intelligent, judicious, and public
spirited men, not of the medical profession.
To each of these alternatives there is some objection. The first,
is the course which bas been adopted hitherto, and which, although
it has resulted in giving the city the gratuitous services of a Board
of able and intelligent men, whose disinterested exertions for the
public health have laid the city under weighty obligations, has
nevertheless, indicated on the ~of the City Council, a preference
of one school over another in medicine, and has consequently failed
to give satisfaction to those who are not prefened, and their numerous and respectable friends.
.
The o*ction to the second proposition is, that a Board composed
of the professors of different schools of medicine could not act with
the harmony necessary to carry out the im~rtant objects of its
creation. Thia will be preUy generally conceded, when it is considered what !• &he nature of the differences existing between these
several claeeea of doctors. Each sect regards the theory and.
practice of each other sect as not only wrong and injurious, but
absoltatel,Y, absurd; and reli~ously believes that those who follow
i~ are either grossly deludid or di1koneit. The pride of professional dign!ty has also raised UJ> an impassable barrier between
them, wliich bars even per1onal intercourie. With such implicit
confidence in the correctness of bis own theory, and in his own
learning and experience, and such implicit distrust in, and contempt
for, the theory, le~ and practice of bis antagonists, there is no
!!J'Ound on which the doctor of one faith and practice can meet and
~ct with the doctor Of another faith and practice. Hence it is more
than probable, that the physicians themselvea would not choose to
iterve on a Board comj><>M:d of medical men belonging to these
di&rent and antagonisttc schools.
'
Fortunately, however, the non-medical part of the community
think much belt.er of these several classes of doctors than tl&ty think
of one another; and however much they mar disparage one another,
the world will nevertheless give them al credit for honest and
honorable P"~"'i but will ju~ of their 1kill, and tlu trutA of
tluir tla#riu, by tlu reiulu o their practice. Those results
will aooner or later make themse vee known, in an intelligent commwiity; and the lea the government interferea with the judgment
of the commanity on the subject, the more speedily will that judgmeat become comic&.
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No follower of a true theory, need to fear the largest liberty in
matters of this sort; for, if the government does not officiously
interpose its influence, those theories, founded in delusion aud etror,
will run themselves out b!J their practice, while those, founded in
truth, will as surely sustain themselves, by the same test.
To the third proposition there is one objection also, viz: a want
of medical knowledge. If there was any way that could be devised
to secure that knowledge in the present memtiers of the Board, and
to avoid the insu~rable objections above referred to, the committee
would recommena it. But they have not been able to discover any
plan by which to accomplish so desirable ab object. They have,
therefore, come to the conclusion, that in future, while there exists,
as they believe there does now exist, an earnest disposition in the
public mind to encourage free inquiry in medicine, as well as in
philosophy, religion, ana politics, the city ~vemment, and every
government, will be wise, to avoid where it can, patronizing one
school, or one theory, to the disparagement of any other, and leave
to the contending parties, an open and a fair field, in which to win
the public confidence and favor, by but curing t1"'1e illl tlJMCA
human ''.fte1h i1 heir to."
The committee are of opinion also, that a Board of intelli~nt
men will readily obviate all objections on the score of medical
knowledge, by calling to their aid professional advisers, whenever it
shall be found necessary.
They recommend, therefore, that the new Board of Health be
constituted of gentlemen not of the medical profession.
ANDREW GIFFIN,
J. D. TAYLOR,
A. TAFT.
Cincinnati, May 25th, 1849.

---

The following resignation of the Board of Health was accepted:
CINCINNATI, May 25th, 1849.

To the City Council of the City of Cinci.nnati:
The undersigned, citizens of Cincinnati, appointed, from
time to time, by your honorable body, to constitute a Bonn or
HEALTH, [the members of which, being nominally elected "to serve
for one year, and until tluir 1uccu1or11halt be appointed," have
usually been allowed to act for tenns of two or three years' dura·
tion,] would respectfully represent that, from the opinion of the City
Solicitor, herewith presented, the leplity of their present organi·
zation is formally questioned. In view of this sWe of things, it
may be the pleasure of your honorable body to organize a new
Board of Health; or, to determine that such a Boant is no longer
necessary.
In the discharge of the arduous and unpleasant duties imposed on
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them, the undersigned had a risht to expect a general, and cordial
co-operation of their fellow citizens ; without which, their best
efforts to accomplish the object of their appointment must prove
ineffectual. As this expectation has been signally disappointed,
they are left to infer that their ability, or judgment, has not been
equal to their desire of being useful, and that, however well meant,
their acts have not received that public countenance or support so
essential to success. Under these circumstances, they feel conmined to retire from a _position, the further occupation of which,
appears to them at once mconsistent with self-respect, and the hope
of any public advantage.
The undersigned, tlierefore, respectfully tender their resignations
of the places assigned them in the Board of Health, and request
that in the event of its reor~nization, they may not again be called
upon to act as members of that body.
We shall avail ourselves of any early opportunity to submit an
account of our receipts and expenditures, and respectfully ask that
the claims against the City, under the contracts of the Board of
Health, may receive the early attention of the Council.
We are, very respectfully, your fellow citizens:
GEo. W. JoNEs,
PEYTON

s.

SYMMES,

LANDON C. R1vxs, M. D.,
JoHN L. VATTIER, M. D.,
FREDERICK RoELKJ:R,
FooTE,

M. D.,

JNo. P.

J. S.

DoDGE,

M. D.

The Council thereupon elected B. Storer, J. D. Taylor, E. D.
Mansfield, J.:Martin, H. Roedter, L. Fletcher, and Rev. Mr. Jewell, members of the Board of Health.

ETHICS OF THE ECLECTIC SCHOOL.
The foregoing inaccurate statements of the committee of the
City Council, induced the Faculty of the Institute to send to that
body the following statement of their position, which was read
before the Council at their meeting June I, 1849.

To tht Pruident and Member1 of the City Council of Cincinnati:
'

C1NCINNAT1, May 31, 1849.
In the official proceedings of your honorable
body, as recently published, is found a report from a special committee, which describes the condition of the Medical profession in
this city, and the parties into which it is divided.
GERTLZHEN: -
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El/aic1 of flu Eclectic Bo/tool.

The reipeetable and authentic source of this document, entitles it
to much attention and confidence from the public, and renders it
peculiarly im~rtant that it should be free from error as to the facts
which it embOdies for public information.
As one of the parties alluded to in the report, the Faculty of the
Eclectic Medical Institute beg leave respectfully to suggest, that a
very important error has been made in the description of-the relation
which tbey bear to other members of the Medical profession. The
committee were doubtless actuated by a strong desire to do ~ce
to all parties, yet appear to have l>E-en misled by erroneous information upon one of the most important points in the policy and
principles of a medical party.
We do not object to the statements of the committee in general,
for we know most of them to be strictly true and impartially just.
It is true, as the committee affinn, that the three prorrunent medical
parties of the city are composed of educated ana respectable physicians. It is true, also, as the committee affirm, that the old school
party have denounced Eclectics and Hom<BOpathists as qutJCkl, and
that Hom<BOpathy practitioners, have, in consequence, looked ~
their old school op~nents as bigot1. But. it i1 not true that the
Eclectic party in medicine looks upon Homceopathists as eml_iriu,
or participates at all in that intolerance which the c.omm1ttee so
justly condemn. The great characteristic of Eclecticism; which
oistinguishes it from other parties, is that we discard all 1ectari11ni81ft

in 1cience.

We do not denounce our old school op~nents as quacks, because
they adhere to what we deem unscientific methods of treatment.
We merely ask that improvements in science shall have a courteous
receJ>lion and a fair hearing; and that all Frties shall be respected
equally in the exercise of an independent JUdgn_tent.
We deplore the divisions, the Jealousies, and the party-spirit of
the MC'dical profession ; and we lay it down as a fundamental
principle, that no physician should ever denounce or injure another
for a mere difference of doctrine in matters of science.
Far from denouncing Homceopatby as empiricism, we look upon
the science and its practitioners with sentiments of sincere respect.
We have lectures upon the subject delivered in the Institute, and
have contemplated the establishment of a permanent professorship
of Hommo~thic science.
We have doctrines that we deem important, and therapeutic and
physiological knowledge peculiar to our school; but we deem it OID'
duty to leam all that may be gleaned from either Hom0<2pathic or
Allopathic sources, and to extend profes15ional courtesies to gen·
tlemen of all creeds in medicine who do not conspire ar.in1t the
freedom of investigation, and who do not themselves v1olate the
usual courtesies of social life.
We do not acknowledge that we entertaio any of those feelings of
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irreconcilable hostility against practitioners of o&her parties, which
the committee suppose to be common in the profession of medicine;
nor do we feel any aversion to co-operating with intelligent and
respectable members of the profession of any creed whatever. On
the contrary, it is the express design ot the Eclectic party, to suppress every species of medical intolerance, and to forward those
great im~vements in medical science which have· heretofore been
discouraged and limited in their utility by the influence of party
spirit, intolerance aod bigotry. We wish to establish such a de8'!'8e
of medical freedom, that the results of expetience may have due
weight against old dogmas, and that when one one method of
treatment proves ten times as successful as another, all may feel free
to embrace it at once. We desire the fullest and freest investigation,
not~ of the cholera practice of this city, but of the results of
all
·cal systems, believing, with the committee, that they should
stand or fall, not by authority, but by the results which they produce
in saving human life and health.
However fret>ly the prominent members of the old school~
may denounce Homreopathists as quacks--1'a dishonest, deluded or
b&rish, we should regard it. as derorory to our professional
cJaaracter to affinn that we participate m any such crusade against
science, or that we look with contempt upon all beyond the limits
of our owa profesaional circle. We theiefore deem it important
thas to define our position before the authorities of our ci~, and to
rectify the error which has found its way into an official document.
By order of the Faculty,
T. V. MORROW, Dean.

Prom the Clenlaud Benld.

NEWLY DISCOVERED CURE FOR CHOLERA.
Dr. ~inf, of Chicago, has discovered a specific cure for cholera.
It is simple and cheap, and said to be effective in the more advanced,
as well as recent cases. Drs. Herrick and Blane1, Professors of
the Chicago Medical College, and four other physicians, are said
to be using it with perfect success, and, as far as tested, astonishing
results have been experienced, even in the worst stages of colla~.
Simple as are the s_pecifics used in combating this sco~, its
efficacy was only arrived at after careful chemical analysis of
atmospheric air.. The annexed lette~ will give ot~ readers the
minuhre of the discovery. We take it from toe Chicago Journal,
which paper says that "the exciu:ment caused ~y th~ discovery: has
been beigntened by the success it has met with, In cases where
almost every citizen has witnessed or experienced its effects, in the
premonitory symptoms of the cholera."

18
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Dear Bir:-Incompliance with the wishes of my friend, Dr. J.
H. Bird, I have made the following brief synopsis of a letter from
him, sent to me for publication in the North Western Medical and
S~ical Journal, wliich, together with the few additional remarks
which I 'have made, you will please publish, in order .that the
medical profession, and the public generally, may have the meana
of testing, and the benefits to be derived from what is supposed to
be a newly discovered remedy for the cholera.
The facts -stated in the letter referred to above, are briefly as
follows:
About six months since, Dr. Bird and m~lf were led into a
conversation on the effects of atmospheric intluences in producing
epidemics, from reading an article from a German chemist in one
of our periodicals, in which it was contended that influenza de~nded upon the presence of ozone, and that the severity and number
of attack.8, as shown by chemical analysis, were always in proportion
to the amount of this substance in the ·atmosphere. Taking this
statement in connection with the fact that cholera is generally preceded by infiuenza, as shown by its history, we were led to the
conclusion that both diseases might be dependant upon the same
inftuence, modified in degree according to the greater or le88
'luantitYc of this dele1erious agent present in the atmosphere at the
time. The next step in the investigation was to determine what
agent would counteract the influence, and destroy the dele~erious
properties of ozone. The accurate chemical knowledge of Dr. B.
enabled him to suggest at once the well known substance of sulphur,
as possessing the property of acting upon it in such a manner as to
neutralize its influence.
In searching for facts to sup~ this conclusion, it was found
that cholera had neve.r prevailed 1n the vicinity of sulphur springs,
or in situations where tliis substance abounds; hence tlie conclusion
that sulphur might be, and probably was the antidote for cholera.
In one of our recent Medical Journals, an article appeared
describing the manner of detecting ozone in the atmosphere, thus
supplying the means of determining whether or not it was present
a,t the very time the cholera was beginning to make its appearance
,
amongst us.
Dr. Bird's experiments, as well as those made subsequently: by
himself, and by Drs. Bird, Blaney and myself, from day to day,
since that time, show that ozone is present in our atmosphere, and
that the amount is in proportion to tile severity of the disease from
time to time. About a week since, Dr. Bird determined to try the
effects of sulphur upon himself and others, troubled as nearly all
have been more or less of late, with uneasy sensations, sli~ht pains,
&c., in the digestive organs. The result was entirely satisfactory,
so much so, that Dr. Bird came immediately to my office, and
requested me as a friend to test its efficacy in my practice, but to
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•y nothing to others in regard to the ingredienta used,· until facts
should justify its public announcement as a discovery. The bene-.
licial effect resulting from its use in my practice, was such as to
convince me at once of its utility in the class of cases described
above. During the last few days, Drs. Bird, Blaney and myself
have continued to use this apparently simple remedy, to the exclusion of nearly all others, in all cases with cholera symptoms. The
result bas been wonderful. All the .premonitory syrnptoms, such
as pain, a sense of f ulness, unnatural movements, slight diarrhrea,
&.c., have uniformly yielded at once to a single dose of three to
four grains of sulphur.
In cases where either cramps, diarrhrea, or vomiting- have been
present, and in fact where all these symptoms have eXIsted in conjunction, the use of sulphur, in the above named doses every three
or four hours, has had tlie effect to ameliorate the patient's condition,
at once, and when used in a few hours, to dissipate entirely choleric
iymptoma.
So far as its efficacy has been tested in the worst stages of

col.

lapse, most satisfactory results have been obtaiued. ln two or
three cases of the kind, the effect of the remedy has been to bring
back pulse to the wrist, restore warmth to the surface, a,nd stop the
profuse diarrhrea and vomiting. In truth, the results obtained so
far, have been such as to convmce all of us, who have administered
it, and witnessed its effects, that if any remedy deserves the appellation, this is the specific for cholera.
It having been determined to make this public statement, it is
expected in return that no hasty conclusions will be made, either
for or against what appears to be a proposition to accomplish much
by very simple means.
·
Althoush the results, so far as obtained, in a short time, and by
a few individuals, seem to justify our conclusions, it is hoped that
physicians will continue to depend on what they consider the most
efficient practice, in bad easel!' of cholera, until they shall have tested
the matter themselves, and formed their own conclusions; and also,
that whatever may be the confidence of individuals in this or any
other remedies, they will not depend upon their own judgment in
any case, even of slight symptoms, whenever it is possible to consult their physicians.
It is suggested by Dr. Bird, that a combination of powdered
charcoal, one part to four of sulphur, has seemed to make the
W. B. HERRICK,
remedy more. efficient.
Ed. N. W. Med. and Surg. Jour.
A medical friend in this city, to whom we submitted the letter of
Dr. Herrick, has favored us with the followsng translation of an
article on Ozone, from Heul's 7.eitschrifl, vol. 7, part I.
OzoNF. is formed in the air by the aecomposition of its water
through di!turbances of its electrical equilibrium; hence the peculiar
Drgrtrzed by
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pungent sulphurous and phosphoric odor. The nature and compoaition aa yet remains uncertain. Sulphuric and probably also telluric
and selenic acids, and phosphoric acid, destroy it. A very small
proportion of the vapors of ether or alcohol, or of olefiant gaa will
also ~vent its devefopment.
·
Its best test is iodide of potassium, which will detect its presence
in infinitely small quantities, in the air. A piece of paper moistened with a mixture of starch, and solution of iodide of potassium
fonns an ozonomuer far exceeding in delicacy the most accurate
galvanometer or most sensitive nose. The smalJest quantit:v of free
Vzmie, (even only in the proportion of a hundred thousandth) when
mither galvanometer nor eudiometer shows ariy ch&.ng!' in the air,
will be rendered manifest by the discoloration produced by the free
iodine.
As the ~nee of Ozone in the air is due to its electrical decompotsition, 1t is necessarily influenced by its electrical tension.
If the prevalence of influenza and cholera be owing to Ozone,
the vapon of sulphur, or sulphurous gases, must be protective ~met
it. This is confirmed by, while it explains the immunity of, those
engaged in, or leaving near sulpbur-works.-Cin. Gasette.
The Eclectic practitioners of this city bav~ little need of the
sulphur remedy, as they have already demonstrated that their resources are ample. Nevertheless, in accordance with our principles
the new remedy will be fairly tested, and it may be remarked that
partial trials already present favorable results. Justice, however,
requires us to state, that an Eclectic practitioner of this city is
entitled to the credit of discovering the value of sulphur prior to
Dr. Bird's publication. Dr. J. King, in acconlance with his viewa
of the disease, has prescribed a combination of sulphur, chareoaJ,
and soda, with success. His name is familiar to our readers.

B.

...

-

:.
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LECTURE ON THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT OF
SPASMODIC CHOLERA, Dui,,,ered to the cla.1 of the
&kctic Medical lrutitflle, bg T. V. Morroto, M. D.
Agreeably to promise, I will now proceed to detail some of tile
most interesting facts, which have come under my notice during the
month which is now about closing, which have been gathered in a
ft1Y ntensive experience in the treatment of spasmodic cholera.
As a professor in a liberal, progreesive Medical College, it will
be my duty, as well as my pride and pleasure, at all times, to com·
municate to you and others, who may resort hither for the completion of their medical education, all the infonnation which may
ccmae into my potaeasion touching the treatment of all the varioua
diaeuea incident to humanity; more especially the aaccessful plam

or management which have enabled us to encounter the ravap1 of

that terrific ecourge of the human family, which has been doing its
•ork of death among our fellow citizen.,· for the last four weeb,
with ao signal a degree of succeea.
Without attempting anything like a detailed and accurate atatement in reference to the history, causes, nature, and character of
tbe cliaeue ill question, I will only attempt to give you. an outline
tbe treaanent I have found moat useful in the varioua stagee,
aDd ander the ddfereat circumstances of its &Uack. _
It might be proper to premise by saying that, so far as it bu
been noticed in this city, since it has commenced prevailing aa an
epidemic, it bas not exhibited that uniformity in the character of
its symptoms which .has been ascribed to it in many other placet.
It it true that a very large majority of the cases were marked by
diarrbcea, natuea and vomiting, and a general prostration of strength,
u among the early symptoms present. But some of them weie DO&
lllhered in by this train of symptoms at all. One of the very wont
ca.a which came under my ~otice, had neither diarrhma, D&Ule&
DOr vomiting u ~ly symptoms of hi11 attack. Nor was he a&cted
wi&h diantac. at any period of his attack whatever, but &Ile tint

or
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indications which he noticed, weM a slight spasmodic twitch in the
gastronemii muscles, and very soon thereafter a violent prostration
of strength, with much oppression of the heart and region about
the stomach, with strong spasms of the thoracic and abdominal
muscles; insomuch as it became very difficult for him to breathe at
all, and the circulation was suddenly and violently atTeSted in it~
force, and a very alanning condition was speedily produced. ·
Other cases commenced with violent and very uncontrollable
v9miting and purging, without much, if any, disposition to spasmt1
at any period of the attack, and thus passed un to a speedy prostra·
tion of the vital energies of the system.
Again there were others which were characterized by the most
profuse diarrhmal discharges, with speedy and alanning exhaustion
of strength, one or two of such cases actually passing into thP
collapsed stage, without either vomiting or spasms.
Such were a few of the various modes in which this disease
&11&iled its victims, as it came under my own observation. Many
other attacks commenced with symptoms still different, and pursued
a course, in many respects; after their own fashion.
No symptom, so far as I had an opportunity of making observations, was more uniformly present than that peculiar prostration
of the vital energies, which is so eminently characteristic of
spasmodic cholera. I do not remember to have seen a single
instance in which this symptom was not present to a greater or
less extent, and exercised more or less inftuence on the general
ooune of the disease; it seemed to exist even independent of the
exhausting inftuence of profuse evacuation, for it was not unf~
quently observed to be the very first intimation that the patient bad
of his attack.
Connected with the prostration spoken of were all the peculiar
evidences of a languid, labored, and oppressed circulation, the pulee
in very many cases appeared to be slower than common, with an
extremely languid, dull, and heavy expression of the countenance.
The treatment puraued in each individual case, was regulated by
the condition of the patient at the time of being called. In a very
large majority of the cases that came under my notice, the patients
were al"ected with diarrbma, great prqstration of strength, u.oeea,
and vomiting, with slight spasms. In the early periods of 1Ucb
cues, the patient wu directed to get in bed, if be or ahe had not
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already done so, and wa1 directed to take freely of the nentralizing
cordial preparation, composed of equal parts of Rhubarb Root,
pulverized Saleratus, and Peppennint plant, powdered, one pint of
boiling water being added to half an ounce of this compound.
After simmering it for half an hour, it was well sweetened with
white sugar, and strained, and when nearly cold, two or three table
apoonaful of good French Brandy were added, and the patient was
directed to take this warm, every fifteen or twenty minutes, in doaes
of two table apoonaful, in connection with a preparation, made by
adding one ounce each of pulverized Cinnamon, Cloves, and gum
Guaiacum, to one quart of good French Brandy, in doses of from
two tea apoonsful to a table spoonful every twenty minutes, to an
adult, placing immediately around the body of the patient, hot
bottles of water, hot bricks, or atones, and covering the patient well
in bed with a suitable quantity of warm clothing. This coune
will soon produce a wann, copious, pel'lpiration, which should be
cominued for six or eight hours at least, and if the caae is a severe
one, a moderate moisture of the skin should be kept up for a longer
period.
Thia c:oune usually puts an e6ectual quietus on the nauea, vomiting, and diarrb<ea.
Thu plan of management is nearly positively certain of SUccelS
if properly carried out in every case, in the earlier stages of its
progress, and as a general r11le, there is but little difficulty in carrying
it into the desired extent of operation, in the fulfilment of the great
indications for which it is intended.
In thoae cues, however, which were marked by strong spasms and
violent vomiting and purging. from the commencement, and which
had not already passed into the stage of collapse, or if this train of
symptoms was preeent at the time of seeing the patient, whether
the a&tack commenced with them or not, I usually cornmenoed the
treatment with an emetic of the following componnd: Take of the
saturated acetoua tincture of Saoguinaria Canadenais, of .Lobell&
Inftata, tinctured in the same manner, in vinegar, and spirituoqa
tincture of the Aralia Spinosa, (Southern Prickly Ash,) equal
puts, and give it in doaea of from one to two table spoonaful or
more, mixed in a little warm water, or hot tea, sweetened, every
ten minutes till it vomits the pt.tient freely five or six times. This,
in all cues, teemed to e:rert a powerful controlling inftuence over
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,tae auhlleqaent course of the symptoms of the numel"OWI caaea in
which it was used. Perspiration was much more readily induced,
and continued without the necessity of using a course of measures
IO efficient as those firit indicated, or rather the same, less vigorously
applied.
A preparation composed of equal parts of the oils of ·Pt~n.I,
01He1, .Ania• and Cajtpflt with . a quantity of aloohol; equal
to one half or a little more than one half _of this mixture of the
0111, to cut them, and allow them to mix intimately, was found to
possess a high degree of value in the treatment of severe cases of
cholera. . This I understand was a favorite remedy in the treatment
of this disease in 1832, and was -extensively used by the late Dr.
Anthony Hunn, a celebrated Medical Reformer, of Kentucky,,and
is still known by the name of "Hunn's Life Drops," in some
parts of the country. -In several very severe cases, this compound
JD&nifested great controlling powers, in doses of from one tea
spoonful to a table spoonful every 16 or 20 minutes, mixed with a
half a glass full of hot brandy sling. In one case in which the
patient was in violent spasms, in all the ftexor muscles of the body,
with the thighs drawn up against the abdomen, and the legs against
the thighs, the neck and head forward on the breast, with a violent
state of contraction of the abdominal muscles, two tea spoonsful of
this compound were given with apparently but little eft'ect, but this
was followed in ten minutes by a table spoonful, which soon effected
the desired relaxation, and relieved the patient. He described the
inftuence as very powerful, and penetrating even to the extremities
of his toes and fingers. This powerfully concentrated medical
compound manifested very superior po.wers in those cases in which
the patient was rapidly approaching the state of collapse, or even
in the earlier periods of that stage, accompanied at the same time
with obstinate nausea and vomiting, as well as profuse rice water
discharges from the bowels. In s.everal ca!les, after the relief of
the spasms, nausea, and vomiting, an obstinate and moderately
profuse diarrhma still continued, one half to a tea spoonful of this
peparation was given with complete success. .
There were several cases of this complaint, in which, after vomiting, cramps and pains were all relieved, the patient was annoyed with
a frequent de11ire to have a discharge, but could only pass a little
slimy mucus, similar to the discharges in dysentery. From ten to
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fifteen drops wet:e given every hour, with almost invariable succe•
in cases of this kind.
'
In one or two of the eases of collapse which were treated by me,
I found the sudorific tincture a most invaluable medicine, given in
doses of one tea spoonful every fifteen or twenty minutes, in a little
hot catnip or peppermint tea. It quieted the deep seated nausea
and distress, and restored the lost circulation with singular energy
and .promptitude.
The application of blankets ovel" the whole body as hot as could
be bandied after dipping them in boiling hot water, was found to
exert a. most beneficial iilftuence. The rule adopted in refere nee
to their use, was to wring them partially dry after immersing them
in the water, and then apply them by wrapping them around the
patient's entire body, leaving the head and neck free, and covering
him over with dry bed clothing, and allow them to remain usually
fifteen or twenty minutes, when they should be taken o~ and new
hot blankets applied as at first. Re~tion and a copious perspiration
generally took place in the course of an hour or two after commencing these applications, especially when aided by the use of
proper internal stimulants, antispasmod~cs and sudorifics.
The extract of the plantago cordata also manifested powers of no
inconsiderable value, when given in the form of pills of two grains
or more at a dose, and repeated in the course of an hour, in common
cases not marked with symptoms of unusual severity, for the purpose of quieting the nausea and vomiting, aud an-eating the dian-hC2a.
The results which have been consequent on the course of practice
above indicah!d, have been highly satisfactory and encouraging.
Since the commencement of this month· up to the present time,
myself and Dr. Hunt have treated about one hundred·and fifteen or
twenty cages of cholera, and about eighty or ninety cases of cholerine, making in all about two hundred cases, with the loss of but
one single patient, a gentleman who was previously in a state of
r,onsiderable debility, from the influence of dyspepsia and hepatic
torpor, and who had been for several days under the influence of the
diteaae, and who, at the time of our being called, was in a hopeless
,.tate of collapse. In addition to this, two other Eclectic practi: :oners, Drs. Borton and Hill, have reported already sixty four cases
of spumodic cholera, and sixty five cases of cholerine, treated in
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their practice in thla city, withot#. the :1os_S :of a single patient,
making a grand total of 329 patients, with the loss. of only one! I!
This· great result has thus prou.dly viouibated · the . Ecledic
Reformed practice, and proved iooontea~ibjy ·th'ilt 7 Eclectics have
just reason to deny all claims to. s·r~or' ..s11~ss;, let them come
from whatever source. they m"'y, ·in .the migl\•; confiict with this
fell destroyer of the ,human .family.
Here, it must be confessea, are as strong m~n in the raI1b of the
different plans of ~ce as are.to be found in any portion of the
United States, or perhaps on the f~ce of .the globe; and.here, for the
month now about to close, ~ been fqught a 111emorable battle with
one of the most dreadful scou~s that bas ever aftUcted humanity,
in which the advocates of the various sy&tems of medical practice,
have had ample opportunity of displaying their skill, and showing
the strength of their respective plans of practice. And here, too,
the unconquerable, and ever progresaive .spir~t of Medical Eclec.
ticism has nobly sustained itsetf, with results which are equal, if
not indeed, superior to those that can be ·brought forward from any
other quarter.
.
And, gentlemen, it is perhaps fortunate for the great and benev·
olent enterprise of Eclectic Medical Reform, at this eventful period
of inquiry into the merits and demerits of the various systems of
medical practice; that they have all been compelled to pass the
ordeal of public scrutiny, in combatting the ravages o.f a great and
fearful epidemic, on the same common platform of equality of
privilege, where their fruits could be carefully scanned by an intelligent, discriminating, and impartial public. From such a searching
ordeal of public trial, the high minded and honorable advocates of
Eclecticism in medicine will never shrink. Confident that they
occupy an impregnable position, they will gladly avail themselves
of all and every opportunity that may be presented, of entering the
peaceful listsof an honorable competition, for the palm of supremacy
in the successful treatment of every form o~ human malady.
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- Begilf.J&ing of tic End.

THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
The orthodoxy of the medical profession, bl.ind to the ieachings
of experience, continue as heretofore, to array thems~lves against
freedom and refonn. The influence of such men as Dr. Manley
of New York, Dr. Harrison, of Cincinnati, and others of a similar
stamp, is unchecked by any champion of liberalism in the Old
School ranks. At the late meeting of the National Medical Association in Boston, Dr. Harrison was made first Vioe President,
and as chairman of the committee on medical literal~, bad. full
Kope to enforce his notions in reference to what he calls empiri
cism. A committee to attend to the recommendations of his report
"·as appoil1ted, consisting of Drs. Harrison, Homer and Hays, the
two latter of . Philadelphia. From this we may easily draw the
inference, that the policy of the Association in reference to every
thing liberal, will be determined by Dr. H., and the ground already
assumed will be strenuously maintained. Not only will the effort
be made to exclude from medical colleges all students who may
have studied with an independent practitioner, according to the
present policy of the association, but still more restrictive measures
will probably be adopted, to draw the most impassable line of
separation between those who do, and those who do not bow to the
old fashioned dogmas of medicine.
That such will be the course generally of the N ationlll Medical
Association, and its satellite state societies, we are fully authorized
to infer, from the temper and disposition heretofore exhibited. In
the pamphlet recently issued by the Ohio State Medical Society,
containing their charter and proceedings, with an address to the
physicians of Ohio, we find the following passage in the address,
urging the support of the State Medical society:
Second, it "'ill ezef'I !Jf'eal influence. It has become ,·ery
nearly, if not quite, a well settled fact that the profession must
regulate itself. Hercules will not help us, and we mllllt put our own
shOuldera to the wheel. We all know that there ought to be a well
marked and easily seen line of demarcation between the regular
and the irregular practitioners-the physicians and the quacks. It
is time, we humbly conceive, that tlus line should be more distinct}) and more tightly drawn. How can it be done? In no way,
we believe, so effectually as through the machinery of a State
Society, in whose character and acts all shall have confidence.
Let the honest and honorable physicians throughout the State unite
0ig111zcd by
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their efforts and their influence-let the irregular, the dishoneat and
the dishonorable practitioners be excluded, aiid the profession and
society at large would be imme~ly benefitted. The profession has
ample power to regulate itself, if such power can be concentrated
and made available.
It is sufficiently obvious from this passage, in connexion with the
wholesale denunciations which have heretofore proceeded from the
same pen, that all who do not fraternize with the Medical Society
and National Medical Association, are to be denounced and pun·
ished as "dishonest" and "dishonorable" "quacks," and that so
far as the Old Hunker organizations are concerned, the old school
practitioners will be committed' to the position, that all who deviate
from the old faith, in consequence of an increase of knowledge,
are so dishonest and dishonorable a class as to require the .combined
energies of the profession to put them doWil. So let it be! If the
blind lead the blind, it is easy to anticipate the results. Seeing
that the old school associations are fully committed against every
thing liberal, we need not be surprised to learn that the State
Medical Society, at their meeting on the 5th of June, adopted
resolutions in favor of the continuance of the present exclusive
B.
policy at the Commercial Hospital, in Cincinnati.

CHOLERA IN CINCINNATI-TRIUMPH OF
LIBERAL PRINCIPLES.
During great epidemics, the skill of the able physician becomes
conspicuous before the public eye, and th~ value of medical systems is subjected to the decisive test of experience. In cholera
heretofore, the Eclectic practice has achieved some of its most
signal triumphs, and during the present visitation of the disease
now raging in this city, (June 7,) the merits of the Eclectic Refonn
have been brought home to the knowledge of thousands.
·
The comparative values of the Eclectic and .the Old School
practice, have been brought to the test of facts and figures, and the
statistics in this instance at least, have not been suppreued or
concealed.
Hence an impression has been made upon the public mind here,
the influence of which will be felt throughout the West; and will
accelerate materially the progress of the great medical revolution
now going on•.
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Cholera in Cincinnati.

Upon t!1~ arrival of cholera in Cincinnati, as an epidemic, all
p/&y1ician1 were required by the Board of Health, to report to them
the cases of cholera occurring in their practice, and the deaths
arising from that disease. The majority of the Board, however,
consisted of that class of proscriptive Old Hunkers, who do not
recognize as physicians any who rebel against their own circumacribed dogmas. Under these circumstances, the greater portion of
those whom they thus insulted, felt themselves under n() obligation
u physicians, to report to those who did not recognize them as
such, and hence did not report to the Board. The objects of the
Board being thus defeated by their bigotry, they endeavored to
enforce their authority by a prosecution against those who failed to
report. Dr. Pulte, Dr. Bauer, Dr. Price, Prof. Hill, and a few
others were summoned to the Mayor's office to be fined for their
contumacy, if the city solicitor, with the assistance of another
lawyer, could find enough of law to authorize the infliction of &
penalty. On coming to trial, however, the Board failed to make
oat their case to the satisfaction of the Mayor, and the city solicitor,
having candidly acknowledged that the Board had no legal power,
aa then constituted, the whole affair ended in smoke, with a general
rejoicing over the defeat of the Hunkers.
The City Council next took the matter in hand, and seeing that
the Board had no legal existence, as their term of office had expired, proceeded to organize a new Board on liberal principles,
nving out entirely the physicians, and nominating gentlemen of
liberal views, not opposed to reform or improvement in medicine,
bat disposed to do justice to all parties. The new Board dropped
the old incumbents, Dr. Muscroft, health officer, and Dr. Johnson,
physician to the city cholera hospital, in place of whom they appointed Dr. S. Hanbury Smith, health officer, (a gentleman of
highly reputable attainments and courteous deportment,) and Dr. J.
Henry Jordan, (a graduate of the Eclectic Medical Institute,)
physician to the Hospital. It is somewhat doubted whether
Drs. Johnson and Muscroft resigned, or were dismissed. We
believe Dr. Muscroft desirt;d the honor of having resigned with
proper dignity, while Dr. Johnson claims the honor of having been
turned out by the Board to make room for Dr. Jordan. We believe
the plain truth is, that as these gentlemen derived their appointments
from the old Board, which had no legal authority, they were not
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Clwlera in Cincinnati.

recognized as officers by the new Board, and having no 'further use
for their services, they elected others in their places, thus giving
them the Irish hint to take their departure, without waiting for any
resignations or apologies.
Certainly such a change was necessary, to get rid of the offensive
relics of the old Board, and the abominable waste of human life
which occurred under their administration. It appears that nearly
two-thirds of the cases of cholera taken to the city cholera Hospital,
actually died I the number of cases under the old regime beiog ~'
and the number of deaths 14, in· addition to which, two were aent
to the Commercial Hospital-thus eight were cured out of 24. To
put an end to this shocking mortality, the Board wisely selected a
gradu•e of the Eclectic school, Dr. Jordan; but no sooner was
this·appointment made, than the most dishonorable attempts were
made by the Old Hunkers to impose upon the public credulity, and
discredit the Eclectic practice by malicious calumnies. Prof.
Hanison and his clique, (as we have been credibly informed,)~
the moming of the day on which Dr. Jordan was invited to take
possession, commenced denouncing the awful mortality at the city
cholera hospital, under his management, propagating stories which
were evidently preconcerted fabrications. Apparently to make good
these calumnies, and secure a sufficient mortality at the Hospital,
the novel and unprincipled expedient was adopt.eel, of sending to the
Hospital, patients whom physicians had treated and virtually l06t,
who, when on the very verge of death, were sent to the cholera
Hospital to die, in order to increase the apparent mortality. Among
others, a patient was brought in, deeply narcotized by opium, who
fell off in a few minutes, into a comatose condition. The following
editorial article from the Times, exposes justly these miserable
frauds:
C.t.N IT u Tauic?-We bear frequent reports that since Dr. JOJ1o
dan, the Eclectic Physician, has had charge of the City Hospital,
nearly every case brought in has departed this life, and a cluer{ul,
triumphant flourish generally accompanying the announcement .
Unaer the old school, in the City Hospital, fourteen cases were
lost out of twentx-three, in cool weather, and when the disease Wl!I
comparatively m1\d. Yesterday, the report was five cases and four
deaths, and it is well known the weather is very warm, and the
disease has increased in malignity. How is this? Against these
facts we will place the other side of the story. Yesterday, there
were five cues and fo tr rlPaths, as we have said, at the City Hoa0ig111zcd by
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pit.I, the four deaths were as follows: t1Do of the ~tients went to,
and were refused admittance to the Commercial Hospital by tl&e
Trusttu, and sent without authority to the City Hospital, and died
in less than thirty minutes after their arrival in a dying conditiontwo, sick near Pendleton's, were attended by calomel Doctors, and
given up about 9 o'clock, A. M., after which, a priest was enga~
with iliem in administering "extreme unction.' After these old
school physicians had given their patients up and pronounced them
dying--!hen a further delay for priestly offices-these Doctors, it is
said, ordered them, without any authority, to be taken to the City
Hospital, where they died almost immediately.
Now, judgment 1s asked of the public against Dr. Jordan and
the Eclectics, for not curing these dying men who sank under Allopathic treatment, because they were purposely SC'nt to the City
llospital to die! Had they been refused admittanee, the cry of
inhumanity would have been raised. Dr. Jordan only took charge
of the Hospital yesterday. From what we can learn, every sort of
unfairness and scheming will be resorted to by the old school faculty
to increase the ·apparent mortality under the treatment of their
pofessional competitors. Will the public sanction or countenance
such a course? we do not believe they will-we know they will not.
The Daily Globe of the 11th, alludes to this matter in the following terms:
Tu1: NEw Pav11c1AN1.-From what we learn from an assistant
Physician under the new regime at the Hospital, as well as from
the common impression witli those who are likely to be conversant
with the facts, a disposition seems to be shown on the part of some
physicians to throw odium upon the Eclectic practice at the City
Hospital, by casting upon their hands incurable cases of Cholera,
arismg under the old school practice. It seems almost incredible
that in the good city of Cincinnati, amo~t respectable practitioners, there could be found a single individual who would so demean
himself and degrade the profession, as to throw a sick man or
woman, made hopeless from mistake of his own, or from necessity,
into a Hospital to die, in order to inflict a falsehood, a libel, upon
another school of practice. It is so stated, and the community
will withhold its contempt only until the charge is clearly substan-

tiMNI.
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By examination of the records of the Hospital, and the statements
ef its attendants, we learn as above stated, that the mortality, when
mxler care of Dr. Johnson as attending, and Dr. Drake as consulting
physician, was nearly two-thirds of all the cases. Since the occupancy of Dr. Jordan, (from the 6th to the 11th of June,) there have
been four cases brought into the Hospital, in articulo mortis, who,
as they were evidently dying, were allowed to die undisturbed by
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medical interference, and all died wi,thin a period not e:rcwa:ding one
hour or a.n hour and a half from their anival. Eighteen other
cases have been treated at the Hospital, and every one who was not
collapsed and pulseless on his arrival, or had not been deeply narcotized by opium, bas been saved. or the eight.een, there have
been six deaths, as follows: two had been treat.ed by an old school
physician until, in the opinion of a medical and clerical att.endant,
they were upon the verge of death-they were ·1hen sent to the
cholera hospital lo die. · One had been treated by a mercurial
practitioner, and sent to the hospital badly salivat.ed, in a blue collapse, cold, pulseless, and almost speechless; one was broughl in
deeply narcotized, and died in a comatose condition, from opiates
administered before his admission; the remaining two were cold,
collapsed, and entirely pulseless upon their arrival. Thus it appears, that excluding the cases which died under old school treatment, Dr. J. has really had but fourteen cases to treat, of which he
has saved twelve, and lost two that were pulseless and collapsed
before they were received. The difference thus appears to be that
the Eclectic physician saves tioelt1e ca1u out of fourteen, while
the bid school physician saves eight or t.en out of twenty-four.
What else could be expect.ed, when we find the prescriptions of the
old school attendant consisting chiefly of caloruel, acetat.e of lead,
morphine and opium, with occasional use of camphor and quinine,
B.
but with no efficient external means.
M11coNcsPTION.-lt frequently happens that Eclectic physicians,
in speaking of the treatment of various diseasea, take it for granted
that the reader understands the peculiarities of Eclectic practice,
and hence neglect to specify explicitly, their approbation or disapprobation of methods to which they refer. A careless or prejudiced
reader might easily draw very erroneous inferences from such remarks, and make the writer responsible for sentiments widely differing from those which he really entertains. Of this, an example
occurs in our present number, which reqaires notice. Dr. Parker,
in his essay on quinine, refers to the use of various articles by
medical men, in the treatment of intennittents, such as Digitalis,
Hydrocyanic acid, Tartarized Antimony, Sulphate of Zinc, Me11cury, Arsenic, &c., without expressing full.y, his views as to the
propriety of each; hence any one not knowmg that Dr. P., as an
Ecfectic practitioner, ~bes none of those articles, might suppose that De approved of their use in such cues.
B.
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MILK SICKNESS.
BY

B.

:r,

BARKLEY,

111,

D,

To IM Editors of tlit Eclectic Medical Journal:
GENTLKMEN:-1

will not trouble your readers with a long

preface to my remarks, but will proceed at once, and shall confine
myself to observations made by the sick bed side. I think a.
diSease bearing the above name, and so little understood, demands
an occasional notice from the practitioner. As the disease occurs
in northern Kentucky, its progress is marked by three distinct staaes
which I shall denominate, 1st, forming stage, 2d, the stage of 0ex~
citement, 3d, the stage of collapse or depression.
Symptoms of the first stage-a g~neral u~eas~ness and lassitude,
genera[ soreness .of the tlesli, occasional earns In the extremities
indisposition to corporeal exertion, appetite but slightly affected'
and food taken into the stomach causes .a slight feeling of nause~
and other disagreeable sensatioDB, which are soon followed by an
agreeable feeling of animation, resembling, in some de~e, the
operation of a diffusive stimulant taken in small quantities, taste
,slightly metallic, bowels and tongue but little affected, pulse somewhat
excited, but in other respects not differing from health. This stage
usually lasts from three days to as many weeks, and is often so
gra<Iual in its approach as scarcely to demand attention.
Second llage-This stage is generally ushered in with nausea
and vomiting; the substance at first thrown up is nothing more than
what is swallowed, but fin&.llJ: becomes mixed with yellow and
green bile, the. tongue i.s inclinea .to ~ dry and cov~red with ~ white
fur. A peculiar burrung sensation 1s now felt 10 the ep1gastric
~on. and along the course of the esophagus. There is an une,-o_
19
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qual distribution of the animal temJ>erature, pulse slightly accelerated, full, strong, regular and hard, bowels obstinately costive,
urine scanty and hign colored, eyes red, with dilated pupils, and
drowsiness. The breath has a peculiar and indescrioable odor,
peculiar to this disease. There is slight pain in the head, the
general soreness is increased, the paroxysms of vomiting return
frequently, and with increased violence, and are readily renewed on
the slightest exertion, thirst urgent, apJ>etite gone, disturbed sleep,
&c. This stage lasts from two to five days, rarely beyond the fifth
day, and is followed by the third stage.
Third stage-This sta~e is marked by unusual depression of the
vital and enysical energies, pulse depressed, slow and somewhat
irregular, inclined to be soft. The tongue is dry, and covered
around the edges with a white fur, and dark brown in the center,
e.res red and watery, with dilated pupils, a kind of vacant expression
of countenance, mind wandering and sometimes delirious, breathing
heavy and laborious, bowels obstinately costive, urine sometimes
suppressed. The breath is almost insupportable, the vomiting is
not so frequent as in the second stage, but the nausea is almost
insup~rtable ; th(' matter thrown up resembles coffee grounds
suspended in a green glairy fluid. There are cholic pains in the
stomach and bowels, and finally a constant low murmuring, deep
seated coma, &c.
DtAoN011s.-I belie\.-e there is no disease for which this might
be mistaken but- a Variety of autumnal remittents, yet the absence
of the peculiar odor in remittents will enable the physicia.n to form
a correct diagnosis, together with attention to the prevailing disease
in the neighborhood.
.
Pao0Nos1s.-Always to be regarded as highly dangerous; as a
general rule, the more easily the bowels are acted upon, the more
tractable will be the disease.
CAuSE.-Although diversity of opinion exists as to the substance
that produces this disease, a majority of the profession ·who are
famihar with the disease, agree that it is of mineral origin, though
some are found who still contend for its vew~table origin, and some
that it has its origin in a disease affecting the cow, horse, or sheep.
My own observations led me to adopt the theory of its mineral origin.
In the fall of 1843-4, the disease prevailed to some extent witbin
the bounds of my practice, to many cases of which I was called. In
visiting one of these, I learned that he !lad been engaged in making
shingles, with two other persons, on a small branch rather noted for
the milk sickness, and that himself and one other had used water out
of a eertain spring, which the third person refused to use, becauSf! he
had had an attack of the milk sickness two or three yea.rs befote,
and thought he obtained it from this spring. The consequence
waa that the first two were attacked, one very violently, the other
slightly with the disease, whilst the third person escape<l its attack.
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On learning theae facts, I rer.aired to the place, and prodUred some
of the water, and submitted J.t to a careful analysis, but could detect
none of the known minerals except carbonate of lime ; but other
springs in the immediate vicinity contained sulphate of iron, chloride of sodium, sulphur, and some traces of copper, in the form of
a sulphate. But while on this subject, I will relate an occurrence
which was told to me by a man of standing and veracity. He informed me that in 1836, he was visited by a friend from a distance,
during a deep snow that fell while his friend was with him, they
watered his borse from a spring seldom used, and that they gave
him no other water for seven days; the consequence was, the horse
on the fifteenth day died of trembles,. (as it is termed.)
1 shall now dismiss this subject, (with the request that some of
my brother M. D.'s will give us their observatioM, &c.,) and proceed to the most important part of my communication, viz: the
treatment.
TaEATH&NT.-Emetics are of primary importance in the treatment of this disease. Their beneficial effects are confined to the
the first and second stages. They serve to em!>ty the stomach of
any irritating contents, as well as to allay ita irritability, and allay
the general excitement. Lobelia and ipeca~ in combination are to
be preferred to all others.
PuaoATIVBs.--On these mainly depend our hopes. The ordinary J>urgatives are of little or no advantage in the treatment, after
the diSease has become established. Our attention must be directed
to the more stimulating and powerful cathartics. Of these, croton
oil, gafl:lboge, extract of butternut, and colocynth are to be preferred;
a favorite prescription with me is croton oil, 20 drops, gambogE>
40 grains, rhubarb 80 grains, mix and form mass with mucilage,
arur divide into 40 pills; dose, 1 to 10, to be given every I, .2, 3, or
4 hours, according to the case; or sometimes I commence with one
pill every hour until three doses are taken, and then double t~e dose,
·ve two hours apart, if these do not operate in six or eight hours,
still increase the dose. If the gamboge is not convenient, or you
should prefer it, (which I frequently would,) use the extract of
butternut, in double the quantity. The occasional exhibition or
some alkaline substance will greatly assist the purgatives in their
operation. They serve to neutralize any acid the stomach might
contain, and to allay its irritability, the neutralizing physic or calcined magnesia I have found to answer a good purpose.
Stimulatin~ injections are to be em.Ployed, to assist the operation
of the pur~ttves. The common anti-bilious physic is an excellent
purgative after the bowels have once been acted on. Laxatives,
(after the violence of the disease has somewhat abated, and you
have made a good impression on the bowels,) are useful. Of' these,
the neutralizing physic answers a good purpose, so does a combination of rhubarb and sulphate or potassa li, dose from 20 to 30
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grains; if you wish to make it P1;U'S':tive, add a -few grains of
rhubarb to each doae. If not, diminish the rhubarb and increase
the sulphate. The common anti-dispeptic pills are also useful.
The horizontal posture and quietness should be strictly and rig·
idly enjoined.
Blisters, or large mustard plasters, spread over the abdomen must
not be neglected, but should be early and freelr applied, and continued as long as any beneficial results can be discovered from their
use, and in tile third stage, applied to the ankles, wrists, and inside
of the thighs.
·
~a palliative, and to allay the initability of the stomach, I have
often given diluted alcohol, (whiskey,) with good effect, in doses
of one-half to one tea spoonful every five or six hours; it acts a
local stimulus to the stomach. In this case it must not be given
to such an extent as to produce a diffusible stimulating effect. Its
operation must be carefully-watched.
D1APHORET1cs.-I have seldom found much advantage from their
use in this disease, and I scarcely ever use them now wnen treating
it.
The diet, during the violence of the disease, should consist, for
the most part, of soups and gruel, in 1mall quantities, but as con.
valescence advances, a more generous and nourishing diet sbouJd
be allowed. Care should be taken not to load the stomach at e.ny
time with too much of any substance.
P. S. I had thought of giving your readers a short sketch of
the effects of calomel in this disease, (several cases of my neighboring M. D.'s I had an opportunity of noticing and examinrng
while they had them under its influence, and although they lost
three-fifths of their patients, tpey still persist in its use,) but as it
is now one o'clock at night, I will-do it at some future time.
PHYTOLACCA DECANDRA IN SYPHILIS.

Messrs. Editors:
If the following remarks on the use of the Phytolacca
Decandra in Syphilis, from the pen of Richard Clark are "none
the worse for being twice told," you may give them a place in the
Eclectic Journal.
I find them in the March No. of the American Intelligencer for
1839. Make such disposition of them as you please.-L. C. D.
"Dear Sir: - I take the liberty to communicate to you some•
remarks on the emt>loyment of the Phytolacca Decandra in the
treatment of Syphilis. Seeing that the alterative properties of this
article of the materia medica are very lightly spoken of by writers,
I was not inclined to repose much confidence in the statements of
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others, respecting its virtues as a remedy in the disease above
alluded to. Wood and Bache, in their .U. S. Dispensatory,
obeerve 'that in small doses it-the Phytolacca-acts as an
&Iterative, and has been highly recommended in chronic rheumatism.' The Eclectic Dispensatory seems to regard it pretty
much in the same light. Togno and Durand, of your city,
in their edition of Edward's ana Vavasseur's manual of materia
medica say, 'in the form of decoction, tincture or extract, it has
obtained some reputation in the treatment of rheumatic affections,
and especially in syphilitic rheumatism, or in cases of scrofula.'
From the manner m which this article is mentioned, I do not think
it sufficiently recommended to warrant physicians in using it. But
from statements recently made to me by gentlemen of respectability
and standing in society, who have had ample opportunities to test
its remedial virtues on their own persons, I was induced to pay
some attention to it, and to watch its effects more narrowly in tliose
cues that came under my observation, and I have no hesitation in
saying that it is the most safe and speedily efficacious remedy I
have ever met with in the treatment of Syphilis. In many cases
that have resisted the usual methods, whether on the mercurial or
the non-mercurial plan, the .Phytolacca has succeeded in eradicating
all traces of the disease, without any perceivable bad consequences.
So far as my observation and experience extends,. I am not aware
of a single case in numbers that have been treated with this remedy,
in whicli secondary symptoms have aupervened; indeed I am firmly
persuaded that when the remedy is resorted to· in the incipiency of
the disease, no secondary symptoms will occur. If this·fact can be
established, of which I have no doubt, the use of the Phytolacca is
certainly gn:atly preferable to that of mercury, so much in vogue,
and to which may be referred the very symptoms of which we are
so apprehensive, and from which sucli serious consequences result.
The mode of preparing it, adopted by those wlio have experienced benefit from its employment, is this: Take of the root about
one pee~ to which add one gallon of water, and boil down to one
half. The decoction is then put aside till it cools, and of this a
wine-glass full is taken. It mi~ht be supposed that the quantity
taken would induce emesis, but m no instance have I learned that
this was the case. The patients state that it 'effects them all over,
producing a tin~liog sensation in the hands and feet, which soon
wears oft', leavmg the system in rather a languid condition, more
agreeable than otherwise.' My own experience in ~he use of this
remedy is necessarily limited, from my location in an inland town;
as far, however, as it has gone, I think it merits consideration.
From your position as attending physician in an establishment so
well adapted for the reception of the afflicted as the Philadelphia
Hospital, (Blackley) you have it in your power to give the Phytolacc& a fair and ample trial. I sincerely hope that theae impeneet
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remarks may induce you to investigate its claims, and that you will
communicate the results at your leisure. In the interim, I will
procure a history of the cases that have occurred in my neighborhood, in which this remedy has been used, and transmit it at the
earliest opportunity for your inspectfon.
Very respectfully your obt. servant,
RICHARD CLARK, M. D.
To Professor Dunglison.

PNEUMONIA-ITS TREATMENT.
If, in the whole range of diseases to which the human o~nism
is subject, there be one which stttna to present the indications of
treatment most likely to be fulfilled by the use of Antimony, Calomel, and the Lancet, that one is Pneumonia. The old school
doctor declares, "take these three remedies from me and I am
powerless, I am 'Sampson shorn of his locks,' I am weak like
another man. In all other diseases take these things front me, but
not in this-here they are my all."
This is really true. Meet the old school here upon their chosen
ground-attack them in their strong hold--storm their Gibraltar-rout them "horse, foot, and dragoons" upon this field-and the
whole is ours. If we can show that these remedies are not only
useless but positively injurious in that disease, where they are
claimed to be indispensable, I think we can have no hesitation in
discard in~ them in all . other cases. Here the whole amount of
blood which the system contains, is being largely and constantly
brought in direct contact with the irritated and inflamed organ,
permeating its tissues, addi~, as is claimed, fuel to the already
intense fire which is consuming its vital enerr,ies. Here the prolancet physician "bleeds upon·his conscience, ' as if the bloo<l of
his patient would surely ooze from his cadaverous body, and remain
fore\'er as spots upon his own skirts, if he did nol snatch him from
certain, impending death by drawing his blood, and scattering it to
the winds of heaven-as if he were culpable if his first act were not
to def>ress the vital energies already strugglin~ fearfully against tht'
inroaas of disease. Here too, the "currus tr1umphalis antimonii"
has " ample room· and verge enough " to exhibit itself in all its
glory. ns sedative, antiphlo~istic, its diaphoretic~ its expectorant
pciwers may be brought into futl exercise, and show their astonishing
effects in arresting this .formidable disease. Calomel, also, with its
capability of regulating the liver, with its property of favoring
absorption of the exuded lymfh, with its alterative or allopathic
pro~rty of changing the vita actions, is here imperatively demanded by the old theory. Accordingly, _if you wish to recall the
beauties of this worthy trio of heroic miscalled remedies, go witness
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the tleatment of a cue of acute pneumonia.

First, you shall see

the wretched, luck.lell8 wight, who becomes the hopeless victim of
this mtirderous practice, panting for breath, yet lie is bled "ad
deliquwn," which means until lie cannot breathe at all, but· falls,
lifeleas to the earth. Next you shall see him purged with calomel,
next nauseated with antimony, then that be may drink to the very
~ the cup of physical suffering, his anguish 'is increased by
blisters, and tartar·emetic sores, and foul putrid ulcers. If he has
a constitution of ten-fold brass, he may for ten or twelve da~
endure the tortures of this worse · than inquisitorial cruelty, and
then crawl from his bed, the ghost of his former self, and for a few
months or years stalk abroad, the marks of the ·rack being home
u~ every limb, the subtle poison incorporated within every bone,
aiid nerve, and muscle, until he sinks out of the sight of men,
another of the untold number of the victims of an erroneowi and
pernicious theory of medicine. Every cure, so called, is a monument of disgrace-the pale countenance-the hurtied respirationthe tottering gait-the ruined constitution-not alone the result of
disease, but the effect of pernicious treatment-these all call upon
the philanthropist to banish a course of practice whose victims. are
innumerable. But it may be said that this is only dealing in ~n
eral denunciation, that the treatment I have imperfectly sltetched is
the best that can be resorted to,. that none but iS"!orant quacks,
illiterate charlatans oppose the use of these remediea. Not so.
The witnesses whom I mean to call forth to prove the existence of
a better plan, are from your own ranks, and from your front ranks
too. I speak not without the book. I mean to propose a system
better than the old one, a system verified by five years experience in
one of the largest hospitals 10 the world, a system in which leeching,
capping, blistering, salivating, nauseatif% are unknown-the treat•
ment of Dr. Skoda, of the general Hospital of Vienna, with a few
modifications.
When fint called to a patient laboring under pneumonia, let his
whole surface be sponged with an alkaline solution, a:nd then a thick
and warm cloth be laia over the chest. If there be much difficulty
of breathing, with a secretion of thick and tough mucus, give an
emetic of alum, or if preferred, lobelia a~ bloodroot, with or.with?ut
ipeeacuanha. For general treatment, ~ve a drachm of hquonoe
extract, and 20 pins of nitre, dissolved in half a pint of water,
all to be given m the course of 24 hours ; by this treatment you
will reduce the plasticity of the blood, and prevent the fonnation
of lymph; if pam and irritation be present, g.ve a little hyoaciamu1
extract, and Jteep· the extremities wann. Repeat this treatment
whenever the symptoms require it, keep the temperature of the
room about 60 or 65; keep the bowels soluble by giving a single
grain of Podophyllin every day or every alternate day; let the diet
be light, and the air pure as may be. This ia a course of treatment
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aimple in itself, but vastly more eftktual than the old 11.troie plan
of killing tl&t ~ient, that tl&t di.ease eon M'fJt. nothirig to t11orlr
vpon. This is the treatment in the main, pursued in thousands of
cases in the Vienna hospital during the past five years, not by an
"impudent charlatan," but by an eD.lightened physician, who has
aeen and felt the evils of the old system-canied out in a populous
city, under the very eye of the government, under the inspection of
the physicians of that town, famoua for its medical leamin~, and
yet triumphantly sustained for five/ears, and now firmly established.
Pneumonia, then, can be cure by the simplest means, without
ruining the constitution. Mercury, antimony, and the lancet are
not a11ential here, where they are said to be beat adapted-htnee
tl&ty are tDor1e tltatt uielu1 in other COIU. It is impossible to
escape this conclusion, and I bea to direct the attention of the
magnates of the Ohio Medical COllege to this fact.
Yours truly,
P. S., M. D.
N. Y. April 21, 1849.
PROGRESS OF REFORM.
An Eclectic practitioner at Miltonville, Ohio, writes as foUows:
" I rnet with violent opposition at first, having the proverb to
overcome, that a prophet is not without honor save in his own
country; I had seven Old School M. D.'s within four miles of me,
who gave me variou.c titles, such as the celebrated Steam Doctor,
Root Doctor, &c. I did not retaliate, but took a straight forward
course, and as fire in dry stubble, I found that my practice increased
rapidly, and the power of the refonn remedies has wrought a
refonnation in the community, that it will require a strong power to
remove therefrom. My practice has now spread. over the greater
part of Butler county, and I have had frequent calle to Montgomery,
Preble and Warren counties, to meet otber physicians in consliltation, &c., many of which I could not attend to in consequence
of my business at home. I treated 592 cases which I took charge
of, besides many more for whom I prescribed, fron::i June 1st, 18'?',
to June lat, 1848, and I lost but six cases out of that number, three
of whom were given up by the Old School before I was called,
but to satisfy the patient, I gave them medicine, informing them or
the friends of the sick that 1 could not cure them.
I have been so much hu1Tied during the last year, that I have
neglected to keep a correct account of the cases treated, but can
that the practice is increasing.
The following I have fouDd to be the best anti-spasmodic that I
have ever uaed:
~ Saturated Tincture of Lobelia Inflata,
34,
Sulphuric .Ether,
31,
Tincture of Opium,
3f ;

aar
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Mix, shake well; with this I have succeeded in a few hours, in
subduing spasm of seven days continuation, after two physicians
had used aU their skill in vain. Not a muscle of the female was
free from spasm, she had not slept for seven days more than one
hour; by giving half a tablespoonful doses every half hour, in a
few hours the female vomited four times, after which she slept
seven hours, and had no more spasm. I had a case a short time
since, a female aged 20, who had violent spasms, attended with
frightful screaming; the friends were much alanned~ she had no
knowle~ of any thing, did not recognize her friends; after the
spasm lel't her, she would not take medicine. Spasms occurred
every five minutes, three men held her, and I gave her a table
spoonful of the above anti-spasmodic, and in twenty-five minutes
gave another dose; in ten minutes she became relaxed and vomited,
after which she had her proper senses, and an occasional dose of
the drops, and mild tonics soon restored her. I have used it in
many cases, and never knew it to fail."
CURE FOR BURNS.
A correspondent in Kentucky sends us a recipe for the treatment
of burns, which is no doubt valuable. The excellent effects of
lime and linseed oil have been well ascertained. The present
prescription is worthy of attention :
"In your first number you requested those having any valuable
in!ormation, to present it through your journal. We have a? aP:
plication here for burns and scalds, that I have never seen published
m any work. I hM·e tried it, and seen it tried, and never known
it to fail. It is dry slacked lime, mixed with an eqµal part of lard,
spread on a cloth, and laid over the part. It acts like a charm;
relieves pain, and subdues inflammation. A servant girl of mine
this winter, got her feet and legs badly scalded by a pot of boiling
water tilting over on them. The skin came off of one of them
with the stocking. We applied the lime and lard immediately.
It relieved the pain directly ; we every day took the old plaster off
and put a new one on, and in a COUJ>le weeks it was entirely well.
A chifd near here scalded one hand in hot coffee,· the old school
remedies were apP.lied by one of the craft, it inflamed and got
worse, and the child died.
H. E."
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REMEDY FOR DIARRHCEA.
I propose calling the attention of the medical profession to the
use of the Xanthoxylon Fraxineum, in the treatment of the different
forms of Diarrhrea, and especially in the treatment of epidemic
cholera. I have used it with astonishing success for two years, and
at my instance, Dr. King and others have used it with equal success.
J;1c Pulv. Bae. Xanthox. Fraxineum, lb. iss.
Diluted Alcohol, cong. ss.
Digest in sand bath 24 hours, press off and filter. Dose from lss
to 3j, repeated every half hour, and when the disease is accompanied
by severe tenesmus, give 3j with sudorific tincture, (Beach's formula)
3iss, in mucilage of ulmus; repeat after every evacuation.
P. K. WOMBAUGH.
We are much gratified to hear of Dr. Wombaugh's success with
the Xanthoxylon. We have been of late strongly impressed with
a sense of its value, and disposed to give it a fair trial alone, in
cases of diarrhrea and cholera. Prof. Hill has used it successfully
as we learn, and now the testimony of Dr. Wombaugh, who, it
seems, has been some two years testing its value, satisfies us that
we may rely upon it with confidence.
B.
~HILOSOPHY OF NATURE.
We find in the London "Spirit of the Times," of June 2d,
brought over by the steamer America, a long and highly commendatory notice of a work by one of our fellow citizens, "The
General Principles of the Philosophy of Nature," by J. B. Stallo,
now occupying the chair of Chemistry, Pharmacy, and .Medical
Jurisprudence, in the Cincinnati Eclectic Medical College . . The
editor supposes that the work will soon be re-printed in England.

-Gin. Gazette.
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(Continued.)
AFTERNOON SESSION.

Meeting called to order by the President, Dr. John C. Warren.
The first business in order was the report of the committee on
Medical Literature, which was read by Dr. John P. Harrison, of
the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Cincinnati. The gentleman
remarked, in the outset, that he should probably claim the attention
of the Association one hour. The field allotted to the committee,
be remarked, was "wide and fertile, but they had endeavored to
explore the field with the care and patience which its importance
demands." In considering the subject, the committee had regarded
the division which the Association had marked out for them, to wit:
First-The general character of medical periodical literature in
the United States.
Second-A consideration of the most important and prominent
articles that are thus brought to our notice.
·
Third-Original or native American medical publications.
· Fourth- Medical compilations and compends of American
writers.
Fijlh-AmeriC9n reprints of foreign periodical medical works.
Sixth-All such measures as may be deemed advisable for enco~ing and maintaining a medical literature of our own.
The report stated that there are twenty original or native medicat
publications, and four foreign periodicals. Of these, five are
quarterlies; six are published bi-monthly; six monthly, one three
times a year-the transactions of the Philadelphia Society; and one
weekly, the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
On the subject of Empiricism, the report was very strong and
determined. It was regarded as a giant evil, and called upon the
eminent in the profession to come forward boldly to the work of
ridding the public from the deplorable woes arising from their use.
"We are told, that truth is great and must prevail, l;iut truth should
not be deserted by her friends, and they ought not to look on calmly, and see her trodden under foot by her enemies."The largest medical library in the country, is that of the Philadelphia Hospital. It was commenced in 1762, by the donation of
a oook from a Mr. Fothergill, of London, who shortly afterwards
made another donation of books, six cases of anatomical specimens,
and a skeleton and fre.tus. The library now contains upwards of
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ten tlwu1and "olumu. There are other libraries in Universities
and Colleges, containing, some, seven thousand, three thousand,
and two thousand volumes. The catalogue of medical works in
the library of Harvard College, numbers one thousand seven hundred and sixty-nine volumes; that of the medical department of
Harvard University, Boston, twelve hundred volumes. The libraries of some of the most eminent Boston physicians, contain upwards of five thousand volumes. The report was very lengthy,
occupyi?g in its reading one hour and forty-five minutes. It was
accepted, and referred to the committee of publication.
On motion of the Chairman of the Committee, it was
Resolved, That a. Committee of three be appointed by the
President of the Association, to report upon the recommendations
contained in the document just read. . The following gentlemen
were appointed;on this Committee: Dr. Harrison, of Ohio, Prof.
Horner, of Philadelphia, and Dr. Hays, of Philadelphia.
On rr..otion of Dr. Wood, it waa
Ruolved, That the subject of an intemational copy-right law
be referred to the Committee just raised, with instructions to report
to the Association.
Dr. Wood, in urging his motion, remarked that it was essential
to the medical literature of the country, that an international copyright law be established. He claimed it for our writers, who now
receive no encouragement. They must produce a better book, a
great deal better bOok than the English writer can produce, or they
cannot find a bookseller who ·will pay them fop tbeir work. He
claimed it too on the ground of justice to English writers, who were
despoiled of the labor of their heads and hands by the cupidity of
our book-sellers.
Prof. Horner proposed a reconsideration of the last vote, to
enable him to offer the following resolution:
Resolved, That the subject of memorializi~ Congress on the
subject of an international copy-right, 1ie referred to a Special
Committee, to report before the adjournment of the Association.
Great confusion beginning to ensue, Prof. Homer1·udiciously
withdrew his motion. At 1-4 before six o'clock the ssociation
adjourned.
.
THURSDAY, MAT 3.
The Association convened in the Representatives Hall, plD'Suant
to adjournment, Dr•. John C. Warren, presiding.
In consequence of a notice that had been posted, which had
excluded all but members and delegates from a seat upon the floor,
it was necessary to pass a special vote admitting the professors of
Harvard University, who were, otherwise, excluded.
Dr. Warren announced to the Association, that through the
Jµndness of the House of Representatives, they were now assembled
in that spacioua and convenient hall. "It is," said he, "filled with
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the inspiration of legislative labor, and within the walls thus impregnated, we may, naply, be enabled to accomplish more fully the
obj!cts of our Association, and when our deliberations shall have
been brought to a close, we shall become so well acquainted as
never to forget each other."
The minutes of the preceding day were read by the Clerk, and
the names of new dele~tes were announced by Dr. Bowditch,
when, on motion of Dr. Hays, of Philadelphia, Dr. Agassiz was
unanimously, and by acclamation elected a permanent member of
the Association.
·
The Nominating Committee reported the names of gentlemen to
fill the Standing Committees, which report was accepted, and the
nominations confirmed.
Dr. Stevens, of New York, off'erred the following resolution:
Ruol"ed, First, that a committee of seven be aepointed to
oonsider the subject of forensic medicine; second, a. similar committee on indigenous botany and materia medica ; a.nd third, a
committee on hygiene, the committees to be nominated by the
general nominatmg committee.
Pending the question, Dr. Bell, of the McLean Asylum, offered
the following amendment:
"That tlie consideration of that pa.rt of forensic medicine
touching lunacy in all iits relations, be referred to a special committee of three members."
Numerous motions and cross motions, with short nervous speeches,
some to the point, and some to no point at all, troubled the tympi.num of the President, until the amendment was almost unanimously rejected . . The original resolution was now adopted by a
ve!Y large vote, when the regular order of proceedings was per~tted.

•

.

Dr. }'. Campbell Stewart, of New York, chairman of the
committee on medical education, being absent, the report was read
by Dr. M. L. Taft, of the New York Academy of Medicine.
This report, like others that preceded it, was very lengthy; a.nd,
though tbe reader omitted large portions of it, he occupied upwards
of one hour. Like the others, too, it was elaborately drawn up,
and indicated much learning and labor on the part of its author.
The report concluded with a long series of resolutions, and recommended a committee of seven to take the matters contemplated in
the resolutions under consideration.
Dr. John Ware, from the Medical department of . Harvard
College, presented a paper, as .Part of the report of the Committee
on Education, from a Committee of the Faculty who were appointed to take into consideration some of the recommendations of
the Medical Association with regard to Medical lectures, particularly in reference to extending courses of lectures beyond the
e.tablished period of four months. The purport of the pa.per was
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that the Faculty were constrained to differ from the views of the
Association in regard to the prime importance of lectures, and also
in their view no profitable .ol:iject couli:i be gained by extending the
term of lectures l:ieyond a period of four months. Lectures are a
subordinate and subsidiary part of a medical education. The great
object in :view from them is to leam the student how to study for
himself. The paper did not undervalue the importance of medical
lectures-far from it. Information was communicated through
these sources which would not be acquired in any other way, but it
was desirable that they should take their _proper place in the education of students. It regarded the establishment of private Medical Schools in our cities as of very great importance.
The report was accepted, and its further consideration made the
order of tne day for half past three o'clock, P. M.
The nominating committee made further reports as follows: For
Committee on Forensic Medicine, ])r. Stevens, of N. Y., chairman,
Drs. Bell, Earle, Rockw~ll, Robt. Watts, Bo~ and Knight. On
indigenous Botany and Materia Medica, Dr. Ives, of Ct., chairman,
and Drs, Corbin, Frost, Davis, Lenoir, .Cochrane and Hanson.
Committee on Hygiene, Dr. Smith, of N. Y., chairman, Drs.
Gardner, Jarvis, Cook, of Va., Holmes, Emerson, Symonds and
Ives.
Af'ter some attem.Pts to charge the nominati~ committee to report
a "Standing Committee on unfinished business, 'the regular buaineBS
of the Association was proceeded in, which was the report on
Hygiene, by Dr. Winne, of Baltimore, Md. It was offered by
Dr. Parrish, the author being absent. A motion was made that
the reading be dispensed with, and that it be referred at once to the
Committee of Publication. This motion excited considerable
remark, and was not well received. It was not deemed respectful
to the Committee thus summarily to dispose of the docwnent. One
gentleman would ~ee to vote for the motion, provided Dr. Parrish
would give his woid of honor that the report was not worth readi~.
This sally excited much laughter. The gentleman continued, that
he did not like this process of excision upon their own members,
especially, without the aid of chloroform [renewed laughter.] The
Association ordered the reading by a very large vote. The only
object in offerin~ the motion was to save time. The reading of
the report was mterrupted by the Nominating Committee, who
reported that -C1NCINNA TI be the appointed city for the next annual
meeting of the Association.
.
This report was unanimously adopted, and the following named
gentlemen were constituted a Committee. of Arrangements: Des.
Drake, Dodge, Judkins, Wood, Riley, Lawson, Richards and
Strader, of Cincinnati.
The report on Hygiene was again commenced, and listened to
with great interest alld attention. Dr. Samuel Jackson, of the
0
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Philadelphia College of Phyaician.e, read a. paper as part of the
report on Hysiene, on the inftuence of tea and coffee on the animal
economy of individuals under puberty, and its influence upon the
laboring classes. Dr. Curtis also read a paper, being part of the
report, having particular reference to the Hygiene of Massachusetts
aDd the city of Boston. Before the reading was finished, the
Aasociation adjourned to 31-2 o'clock.
AFTERNOON

SESSION.

Meeti~ called to order by Dr. John C. Warren, President of
the Association. The first business in order being the conclusion
of the report on H[giene, Dr. Curtis, from that Committee, reaurned the reading o his highly interesting report; but as its details
were mostly local, the further reading was dispensed with.
Dr. Davis, from the Committee on Indigenous Botany, stated
that a report had been drawn up with great care and labor upon this
subject. He did not propose to read the report, but wished to call
attention to the importance of the subject which they had been
charged with. A deplorable ignorance and most unworthy carelessness prevails throughout the country in reference to indigenous
Out of one tlwuaand plants reputed to possess valuable
medicmal properties, only one hundred and fifty are even slightly
known. Out of two hundred and eighty indigenous and naturalizefl
planta mentioned in a recent celebrated work on botanr, of one
hundred and fifty we are simply told that they are useful m certain
cues, or that tliey are said to have been uSed by the Indians as
remedial agents thus and so. The fact is, very little is known as to
the real properties of the articles mentioned in the materia medica.
The report was referred to the Publication Committee.
At 4 o'clock, the Association resolved itself into a Committee of
the Whole, to consider the resolutions and recommendations appended to the reF.rt of the Committee on Medical Education.
Dr. Jonathan Knight, of the Medical School of Yale College,
wu called to the chair.
The ten minute& rule was adopted.
The fint resolution was as follows;.
Ruol"ed, That the attention of Medical Colle_ges be again
directed to the resolution of the Committee oo Preliminary Education adopted by the Medical Convention of 1847, &nd that they
be adviaed' to require from students that they shall in all cases
prodace certificates of preliminary education.
Dr. Harrison, of Ohio, moved an amendment to the resolution
by striking out the latter clause, on the ground that it.was impracticable, and colleges were not in a condition to enforce it.
Dr. Stevens, of New York, thought that the objection was of no
weight, and trusted that the amendment would not prevail.
Dr. John C. Warren, of Boston, followed upon the same aide.

Botanr.
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Dr.
, of Philadel.Phia, remarked that all men agreed upon
the importance of a ~limmary education, but he quite agreed with
Dr. Harrison, that at the present time 1t would be im{>Ossible for
Medical Schools to exact certificates. But this resolution wu not
compulsory, but advisory, ·and for one, as a teacher in a Medical
College, he was willing to be advised. He hoped that the resolutions as reported would ~·
Dr. Davis said that the resolution under discussion was but a
reiteration of resolutions that were adopted one year ago. Doring
the past year, the New York State Society had recommended to
Coonty Societies to create preliminary boards of examination, and
they have done so. He thought this example ought to be followed,
and would be followed by every Society in the country. The
question was taken on the amendment, which was lost. The original resolution was paaed.
The second resolution was then taken up:
Reaolt7ed, That the several State and County Societies, u well
as all voluntary Medical Associations througtiout the country be
advised and requested to adopt the plan proposed by the Medical
Society of the State of New York. at its last annual meeting, for
ensuring due a1*ention to the subject of preliminary education.
Dr. Davis, of New York, explained that the plan of the New
York State Societf was, that every County Society should appoint
a boa.rd for prelimmary examinations of students, with a view that
they should be required to produce certificates from such boards
before th~y could be receivea aa medical students in the office of
any private medical practitioner.
The resolution was objected to by Dr. Warren, of Boston, because it applies to the whole country, and it is altogetber impracticable.
,
A gentleman, whose name we could not leam, offered the following
as an amendment :
Re1olt7td, That as students are generally introduced to the pro.
fession by private preceptors, it is recommended that no student be
received by them uruess the1 come up to the standard of preliminary
education prescribed by this Association.
·
Upon this amendment an animated discussion arose. From the
fact that the chairman neglected to snnounce the names of s~
we are unable to give them. One gentleman remarked that he had
rather have a certificate of iwofeuional ability s~ by a fashionable clergyman, than a diploma backed up by the faculty of the
most eminent college in the land. A. miserable quack introduced
by a clergyman would be shown into the beat parlors, while the
physician is permitted to tread his rugged path alone. Dr. Warren
m alluding to this remark, said he could not conceal his astonishment
to hear the remark in that assembly, that the medical ·J>?Ofession is
unpopular. It had always been hi1 opinion that the medical
0i 9 111zcd by
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inf'ellioti etands higher, and is more pol>Ular than any ~on
that ever existed, that does now exist, or that tt>tr t.oill t:tut.
The question being upon the amendment, it was adopted ·by a

large vote.

Ruolfltd, That this Association do not sanction or recognize
clinics,, as 1ub1tltute1 for Hospital clinical instruction:
and the Medical Colleges be again advised to insist in all instances
"Coll~

where it is practicable, on the regular attendance of their pupils
during a period of at least six months, upon the treatment ol
patients in a properly conducted Hospital, or other suitable institu.
tion devoted to the reception and care of the sick.
The reeolution was adopted.
4. Ruol,,ed, That it would conduce both to the convenience and
..t.antage of students if the subjects ta~ht in the Colleges were
divided into two series; the one of which should be studiea during
the &nit year's attendance on lectures ; and the other during the
eeoood session. And that examinations should be substituted at the
cl09l!' of the first course of lectures on the subjects taught during that
coal'8e: certificates of which should be required prior to the final
eumination. Rejected.
6. Ruolw:l, That it is the deliberate opinion of this Association
that the plan of examining students for medical degrees in private,
and before one pro:essor only at a time, is highly defective, and
abould be at once discontinued. Laid upon the table.
•· Buolettl, That examinations for medical degrees ehould be
pra«ical, and that it is desirable as far as practicable, that . t~
llloald be conducted in writing as well as "itia "°et. La.id on dte

table.

7. Reiolecl, That in view of the importance of a due knowledge
of practical pharmacy, the medical scnools be advieed to require
6om candidate• for the degrees, that they should produce satisfactory
eridence ot' their having been engaged in compounding medicines
... putting up prescriptions, either under the direction of their
private preceptors, or in the shop of a recognized and qualified
~Y· Laid upon the table.·
Ia regard to examining boardr and licenses :
8. Ruoloul, That tlie ioteresta both of the public and the
medieal profession would be promoted by the establiahment of •
boerdt of examiners in eJJth of tJ1e States of the Union, to examine
caodidatel for licensee to engage in the active practice of medicine
and IU!gery. Laid upon the table by a vote of 69 to
•• RUolw:l, That the standard or requirementt established by
tbe examining boards of the several States should be uniform, and
that the examillations should, as far as practicable, be eonducted in
a similar manner. Laid upon the table.
JO. Ruol'Dtd, That the examiners thould, in all instances satisfy

6,.

~o
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themeelvee that candidatea are familiv with the elementary brwhea
of general knowledae. Laid upon the table.
11. RuolMl, Tliat for the pu~se of carryi~ out the objects
contemplated in the foregoing resolutions, a special committee of
seven members be appointed to prepare a memorial and form of
law, in reference to the subject of the establishment of boards of
medical examiners, to be submitted to this A.uociation a& ita nut
annual meeting. Indefinitely postponed.
The committee of the whole having thus considered the aaolationa submitted to them by the report on medical education, aroee
and reported to the association, and their action was confinned.
On motion of Dr. Stephens, of New York, it .was voted tba&
the whole subject matter of medical education, to~ther with the
resolutions which have been passed, and those which have been laid
u~ the table, be referred to a special committee of three members,
with instructions to re~rt to-morrow morning. The chair ~iatecl
Dr. Stevena, of N. Y., Dr. Wood, .of ]>hiladelphia, &Del Dr.
Knight, of Conn., as the committee. Adjourned to tea otclock
to-morrow.

( To 1n continued. )

"LEGITIMATE MEDICINE."
"Legitimate medicine" ia a tenn invented in Europe a few ye.-s
ago by allopatha, and monopolized by the allopatbic school in this
country, as expressive of itself. It seems to be employed on the
same principle as 9uack medicine merchants label their nostrums:
as , " Pulmona~ Liniment " " Pulmonary Embrocation' " cc Pain
Extractor," " umers Red Drop," "Venus Pills," &., &c.
" Legitimate tr&t.dieina " is therefore a label for allopathic physicians; pasted OD thell\ by Medical Journals, and the Amerieu
Medical Association, to let the people know where genuine medicine, or real medicine may ~ o6taiDed.
The New York Academy of Medicine is a f&ll' aJ_>ecimen of
"legitimate medicine." It not on\y has the label ~ on it u a
holy by Medical Journals, but it haa gone further, and placed its
·members in the New York Directory, ind in the dail;v newapapera
with the labels upon their backs. As a.I.I associations, aDd all
penona have a right to select their own names, and aa allopatba
a~ to have pretty generally~ to ch~ theirs, we have DO
objection that tlieee sh0uld be known and distinwished hereafter,
thiouahout all cration aa "le2itimate medicine!' What is in a
name?-A good deal. Shrewd" fellows those ~giti..ut..

'

[N. Y. Jour. of Hoa.
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HOMCEOPATHY AND ECLECTICISM.
At a convention of Homceopathic physicians, of Northem Ohio,
held in Cleveland, June 26th, to deliberate upon the duty ol
.electing a man to fill the ~air of "Principles and Practice ot
Homceopathy" in the Eclectic Medical Institute, at Cincinnati, so
liberally teooered to them by the ProfeSBOrs of that Institution,
John Wheeler was called to the chair, and Dr. B. W. Richmond
cboaen Secretary.
Prof. B. L. Hill, of Cincinnati, was P.resent, and invited to act
as a member of the convention. Dr. Htll gave a histog- of medical refonn in this country, which resulted 10 the establishment of
the Eclectic Medical Institute; and in behalf of the Trustees and
Faculty of said Institute, tendered a "full, free, and equal " profeaeorahip to the Hom(J)()~ists of this country and of the West.
Dr11. Williams and Richmond. explained the object of the meet~' it being called to select a man to represent Hommopathy in the
ECiectic Medical Institute, Cincinnati; it having been called on
abort notice and at an early day, to select a man in time to permit
the chair and Professor to be regularly announced in the annual
circular of said Institute. It was
RuoltJul, That the friends ot Homceopathy,resent in this convention, return their cordial thanks to friends o medical reform in
Cincinnati, for their large hearted liberalii, in extending to them
the oft'er of a professorship of Homce~pathy 1n the Eclectic Medical
Institute.
Ruolt>td, That this convention accept of the oft'er of a chair of
Hom<e0pathy in the Eclectic Medical Institute, and proceed at once
to select a man to 611 said chair.
RuoltJul, That this convention unanimously recommend Dr.
Stonn Rosa, of Painesville, Ohio, for profe880r of the "Principlea
and Practice of Ho111CBOpatby," in the Eclectic Medical Institute,
at Cincinnati.
Ruolf>ul, That this convention cordially invite all studenta of
Hom<eopathy in the West, to attend the lectures of the Eclectic
M'edicaf Institute, Cincinnati.
RuoltJed, That Dr. Wheeler, Dr. Richmond, Dr. Sheparc:!, Dr.
Williams, and Dr. Plym~n be a committee to iuue a cucular to
the Hommopathic p!iJsic1ans of the Welt, on the subject of thil
~feaonhip in the Eclectic Medical Institute, at Cinemnati.
Dr. Hill, in behalf of the Eclectic Medical Institute, oB'ered a
portion ot the pagea of the Eclectic .Medical JOQl'D&}, publiahed I&
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Cincinnati, and invited the convention to select a man aa editor
the Hommopathic Department
said Journal:
Whereupon it was
Ruolwetl, That Dr. David Shepard, of Bainbridge, Geauga Co.
Ohio, act as Editor of the Hom<20pathic De~ent of the Ee..
lectic Medical Journal, and that all HomceQ~ic ~yeicians are
invited to ·correspond with him, and furnish him with facts and
oommunications for said Journal, and sustain it by pecuniary aid.
Ruol"ul, That the above proceedings be published in tne Ee>
lectic Journal, and all the Hommopathic journals of the United

or

&atea.

B. W.

JOHN WHEELER, M. D.,
R1ce110Nn,

Prut.

M. D., Bee.

TO THE HOMCEOP A THIC PHYSICIANS OF THE
UNITED STATES.
GENTLZMH:-We address you this circular, by order of a convention, convened at Cleveland, June 26th, to take into consideration the appointment of a Professor to fill the ch&ir of the
principles and practice of Homreopathy, in the Eclectic Medical
Institute at Cincinnati.
The oct'asion of the caUing of that convention was the following
resolutions from the Faculty of the Eclectic Medical Institute:
At a meeting of the Faculty of the Eclectic Medical Institute,
it was unanimously
Ruol'1ul, That in order to enlarge the circle of instruction in
medical science, we deem it desirabfe to establish a Professorship
of the principles and practice of Homaopathy in the Eclectic
Medical Institute.
Rttol"ed, That we invite the Hom<20pathic physicians of the
United States, and of the wesfespecially, to unite in recommendi!ig
and nominating a Professor to fill the chair of Homc:eopathy in the
Eclectic Medical Institute.
T. V. MORROW, M. D. Dean.
.
Signed,
C1Nc1NNAT1, June 9, 1849.
The above convention, after taking as wide a range for conaultation among the brethren as was possible, and still designate a
f.rofessor in time for the announcement of the chair in the annual
circular of the Institute, resolved as follows: (Su proceeding• o/

oontiention.)

The Eclectic Medical Institute has been in existence but a few
years, aiid already convenes a laTge and res~ctable day at its
dmual eession. It was named "Eclectic," "choosing whatever is
lblid Uld good,'' that at any time, whatever great truth might be
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found lying in &heir pathway, up the hill of 11cience, it might be
gathered up and incorporated into their glorious creed of "progress,"
''truth," "investigation."
In selecting Homreopathy as one of the grtAJ trutA& to be taught
in their liberal system, we feel that they have "chosen a solid and
lllbetantial good," and its introduction was originallL contemplated
by the le"1mg minds en~ in founding the achoo •
While the Allopatbic~sChools throughout our land have steadil;Y
refused to teach or investigate our doctrines, and hurling theu
anathemas at our aystem as a "lie," a "humbug," a "deception,"
to practice which was branded as a crime, Dr. Buchanan, without
our aid or advice, volunteered to pre11ent our system regularly to hia
class. Though not an advocate of the system, he has at all times,
IO far as practicable, correctly represented our doctrines to the classes
convened in the Institute, giving our facts and statistics, and urging
his class to investigate a system, sustained by such respectable teetimony.
During the last winter, Dr. B. addressed our State Legislature
on the subject of medical reform ; and the propriety of admitting
Eclectic and Homceopathic to practice in the Commercial Hospital
at Cincinnati, now exclusively occupied by the Allopaths. During
his speech, in a bold and fearless manner, be presented our system,
and a mass of statistics, as proofs of its success, to the body before
whom he was speaking. Profs. Hill and Morrow, and others, so
far as known to us, ba,·e always recognized our system as worthy
of investigation, and expressed a strong desire for some time past,
that a regular chair to teach our principles should be established in
the school. This commiuee have it in their power to assure you,
that the professors now at the head of the school, are men of sound
hearts, clear heads, and minds tearless in the investigation of truth,
and second to no faculty in the country in point of talent, capability, or untiring industry.
Before it was known that a Professor would be chosen by the
Homm.>patbs, to present their doctrines to the school, Dr. Gatchell,
a decided Homte0pathist, a man of commanding talents, and
recently chosen Professor of Anatomy in the school, volunteered
and gave a popular course of lectures during the spring term, to the
clue, and announced bis intention of regularly pn:senting Homreo~y to the class, until a man should be chosen to fill that important
Chair. You will perceive by this short statement of facts, that it
waa not optional with us whether we would have our system ta!Jght
in the Eclectic Medical Institute; for our friends, seeing us without
a platfonn from which to proclaim our doctrines, volunteered to
teach them for us, and witn a nobleness of heart worthy of emulation, asked us to choose our man, and with or without our pat.
ronage, he should stand on an equal footing with the other Profeaaora in the Institution. It waa desirable to announce the chait
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in the annual circular, and but a few weeb were to elapae before it
must be issued; we counselled tORether, and by great exertion con.
.ened a respectable convE'ntion, lioth for numbers and talents, and
that body, without a diaaenting wish or voice, selected Dr. Rosa as
their choice for profeaaor.
Of Dr. RG.,. we feel bound to aay to our brethren, that the interests of Hommop.ahy cannot suffer in his hands. He is one of
the oldest physicians oa the Western Reserve, and has enjoyed an
extended practice for thirty yean, among the "regolan'' in our art,
and after a rigid examinatfon of Homreopathy, volunteered as a
pioneer in the glorious cauae, and among hrs old friends, and amid
his old enemies, Hommopathy has achieved a signal triumph. He
is intimately acquainted with the whole range of Hommopathic
literature, and baa always been esteemed a man of integrity, and
IWrhly intelligent in his profession.
.
lie accepts the responsible past selected for him by bis frieNls,
with diffidence, but confiding m his assurances to make all honorable exertion to honor the trust repoeed in him, we feel doubly
1111re that his selection will meet with a hearty response from bis
brethren, and auure him that he carries with him imo that college,
their best wishes and undivided support. Thia committee have
deemed it their duty to say thus muCh respecting the college, the
Professorship, and the man selected. We beg leave to make an
~logY. in juttification of our counie, and to answer some objections
tliat will uDdoubtedly be raised. "Amalgamation" •ill be the
Grat spectre presented to the imagination of our brethren. If we
knew distinctly what they mean by this tenn, we should know
better what to answer-we suppose however, that they mean our
consenting to teach our doctrines to, and in connection with a class
of men who are opposed honestly to us.• Have we not from the
lint of this medic&l controvers1, denounced the old school for
refusing to in"utigale our doctrines, and barring the doors of their
colleges against all attemJ>ts on our part, to present our notions of
medicine to their students? We h&'Ve always dP.manded investigation,
and when a popular college of large hearted and liberal reformers, open
their doors to us, and say take your post, teac·h vour doctrinet1, we
will hear, investigate, study, telt and decide for ·the right, shall we
the brave champions of the best system of medicine ever ~sented
to poor humanity, shrink back and cry out "amalgamation,' we will
not reason with you; we will not teach you our system, or hear
yours; you will play some trick upon us-we "go for the indepenaent school," where we shall not be troubled with quibblers and
traiton. Now it aeems to this commiUee that such condurt savors
of cowardice, and is in a small way imitating the old school. If
•This e:s:preaaion we understand wu uaed throuih iruubertl!ncy and llute. It
have been "who honelf.ly dilf'er with u1." The Eclectic Faculty, 10 far from
WM-' to HommopaUly, ue di deoicleUrienclaa-B.

,b~uld

))eillg
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llO F.eledic ltadenta coment, f'or the love of truth, to hear all our
arpments, and test honestly our svstem, have not 60 Hommopathic
lltUdenta backbone enough to hear .tclectic doctrines, and investigate
ita fMds? U Hom<eopathy thus shrinb from the investiga_tion it
hae alwayv demanded, then is she poor indeed, and needa not
"amal~on" to ruin it-it is already dead. Bat, says the
objec&Or, thae "Eclectica," when once having beard our system
taught, will scatter abroad among the people, and while practicing
"euemial Thomsonianiam," wilf assure the people that they know
all aboat Horr.<EOpathy, and know it to be a "liumbug," and thua
do oar cause much hann. If lying would have killed Hommopa&hy, we should long since have haa our requiems~ "error is
late while truth is free," and besides we ask the objector what
a.arance will "Eclecticism" have, that we, after hearing their
doctrines, will not go out among the ~ople and aaure them we.
bow all about it, aDd that it is nothing but catnep-peppea--podO.:
pbylJam and mustard-and good fornothi~nd do-them as much
bairn as Alexander the COl?J>el'9mith once did a refonner.
It seems to na that in this aft'air, we are on an equal footing, and
considering the great 1uptriority claimed by us for Hum~opat.Af
over all otlaef' syatnru, we shall, by our belltf' success in treating
41iHant, soon be able to correct any false impn:saion made by the
bad accoantgi•en of us by any unlucky"Eclectic." "Eclecticism'•
is not "ThomBOnianism," and the results of their ~ice in all
tevere fonns of disease, ahow conclnaively that it is far superior to
Calomel and the Lancet.
Thompson, and the labors of Dr. BefM'h, have done much to
libenlize public sentiment, and break down the baniers which the
law had tlirown around the old school. For ten years the. LegisJ.a...
ture of New York wu plied with petitions to abolish the Odioua
l'Hlrictiona on the J>l1M?tice of medieine, and not until it was proclaimed that one fourth part of the people of the Empire State
employed the reform practice, could those laws be touched; that
DQIDber
people wielded too many votes to be lo~r disreg'3rded,
and the Jaws were repealed. Jr, then, the Homcsopathic P.flpicians
or this country can boast that the maas of their practitioners are
graduate• oC the "Old Schools"--they owe much to the labors of
the Eclectics in ahaking the confidenre of the public in the "rega·
Jars," and paving the way for an easier introduction of Hommo~hy; ancf tboup we trace oor paternity to the "acitntilie 1c/ttJolr"
of the land-we have another coD90lation in the indecent haste
with which the ''regulars" outstripPed their less "leamed" rivals,
the Eclectics, in the lo• of patients, as we know that th'>se
patients were more at:itntiJeally_ killed, and died in a more Of'tliodo~
way. We shall not be degnided ·then, by a union with the Ecleeticr, if we are "more learned,'' ·we shoul<l be more liberal. But,
another, I go for a Prefeaonhip in an "ortbodo1. achool,"

or
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understand, under the mana~ment of men favor of Allopathyand you might as well knoCk at the gates of paradise, garbed in
Satan's robes, and en~ct extrance, as to ask .at pre6ent for a Hommopathic professorship in an orthodox college. When the
~lars opeq their doors for the propagation of our doctrines, we
have the men, and will render a r~on just and adequate for our
medical fait~. Till then we must take care of our interests, and
propagate the truth as beet we may.
.
·
B~ say many, the Hommopathic college at Philadelphia should
be sustained-and until it js, I go against all new collepa or Professorships. Very well. We feel a deep interest in.the welfare of
that school, and know that the friends at the east have the men, tile
money, and the stt¥ients to sustain it.
co-open.tion and unity
it will be sustained-but if sectional strife, or the lack of wise
counsel works a failure for the ente~rise, we of the west shall not
Le chargeable with the responsibility. 'rhe large mus of our
students m the west are ypuog men, who 1.00rlc their own way, aod
will ultimately make stroDB and practical men; but they have 1aeither
time nor money to spend 1n alt.ending lectures at so great a distance,
and at so great an expense as would be incurred·at Philadelphia.
Besides, the West is an Empire of itself, and the Homa!opathis&s
of the west cannot depend on the east to furnish their students with
medical instruction. Self-reliance is characteristic of our peopleand with us to fDill is to ueeute-and the time will soon arrive
when we shall send to "the east for nothing but our Ja.laiona and oar
~1ter1. A project is alniady on foot to foWld a Hom<e<>pathic
Medical College at Cleveland, and it will no doubt prove ..ucceaf ul. We iask our eastern friends not to stop to repine at WI-but to
ra'lly.the;r hosts in the east, OI'g!-nize and make their school an hon9r to our gloriom1 principles. What have Hommopathists done in
this counµ-y worthy of their cause? Nothing-literally natbiogwhile the common enemy is entrenching himself in his stlODfJ hofds,
the land is dotted with their schools; the masses believe m their
doctrines; and we ipust either convert them or diaplace their syatem,
'f?y fumishin$ the people with a better one.
The west is rapidfy filling up with Hom'20pathists, and on every hand, we have calls for more practitioners. Hommopathists
lDUSt make it a _path of duty to seek out worthy and enterprising
young men, and engage them in the profession; and in ten years,
we <»n ~nt4lel every city and village in the North. The cholera
in Europe pye. Hommojl&thy a firm and p~og hold upon the
people-oear forty Medical Colleges have, at his hour, HOlllCBC>~thic Profesaors-aod shall we halt and.shri'!-k back at the thought
Qf a ailli[fe Professorship in our wide spread Rej>ublic. We tnllft
not. T6eology, in this country, has been atn1 ped of ita mysti.
cisma, and made comprehensible by the masa ol the people. Law
DJ_ at Ann
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hu been divested of its technicalities, and rapidly, justice ia taking
of legal tricks. Science has roused herself; the dum&
; the blind see; ~ht, astride of lightning, is riding full tilt

across the continent; old <lynasties are disappearing-old parties
breaking up-the ocean ia invaded, and the earth robbed of her long
hidden eecreta-and, amid all this progroesa and confusion, are the
lucky hits, ahrewd goestee, and scientific blunders of our old and deeayiDg system of medicine to remain undisturbed?
ls sbe to enjoy an exclusive exemption from criticism and refonn,
and hang a flaming sword across the portals of her temples and forbid us to enter? It is vaini-her hopes shall eerish-s6e is already
iD a ltate of NVOlation. Forbes, with hia stngle ann, has shaken
the whole syttem in Europe, and its old dogrnaa are beinffdaaelaced
by HomC20pathy. Eclecticism is thinning ner ran1ca rapidly lD thia
country. Hom«20pathy is daily gaining. converts from 1ta numbers,
and Hydropathy and Orthopathy are fast teaching the people a
better &nd more glorious road to health. In conclusion, then, we
woakl ~y to our brethren, we ban a mighty work to perfonn, and .
let us addrete OW'llelvea to the tuk, and fear not that we shall meet
a failure. No timid hand guides our counsele-we are right, we
are determined, and we shalf triumph. We ask you, one and all1
to lend us your strong hands and earnest hearts, in carrying forwarct
this much needed refonn, till our Jabors are crowned witli success.
Besides the profe11onhip, the faculty of the Institute have oft'eretl
111 an equal chance to pro~ our dOctrioes, through the pages of
the Eclectic Medical Journal. It ia a monthly periodical, of 50
pages got up in good style, and has now about 1600 subscribers, and
with a few nundred additional subscribers, can be made a substan·
tial !Mdium through which our ftiends of the west can communicaae witheach other. It is publiehed at ha year, and ia richly wortll
&he price. Dr. She~ is a ltrong man, of large experience, aocl if
health pennits, he will lend a strong arm in pro~ting the truth,
Another editor from our brethren farther west, will be aasociated
with bitn, if it is deemed advisable.
·
We meet again, Joly the 11th, at Cleveland, when we hope to
meet a larger namber of ear brethren to connael 111 on the expedi""'Y of a aew college at that place.

B.

w.

RtCffKOKD,

M. D.

JOHN WHEELl:R, M. D.

M. D.
C. D. WrLLIAl!_".z M. D.
A. Pt.YKPTo•, M. D.

DAvro SHEPARD,

Ou.don, Jal1 1, 18'9.
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STATISTICS OF CHOLERA PRACTICE.
The mortality of cholera during the month of Jline, was .much
greater than in May. Drs. Morrow and Hunt report 180 cases of
cholera, and '76 of cholerioe, with seven deaths, of which fi11e were
in a It.ate of collapee wlaen called, or paued into eollapae within
half an hour. Dra. R. S. and O. E. Newton report 109 cues of
cholera, with four deaths; of twelve cases of collapse, nine were
cured. These gentlemen have been confined by sicknel8 a large
portion of the time since the epidemic has been here. Dr. P. K.
Wombaugh reports •2 caaea of cholera, and twenty-five of cboleriDe;
four were in the collapsed 8tage when called, and died ; two who
disobeyed di~ctions, died. Dr. J. Borton reports 136 cases of
cholera, and one death. Dr. J. Wilson reports 62 cases of cholera
and two deaths. Dr. T. J. Wright reports 34 cases of cholera
with one death. Dr. Wright waa also called to three hopeless
cases, for which he did not aasume any responsibility. Drs. King
and Main report 4:3 cases of cholerine, 41 cases of cholera, and
seven deaths, of which six were in a collapsed stage when first
seen. Dr. D. P. Stille reports 13 cases of cholera, 10 of cholerine,
and one .death. Dr. A. Brown reports 66 cues of cholera and two
deaths. 'fhese altogt-ther make an aggregate of 66' cases of
cholera, and 29 deaths, which added to the report of May, (330
cases and five deaths,) makes an. aggregate of 994 cases, and 34
deaths, (or if we include the two cues Iott by disobeying directions,
36 deaths.) This makes an average mortality for May and June,
of three and four-tenths per cent., or it we include the two cues
in which the practice was not properly carried out, 3.62 per cent.
Owing to haste, these figures were published incorrectly in the
circular, (page 326.) In the pamphlet edition, Dr. Brown's caaes
were not included, as his report had not then been received.
It ia much to be regretted that a full and f&ir record of the whole
cholera practice of Cincinnati, cannot be obtainP.d.. The Old
School practitioners dare not report their awful catalogue of death.
The contrut waa so glaring, that they generally refused to report,
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and the Board of Health was compelled to substitute reports of
deaths for the reports of cases.

Fortunately the reports of the
month of May, when the epidemic was in its mildest fonn, have
been preserved. These reports show a loss of twent9-.i:e per cent.
or more than asn:N Tt•sa as great a mortality in the mildest form
of the epidemic, as.the Eclectic practice exhibits during the most
malignant period. So great was the difference of mortality between
the months of May and June, we are compelled to believe that if
the former exhibited an Allopathic mortality of 26 per cent., the
laUer must at least have risen to fifty per cent. Indeed, the Westem
Lancet admits (in the July number,) that of the cases of true
cholera, with rice-water discharges, "at least one half of the case1

in this city, as everywhere else, pro.,,ed fatal."
It is almost incredible, yet it is an undeniable fact, a sad and
shameful fact, that the Ohio Medical College, and its supporters of
the Old Hunker party, still pursue this practice, which proves fatal
to one half of the patients in cholera, and still war against the
practice, which under their eyes, has saved 96 per cent. of cholera
cues. Instead of profiting by the results of Eclectic practice, they
conceal the facts, slander the physicians and labor as of old, to
stifle the truth-but labor in vain. Are such men honest? Are
they entitled to personal respect, as honorable men? We do not
design in these remarks, to include the whole Allopathic medical
prefession of the city. but we must say that we have little confidence in the professional candor of those who sympatliize with
medical Hunkerism.
The statistics of Hommopathic practice, which we hoped to
present in this number, have not yet been collected sufficiently to
justify publication. Enough however, has been ascertained, to
show that the mortality is remarkably small, and that it will probably not differ very materially from that of the Eclectic reports.
The following statement from the Homreopathists o( St. Louis is
offered as a fair illustration of the merits of the Hommopathic system. Our friends who are unacquainted with Hom<20pathy, may
rest assured that it is no delusion, nor is it a mere· system of
placebo1, to tickle the fancy of the patient. The success of HoIDOlOpathy in cholera, is an unquestionable fact, whatever may be
aid of theori.u. We regret that our Homc:aopathic matter has
been excluded from the present number of the Joumal by other
documents; in our next number we expect to re-publish Dr. Joslin's
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lecture on the Hommopathic treatment of cholera. The following
is from the St. Louis Union of the 20th.
"Supposing at this time the (>Ublic would wish to know to what
extent Hom<20pathy has been mtroduced in the treatment of the
cholera in this city, and with what result-as the science has been
bitterly oeposed, and some may still doubt-all such may have the
name, reSldenoe, age and personal ~' of every one composing
the following .regate, viz: Number treated bythree Hommopathic
doctors to July 13, 1667; number died 61; still under treatmem
number not positive; entire number cured 1470; loss per cent 3!.
In •iew ot' the fearful mortality of the past two months, and the
different feature presented above, we would respectfully ask the city
authorities and the citizens, to deaipte any of the ward hoepitala
to be excluaivel1 under the charge of Hom<20f)athic pbyaiciana, m
condition that the reports be published daify or weekly, as the
citizens may point out.
All we ask; is, that the reports of the two schools come before
the citizens publicly and legitimately, as to enable the world to
know that there ia no special came of alarm in the existence of
cholera in any city; when it ia met by a scientific and truly apeciic
mode of treatment. "
TO ECLECTIC PRACTIONERS.
In Cincinnati, the pre•l\fe of Old School medicine ill gone forever, and the frieada
of Eclecticism have only to do their duty now, and take p011eaion of the &el4
which liea before them. If they do their duty, Cincinnati will in ten yem be•
lentially an Eclectic city, and 11 Cincinnati goea, IOgoe& the Wahnd South.
Let our friend• then bear in mind, that the time for deoilive action hu mind.we have made a breach in the enemy's ltr<>Dg hold, which can never be repaired.
NtntJ u 1Ae time to march in and take pOllealrion. The Eclectic practitioners of the
city are thronged with patients; twenty more good Eelectic phyaician1 are needed,
and would IOOn Ind acti'fe employmeAt. MeD of good education and good lrld'lellr
adapted to a city life, 1hould not wute their energiea in a village or oo.untry practicer
when a great city lies before them, in which their labors will produce ten-fol4
greater efl'ect upon the progress of' the great ca11.1e. We hope that all' who poaess the
requilite qualiloatiolll f'or a city practice, will take this matter into eeriou1 conlider·
ation, and lend WI their aid in the great ltmggle now 10 nobly progrelliilg. We ue
not over sanguine in theae anticipatiou; we speak of matten of oollllllon notorietr.
Even the W eatern Lancet, the organ of the Ohio Medical College, admitl the chan&e•
exclaiminr in bitterness of spirit, that Cincinnati ii the very "Blpiw& II/ ~·
-meaniJI( by quacb, all wh• Jaa..e much better aucoea thlJl tJae auperannuated Oli
B.
Schoolprof'eaion.
Nsw ScsooL 1..T Miumm.-A medical college, guided by Eclectic principles. .will
commence operatio111 this fall, at Memphis, under an ample charter obtained bJ Dr.
Powell. Dn. Powell, Newton, King, Hulce and Dr.
Freeman, (graduate of tlle
B. JI. lutiblte,) ae memben of' the P&Clllty. J.M. Sanden, an able chemilt. wil
be the chemical profeaor. We repet that we hue not apace to clo j1lltioe t.o &»
well known mtrita of' the Faculty. They have our beat wilhfll f'or noce& S.

z.
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FIFTH ANNUAL CIRCULAR.

C111a1KJ1AT1, June 16th, 1849.

The Bo.HD of Tau11Tns hne the p1eaaure or announcing &he conlinaed pm1perity or the Eelcctic Medical Inatitute, the cla11ee of which for
tbueaions of 1848·9 amounted to 191.
The ateadi1y increaaing repuiation of the Faculty, and of the Eclectic
IJllem of practir.e, authorise the anticipation of a noble career of uaefuliieu for this pioneer school or liberal principles.
Impor1ant change• have been made, by enlarging the instruc1ion1 or the
lutitule in reference lo HnM<EOPATHJC MBDICINB, (in accord11nce wi1h ~
liberahpirit or Eclecticism,) and by the appoinlment of Profeuon H P.
GncRILL and J. B. STALLO, 10 aupply the vacancies arising from the r••
~lion of Profeuora J. H. OL1vn and A. H. BALDR1Doa.
DL H.P. G.a.TcRBLLo lhe new Profeasor of Ana111my, ia a rendemaa
of learning, whose thorough education, Yigornus 1md philoeophical inte~
lect, aod high reputation aa ll cleu, fluent and eloquenl ll'cturer, giYe ample uaurance that he will contribute much to the resources ind aurac1iou
of the Institute.
Prof. J. 8. &uLLo, formerly profelll!or in St. Xnier College of Cincianali, and St. John'• College of New York, is not only a profound fhem•
ilt and 1e~lou1 cultintor or the natural sciences, but a gentleman of
remarkable attainmen11 in literature and philosophy, of high reputation a1
a11 author; f':1perienced, fluent and impre11ive as a leacber, and well fiuecl
lo inspire a love of 11cience.
We congn1ula1e the friend11 of Eclecticism upon the amount of talent,
learning, origmal researr,h and practiral skill now concentrated in the
ln11i111te. Tbe names of Moaaow, Bucn&N.t.lf, HILL, JoNB11, ST.a.LLO,
Gnc:RSLL and Emeritus Pro(.,ssnr Bucy indicate an amount of
trattical ltnowledge, and profound original reaearr.h, not surpaued in any
medical in11ti1ution of our country.
The value of the Eclectic or American syatem of practice, has recently
>een thoroughly tealed in the 1rea1ment of cholera, and i111 success ha1
>een almoet incredibly great. The Yalue of the Hoaireopathic b111 also.
1een 1ubjeeted to a 11imilar ordeal, and h11 presen•ed reaulta of wonderful
llcceae. The ample ooportunity of ins1n1ction in each of &heae melhods
1f praerice, ill a peculiar feature of this 1ebool.

'"tful
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Heretofore, the indefatigable profeaora of the laalitute bHe finn two
coarH1 of inlltnlction annually. thu1 fumiehing &o their 1tudent1 unumlll
faoilitie1 for thorou1h echolanbip. Hereafter it bu been deemtd onnec·
. .ary IO continue 1hi1 ardunu1 labor-the 1pring eeninn "ill be dilCOll·
tinned, and the winter eenion alone will be maintained. Thote who wilh
tile bene&t of a couree nf in8'raction in the eummer will be e111bled to
attain the object in an E~lectic Colltge which bu been e1tablilhed ill
Rocheater, New York, whent in addition 10 Giber means of imtrnclion,
anuaual facililie• for the •tudy of botany will be forni1hed by a luge
botanic garden.
·
The ...·ona of the Eclectic Medical Inmtitate "lrill hereaf'ter commence
OD the fint Mund•y of No•ember, and terminate ou the fifteenth of March.
£. gratui•ou• preliminary coune con1i1dng of two or more lecture• dail7
will be deli•ered during the month of October. The Facully of &he Ins•
m&e will be urgani:aed aa follow•; (See pap 14.)
No permanent •J>pointawnt b11 yet been made for the chair of Bommopatbic Medicine, u i& waa thought preferable to pu1tpone the choite until
the membere of the Hommopa1bic )tedical ProfeuiPn of the United 811181
ehould haYe time to designate in their connn&ion (ehordy to be held) lhe
Phy1ician whom they coD1iJer mot& eligible for thi• poei_tioa.
CALVIN FLE1.0HER, p,..•t.
Ca•CMNATit July 13, 1849.
The Board of Tru1tee1 have the pleaaure of announcing that the How.
&roa• JWeA M. D. of Paineeville, O~ h11 been unanamou11)· reeommrnded
by the Hommop•thie convention (held at Clevel•od June 26) for the Homcao
opath1c Profeaonhip in the Er.lec&ic Medical lneliu1te~ In accordance
whh this reoommPndation, Dr. Rola h11 bPen elt'C&ed to fill the Prof•
onhip or the Princ-iple1 and Practiee of Homceopathy.
·
In announcing this appointment, the Board would congratulate both the
friend• of the 1chool and the friend• ol Homceopathy, upon the judicio'!'
aboiee of Dr. Ro-a-a gentleman 10 highly ellPellltd by the Hom(Jl(lpaduc
pmfeHion. poaeeHing an e:a&eoai•e kno•lrdge of both Hommopa1hic ~
AHopathic lnedieint, and a mind 1ua1ured by thir1y year1 Hperience m
Allopatliic and Homceopathic practice. Dr. Rosa it ii belined will prowt
a clear, judiciou1 and practical teacher. imbued with the hberal progrenitt
1Pirit of the El'lectic achc1ol, and dttiroua not o( esctting idle aocl anff1
ditcu11ion1 of abetr.ct thf'Oriee. but of filling the mind 'l'ith lllf ful knowl·
edgt'. Thus it i1 heliett'd tht. Hommopathic profeN1or1hip will proYf 11ot
a 1ouree of confusion or di11r.n1ion ; but a valu•ble coadjutor in the cu•
ot liberalism and medical reform.

I. Wmow, Sec'y.

CALVIN FLETCHER. Pree't.
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J'AOULTY OJ' TD SCJLIJOTIO JIDIOAL IB'S'tlTOTm,
TO TB.B JODICAL PROFBSSION OP THB UNITED STATES.

The Faculty of &hf! Eclectic Medical Iutieaee, respectfully requett the
caadid auentioo of die medical pr~ and the public to a 1taie1nent of
&heir poaition and of the preaeot rel:a&ione aoaool( the caltiY11or1 of medical
aci"'"'8. U poo •Heral impor1an& lubjecta there are marked dift"erencq
betwreen the members of the medic .1 proleaeion, which require a careful
aad disputiona&a iovee&igatioo. if wre would avoid dt!lotion and act frona
ealifbtened principle, iBS&aad of beco1ning &he passive tools of party spirit.
la oar profeaion, a cautious criticiem upon fuhionaltle theories, a careful
telling ul &heir truth by practice and experioaeni. and at the aame time a
diligent eearch for additional knowledge by HpHimental enquiry and
obeerntinn, con1titute the nobleet emvloymenta of a proleaaional life. It
bu been by such labors that &he great meo of our profenion hue woft
their tides to immortality. It has ever been by such labors &hat the honorable men whoee na1nea surwive from generation to generation have been
diltioguwhed from &he crowd of mere routiniats, the loHn of pelf aod
TO&ane. of authority and fashion whose namea are 1peedily lost in oblivien, however dietinguished their poaitions during life. It ii true that they
who are thus honorably oc.-eupied may ofksn be uniled and oppoeed by
&heir conte01porarie1 as raeh innovators or deluded preienden. Bot 100ceeding genera•ions delight to honor thoee, who, like Harvey and Jeuner,
ditreganl the authorities of the achoola to follow the higher authority of
Nature.
lntluenced by nch eonaiderationa, and observing in the paet hiltory o(
seience that nearly all great improvemP.n\8 hue met. with hostili1y 011 their
6nl introduction ; observing too, that in the medical profe11ion there bu
paerally been some predominant aet of notions or opinions, which, while
in f•hion were sustained with all the intolerance of party spirit ; we have
deemed it a matter of vital importance to disavow all auch intolerance, and
to pat an end fore,er to the false idea that Rny college or body of medical
men i1I capable of presenting an inrallible standarJ of medical faith and
pract.iee. No matter how numerous, ho.r unanimous, or how respectable
the bodie1 by whom such a standard is prescribed, we regard the attempt
to enforce upon all minJs conformity to any such standanJ, 81 no leas odioa1 and absurd than the attempt of an estahlishdd church to enforce one uoi(onn religinu1 faith, regardless of the r:ghts of diaaenters from that faith.
The declaration &hat the opinio•1s and practice adopted by t.he great
majori1y of tht: profeasion from 1heir teact.ers, are to be regarded u rtgvlor, aod that all which differs therefrom materially, no mauer how exiea8ift the learning, or how great the praciical aucceaa upon which it may be
baed, •hoold be reganJed as quacltny, and condemned u dishooocable,
we recud u one of \he groeaeat ou&rap which could be perpetra~ ..
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against truth and jamee ; and one which hM had • mod dilutloa1 el'eet
upon the progren of medical ecience.
System• or doctrine and pract!"• thus . enfo~d by one r~eration ·~
condemned bv the next. A. conunul ollmnp 11 gnduallJ taln...- plaee ID
reference to those dortrinea whir.h men would Yainly attempt to establilb by
authority; and oar only bope of adYUeing mediaine to tbe nak o( an
exact science, lies in encouraging thie gradual change, by which
erroneous opinions are 1uperceded and the results of more accurate 111ientific research introduced in their place.
With these Yiew1 the Facultj of the Eclectic Medical Institute earnestly daire to gi.e a new cbaneter to the pnctiee of medici~; the phil·
aeophy of medical science, and the general spirit of tht' profession. We
with to render tile pnctiee more nfe and 110CC881f111, the philoeophy more
true and pmfoand, and lhe general apirit of &he profe11ion more liberal ud
progreuive. We are authorised to anticipate ncceu in euch an effort,
became the pneral apirit of the IP tenda in the dirertion of oar m~
ment; becauae the medical profeaion whieh is continually, thoaah alowly
progrt191iYO, 11 adnncing In the direction of oar monrnenl; becanee we
rely upon the power of troth, and because oar put labors bHe already
been prodactiY8 of important reaalts.
The leading doctrine oi the Eclectic Medical Profession, to soa&ain
whieh this Institute haa been establiahed i1, that the inYeatigatioa and
the practice of medicine ahould be entirely free and untrammelltttl-that
no central body-no aaeoclation, combination or conspiracy should ban
the power to prPacribe a certain 1tandard of jailh, or medical creed,
which aball be receiYed by all, and forced upon every r::ember of the profeaion by threatl of profe•ional disgrace and ruin. We claim for oureel•PI, and esteod lo all, thi1 liberty of inYestigation and action. We rec:·
ognise eYery enlightened, educated and hone11t phyeician, a11 1tanding opon
&he nme platform or profeNional reapectability, and enjoying the eame
ritht1, no matter what dontri!lel he may adYocate in medicine, or wbll
•yatem of prac1ice he may deem it his duty to adopt.
The colleges and medical 1ocietie1 of the United State• through Ille
Naliooal Medical Aaaociation, repudiate these liberal principle• aad
evince a determination lo degrade and trample .upon all who do no& adopl
a certain mediral creed and Yow allegiance to the AUTHoan1a of the profeaaion. Au Htenaive combination exilta, to deny all characte1 u pbyli·
ciana to thoae who en1ertain different eentimenta, and are too independent
ti> sacrifice their honef't conYicti ·ne-to exclude them from all •~ial ud
profe11iooal intercourae, lo a11ail them with opprobriou1 epitheta. aad IO
exclude their atodenta from admi11ion tu medical colle,ea. [One of IM
reeol111iorui of the National Medical Auociation, was that no l&llClelt
1hould be admitted into a medical collece wboee l'ertificaie of atadin
aame from a physician who wu not regular in bis practice, or in other
wort!a did not maintain allegiance to the pre11cribed rulee of failh an1l pnctice.] A large portion or the medical profe11ion have neYer 11anc1io11ed &bell
pr011criptive arrangemente, but entertain more liberal aeotimenta and take
DO part in the eatabli1hment or the ayatem of intolerance. The coll1·ic• ud
the leader1 of the mediclll profe11ion are the autboN of the 1y11em.
Our American Medical Collegee-AmericaQ ia lit~ eJae &baa 1111111
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... 1eea1ion, ba•e ~ fNm E•rope a •yatem of mecHeitle h•gbt
wilia aeri\Ml1 evill, and u1ended by a 1reat mortality in many diaeuel,
wlliicb are more aaceeufuUy treated by a rational practice.
la addi&inn to the European sy1tem of medical practice, they hue introdaeed the European ayum of profeaiooal orpniaation, and the falee ideu
of etiquette, and ethic• ariling from the ari1wcra&ic and powerful orpni.
saaioD of the profeuioa under deapo&ic and oligarchical gonrnments.
Auemp&1 bue beeu made in lhe .ariooa 1ta&ea to uqaoiae &be pruf•oa
by law, and gi•e to eertain 10Cietiee and cliquea abloh&&e eonlrOl oY&r the
profaeioa, depri•in& the people of the right of cbooaing their own prof...
-...i aaiatance, and coacen&rating in a lew hande the power of liceaaiaa
ar prohibiting every practi&ioaer-thua effectually ea1la•ing the profeuioD.
aiming to crueb by Wie and impriaon111en&, &bole whoee menial iadepen·
cleace rendera them in auy ny obnoxiou1. Tbua bu tbe mtdical proC..ion in thi1 frf'8 coually, liogered lar in the rear oC the general progreta
of 80Ciety, and eadenored lo enforce by lepl peaahiea, uniformity ol
opiaioaa in manen of acience. Theae laws ban bowner, been gener.U7 re1aealed, or euentially modified ; the righte of man hue been Yindicated, and the altempta of medical 1ocietiea to procure a re-eaactment haw
beea defeat.eel by overwbel-ning majori1iea; atill the attempt ia continued by
aeau of combinatio111, 110Cietiea and collegiate rules lo enfut'Ce thia deaJ*ism of upiniun, which the civil power baa refu1ed &o aasi1t in enfore-

~Tbe dignity, uaefulneea and truth o( the co~legia&e ay1tem1 of medici~
an etrenOU1ly inculcated upon 11uden&1, while all •hat liea beyood the pre-=ribed circle ia coocealed, milrepreeented or uaailed in tel'IDI of opproo
briam aad diago1t. Medical socie&ie1 are organized upon exclo1i•e principlel
__. line ii drmon between ahe orthoduz and .the di1aeo1ere, and all whe
... beyond the line of aaric& co11formity, are denouDCed with reelde11 yjo.
leaee. u charlallna, quacka, empirica, k11ave1 a11d 1y11ematic impoetora.
They who are thus 111a1led for free inve1tigation are meanwhile calmly
puning their profeuional labort, adding faot to f11ct; enlarging •ully the
r90arce1 of the healing art. and securing •till stronger claim• IO the gratilade of posterity .. relormen
medical 1cience.
The time hae arri•ed for abe Medical profe11ion to determine wbiO
spirit 1ball control ill destiny-that of the free and fearleee enquirer1 who
gather truth from all sources; who prefer the au1bority of nalure to the
aatborit1 of trauien& achools, and who are habi&'lally in the po11P11ion of
kDO•ledp in adrance of their conte1nporariee-or on the olber hand tbe
epiri& of tbnee who indulge in learned pedaniry, who dictate with corpor·
ate ineolence a 1tandard of opinion for othen, and who maintain ia the
medical profeaion the same narrow, atolid and illiberal prineiplea wbieb
haYe been de1igna1ed a1 Hunkerism when olieerved in politice;
"nitt i1 the vital qneetion, in reference to which the Eclectic Medicll
prore.1ion of America take a decided stand, and in reference lo wbicb
they hope that in due season the entire medical profenion of the countrf
will unile with them in maintaining the principlee of liberality a.1d fnie-

or

do111.

No rightly balanced and unprf'judiced mind, can oppro•e of the unp
deeoocialion1 of medi,·al bigo11, against thoae who are guilty, merely of
in opinion Crom their accuaere.

d'•erinc
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TM HomCllOplthic phyeieiae1· or Europe, ud tbe Eelee&ie phytieia•
of America, hue o,.n been denounced in langulP eo coaree u to be

degrading to ill aothon, who hue geoeraHy been prominent member1 of
old achool medical societies and collegn. But iil all cues the faet bu
been atudioaaly concealed, that the panie1 &baa denounced are in ma11y
iupectl th~ auperion of their Ulailaoll l
The Homreopathic phy1ieiana of Europe are men of teaming; upwards
ofthirtyof their number are Medical profe1son in the Univereit1e1, and more
than sixty occupy pi>eitione of high distinction under their re1pectin goY..
emmenll. At leaet three thouaand physicians in Europe, and more than
one tboueand ·in America, practice upon the principlP.1 of Homa!Opathy,
who are generally men well educated in the .!llopathie schools of medicine,
and who hue adopted Homeopathy again1t their pre•ioua prejudices, ill
con1equenl'e of witneeeing i1a superior reaulta in the treatment of d1eeue.
The Allopathic physician who denouneee thia large body of teamed and
di1tingni1hed men u knnea and qoacka, pro•ee in eo doing, that he i1
himaelf grouly ignorant of the whole subject, or utterly proftigate in hi•
ueertiona. I& i1 probable that they who utter aoeh denunciations are not
aware that nearly thirty hospital• in Europe hne bf!en under the control
,,f RomOIOpathic praciitioncrs, and that when Homreopathy has thus been
tuted on a large scale, under the 1upermtendence of the different go•ernmenll,
the resulll of treatment in the Hom<Bopathic bn...pitale, have been twice as
1ucce11ful ae in the Allopathic hospital1, in which, for so long a period the
mo11 dietingui1hed profesaors have controlled the treatment. The aYeng8
w.ortality in all cla11e1 of cases in the Hom<Bopathic in1ti1utioos, amounted
io four or five deaths. to the hundred ca11e1 that were treated, while the
aYenge mor'8lity of the Allopathic bo1pital1 ol Europe, wu ten or elemi
death• to the hundred c11e1 of dieea11e. lo the ~ecial enumeration of
dift'erenl dieeaeee, and in the re1ult1 of private practice, 11 reported by a
greet number of competent, discriminating obeer•ers, the contrast is eYCn
more marked.
It would eeem to all f'aineaeonere, that the Hommopathic practitioners who
b.a •e ccintributed 10 much important knowledge to the treaeury of medical
science, and who, 10 far as we can ascertain by dol"umentary evidence,
hue, in their sphere, greetly diminished the mortality from di~eaae1 under
medical treatment, were entitled lo high t.onor from the medical profe111ion,
u well u the gratitude of mankind . It would be 1upposed that the
wonderful and ingenious researchee of ff ahnemann and his followers,
would hne excited a lively curineity to become acquainted with their
details. Bot on the contrary, we fiud all thi11 knowledge carefully excluded
&om the nenal course of medical study, and the learned men to whom the
world is so much iodebtt1d, 1eldom even named or mentioned only in terms
of derision or insult.
While Allopathic phyaiciaus thui1 wilrully blind themselves and their
followers to the light, Homreopathy steadily increases in its triumphs.
The moet di1tingui1hed political and literary characters espouse ita cauee.
Even the go•ernmentl look upon it with fnor, and not only 11ustain Hom<Bopathic profeuors,. hospita~ .physiciane, and army surgeon•, but in
Pru11ia, a Homreopathtc phys1c1ao has been placed upon the Board of
Examinen, and we may presume thac the time is not far dialaot, whea Iha
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met1ical man, who i8 ottirlly iporant of Hommopaday, will be reprcJed
u Yery defectite in medical 1eience and lilera&ure.
A 1imilar course of denunciation hu been punned in reference lo Eclectic Meclical Reformers in Amerie11, whoae characier and principles ba.e
been uniformly miarepre1ented.
The Eclecuo Medical Reformen
or &he Uni&ed States, number, it II believed, more then lWO thoueand prac&itionen.• A Jargr proportion of tht1e are gndu1te1 ol medical ecbooJ.
deYo&ed IO reform; while the othen are principally convertl from the old
achool 1y1&em of practice. One or more college• hue been 1y11ema&ioally
engaged in teaching the principle• or the reformed 1ys1em of practice for
the laat t.enty year1, and several have recently been establi1hed. "J'be
Eclectic: Medical Institute, established in Cinr.innati in 1845, eshibita by
its records during the fil'lt four ye:tn, a larger number of matricula&ed
atodenll than any other medical 1chool we1t of the moun1ain1, during a
ai1nilar period from ill first e1tablilhment.
But however encouraging the 1ucce11 of our 1chooll, and the corclial
appreciation of our principle• by the more inielligent portion of our fellow
citizen•, our 1urer reliance i1 upon their in1rin1ic: truth and ueefulnen.
Eclectic Medical Reformer• •tart from the common platform of pra(91.
1ional knowledge, with a declaration of diua1i1faction with the u1ual reeultl
of the healing art; of certainty that a true therapeutic 1eience may yet be
dilcoHred, and of the imperative duty of all practitioners lo inv&1tiga18 all
meenafal ay11em1 of practice, and avail the1111elvea of etery ancceuful
•ncy which hu been or can be discovered.
Viewing the preeent re1ources of the healing art, they appear ndly
limited Hd imperfect. All sub1tanc:ea in natore, whether mineral or ftg·
elabie, act upon the human constitution, and poueu powen capable of
being u1ed ror the benefit of man. Yet instead of eirploring the ve,.._le
and mineral kingdom1, to make all 111bstance1 tributary to human hellth,
only about lour hundred are mentioned in our standard text boob • otl•
cia81 remediel; and of theee but a 1mall portion are familiart1 known and
habhaally ln4!d by the medical profeaaion. A large ma1ority at the
ofleinal articlea are unknown in common practice. More than two dtirda
or all the prescription• according lo the old 1ebool practiee, are 1uppliec1
by tn or twelve favorite dr11g1; and moet of thne favorite dru19, IO eztenainly aaed, are anfortuna1ely not thoee which are moet capable ot IOI•
taiaing or rea&oring a state of health, bot rather tho1e which are moa&
poWnt. concentrated and coovenient, but at the 11me time dangeroua in their
ue. and ofwin permaaendy deleteri0tl1 to the con1titutiou, no matter bow
prudent the pr8t."&itaoner who u1e1 them. Amongst 1he wont c. . . of
ebronic diMaH that we find, are thoee which have • n produced by the
esceaai•e aclminielration of poi10oon1 drugs. Yet this 1tyle of pracdce ii
imperatively urged upon 11uden11 in our collegea. Calomel, in teaapoonful dOM9 bu been boldly recommended in the moet prominent meclieal eollepl of the Wea4 and caloH alone or in combination hu bee11
NOC8meilded in every form of diHUH, ~rtually pre11entiog it u a P"'*ea.
We .... aot aware .that the whole biltory or medicine preeenll ID' pea&er
or more pemieiou1 delu1ioo than thi1. Even the man enterpria111g prao.-..,, who would aim to avail him•lf properly or all valuable o•inal
e'fbree tllouaDcl ia the lllUDher Ntjm9tM by IOml o( our molt aperinoed tieJlCll.
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articlet, would find many or them 10 imperfectly known and deecribed,
Such are the millerably meagre
mourcea or practical medicine, while thou1and1 on thou1and1 of importan&
medicine. are utterly unknown 10 man, while every plan& that growa
pone11es valuable properties, and yet no sy11ematic effort ie iu progtell
lo enlarge our medical resources.
Eclectic Medical Relorm aims therefore, to enlarge tad impro•e the mOlt
important por1ion of practical medicine-our MRteria Medica-eepecially
in exploring our indigenous mediral botany, ao ehamefully Dt'glected here·
tofore. The Eclectic Materia Medica is therefore peculiarly rich iu the
knowledge of the nlue of manv remediee, either unknown or imperleclly
andel'tltood by Old School authol'I. Not leas than thirty a1DODg the mOlt
Taluable artirlea of the Materia Medica which are either incorrectly de·
ecribed, or entirely excluded from the officioal Jiet by Old School author·
itiea, occupy a prominent pl1ce in the Eclectic rnctice, and manifest diiily
their curatiye energiee. So great a change has thua been made by new
remediee, new applicatione of old one11, new compound•, and new principle1
or treatment, &bat fonr· fifth• or the prescription• of Eclectic pracli&ionen, in
every variety of dieeaeee, are entirely different from th01e "'hicb are u1ually
made by tboae who follow the European or Old Srhool .!merican Colleges.
It may be aRid, therefore, that the Eclectic 1y1tem of medicine h11
W?OUJht a decided revolution, and preeeute an euenti1lly new ayetem of
practice, which may be justly styled the American FJllP.DI, u it bu ariaea
from the labon of American physiciana, and stancJe oppoer.d it. ita d•llil1,
to the European ayatem, which baa been &ransplanted to thia country, 1acl
which occupiee oar colter- with all i.. pedanlic learaiag, ill meap
reaourcee. and i11 bigoted intoler11nce.
In the Eclec&ic Medical lnelitute. not only are the reeonrcee of the Mao
i.ria Medica u oeually taught, laid before the student, but the new aaed·
icines, and combioatioD1 of the Eclectic rractice are fully preHn&ed, ud
the compara&ive value of difl'ereot agente made known, ao u to ahow wby
the majori1y of the preacriptiooa which are s&ill in •ogue wi.th the eollegea.
are laid aside as obaole&e, and substituted by better and more ·efficient, 111
.well a1 aafer agenta. 'fhe Eclectic 11udent ia thu1 made acquainted willa
new achool 11 wetl u old school prac&ice, and not tied down by hia eda·
cation lo any limited routine.
The attention given to our iodigenoua medical botany, and preference for
botanic remedies which characteri:&ea the Eclectic ach0ol, are regarded
with averaion 1nd contempt by many of &heir oppoueots. Certain prollipte partizana hne occaaionally nried their uaaulta by applying the aero
"qoacka," 11steame111," 11Thomaonian1," &c., to the Eclectic praclitioaen.
aud by 1tatiD1 &hat they repudiate all medieinea which are not botaaic.
Such uaertiooa and epithet• are notorioualy fable.
It ie true Eclectic practitionen are CODllC'ioue of the merits or ........,.,•.
."Tbomaoniana," and ultra-Mrbaliat•, and hence do not make war upon that
elua. of praotitione111. They are nrare that Thomeon had a f1r beuer
knowledge of certain botanic remedies than the old eehool fac•lty, and
they have no silly profeasional nni&y to binder their oainf any pot! reaedy
because it may have been .used by men unlearned in science. 'rbe7 will
llOt eloee their •ya to uy tratb.
u to gi.e him no idea of their proper uee.
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&rielly •peaking, there are eearcely any intelligf'nt pby1ician1 who can
properlj be called Tlaonuonlana or 1ttamtr1. Amateur doctore, men oC
•ery limned education, may he found to whom 11Uch &erme apply; but thoee
who comm.:oce a bu&anic practice, ir they ob&ain aor. proper medical
education, enlarae their resource• far beyond the limited 'circle of Thomsoniem, and eooo become euentiallv Eclee1ic in their general course.
The peculiaritit'I of the Eclectic pnu:tice are too numerous IO be learned,
except by a thorough coune of 1&ody. Theae peculiarities hue arilen
&om &be gradual adoptiun of one improvement aner another, until the whole
1y1iem of practice hae been eaentially changed, and all those meuurea
which are cah•olated &o impair the Yitai powere, have been 1ub11ituted by
more 1Gcceuful me&hode. It ia a ~linal principal of die Eclectic 1y1·
aem, that no medical treatment 1boold be allowed which perioanendy im·
pairs or injorea the Yitai power1. that no euch treatment ia, ID any cue,
neceaaary or proper, aod that in the choice of remediea, we ahould prefer
1hOM which are 1arnt, and calculated to act moat nearly in accordanoe
with the Jaw• of health.
Hence, we reject, in toto, tJie moet perniciooa featore11 of old 1chool practice. Not that we con1ider them entirely 01eleu; but becauae they are IO
far inferior ir. their reeolll to the meaeure1 upon which we rely. The ha-.
bi&oal, internal uee of eer&ain intensely poiaonoua metals, u mercury, an·
limony, areeoic, lead, copper, &c., we con1ider a grou violation of the die·
..._ of medical philoeopby and experience-an egregiou1 delu1ioa which
hu brought millklae io a prema1ure grave, and which, at 1he present time,
maiotailld an immen1e amount of human 1ufl'ering among the living. 'fhie
cleluioo bu 11ri1eo from a profound ignorance of the true characLera of a
number of important medicioea. and an indifference to the enormoue evils
DD• arieiog from the mercurial practice. ll ie no\ known in the Colleges ~hac
cmr •ege&able materia medic• furniehee far beuer agents for all the ptJrpoeea
ot the healing ar&. than thete deetrucU\"O metals, and lhal every purpose for
which ic ie auppoted that mereury i11 aeceanry, can be accomplished better widtouL_than with ill agt•ncy. 'fhe lancietl aeceNllY of mercury, for
lbe lake of ill power over the liver, i1 well known, by all Ecleetic practi•
tiooen lo be a 1roa11 deluaioo; wilhoul &he use of a partir.le of mercury and
widaoat ill dangeroue morbid c0Meq11encee. they produce much more
ef&cieat cbolagi.gue and 1herati'8 action lhan mercurial remedies can maia·
la& 'fhe mt:d1cal profee1ion are aware of the dreadful evil• ofa mercurial practice, and wouldcladly re rid of the two-edged weapon which cu&I
alternately &Jae di•eue and the patient, if Ibey were informed by the colltget
ud autbon, upon whom dtey rely, ol the powel'I or other and beuer chol·
agGpe9.

8o far from th&. hei• done, the coHeipa pro• (no doubt 9incerely) &o
be iponal at aay 1ube&itute1 for mercury, and ineilt upon ill uee with IG
• • earaeetne•, '"-' &he administ,.tion of mercury hu become a criten. of medieal retpeelabili'1-the very 1hibboleth of medical eocieliea,
a.d with the b.-cl of qttaek.. who .,nc&ice by routine, wi&hou& either mea111 llhility, CH' prnre..ioaal kD•••ledge, almost all their medical 1kill oonoe..
._ ieto the mm1 1trL of siYing nloreel. E.en with the mne& eallp..
eeed aad clwtinsui"hed memberl of Lhe medical prof'euion, the belt
6rt8 of the pby~acian ••• otiea aueodtld by Ad monality. Unde.0ig111zcd by
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the treatment oC the Allopathic phy1ician1 of Europe, u recorded in h01pi·
lala, on an nerage, more than oue-tenth of all the patients die. Under the
treatment of the Faculty of the Ohio Medical College, in the Commercial
Hoepiaal of Cincinnati, during the year 1848, more than one 1i:s.tb of all
the patients died, acoordiog &o their own report.
In the Eclectic practice, 10 far 11 1tati11tice have yet been ob&ained, it is
believed that the average mor&ality oC all clueee of caM11 doea not exceed
two per cent.
In the treatment of cholera, we hue the comparative 1tatiatics, afforded
by the repor11 of cholera practice, in Ne" York and in Cincinnati. In the
1atter city, we obsene that nine Eclecti\l phy1ician1, during thf! month of
May, treated 330 caeea of cho!era, and upwards of 200 of choleroid dittue
of a milder form, with the 1011 of but five patients, while the choler• reports of other phyairiana &o the Board of Health, e:s.hibit, during the eame
month, 432 CU81 of cholera and 116 Jeath1!
In the month of June, the dieeaae having reached ill maximum intensity,
and meny of the CUl'I being reached by the phyiician1 only in the collapsed •tage, the mor&ality WIB necesnrily greater. Hence the reporte of
Eclectir, physician• ir. Cincinnati, present an aggregate for the two months,
of I 094 cuee of cholera, and a large number of choleroid dieeaaee not fully
reported, which were treated with entire eocceaa in all but 38 cases, which
proved fatal. In making up this •gl{l'f'gate of deatha, we have included a
number of cases in which the physir.ian&' directions were diaregarded, or
in whfoh he w11 called in too late to hue any reasonable hope. Even
thus, the &a'gregate mortality appears to hue been le11 thnn four per cent.
(being 8.28.) while the mort11lity of cholera patients under Old School
treatment, haa been from 40 to 60 per cent. throughnttt Europe.•
Notwith'1Rndiog thie etriktng and almost incredible contrast, (a ratio of
more than 10 to l.) a proecripttve and illiberal couree waa pul'l!ued by the opponente of Eclectir.iem. Thie, however, entirely failed to accomplish i ..
object, 11 the City Cholera Ho,pital, originally undf'r the care of Old
School practitionere, wae placed in the hands or Eclec1ic physiciant•, by
the Board of Health; and thtt wisdom of the change WRB shoW'n by the
fact that, since thie change, although the dieeHe hRI g-reatly increased in
teverity and fatality, the ratio of mortality, in the Cholera Hm1pital. has
been but about one-half ae gre11t u preriooely. While the diecaee was in
a milder form, but the mP-rcurial treatment waa in vogue-while calomel,
opiom,·and the acetate of lead were regardf'd as the prominent medicines,
the mortality was in the ratio of seven out of twelve; but since that period,
aader the Eclectic or non m81'Curial treetment, the mor&ality hae been las
than three in twelve of the cholera patients who underwent the Eclectic
ts.latmeaL Thie, ton, durinl' a period when the peatilenee ~ highest.
aad the uerage number of dea\he in Cincinnati wu over 1000 " week.
Thet the Herage mortality from all dieeue1, under the orthodox mercurial treatment, i1 twiee u great .. under the Eolectic treatsaent. ia tlw
opinion of all who bave made a comparative trial. or earefully obeened
tbeir reeulta; and it hu bP-en the earnnt detlire of Eclectic rinctitionen •
•bjee& the two ay1tem1 of p"'ctiee IO a rip eomp.rative 1rial, under eim·
ilar cireumetancee, in eome public lmititutinn.
•A1 the monality of t11e Old 101lool oholen pl'Mtioe in Cineiuati, waa ~ per
cent. in May, it mu1t bue been at leut 60 per cent. in June, when the tatiolOf
•ortalit)' wu more thu doubled wiUi all ph11ieiul.
·
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Uader tbeee ciream•tance., we are juatified in making a aolemn appeal
all yoal'I( men aspiring to the medmal profeeainn, and aaking whether

Ibey are willing to sanction the proecripllYe bigotry and Hunkerism;wbich exist io a portion of the profe11ion,-whether they are willing to
join in the con1piracy agaiMt free investigation-whether they. are willing
to be ea&abliabed in that narrow and imperfect syatem of practice wbicb
bu &Yerywhere been proved n1dy inferior, in ill reaulta. to the modena
illlprovementa of Eclecticism and Homceopathy-in abort, whether they
eaa eooacientioualy go forth to practice medicine in accordance with the
clicta of teachers who, ill a Cincinnati Hoapi&al, lose :nore than ooe.U:th of all their patienta-who, in European Hoepital8, loee from a tenth
lo a ninth; and who, all over the world, lote from one-third to two-thirds
of their patieota in cholera? Can you Anction this diaatroua ay1tem oC
medical error and bigotry, or will you take the 11and of an American free.
man in behalf of Eclectic liberality, and connect younelf with that eya•m
of pnelice which eonatitutea one of the greatest benefaction• America bu
yet conferred npon the world-a ayatem of prar.tice which aHet ninety-8ix
ot niaaty-aeYe11 cholera patieott out of a hundred, and which lookl upon
daat prae&iuooer aa ouerly unwonhy of hie high YOCation and a poeitioa
in the Eclectic ranks, whose practice ia attended by u 1reat a mortalilJ
u ill common ia Allopathic practice.
Thie high stand can be maintained only by valonble profe•ional tnowl·
edp. That knowledge enablea Eclectic prartitioneni not only to diepellle with mercurial medicines, but to la)' aside the pemicioaa practice of
61ood-ldting, •• a clumay, barbaroua, and destructive method of effecting
.objecta which may be better accompli•hed wilhout the lancet. Thst very
elicient eube&itutea for mercury and the lancet esiet. or that they haft
been uaed with triumphant 1ucc8tll throughout thit country, in all it nrioas
dimatea and cluaea of di1euea for m•ny yeart1, i1 not known or taught in
oar old medical coll«"ge•.-nor will this fact b~ recognized, until a more
liberal apirit ahall be introduced than prevaila at pre11ent.
In the pl'U'tice of Surgery, u well 11 tn other departments, the remarkable improYementt and superior reault1 of &lectic medicine, in comparieon with all that hu been accomplished by the highest akill of Europe,
challenge• profeaaional arru1iny. b ia not in the uae of the knife, nor in
meehanical dexterity, that any peculiar merit ia claim«"d; but in the preaenatfon of life and limb-in the t1ub11titution of arientific conatitutional
lna&ment f'or the recklees use of the knife, lies the principAl «lory of Ee·
leetie Surgery. For further illu•tration we can only refer to the many
lhoaearid, who have been benefited by Eclectic Surgical practice. Jo the
obatetrieal department-eapec1ally in the treatmt-nt of the diaeaaea of fe·
malea, the reform has been no leaa decilriYe and important than in generil
practice. Bot aa the limita of this addree1 do not admit of •PfOcificationa,
we can only in•ite a candid 1eru1iny, and refer to the de.?i•ive opiniOllB
entertained by all who hue made themeeltea fully acquainted with Eclectic medicine, after ltodying the reaeurcea of nld 1chool practice.
In phyainlogJ and medical pbiloanphy, the inatrucuona of the loatitute
are eueat.ially dilf~rent from thoae of any other llChool in Europe or
America. Thia ia the only school in which the fac'8 nf Phl'f'nology and
Animal Mapetillll hue been properly recognised and e:s.plaioed u a pot0ig111zcd by
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tioa or medieal ecienee. I& ia the onlv 1ehonl in whicll tbe fanetiou of

6e brain, aa a phyaiological organ, ba.e been taught.

To a member of tbia Facuhy belonge the honor of diaCOTering lbe
proper mAthod of exploring the fuoc&iona of the brain, determi11ing ill
•ntal and phyeiological power1, and the relation• which it bean to all
partl of the human body. By thia d'8covery the higbeat proble... of
peyehology and phyaiolngy which have ever engaged the attention or man.
ue m•de acceeeible to rigid nperiaeotal enquiry and acienillic demomuation. Thia diacovery (the euential truth of which bu been reeopiaed
in Europe u well u America;) not only Jays the foundation for a ~
171&em ot philo10phy in which all ecieoee. relating to man find their appiopriale plaice, bat explains the pltiloaopical law1 of hit constitution io referenee
lo ill inuirul aympathie1,- the influence of medicinee and food, the au. .
and natare of diaeuea and contagion, the principlee of therapeutic• and
&he entire phaloeopby of medicine.
The medical pbtlo•ophy of the lnatitute being tbaa bued upon a knowI·
tdp of the mainapring• of the human con1tiwtion, (the much neclectecl
aenoua 1y1tem) i1 euentiatlly different from tbat taught in other echooJ..
It recopiaee fully tbe relation• which all mP.thoda of treatment bear to
the lawe of life and he11hh, and hence appreciatea liberally the merits
alike of Hnmceopathy, Allopathy, Hydropathy, and all peculiar medical
lheoriea. lo abort onr medicnl philoaophy ia not a .ayalf'm of eectarian
qmatiam, but a guiding, inspiring and prngreuive influence. loca·
tant progreu, i1 our rule of life, and he who does not coatinually make
•ucb prorreu by independent observation ia unworthy of the name of an
Eclectic.
Nor would that lo1ttitution be worthy of the name 01 Eclectic, whicli'
would heaitate 10 avail ilBelf of knowledge derived lrom any source which
JAay be uaeful to man. Conacioua of the importance anJ value of the
raearchee and experience of Hommopathic physicia111•, who have pursued
&he great labor of medical reform by another mode diatinct from our own,
we haYe recognized the claim1 and recommended the study of Homceo·
pa&hy u a valuable portion of proft'ssional knowledge. Having determined to eatablish at a suitable opportunity a course of Hommopathic
inatruction for the benefit of our atuJenta, we have been gratified to
obeer.a at the 11une time among the Homm11p:1thic medical profession a
concerted movement for the purpo11e of securing a suitable opportunity of
inatrurtion for Homceopathic mcdic11l studenta, in which they might at least
be eale from the inl'ulte of Allopathic bigotry, by attending a Hom~o
pathic collflge or a college of liberal principles.
Hating re90lved to eetahlish a Homce11p11thic chair in the Institute. it
wu deemed detirable to aelert for that chair aome one who!le learning,
experience and gPneral reputation as a Homceopathic phy1ician would
cive the heet a111urance of a aatisfactory development of Homceopathic science. For this purpose it waa deemed best to tender the privilege of
Dominating a suitable profuaor, to the convention of Hom<eop11thic phyaieians whirh w11 abo.ut to meet in the city of Cleveland. 'fhe ronvention
appreciating hil{hly the liberal 11pirit which prompted the offer, delibented
upon the ll'Uhj~t and unanimously recommended Dr. S1·ou Rau of
PaineeYilte, Ohio, for the Homceopathic Professorehip of the lnatitute.
oomiaatiua, bighl7 acceptable 10 all parties, wu con.lirmed by the
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Trua&eee o( the In11ti1ute, who hue elec&ed Dr. Rosa to the profe11orehip.
for which he was reeu1111ne•11led.
Thns are we enahled to preeent for the first time in the history of medicine, a school truly liheral, indrpendent, and free from sectarian influence;
and over)o'lking not the narrow boundaries of 11ome dogmatic and epheme.
ral theory, but the whole horizon ol medical science-includinr ahke the
researches of the standard authorities from Hippocrate11 lo Vdpeau; the
ingenious and wonderful disconries of Hahnemann and hi11 followers,
and the exteneive knowledge or botanic medi<lines. ol safe an<.I successful
methods of prac1iee, and of the &rue principle& of physiology, which
belong to Eclectic Medical Reformers of America.
Graduates of this Institution, whether designing to ocrupy the range of
Eclecticism, or to give their attention exclusively to Homqopathic prac·
tice will enjoy an unusually exttin•i•e familiarity wi1h all the reeources of
the healing art, and hence, will occupy now that advitnced position to
which the whole profession will in time attain, whtn paltry jealousies
ehall have perished, and when the varied r.ontributions of the 19th century to practice medicine and medical philosophy are all rrceivPd and
arranged in their proper place, and taught in all retpeetable medical
schools.
As the pioneer teacher of the Amf'riean or liberal system of medicine,
the Institute is appropriately located in the moat eenrral portion of our
Republic. Cincinuati is evidently destined to be either the largest city or
one of the few largrst c.ities on the eontinent-lrom ·the rate of its growth
we may calculate that ere the cloee of the present century, Cincinnati will
be to America, as London and Paris are to Europe, and the medfoal
authorily of Cincinnati will be proportionally inftuential thro11~hout the
world. With :in eye &o such a future- to the aa1•encJancy of the Ameri·
can republi11-the Ameri11an 11pirit, and the American system of medicine,
the Institute has been established, and we invite all who cheri11h 1he glory
of our conntry-111 whose "ympathiea are with the FUTURE in its pmgrees,
rather than the PuT i11 its DARKNll:aa, to participate in our en&e1prise, and
share the glory of American l\lerlicsl Reform.
NOTE.
8TATl8TTCB or TRK C111ctN11AT1 Ct1ouu Hosrmu.. -(established by the Board of
Health, under authority of the city council.) Dr. J. H. Jo&DAN, Rt:1id1·nL Phyai·
cian.-From the &th of June up to the 27th of July, total number of admisaiom
226-total number of do:aths 83, of these, twenty were in aniculo mortis when
brought in, and died generally in less than an hour; five died of narcotism from
opiates taken previous to admi6tlion ; three died of delirium tri:mena, and thirteen
of other diaeues, a.a fevel'I, arschnitis, inflammation of the brain &n., making a
total of U,which being subtracted leaves 184 cholera patients, of whom 42 died.
and 142 were cured. Of those cured, seventeen were in pulaele~s collapse when
admitted, and many othe11 were in a partial collapse. The number of deaths,
therefore, amounts to twenty-two and fourtifihs per cent of the number of casesor lea than three in twelve. At the same tirre. the number of cues in the cholera
hospital, treaud by Ora. Johnson and Drake before they were dismissed, and by Dr.
Raymond in the Pearl street branch, has amounU:d to 61, of whom (31,) more than
threefifth1 died. 'l'he total number <,f deaths, c1,mpared to the admissions being
under the Eclectic treatment 36 per cent, under old school tTeatment 60 per cent.
In the Commercial Hospital if the facts are not supresst:d by the Faculty, it ii
probeble the cholera treatmeni 'll'ill.exhil>it a still wone result.
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OP THE

ECLECTIC MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
WINTER SESSION, 1848-9.
Sludmta.
Thomas F. Morgan, M. D.,
Martin T. Perrine,
Joel Dalby,
Thomae H. W altera,
Paul Wilberforce Sam peel,
Jamee Milot,
Thomae Robinson,
Lewie Behymer,
Jacob Smi1er,
George Washington Dickey,
Jo11eph Frazell Hance,
Charles William Arnold,
Matthew Alexander Kelly,
Jo1hoa Emmons,
George Monroe Dickey,
J. A. Doran,
Horatio Milton Challerlon,
Benjamin Franklin W bile,
Gt10rge Glir.k,
Benjamin Franklin Radehffe,
Jephtha Davis, jr.,
Henry Judy,
JeHe Garl't!tson.
Benjamin Chatterton,
John Darby,
Anlhony Bauer,
George Black,
Wm. Wehster,
George W. Hurst,
Edward Walker,
Richard Win1n11,
Samuel F. Conklin,
Edward McKenzie,
David Luhrop,
Abraham Rhorer Router,
Edwin A. Lodge,
Thomae Dnnalt.!son,
Alfred Shepherd,
Wm. W, Adame,

Prtceplora.
Dra. Judd and Ra&hbun,
Prof. Morrow,
Dr. N. S. Samptel,
E. W. B~ldridite, M. D.,
Dr. 8. Hubbt-11,
A. W. Allen, M. D.,
N. Abbott, M. D.,
Prof. Hill,
Wm. Doane, M. D.,
A. Eckart, .M. D.,
P. Beeman, M. D.,
Dr. B. Chauerton,
Dr. B. Hubbell,
Dre. Teel(arden &. B!eecker,
J. Davi1, M. D.,
do.
S. Fellers, M. D.,
J. McCook. M. D.,
Practitioner,
A. Baoer, M. D..
B. F. Johnson, M. D.,
S. H. Witham, M. D.,
Dr. Halstead,
JI. H. Auatin, M. D.,
S. S. Cook, M. D.,
Prof. J.,nea,
J. M. Corey, M. D.,
Z. Wake&.ld. M. D.
Prof. Morrow,
Dr. Tbomu,
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StudmJa.
Dnid Abel Acstia,
William Owen1,
Samuel H. Witham,
Lemuel Kemball Rosa,
James George Huot,
James S. Bangs,
0. B. Keetch,
DBYid C. Challen,
Stephen H. Osborn,
Edward Meyer,
Harrill Putnam Norton,
S. H. ChHe, M. D.,
Robert S. Finley,
hmPS W. Routh,
Caleb H. Jones,
Orrin E. Newton,
Abraham My,.n Slayman,
Francis Pringle Mitchell,
James 'fhomaa Elsworth,
Wm. H. Jones,
A. Brown,
Franklin Talbott,
J. W. Prowell,
Elias Ylee,
James Adami,
Edward Neven,
Alexander Grier,
G. Hill, M. D.,
T. J. Wright,
Bowen C. Bowell,
Jason llolloway,
Erasmus S. Docltl,
Aaa Kilbourne Plank,
Charles H. Spinning,
Enos James Martin,
Philander Loomis,
Wm. J,. Phillips,
J. Henry Jordan, M. D.,
Joeeph Higbee Watkins,
John S. M. Hawkins,
Leonard Lane Blower&,
Augustua C. Overton,
John Jame• Stites,
Ebaphan R. Roe,
George H. Hutchings,
Robert Armauong,
James B. Allenaworth,
Benj. F. Smith,
G. G. Moore,
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Stat•.

....

Dr. J, W. Scroggs,

Ohio.

Practitioner,
S. Rola, M. D.,
Prof. Morrow,

.."

.
..
....

"
"
"
"

Prof. Hill,
Prof. Hill,
do.

J. N. An<!eraon, M. D.,

"

••

.."

R. S. Newton, M. D.,

..

"

I. J. Avery, M. D.,

"
"

G. W. Wallace, M. D.,

"

"

..
"
".

"
Dr. B. Hubbell,
Practitioner,
Prof. Beach.
Jae. S. Anthon,. M. D.,
Practitioner,
do.
A. Teegarden, M. D.,
Practitioner,
Dre. Loomia and Taylor,
Dr. Benedict,
Dr. Needham,
S. H. Chase, M. D.,

S. A. Fon, M. D.,

."
"

.".
"
"
••

....
....
.."

Kentucky.

Dr. B. Blythe.
J. King, M. D.,
J. H. Buice, M. D.,
F. A. Rice, M. D.,
Drs. Hatchell and Collio1,
Prof. J. R. Paddock,
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8tudmt1.
Wilson J. Howard,
Jacob S1ewarl,
Reneelaer C. Raymond,
Daniel Farr Morey,
Thomae M. Cobb,
Jared Hyde Tilden,
J. R. Buab, M. D.,
Justus Blinn Jones,
Alvin Sbauuck,
William W. Hadley,
Horace C. Taylor,
Horace W. Tbompaon,
Arman Pindell Kellogg,
Jamee Pius,
David P. Stille,
Orrin Davis, M. D.
Amos Hildreth,
Joseph Sh:n1,
Thomas Plumb,
Dnid A. McCord,
Wm. Jackson Trumbo,
Nelson Simons,
J.M. Young, M. D.,
Odna Daly Brooks,
Neleon Allen,
Daniel Porter Wooster,
Wm. Jeffe111on Wann,
Charlet1 Carlos Brown,
John Franklin Baker,
N. M. MeClelland, M. D.,
William Holman Lowrey,
Theodore Roberta,
Jet1ae Monroe Birdsong,
Nicholae L. Northington,
William Henry Shepherd,
J. W. Parker,
z. Freeman, M. D.,
Benjamin FranlUin Hatch,

8tat1.
Kentucky.
Penn.

Prt«ptora.

.

Dr. Fundenburg,
J. Spencer, M. D.,
S. Bronson, M. D.,

"

N. Y.

z. Freeman, M. D.,

"

...
..
".
.

H. Benne&&, M. D.,
Prof. Hill,
Practitioner,
Prof. Hill,

"

Prof. Hill,
Dr. L.A. Ward,
E. Darwin, M. D.,

Dr. Z. Wakefield,

Dlinoil.

.

Practitioner,
J. Borton, M. D.,
C. L. Webster, M. D.,

"
.,
"

"
Wisconain.

Dr. R. D. Waldo,

""

Dr. Teegarden,
F. W. Syket1. M. D.,
J. 8. Andenon, M. D.,

W. P. Hutchins, M. D.,

Ala.
"
••
Miuoari.

Dr. R. 8. Gri11nl,
"
W. Boothe, M. D.,
Conn.
J. C. Wall, M. D.,
Texas.
Dr. D. Worthington,
Teno.
Md.
H. C. Metcalfe, M. D.,
D111. Burrell and Richmond, Iowa.
Non Scotin, Canada.
New Hampabire.

SPRING AND SUMMER SESSION, 1849.
8tudenl1.

Amazi ah Selle,
George Glick,
George M. Dickey,
Joseph William Hough,
Eben Norlon,
Alexander Grier,

Preetptor1.

SUlle-

D111. Pinney and Selle,
Ohio.
Dre. Teegarden and Bleecher, "
•·
Dre. Pulte and Ehrman,
..
Dr. M. G. Mitchell,
..
Dr. B. Hubbell,
•
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Studmt1.
Harris P. Norton,
James Milot,
Edward Meyer,
Edward Walker,
James Ad4ms,
Jesae Garrelllon,
John McChriety,
Abraham M. S•ayman,
Samuel F. Conklin,
Horatio M. Chatterton,
Franklin Talboti,
Joehua Emmone,
Juel Dalby, Jr.,
Lemulll Kemball Ron, M. D.,
R. R. Hopkine, M. D.,
J. W. Prowell,
John Darby,
Wm. J. Trumbo,
AlJred Shephenl,
Jamee G. Hunt, M. D.,
Comelius Hec1or,
J~ee A. Gordun,
A. Brown,
Snug S. POllt,
0. B. Keetch,
Johnathan Flattery,
Samuel N. Caldwell,
D. P. Stille,
Al•in Shattur.k,
Jared HJ de Tilden,
Henry Learned,
Norman Prindle Kellog,
Honce C. Taylor,
Zohetb Freeman, M. l>.,
Robert Br11cken,
George willi• Read,
Beoealaer Clark Raymond,
Angn!rtus Kerr,
Daniel F. Morey, M. D.,
C. Beadle,
John Jamee Stite1,
..lllen M. Ponr,
John Franklin Baker,
William Jl'lferson Wann,
William H. Shephenl, M. D.,
Franeiit Dodge,
Leonard Lane Blowers,
Job Birdsall,
Benjamin Franklin Balch,

Preceptor1.
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State.
Ohio.

E.W. Baldridge, M. D.,
Prof. B. L. Hill,
D. H. Auetin, M. D.,
Dr. B. Hubbell,
J. McCook, M. D.,

....

..
"..
..

"

Dr. B. Chatterton,
G. W. Wallcae, M. D.,
Dr. A. Eckart,
S. ROllO, M. D., .
Prof. Baldridge,

"

"••

..
"

"

"
"

J. Borton, M. D ..

"..
""

..

Practhioner,
do.
do.

"
"

""

do.
Prof. Hill,

Z. Freeman, M. D.,
Prof. Hill,
Prof. Hill,

"
"
"
N. York.

..

"
"

.."

Dl"ll. Judd and Rathbun,
Dr. D. Duflon,
J. C. Spencer, M. D.,
W. F. Judd, M. D.,
Dr. B. Blythe,
Practitioner,
W. P. Hu•chins, M. D.,
F. W. Sykes, M. D••

.....
...
Ky.
..

Peon.

Ala.

"

Md.
D. Serv11, M. D.,

Dn. Loomis and Taylor,

....

Ind.
N. H.
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Preapto,,,

Studtnla.
Th11rlow J. Wright, M. D.,
Odna D11ily Brooks,
Daniel Porter W ooeler,
Theodore Roberl.I,
Nellon Simone,
William Jackson Trumbo,
Amoe Willis, M D.,
Charle• Birney Robbins,
Lewie Sleight,
John Calhoun Batea,

Dr. R. B. Waldo,
Dr. M. R. Teegarden,
W. Boothe, M. 0.,
C. L. W eb8ter, M. D.,
J. Borton, M. D.,

(July,
8t8le.
Iowa.
Wisconaia.

.

Coon.

Illa.

"..
Mau.
Miu.

Dr. Diffenbaclr.er,

..

GRADUATES CF THE WINTER SESSION.

Duid Abel Ao1lin,
Ohio. Edwin A. Lodge,
Ohio.
Anlhony Bauer,
" Wm. Holman Lowry,
Mo.
Lewis Behymer,
" Daniel Farr Morey,
Penn.
Jeue Monroe Birdsong,
Texas. Orrin E. Newlon,
Ohio.
Bowen C. Bowell,
Ind. William Owene,
Ohio.
Chnrlee Carlos Brown,
Ala. James Piue,
N. Y.
George Waehington Dickey, Ohio. Henjamin Franklin Radcliff, Ohio.
Thomae Donaldeon,
" Elzaphan R. Roe,
Ky.
Robert 8. Finley,
" J,emoel Kemball Roa,
Ohio.
Wm. W. Hadley,
N. Y. Wm. Henry Shepherd,
Md.
Joeeph Frazell Hance,
Ohio. Jacob 81ewart,
Pena.
Jamee George Hunt,
" David P. S1ille,
Ohio.
George H. Hutchings,
Ky. Thomae H. Walten,
"
lowa.-To&al 98.
Ohio. T. J. Wright,
Duid Lathrop,

GRADUATES OP THE SPRING SF.SSION, 1849.

O<lna Daly Brooks,
Wieco:iein.
Horatio Milton Chatter&oo,
Ohio.
Franc.ii Dodge,
Indiana.
Jeue Garretson,
Qhb.
George Glick,
"
James A. Gordon,
"
R.R. Hopkins,
"
Augustus Kerr,
Pa.
J1mee Milot,
Ohio.
Harrie Put.Dam Nonoo,
Ohio.

Reneeher C. Raymond,
Pa.
George W. Read,
Pa.
Charles B. Robbim~
M-.
Theodore Rober&I,
Coan.
Alvin Shauuck,
N. Y.
Nelson Simom,
DJ.
Abraham Myers Stayman,
Ohio.
Horace C. Taylor,
N. Y.
Edward Walker. Ohio.-TotaJ 19.
Tolal Spring and Winter '7.
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ECLECTIC MEDICAL INSTITUTE OF CINCINNATI.
The nest COUl'le of Lecture.t in this Institution, will commence on the first MonBut one Session will hereafter be held annually. A gratuitous preliminary course will commence the first Monday of October and continue one month. The Faculty of the
Institute will be arranged u follows:
day of November, 1849, and continue until the 16th of March, 1860.

HORATIO P. GATCHELL, M. D.,
. Profe11<>r of Special, General, and Pathological Anatomy.
JOSEPH R. BUCHANAN, M. D.,
Professor of Physiology, and lllltitutea of Medicine.
THOMAS V. MORROW, M. D.,
Profeaor of Theory and Practice of Medicine and Plllthology.
STORM ROSA, M. D.,
Profe1110r of Principles and Practice of Hom~opathy.
BENJAMIN L. HILL. M. D.,
Profeaor of Obetetrica and Surgical Practice.
LORENZO E. JONE.S, M. D.,
Profeaor of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and Medical Botany.
JOHN B. STALLO, A. M.,
Profeaor of Chemiatry, Pharmacy and Medical Juriaprudenoe.
WOOSTER BEACH, M. D.,
Emeritus Professor of Clinical Medicine.
JAMES MILOT, M. D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy and Surgical Prosector.
Thia Institution was chartered by the Legialature of Ohio, in 1846, and is under
the control of an efficient Board of Trustees, who, in conjunction with the Faculty,
b81'e full powers to-eonfer all the degrees that are confened by any Medical College in the United States. Since the establishment of the Institute in 1846, the
total number of its matriculated students has been 618-a number unequalled by
any Western school in a similar length of time ftom its foundation. In fouryeara
it bu risen to be the fifth American school in number of matriculated students, and
eighth in number of graduates.
All departments of medical science are carefully taught, by a courae of 1ix or
anen daily lectures, with critical eiaminationa, and a weekly medical and surgical
olinique. N'ot only are the common elements of medical science taught, ( w bich are
accea1ible in other schools and in the standard text-books,) but a very large
amount of interesting and necessary knowledge is imparted, which is not obtainable in other schools. Important discoveries in the physiology of the nervous
system. (not yet in print)-an e'lteneive knowledge of our indigenous botanic
materia medica, and an American system of medical practice, which changes for the
better, three-fourths of the details of the healin~ art, have constituted the attractions of the Institl&te. The suptriority of the Eclectic S}'Btem of Therapeutics,
Surgery and Obetetrica, bu caused its rapid dilfuaion throughout the United Statea;
and at the present time there ia a much greater demand for educated Eclectic praoUtioners than can »oasibly be supplied for years. The City Cholera Hospital of
Cincinnati, under the control of Eclectic physicians, exhibited but about one-half
of the mortality of Hoepitals und.:r the old practice; and the private treatment of
cholera. by Eclectic physicians, in Cincinnati, exhibits a mortality of but 3 and
6-10 per cent. in more than a thousand cues. In other diaeuea the Eclectic
treatment preaents a similar superiority. The leading principle of Eclecticiam is
t.oeelect liberally from all source1, the beet methods of treatment; bot to reject all
angeso1111 and deleterious methods which impair the vital powers of the patient.
Hence the mercurial, antimonial, blood-letting system of treatment, being replaced
by better agencies, ia regarded u ui:acientific and obeolete.
·
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In addition to the above, the Homreopat.hic practice, which has eve
proved far super~· t
Allopathic, eith& in Hospital
(a knowledge of wnic
dispensable to a thoro~h me .
taught in the Institute lj' jlble Homrepathic pr&ct•t
for the post by the W i-.al:ern ilQmreopathic Qonveinio
Candidates for the degree of .Ooctor of Medici9a : ~illf-'llllll!
21 years; and, in addition to the usual prelimi~y study,
courses of lecture~ on eabh <If tha-depatlmenu oAlftledica.I scie
legally incorpotaW<l medical school, the Jut.of lllJWch sh.U
be competent to sustain a thorOUJ!b examination before the
reputable practice, and an attendance on one full course in
entitles the student to become a candidate for graduation.
The tickets of Professors (110 each) amount to sel"enty dollars. Tie BUlllJll~ia
tion foe is tbre~ dollars; the Demonstrator's ticket, S5; the Library tic\et.,
al,) $2. Any stu«!ent, by paying ~HOO dollars In adif ce, Will 11t.'Cllre the
attend as many courses as are nece8sazy. fot thetWl!Plehon of hia atudiea. (Graduation and Matriculation fees i;iot included.) Good bolll'd may P,' ~ for 2 or
S2,50 per week. One student" from each judicinl district in the t:ittl'of Ohio, will
be edu ted gratuitously. lt is the duty of the President Judge of the District, to
designate some poor but meritorious young gentleman for this situation, who will
be admitted free, and charged only for the ticket of matriculation, which ia three
dollars. Students are reeommendtd to furnish themselves with one or more of the
followin.g text books: \f.il on, Horner and Wistar, on Anatomy; Williams, Allison
and Stille, on Patholngy; Carpenter, Oliver and Dunglison, on Physiology; Beach,
Wood, Eberle and Watson, on Medical Practice; Cooper and Gibson, on Surgery;
Meigs and Beach, on Midwifery; Beach, U. S. Dispensatory, and Ebt:rle, on the
Materia Medica; Gardner and Tu.mer, on Chemistry; Hartmann, Herring, and
Hull's Laurie, on Homreopathy, as well as other standard works.
Students arriving in. the city, will pleas.: call at the residence of the undersigned.
first door Westof~~~gel, on Ninth street, between Race and Rim.
Those desiring ~et~~ .will please direct a letter, post paid, to
T. V. MORROW, M. D.,
•
Dean of the Faculty.
Paoir. W, Bucnretumed bytheCall!brlp from bis tourln 'Europe, and ii nowi• N.
York. His new wor~ on the praoticeof ipedicine will probably be publialle a the
course of the presentyear.

l?! DuTna BY CBoLERA..-Near Independence, ~., on the route to C&li'fornia,
Dr. J. Palmer, of MaIShall, Michigan. In Cinci.1H1ati, Dr. J. H. Stevens, and Dr.
]. A. Gordon. In Richmond, Ind., Dr. Wm. Dulin, (partner of Dr. Wa
d
Dr. F. Dodge. On the Ohio river, on his way home, W. J. Trumbo, mufl
Institute. On a steamboat near Tuscumbia, Ala., W. J. Wann, stud er.\ 0/
~itute. After treating several patients, bis medicines became exhausted,.;aml .tlen
attacked himself, medical aid could not be ubtained until it was too late. Tllese
gentlemen mostly died asmartyrs to theit professional la'pors. Weshould learn from
their deaths, that r10 professional skill can a,vajl us any thing, Unless we also pay a
most cautious attention to the duty of self-preservation. In the l)eath of Mr. W aJlll,
a most estimable young man has been lost to the profession. In«.he oth.ers, allo, we
have lost efficient supporters of medical reform, whose moral and intellectual worth
were highly appreciated. We wouldJ1ayto our friends, beware and be prompt., you
know not /wuJ inaidiOU8 the disease, and 1ww dangerom its first fq1proad1~s.
B.
Dn1D.-On the Uth inst., at the residence of her son-in-Jaw, Dr. J. R. Buchann.
after a protracted illness, Mrs. ANNE Row AN, relict of Judge Rowan, of Kentucky,
and sister of Gen. Wm. Lytle, {one of the pioneers of the West,) in her 77th year.
Mrs. R. was distinguished for her generous affections, hospitali~y, and kindness.
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ADDRESS OF THE ECLECTIC MEDICAL SOCIETY
OF CINCINNATI TO THE PEOPLE OF THE
UNI TED ST ATES.
The recent epidemic invasion of Cholera has forcibly illustrated
the necessity of being acquainted with the Jaws of health, and
'With the comparative merits of the different methods of treating
disease, which are now before the public.
- ,
If the mortality of any disease depends as much upon the character of the treatment adopted, as upon the severity of the epidemic,
it is highly important that the people should ascertain, as early as
possible, upon what method of treatment they should rely, and
should not be deceived in a matter which involves the lives of many
thousands of our citizens.
It is a well known fact that a terrible mortality has attended the
pr~ress of cholera around the globe, and that many of the moet
aisttnguished physicians regard it as a disease, over which medicine
has but little controlling power; and from which we cannot expect
more than one-half of those who are seriously attacked to recover.
So finnly convinced, indeed, are the members of the Allopathic
medical profession, of the fatality of cholera, that there has arisen
even a stubbom skepticism as to the possibility of any nzethod of
treatment being attended with much success.
While the most diRtinguished authors and medical teachers of the
old schooljrofession have thus yielded to the ra.vsges of the pes·
tilence, an acknowledged their inability to shield society from its
devastations, a very_ large and respectable poreion of the medical
profession, having become dissatisfiedRith so inefficient a course,
have adopted other, and as they concei~e, far better methods of
treatment, with the most satisfactory results.

22

\.
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The leadin,r feature of the new system which baa originated in
America, is diat it labors to preserve the vital forces of the constitution unimpaired-that it introduces a considerable number of
important remedies, the value of which is not known by the members of the old school profeuion, and that it discards as pernicious
and unscientific, the mercurializing, blood-letting J>ractice, and the
whol~ courae of harsh, paisonoua ~~ication, wliiCh has heretofore
coDlltittited the opprobrium of medicJne.
Thia A.11n10.&.R Snn• of practice, which has been ~t for
near a quarter of a century, in one or more medical colleges, is
called ECiectic, because its 'discards all bigotry, and aima to select
liberally from any and every source, all vi.luaole improvements in
thera~utic science. Several medical colleges have l>een chartered
. with the object of teachi~ the Eclectic ~ce; and the Eclectic
Medical Imtitut.e of this city, already outranks in numbers, thirty·
three of thirty-seven old school medical colleges in the United
States. In the medical profenion, the Eclectic principles are
propagated by their scientific truth and accuracy, as well as practical succeu, and the progress of every year brings the whole profession nearer to the platform of Eclecticism.
The relative merit of the old and new s~ma must be dfler.
mined by an iotelliFnt community, not by the endless discuasion
of medical theoriee; but by the obliervation of facts-by an impartial trial of each system, and a comparison of results, to ascertain
which system baa been J>!'Oductive of the most beneficial effects for
IOCiety, which has atocid the test in the hour of peril, and which
has most effectually rolled back the tide of disease and death. To
the results of such a. comparison, we tender our submission, and
readilf will we relinquish any scheme of practice which cannot
exhibit, when fairly tried, convincing evidence of its su~riority.
In adopting our present system of practice, we are giuded by the
knowledge of its superior results. We are not blinaly following
the authority of teachers, but are prosecuting a benevolent reform
in medical science, which deeply enlists the attachment and admiration of all who are thoroughly acquainted with its details and its

reMllts.
TBe comparative merit of the Eclectic Reform and of the unreformed system of Allo~y, can be determined only by estimating
impartial\y the number of deaths which occur under similar circumstances, in the practice of the two classes of physicians, and
the number of those whose constitutions remain permanently injured
after undergo.ing medical treatment.
The best field for thia comparison is in the treatment of cholera.
There are many other W.aaes in which we would as willingly
institute a compari10n, b\lt this, in consequence of the greater celebrity, and notoriety of the flilcla connected with its career, affords the
best opportunity of obtaining authentic statistics.
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From a di~oaate ~of fadl, we are cdlllpelled to
come to the conclusion, that the average mortality of cholera. under
old school treatment, has been at least on.e-WJ of all the cues
treated. In coming to this conclusion, we estimate both the best and
the worst results ot' Allopathic treatment. We cheerfully admit
that many of the medical profession have been Jed by their own
good aenae and innate humanity, to adopt more judicious plans of
treatment than are pnerally pursued a.nd ~ed aa orthodox, (and
therefore ha.ve attained better results;) but on the other hand we
ha.ve obeerved in so many cues a bigoted adherence to unsuoceuful
methods of ~ce-we hear of so many iDStaoc:ee here and elaewbere in the United States, as well as in other countries, in which
the physician has lOlt four-fifths or nfoe-tenthe of all his cholera
petients, that we a.re compelled to believe our estimate of fifty per
cent aa tbe average mortality to be entirely just.
The reports of seven hospitals of Paris, up to the 6th of May,
18'9, emibit 1366 cholera cases, of which 8U died, and 612
recovered, being a mortali&)' of 69 per cent.
The reports of Allopath1c physicians of Ciocillll&ti to the Board
of Healtl:l, in the moi1th of May, (when the disease was in its
milcleat form; when not more than one case in a hundred presented
nry ~ symptoms, and when some of the Faculty even
. . . . that a. cholera epidemic existed,) exhibit out of 43i cases
treated by them, one hundred and sixteen deaths, or a mortality of
• per cent. The mortality of the succeeding month, it is well
known, was more than twice as great with all clasaes of practitioners, and if the ~Cession had not refuaed to report their cases
for those months, (thus evadi~ a fair issue,) we can have little
doubt they would have exhibited; during the most malignant period,
a mortality of fifty, sixty, or aeventy per cent.
So welf known and admitted is the usual morta.lity of cholera
patients under old school treatment, that even its most zealous
Champions, such for example, as the Westem Lancet, have openly
admitted that the usual mortality of serious cholera cases is fiftY
pes: cent.
Dr. Watson, the moat diati~shed old school authority at
~t, in reference to the practice of medicine, even congratulates.
himaelf upan his~ fortune, that only one-half of hia cholera
patients died, which he conaiders "not greater than the average
mortality."
It would be easy to collect reports of a large nWllber of cue1
and deaths, from the dilferent cities of Europe, and especially of
EDgland, which show a greater number of deaths than of recoveries. Bat without attempting to ~ this matter to the full extent
that mig!at be justified, we accept the statements of old school
p-ac&ice from its teachen, authors, ud advocate1.
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Proceedil!S then upon the admitted fact that ftfty per oent is the
usual mortality of eliolera patients, we would state the following
facts:
HosPIT.&.L PaAcT1c11:.-The City Cholera Hospital, established
by the Board of Health of Cincinnati, and placed under the care
of Dr. J. H. Jordan, an Eclectic physician, has received from
June 6 to August 6, 254 patients; of these 24: were in a.rt~
mortia when admitted, and died, on an average, in less than an
hour; five died of narcotism from drugs taken previous to admiuion;
three died of delirium tremens; thirteen died of various other diseues, and four of those which recovered were not regarded u
strictly cholera cases. The remaining cases, amounting to 905,
were cholera cases, which underwent treatment; of whicli 49 died,
being a little leM than twent1-four per cent, ( 23.9.) One hundred
and fifty six were discharged cured,. of whom t'WBNTY had been in
a state of 1!!!l•tle111 collaP't when admitted. These results are
highly ~1fying, when we reflect that this hospital bore the bnmt
of the epidemic, and received a large number of the worst cases in
the most advanced stages of the disease.
PRIVATE PRACTICE.-During the months of May, June and
July, the Eclectic practitioners of Cincinnati have treated more
than 1600 cases of cholera, characterised by severe and decided
symptoms, such as vomiting, spasms, rice-water dischar~, alarming depression of the vita[ powers, and great diminution or suspension of the force of the circulation. The mortality of theae
eases was as follows :-in May, 330 cases and five deaths; in
June and July, 1173 cases and 60 deaths, presenting an aggregate
average mortality of about 4* per cent.
In arriving at this result, we ha\'e been influenced by the
consideration, that a '\'ery sm&ll mortality in cholera is almost
incredible to those who have witnessed the results of old school
practice alone, and consequently have adopted th~ liberal rule of
including in our mortality all cases for which the physidan was
in any way responsible-even those who died in consequence of
disobeying directions-those who had been gh-en up to die, by previous medical attendants, and those who were so near death when
the physicia.n arri\·e~, as not to. justify any hope whatever of recovery. Notw1thstandmg a coi1S1derable number of such cases, and
a large number of cases of pulseless collapse, the aggregate mortality bas been scarcely 4t per cent, which is less than half the
average mortality of patients from all classes of ordinary diseases
in the public Hospitals of Europe ; and less than one tenth of the
average mortality of cholera patients in private old school ~
tice, according to Dr. Watson.
The entire truthfulness of the foregoing statements, we are willing
to submit to the most rigid scrutiny-giving the names, residence,
&c. of those who have been patients. The names of the phyai-
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cians from whom these reports have. been derived are as follows,

and although from professional employments, illness and other
~,

we have been unable to comprise the whole Eclectic prac-

tice of this city-it gives a fair view of its usual results.
Drs. Morrow and Hunt, 397 case~ 16 deaths; Drs. R. S.

and

0. E, Newton, 116 cases, 4 deaths; Dr. Israel Wilson, 204 cues
7 deaths; Dr. B. L. Hil4 42 cases, no deaths; Dr. J. Borton,
i66 cases, tUJo deaths ; Dr. P. K. W ombaugh, 89 cases, 11
deaths; Dr. T. J. Wright, 70 cases, 3 deaths; Dr. J. Garretson,
42 cases, 4 deaths ; Dr. A. Brown, 98 cases, 3 deaths ; Drs.
King and Main, 66 cases, 7 deaths; Dr. D. P. Stille, thirteen
cases, one death ; Dr. T. Donaldson, 42 cases, 7 deaths ; Dr.
S. H. Chase, forty cases, no deaths; Dr. J. Dalbey, tlairtg cases
OM death.
Total-1603 cases, sizty:fi"e.deaths. Mortality, 4.32 per cent,
or one death to twenty-three cases.
In addition to the above, a large number of cases of choleroid
disease (commonly called cholerine,) have been treated without any
mortality, and a still larger number of eeidemic dysentery, in
which the mortality was very trivial. Ha0 these cases been included in our reports, the sum total, it is believed, would have exceeded three tlwwand casu, and the aggregate mortality would
have been between two and three per cent. But, as these diseases
which attended the cholera epidemic; were regarded by Eclectic
practitioners as by no means formidable or dangerous, but few kept
any record of such caaes.
.
In the light of these facts, we may ask who is responsible for
more than three thousand deaths by cholera, which have occurred
in Cincinnati from the 10th of May to the 10th of August? Who
is responsible too, for the great number of miserably salivated
patients whom we now observe, and for the great number who died
narcotised by opium, or who perished by other diseases, soperinduced by medical treatment?
If new and successful methods of pr8:Ctice were received with
any courtesy by the leaders of the old school party, we should be
reluctant to publish these comparisons. But neither courtesy nor
justice has ever been extended to Eclectic practitioners, by their
well organized opponents, for many years past. The remarkable
success of the Eclectic non mercurial treatment in cholera, has
given rise to lhe most desperate efforts to diminish the effect of
facts, which in this case are too public to be denied or refuted.
So long as these efforts were confined to coarse abuse, or v~lgar
epithets, we deemed them unworthy of notice. When com.bined
eft'orts were made to exclude from society, to degrade and ruin
e\'ery independent practitioner, we relied upon the intelligence of
Ollr fell ow citizens, certain that no conspiracy of interested indiYiduals could long defeat the truth. But when a specific cbarp
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-a gross slander has been concocted, and so industrio•ly circulated every where u to gain credence t-xtenaively, amongst intelligent men, justice to ourselves, and to the trath requires, that we
should promptly correct ·and refute the misatatement. The story
bu been ext.ensively circulated here, and throughout the West,
that the success of the Eclectic practitioners in cholera, was owing

to the fact, that they had chatlged their views of medicine, and
that whenever they met with a bad case, they resorted to the use
of calomel.
If such had been the case, it might have been asked, how could
Eclectics, the old opponents of calomel, have leamed to use that
drug with ten times as socceuful eff'ecta, as its moet infatuated devotees? Such skill would be marvellous indeed.
We have traced these ridiculous stories to their origin, and find
that they appear to have been originated
a tew old school practitioners. ~ut however they may have onginated, we now, in the
name, and by the authority of every Eclectic practitioner of Cincinnati, pronounce the whole Atory to be a ba.te fabrication, originati~ we belie\.'e in improper motives, and brOagbt into circulation bY }J!'Ofessional jealousy.•
So far from changing our views, we have gained additional confidence in the vallt superiority of the Eclectic or non-mercurial
treatment in all cases ; and we have observed that a considerable
portion of the Eclectic treatment has been adopted by the most
successful old school practitioners; while some have gone so far as
entirely to renounce calomel, and the lancet m the treatment of
this disease, and been rewarded for their cha• by signal success.
Nor can we doubt that in due time, the whole medical profession
will adopt these views, and regard the treatment of cholera by mercurial pu~ing and bleedir:ig as gross quackery.
In making these remarks, we design to cut no imputation upon
those who conscientiously follow tlieir teachers in the mercurial
practice, from the lack of knowledge of a better system, but do
repel with the utmost scorn, the insolence of those who from inter-

hr

•The only faotll with which we are acquainted, which may have pven oocasiou
for theae fabricatio111, are the following, vi&: 1. An old 1ehool phy111cian, (not en-

r&«ed in the fractice of medicine,) who had been for teYeral years engaged in the

cultintion 0 ohemiltry, had occupied the station of profemor of obemi1tty in the
Eclectic Medical Inatitute. Thill genUeman, who was well known by all u an old
echool pb)'lioian, and never regarded otberwi1e, (although 1uflcienUy independeont
of ~arty spirit to co-operate in the Eclectic achool,) bu been known, since hia conDftlOD with the llllti.tuteterminated. lut spring, to have administered aeveraldoaea
of calomel to hill friends. 2. A relati-..e of the above mentioned phyaioian, attached
by education and 1110Ciationa to the mercurial ayatem of practice, wu induced by
him to attend and gnduate in the llllti.tute; in doing which he .Wt retained hia
memuil1 predileot.iou, and did not espoue the Bclectio l)'ltem. 8. An Eolectic
phJ'lician. engaged in experimenta upon poilona. purchutd. a few drachml of the
chloride of mercury, for chemical purpoeea, in the preaenoe of au old llChool phylician, at tile 11me time diainoU, ltl.ting Ilia objeot. '· A dentilt, th~b miltMe
~ u Belectic pa&int u
whe bid a ditlenrat clia-

• Olftl_..-.

lali.__..
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ested motives, labor to deceive the public-who knowingly circulate slanders, and who neither investigate fairly, nor tolerate freedom of opinion in others.
At the same time we cheerfully extend professional courtesy to
all classes of physicians-to all who respect the rights of otheraand we hope that ultimately a spirit of Eclectic liberality, will
restore to harmony, and elevate to an honorable position the now
dishonored and discordant medical profesaion.
·

J. R. BUCHANAN,]
J. H. JORDAN,
R. S. NEWTON,
J. KING,
S. H. CHASE.

Committee of
Eclectic Medical Society.

order of the mouth, and who had not for eeveral ye&111, taken a particle of mercurial medicine. 6. Physicians who are not recognised u Eclectics, have sometimes
been confounded with the members of the Eclectic Society, by persona not acquain·
led •ith the condition of the profeaion.
In or.der e~ectually to repe! all impu~tions arilling from the malicious goaip of
profeas1onal nTals, the followrng emphatic statements are submitted:
CrNctlfiu.TI, Aug. 9, 1849.
The undersigned hereby declare that in our whole practice of the medical profeaion, we havE' neTer adminiltered or recommended calomel or any other mercurial
preparation, either internally or externally, and that we reprd the use of auch
remedies as oppoaed to the dictates of science and humanity.
T. J. WRIGHT, M. D., S. H. CHASE, M. D.,
THOS. DONALDSON, M. D.
JAS. MILOT, M. J).,
D. P. STILLE, M. D.,
A. BROWN,
WM. OWENS. M. D.,
J. GARRETSON, M. D., O. B. NEWTON, M. D.,
EDWIN A. LODGE, M. D.
JAS. G. HUNT, M. D.,
The undenigned hereby declare, that for many years we have been opposed to
the old 1Chool system of medical practice; that for several years put we have not
administered or reoommended calomel or any mercurial substance, under any cir·
camstance1 whatever, and that we ~ard the Allopathic use of mercury in any cue
u an evidence of prof1111ional ignorance or prejudice.
JOS. R. BUCHANAN, M. D.,
I. WILSON, M. D.,
R. S. NBWTON, M. D.,
J. KING, .M. D.
I have not ulled any merc111ial preparation for the last twenty years, in the treatment of any form of dieeue whatever.
T. V. MORROW. M. D.
. I hereby certify that I have not adminiatered a doae of calomel, or recommended
it as a medicine in any diseue whatever, for 16 years.
J. BORTON, M. D.
I have never given or prescribed a grain of calomel, or any other merc111ialprep·
Uation in my life.
J. H. JORDAN, M. D.
I hue not uaed a grain of mercurial medicine for 11everal years, and I regard ita
Allopathic uae as Ullgerou and improper.
H.P. GATCHELL, M. D.
I hereby declare that in the practice of medicine for many years put, in every
uriety of dileue, I have never ueed calomel or any other mercurial medicine.
P. K. WO.MBAUGH.
Prom my intimate acquaintance with Dra. A. H. Baldridge, B. L. Hill, ad
L. E. Jones, Eclectic Phylicians of this city, who are at this time abeent on profM·
sional bulineae, I oan ltate positiYely that their medioal practice bu been entirely
without the uae of mercurial medicinea, for many yean put.
T. V. MORROW, H. D.
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UVULARIA PERFOLIAT;A,-{MoHAWX

WEED, ~c.)

BY 8A.Mt1JlL A. HU.HPK&JlY, .H. D.

The medical properties anq uses of this plant, are, I believe, entirely unknown to writers on Materia Medica, and consequently
they are unknown to practitioners of medicine generally. It however ~ese_rves to b~ pieced. am~ng o~r retne~ial agents, an? t~ hold a
rank m our Mater1a Med1ca:, mfer1or to but few of our 10d1genous
plants.
·
·
I shall not give its Botanical character, for the simple reason
that almost all readers of medicine have works on that science to
which they can refer.
Description.-The stalk rises from six to eighteen inches high,
and is most frequently divided into two equal branches at the top,
on one of which there is one triangular see<i •essel. The leaves are
separate a.nd perfoliate. The blossom is yellow and unfolds in May·
The roots are white, fibrous, and possess neither taste nor smell m
any great degree. The fibres are about the size of a large knittingneedle, and number from eight to twelve to a stalk. It grows on
rich hill sides, and in moist bottoms in the timbered lanCJ, and is
probably to be found in all the Western States. In its general appearance it resembles the Solomon Seal when young, for which it
may be mistaken at first view.
Properties.-'rbe medical properties of the plant are as yet but
little known. Indeed the therapeutic action of almost all our reme·
dial agents is fully revealed, only, by careful observation, when
cautiously exhibitea in different conditions of the system, and under different modifications of disease. It requires years of close
watching frequently, to bring to light the multiplied influences and
actions of our simplest plants.
The generic name of this plant wa~ derived from the fact that it
was formerly used in diseases of the Uvula, but with what effect I
am unable to say. The Indians of this country are said to have
used it for the cure of snake bites, which must have been a frequent
accident among them, as it is yet common among the whites.
Having known its value in JX>isonous stings and bites for a length
of time, I was led to the use of it in other ca.sea by the thought, that
it must certainly be good for other diseases, if it has the power of
control over the poison of the rattle snake.
The first application of it was made to an erysipelatous faet>,
much swollen and of fiye days standing. It should have been remarked, that all the usual remedies had failed in this case, and the
only alternative left was to try the same means again, or fi.nd some·
thiilg new.
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At a venture I tried the Uvularia, and in six hours the swelling
and redness disappeared; and in six more the patient was well.
The second case was Erysipelas also, of some weeks standing,
in which Tinct. Iodine, Nit. of Silver, &c. had been used, but with
no benefit. An application of this article for thirty-six ·hours
bleached the face as white as women commonly ~et in tb1s country.
Since that, we have relied on this article in Erysipelas, using however constitutional means in conjunction with it, and so far we are
satisfied, that it will arrest the Erysipelatous action at any stage,
Dr. Watson to the contrary, notwithstanding . . (See Watson's lect.
p. 1030.)
The next thought that occurred to me in reference to this article
was, that I would try its effects in Acute Ophthalmia. The first application to this disease was to me a fair test of its utility. Tlie
case was one of extreme and unmitigated suffering of forty-eight
hours standing. An hour's application of this article procured ease
and sleep; and twelve hours continuance cured the eye.
Since that time myself and partner, Dr. Peabody, have used it
ina great number of cases in which an external inflammation existed, with the happiest effects. We consider that Erysipelas, Ophthalmia, and all the class of Herpetic diseases, are under the control
of this agent when properly appfied.
Of its effects when exhibited int(!rnally, I am not so fully satisfied; but from the few trials made, I am led to believe that it possesses a sedative property that may be of vast utility in gastritis and
other imftammat10ns of the alvine canal.
When given internally, the superfine powdered root should be
used. When applied externally, the root sliould be finely powdered,
(either green or dried,) and mixed with hot new milk to the consistence for a poultice, and applied to the inflamed parts as is customary with other poultices, and renewed when dry.
Preparation.-1 have prepared an ointment from the roots and
tops, (when green,) by simmering the powdered article in lard, for
an hour, over a slow fire, and straining by pressure. This may be
used in herpetic affections, and for sore ears, mouths, &c. of children, and also, in mild cases of Erysipelas.
Danville, Jll., July 2d, 1849.
UNITY OF MALARIOUS FEVERS.·
BY A. ff, WILLIS, Jill, D.

·Although much has been said and written upon the subject of
Fever, I cannot refrain from adding something, in an imperfect
manner, confirmatory of the opinion, that all fevers which are of
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miumatic origin, are indeed but one.and the w di_..., and require a similar treatment.
Two years ago I left the Eclectic Medical Institute, and located
in Missouri, m11.inly for the p~ of acquiring a practical knowledge of the fevers of the West; and have aevoted most of my time
since to this subject. And that I might not fail in ~tting a true
insight into their nature, I made it my buainesa to sit by tlie bedside of my patients, and witness the rise, prorss and decline of
the pao~sma in almost every variety of constitution.
.
I shall not now attempt to give my opinion as to the origin of
this miasm, and the manner of its introduction into the COD.ltitotion; but merely wish to speak of its effects, aa I have witnessed in
patients who were under its influence. And probably I cannot bet.
ter give my opinion than by following in order the chain of my observations.
The first case worthy of remark, was one of well-marked ~ ;
and which after having continued in the quotidian fonn for a number
of days, turned to a well-marked case of Bilious fever. This change
from the common ague to Bilious fever, was caused b7 an accumulation of bilious matter in the stomach and bowels; in proof of
whi<'h I observed the fever lose its bilious type and assume the
intermittent form after a thorough evacuation.
My observations in this case deeply interested me in the subject
of intermittents, which manifested a variety of character. Some of
them were ushered in (after the prerr.onitory symptoms) by an hour's
shake, foll.>wed by an hour's fever and an hours sweating ; others
by a few chilly sensations, a much longer fever and shorter sweating stage; and in many instances, no perceptible moisture, more
than a softening of the muscular and dennoid tissue. In watching
the various mooifications of intermittents, from the best defined to
their most marked form, I was led to the opinion that the following named fevers deserve to be expunged from the list, as auch,
anCI set down as masked ague or intermiUent. And I may here
add, that after I came to regard them as such, I shaped my treatment accordingly, and the gratifying result was complete auc-OeSS:
1st. B1Lrous FJCvu. I have seen this result from common ague.
The intermittent would seem to lose the length of its chilling and
sweati~ stage, and have the intermediate not stage prolonged in
proportion to the accumulation of bilious matter in the stomach
and bowels. This accumulation was almost always accom~ed
by severe pain in the head; eometimes by delirium and P!-in in the
small of the back-relieved by purgatives, and anti-periodic
treatment.
id. YsLLOW Fsvn, resulted under my observation from an
intennittent, by an obstruction in gall duct; or in other worda, took
on the yellow fonn in coneequence of being blended with an icte-
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ric cause; relieved of yellow symptoms by jaundice treatment, and
cured by anti-periodic.
3d. INFLAMMATORY FEVER, I have noticed, depended, for its
inflammatory type, upon the peculiarity of constitution and other
causes; but upon none which I could trace to a malarious origin.
I have seen inflammatory fever result from an intermittent; or rather,
I ha\·e seen an intermittent put on the inflammatory type and lose
its distinctive ty_p: to the eye, of intermittent fever-relieved by antiphlogistic or inflammatory treatment of the inflammatory type,
alld then cured of its intermittent form by anti-periodics.
4th. Co::orTrNu&n FxvER, is but a quotidian that has from
hepatic or other causes lost its chilling and sweating stage, and had
its febrile symptom so lengthened as to consume in its rise and decline 24 or 48 hours. I liave seen a number of well marked cases
o( this fonn of fever, but always could find in them a periodical
type, the fever being kept in a <'Ontinued form by means of irritation or inflammation. Continued fevers have always lost their
continned type in my practice, by means of a thorou~h evacualion
by stool and skin-ana their periodical form by anti-periodic . There are other forms which intermittents may take on, but enOu~h
is hinted at to sho"· that I look upon all fe...-ers of malarious origm,
as a unit or one fever; or, in other words, as MASKED AGUE: and
as Mich I have treated them, without the loss of a single case.
Again. In the treatment of fevers, I found that they always gave
~ay, or were arrested by an anti-periodic, unless hindered by
spinal, hepatic, enteritic, gastric, pulmonic, or other causes of irritation or inflammation. And hence I found it always necessary
to relieve the case of any complications of this character, before I
~ministered the anti-periodic ; for experience pro\•es to me, that
if an anti-periodic is given, and from accidental caus~s fails to arrest the paroxysm, it loses much of its eow~r, and if continued
•bile these causes are in vigorous action, it will b<'come powerless.
This fact is often noticed in common Ague-the ague pills often
fail in arresting the paroxysm, in consequence of the exposure of
t~ patient to causes calculated to favor the chill ; and it is notono118, that persons who have used Quinine and thus hindered its
salutary operativn, use it in vain after the system has become used
to it. In such cases, both in ague and fever of other types, I always omitted its use for a sufficient length of time to enable the
system to regain its lost susceptibility; ana then found its administration followed by a total arrest of the disease.
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CASE OF CHRONIC PHLEGMASIA DOLENS.
BY If. L. VAN ZAKDT1 X. D.

Muars. Editors :
I deem the following caae one of eeculiar interest, as it ia
one of those aftectiona for which no efficient treatment, heretofore
adopted and recommended by the re1ular facul!!b or any oth~
faculty, save our own, can be relied UP?n with safety, or ts
even worthy of trial. The ultirp.atum of medical science Dlight be
conaidered as attained, if, after so many eminent physicians and
surgeons treating such a cue altogether in vain, and pronouncing ~t
incurable, none could be found who would dare_reverse the prognoMS
of this diseue, as well as that of many others, and emerge from the
old labyrinths of medical despondency, to breathe .i n a pure aod free
atm01pbere.
The sub~ct was a Mrs. McGintis, of Brant, located so~ 12
miles from Troy. She, however, resided here during most of the
treatment. She is now 54 years of age, of lean, spare make. The
chronic fonn supervened from the acute, which came on about two
weeks after confinement, in the year 1834, from the usual cause.
The llllSent symptoms were allayed in a few weeks, but it soon
broke out mto indolent ulcers, (three in number,) which yielded a
small amount of black sanious matter.. Leg enlar~, perhaps to
twice its natural size-almost black, from below the &nkle up as far
as the hardness extended, which was near the knee,-veins of the
foot aod leg varicose,-anchylosis of the ankle joint, and stifthess
of the toe1; indeed, the whole leg aeemed to be callous. Whenever the patient took cold, there would be an aggravation of all the
symptoms; mdem& sometimes extendi°" up into that side of the
body, and fre«Juently into the opposite hmba; attended with dyspnma and various constitutional disturbances.
The treatment adopted by the fourteen physicians and 1urgeo111,
besides that of a score of old women, was about the same, or equal·
ly 1ci.entife. All, but one surgeon, bandaged downwa.rds. Their
plea was, that it would " keep it in the leg ;" thereby preventing
fatal consequences ; but a varicose state of the veins was the inevi·
table result. Poultices were about the only means resorted to, such
as boiled oats, bran, elm, flax seed, &c. &c.; one composed of the
• Fimu1 Bo11Uliu was prescribed by one of the learnetI profun01t,
and strict perseverance enjoined. This, with the addition of some
salves and nostrums, ended their profound treatment and consummate skill.
When I undertook the case, one of these all-wise sons of lEscn·
lapius, sent me word, that if I did heal it over, it would break out
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in some otbn part, and produce a fatal result. I replied, that I understood what I was about-that I lived under a new order of things;
a new dispensation-and was not in the habit of being driven from
my purpose, by the "ipse dixit" of the now very benevolent part
of the profession, who shudder at the very idea, of a patient coming under Eclectic treatment, or any one who was not orthodox and
reg_ular in his practice.
·
The treatment was commenced by the Bitter Herb fomenation,
applied in the usual manner. This was kept up, by times, during
the whole course of medication. The Com. Stirn. Liniment was
used two or three times per day. A poultice composed of Gum
Myrrh, Sumach Berries, Capsicum and Hydrastissimmeredin spirits,
was used with much advantage. This soon changed the state of
the ulcers, and got up a healthy inflammation. But such was the
callous and hardness about the issues, that it was deemed expedient to apply the caustic potash, in order to remove the large amount of inorganized or dead matter existing in the ulcers; after
sloughing had commenced, it was kept up by that alone; using a
poultiee of Ulm us Fulva after each application of the caustic. This
got up a copious discharge from the ulcers. Compression and bandages were not used all the time, heretofore, as now, on account or
other applications.
The Alterative Syrup, occasional cathartics and tonics, were
ued as they were indicated throughout the treatment.
Under this course, she began to improve from the first; on the
first day she began to work her toes; on the eighth, we witnessed
the tendinous part of the extensor muscles, movin~ above the anmdar ligaments. This she had not seen before for six years or more.
The color began to recede downwards, until it formed an areola
around each ulcer. Here it seemed to stop for a time-flesh)' exCJ'eSCences filling up the cavities of the sores ; this was again removed by caustic.
Recourse was now had to the cold water bandage applied as long,
for a time, as the patient could bear it. Again it improved rapidfy
for some time, till two of the ulcers had healed over with an almost
nonnal appearance of the surface. But around the outer and upper
one, there still remained a very dark color, apparently deep seated.
I was at a loss for aome time how to proceed, as the bottom of the
ulcer appeared to be of a healthy aspect and in good condition. It
now occurred to me, that. the deep seated facia, must be infiltrated
1rith a kind of Pi!J"'Bnlttm NigT1'm, or poisonous deposition of
pel"8pirable matter, which was wiable to be carried oft' by the absorbent vessels, or by any external opening. I resolved to apply the
Stick. Caustic, and bum down through a thick membrane, that seemed to invest or cover it; and upon dissecting it up, found that my
convictions were right.
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Thia was a severe operation, causing some unusiness of the ~
tient, produced more perhaps by the advice of credulous friends,
than the measure of treatment. The discharge was still promoted
by caustics and escharotics, at the same time keepi~ up the last
mentioned treatment ; and such other means, as were deemed necessary. The Black and Yellow salves were used, and various cleansing washes. At this juncture, she moved away-still somewhat
discouraged. I gave her a few preparations, and remarked that it
would now soon get well. I heard from her in about three months;
it !as then about the si~e of a fiv~ cent piece, a~ .still gaining.It 18 now two months since hearing from her : it is probable that
it is entirely healed. The hair had grown oUt, witli the natural
size and color restored. She is now enjoying the perfect use of her
limb, and much better health than formerlv.
Other cases might be mentioned of similar interest met with in
my practice, some of the same kind, but I forbear. Suffice it to
say, that the cause of Medical Reform, ia the cause of humanity,
and that of humanity is mine.

Troy, Miam·i Co., 0., June 18th, 1849.

CHOLERA IN NASHVILLE.
Letter from Dr. Warne to Prof. Morrow:
NAsnvtLLB, Tenn., July 6th, 1849.

Pt'of. T. V.

Mof''fOUJ :

D1:AR Sr:a.-I wish to make you acquainted with a remedy
for Cholera, which I have used with ~at success in all cases
where collapse has not taken place. If found worthy of your
confidence, publish it in your Journal for the bene.fit of Eclectic
practitioners.
Amongst a great number, I will give you ·two very_ confirmed
cases, wnich were treated by the mixture, successfully.
Mrs.
Speck, aged 34, living on College Hill in this city, was attacked with
cliolera, and treated by a very respectable ph.YBician of the Old
School for 36 hours, during which time, he gave her small doses
of calomel and opium, and the usual treatment in such cases, as
is practiced by the old school faculty. H&vi~ received no benefi~
nd continually getting worse, I was called in consultation. I
found her vomiting and purgi~. with rice water discharges, cramp
in the extremities 8.nd stomach, at very ahort intervals; Skin corrugated and blue, with a t:old sweat all over the body; no pulse at the
wrist; very restle88; with much difficulty the bed clothes could be
kept on her. There was great thirst; she expcaed herself aa
burning u~ in the bowels and stomach; kidneys entirely s~.
I poposea giving her my mixture, he read11y comented. One
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tabl~nful,

to be repeated as often as ejected from the stomach,
afterwards every 15 or 20 minutes, until the bowels ceased to Op!rate, then every two or three ho11l'8; and as much beef tea u the
stomach would retain, to be continued all night. The first dose
given was vomited, the second retained; from that time she commenced improving. The next morning ordered Quinine and Rhubarb in small doses, every hour, and the mixture three times daily.
The same treatment was continued with slight alteration, until
well, which occupied six days. The usual external applications
were used, to generate heat, such u bags of hot salt, bottles of hot
water, &.c.
CASz 2o.-A Negro boy belonging to a Mr. Driefass, of this
city, 7 years of age, was taken with vomiting and purging; with
cramp in the extremities and bowels ; pulse verr feeble; tongue
exceedingly white, deeply coated and furrowed, with intense thirst,
having all the symptoms of the cholera in the advanced stages.
In this case I was called in as eoon as possible. I gave him an
emetic of I~cac., the contents thrown up had the appearance of
brown jelly, difficult of separation, in large clots, intermixed with
a little bile. Having placed a little of it on my tongue, I found it
intensely acid. After keeping up the emesis for twenty to thirty
minutes, with large draughts of wann water, the cramps left him. I
then gave him a half ta6le-s~nful of the mixture every half hour;
his thirst soon ceased; he hai:l no passage from his bowels after two
hoan. Then I ordered it every four hours, with beef tea to nourish
him, and hot bricks to his feet; he soon went to sleep, and slept
the greater part of the night. The next day, mixture three times
daily; Quinine and Rhubarb every hour through the day, in small
doses. He was well in four days.
I have found in slight cases, the neutralizing mixture, with an
emetic, to cure every case. In most cases an emetic is of great
service in the commencement of the treatment.
The old faculty here, BS elsewhere, spurn everything that em&nates from any other source than their own. Their practice in
Nashville is calomel and opium, and every one dies that nature
would not have cured.
Yours, Respectfully,
WM. WARNE, M. D.

:a

Carbonate Ammonia,
Carbonate Soda,
Creta Preparata,
' ' 3ij,
3'
Nitrate Potau.,
.. ft
3~!llJ,
•
Opii Tinctura,
Aqua Mentha Piperita Distillata, 3viij.
Fiat Mixtura.
Doee one table spoonful every two or three hours, or oftener, if
necessary. To be repeated as often as thrown otf the stomach.
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CHOLERA IN ILLINOIS.
Mo11T&' BsLLO, Ill., June 12, 1849.
Prof. MorrotD arid Buchanan:
GENTs.-Since I last had the pleasure of conversing with
you, I have treated some fifteen cases of Asiatic Cholera., in all
its stages, and have lost but one patient, in whom it was complicated, with pueperal convulsions.
My treatment has been, if called during the incipient stage, to
arrest the diarrhcea or vomiting, to give grain doses of the followi~ compound: Tannin morphia sulpha and macrotin, ' t, every
fifteen minutes, till checked. This, followed with large doses of
Beach's Neutralizing Physic, was in general all-sufficient. If
accompanied with cramp, or cramp .follow~, the same, with five
drops of the solution of camphor in chloroform, (this compound I
form of about three parts of camphor to one of chlorofo~) at
the same time apply warm fomentations of dog fennel, ( Anthemis
cotula) over the region of the abdomen, changing often; and hot
applications or draughts to the feet.
·
If in a state of collapse, I give large doses of Tincture of Capsicum, combined with camphor and chloroform, and hot applica·
·
tions as before.
I have always made it a rule to give patients bot souEs of chicken,
&c., very highly seasoned, or milk ooiled, thickenea with flour,
and higlily flavored with allspice, whenever the stomach could bear
it, and to this portion of the treatment I think I owe my success, as
I deem it necessary to replenish the drain of the system. In giving
them early, they seem to check the action of the exhalents that are
so busily e~ in draining the serum of the blodd, and by
arousing the absorbents remove the morbid action.
The Eclectic system was unknown here until introduce~ by me;
it is decidedly popular. I ~a.ve a good practice. There is room
for one hundred reformers in this country. ~Calomel is below par.
Yours, Relij>ectfully,

N. T. WINANS.
CHOLERA IN INDIANA.
Extract from a letter of Dr. J. S. Wattll :
I will give you a little account of our visit of the eP,idemic.

It

broke out nine miles south of this place, in a little village named
Boston. It came in its most malignant fonn; were not called until
there had been several deaths. There had been some three or four
old school phyaieiana treating the dieease; they had not saved one
case-all died, and one of the.physicians of the place alao. We
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commenced treatment according to the principles taught in the
Eclectic Journal, and found it a sucC'essful mode, in every case
where we got to them before they collapsed. I contracted the
disease by laboring among it, came home, had a very severe attack,
but am now convalescent. Our students, three in number, also
were taken; each had a violent attack, but they are now all getting
weH. My partner, Dr. Wm. Dulin, at IPngth took it, and despite
of every effort, died. Before being attacked, he said if he should
take it he would die. His mind appeared to be impaired; we were
unable to inspire him with any hope at all. He appeared to die
of extreme prostration, and did not hM·e any vomiting, and no
extreme purging, nor cramps. It appears when the mental energy
becomes prostrated, we cannot save them.
Dr. F. Dodge, a graduate of our school, came to see me when I
was taken down, and there being so great a demand for help at
Boston, he at length repaired, in very feeble help, having just got
up from an aUack of dysentery, labored a few days, was very successful; at length took the disease and died, for the want of at.
tention.
I wish you would inform me whether cold water, even ice water,
is admissible in the disease. Some of our physicians give it freely
here. It is not raging much in our place yet; some six or eight
cues are all.
Cold water in small quantities, or ice may be admissible, when
the reaction has been fully established, and perspiration is free. In
such cases it frequently answers good purpose in tranquillizing
the stomach, and relieving thirst. A similar purpose is answered
by a very small portion of elixir vitriol in water, flavored with the
essence of lemon. This is also an excellen! remedy in the preliminary stages of cholera, checking the diarrhrea, &.c., readily.-B.
CASE OF CHOLICA PICTONUM.
Editors of the Eclectic !tfedical Journal:
G .ENTLEHEN: - I have rather an interesting case under the
abcwe title to report, with the treatment. Should you think it of
sufficient interest to lay before your readers, you can so ui;e it.
In October, 1848, I was requested to visit Mr. Alilery, of this
city, about forty ~r forty-five ye~rs of age; German by bir!h, engineer by profess10n. At the time atta~ke~, he was runnmg an
engine in a white lead manufactory, o.f this ~ity; had suffered from
tv. o previous attacks; but they were mild, he ~uformed ~e, compa ·ed
with the present one. When I first saw him, he hao been under
the treatment of two "Old Hunker'' physiciallll, for four days, and
23
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abandoned by them as incurable. Under these circumstances I
took charge of the case; as his fonner physicians had given him
over to the valley and shadow of death, (without stating what tlug
thought was the difficulty,) I did not consider, (should he even die,)
that my- professional reputation would suffer.
On examination, the following symptoms presented themselves:
severe pain in the occipital region, extending to the shoulders;
stomach irritable, with frequent vomiting; tongue coated white in
the center, with red edges; great thirst; pulse not e~ceeding sixty
to the minute, very full and corded. There seemed to be an ineffectual effort of nature to rid herself of an oppressive burden;
great heat and tenderness of the bowels and stomach; by pressing
on the stomach, the pains seemed to shoot through the thoracic
re~ion; urine scllnty and high colored; surface dry and constricted,
with permanent constipation, not having had an action on his
bowels for four or five aays; countenance pale, contracted, and expressive of acute suffering, with severe griping pains of the bowels.
I commenced the treatment by giving a cathartic composed of
Pod. Pell., lri1 vcrsicolor i i finely pulverized, and well mixed, to
be· given in drachm doses, every two hours, assisted by an enema,
composed of jalap and senna powders 3j, Oleum Ricini 3ij, Molasses Jiv, muriate of soda 3ij, warm water one pint; one half to
be given, and repeated in thirty minutes; also bitter herb fomenta.
tion to the stomach and bowels, to be frequently changed, with 10
grs. Diaphoretic towders, at bed time.
On my return, found the symptoms about as I left them, stomach
ejected everything taken into it; still severe pain in the bowels, and
a continuation of the pain in the posterior and lower part of the
bead. Ordered mustard to the nape of the neck, which procured
permanent relief; had mustard applied over the stomach and bowels;
enema repeated, with the addition of four or fh-e drops of Oleum
Tiglii, also two drops combined with one-fourth grain extract
of Belladonna, to be given iuternally. The injection passed away
without any perceptible c:ffect. Witnessing tl1e total failure of all
ordinary means, I determired to make another and final effi:>rt.
Under these circumstanct's, the following enema suggested itself:
• Adeps 3iv, Molasses 3iv, Muriate of Soda 3iij, Tincture of
Lobelia Intiata. 3iv, warm wnter one pint; one-third to be well
introduced with a large syringe. In about fifleen rr.inutes it returned, followed by a small quantity of dry and hard focal matter;
we then gave him o. hip bath, bowels well kneaded; after w hil·h the
injection was repeated, followed hy still better success. I then
left him, leaving orders for the repetition of the injection during
the night, with the addition of the Sudorific drops (Beach's) in
doses of a teaspoonful in a cup of warm catnip tea, at internls of
fifteen or twenty minutes, till the desired effect was accomplished.
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On the following day, I found Mr. A. with a decided improve..
meot. After repeating the enema once or twice during the night,
be bad two copious operationt1, which seemed to re-establish the
intestinal functions immediately; ~ulse more natural, tenderness of
stomach and bowels subsiding; still there was febrile excitement,
to remove which I gave him a febrifuge powder, comr.sed of tonics
and stimulants, accompanied with the sal soda bat , morning and
evening. Oa pressing the right hypochondriac region, the patient
complained of pain, which was speedily removed by giving Beach's
hepatic pills.
The Rutoratit1e Bittera in the usual quantities completed the
cure. Thus you see by the timely administration of nature's means,
a fellow being was rescued from a premature grave.
I would remark in conclusion, that the principal remedial a!lent
relied on in removing the spasmodic contractiOn of the intestines,
waa the Lobelia. JnftiJta. I have used the same article in like eases
since, with the same happy result. The medical efficacy of the
above enema might be much improved by the addition of other
valuable anti-spasmodics.
Eclecticism is gaining ground gradually in this city, and I hope
to see the day when it will pull down the strong holds of Calomel
every where.

J. HARVEY SHOOT, M. D.
ST. LouIB, May 27, 1849.
PRESCRIPTION FOR LEUCORRHCEA.
Dr. S. M. sends the following as a valuable prescription in cases
of Leucorrhcea and prolapsus uteri. " Asclepias Tuberosa, two
parts; Star Root, one part; pulverise and mix; add enough oil of
Cinnamon to the powder to make it a pleasant aromatic; give &
tea-spoonful (level full) in a little cold water, on an empty stomach,
three times a day." He says he has used it in more than twenty
cases, some very stubborn, with entire auccess.-B.
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I cannot in the short time allotted me, give my readers a better
introduction to Homreopathy than by transcribing the following
from the pen of its great founder.
The article is as applicable to the controversy as when it wu
first penned, and bas the advantage of pres_enting Hnmreopathy and
Hahneman to the reader at the same time. It will demonstrate the
idea that Hahneman's great moral and social elements were aa
euential to the realization of the idea, as his intellectual greatnell
wu for its discovery. Nothing but a tender regard for humanity,
a pure disinterested benevolence, could have sustained him through
the almost tracktess desert, thickly beset with difficulties, inherent in
its very nature, and surrounded OQ every side by the most unacru.
paloua enemies, heaping reproaches and contumely upon him at
every etep.-S.

JESCULAPIUS IN THE BALANCE.
BY IAJIUJ:L HAHNJ:.MAN,

)806.

Ars autem conjecturaliscum ·sit (pre1ertim quo nunc habetarmodo)
;ocum ampliorum dedit non solum errori etiam imposture. ( Baco
De Verolam, augum sc.) After I had discovered the weakness and
errors of my teachers and books, I sunk into a state of sorrowful
indignation, which had nearly altogether disgusted me with the
study of medicine.
I was on the point of concluding that the whole art was vain and
incapable of improvement. I rve up to livelr, reflections, and
resolved not to tenninate my train of thought until I bad amved at
a definite conclusion.
Inhabitants of Earth! I tho~ht how short the span of your life
here below; with how many d1Jlkulties have you to contend at
every step, in order to maintain a bare existence, and to avoid the
tra-p:doors of death.
And yet how often is this disturbed- how numerous are the
les1er and greater kinda of uneuinea-bow innumerably great the
multitudes of diseases, weakneaees and J>l!oins, which bow man down
as lle climbs with pain and toil toward8 the summit of his ambition;
and which terrify and e~r his existence, e•en when be re~
in renown or luxury. And .yet oh man! how lofty is thy descent!
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how great and God.:like thy destiny t how noble the object of thy
life! Art thou not destined to approach hallowed impressions,
enoobli~ deeds, and all penetrating knowledge, even towards the
great Spirit whom all the inhabitants of the universe worship?
Can that Divine Spirit who gave thee such a soul, and win«ed
thee for such high enterprizes, have designed that you should'be
helplessly and immutably oppressed by those trivial bodily ailments
which we call disease?
Ah, no! The Author of all ~' when he allowed diseases to
injure his offspring, must have laid down a means by which every
torment might be lessened or removed. Let us trace the impressions
of this, the noblest of all arts which has been devoted to the use of
perishing mortals. This art must be possible-this art which can
make so many happy; it must not only be possible, but already
exist. Eve~ now and then a man is rescued, as by miracle, from
some fatal disease.
,
Do we not find recorded in the writings of physicians of all
ages, cases in which the disturbance of the health was so great that
no other termination than a horrible death seemed possible? Yet
such cases have been rapidly and effectually cured, and perfect
health restored.
But how seldom have these brilliant cures been effected when
they were not rather ascribable either to the force of youth overmastering the disease, or to the unreckoned influence of fortunate
circumstances, than to t\le medicines employed?
· But even were the number of such cures greater than I observe
them to be, does it follow from that, that we can imitate them with
similar happy results? They stand isolated in the history of the
human race, and they can but very seldom, if at all, be reproduced as
they were at first occasioned. All we see is that great cures are
possible; but how they are to be effected, what the power, and the
minute circumstances by which they were accomplished, and how
these are to be controlled so that we may transfer them to other
cases, is quite be.vond our ken. Perhaps the art of healing does
not consist in such transference. This much is certain; an art of
medicine exists; but not in our.minds, nor in our svstems. "But,"
it is urged in reply, "are not people cured every 'day in the hands
of physicians, even of very ordinary doctors; nay, even by the
hands of most egregious blockheads." Certainly they are; but
maTk what happens.
·
The majority of cases, for which the treatment of a physician is
called, are of acute diseases, that is, aberrations from health which
have only a short course to run before they terminate either in r&covery or death. If the patient die, the physician follows him
modestly to the pve; if he recover, thi>n must his natural strength
have been sutlic1ent to overcome both the force of the disease and
the mischief of the drugs he took; and the natural strength does
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often overcome both. In epidemic dysentery, just as many recovered
of those who followed the indications afforded by nature, without
takin~ any medicine, as of the others who were treated on the best
principles of Brown, of Solle, of Hoffmann, of Richter, of
Vogler, of any other, or by any other system. Many died too, both
of those treated by all these methods, and of those who took no
medicine ; on an avera~ just as many of the one as of the other;
and yet all the physicians and quacks who attended those who
recovered, boasted of having effected a cure by their skill. What
is the inference? Certainly that they were not all right in their
mode of treatment; but, perhaps, that they were all e9ually wrong.
What presumP..tion, for each to claim the credit of curing a disease,
which in milder cases, uniformly recovered of itself, if errors in
diet were not committed. It were easy to run through a catalogue
of similar acute diseases, and show that the restoration of J.>1?1'80D8,
who in the same disease were treated on wholly opposite pnnciples
could not be called a cure, but a spontaneous recovery. Until you
can say during the prevalence of an epidemic dysentery, for example, "Fix upon tliose patients which you and other experienced
persons consider most dangerously ill, and those I will cure, and
cure rapidly, and without bad after consequences." Until you can
say this, and can do it, you ought not to vaunt that you can cure
the dysentery. Your cures are nothing but spontaneous recoveries.
Often, the thought is saddenin~ t patients recover as by a miracle,
when the multitude of anxiously cban~d and often repeated
nauseous drugs pre11cribed bv the physician is either openly or
clandestinely discontinued. For fear of giving offence, the patient
freguently conceals what he bas done, and appears before the public
as 1f he had been cured by his physician. In numerous instances,
many a prostrate patient has effected a miraculous .cure upon himself
by not only refusmg the physician's medicine, but by transgressing
his artificial system of diet in obedience to his own caprice, whic&
is in this instance, an imperious instinct impelling him to commit
all sorts of dietetic para<loxes. Pork, sauer-kraut, potato-salad,
herring, oysters, eggs, pastrv, brandy, wine, \lunch, coffee, and
other things most stronglv prohibited by the physician, have effected
the most rapid cures of diseases in patients, who, to all appearance,
would have hastened to their gmve had they submitted to the ·system
of diet prescribed by the schools.
Of such a kind are the apparent cures of acute diseases. For
those beneficial regulations for the arrest of pestilential epidemics,
by cutting oft' communication with tlie affected district, by separation and removal of the sick from the healthy; by fumigation of the
affected abodes and furniture, are wise police regulations, but do
not properly belong to medicine. In the included spots themselves,
when & wider separation of the in'fected from the healthy is not to
be thought of, taere the reality is exhibited. There ·die all, if Ollf\
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may be allowed the expression, who want to die, without being
turDed by Galen, Boerhave, or Brown, and those only who are not
ripe for death recover. Nurses, physicians, apothecaries and
surgeons, are all alike home to the grave. At the same time it is
undeniable, that even in such calamities, so humiliating to the pride
of our art, occasional, but rare cures occur, effected obviousfy by
medicine of so striking a character, that one is astonished at so
daring a rescue from the vel'y jaws of death ; these are the hints
aft'orded by the Author of Life, "That there is a healing art."
But how was the cure effected? What medicine dia the real
good? What were the minute particulars of the case? So that
we may imitate the procedure when such a case recurs. Alas!
these particulars are and must remain unknown; the cure was either
not observed, or not reported with Fufticient exactness. And the
medicine? No, a si~le medicine was not gh·en; it was, as all
learned reci~s must be, an elixir, a powder, mixture, &c., each
composed ot different substances. Who can tell which of them all
did the ~? "Tbe patient also drank an infusion of a variety of
herbs, the composition of this I do not recollect, nor does the
patient remember the precise quantity he took."
How can any one imitate such an experiment in a similar cue,
since neither the remedy nor the case are accurately known. Hence
all the results attempted by future imitators are deceitful; the whole
fact is lost for posterity. All we see is, that cure is possible, bat
how is it to be effected, and how an indistinct cure can tend to
perfect the science of medicine, that we do not see. "But,'' I bear
exclaimed, "it is not fair to test physicians, who are but men, with
mch surprizes as infectious diseases in circmnscri bed spots afford."
In chronic diseases he will come off more triumphant; in these he
bu time and cool blood on his side, and he can openly exhibit the
truth of his art; and in desP.ite of Molliere, Patin, Agrippa, Cardanus, Rousseau, and Arkes1las, he will show that he can heal not
::![those already in health; but that he can cure what he will,
what is expected of him. Would to Hea\"en it were sol But
tu show that pftysicians feel themselves very weak in chronic diseuee, they avoid the treatment of them as much as possible. Let
a physician be called to an elderly man, Jame for some years, and
let him be asked to exhibit bis skill. Naturally he does not openly
avow, how impotent art is in his hands, but he betakes to some 1ta
oC eteape--shrugs the shoulders-observes that the patient's stre
is not sufficient to enable him to sustain the means of cure, in
general a very enfeebling procedure in the hands of ordinary
practitioners,) speaks with compassionate air of the unfavorable
aeason and inclement weather, wbich must first be over, and of the
healing herbs of spring, which must be waited for, before the cure
can be "ttempted; or of some far distant bathing place where euch
ewes are made, and whither, if his lite be spared, the patient will
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be able to proceed in the course of six or eight months. In the
meantime, not to expose himself, and retain the patient's confidence,
he orders something, of the effects of which be is not at all satisfied; but certain relief he cannot gh·e. At one time he will
remove the asthenia by internal or extemal stimulants; at another
fortify the tone of the muscular fibre with a multitude of bitter
extracts, or strengthen the digestive appara.tus with cinchona bark,
or he will purify and cool tlie blood by a decoction of unknown
plants, or 'by means of salts, metallic and vegetable substances to
resolve and dissipate suspected, but never obServed obstructions of
of the gl..00. and minute vessels of the abdomen; or by means of
purgatives, he may expel certain impurities which flit before bis
1D1agination; or hasten by a few hours, the sluggish discharges.
Now he directs his charge against the pri9ciple of gout; now
against a suppressed gonorrhooa or psora; anon a~inst some other
irritant. He effects a change; but not the change he wished.
Gradually, under pretext of ur~nt business, the physician. with.draws from the patient, comfortmg him, Uiat in such cases our art
is too weak to be of service.
And that his so vaunted art is ''too weak," on this comfortable
pillow he reposes in cases of gout, consumption, old ulcers, strict.
urea, dropsies, cachexias, spasmodic asthma, pains, spasm, cutaneous eruptions, debility, mental affections of many kinds, and I
know not how many other chronic diseases.
·
In no other case Is the insufficiency of our art so strongly and so
unpardonably manifested as in those distressing diseases, from which
hardly any family is altogether free; hardly any in which some one
of the circle does not secretly sigh over a misfortune, for which he
has tried the so-called skill of physicians far and near. In silence
the atllicted sufferer steals on his melancholy way, home down with
miserable suffering, and despairing in human aid, seeks a last solace
in religion.
.
"Yes," I hear the medical school groan with a.com~onate
~' "yes, these are confessedly incurable evils." As 1f it could
comtor.t the million of sulforers to be told of the vain impotence of
our art f As if the creator of these sufferers had not prepared
remedies for them also, and even of them a. boundless spring of
goodness, compared to which, the tender mother's love is as thick
clouds beside the glory of the noon da.y sun.
"Yes," I hear the school continue to 3pologize, "the thousand
defects in our civic constitution, the artific1a.l, complicated mode of
life so far removed from nature, the chamelion-like luxury enervating and deranging our natural constitution, are answerable for the
incurable chara..:ter of all these evils."
Our art is excused for being incapable of the cure of such cases.
Can you then believe that the preserver of our race, tl!e Omniscient,
did not design these complexities of our civic constitution, and our
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artificial mode of Jife, to
our enjoyment here, and to remove
misery and suiferiog? What extraordinary kind of living can that
be to which man cannot accustom himself without any great disturbance of his health? The fat of the seal, and the blubber of the
whale, eaten with bread made of dried fish bones, as little preven&a
the Greenlander from enjoying health in general, as does the uninterrupted milk-diet of. the shepherds in the mountains; the purely
vegetable food of the poorer Gennans; or the highly animal diet of
the wealthy Englishman. Does the Vienna nobleman accustom
himself to his twenty or thirty covers; and does not he enjoy
as much health as the Chinese with his rice soup; the Saxon miner
with nothing but potatoes; the South .Sea Islander with his roasted
bread fruit; and die Scottish Highlander, witb his oat-meal cakes?
1 aun ready to admit that the contest of conflicting passions, the
many enjoyments, the luxurious refinement, and ttie absence of
exercise in fresh air that prevail in the labyrinthian palaces of
great cities, mal give numerous and more rare diseases than the
simple uoifornuty .in the airy hut of the humble mountaineer.
But that does materially alter the matter.
For we can just as little cure with our remedies, the watery of
the peasant of lower Saxony, of Hungary, and Transylvania; the
Radesyge of Norway; the Sibbens of Scotland; the Potine of
Lapland; the Pelagea of Lombardy; the Plica Polonica of ~rtain
Sclavonic tribes, and various other diseases prevalent among the
simple ~try of various .countries, as we can the more aristocratic disorders of high life, in our large towns.
Must there be
one kind of medicine for ooe of these. and another for the other;
or when the true principle of the healing- art is discovered, will it
be equally applicable to both? This prmciple may not be in our
books, nor yet in our heads; but there is such a principle; it is a
possible discovery. Occasionally a brother practitioner, by a
lucky hit upon a cure which astonishes half the world about him,
and not less himself; but among the many medicines he employed,
he is by no means sure which did the ~od. Not less frequently
dt:>e8 the neck-or-nothing practitioner, without a degree, whom the
world calls a quack, maltes as great and remarkabfe a cure. But
ntitber he, nor yet his brethren with a dip!oma know bow to
eliminate the evident and fruitful truth which the cure contains.
Neither can he separate and record the medicine which certainly
was of use out of the mass of useless and obstructing ones they
emt-loyed; neither precisely indicates in which it did good, and in
which it will certainly benefit again. Neither knows how to
ab.tract a truth which will hold good to all posterity, a certain
unfailing remedy for any such case that may 01·cur in the future.
&range as it may appear, his experience in this one will almost
never be of service to him in any other. All that we can learn is,
how helpleaa medicine may ~; b~t from theae and a hundred other

Jost
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cases, it is quite manifest that as yet, it has not attained the rank
of a science; that even the way has yet to be discovered, how such
a science is to be learned and taught; as far as we are concerned, it
cannot be said to exist. Meanwhile, among these brilliant but
rare cures, there occur cases, which, however great the surprise
they excite, are not of a character to be imitated, sALTI MORTAL!,
madly desperate attempts by means of the most powerful drugs, in
enonnous i:ioses, which brought the patient into a state of dreadful
danger, in whkh life and death wrestled for the mastery; and in
which a slight unforeseen preponderance on the side of kind nature, gave the fortunate turn to the case ! the patient pitched into
the throat of death, recovered himself, and escaped.
How does it happen that, in the three thousand years since ..Esculapius lived, this so indispensable art of Medicine has made so
little pro~ss? What was the obstacle? for what the physicians
have already done is not the one hundredth part of what tbey mi~ht
and ought to have done. All nations, e\·en remotely approachmg
a state ot civilization, perceived, from the first, the necessity and
inestimable value of this art; they required its practice from a caste
who called themselves .Physicians. These affected, in almost all
ages, when they came m contact with the sick, to be in perfect
possession of this art; but among themselves thf"y sought to glory
over the gaps and inconsistencies of their knowledge, oy heaping
system upon system, each made up of the diversified materials of
conjectures, opinions, definitions, postulates, and predicates, linked
together by sC'holastic syllogisms, that enabled eacb leader of a sect
to boast himself of something. There did he build a temple for
his idol-a temple worthy of it-in which the inquirer would be
·an1.1werf"d by an oracle untainted, and endowed with a knowledge
of healing:. It was not till most recent times, that an exception to
to this rute occurred. We were no nearer the discovery of the
science of medicine than in the time of Hipocrates. Th is attentive acute observer, sought nature in nature. He saw and described
the diseases before him, without addition, without coloring, \\·ithont
speculation. In the faculty of pure observation, he has been surpassed by no physician that has followed him. Only one imPor·
tant part was this favored son of nature destitute of, else had he
been all powerful in his art; the knowledge of medicines and their
application. Bur he did not effect such a knowledge-he acknowledged his deficiency in that he gave very few medi<'ines, (becantie
he knew th~m too imperfectly,) and trusted almost entirely to diet.
All succeedmg ages departed and wandered more or IPss from the
path, the later sects of the empirics and Areteus excepted. Sophilltical whimsicalities were pressed into service; some sought the
ori~in of disease in a universal hostile principle, in some poison
which produ,..ed all evils, and which was to be contended with and
destroyed. Hence the universal antidote which was to cure all
0
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daeases, called theriam, composed of an innumerable multitude of
~oredients, and more lately the methradatum, and similar compounds, celebrated from the time of Nicander down almost to our
own day. From these ancient times came the unhappy idea, that
if a sufficient number of drugs were mixed in the receipt, it could
scarely fail to contain the one potent over the enemy-of health,
11hile all the time the action of each individual was little, or not
at all known. And to this practice, Galen, Celsus, the later Greek,
and Arabian physicians; and in the revival of the study of medicine in Bologna, Padua, Seville, and Paris, the schools there
established, and all succeeding ones, have adhered.

(To be continued.)
Through the generous liberality of the Eclectic School at Cincinnati, we are permitted to fill a portion of their Journal with Homi:eopathic matter. Tl1e materials for this number were got up in
great haste, which may in part account for the want of variety.
We invite the Homreopathic school generally, and especially in
the West, to communicate essays, observations, and cases, for the
general advancement of the cause. All Homreopathic ex<.:hanges
should he mailed to the address of David Shepherd, Bissels,
Geauga Co., Ohio.
All communications intended for the Journal should arrive by
the first of fhe month, directed as above, and post paid.-S.

LECTURE ON CHOLERA.
THE VARIETIES, DIFFERENT STAGES A:SD SYMPTOMS OF CHOLERA,

AND THE HOM<EOP •.\THIC TREATMENT.

The following "Lecture on Cholera," by Dr. B. F. JosLtN,
was delivered before the Homreopathic Dispensary Association of

of New York, and Phonographically reported for and published in
the N. Y. Daily Tribune:
Dr. JosLIN on rising, said~alf a century' has elapsed since the grt>at Homreopiithic reformation in mPdicine was commeneed by Hahnema.nn. He lh·ed to
:iee his system ad~ed by learned practitioners of the old school
JU al!f!ost every civilized country on the globe.
It has been ad~~nc1ng e\-ery year of the fifty-two that have transpired since its

buth.

Attempts have been made to arrest its progress, by circuhting
rumors of its decline. In the country there are such rumort1 in
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regard to New York-in New York in regard to Europe. Such
representations are just the opposite of the truth.
They are probably made by iD<i~viduals who have no intention
to deceive, but who are grossly ignorant of the facta. Oar brethren
- of the old school have no means of knowing the extent, much lea
the success of private Hom<20pathic practice.
In regard to the appreciation &nd succe1& of Homceopathia in thU
city, I need only appeal to disinterested laymen-to the testimony
of their public acts. Last winter the New York Hom<20pathic
Dispensary was organized, under the government -of thirty-two
Trustees. These are well known in thi1 community as gentlemen
of great intelligence and respectability, and who are not members
of tbe medical profession.
Having for some years in their own houses, watched the eft'ects
of a .Pure Homreopathic practice, as administered by their family
physicians, and liaving themselves enjoyed its advantages, they
were anim~ted with the benevolent desire to extend these blessings
to the poor. To tht establishment and support of the Dispensary,
they hav(' consecrated their money and their time.
The prescriptions at the Dispensary have been made. by foarteen
Homceopathic physicians, who receive no salary, and who--like
all other physicians recognized .as such in our school-are regularh·
educated and graduated doctors of medicine.
•
The medical practice of the Dispensary is eurely Hom~hic,
and nearly all of it of that high Hahnemanlan order, which b&f'
everywhere been found most successful.
.
The report of the Trustees embraces a period of nine months.
during which time 407 patients were treated. Though many of
these patients were so sick as to be treated at their home~, and some '
of them attacked with acute and dangerous disease, only on8 dim.
There were twelve cases of fever, including typhus,,all of which
were cured.
,
You frequently hear persons who have no experience in Hom~
pathia-or who at most have seen its effect in chronic cases--uying
I would not dare to trust it if I were tJery sick, with a dangerou~
and rapid disease. There must be no child's play then. I shonld
want some thing that would act powerfully and quickly.
Now, I assure you that Homreopatfiia is that very thing. Ten
thousand physicians find it to be suc:h; know it to be such. They
know that in their own former allopathic pra~tiee, and in that or
their brethren of the old. 1chool, no violent and rapid diseaaes haw
been cured as 'Surely and promptly as they now cure them by the
HomCBOpathic method. If I were called to test the relative merits
of the two methods, before a tribunal of intelligent allopathic
physicians-if my lite dept>rided on the result-I would select violent.and rapid diseases, in preference to any other; and I would giw
attenuated medicine in small doses.
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I claim no peculiar confidence.

There are thousands of physi-

cians who would insist that they and their dearest friends should

belmted Homreopathically, however critical their condition: The
paler the danger, the more imperatively necessary to adhere to
the only safe law.
HomCBOp&thia baa been eminently successful in dangerous Epiait diseases, caused by some subtle poison in the atmosphere,
whether communicated from the sick, or from any other source.
In the typhus fever that prev&iled to some extent in this city last
year, the Homreopathic physicians demonstrated the truth and
power of their system by the success of appropriate remedies, and
especially Rhu1 radfoon1.
·
A atill more destructive (orm of this epidemic typhus broke out
in the routed army o( Napoleon, during his disastrous retreat from
R1111ia, and spread from it through a great portion of Europe,
ballling the skill of the most learned physicians. The disci,Ples of
Ha!mtmann, under the direction of their master, and with his remedies, R4t.u tozlcodtndron and Byronia, were the only physicians
capable of suC'cessfully encountering the enemy. What a contrast
between the military conqueror of Europe, and its medical deli\'erer!
HOIDQlOpe.thy is never routed; Hahnemann never suITenders !
Bot, says one, what will you do when the cholera comes? Will
HomOlOpathists think of meeting it? I will let this be answered
by the Trustees of our Dispensary; men-as you have seen-who
think that a system which is good enough for the poor is good
enough for themselves. What are they about to do? To apply to
the Common Cowacil for hospitals, for the Homreopathic treatment
o( Cholera, in case it should invade this city, and to tender the
aervices of their board of physicians This shows the confidence
entertained in this system by intelligent men, who have the means
of knowing the relative merits of the two modes of practice.
Bill a friend asks me, "what will you do in private practice?'' I
annrer-as all my brethren of the school would-I will treat the
dileue Homreopathically. I perceive that he almost trembles at
the thought, provided he is a new convert, and unacquainted with
the Homreopathic history of cholera. I say to him there is no
~od which can compete with Hahoemann's in cholera. "Has
It ever been tried?" says he.
·
I will let statistics answer this question, and show the relative
ret11lta. Whence the horror whicli the name of this disease awakena? It comes from the deplorable failure of Allopathic treatment.
At the Quarantine, on Staten Island, and in the ship that bro~ht
the disease there, 64 cases of the cholera have occurred, of which
32 ban died. Thus one-half of the p:\tients have already been
!?81--to &&y nothing of those who are still under treatment and
tiab&e to die. I cb&Jenge any man to cite an instance of such
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mortality among 64 pen!ons under Homreopathic treatment, for anv
acute disease whatever, and in any p<irt of the world.
·
Rut as ratios obtained from large numbers are more reliable, {or
showing the true average, I shall confine myself to the cholera of
1831-2.
In 1832, there in this city, including Bellevue, 5232 cases, of
which 2031 died; i. e. nearly one out of every 2t or 2J, or, in
round numbers, nearly 2 out of 5. Of persons treated at their
homes, there were 2859 cases, of whkh 937 died, i. e. about one
in e\·ery three persons attacked. In the hof-pitals-including Bellevue-there were 2373 cases, and 1094 deaths;-tbat is, nearlyonehalf died. Such were the best results that could be obtained here
by Allopat hie skill. There is a remarkable correspondence between
this, and the results of the present month abo\'e stated. The malignity of the disease, and the impotence of the Allopatbic art
remain the same.
In Europe, in 1831-2, the disease, under Allopathic treatment,
was still more fatal . In the Allopathic hospitals of Italy and
France, in 21 of which I have seen the ratio of deaths stated, the
average of the ratios gives 63 deaths out of every 100 patients.
The only treatment which proved itself worthy of any confidence
was the Homreopathic.
.
It is n'lt denie<l by Allopathists themselves, that it was the great
success that attended the Homreopathic treatment of cholera in
Europe that gave this system the most powerful impetus that it has
ever received.
Dr. Balfour of Edinburg, who is prejudiced against the syst.em,
and who went to Vienna apparently to endeavor to detect its defects,
writes from tbat city in 1836, the following words : "During the
first appearance of the cholera here, the practice of Homreopithia
was first introduced; and cholera, when it came again, renewed the
favorable opinion previously given, as it was through Dr. Fleiscbmann's successful tre!\tment of this disease, that the restrictive laws
were removed, and Homreopathists obtained leave to practice and
dispense medicine in Austria. Since that time, their number bas
increased more than three-fold in Vienna and its provinces." He
also says: "No young physician settling in Austria-excluding
Government officers-can hope to make his bread, u.nless at leMt
prepared to treat Homreopathically if requested."
.
In statistics. I confine myself to the Epidemic of 1831-9-11
being the most se\'ere, and the only one whose statistics are tolerably
complete.
···
Let no one trust his life to any vaunted method of cure which
has been tried only on a few scores of patients, and by one or two
physicians. The Homreopathic methoo has been tried on man]
thousqnds of cholera. patients, and with a succe88 remarkably UDJo
form in different countries.
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Let us compare the results of the two systems in the same city.
In Vienna, there were 4500 patients treated Allopathically; of
whom 1360 died. There were 681 treated Homreopathically; of
whom only 49 died. This gives 31 per centum of deaths under the
Conner, and only 8 per cent. under the latter.
Dr. Quinn of London, has given a table of the results of the
treatment of ten different Homceopathic physicians. The worst
resnlt under any of these physicians, was the death of only onefifth of his patients, while luur-fifths were saved.
The best result
obtained by any one of these physicians, was the saving of 40 out
of every 41 cases, or 3 deaths out of 125-this being the number
of cases which he treated. Thia physician was Dr. Weith of
Vienna. These cures were made at a time when this pestilence
was prevailing in that city in its greatest intensity, and baffiing all
the skill of Allopathic physicians.
The statements of tlus venerable man can be relied on. He is
above suspicion. He had no party prejudices to mislead him, no
professional interests to advance. Fom1erly a learned and respectable Doctor, he felt it his duty to become a Preacher of the Gospel.
But when he beheld his fellow-citizens doomed to destruction under
A.llopa.thic treatment, his feelings as a man, and his principles as a
Christian, impelled him to stretch forth his arm for their relief.
He had just become convinced of the truth of the Homreopathic
doctrine, and of its practical importance. It was distressing to him
to be continually called to the death-beds of persons who might
ha\'e been saved by Homceopathia, but who were perishing in spite
of Allopathy. His spirit was stirred within him when he saw the
city almost wholly given up to a fatal delusion; and he resolved to
snspend, in part, and for a short time, his functions as the apiritual
guide of his people, and devote himself to their temporal salvation.
He acted as a true disciple of Him who delightea in saving not
only the souls, but the lives of men.
The efforts of Dr. Weith were crowned with a su<'cess fully
justifying the expectations which he had been led to entertain by
the success of other Hommopathic physicians in this same epidemic.
The remedies which he employed were V eratrum, Cuprum, Tincture of Camphor, and under some circumstances, lavements of icewater.
Of the 1093 patients treated by the ten Ilomreopatbic physicians,
998 were saved, and only 95 lost. Thus the averag" proportion or
deaths was only 1 to llh or 2 out of ~3 patients; while 21 out of
23 patients were saved. The results above stated, were chiefly
ohtainPd at Vienna and in Moravia, Bohemia and Hungary, during
the epidemic of 1831-2.
Similar success was obtained in Russia in 1831 and 1832. Mr.
Enataphieve, tl1e Russian Consul General, to whom our Dispensary
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is so greatly indebted, has given the result obtained by Homreopathic treatment in various parts of the empire. Of 70 patients
treated in two places, all were cnred. The total result was that of
12'70 patients; 1162 were saved, and onlv 108 lost; showing an
average proportion of one death in llf. You perceive this agrees
remarltably with the success obtained in all other countries. These
facts are deri\·ed from the report of Admiral Mordvinow, wbo af.
6nns that "not a single death has occurred where Hom<POpathic
treatment was resorted to in the incipient symptoms of tl1e cholera;"
and that "it was remarked that all the patients cured by HomCEOpathic treatmeat, regained, in a very short time, their former health
and strength; while those who survived other treat!llents were left
in a state of weakness, which lasted several months, and but too
often terminated in another disease which proved fatal."
· In Russia and Austria, and at Berlin and Paris, there were 3,01'1
cases treated Homceopatbically ; of which i, '763 were cured, and
only 264 died; i. e. only about 1 in I It died. On an average,
more than I 0 out of 11 were cured.
To these statistics I need not add a word of comment to show
the immense superioritv of the Homreopathic treatment. Such a
uniformity in tlte results, in so many places, and with such a
number of patients, must speak convincingly to every intelligent and unprejudiced mind. ·Our Allopathic brethren-as if conscious of the weakness of their system, on a broad field---are at ~
sent restricting themselves to a guerilla warfare. When a single
death occurs among the patients of the fifty Homreopathic physicians of our city, it is no1Eed about as something remarkable. But
if one wishes to know the true relative value of the two systems,
he must examine the su~ct on a broader scale. He must consider
the number which Homceopathy cures in this city and throughout
the world.
But I must retnm to C'Aolera, its pre1'ention arul cure. Can
anything be done to diminish the liability to an attack in a plac.:e
where tlie 4isease prevails? In regard to rtgimen and did, I shall
not dwell upon those things which are known to the public generally, such as the necessity of avoiding irregularities of e\·ery kind,
over-eatinir, indigestible Food, etc. A void yowg meats, but take a
larger proportion of animal food, and fewer vegetablett, than at other
times. During the use of Homreopathic medicine, whether preventhre or curative, persons should abstain from all other medicmal
substnnces, including coffee and green tn, and all condiments except salt. They should not take a drop of coffee nor camphor, nor
even smell the latter. In gt-neral, thP-y should avoid raw ,·egetables.
Prophylactic1.-The Homcepathic pre1'en.tiW.$ of Cholera, are
Cuprurn metallicum-that i:;i, metallic copper and Yeratrum album,
or white hellebore, prepared according to the Homreop'lthic method,
and taken alternately of two or three pellets, once or twice a weet.
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By this meana, thousands have been pr,:otected from the

disease.~

It is said there is no instance in which persons thus treated, have
been attacked with cholera. The globules may be placed on the
tongue and allowed to dissolve in the mouth, and then be swallow.
ed. Whenever it is practicable, it would be well to consult a Hommopathic physician, as one of these remedies would be preferable
to the other. He could decide which.
The method which Hahnemann recommended, and w~ich many
employed with success, was to take globules medicated with the
iOth dilution of Cuprom, then wait one week and take the similarly medicated globufes of the 30th of Veratrum, then, after a week,
the Cuprum, aod so on. Others have used with similar success,
the 3d <lilution of each, at intervals of half a week. This may be
uaed by those who cannot ->btain the 30th; but let no one venture
~n the use of the copper of the drug stores, nor the crude colored
tincture of Veratrum even of the Homreopathic Pharmacies. Camphor is too transient in its action, to be of any use as a propyhylactic. Besides, it would interfere with other medicines.
Treatment of Premonitory Symptoms.-During the prevalence
of cholera in a place, every person sho~ld consult his physician
for such slight symptoms as often precede cholera. By so doing,
an attack may almost alway• be prevented, if the physician is a
Homwo~ The most usual premonitory symptom is a slight
diarrhrea, which would cause no apprehension in ordinary times.
This is generally cured by a single dose of Pkosphorw, or Phost*wie aCid given in the mode in which I shall describe under the
lnhariety of Cholera.
Cltoknne.-Wben this diarrhcea is a little more marked, and but
few other symptoms are present, the case is usually named Cholerine. This case is intermediate between that of premonitory symptoms and that of the fully formed cholera of thP. first variety to be
described. It requires similar treatment, and especially Phosphonu or Phosphoric acid .
.Treatment ol the first 1tagu of Cholera in all its forms.-Whe n
there is a deciaed attack of chofera, we resort, for the fit-st hour-or a longer or shorter time, according to circumstances-to a treat.
ment for which-as well as for all the most successful modes of
preventing and curing this disease-the world is indebted to Hahnemann. Whatever may be the form of the attack, give one drop
of the tincture of camphor, dropped on a lump of sugar, and theJi
dissolved in a table-spoon full of cold water. Repeat this every
five minutes until there is a decided mitigation of the symptoms.This will usually be after five or six doses. One sign of its good
e&cts is perspiration In proportion as the symptoms yield, let the
doses be at longer intervals-as an hour, two hours, twelve or even
twenty.four hours. If the disease is taken in time, ten or twelve .
doses are ordinarily sufficient. If the stomach will not retaiµ the
24
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camphor, e.en in ice water, then give before and after it, a bit of
ice as large as a filbert. Families should be provided with the
camphor, and, in case or attack, administer it immediately, before
the arrival of the physician, who will judge whether it is to be con.
tinued.
There is abundant testimony of the efficacy of tbis camphor
treatment, from all parts of Europe. Hahnemann states, that at
Berlin and Magdeburg alone, thousands of families have followed
his instructions respecting the treatment by Camphor, restored thoee
of their members who were attacked by the epidemic-restored
them often in less than a quarter of an hour. Dr. Quillll assures us
that this method may be employed with certainty of success, in the
first hour, and with probability of success in the following hours.Use no extemal apelications many stage. Hahnemann at first advised the external, m connection with the internal use of camphor,
but subsequently found it unnecessary. Indeed, it not only is meleas, but fifls the room with efftuvia which may interfere with subeequent treatment.
I shall not consider tM lrulment of Fully DetJeloped Cholera.
in. all it1 stages, dividing it into those varieties usually preeeo,ted.
The Hom<20patbic physician will know how to adapt his treatment
to the dift'erent shaaes and oombinations of these varieties. He
will apply the Materia Medica and the law limilia 1imilibtu cu-

rantur.

1st variety, Cholera Diarrhe~a ; Intestinal or Diarrluie C!oThe most frequent form of Cholera is that in which cliarrhcea is an early and prominent system. At first there is a simple
diarrhcea, or one preceded by heaclache. There is pain in the neck
and anns; lassitude in the legs; mmblings, tongue moist, a little
coated, sometimes pa.sty. The e\·acuations at first composed of
frecal matters, shortly become yellowish, greenish or watery, sometimes red ; afterward they have the appearance of barley water,
rice water, or of whey with little flocks of soap distributed through
it. Each stool is preceded by ~at noise and movementR in the
intestines. There may be a livid circle around the eyes, failure of
strength, and nausea; sQmetimes, in a more advanced stage, vomiting and spasms. If' this form of cholera is mistaken for an ordinary diarrhrea, and improperly treated, we have to apprelund the
stage of collapse, (hereafter to be described,) in which the cue is
difficult. But taken in 11eason, this diarrhceic fonn of cholera is
easy to cure.
Treatment.-If Camphor does not soon give relief, we are to resort to PAoBplioru1 or to PliospAoric acid. Dr. Quinn has employNI
both with equal success. The P/t,olf>lwric acid is to be preferred when
there is a gfuey matter on the tongue. (In some cases, V eratrum,
Chamomilla, Mercurius or Secale, may be indicated.) However,
PliolJ'hortu and PlitllpMrit: aeid, rarely fail to cure ; and some

lera.
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high authorities are in favor of giving one of them, at first, in preference to the administration of camphor in this form of Cholera.
Put two or three globules of the 30th attenuation of Phosphorus, or
the 3d attenuation of Phosphoric acid in a little s~r of milk, and
place them on the patient's tongue. Quinn rarely found it necessary
to give a second dose,. and never till the followmg day.
Ir in this or any other variety of Cholera, there is a severe burning in any part of the alimentary canal, with violent cholic and great
weakness or restlessness, give .A.r1enicum .A.lwn, 30th attenuation.
If the cholic proves obstinate, give an enema of ice-water. For
~ne1aicum and every other medicine, except camphor, the proper
interval between the doses is about one hour, or from half an hour
to an hour and a half, according to the circumstances. The doses
may always be two or three globules, and in case of most medicines the 30th attenuation. Camphor is to be given in doses of one
drop of the strongest tincture of tbe shoP.8, or two of the weakest,
repeated every five minutes, for it is unhke all other medicines, in
not requiring attenuation, and in being exceedingly transient in its action. Again, as it is one of the most powerful and general antidotes,
to other medicines, the patient must not take these from any s~n
or rlau which has recently contained it, nor must the odor of it be
in the room after he commences other medicines.
The 1econd "arittg of Cholera to 'be meiitiooed, (ibo' not the moet
frequent or dangerous,) is Choltra Gaatrico, or Ga.tric Chokra.
It is characterized by continual 11omitinp, but is often accom~nied
by many other symptoms of other varieties. There is no diarrhma,
or only one or two evacuations at the onset. The urine is~·
When the epidemic pa:evails, this form may be excited by flatulent
vegetables or other iDdigestible food.
n-eatment.-Tbe remedies are generally Ipecacuanha or Ve~
trum, sometimes Nuz Vomica. Camphor is to be given at the ou~
set. Put two or three globules of the third of Ipecac in a little suP." of milk, and place them on the tongue. This may be repeated,
1( necessary, in half an hour, an hour, or an hour and a half. If by ·
the effect of the Ipecac the vomiting cease, but the other s,rmptoms
remain, and there is a great weight at the stomach, and )>&IDS m the
intestines and bead, tnen have recourse to Nu:c Vomica, 30th attenuation, two or three globules. But if the disease is not checked,
give Veratrum, or other rr.edicines, accordi1_1g to the indications.To cholera excited by anger, and attended by either vomiting or
dianhrea, the 12th attenuation of Chamomilla is appropriate.
Tlaird Variety-Cholera Spcumodic, or Sponnoilfo Cholera.This fonn is ~cially characterized by eramP' and ipannodic
movementB. The principal sym~ma are contractions ariCi cramps
in the toes and fingers; afterwards convulsive movements in tlie
IDlllCles of the fore arm and legs ; then spasms in the upper arms
and thighs, and sometimes fixed spasms in the cheat and neck. The
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constriction of the chest is preceded by vomiting. Neither vomiting
nor diarrhrea frequently occur in this; but there is often pain, weight
and tenderness at the pit of the stomach.Treatment .-The remedies are camphor, Cuprum metallicum
and Veralrum. If Camphor has not relieved, give Cuprum, the
30th attenuation, two or three globules, and repeat it many times,
at intervals of half an hour or an hour, if its salutary effect is not
manifested. If necessary, then give Vera/rum in repeated doses,
or other medicines, according to tbe different indications.
The Fourth Varietf is Cholera 1icca, or Dry Cholera. There
is no diarrhrea or vomiting. There is a sudden prostration of the
vital ~were; the urine is suppressed ; tongue sometimes blue or
blackish ; the eyes upturned and fixed ; coldness of the surface of
the whole body, which becomes covered with a cold sticky sweat;
the face and limbs have a violet blue color. The voice and pulse
fail. This variety requires the most prompt attention.
Treatment.-The first remedy-as in other varieties of cholera,
is Camphor. In this variety, it is es~cially required for arousing
the nervous system. Repeat it every five minutes ; then, if necessary, give Veratrum every half hour, hour, or hour and a half. lf
the cramps and vomitings have ceased, if the patient is cold blue
and pulseless, i. e. collapsed, Carbo 1'efletabilia, 30th attenuation,
two or three globules. ln this state of complete Asphyxia, some
recommend Hydrocyanic Acid, 3d attenuation, every nour or two.
We recognize the effect of these medicines by the pulsations becoming sensible, and some by return of the cramps, vomitings or diarrhc::ea-symptoms which are then to be treated by Veratrum ot Cupr11.m, or some other remedy, according to the indication.
Fifth Variety-Cholera Acute, or Acute Cltolera.-This variety we might call Cerebral, as the brain in the first stage, seems to
be operesSed. Yet, in its course, it simulates the form of some other
varieties, and, like them, unless checked, ends in Asphyxia and
death. The patient, at first, feels as if he were stunned, or has a
sensation of weight in the head, or Vertigo ; oppression of the
chest; numbness of the arms and legs; afterwards there are rumbling in the intestines; heat of the body; pulse rapid and feeble;
nausea, retching or vomiting; bilious or watery diarrhrea; suppression of urine ; tongue cola, voice altered; face yellowish, with
a dark blue circle around the eyes; prostration; spasms at first in
the feet and hands, afterwards extending to the arms and legs, which
become dark blue, and cold ; the eyes tarnished and sunk in their
orbit11. The diarrhrea and cramps cease, and the disease in its latter stage runs into the form of dry cholera, characterized by cold
sweats, insensible eulse and general blueness-in short, by collapse.
Treatment.-Gxve Veratrum, at first the 12th, and after two or
three doses, the 30th, in the quantity and at intervals as before deacribed.
·
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Laatly, in some rare imtances, the cholera is, from the commencement, an iaflammalotJ and febrile disease. Then, as soon as the
vomiting is checked, uae AConitum the 24th. Afterward use Bry..
onia, 30th, Rhus Radicaoa, 30th ; or other medicines, according to
circwmtancea. The indications, as in all other complicated cases
of cholera, can be properly understood only by a Hom<llopatblc
physician.
A dangerous inflammatory or febrile condition, frequently follows
choler& proper, when treated allopatbicaJly. Then uae Aconite,
Belladonna, or Rhua RadicaD8, or other medicines, accordi~ to
the indicatiooa. Belladonna stands highest for inflammation of the
brain, and Rbus Radicans for the Typlius Fever.
Where a Homc:epathic physician is called to an1 cue of Cholera
which Alu been ulidtf' .J.llopatlµc treatment, he 11 fi.nit to antido~
the former treatment by camphor. Give it but a short time, if there
is any inflammation. He can judge if other antidotes are ne~saary,
u they frequently will be, in the course of the treatment; for calomel aDd other crude drugs, and even the undiluted ..colored tincture
the Hommopathic shops, are so durable in their mischievous action, as to require for their correction something more durable in its
curative action than camphor.
I will add, that we have accounts from Petersburgh and Riga, of
the same success in the Homrepathic treatment of the Cholera of
18'8, which distinguished that treatment in former years. Among
other remedies, they have used Camphor, Veratrum, S~le, PltMplaonc .J.cUl, H11drocyanic AcUl, an<I Jatorpla curca1. Veratrum
has gained great renown, even among the Allopathists themselves.
As an Allopathic physician, I was familiar with the Cholera in
1839 and '33. Those prescriptions which succeeded beat with me,
wem those which were moet nearly Homceopathic. I remember a
patient restored from collapse by camphor. I now find the Hom<&Opathic treatment, every day, efficient in the removal of Diarrhcea,
gr.radic Cholera, &c. Bat I came not before you to relate my ind1ridoal experience, but that of the great body of Homceop&thic
physicians. I have given you their treatment, and its results.
I am indebted for the facts chiefly to books which have not been
translated into the English language, and especially to one published in Paris by Dr. QQinn, the President of the British Hommopatbic Society, who had been familiar with Choler&, and with the
~ce and views or the continental physicians.
But the man to whom the school is ch1efty indebted for the means
oCcombatting this fearfal maladf, is Hahnemann. With that wonderful sagacity which charactenzed him, he eointed out the trae
pophylactics, and all the most important curatives, both for domestic arid professional use, when this pestilence had not fallen under
hia own observation, but was committing its ravaires in distant regions. Having discovered a universal, unerring ana everlasting law
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in medicine, he was prepared to encounter the strongest forms of
disease, as tho~h they were familiar. The law discovered, and
the materia mtdica founded by him, are the legacies which his disciples hold in trust for the benefit of mankind.
With these as their guides, they can offer to their fellow-men
that true consolation founded on an assurance of safety. But in
order to do this, they must have appropriate qualifications for the
practice of medicine. I shall, therefore, conclude with the requirement and injunction of Hahnemann :
"To the physician, whose province it is to vanquish the disease
that brings its victims to the very borders of corporeal dissolution,
and to proouce, as it were, a second creation of life-a greater work
than almost all the other much-vaunted performances of mankind-to him, Nature, in all her wide expanse, with all her sources and
productions, must lie open. • "' "' Let all hold aloof from this
most pious, this noblest of all secular professions, who are deficient
in intellect, in patient thought, in the requisite knowledge, or in
tender philanthropy and a sense of duty."

OLD SCHOOL FAILURES.
Certainly no one can open his eyes without seeing the palpable
failures of the old school, as the following newspaper paragraph
illustrates:
"CHOLERA Sn:o11'1cs.-The St. Louis Union says, that the
editors have posted around their desk no less than fourteen. reme•
dies for cholera, that have all come well recomm«tnded, and that,
too, by eminent medical men. The Union continues:
. 'Alas! how wofully mistaken they were. Some of these very
doctors have fallen victims themselves to their mistakes, and others
have !ost all confidence in their own specifics. One of them, Dr.
W ., we recollect well, a few days ago, came into our office, and
told us to say, editorially, for him, diat he had discovered a speci·
fie against cholera, upon the efficacy of which he would stake his
existence. He would, for a just compensation, impart a knowledge
of it to the public, and he desired us to call the attention of tlie
city authorities to the fact. We did so, but hardly was it done
untn, in a few hours' sickness, Dr. W. was himself numbered wim
the dead-a victim to cholera and to his own specific for the disease.'"
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MEDICAL POLITICS OF CINCINNATI, &c.
The Cholera Hospital of this city has been closed. The report
of Dr. Jordan, for which we have not room at present, will appear
in our next number. The dismissal of the Old Hunkers from the
Institution must have been very galling to their party, and the
success of Dr. Jordan was doubtleas an equally unpleasant fact.
We may be uncharitable in suggesting that anybody would be so
unprincipled as to regret the success of an Eclectic practitioner in
aving life, but until the leaders of the old school party are sufti..
ciently honorable publicly to acknowledge and proclaim the facta
concerning the Hospital-until they discontinue their attempt& to
deceive the public, (as when they labored, in the first instance, tu
produce the impression that a great mortality had occurred, and
secondly, to propagate the idea that the extraordinary success was
obtained by the use of calomel)-in short, until they show some
honorable and hamane sentiments in the irrelationa tG the Eclectic
practice, we muat judge of them acoording to appearancea.
Among the stratagems of Hunkerism, a moat ridiculous attempt
waa made to get ap odium against the Hospital, in reference to the
reception of a corpse. Many patients have been sent to the Hospital, (even sometimes under the direction of their physicians, ) in
the last stages of the disease, of whom thirty died withi none hour
after their arrival. Whether this was designed to get up odium
against the Hospital by increasing the apparent mortality, we
cannot uy, but that such a disposition did exist, was manifested by
the stories that were put in circulation at the time. In one inatance the man was so far gone that be died before arriving at the
Hospital, and was brought there dead. Dr. Jordan was accuatomed
to receive dying men, and bring the palseless back to life, but to
receive a dead body was not bis duty. He objected, and referred
the party to the ToWDllhip .Trwatees. However as they insisted
upon the reception and the Doctor was disposed to be very accommo-
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dating, he sWfered the man to be brought in, and furnished with a
coffin.
In this case the gentleman who brought the body-( a relative ot
Dr. Johnson, the fonner physician of the Hospital, who had been
superceded,) made a vigorous attempt to excite odium against Dr.
Jordan, by publishing an article in the city papers, representing
these circumstances aa a great outrage, and an act of inhumanity,
became Dr. J. did not receive the body aa a patient, and set to
work to restore a dead man. Dr. Jordan replied by a narrative of
the factB aa above stated. As drowning men eagerly catch at
maws, we find that this circumstance was gruped at by Dr. Rice,
in his "Presbyterian of the West," in which he manifested hia zeal
in behalf of Hunkerism, by republishing the communication from
the Commercial, heading it "Molt Barbarou1," and invoking the
indignatiora of the Christian community-thus demonstratiPg that
Dr. Rice sympathizes strongly with Hunkerism in medicine aa in
everything else, and that he .is still very willing to step aside from
his religious duties, and employ the arts of the demagogue to excite
odium against anything liberal. Possibly the fact that Dr. Jordan
ia the author of a book in defence of Univers&liam, ~y have
fumished an additional motive for aaaailing him. It is gratifying,
however, to find that the pre• generally have justly appreciated
Dr. Jordan and our liberal, independent Board of Health, as will
be seen by the following extracts:
Dr. J. H . Jordan, who formerly resided in. thia town, is the
~ncipal physician of the Cholera Hospital at Cincinnati! Thia
will surprise those that knew him here, not a little. Have they
room for any more of our doctoril-la. State Sentinel.
If the citizens of Indianapolis have doctors who shall prove
themselves to be as successful in cholera as Dr. Jordan has been,
should that terrible scourge visit them, they may be very thankful
indeed. And we can advise our cotemporary, with a sneer on his
lip, that if the scourge should visit Indianapolis, which we hope
ma.Y not be the caae, he could not do a better service to hia fellow
citizens, than to send for Dr. Jordan.-Enquirer.
We can add that Dr. Jordan baa been amongst the moet moceaaful of our physicians during the epidemic, even under the moat
disadvan~oue circumstances, and bas earned a ~fessional re~
tation which older men might be proud of. If the Hoosiers could
not appreciate him, it ia their disgrace, if he has had opportunities
of displaying bia skill. The past two months baa tried men tho.
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roughly, and the gold has been separated from the dross. We know
what is what htre.-Timt1.
.
The Gazette of August 18, says:
Moat heartily do we congratulate our fellow-citizens and the
public, on the re toration of the usual health of the city.
The Board of Health now meet but once a week, to close up
their business. The individuals composing this Board, are entitlea
to the gratitude of our citizens. Since their appointment, they
have devoted themselves to the discharge not only of the duty· assigned to thtm, but also to such kindred duties as came under
their observation. Early and late-in season and out-have their
efforts and energies been directed to alleviate the wide spread distre , consequent upon the ravages of the epidemic, in all parts of
the city. They have done much good.
Messrs. Martin, Storer,
Fletcher, Taylor, Bur~oy ne, Roedter, and Jewell, richly deserve,
and will receive the ttianks of the people, for their devoted and
gratuitous attention to the arduous duties of their station.
The publication of the address of the Eclectic Medical Society
has done an immense deal to enlighten the public, and confound
tho who have been circulating, far and wide, the calomel story.
They have been effectually silenced, and thousands have been enlightened who had heretofore been grossly deceived. The address
was publi bed in six or seven papers, one of which, having made
it a rule to exclude all medical discussions from its columns, made
a charge for its publicati n. The remainder published it pro bono
publico. The Old Hunkers are thoroughly disgusted with the
liberality of the Cmcinnati press. One of them, we learn, incensed against the Times for publishing what he styled a quack
report, collected a list of his friends who had resolved to drop the
Time and take another city paper, which he supposed was not
' bought up" by the liberals, as he considered the Times. The
editor graciously received his list of new subscribers, but felt it his
duty to inform the Doctor, before he left, that his own paper was
in th same predicament as the Times, and that he would have the
pleasure of reading the same report in his columns in the very next
number.
While thus tormented by Eclecticism, Hunkerism has been ill at
eaee within its own borden. Ptof. Drake, having issued a number
of bulletins, to enlighten the public conceming the cholera, the
city waga have issued rival bulletins, purporting to come from a
eolorea M. D., which set everybody to laughing at the Professor's
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e:q>eme. The ideaa of the colored doctor concering o.coae and
the greg Aor1e, produced rather a greater sensation than the learned
professor's theories.
Seriously, certain membel'8 of the Ohio Medical College cut a
very sony figure. Profs. Drake and Harrison, at the commencement of the cholera season, gave a certificate, which was extensively published, recommending Nash's Root Bur, for general use.
At a later period, Dr. Drake published another document recommending 1oda eater, and urgllig the apothecaries to sell it at three
cents a glass, instead of five. When the official dignitaries of old
school medicine have no better judgment or knowledge than thi1when they urge the people in the newspapers to use root beer and
1oda eater as anti-el&olera drinks, we need not wonder at the thick
darkness of professional ignorance which overspwuls the land.
The schemes concerning the Ohio Medical College have been
a . source of discord. Dr. Drake and Dr. Bayless, of Louisville,
have been introduced, making eight professors to be accommodated
by six professorships. Dr. Drake takes the chair of practice,
restoring Dr. Harrison to Materia Medica. Dr. Bayleaa take the
department of Anatomy, and Dr. MU88ey of Surgery, while Dr.
Shotwell sits down between the two chairs of Anatomy and SUl'gery, on the stool of Surgical .A.natomy. Which of the three is
to be put on short allowance, does llOt appear, as the student takes
the tickets in the aggregate, and the mode of division is private.
However, we apprehend that Dr. MU88ey will, ere long, be placed
oa the list of the superannuated.
Upon the whole we belieye the Ohio Medical College is at this
time one of the most incompetent medical colleges in this country,
to communicate a sound and useful system of medical practice.
We have no personal. aversion or unkindly feelings to any or the
faculty, but we sincerely believe a large portion of their teachings
are calculated to inflict death and misery upon society, and to inczeue the annual mortality of the country in which their graduates
reside, by more than a thousand deaths.
Notwithstanding this vast sacrifice to the perpetuation and llDity
of the old school profession, it does not at.ppear to be very harmonious, if we may judge from the following extract of a letter from
one of the old school doctors of this city, which was sent for
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publication to a Philadelphia newspaper. After abusing the
liberals, he continues :
"I will now say a few wonis about the melancholy appearance
of humbuggery in the allopathic profession. A few men here, not
aatiafied to take the humble private walks of their calling, wrote
essays on the cholera, to make the public believe that they knew
more about it than their professional brethren. One in particular,
who is a member of a church, with a numerous congregation, and
a Pastor, who is editor of a religious paper. Tliis paper was
extrav.nt in praise of the Dr's. euay, and the inference was
plainly drawn, that the Dr. was the only one who could be relied
on in case any of the members were attacked with cholera. In a
short time the scourge appeared; the Dr's. skill was teated. Hie
own wife sickened and died, and I am credibly informed that a
very large share of his patients met with the same fate. Another
Doctor on Fifth street published that his treatment never failed, and
that it bad been universally successful throughout Europe. The
last I heard of him he was under the treatment of Dr. Shotwell for
cholera, and with little prospect of recovery. I do not mention
these cases out of any bad feelings towards those unfortunate persons, but that it may be a wami~ to those who may be di~sed,
by the promulgation of falsehood, to speculate and make profit oft'
this terrible juClgment of God."
Little or nothing has been said concerning the Botanico Medicals
in the newspapers, and we are not apprised what has been the success of the few who practice in tht> city, but the Hom<20paths have
been quite conspicuous. Drs. Pulte and Ehrmann, by far the most
extensive HomO'!Opathic practitioners in the city, have published
the following report: It will be observed that while Homreopaths
in Europe have lost eight or ten per cent of their cholera patients,
these gentlemen claim to have lost very little over three per cent.
Whether this was owing to superior skill, or to the fact that their
patients were supplied with medicines in advance, as preventives,
with full directions for their use, we need not enquire. If those
who employ Eclectic physicians had been in like manner supplied
with remedies and directions, we do not believe the mortality would
have been over two per cent. But as Eclectic practitioners have
not been so Jong established in the city as the Homreopathic, many
of them have not yet had time to establish intimate relations with
the community, and many of their patients have never before had
any knowledge of Eclectic practice. The following we extract
from the Times:
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Ma. ED1Toa:-Your correspondent, "Justice," in last Tuesdats
Times, calls upon the Homceopathic physicians of this dty to give
an exhibit of the results of tlieir practice in the late cholera epidemic, together with a statement of their treatment, and other statistical matter, interesting for the public to know.
Our intention was, and is yet, to brii:ig our results and experiences
of the late epidemic before the profeuion and the pulilic, in a
a~cial publication, to be i88ued as soon as the epidemic has entirely
left us, with all its immediate 6ff'ects. By doing su, we ho~ to
shield ourselves against the imputations of ostentation, so often
brought spinet us by thoee who themselves are the only ones guilty
of such a charge. As some, however, seem to think our :results
to be unfavoralile for Homcoopathy, because we have been 14m Jar
silent, it becomes our duty to give the statements immedialtlg, and
to answer the questions of "Tustice" in the same columns in which
they were proposed. We give, therefore, in the foil owing, the
reswta of our own practice during the epidemic, expecting the other
Homcoopathic phy:sicians to do the aame.
We h&ve treated, from the lat Mar. to the 1st August, inst., 1116
cholera patients, of whic~ 638 exhibited the symptoms of vomiting, diarrhma, and cramps, including a great many, from 60 to 70,
in aee.P state of collapse-the be.lance, 678, had the symptoms of
vomitmg and rice-water discha~s, and were prevented from nmning into a higher stage of the disease, by early applications of the
proper medicines.
Of the collap11ed cases, a great many were. cured, the success depend,in~ upon the medicines given in the early stages.
In those
cases improperly treated, by opiates particularly, our success was
difficult ; but in cases where the patient was treated at first, by
camphor alone, or where he went immediately into collapse, after
being attacked, the result was very favorable.
Of the 1116 cholera ~tients, 474 were Americana, and 64J
Germans, including a few Irish; the mortality of the whole num·
her was 36, of which 2 were Americans, and 33 Gennans. Of
the latter not one half should have died, but from their carele881less
of diet, and want of knowledge of the insidious character of this
disease. We accounted amongst those who died, all which we had
attended ourselves, even if we were called at too late a time to be
of real use.
Besides the above 1116 cholera patients, we treated during the
same tim~, 1360 cases of a mixed character, mostly diarrh«Ms with
rumbling in the bowels, (cholerina,) and towards the cloee of the
epidemic, a great number of dysenteries, some of w.hich were of a
very malignant character, (we lost none of them, however,) also a
good many nervous fevers with typhoid tendency.
To verify the above statement,
have made out a complete list

we
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of all the cholera cues, with names and dates for reference at any
time when required.
The principal remedy used in the beginning of cholera was campbora, tlie tincture of which was prepared in the proportion of one
part of the gum to six parts of alcohol, as adviseii by Hahnemann
himself, who first recommended this remedy in 1829. The dose
in which it was applied, was equal to one or two drops evP.ry five
minutes, for one or one and a half hours, until profuse perspiration
ensued. During this time the patient had to be well covered, and
in most cases the camphor alone produced a complete cure, witho~
the help of any other remedies.
If, tiowever, it did not, because the second stage of the disease
bad appeared, veratrwn and cuprum were used, esJ>l?cially against
cramps, also secale cornutum (ergot) particularly in elderly individuals; and in cases of collapee, caroo vegitabilis, (veptable. coal)
and arseaicum, the two latter in the 30th <lilution.
Of external applications we made very little use, confining ouree1ves, if we used them at all, to rubbing the extremities in the
mildest manner, with the bands only. As soon as colla~ took
place, we allowed the pa~ient to be uncovered or covered, as he
wished it himself, finding it of no benefit to wann the extremities
by outward means, whilst the patient at the same time complained
of internal beat and agony.
If "Jastice" or any one else wants to satisfy himself about the
correctness of the abOve statements, we are willing to conduct him
to the persons who laid in a state of collaps«l witll cold extremitiea
and cold face, no pulse, sunken eye, blue liJ.>I!, and hoarse voice.
That nature cannot cure cases of this kind without proper medical
aid, will in all probability be admitted by all ; that Hommo~thy
can, however, cure them, we can prove by the suft"erers themlelvea

in this city.
.
Allow us to state one more fact of moment. We &&tend usually
between 700 and 800 American families, which amounts to about
4000 persona-out of this number we lost only two, an old lady
who liad been sick tor some time previously, arKI a young man who
1e11t for us only a few hours before he died. This astonishing
retalt we ascribe among other causes to the propAglactic treatment
which they bad receive<l, their good re~lationa in diet, and speedy
help tbey had when attacked.
J. H. PULTE, M. D.
CtNCUOU.TI, Aug. 11, 1849.
B. EHRMANN, M. D.
The foregoing statement baa been violently &U&cked by Dr. Latta, in a long and ridiculom editorial in hia paper, the Methodist Expositor. Dr. L., besides uttering a great deal of silly abuse, af.
&nos that Dr. Pulte'a doses of camphor were not Hommopathic, and
were quite large dOlel. If this be true, we shall only think the bet-
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ter of Dr. P. for not confining himself to infinitesimals; but we
apprehend he is a better judge of what constitutes Hommopa.thy than
Dr. Latta, who appears to be wilfully ignorant of its principles and
facts. Dr. Latta also charges Drs. P. & E. with falsehood, affinning that they have certainly lost more than two Americans, as
he inow1 of nine himself who died under their practice, whose
names he can give, and belie'l'ta they have had a large mortality.
We hope that Drs. P. & E. will promptly meet this charge. It
-kas been widely diftbsed, many extra copies of the Expositor have
been circulated through the city, and we presume elsewhere.
The Expositor of Dr. Latta is quite a champion of medical
orthodoxy. Some time since, having attacked the Board of Health,
Editor of the Times, &c., on account of their medical independence,
the editor of the Times gave the following very appropriate rejoinder:
" The great difficulty with our friend, is the same that aftlicts his
brethren generally-a distressingly ftatulent dignity-an over-estimat.
~ feeling of importance, exactly analagous in medicine, to the
ideas of the Catholic hierarchy in spiritu&l matters. It is the same
spirit manifesting itself in another fonn.
The " Regular Faculty" is certainly composed of gentlemen of
excellent qualities of bea<i and heart, in a general sense, but like the
preciousjot of ointment mentioned in Scripture, the sweet odor is
aestroye by a dead fty-tbeir excellent character is of no force or
use, while a narrow, exclusive, bloviating silly J>ride governs their
intercourse with the public and the legally constituted authorities."
.The editor of the Times has doubtless made himself quite obnoxious to medical Hunkers, by his very liberal conduct; and we
trust that the friends of medical liberalism will hear in mind his
bold and independent course. The Times is always full of interesting news-takes liberal views of all subjects, and is the only paper
which has taken an active part in behalf of medical progress. The
· Gazette, which seems to have taken an independent stand in reference to the divisions of the profession, has recently alluded to the
large mortality by other di1eMe1 during the cholera season, and inquired whether it was not owing to the use of calomel and otAer
poi1on1, by which cholera. was changed into some other fonn of
disease. The same idea was broached by a correspondent of the
Times, as follows:
" I find the following statement and query in a morning paper:' The 'daily reports of the Board of Health show a large number of
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intermeDta of per90DS dying from 'other dill88lel'' than the cholera.

The aggregate interments fora week; which are reported as 'other
dieeaaes, is 35o-an average of 60 per day; whicli is surely a very
extraordinary: mortality. An explanation from the health officer, or
from some other competent person, might serve to resolve the doubts
of many.'
"It eeems to me, Mr. Editor, the consideration is an important
one, aod I hope some disinterested competent person will answer.
I have my:sel(, heard of but one explanation, arid that is, the excessive use of opium and morphine by one class of physicians, which,
though they may conguer cholera, induces congestive and low nervous fever, or typhoid, thus throwing the disease under another
bead. Whether this is a correct explanation I know not, but such
I bow is the impression of a large number of citizens."
The cholera epidemic has been accompanied by sharp criticisma
on the Old School gentlemen elsewhere, as well as in Cincinnati.
The St. Louis Reveille of August2, saya:
"Our correspondent, 'Calomel,' speaks daggers upon the subject
which baa aroUsed him. That the mineral in questton is used in a
detP'et!, throughout the south-west, destructive to the conatitution, and
that the term 'Calomel Doctor,' has become one of reJ>roach, is
tr1le bey:ond all question. Calomel is an invaluable medicine, properly administered, but its wide and wholesale abuse is notorio111,
i.nd a public good must be effected by the indignant cry which is
ucend1ng against it."
The correspondent under the head, "Is KrLLINo, Muan:sa ?''
says that the late abuses of medical science will be investigated, and,
"That the matter will be conducted 'unwaveringly,' I know to
be certain; for were we not to do so, the very grave yards, gorged
with the remains of murdered ·relatives and friends, would open
their ra~cious maws and exclaim against us. But, I aak, how can
a spirit of coolnesa pervade the m~'nds of those who may feel bound
to arouse themselves to e 1 fro our midst a system of medical
practice, that has lost, u:S:r its ministration this aeason, eighty&ve per cent, of their cholera cases, either by direct death or super.induCed diseaaes. Can any one with the lleart-rendiog consci<>Wlnesa that tears their heart's tendrils, be merely "gravely" disposed
to inquire? Can I, with the blind monument of a system that out.
lull. Aell it1df, around my knees remain guiescent? No, sirs, the
people are awake-there 'is a voice heard, lamentation, and weep. ., and great mourning.' Roll up, airs, the aggregate of all ttie
awn of battle fielda, aria 'all that wrecked in oceans lay,' and the
victims of Hypocratean skill will outnumber them; aye, add the
victims of famine, alao, and they still excel. Why did CinciDDati
crash the self-conceited Regular Board of Heal~ and place theH:
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city hoaphal mader the charge of thOle who, alone in that u well u
in this city, have shown anr. knowl~ at all of the natunl of the
pestilence, and the means of its cure?
Dr. Bailey, ·of the National Era, wams his professional brethren,
in his last No., "that the profession of medicine must obey the law
of progress, and that Hunkerism among physiciau will fare no better than among politicians."
"The regular' physician, (he says,) who indulges in contempt for the
Eclectic, Hydropathic, Homooopathic, or Chrono Thermal Schools,
because they are not according to his gospel, shows more of the
bigotry of conservatism, than of the philosophy of progre88. A
magnanimous love of truth should lead him to enmiae into their
claims with impartiality."
We might allude to 1everal striking failures in this city, bat we
forbear. Yet, as we have sometimes stated, that any old woman
with a few hours' proper instru"tion might manage Cholera more
111ccesafully than it was managed by thoee who rely upon calomel
and opium, we DlUBt mention the fact, that a negro barber ha'Ving
obtained a supplv of cholera medicines, such as are used by liberal
pracaitionen, made use of them in a few cases successfully, and
was in consequence called to treat a co~iderable number of cues
of cholera, in almost all of which he succeeded. The Lancet endeavon to make a jest of this matter, but it seems lo be a very sober
fact, that a negro barber, with a few judicious remedies, haa been
more successful in treating cholera, than the whole Allopathic faculty of Cincinnati, Would it not be better for these gentlemen to
pull down their delusive college, and begin anew the study or ra..
tional medicine ?-B.

Ta• N. Y. Eo1.1:0T10 ManrcAL ••D Sno10ALJ011a1uL, No. I,
edited by Dre. Potter and Kenworthy, and published at Syracuse,
X. Y., has been received. We are gratified to perceive that it
makes a very respectable appearance, and is well edited. This
Journal is connected with a new Eclectic Medical College which
ia expected to commence operations this fall. As we have beretoIGre spoken rather sharply of some of the gentlemen connected with
these enterprises, it will give us much pleasure to comp~iment their
exertions when we can do so conscientioualy.-B.
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INTERESTING ACCIDENT-FOREIGN BODY IN THE
BRONCHI.
WESTERVILLE, FRANKLIN Co., 0., Aug. 12, 1849.
Editors of tlie Eclectic :l'tfedical Journal:
In the month of June, 1848, while a little boy some six or
seven years old, was quarreling and scuffling with an elder sister,
be wa.s suddenly jerked away by his mother, whereupon a convulsive fit of coughing ensued, causing him to eject two grains of Indian Corn from his mouth. As soon as the coughing subsided a
little, be assured his mother that he had put three grains into his
mouth; and the coughing immediately returning with renewed violence, the inference was, that one of the grains had descended the
trachea and effected a lodgment in the lungs. Being her nearest
neighbor, she immediately sent for me; and on my arrival I found the
child comparatively quiet, affected with a shght tickling cough,
complaining of pain in the right lung, with considerable discharge
of mucus, slightly streaked with blood. I advised an emetic aa
the only safe way to effect a dislodgment; but finding a member of
the family had gone for an old school Physician, and the child
remaining quiet, I left. I subsequentir learned that the Physician
condemned my advice as attended with extreme danger; he however did nothm~. During the succeeding eight days the child continued pale, with slight cough, constant expectoration and much
less animation than usual, though he still continued to keep up.
On the ninth he was attacked with strong symptoms of pneumorua
(then somewhat prevalent)-inftammatory fover, tense pulse, acute
pain and constant imitation of the lungs. In this condition his
mother wished me to prescribe for him. I ordered bis feet to be
immersed in warm ley water, and his body to be sponged with the
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same; administered a half tea spoon full of sudorifk drops, in a
decoction of serpentaria, after which I gave at intervals of two hours,
small doses of Diaphoretic powder combined with t gr. doses of
Quinine, with a decoction of spearmint for drink; thereby continuing a detennination to the surface. I likewise ordered a mustard
plaster to the breast. In three days the little fellow was on his feet
again-fever, ~in and cough all subsided, and in ten days after,
wnile playing, he suddenly vomited about a half tea cup full of
putrid, offensive matter, and immediately afterwads the grain of
com, much swollen and blackened. Thus it appears, the com bad
descended the right bronchial tube, and effected a lodgment in the
lung, which accommodating itself to the intruder, had been
attended with no other inconvenience, than the slight pain and irritation previously mentioned; till signs of inflammation supervened;
which, arising from an effort of n1Jture to expel an intruding substance, was attended with the happiest result.
In connection I will observe, that while in consultation with a
member of the family on the above case, an old school Physician
advised the operation of Bronchotomy as the only remedy. A
mother's feelings re\•olted, and her C'hild was saved.
A correspondent in Kentucky has sent you a recipe for the cure
of Burns. - We think the following a better preparation: Slake a
lump of fresh Lime in water, let it settle; then mix a sufficiency
with Linseed Oil by well stirring or shaking, till it becomes of the
consistency of cream; this can be applied with a feather, and prevents the adhesion so likely to take place with plasters. But the
most dangerous bum I have ever known was cured by the following
Indian remedy: Take of the leaves and twigs of the Spice bush a
sufficient quantity; boil till the strength is extracted; then lay the
boiled leaves on the burnt pa.rt and lceep constantly wet with the
liquid; this saved when life was despaired of.
GEO. McWHIRK.
The foregoing case is happily illustrated by a similar instance
reported by Surgron SoLLY, which was res-eived by the last mail.
Mr. SoLLv's narrative and the discussion in the Society show ,·ery
clearly we think, the impropriety of a meddlesome surgery.-B.

ROY AL MEDICAL AND CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.
TuF.snAv, APRIL 24, 1849.-DR. ADDISON, PRESID.l!:NT.
C.&sE

oF FoREION

Bony

IN TAB BRONCHI.

Bv

SAMUEL SoLLV

F. R. S., Senior-Assistant Surgeon to St. Thomas's Hospital. ,
In this case a navigator drew into his windpipe the pebble
which he had placed under his tong1Je to relieve thirst while working on the railway. He applied fir.>t to Mr. Passmore, of PuJlin's
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Bar, who, after making him stand on his head, and taking other
measures to relieve him, proposed the operation of tracheotomy;
but the man preferred coming up to London. On his admission
into St. Thomas's, under the care of the author, his condition is
thus described:-When recumbent, and entirely at rest, he was free
from cough and unconscious of the presence of the stone; but severe
cough was induced if he moved about much, and he fancied the
stone changed its position. He lay either on his back or right side,
an attempt to turn on the left side producing great dyapnrea, with
cough arid impending suffocation; lie referred to the position of the
right bronchus as that occupied by the stone, and occasionally
experienced a sore and pricking sensation, at the same spot. On examirung the chest with a stethoscope, the author found tbe respiratory
munnur loud, but otherwise natural, on the left side. On the right,
there was a loud cooing sound about four inches below the clavicle; below this, and over about three square inches, there was no
respiratory murmur audible. These signs, however, varied, and at
times the author could distinguish the sound accompanying the
ingress of air at every pa.rt of the chest. Dr. Cohen found the
respiratory murmur absent, one inch beneath the nipple of the
right side, whilst the percussion .elicited over the same part a clear
soUnd. After the patient had been in the hospital a few days, he
was bound to a table, inverted, the operator frequently striking him
on the chest and back with his hand. The dyspnrea and spasmodic cough forbade the maintenance of this position beyond forty
or fifty seconds. This inversion of the body having produced no
effect on the position of the stone, it was determined to open to the
trachea, wbich was done, and the man again inverted without dislodging the stone; but severe bronchitis was produced, which was
twice subdued by repeated cupping, and the use of mercury. At
last, the patient suddenly left the hospital, and returning to Holloway, died eight days afterwards, Two days after he left the hospital, he was seized with a fit of coughing, and was nearly suffocated. He declared at this time that the stone had changed its
position. He had three more convulsive fits shortly before his
aeath; and the expectoration was very profuse through the last
week of his life. The post-mortem examination, which was conducted without the author's knowledge, revealed extensive elenritic
inflammation and suppuration in the pleu.._ on the left side, and
abscess of the substance of the lung on the right side. The stone
was firmly wedged in one of the first divisions of the left bronchus,
but there was no ulceration of the mucous membrane arouDd it,
indicating that it had been long resident there. It weighs 114
~ins; its long axis being three quarters of an inch, and its short
axis half an inch. The author remarked that he was prepared to
ll8e forceps for the extraction of the stone; but as the introduction
of a long steel probe produced such violent spasm, without afford-
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ing any information as to the position of the foreign body, he did
not consider himself justified in employing them. The form would
have rendered it next to impracticable to have seized it with forceps, had the attempt been made. There seems no doubt that the
fatal event was accelerated by the patient's returning to his accustomed stimulants after quitting the hospital. The author is farther
of opinion that the history of the case, and the post-mortem appearances, justify the assumption that the stone was ejected from its
original position when the fit of spasmodic coughing came on two
days after he left the hospital; and that it immediately afterwards
passed into the left bronchus, where it was found after death.
Mr. B. PHILLIP& said that the case detailed suggested a very
important question with respect to the practice to be pursued in similar accidents. In Mr. Brunel's case, a principle wnich had been
much relied on by Sir B. Brodie appeared to have suggested the
employment of the same plan of treatment in the present case. He
alluded to the opening made in the trachea, in order to prevent the
cough and spasm which presented themselves when the coin came
into contact with the larynx. In Mr. Brunel's case the coin passed
out of the glottis without producing spasm. The plan pursued in
this case, however successful, and however high tne authority for
the proceeding, was not, he would venture to 8ay, as yet established.
The case of Mr. Solly went to show that the plan was not always
applicable or successful. In that case, was not the stone brought
often into contact with the glottis? and did not spasm of a violent
kind result? If this was so a tier the opening was made in the trachea,
it was clear, as far as this case went, that the plan was not free from
doubt as to its result, however much surgeons, since Mr. Brunel's
case, seemed to rely upon it. It was clear, also, that foreign bodies
in the air-passages, were occasionally coughed up through the glottis
without the occurrence of spasm. If he recollected rightly, soon
after Mr. Brunel's case, an instance of the kind had occurred in the
practice of Dr. Duncan, of Edinburgh. The patient had swallowed a coin of some kind, and on admission into the Infirmarr,
he was immediately inverted en more Mr. Brunel, and the com
was brought up without coughing at all. Many cases were also on
record of tamarind-stones, cherry-stones, and other foreign bodies,
remaining for weeks, and even months, in the air-passages, and
which were eventually coughed up, without producing any distress in the patient. It was therefore by no means a settled point
of practice, that all danger of suffocation was avoided by making
an opening into the trachea.
Dr. C. J.B. WxLLIAMs, on examining the stone, said that it was
just the sha~ and size to act as a valve, and become impacted in
the bronchial tube. It presented the form of a wedge, and must
have been very difficult to dislodge. It had remained so impact.eel
for a sufficient length of time to produce bronchial, and subsequent-
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ly pulmonary inflammation, and when dislodsed from the left
bronchus, produced fatal disease in the opposite lung. It was a
case not likely to occur again. He had always thought, in these
cases, that a cha~ soon took place in the lining membrane of the
air-tube by the irritation caused by the former booy. This irrita.tion thickened the membrane, and therefore, the longer the foreigsa
body remained unmoved, the more difficult it would be to dislodge
it, or to get at it by an operation. The experimentR of Magendie
and Brodie had shown, that when the tracnea was first opened its
interior might be touched, and no spasm would be produced. It wu
only when a foreign body was pa8aed up to the slottis that irritation exhibited its effects. If, however, the interior of the trachea
were touched after it had been sometime open, violent coughing
and spasm were the result. So, if a foreign body were long detained in the air-passages, irritation, and probably infiammation, were
the effects. It therefore behoved us, when a foreign body was
found to be so situated,-and he believed the physical signs of such
a condition were quite sufficient to determine it, in almost all caaes,-to take steps for its removal by operation; to get it away
through the openmg, by means of forceps; or as in Mr. Brunel's
case. He agreed with Mr. Arnott, that the object of the opening.
in Mr. Brunel's case, was not to prevent contraction of the glottis,
from the foreign body acti~ upon it; but to remove the fatal effects
resulting from such contraction. He had proved this by experiment,
for he had ormed the trachea, and passed a body up to the glottis,
and the opening in the trachea prevented that proceeding from P.rov·
ing fatal. One pathological fact had been illustrated in a striking
manner by the case under discussion. It showed that irritation in
the bronchial tubes was capable of producing disease in the subltance of the lung, even to the establishment ofvomica. He thought
the same results migllt take place from long continued bronchitis.
Dr. Oo111:a WARD spoke m praise of the use of emetics in cases
where foreign bodies were in the air-passages, and related a case in
which he had reason to believe a small bead had been ejected from
one of the bronchi by this treatment.
Mr. EllICHIJillf observed that it was important to determine whether
an opening in the treachea really prevented irritation of the glottis,
or not. He bad certainly thought so, afterthe case of Mr. Brunel.
He had, however, made experiments which, in their results, coincided with those made by Magendie. He had found, on introducing
a foreign body through an opening in the trachea, that spasmodic
cough was produced. This he hid observed a.lso in cases of cut
tlaroat. Instances, however, were on record, in which this irrita.
bility would &l>J>ear to have been suspended. A case was related by
Mr. Houstoo, m the Dvbfoi Jovrul, in which such irritability
was not .preaent; and another cue in which some blades of grass
were ~ through the glottis of a dog from an opening made ill
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the trachea, without any \•isible effect.
Now, in those cases inwhich the foreign body remained a long time in the air-passages,
was the iritability o( the mucous membrane exhausted? Such continuance did exhaust the irritability in some mucous membranes.In some cases alFo, irTitability was remon~d by asphyxia, or by inflammation. If, in cases of a foreign body in the air-passages, we
operated to relieve the breathing, then a small opening only ·was necessary; but, if we made the incision with the expectation of the
foreign body coming through it, of course it was necessary to make
it larger; In Mr. Brunel's case, the coin passed through the glottis,
breathing being carried on by the opening in the trachea. In Guy'•
Hospi.tal Reports, a case had been related by Mr. Cook, in which
a sixpence passed from .the air-passage during sleep, without any
disturbance to the person. · No traclieotomy had been perfonned.
The coin had come out ed.,.eways, as it had entered; and this was
the way he (Mr. Erichsen) believed coins did come out when the
operation was resorted to. This, however, was but a lucky accident, and it was better always to make an opening in the trachea
large enough for the foreign body to escape from.
Dr. W EDSTER, in reference to the remarks made by Mr. Phillips,
respecting the period during which foreign bodies might be lodged
in the bronchi, had many years ago met with a case wherein a
cherry-stone had remained sixty-eight days in the left bronchus.It produced inflammation and suppuration, when the cherry-stone
was vomited up, with a large quantity of pus ; after which the patient soon recovered. Tracheotomy was thought of, but it was not
considered advisable, in consultation with several surgeons. Numerous cases of foreign bodies, which had accidentally got into the
air-passages, are recorded by authors. Some of tbe!'e he (Dr.
Webster) would just mention, to show how long such substances
might remain in the bronchi, without producing fatal consequences.
For instance, Louis and Petit relate a case, where a piece of gold remained lodged in the trachea during four years, when the patient died
phthisical. Royer Collard ·met with the case of a lunatic, at Charenton, who swallowed a nail an inch and a half long, with a large
head. On examination after death, the nail was found sticking m
the left bronchus. The lung was not injured, and only slightlv inflamed; but the nail was verv much oxidized, and cO\·ered with an
animal matter, the centre of the nail being still hard; thus prodng
the foreign body had remained a long time in the lnngs. M. Collard gives an account of another, likewise in a maniac, at ·Charenton, who swallowed the bone of a mutton-chop, without produl'ing
any severe symptoms, or even inconvenience. Six years afterwards
this patient diea, without, however, any apparent pectoral disease.
On dissection, the bone was found fixea in the bronchi ; but there
was no morbid appearance whatever in any part of the lung. He
(Dr. Webster) might quote other cases, but would only now allude
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to two, viz.: that of John St.ephenson, an old Covenant.er, whose
life was published in 1728. This person swallowed a piece of bone,
about the size of a hazel-nut, which got into his bronchi, and produced much pectoral disease like a decline. At the end of fourteen
years and nine months, the bone was expectorated, when the patient
recovered. The other case was one which the late Mr. Barrow, of
Davies-street, told him, (Dr. Webster,) being that of a gentleman
he had attended for some time, with severe pectoral symptoms, so
much like phthisis, that the patient was not expected to survive.However, early one morning he coughed up a piece of ginger, thickly encrusted with a hard mucous-looking matt~r, when recovery
soon followed. On seeing the ginger, the patient told Mr. Barrow,
that fonnerly he often went to sleep with a piece of that substance
in his mouth, for a stomach complaint, and at the very commencement of his pulmonary affection he had done so, but missed the ginger in the morning; and he now had no doubt but it had then slipped into his windpipe, and produced all the subsequent symptoms.
'rhe cases now related, to which many others might be added, at
least proved that foreign bodies might remain in the bronchi for a
very long period, and were even ultimately got rid of without an
operation.
PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.
BY P. C. DOLLEY, M. D.

The true Reformer must needs be in advance of those around him,
and even of his times, and as a consequence, must stand as accuser
of men and measures-and a condemner of positions and arguments
of those whom he meets. It behooves us well then, while we exult in our rrosperity, and the advancement of medical truth, to examine wel what kind of men we are, and sliould be, who have
taken it upon ourselves to proclaim these new doctrines ... Evidently
none but men of science, of virtue, of attainment, and of power.He who cannot make himself known and felt as a Reformer, before
he proclaims himself as such, is not worthy of the name, -and cannot stand the test which the true Reformer must exJ;Mlrience. He
must show by his own deeds, that he feels the dignity of the station he assumes-that he means to make himself a benefit to the
world,-before it shall confer an hono~ upon him,-and show, too,
that he is capable of accomplishing it.
In conformity to these views, permit me to bring forward the subject of Pavs1CAL ExAHINATION 1N THE Du0Nos1s Oli' D1s1un:, as
one that should be more fully urged upon the attention of practitioners.
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There is probably no point more difficult in the whole range of
the Physician's duties, than determining accurately the extent, nature, complications, &c. of disease,--and particularly without the
aid of signs afforded by a physical examination, in diseases which
admit of such examination. And what is he but a Quack, who
will form his diagnosis and prescribe at random fora disease, when
the means of knotoing its nature, are at his command ? In almost
all diseases, nature has hung out her signals of distress, and if we
properly understand them, we shall so read them as to make our insight clear, and as a co~uence, our action in accordance with
the dictates of our highest reason and best judgment-hut if not
pro_perly read, who shall answer for the results of our prescriptions?
Take, for illustration, the two conditions of the respiratory organs, Phthisis Pulmonalis and Chronic Bronchitis, in tlie advanced
wtages of which there are so many concurrent symptoms, that without a physical examination, one 18 more liable to lie led astray than
otherwise. I have now a patient who has been drugged for Conllllmption, and was given up to die long since, in whose Ju~ no
tubercle has ever existed. Miss P--, 'of our village, who died a
since, had been bed-ridden for years, was supposed to be wast~ away with Consumption,-but a post-mortem examination
showed a sound pair of lungs, with no disease of the system, except
about the Uterus. Can science longer tolerate such abuse? Add to
these diseases the numerous other morbid conditions of the lungs
and air-passages, mch as dilatation of the Bronchi, Emphysema,
<F.dema, Apoplexy or the lungs, Pneumothorax, &c., and witho:it
an accurate physical examination, the difficulties would be almost
insurmountable.
But it is not in diseases of the lungs alone, that this mode of examination becomes of service. In diseases of the heart, it is almost indispensable, and in ascertaining the morbid condition of the
abdominal viscera, it affords more certain data than any other set of
signs. A case in point occurs to my mind. I was called some
time last August, to see Mrs. B--, who had been ill for some
four or five years of the Dropsy-and had been visited by seven or
eight of the best physicians of this section. It was generally supposed to be a case of "enlarged Liver," with a consequent dropsy, &c. After a careful questioning and physical examination, I
formed a diagnosis, and fearlessly gl!VC it before a large number of
friends who &ad assembled to see what I would say and do. As it
was supposed she must die in a few days; my opinion wa~ that
Dropsy was her prime disease-that her Stomach, Liver and Heart
were suffering only in consequence of the grtat pressure upon
tlum, and that her lungs were perfectly sound. The result J>roved
my position true, for at her post mortem examination, in March,
the viscera were found precisely as I had described them, and
instead of an enlarged liver, it was hardly of the natural size; and
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her disease was the most marked case of Ovarian Dro~v, imaginable. I design to give the details of this case soon in the Ee. Journal.
Had I depended upon the high authority which preceded me, or
upon any thing but the symptoms developed by the physical examination, I should certainly have been misled, and as a consequence
erred materially in my treatment. It is not my object to write an
essay, but merely to call attention to a subject, which I think is too
much neglected in the study, instruction, and practice of all classes
o( physicians.
The melancholy variations of human suffering and death which
the physician has to meet, should touch the tenderest and noblest
choriis of the human heart; and he who can go forth and trampleruthlessly trample in the dust the weighty responsibilities committed to him, ancfimpose upon the confident'.e reposed in him, by prete~ to know what he knows not-and to do what he cannotaod that too for a paltry pecuniary consideration-deserves hardly the pity, much less the confidence and esteem of community.
I hope, then, no Reformer will feel satisfied till he can in attainments of this and all other medical branches, place himself beside
the highest-in other words, until he is fully prepared to discharge
his responsible duties.
_

LEPTANDRIN.
To Wm. 8. Merrell, .&. Jf.
Sia: Feeling as I do a strong desire for the success, and
&nal triumph of the principles and practice of Eclecticism, and being also well assured, that whatever new improvementt:, or discoveries may have been made, either in the way of Clinical practice or
Pharmacy, are of the first im_POrtance in the progressh-e movements
of medical reform; and, believing aa I do, that ia the use and action of different medicines one fact is worth a thousand metaphysical theories, and that no part of medical science has been more ne~ected and overlooked within the last century than the vegetable
ld'ateria Medica; I proceed to give the result of my observations
in the use of the Leptandrin.
This medicine will be found to be of great com·cnience to the
practitioner from its Homreopathic dimensions, and is destined to
take a high stand among the already numerous articles of our indigenous Materia l\fedica, which being generally unfit for administration in their original state, require to be subjected to various operations, mechanical or chemical, before they become adapted to use.
Pharmacy requires an accurate knowledge of the sensible and chemical properties of the substances operated on, as the q.nalities of
many booies are materially changed by heat, especially m conjunc-
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Leplatulri•.

tlon with air and other chemical agents, and by pharmaceutic combinations.
Hence, in the pr;eparations and combinations of the Phannacopaia, the profession 1s not a little interested in knowing that this very
important department of medical science is conductea on the moat
accurate and scientific principles. And here permit me to say, that
I am highly gratified in witneaaing the success attending your labors, in develoeing the resources of our Materia Medica. Soon
after you had given to the public the result of your experiments on
the subject of Podophyllin, Macrotio, and Leptandrin, at your request I took occasion to make some tests of the last mentioned aiticle in my practice, the results of which have been very satisfactorr,
furnishing my mind with conclusive evidence, that the Leptandrm
is not among the least valuable discoveries made in our vegetable
Materia Medica. From the previous success attending the use of
the Leptandria Virginica in the case of heJl!Uic torpor, and morbid
dysenteric discharges, I was inclined to believe that, if you had
succeeded in developing its remedial powers, we should find the
Leptandin to be a valuable adjuvant in the treatment of those morbid states of the stomach and liver. Consequently, I sought the
first opportunity of testing the merits of this new compound. I selected some eight or ten well marked cases of the above mentioned
disease, and administered the Leptandrin in the following manner,
which I find to be the best mode of using it, being insolubl& in
water. I submitted the resin to the action of a sufficient amount
of Alcoholic Spirits to moisten it, and waiting until it had evapoporated, I theu triturated it with pulverized white sugar, until the
whole became an impalpable powder. I usually gave to an adult from
two to three grs. of the Leptandrin as above stated, in those cases
of obstinate Chronic Diarrbrea which had resisted the mercurial
!reatment of the Allopathi~ practice ; a~ ai:n ~appy to state, that
1n most of the cases in winch I have tried it, it has produced the
most ~appy results, and confirms me in the opinion, that the
Leptandriq will not only add another valuable article to our vegetable Maieria Mcdica, but will be found to be a safe and valuable
substitute for the heretofore idolized compounds of Mercury-.
S. H. CHASE, M. D.
Cincinnati, Auguat 16th, 1849.
We think the value of Leptandrin in Dysentery, has been throroughly proved by the experience of the profession in Cincinnati.As a cholagogue remedy of very little purgative power, well calculated to change the morbid diathesis, it is entitled to a high rank.

B.
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HUNKERISM RENOUNCED.
Extract from the letter of a young physician in Missouri, to a
gentleman in Cincinnati:
''The gubject to which I allude is that of Medical Reform. My
immediate object in writing to ynu is to ascertain if there is a
reform medical periodical published in your city; so that if there is, I
may have the pleasure of adding my name to its list of subscribers.
I am aware that you have an able Eclectic Facultf in the "Queen
City," but whether or not they have started a penodical I am not
informed. If there is such a ~riodical in Cincinnati I will be
under lasting obli~tions to you 1f, by letter, you will let me know
something about its present condition. I am aware, that as a
stranger, 1 am drawing too largely upon your stock of liberality;
but as I am deeply interested in obtaining the asked for information,
and as I do not know any one else in your city, you will please
pardon my presumption; and if you will do me the favor asked,
you may depend upon it being reciprocated should an opportunity
ever present itself. Having thus aasbed off so unceremoniously,
you may probably wish to know who I am. Well, in the first
place, I am a ~titioner of medicine. I commenced the study of
medicine in this place some years before you left here. I first began
to read with P - , that great high priest of Calomel, who I verily
believe has immolated more victims upon the altar of mercury,
than he has hairs on his head. I studied here three years, and
then went to St. Louis, where I spent two more years, under the
tuition of th~ ablest men in the place, during which time I graduated in the medical deeartment of the U-niversity of Missouri.
Being thus thorou!!hly irutiated into the sublime arcana of the routine poisoners of tCe old school, I returned to this place to practice
my profession.
Early in my course of reading, my attention was forcibly fixed
upon the many palpable fallacies, nay, damnable absurdities of the
system which I was studying; and durin~ the last three years of
my pupilage, I embracC'd every opportunity of making myself fa.
miliar with the tenets of the new schools, so as to be able to
compare the two systems, and thus draw an impartial parallel
between them. When I returned to this place, it was with the full
detennination never to practice my profession as it had been taught
me in the school from which 1 obtained my diploma. But I
found the public mind so inveterately prejudiced against everything
which bears·upon it the impress of novelty, that I liesitated to cross
the Rubicon. So, prompted by self-interest more than my own
pror.r judgment of rectitude, I gradually fell into the old treadmil , blind, groping practice, wbich begins with calomel, the lancet
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and blistering, and alas! too often ends with the melancholy conclusion of the GratJe.
Well, I am now satisfied and thoroughly disgusted with the
course I have been pursuing, and come what may, I am resolved,
despite public opinion and my own interest, to sever myself forever
from the old school, which to speak candidly, I look upon as little
better than a machine for the destruction of human life and hapPiness. This is tolerably strong language .I am aware, but I believe
no more so than is justified by the facts in the case. In ta.king
this contemplated ster, I know I have many difficulties to meet and
contend with. I wil have to enter the arena of combat, not against
a single foe, but against a host of stupid asses, led on by that tirazen
faced old demon, Prejudice himself. I will have to bear the jibes
and scoffs of the public in general, and of the profession of medicine in particular, and have the epithet of quack hurled at me by
many a self important donkey, who plumes himself upon the name
of doctor, and who has not three origina.l ideas above a common
cabbage head. But this will only be for a season, for truth is in
the ascendancy, and must ultimately prevail. The bright sun of
reason is now rapidly rising above the dark outlines of our professional hornon, and I do not wish to be the last one to awake from
the dull slumber of ignorance, and creep sluggishly forth to meet
the coming noon. But if I can, like the morning lark, I will
mount above the dull atmosphere of prejudice, and bask in the
virgin beams of the day-god, while below thousands grope their
way still through darkness and doubt."

CASE OF AMENORRH<EA OF TWO YEARS' ST ANDING SUCCESSFULLY TREATED.
Measra. Editors :
\ I feel desirous of reporting the following case, and if you
deem it worthy of publicity, give it a place in your excellent
Journal. On the 10th of March, 1849, I was called to see Miss
E-- K--, aged eighteen, who had been suffering with suppression of the menses two years. She is of a sanguine temperament, with plethoric habit; has had several fits, much resembling
apoplexy. In one of these attacks she was bled, and received a
full course of the common treatment, but did not get any relief. I
found her laboring under fullness and pain in the head, violent
palsations of the l'arotids, pulse full and bounding, with that peculiar contraction of the artery noticed in Scarlatina; Breat pain and
soreness in the pubic region, and a dragging sensation in the left
illial region, (probably from partial prolapsus) nausea and vomiting; obstinate constipation of the bowels; extremities cold; acidity of the stomach; palpitation, and at times syncope to a slight
degree; offensive breath, &c., &c.
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Case of .Amenorrh«a.

Ta11:ATMJ:NT.-Fomentations were applied to the abdomen, and
continued until soreness subsided. Hydragogue cathartics exhibited
until free evacuations were produced; the alkaline bath used twice a
day; anti-dyspeptic pills given as often as necessary to keep the bowels open; an alterative pill was also given, composed of two parts
Ext. Iris V ersicolor, and one part Podophyllin. These pills seemed
to have an admirable effect in restoring the tone of the liver, and
preventing torpor of the bowels. The Restorative Wine Bitters
were given in the usual dose, and the patient was soon able to ride
in a carriage. At this time a medical beer was ordered as follows:
1." lctodes Foetida, Pulv.,
3ij,
Sanguin. Canad., "
3ss,
Ruta Graveolens.
Boughs of the J uniperus Sabina, U I handful,
Water I gallon.
Place all in an earthen vessel, simmer to half a gallon, add yeast
sufficient to work. Dose, one-half wine glass three times a day.
The use of this one week restored the secretion, and her health has
steadily improved. She is now well, and truly grateful to the Reformed practice of medicine. Duration of whole treatment four
weeks. I saw her to day---she says she never was as well in her
life as at this time; is able to do any kind of work.
Yours, Respectfully,
C. W. ARNOLD.
EAST TowNSEND, Aug. 27.
The Journal has been of inestimable value to me-I hope it will
be patronized liberally by all "Reformers." In general practice I
have bad better success than my most sanguine hopes presaged.

C. W. A.
FLUID CAMPHOR.
The following recipe for fluid camphor has been highly commended by several foreign writers, who have used it successfully in
cholera.-B.
3 grains Camphor;
6 " Bicarbonate Magnesia;
I oz. Water, or a wine-glass full.
Take a part or the whole every five minutes.
Sir J. Murray says:-"The magnesia does not interfere with the
action of the Camphor, but, by neutralizing gastric acids, its properties are m.:>re favorably displayed. Further, it has undoubtedly
succeeded in soothing and composing the nert7es when solid camphor irritated and disturbed them, or when exhibited in powder,
pill, or bolus, or what is nearly as bad, stimulating tinctures, acts
as a local acid, inflicting punr,nt pain of the mucous membrane
lining the alimentary passages.'
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ADDRESS TO THE PUBLIC.
When in the course of passing events, it becomes necessary to
call in question the correctness of opinions, venerated for their
antiquity, as well as for the celebrated names that cluster around
them; it is always proper to give a candid and explicit statement to
the public, of the reasons by which we have been actuated. The
more important the interest, the more closely the branch of business
we propose to innovate or revolutionize, is connected with the
wellare of society at large; the more it is becoming in the reformer
to detail to the world a statement of the evidences and facts upon
which he proceeds. It is by these means the pse.udo-reformer, who
seeks to revolutionize for CHANGE rather than P.aooaEss; who desires to unsettle the existing state of things, that he may gain some
temporary advantage for liimself, may be distinguished from the
man who is honestly seeking the amelioration of society as hie
only end. It is against those restless spirits, who seek to chqe
rather than reform, that staid conservatism attains dignity and importance. The celebrated John Locke_says, "all men are born to
orthodoxy.'' We receive the prevalent opinions of our own da}
upon the slightest examination, and feel perfectly confident of theu
certainty, when we find them supported by the authority of those
individuals who have the reputation of being the learned ones.
The amateurs, in almost every department of learning, are under
the authority of their masters; their convictions depending more
upon the dictum of the teacher, than upon the demonstrations
connected with the elucidation of the subject. Assent and evidence
should always go hand in hand. If a man's assent goes beyond
the evidence upon which it is based, all that excess may be put
down as the result of prejudice and passion; and a refusal to examine the evidence for or ar,inst his favorite system, shows that
some side consideration or sJOister motive, governs in the premises,
rather than a desire for simple trutlt.
Literary men are far from being always free from party bias aDd
mental obliquity.
The distempers of the mind are as multifarious and mixed u
those of body-and frequently much more enduring. A m~
under the influence of prejudice, interest, or passion, may rejec!
truth, reject evidence, reject tacts; p-eferri~ the most flimsy a pnori
reasoning to careful experiment and rigid induction.
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A diseased understanding is wholly out of relation with evidence

and fact.
Whv was it that Copernicus was scoffed at? or Galileo imprisoned? ~but from the fact that the literary men of their day were
governed by prejudice and presumption.
Galileo say!l of a cotemporary philosopher who had denounced
him as a quack and visionary, "I have repeatedly invited him to
verify my observations by looking through my glasses, but he per-tinaciouslr refuses."
It is said that of all the physicians who lived cotemporary with
Hervey, no one above fort.r years of age ever adopted his views of
the circulation of the blood.
Jenner's splendid discovery of the prophylactic virtues of cow
pox, in destroying the susceptibility of the system to small pox,
was derided and denounced, for no other reason than that the learned
Doctors of that day were effected with a deep and truth-destroying
perversion of their intellectual powers: But the pitiful, sickenin_g
record of the past is not sufficient. As a. lesson from history, it is
far from being realized. To the learned bigot of the l 9lh century
it has no moral.
The manner in which the discovery of Hahnemann is treated,
will soon, like the foregoing, be quoted to illustrate the fact, that
the most learned Doctors may carry about them a mental obli'{uity
for years, without ever suspecting the necessity of taking physic or
applying a blister.
The bigoted prejudice of the learned is undoubtedly as much in
the way ol' the fin&l consummation of man's earthly destiny, as the
~orance and snJ>erstition of the multitude.
Hom<20pathy, however, in spite of all the reproach and persecution that has been heaped upon it, stands forth a f'ealized truth.
Similia nmilibu1 C1lrantur, nas taken its place in the annals of
medicine, as a historic fact, from which it cannot be tom. The
crime of Samuel Hahnemann was the discovery of a new truth; a
discovery, too, in that most incorrigible of all departments of human
enquiry, Therapeutics.
He has indeed widely departed from all his predecessors in this
department of medical literature. Instead of tlieorizing; instead of
inventing; of conjuring up in his own imagination, a tlieory of the
action of dru~ he has assumed to himself the humbler task of
experiment ana discovery.
Like a true reformer, he has placed one foot upon facts, deduced
from careful experiment, while the progressive one was carefully
reached forward, and placed u~n a great ~neral {>rinciple, in which
all the facts were united, thus by induction, laying tlie foundation
for the practice of medicine as an art, and for ita progressive development as a science. It forms a general law, expressive of the
cara&ive relation between drugs and dueaae.
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Were we to look to the allopathic Materia Medica for any t>IscovF.RBD principle, or even invented theory of relation between
drug and disease, that were available as a general rule in practice,
we should look in vajn.
I need hardly insist that any system of medicine must be impotent in restoring the sick to health, in the same proeortion as its
Materia Medica is false, fabulous, or unde\·eloped; or m proportion
as it fails to furnish clear and practical rules by which to apply
drugs to disease. It is not enough to learn the nature and properties of drugs, and the pathology and progress of diseased achoo;
there is a third question of no less importance than either of the
fonner, a11d that is the relation existing between the remedy and
the form of disease it is adapted to cure. Until this relation is
clearly perceived and practically apprehended, the important desiden.tum is unattained.
The old school Materia Medica, so far as it assumes to treat of
the nature and qualities of remedies, is a strange medley of fact
and fiction, presenting to the reader a confused mass of incongruous
prescriptions of drugs, whose particular qualities are, in many instances, entirely supposititious, grouped together without any due
regard to their dynamic relations.
In the older Materia Medica, the supposed qualities of medicines
were arbitrarily imposed upon them, oy the imagination of the
theorists of the day; and as the fancy of writers varied, so we find
the powers attributed to the same substances, differing greatly in
the estimation of different writen, and at different times.
Says Bichat in his General Anatomy, "There is not in the Materia Medica-that is, the history of remediu-any genen.l system;
but this science has been by turna influenced by those who have
ruled in medicine.
The incoherent assemblage of opinions, themeelves incoherent,
it is perhaps, of all sciences, the best representation of the caprices
of the human mind.
What do I say? It is not a science for a methodic mind, it is a
shapeless assemblage of inexact ideas, of observations often puerile;
of deceitful means; of fomulas as absurdly conceived, as they are
fastidiously collected."
Sa;rs Dr. Gertanner, authority of no humble rank, "Our Materia
Med1ca is a mere collection of fallacious observations."
Says Doctor Paris, "They ask (and it must be confessed they
ask with reason,) what J>ledge can be aft'ordP.d, that the boasted
remedies of the present day will not, like their predecessors, fall
into disrepute, atid in their tum, serve only as humiliating memorials of tlie credulity and infatuation of the fhysicians who commend and prescribe them? In the pro~ss o the history of medicine when are we able to produce a discovery or improvement
which has been the result of that happy combination of observa-
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tion, analogy and experiment, which h~ so eminemly rewarded
the labors of modem science."
It was reserved for Samuel Hahnemann to discover the 'very
analogy Doctor Paris so much desired, and to enunciate it as a
jp"eat law.of analogy between drug and disease, distinctly expressed
10 their external manifestation.
The experiments also he has perfonned by testing a great variety
of drugs under the most favorable circumstances for ootaining correct results, and thousands of well trained physicians have made
many hundred thousand observations, by applying those remedies
to disease, in confonnity to the above analogy, and find the new
elicited principle a most trust-worthy guide.-S.

ESCULAPIUS IN THE BALANCE.
BT SAK'O'EL HAHNJ:llAN,

1805.

(Continued.)

In this great period of nearly two thousand years, was the pure

observation of disease neglected. The wish was to be more scientific, and to discover the hidden causes of disease. These once
discovered, it were an easy task to find out a remedy.
Galen devised a system for this purpose. His four quantitiu
in their different degrees; and for one hundred and fifty years his
system was worshipped over our whole hemisphere, as the ne pbu
Ultra of medical truth. But this phantom did not advance the
practical art of healing by a hair's breadth; it rather retrograded.
After it had become more easy to communicate tho~ht, to
obtain a name by writing hypotheses, and when the writmgs of
others could be more cheaply read-in a word1 after the .discovery
of printing-:-the systems rapidly increased, and they have crowdoo
one on another up to our own day. There was now the influence
of the stars, now that of evil spirits and witchcraft; anon came the
alchymist with his salt, sulphur, and mercury; then Silvius, with
his acids, biles, and mucus ; then the iatromathematicians and
mechanical sect, who explained everything by the shape of the
smallest parts, their weight, pressure, friction, &c.; to tbese succeeded the humorists, witb certain acridities of the fluids; then the
tone of the fibre an<i the abnormal state of the nerves was insisted
on by the solidisb!; then, according to Reil, much wai; due to the
internal composition and form of the most minute parts, while the
chemists found a fruitful cause of disease in the development of
various gases. How Brown explained disease with his tbeory of
irritability, and how he wished to confine the whole science with a
couple of a88umpt.ions, is still fresh in our recollection; to say no-
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thing of the ludicrously lofty, gigantic commencement of the natural
philosophers. Physicians no fonger tried to see diseases as they
were; what they saw did not satisfy them, but they wished by a
priori reasoning, to find out an indiscoverable source of disease in
regions of speculation, which are not to be penetrated by temstrial
mortals.
OW' system builders pleased themselves in those metaphysical
hei~hts, where it was so easy to win territory; for in the boundless
region of speculation everr one becomes a ruler, who can most
eft'ectaally transcend the evidence of the senses. The superhuman
aspect they derived from the erection of these stupendous castles,
concealed their poverty in the art of healing. But since the discovery of printmg, the preliminary knowledge of :the :physician,
especially NatlU'al History and Philosophy, and in particular the
Anatomy of the human body, Physiology and Botany, have manifestly increased.
But it is worthy of the deepest reflection how it comes that those
useful sciences, which have so manifestly increased the knowledge
of the physician, have contributed so little to the improvement of
his art.
Then the anatomist took upon him to explain the functions of the
living body; and, by his knowledge of the position of the internal
part.s, to elucidate the whole phenomena of disease. Then was
this membrane or that tissue of the intestines, a continuation of
the membrane or tissue of another part of the intestines; and so,
according to them, was the whole mystery of metastasis unravelled
to a hair. If that did not prove sufficient, they were not long in
discoveri~ some nervous filament, to serve as a bridge .for the
transportation of a disease from one part of the body to another,
and more qnfruitful speculation of the same kind. After the absorbents were discovered, anatomy took upon herself to ·instruct
physicians in what way medicines permeated .them, in order to get
to that spot of the bOdy where their operation was wanted; and
there were many more of such material d~monstrations put forward,
much to the retardation of our art.
Physiolo~y, until Hailer's time, looked only throu~h the gluses
of hypothetical conceits, gross mechanical explanations, an<i pretension to systems, until this great man undertook the task of
founding the·knowledge of the phenomena of the human body upon
sensible observation alone, little has been added since hi~ time,
except so far P 5 newly discovered products, newly disco\ ered physical powers and laws, have conspired to explain the constitution of
our frame.
In general, natural philosophy pressed somewhat arrogantly to
the explanation of phenomena in the healthy and diseased body.
Then were the manifest laws which, in the inorganic world, regulate the extrication, confinement, and diffusion of caloric, and the
1
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phenomena of electricity and galvanism applied, without change and
without any exception, to the exElanation of vital phenomena; and
there were many premature conclusions of a similar kind.
But none of the preliminary sciences has assumed so arrogant a.
place a.s chemistry. It is indeed a fact that chemistry has explained
certain appearances of the healthy, as well a.s the diseased body,
and baa been a guide to the preparation of various medicines; but
it is incredible liow often it lias usurped the right or explaini~ a.11
pbysiol~cal and pathological phenomena, and how much it has
Cli~Shed itself by authorizing this or that medicine.
Green,
TromSdorff, and Liphart, may serve as warning examples of this.
It is, I re~at, a. matter for most serious reflection, that while these
sciences, (in themselves most honorable,) have advanced within
these la.st ten years to a height of perfection which seems not to be
surpassed; yet, notwithstandi~, they have had no matked beneficial
inffuence on the treatment of disease. Let us consider how this
has happened.
Anatomy shews us the outside of every part which can be se~
arated with the knife, the saw, by maceration; but the deep internal
changes it does not enable us to see. And when we examine the
intestines, still it is only a view of the outside of anything we
obtain; and even were we to open live animals, or, like Heropfiilus,
(of horrid memory,) dissect men alive, so little could we penetrate
the minuter structure of ~rts 1) ing remote from view, that even the
most inquisitive and attentive observer would relinquish the task in
dissatisfaction.
Nor does he make much greater discoveries with his microscope,
unless the refracting ~wer favor him with an optical illusion. He
sees only the outside of organs, he sees only their grosser substance;
but into the innermost depth of their being, and into the relation
of their secret frocesses, 'bis mortal eye can never pierce.
By means o pure observation and unprejudiced reflection, in
connection with anatomy, natural philosophy, and chemistry, we
have arrived at very probable concfusions regarding the fonnation
and vital phenomena of the human body (physiology,) because all
the phenomena in what is called a healthy Dody rema.iningtconstant,
can 'be observed from different points of view, so that the supposed
facts can be re-observed, compared, and corrected. But it is no leu
troe, than striking and humbling, that this anthropological or physiological knowledge begins to prove of no use as soon as the system
departs from ita state of healtli. All explanation of morbid processes, from what we know of healthy ones, are deceitful, approach. i~ more or less to what is untrue; at all events, positive proofs of
the reality and truth of the transferred explanations are unattainable;
they are from time to time refuted by the highest of all decisionsezpe_rience. Because an explanation answers for the healthy state
of the frame, it will not answer fo.r the diseased. We may admit
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it or not as we please; but it is too trae that, in the moment when
we attempt to look through the state of this disease physiologically,
there drops before our previously clear light of :physiology, a thick
veil-a partition which prevents all vision. It 1s .all over with our
physiological skill when we have to explain the phenomena of
morbid action. There is almost no part of it applicable. True,
we can try to make an application of the J>hysiological systems to
pathological phenomena; but it tends to mislead into error. Chemistry should never attempt to aft'ord an explanation of pathological
changes, since it is so unsuccessful in explaining the nonnal ones.
When it predicts what, according to its laws, ought to happen,
then something quite dift'erent takes place; and if the vitality overmastE'rs chemistry in the healthy body, how much more must it do
so in the diseased, which is exposed to the influence of so many
more forces.
And just as little does it become chemistrv to ~ve a decision
upon the value or w9rthlessne1s of medicines; for it is altogether
out of its sphere of vision to detennine what is healing or hiirtful;
and it possesses 'no principle and no; standard by which the eeali
efficacy of medicine, in different diseases, can be measured or jod
of. Thus has the healing artist stood alone-I might say ti
en
-forsaken of all his renowned auxiliary sciences-forsaken of all
his transcendental explanations and speculative systems.
All these assistants were mute, when, for example, he stumbled
upon an intennittent fever, which could not be remove4 by means
of purgatives .and cinchona bark. "What is to be done here?" he
enquires of these, bis oracles. And these oracles have remained
silent up to the present hour, in most cases.

HOMCEOPATHY IN CINCINNATI.
The following letter will sufficiently explain itself. It is enough
for us that it comes in an authentic fonn ; and, howe\·er "doctors
may disagree" in regard to the subject matter, we simply perform
an act of courtesy to the recipient of the communication, who
occupies no doubtful position in our midst. The writer is a clergyman of good standing in Cincinnati, Obio.-[Phila. Bulletin.
· C1NCINNAT1, Aug. 9, 1849p

.Dr. C. Herring:
DEAB S1a.-l have lately read in the Saturday E\·ening
Post, published in your city, under date of July 28th, an article on
"Cholera. on Cincinnati," containing some extracts from a correspondent in this city, who, the editor sar,s, "is a gentleman wen
and favorably known in editorial circles. ' The correspondent of
the Post ascribes the great mortality in Cincinnati from cholera,
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1st, "to the circumstance that the mode of livins. of the foreign
population, among whom the epidemic bas prevailed most extensively, is calculatad to bring on the disease ; ' and 2d, "to the fact
that these classes generally employ either Homreopathic physicians,
or illiterate and uneducated physicians of forei~ birth, violently
prejudiced against the use of calomel and opium. '
According to this writer, then, the great mortality that has lately
prevailed in Cincinnati, is to be ascribed in a good measure, to the
non.success of Homreopathic treatment in cholera. I am surprised
that any respectable person in our city, should make such a statement in the face of facts, which I had supposed were pretty
generally known here. Certainly the writer must either be very
dishonest, or violently prejudiced against Homreopathy, or which
is the most charitable conclusion, totally ignorant of the facts in
the case. Having myself been in the miost of the epidemichaving seen much of the disease in all its stages, and having witnessed the truly astonishing success of Homreopathy in the treatment of cholera, I could hardly refrain from a burst of indignant
feeling on reading the extract above referred to. For I felt that it
was not onl.r unjust in the highest degree to the Homreopathists of
Cincinnati, but calculated to oeceive and mislead the inhabitants of
our eastern cities, where the epidemic is now prevailing, and that
it may, perhaps, prevent many from knowing the blessings of
Homreopathy, who might otherwise have experienced them.
But it is not my design or wish to appear as the advocate of
HoJDreopathy. If true, it receives no honor from man. If not
true, it deserves none. But I will state a few facts which I have
collected with great care, by personal inquiry of the different
families belonging to my own congregation, both of those who use
the homreopathic and those who use tlle allopathic practice. And
I may add, that it was reading the article in the Post, above referred
to, which led me to make tlie inquiries I have, and to collect the
facts which I will now state.
.
As nearly as I can ascertain, then, there are belonging to the
congregation in Cincinnati, of which I have the pastoral char~e,
104 families in all. Of these families, 86 have used, and rehed
upon, the homreopathic treatment in all attacks of cholera; 13 have
used, and relied upon, allopathic treatment; and the remaining 4
have had recourse to the eclectic or botanic practice ; and the
results have been as follows:
In the 86 families that have relied upon the homreopathic practice-numbering 476 individuals, including such domestics and
others in their employ as abide by the usual medical treatment used
in the families-tllere have been, since the commencement of the
epidemic the present season, 160 cases of cholera--and a considerably larger number according to the definition as given by one of
our distinguished Allopatbic physicians, Dr. Drake. I do not
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include in this number all cases of diarrhrea that have occurred in
these families, but only those severe attacks which were of a decided
cholera tYpE'., and which, if unchecked, there was every: reason to
believe would have resulted shortly in fully develo~d cholera.
Several of them were ·cases of cholera. fully developed, and some
of the severest kind; and very many were attended with cramps,
vomiting, rice-water discharges, &c. And out of all these 160
cases treated Homceopathically, there has occurred but one death.
And it is but justice to Homreopathy to state, that this was the case
of a lady whose vital powers had been greatly enfeebled by a recent
confinement, who did not send for her l.hysician until six or seven
hours after the diarrhrea commence , and who, owing to the
numerous other calls at that time, supposed to be more urgent, (for
he was not informed that hers was a case of cholera,) was not seen
by him till about twelve hours after the attack, when the patient
had sunk beyond the re9.ch of remedial agents.
In the 13 families treated Allopathically-numbering in all 74
individuals, including domestics, &c.-there have been 25 cases,
and ji'De deaths-all Americans.
In the 4 families who use the Eclectic or Botanic practicenumbering in all 30 individuals-there have been five cases and no
deaths.
I ought to mention that, in quite a number of all the cases
treated, no physician was called, the patient having found relief
from the remedies previously furnished the families by their respective schools of practice. I believe about all the families who
have used the Homreopathic practice, have kept themselves supplied
with a box of the cholera remedies, accompanied with the printed
directions. This has generally enabled them to arrest the disease
in its first stages. The proportion of case1 to the number of persons composing the families, is almost precisely the same among
those who relied upon the Homreopathic, as among those who used
the Allopathic treatment, i. e. about one case to every three individuals. It will also be seen that the number of cases treated
Homreopathically have been more than six-nearly six and a half
-to one treated Allopathically. Yet the number of deaths under
the Allopathic treatment has been fi'De timu as great as under the
Homreopathic. According to the ratio of deaths to cases treated
Allopathically, the Homooopathists should have lost more than 30;
whereas they have lost but one. As far as these statistics go,
therefore, (which I have used great care in collecting,) they show
that the new treatment has been more than thirty times as successful
as the old or regular treatment as it is called.
And here I must not omit to mention another fact going in some
measure to show how Homreopathy has been gaining upon the
public confidence in Cincinnati during thcfrevalence of tbe cholera,
and what must be the rtp1Sted success o the two schools among
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ourselves. I have ascertained that, out of the 86 families mentioned, ten had previously used the Allopathic practice, and had
not been favorable to Homreopath,y, but have resorted to it for the
first time since the cholera made its appearance among us, and in
every instance with complete success. One of these families
resides at Fulton, a small village just above Cincinnati, where the
epidemic was very fatal, and where, as I am informed by one who
had the means of knowi~, there were eight or ten deaths daily for
a considerable length of time, and no cures by Allopathic practitioners~rior to the attack of the two individuals who were treated
11Jccu1 ully by Homreopathy.
It s ould also be told, that in some of the families belonging to
my conpgation who have resorted to Homreopathy with entire
success during the prevalence of the cholera, this season, there
were more or less deaths in 1832, '33, and '34, when the same
families relied upon the old practice, and when, too, the epidemic,
(if we except a day or two in 1832) was less severe. I may add,
too, in this connection, that, in point of intelligence, respectabilty,
prudence, locality, &c., there is no essential difference between the
families that have used the Homreopathic and those that have used
the Allopathic practice. There is, I think, as near an equality
amo~ them in these and other similar respects, as it is possible to
conceive of. And nearly every family are Americans-probably
not half a dozen foreigners in all. All who have died were Americans.
I will now state another fact, which, though of a somewhat
different character, tells the same story in regard to the relative
success in cholera of the two schools in question. On referrin~ to
my record-book I find that I have officiated at the funerals of eight
persons who died of cholera since the month of May. And, no~
withstanding my acquaintance among families who employ the
Homreopatbic practice is, at least five times as extensive as among
those of the old or "regular" school, yet 1e11en of these funerals
were of persons who died under Allopathic, and only one of them
under Hommopathic treatment. 'fhis fact shows Homceopathy to
have been thirty fi11e times as successful in cholera as Allopathy ;
for, on the supposition of equal merit and success in the two systems, I ought to have attended the funerals of five times seven, i. e.
of 36 persons, who died under Homreopathic treatment, instead of

one.
The following, equally remarkable, illustrating with equal force
the superiority of Homreopa!hy to Allopathy in Asiatic Cholera,
was communicated to me by Mr. James Root, one of the most respectable members of my congregation, and whose character for
truthfulness and probity is, I believe, well established in our city.
Mr. Root is the proprietor of an iron foundry, in which he employs
45 workmen-mostly foreigners. Out of this number he informs
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me that something like 20 have been attacked by cholera within
the last three months, and that some of these attacks were of the
severest character. .All of tlum, he says, were treated Home20pathically, and all reco.,erUl. Not a man in his establishment bas
died of cholera during the season, althouih belod)ling to that class
of individuals, among whom, as is well known, tlie epidemic has
generally proved most fatal.
Now compare thi1 statement with the following, which I obtained
from the respectable and enterprising proprietor of another similar
establishment in our. city-and note the contrast. Fifteen have
died of cholera the present season,. out or the 325 workmen employed in this latter establishment ; and I have not been able to learn
that any one of these had Homreopathic treatment. The proprietor
ia frieridly to Allopathy, and uses that treatment himself.
One other fact, of too remarkable and striking a -nature to be
omitted, was communicated to me by Mr. Root, whose statement
was afterwards confirmed by one of the surviving members of the
family referred to. One of the men employed in this gentleman's
foundry-a German by birth-who recovered from the cholera
under Hommopathic treatment, belonged to a family .which a few
months ago, consisted of six members. Every member of this
family was attacked by cholera. Four of them had Allopatbic
treatment, and all died. The other two, who were, I think, the
last attacked, bad Hommopathic treatment, and both reco.,ered.
These are the most important facts which I have been able to
collect by careful personal enquiry among the members of my own
congregation. And I will add that they are not picked facts.
They liave not been culled from a number of others Ul8 favorable
to Homceopathy. They have not been selected. with partiality,
nor with any design or wish to favor the New School of Medical
practice, but simply to show to you, and (if you think them of
sufficient importance to be made public) to the inhabitants of your
city, and otlier eastem t~wns, how little foundation the correspondent of the &ening Poll had for the aBBertions made by him and
published in that paper, touching the success or non-succesa of
Hommopathy in our city during the prevalence of the epidemic
cholera. I cannot think that any liigb-minded and honorable
Allopathist will blame me for collecting these facts, or for lea•ing
it optional with you to make them public. For what other solid
or safe foundation is there besides facts, on whieh to base a rational
conclusion in matters of this .nature? And yet I do not ezplain
for others the facts here presented.
The opponents of Hom<eopathy are at liberty to account for
them aa they are best able, or to explain them in any manner most
satisfactory to themselves. But IAe _fact1 t1"rmelt1t1, as herein
communicated, cannot be gainsayed. t ou are, therefore, at liberty
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to make any use ot them which you may think will subserve the
cause of humanity, or the interests of medical science.
I remain, dear sir, yours, which sentiments of high respect and
esteem,
B. F. BARRETT.
Da. CoN1TANTINX H1:1uuNo.

P. S. Since writing the above, I have learned upon what I deem

good authority, that two or three of the respectable Allopathic
physicians of this city have been so much impressed with the recent
triumphs of Homreopathy here, that they have resolved to i;nake
themselves better acquainted with the new system, and have commenced the study of Homreopathy in earnest. One of them, as I
am credibly informed, has la:tely purchased thirty or forty dollars'
worth of Homreopathic books and medicines. But I have not yet
heard of a HomreC>Fthic physician becoming so dissatisfied with
his own system during the prevalence of the cholera., as to think of
looking to the old Alfopatliic school for more li~ht on the subject.
And while Homreopatliy has gained ten famihes from the AlloJ>&tbic ranks in my own con,gregation since the commencement of
ihe cholera, I should not omit to say that A1lopatby has not gained
a ring_le family from the Homceo~thic ranlts. You can judge
from this which of these two schools of practice has been IateI1
gaining most rapidly in the popular estimation, or to which principally would be ascnOed the great mortality from cholera with which
our city has been visited, if the question were to be fairly tried
before the bar of public opinion.
It may also interest you to bear that a meeting of some of our
most intelligent and respectable citizens-non-professional menbas been called for next Tuesday evening, with the view of fonning
a Homceopathic Society in Cincinnati, somewhat after the plan Of
similar societies that have been formed in some of the eastern cities.
And it is worth stating, that some of those most active in this
movement have quite recently become converted to the Homceopathic doctrine.
Yours, &c.,

B. F. B.

Nou:.-In the foregoing letter Mr. Barrett speaks inaccurately
of the Eclectic practice, as "Eclectic or Botanic," not being aware
that there is a distinct school which bean the title of "Botanic,"
or Botanico Medical. However as this title has lately been changed
to "Physo-medical," the public can hardly be expected to know
exactly the proper terms.-B.
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REPORT OF DR. J. H. JORDAN, ATTTENDING PHYSICIAN OF THE CINCINNATI CHOLERA HOSPITAL TO THE BOARD OF HEALTH.•
GJU'fTLli:lll.EN :

I have the honor of submitting the following as a Rep<>It of

the Fourth Street Cholera Hospital of Cincinnati, Tor the tmie of
my connexion with that Institution-being from the 6th of June
till the 18th of Ausust-the period of its BUSpeDSion.
There were admitted as patientsFrom the 6th to the eDd of June,

100
139

During the month of July,
From the 1st to the 16th of August,

2'1

266
These may be classified as follows, so far as known:

Nation.

.Irish,
German,
American,
English,
French,
Scotch,
Colored,
Italian,
Welch,
Unknown,

No. admitted.

Male1.

92
83
40

65
68
31

24
5
4
4:
I
1
12

21
4
4
3
1
I
12

Ftmale1.
511

No. dtatlu

25
9

3
I
0
1
0
0
0

31

41
13
4
3
0
.2
0
I
lS

Total,
· 266
200
66
100
By estimatill$ the aggregate mortality from all cau1u, and the
relative proportion of deatlis and cures, we have the following:
Wliole number of admissions,
.266
Whole number of deaths,
100
Whol<' number cured,
166
Showing a rr.ortality in proportion to the number of admissions,
of 37.69 per cent, which for convenience, may be styled thrt.tt.ighthl or 37i per cent. Such are the aggregate results, for which,
however, other causes than cholera are, to a considerable extent,
responsible.
-Thia report wu received too lale for imertion under the original head.
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As this Hospital was established expressly for the reception of
cholera patients, and as much interest is felt in the result of the
treatment of that disease, it is necessary to exhibit distinctly the
mortality which may be fairly ascribed to cholera, and the ratio of
mortality among those who were treated for cholera in this Hospital. By doing this we can ascertain the exact degree of success
which has atterided our efforts for the relief of that disease, and
learn to estimate its probable mortality in future attacks.
We must therefore estimate the number of those who cannot be
regarded as cholera patients, which is as follows: Among the
deaths, there were 5 who died of Narcotism from drugs taken previous to admission; 3 who died of Delirium Tremens; 6 who died
of Nervous fever, (more properly speaking, perhaps, of Opium
fever;) and 8 who died of "other diseases"-making 21. 'these
of course should not be reckoned in the account as cbolera deaths.
In addition to these, there were 5 others that were not strictly
cholera cases-4 of whom were cured, and one remitted to the
Commercial Hospital-making in all 26. Not reckoni11g these in
the account, the mortality will be found a fraction less than 33 per
cent, or 32.9. This, it will be seen, is but a little more than one
half as great a mortality as bas been exhibited in the treatment of
cholera this year in the Hospitals of Pari~, although attended by
the most eminent men in the medical profession.
But there is another fact which must be mentioned. Besides the
foregoing 26 cases, there were 30 in articulo mortis when admitted,
who died on an average, in less than an hour!
That there should be so large a proportion of the cases in articulo
mortis when admitted, may excite some surprise-unless the statement be accompanied with an explanation. A number were brought
to the Hospital in this condition from steamboats immediately
on their landing, having lain in a state of collapse frequently for
hours previous to their arrival in this port. Some were in this
condition when found hr the Ward Committees and benevolent
individuals who interested themselves in behalf of the poor, and
were brought here with the vain hope that they could be cured.
But I am compelled to say that a large proportion were cases that
had been treated by physicians until past all hope of recovery, and
then sent here by those physicians, or by their directions. As it
could not be expected that such a measure could be of any service
to the patients, and it could only serve to increase the apparent mortality of the hospital, I lea\·e it to others conjecture the motives of
sncti a course.
B,r subtracting this number also from the number of admissions
and deaths-and it is but just to do so, as I cannot be held responsible for cases that were too far gone when received to admit of
treatment-we are enabled to arrive at the true number of cholera
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caae1 treated, together with the exact number of deaths among the
same, which are as follows:
110
Whole number of cholera patients treated,
Whole number of deaths,
49
Discharged cured,
161
Comparative results: Cuus, '16f per cent.; DBATH•, 231 per
cent.
In comparison with other hospitals of the kind, this would be
r:_egarded as a small mortality ; and yet the greater portion of these
deaths were due to the advanced ~ of the disease in which
the patient was received. If all had 'Deen removed to the hospital
upon the first appearance of cholera symptoms, I am convinced
tlie mortality would not have exceedea 10 per cent.-probably
much Jess.
.
·
That this hospital was placed under the most unfavorable circumstances amidst the ravages of an unusually severe epidemic, is
evinced by the fact that between an eighth and a ninth. of all the
patients admitted were actually dying wlien received, and lingered
generally less than an hour; and that about an eighth of alf that
were cured, or TWENTY, were, when admitted, in tliat extreme and
pulsele88 collapse, from which recoveries are rare. Under these
Unfavorable circumstances it could not have been exp_ectrd that the
results of the treatment would have been as successful in the hospital, during the severest period of the epidemic, as they were, Qr
should have been, during the milder form of the disease in the
month of May, and unaer the more favorable circumstances of
private eractice ; yet if we compare the true cholera mortality of
the hospital, through~ut the severest period of the epidemic, with
the mortality of private practice, as reported to the Board of
Health during the month of May, the mortality of the hospital
will be found scarcely eq_ual to that of private practice.
On the other hand, 1f we compa~ the mortali?' of cholera
patients in the Cincinnati hospital with the mortality of cholera
hospitals in Paris, attended by the most learned and distinguished
medical facult,r in the world, we find the ~atment in the Cincinnati hospital has produced far the most favorable results-the
ratio of mortality being less than half as great as the mortality in
Paris ! (The cholera mortality of the Parisian hospitals, according to their reports in May, was d2 per cent.-nearly three times
as great as that of the Cincinnati hospital.)
When this hospital was established it was expected that a mortality of 60 or 60 per ceot., would characterize its reports; we
have therefore great cause to re~oice at these unusual result1, and
it may not be amiss to inquire into the cause of so gratifying an
issue to our labors.
I have not the vanity to claim any peculiar talent, skill, or any
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other merit, exce~ a conscientious discharge of my duty. Whatever credit may be attached to these results, must be ascribed
mainly to the principles of treatment which were adopt<>d and
faithfully carried out-principles which have stood the test of
many years' e~rience m this country, and have never yet failed
to demonstrate their superior value. These principles have been
derived from the EcLECTIO or AMERICAN system of medicine-a
system peculiar to our own country, and widely distinguished in
many respects from the Old School, or European system, which
claims a foreign and antiquated origin. Tile Eclectic system,
which excludes mercurials and general depletion by the lancet, as
well as many other injurious agents, botn in this and in all other
diseaees, recognizes a great variety of stimulating, sudorific, diuretic, astringent, alkaline, antispasmodic, cholagogue, and emetic
remedies, as appropriate in the treatment of cholera ; and aims to
111bstitute safe, simple, and sanative agents for those which tend to
Create or aggravate disease by their own poisonous nature, or to
produce permanent debility.
It wilf not be expected, I presume, that I should give a detailed
report of the treatment on the present occasion. To do so would
make 'a voluminous document, only appropriate to the pages of a
medical journal. Should the epidemic threaten to visit our country
again, I may select something from my experience and observations
suitable for publication, for tne benefit of the public in regard to
to the prevention and cure of this disease. For the present I will
only remark, that the course designated by the above general tenns
WU adopted and thoroughly carried out. I will add, however,
that my experience in the hospital has rendered me still more
averse to the use of pernicious drugs, and more in favor of a mild
and simple practice. By far the worst cases to treat were those
which had previously been drugged with oeiates and mercurials.
Even the state of pulseless collapse, unmodified by any medicine,
was far less formidable to encounter than a condition less advanced
in the disease, but laboring under the influence of mercury and
opium. A majority, if not all of the twenty who recovered from
a state of collapse, had received no treatment of consequence previous to admission.
As to the cause or theory of the di11eaee, so much has alread;r
been said by medical writers that it is needless to accumulate additional speculations. That the liver, however, is not the seat of the
disease, nor its derangement the cause of it, either remote or prox~mate, my experience has abundantly satisfied me. Hence the
unpropriety of giving calomel or harsh chelagogue medicines.
Such remedies, in a milder form, may frequently oe necessary in
the convalescent stage, but in my opinion are never indicated until
after the formidable symptoms of the disease are subdued. I conceive it one of the fatalest and most unpardonable mistakes to
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ascribe the disease to a derangement of the liver! Remove the
cause and restore a healthy action of the system, by means of
stimulants, sudorifics, and alkalies, aided if necessary by external
heat; allay urgent symptoms, if present, by the use of astringents,
antispaRmOdics, and outward applications 10 the form of sinapisms
and rubefacients; do this, and in nine cases out of ten the liver
will take care of itself. At least such has been my experience.
The experience of this Hospital I believe fully proves that the
cholera, if rightly treated, is not so formidable a oisease as has
generally been supposed. I must confess however, that much depends upon promptness and early treatment. Guided by experience
m this matter, I would therefore respectfully suggest to the Board
of Health that in any future invasion of cholera, the public safety
requires that every family should be supplied wiht some safe and
efficient cholera remedy; accompanied by brief directions as to diet
and other things. By pursuing such a course the premonitory
symptoms could bejromptly met-but few cases would assume a
fonnidable type, an the loss of life might be reduced to an inconsiderable amount compared with the usual mortality of this disease.
Any knowl~ of this kind in mr, P5>ssession I shall be happy to
furnish to the Board at any time, if desired.
In conclusion, gentlemen, I must acknowledge my obligations to
you for your hearty co-operation-the efficient aid I received at
your hands, and the promptness with which you resJ>C?nded to every
call in behalf of the Hospital. Your laudable and efficient endeavors in behalf of the afflicted destitute during the late epidemic,
at the sacrifice of time and private interests, not only at the Hospital, but on any and every occasion, richly entitle you to the
gratitude of your fellow citizens. Such devotedness to duty and
the cause of suffering humanity, should not, and I trust will not,
go unrewarded.
I am ~ntlemen,
Your obedient servant,
J. HENRY JORDAN, M. D.,

Re1ident Physician.
CINCINNATI,

August 18, 1849.

From the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
·ON LARGIC DoBEs OF CALOMBL IN CuoLJl:RA, &.c.

By W. L.

Sutton, M. D., of Georgetown, Ky., fDith Remarks by Prof. J.
Bigelot11, of Boston.
(The following letter, illustrative of the use of calomel in the

western States, has been sent to us for publication. It is addreSled
to Professor Bigelow, of this city, who had expressed a suspicion
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that the calomel used in auch large doees at the-West, might be of
inferior quality, adulterated, as sometimes happena in commerce,
with chalk or gypsum. A aample of weatem calomel aent with the
letter, did not reach us. We have submitted the letter to Dr.
Bifjlow, who remarks as followa. l
know of no sufficient reason for believing that calomel cures
cholera in anydoaes, large or small. On the contrary, it notoriously
fails, and ha8 failed, in most parts of the world where it has been
abundantly tried. In no part of our own co~ have we heard
of its being so boldly administered for this diaease than in our
western States; and in few parts of the world has a greater mortality
attended the epidemic. What confidence has cafomel eamed for
itaelf in such cities as St. Louis and Cincinnati, where hundreds
of ~ple have been dying daily, notwithstanding the prevailing
U1e o( this ~? W oUld any medicinal appliance, active or inert,
have been followed by more disastrous re8Wts? It is the bane of
medical science, that physicians do not publish their unsucceasful
cuet-that scores of failures are sofferea to pa• without notice,
while a few recoveries or escapes, (which perhaps have been retarded or jeopardized by some lleroic practice,) liave been circulated as cures effected by means of that ~ice. Every physician
who has had much to do with grave epidemics, well mows that
the violence of cases varies with persorial predisposition and circwnstances; that there are slight cases whiCh recover under almost
any treatment, good or bad; and pve cases which end fatally,
whatever may l>e the practice emeloyed. Witness small-pc>x,
scarlet fever, influenza and cholera, the cases of which are as diffemlt in the prognosis which they justify, as the cases of gun.shot
wounds on a l>attle field. Yet sanguine practitioners, learned and
iporant, are always found building general laws of treatment on
a few exceptional cases which they happened to have witneaaed;
and now, as formerly, we have unfailing cures of cholera successively announced in almost every city, in which that pellilence
unchecked has completed its work of devastation. Dr. Sutton,
whom we are happy to esteem as an honorable and intelligent
physician, states botli sides of the question, when he says, in regard
to Calomel in cholera, that "many recovered after taking enormOUI
quantities, some of them apparently uninjured; others died of the
effects of mercury, and others drew out a miaerable life."

J. B.

LThe following is the letter from

Dr. Sutton.]

Paor. B10J:Low:-Although I have no personal acquaintance
with you, I do not consider that a sufficient reason why I should
not addresa you a few lines upon a subject of some interell to us
both, as members of one profeuion.
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I have understood that you are rather incredulous aa to the
amount of calomel used in the West and South-west; at least
doubting whether it is not half chalk. I therefore enclose a sample of
some which I am at present using; which, indeed, I have tested in
no other way, than by giving it to others, and ta.king myself a
dracbm of it the other day, in three doses.
When I was a student, my preceptor, Dr. Fergwion, of Louisville, Ky., who did a large practice, and waa usu&lly very successful, gave ordinarily to an adult ten grains, if it waa to be followed
by anything to assist it; if he did not intend to follow it by sometiling else, then he ~ve twelve grains. I do not remember ever to
have put up !L. larger dos~ for him. In 18.16 .there waa a very r.at
amount ofo1houg fever in and about Lowsvdle. I am of opm1on
that at this time there were phyeiciana in the West who gave much
larger doses; but I think it waa in 189i and 1823, when bilious
fever, of a very aggravated character, spread very generall;r through
the West and Souto, that the great impetus to tlie use of calomel
was given. Then a dose of 20, 30, 40, and 60 grains became very
~nerally to be tlae ao1e. I remember very distinctly the reftec&ions
which arose in my own mind, when I found myself giving 20 grains
u an ordinary dose-frequently a drachm in the twenty-four lioun.
(You may, perhaps, smile when I say that I always considered myeelf a moderate man in the use of the article.) I thought surely
such q_uantities must be unnecessary-must be injurious. I therefore tried other purgatives, singly aDd combined, but quickly had to
fall back on calomel. I dare not sa1 that my endeavor to leuen
the quantity of calomel was as well directed as it might have been,
but I can say that I had not the courage to carry it any fartlter
than I did. You must not infer, however, that all the physicians
in the conntryused calomel in this way. Something after the time
above mentioned, I spent three ·hours, in vainly endeavoring to
induce a gentleman, older than myself, who believed that calomel
was inj'!nous in bilious fever, to consent that our patient should
have a dose of calomel. She did, however, take a scruple dose,
with the most signal benefit. Our object ltas to procure, in the
course of the day, from one to four evacuations from the boweJs,
from a half pint to a pint each, safficiently consistent to retain
some convexity in the vessel, dark bottle-green in color-entil't'ly
different from dark spinach-colored stools. Everybody in the
country knew these as calomtl ducharge1. How bad soever the
patient might be, the appearance of such stools gave hopes of recovery, which were rarely disappointed.
By referring to page 660, Vol. VII., of the American Journal of
Medical Sciences,/ou and our New England friends will find what
will make some o them open their eyes. A young lady, of delicate health, took, in ·a week, 840 grams of calomel; MO of them
in less than three days. This, although on a large scale, was, I
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am inclined to think, by no means un~ralleled. I have myself
known 15 grains given every three or four hours, until an ounce
or more had been taken.
The cholera, in 1833, brought the matter to the climax. Then,
many physicians gave one drachm after each liquid stool. They
relied upon calomel and nothing else. As the "rice-water'' stools
were pretty frequent, rou can well understand how enormous quantities would be taken m a short time. I would not like to say what
the largest quantity taken was. I have seen persons who were said
to have taken 1600 grains and upwards.
The object was to save
life upon any terms. Many recovered after taking enormous quantities, some of them apparently uninjured; others died of the effecta
of mercury, and others drew out a miserable life.
After 1833, the do11e began again to decline to more moderate
quantities. But about 1840 your New England fever made its
appearance amo~ us, which made a surprising cha?ge in the dose.
In bilious fever, if the stools were liquid, a large dose of calomel
was given to restrain the number and increase the consistence. In
typhoid fever it would not do it. From 1841 until last winter, I
do not remember to have seen a good " calomtl 1tool." Calomel
pYe place to blue mass. This change in dose and article seems to
have been effected without concert, tbe great majority of physicians
bavina made the change imperceptibly to themselves.
But we have the cholera again, and again we are using decided
doses of calomel. I think, however, that much less doses are given,
in general, than in 1833.
It will readily be imagined how a young man, as I was when I
first became acquainted with the doctrines of Broussais, and seeing
the form of fever which then surrouooed me, should think him any
thin~ but a philo opher; and how he, knowing my practice, 11houla
think me a madman or a fool. So I can now understand how our
New England brethren should look strangely upon r.ctice which
mar be very proper under the circumstances wliere it is followed.
You may remember that about 1825, Dr. Cartwri~ht, of Natchez,
Miss., dlsco1'ered that the best way to treat syphilis was ht onescruple doses of calomel given every three days; that Annesley, of
England, made the same discover(, at the same time, "s:> that
qeither was indebted to the other; ' that some little time before,
tome East India surgeon made the same discovery, and of course
was not indebted to Annesley or Cartwright. I do not doubt that
each of the gentlemen did truly make the discovery, for we may
discover that which is already known to others; and this discovery,
or rather this. practice, was pur~ued by ~yd~nham ~ithout. his
seemina to thmk there was anything novel m 1t. This practice I
have fgllowed on the authority of Cartwright, and I find it very
much to my mind. I have cured patients without purging, saliva27
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tion, or any sensible evacuation. Has any body in your city tried
it? I should be glad to have it tried there.
W. L. SUTTON.
Very respectfully,
GEORGETOWN, Ky., July 18, 1849.
P. S.-1 hope you will be able to read my epistle. I am quite
nervous from debility. Perhaps you will say, It is no wonder
when you took sixty grains of calomel a few days ago I

W. L. S.

NEW REMEDIES AND NEW 'rREATMENT.
BY EDWARD MATTOCKS, II. D,

The following new remedies, and new treatment of certain diseases-new to the profession, so far as I am aware of-I have
tested in practice and found highly efficacious. Knowing their
value ·I submit them.
I. Campkentine.-Make a saturated solution of oil of turpentine and gum camphor. Tureentine is a great solvent of camphor,
requiring for a saturated solution nearly the following proportions:
Oil of turpentine, 1 ounce; gum camphor, 6 drachms. For want
of a better name, I call the solution camphentine; it is at least
suggestive.
-Oses.-1. Externally, as an application in affections purely
nervous-very rare cases, by the way. With many of those nervous pains occurring during pregnancy, it ~cts like a charm. Rubbed
upon ·the head and around the neck, 1t frequently cures nervous
headache. 2. Internally, in some cases of neuralgia and rheumatism, it would undoubtedly prove highly beneficial, bnt as it must
be a powerful medicine, I have been very cauiious in its use. I
have used it in two cases only, and with success, in doses of two
drops on sugar. 3. In liniment.
II. CampMntine Liniment.-JJ<. Camphentine, camphorated
oil, ~ua ammonia, equal parts. Mix.
This liniment is, probably, unsurpassed by any for the removal
of pains, inflammations, sprains, lameness, spinal affections, etc.
III. Mullein Seeds.-JJ<. Strong decoction of mullein seeds,
French brandy, equal parts. Mix.
. This lotion rubbed upon the spine, I thought unequalled for all
spinal affections, until I got up the camphentine liniment.
IV. Corn1, Bunions, etc.-JJ<. Oil of turpentine, I ounce; table
salt, I tea-spoonful. Mix.
Applied to enlarged toe-joints, or to itching feet, it gives immediate relief, and its continued application soon cures. Applied to
coms, it frequently relieves nncf often cures.
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V. Inflamed Breaati.-Place upon the breast a piece of flannel
wet with hot water, and cover it completely with oiled silk. Renew occasionally. Or, in severe cases, take a tin basin, make
four small holes in its bottom, then invert it upon the breast ; lay
a wet cloth upon it covered by a dry one, and hold a flat or andiron
upon it, as hot as can be borne, which drives the steam in upon
the breast. Afterward use the wet flannel and oiled silk. This
treatment, properly and energetically pursued, will cure every case
of inflamed breast, however severe the attack may be.
The same treatment, applied to the lower part of the bowels,
restores suppressed lochia. The same also enters largely into the
true principles of treatment for inflammation of the bowels, of the
bladder, of the uterus, of puerperal fever, phlegmasia dolens, etc.
VI. Hen Oil should seldom, if ever, be used internally. Used
externally it is very relaxing. Rubbed upon the throat, in croup,
it appears to loosen the phlegm, and frequently gives great relief.
Rubbed upon the bowels, it is a powerfully preparatory parturient
-ioo much so, if long continued.
VII. Rela:cing Liniment or Preparatory Parturient.-T;l. Hen
oil, 2 ounces ; olive oil, 2 ounces; crystalized soap, pulverized, 1
drachm; borax, pulverized, half a tea-spoonful ; alum, pulverized,
1 tea-spoonful ; table salt, 2 tea-spoonfuls. Mix.
Keep it very warm, and agitate well for a Ion& titne till dissolved. This liniment, rubbed upon the bowels an<1 labia pudendum
two or three times a day, for two to four weeks before confinement,
produces a wonderful effect, causing a very easy and quick labor,
with comparatively little pain, and leaves the mother in a condition
that enables her to recover remarkably quick and well ; or, to use a
common expression, to have a "good getting up." Under its use
labor would not ordinarily occupy a fourth of the time, and mothers would not suffer a tenth part of the pain they usually do. The
only possible objection to its use, that I can conceive of, is, that
frequently " the child would be born before the doctor could get
there." In those cases where it is desirable to induce labor at
seven months, the free use of this liniment, for a month or six
weeks previous, will contribute ttreatly to the desired effect, and
will frequently accomplish the object unaided.
Good, also, in some cases of irritation, engorgement, and hardness of the cervix uteri.
VIII. Inflammation of the Stomach.-Jlr. Sarsaparilla root I
ounce ; water, 6 ounces. Simmer in a covered dish to three ounces, press, strain, and add honey, I ounce; tr. lavend. comp., 1
drachm. Dose, tea-spoonful four or five times a day. For irrita..
tion and inflammation of the stomach, particularly m recent casett,
this is sovereign, and, so f~r as my kno":ledge extends, unequalled.
In severe cases, let the patient take nothing else into the stomach
but rice t.0ater. In those cases of irritable stomach that sometimes
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occur during the latter stages of pregnancy, this is an effectual

rej~;·Morning

8icine11.-Much bas been said in relation to,
and many remedies attempted for, the " morning sickness " or periodical sickness at the stomach and vomiting that frequently occurs
during the earlier stages of pregnancy. A somewhat celebrated
popul&r lecturer, I am told, recommends to his hearers the use of
champagne as a remedy t Is it the best remedy? And is it advisable that it should be generally used for that purpose ? Without
descanting upon the theory of disease, or the mOdiu operandi oC
the remedies-for were I to do so, these articlea would extend to a
volume-I would merely remark that I never saw a case of this
affection that the patient was not bilious ; hence the remedr:-ll.
Hyd. chlor. corros., half a grain every morning for two or three
mornings. This "is a disapable medicine, and the j>8:tient feels
mean and d~able while under its inftuence ; but it is only for
two or three days, after which the patient is well. I have never
known this remedy fail where the feast attention was paid to diet.
It ia possible there might be cases where I should afterward use
the stomach medicine (see VIII) or an infusion of coltsfoot.
X. Diabetu.-Diabetes be~ a disease, not of the kidney, bat
of the blood, whereb.,Y the blood is converted into a peculiar quality
of urine, something 1S wanted to prevent this change of the l>lood,
and to restore it again to its natural state. Sweet aj>ple-tree b&rk
possesses this power in a pat degree. The following is the best
combination aDd form of administration: :a. Sweet apple-tree ~k,
2 lbs.; wheat bran, 2 lbs.; ftax-seed, 1 lb.; water, l gall. Mn.
Boil to half a gallon ; press and strain. Dose, a wme-glaaaful
three times a day, an hour before eating.
The continued use of this medicine will, in recent attacks, cure,
and in an1 case retard, the disease and prolong life.
XI . .Fit1.-Apply cold by means ot a tin basin filled with cold
water, covered with oiled silk and inverted upon the epi~mn.
XII. Whtte Maple.-(Acer. eriocarpum.) Scarllt jf.ot11ering
MaP.le-A. rubrum.)
These two kinds are frequently confounded. The true white
maple is but little known in New England, while the scarlet or
flowering maple abounds on the borders of streams or in swamps.
The barlt of the trunk is gray, with large whitish spots, and is
frequentlr called the soft maple or swamp maple. The inner bark
of tbis kind is the substance used.
Mode of preparation. Put some of the bark, cut in small pieces,
into an earthen dish with water, and place it near a fire wbere it
may keep wann. It should netJer boil. When the infusion is of
the color of strong green tea, it is right for use.
Ube.-As an injection, it will be found one of the best remedies
for all initatiom, engorgements and weakneu of the uterus, for
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menorrhagia, for some fonns of dysmenorrha!&, and for weakness
after parturition. It should not, however, be used in active in8ammation of the uterus, nor until about three weeks after childbirth ; after which its use would prevent all those cases of weaka~ uterine difficulties so frequently consequent upon child-

b:8n

M:£od

of using. Inject the warm inftuion, retaining the syringe
in the vagina eaclt time for about five minutes, so as to keep tile
infusion in contact with the uterus if possible : throw it up three
or four times at one sitti~, and repeat the process at least three
times a day.-Bcnl. Med. and Burg. Journal.

Prom the Daily Timee.

DR. NEWTON TO DR. LATTA.
ML Eo1Tos: Si,..__When Dr. Latta's slanderous attack upon

me a~ in his paper, the "Methodist Expositor and True
Iaaue,' a religious paper, I called upon him and Uked the privilege
of making my defence in the same paper; he said if I would require no more apace than be had occupied in making the charges
.-iut me, that my defence should be published. But ueon
handing him the following article, he refused its publication, after
ming the most vindictive and uncbristianlike language agaioat me,
and devoting the largest portion of the reading columns of his
paper, not to religious mattera, but to engaging in the warm and
exciting contests bet.ween the doctoi.-refuamg to pabliah my defence, &ltbough it does not refer to a sin,rle subject not mentioned in
his ~ against me and others. Will you do me the favor to
publish 1t in the Daily Times?
To Dr. 8. "4. Latta, Editor of tlrr. Metlaoditrt Ezpontor:
Sra: Your unf11ir, and I mu~t say slanderous attack upon
myself and other Ecle..:tic physicians, requires a summary notice
at my hands.
Yoo have charged me directly, and the whole body of Eclectic
physicians indirectly, with disgraceful, and as you say, "God di1lonorinq'' falsehoOd and imposturP, for which you demand that
we sbalf be expelled from our churcheE, and discarded as unworthy
of the name of gentlemen by all respectable society.
Your charges are based entirely upon falsehood and misrepreeentation. When your falsehoodS are refuted, and your misrepre1entations exposed, the tables will be tamed, and it wiJI be seen
whether you or myself belong- to ''a band of deceivers of no ordi·
naiy mould," as you express it.
Yon charge upon all Eclectic physicians a syste'D!atic deception,
when in reality there ii no deception in the cue bat what arises
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from your own falsehoods. You have not a shadow of evidence
in behalf of your assertions, except what is derived from your
personal accusations against myself. To meet these accusations I
am compelled to give a brief narrative of the facts, to show the
consistency of my course, a.nd the propriety of my position.
I ~uated in the Louisville Medical Institute in the year 1841,
· fully educated in the 1nost pernicious system of mercurial allopalh1J, which has ever cursed the inhabitants of any country. My
common sense revolted at at many of the dogmas of my teachers
who gave calomel bv drachms and ounces, and I endeavored as fast
as possible, when I found myself in error, to get possession of
truth. As experience and reflection made me a Reformer, I progressed as fast as possible, guided by the lights of experience and
research. I soon advanced so far as to discard the use of the
lancet, and I am sure that· I have not bled twenty patients in my
life. Antimonial remedies I had almost totally discarded before I
removed to this city, three years since. Calomel I never used as I
had been ta.ught, and by a gradual refonn I had so far discarded
the drug that when I removE:d to Cincinnati, three years since, I
used it but seldom, and in moderate doses. Since my removal to
this city, having come into contact with the veteran teachers and
practitioners of the Eclectic system, and tested more fully the resources of Eclectic medicine, I have felt it my duty totally to
discard the dru~s which I had previously almost entirely laid aside,
and to adopt with cordiality the entire principles of Eclecticism.
When the Eclectic practitioners were char~ed with the use of
calomel in cholera, I signed, with other physicians, a certificate or
refutation of the charge, showing that we had laid aside its use for
several years. The language of the certificate might have been
made stronger than it was in reference to the other gentlemen who
signed it, if they had gh:en separate statements, as they have laid
aside mercurial remedies for many years ; but as the statement was
supposed to be sufficient for the occasion, it was siBned by three
others and by myself. In signing it, I recollect distmctly the prescription, which you have published, which was the last prescription
I have ever given containing mercury. Believing, however, at that
time, that tlus prescription was dated a little more than two years
back, I signed the certificate, supposing that a gradual diminution
in the use of mercurials for five or six years, terminating in a total
suspension of their use for upwards of two years, would justify the
language of the certificate. It now appears that I was mistaken,
and that the prescription in question, of 4 five-grain doses of calomel, was dated, not two years, but one year ana seven months previous to the certificate. That this was an example of '"bad
memory," I cheerfully admit; but when you proceed to insinuate
that I have used mercurial remedies "within the last few months,
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if not within the last few weeks," I pronounce the insinuation an
inexcusable falsehood.
I shall now proceed to convict you of several hypocritical falsehoods; and although I do not think proper, like yourself, to call
upon the Almighty Creator to sanctify a tissue of slanders, I wish
it understood that I speak the language of plain and sober truth.
1. You count largely upon the credulitv or ignorance of your
readers, when you atterr.pt to make them believe that the Eclectic
practice is but the same as the old school practice in dis~se.
You may be ignorant of Eclecticism, but you cannot be qwte so
ignorant as that. You cannot find a jury of twelve intelligent men
who would not pronounce you guilty of a wilful falsehood in this
attempt to deceive the public.
2. You represent, that Eclectic practitioners give calomel and
saliva~e tbeir pat!ents. Your only solitary pr.oot is your own fal~e
assertion that this bas been done by Dr. Wilson. The charge 1s
false ; and if any medical man undertakes to sustain it, he will
prove himself, in that instance at least, a /rofessional ignoramus,
unable to discriminate between well-marke diseases.
3. You have a great deal to say about a certain Dr. C., whose
name is not among the members of the society and signers of
the certificate, and who is not regarded as belonging to the Eclectic
medical profession of this city. This is a misrepresentation
merely, and I do not accuse you of intentional untruth.
4. You endeavor to produce the impression that the Eclec.ic
practitioners secretly resort to mercurial remedies, and that the:y use
them in large doses. It is true that I did, twenty months smce,
prescribe in one instance five grain doses of calomel-not secretly,
but as publicly as any prescription is given and sent to a drug store,
open to the inspection of all ; but there is not a single member of
tlie Eclectic Medical Society, beside myse lf, who has administered
any mercurial preparation, within the last five years; the majority
of the members of the society have never used a single dose of any
mercurial remedy in their lives, and others count a period of ten,
fifteen, or twenty years of strictly non-mercurial practice.
6. You affirm that five grain doses given by myself are "larger
doses than the regular profession are in the habit of administering." This you know to be untrue. I have never been such a
lave to authority as to give the "larger doses" which I was
taught to administer, and which your allopathic brethren sanction;
and since I have seen their effects and discarded their use, I regard
such do es as being, in the language of Professor Chapman, " hor·
rid, murderous ana unwarrantable quackery." Mark the contra.st,
where you wish to insinuate that the practice is substantially the
same. The President of the Eclectic Medical Society has followed a strictl'!/ no~mercurial practice for twenty years, and a strictlynon-mercunal practice pursued by all E clectics, in cholera, has
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been attended by a mortality of only 4t per cent. On the other
hand, the allopathic old school practice (which baa been attended
by a mortality of which I need not say a word, as the 1enon's
reports have told the story to the J>Ublic ear,) still uses mercurial
ninedies in the following style. I quote verbatim a recent f18:
ICl'i~oa of Dr. L., formerly President of the (old school) Medical

Society of CinciDnati : .
.
•.-Calomel 1600 gra.
Opiwn 76 gn.
lpecacuaoha .900 grt.

Gum Arabic and
Castile Soap, Q. S.
Make 100 Pilla.-J. L.nn.

May 14, 1849.
ProfesllOl' Drake, in the Loui1Ville Medical Journal, vol. 1, p.
4'71, s~kiJiiof those who gtaduated in the medical echools of ·
Louisville,
iladelfhia, Charleston, and Lexington, says: "One
gave to the extent o a couple of ounces a day. Some of their
patients had a pound avoirdupoi1 in their atomacha at a time."
"A gentleman assured us that he1 under the direction of a physi·

oian, weighed out and adminieterect to a fever patient 1700 grains
of calomel and 2400 $rains of aloes.
"And a physician informed me that be bad given to a patient of
the 1ame cfau 600 grains of a compound of equal parts o( calomel,
rhuba1 b and aloee (Cook's pills) for six successive days."
·
Dr. Harrison in his medical euays, pages 153-4, gives the
following:
"Case 6. A. Walker, '70 grains of calomel ordered at 12 o'clock,
repeated at night. Second day, one ounce of calomel and tincture
of aloes; third day another ounce, and died fourth day."
" Oue 'I. Took two ounces in two s11CCe11ive days and recovered."
. " Case 9. A colored girl ten )'e&r& of age, took half an oance
and repeated it several times for ieveral daya-got well."
"Case 26. '1\i-:>k one tablespoonful the first eveni~; second
day, then one tJ.ole-spoonful every six hours for three days, when
be died."
This ultra mercurial treatment waa tau~t to all who graduated
in Louisville or Lexington prior to 1843 (or nearly twenty vears,
and has spread throughout the valley of the Misaisaippi.
•
The non-mercurial Eclectic syatem has erected a b&rrier agaimt
its ravages. To attempt to connect or identify these systems, as
opposite as light and d'.i.;.kui.!&1, is an insult to the public intellia-ce, and a slander upon Eclectic physicians. We Uk not to C.....
ternize with Allopathics in their devastating system of bigotry and
error. We wish it distinctly understood that we do not aymp8thi.ze
with them, and are not responsible for their miadeeda.
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6. The results of Eclectic eractice are denied or concealed by its
opponents. We simply publish the facts in the newspapers, and
challenge you to make a similar statement of your cases and deaths
in the Allopathic practice, that the community may judge between
us. Mark your honesty and justice. If we keep silent, you say
the patients die in our hands-if we publish the results of practice,
you say we are puffing ourselves, and deceiving the pubhc, when
you know our facts are unquestionable. Instead of meeting fairly
the facts which are fatal to your case, you resort to falsehooo and
ridicule. You say that we claim to have lost less than 50 out of
1500 cholera patients, and another Allopathic writer says that we
claim to have treated the whole 1500 successfully, when we have
stated as distinctly as po sible that our lou waa sixty-five.
T o complete your burlesque, you introduce another falsehood,
saP,ng that the Indian Doctor claims to have treated 961 patients,
w1th no deaths. If you make yourself the official organ of the
Indian and Negro physicians, you should publish their reports correctly. If you, or your Allopathic brethren will ~ublish correct
reports of your practice, I have not the slightest doubt that the
mo t ignorant practitioner in the city, of any clase, or grade, or
color, will exhibit better results than the mercurial Allopathic sys.
tem. These are sober facts, and you cannot laugh them out of
countenance.
You cannot maintain yourself aga.inst tht. aolid .facta of Eclectic
practice, by insulting and ridiculing men who are far your superiors in every quality of head and heart, as well as in established
reputation.
7. You deny that the Eclectic Faculty have made any improve!Denta or discoveries, and at the same time accuse them of conceal~ their knowledge, when you know that they are diffusing their
kDowled~ as rapidly as possible by teaching large clasees of students, and by publications in medical journals and otherwise.
As to your denial of Eclectic discoveries and contributions to the
Materia Medica, I would merely say, that whenever any old school
medical journal, of respectable circulation,, shall dare to open its
pages to a free discussion of these subjects, the Eclectic Faculty
are ready to prove every jot and tittle of their assertions upon
thein; or, if you will yield the necessary space in your own columns, you shall have the evidence that the improvements in the
Ma~r~a Medica and practice, contained in th.e Eclectic system of
!X!edtcme, are of more real value than all the improvements recoglllZed and adopted in the Allopathic ranks for the last fifty years .
R. S. NEWTON, M.D.
. !Wspectfully,
Cincinnati, Sept. 3, 1849.
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GROANS AND LAMENTATIONS.
~Every month we observe in our Medical Journals, additional
evidence and confessions of the fact that the Old Hunker profeaaion is goiog down hill, and that its members are painfully collllCious
their increasing unpopalarity. Prof. Warren waa shocked and
startled in the American Medical Association, by bearing ita
members speak of the unpopularity of the profession. The
inveterate Old Hunkers of the Lancet, published in this city, have
declared that Cincinnati is "the very elyaium of quacks," and that
the condition of the old profession here in reference to these
annoying encroachments is so bad that it cannot be worsted. Dr.
Dawson, of Jamestown, Ohio, says in the Louisville "Journal of
Medicine:"
"On all aides, the profession in Ohio, at the preaent time, is
beset with almost evel')' form and variety of quackery. C~
from such a diversity of sources, and keeping pace with the lights
of science, yea, even outstripping almost every thing useful connected with the improvements of-the age, there is gOod reason for
the opinion that we are not yet in the worst stage of the trouble."
"The 1team and pepper fever, so far as we are acquainted in the
State, has about come to a crisis. In the distance, however, new
affections, or rather complications of the old, are beginning to show
themselves under the various names of "Reformed Botanical Medicine," Eclectic Medicine," "Hydropathy," "Hommopathy," &c.;
and, from present symptoms, the most of those formerly affected
with the steam and pep~r disturbance, are about to take these new
troubles in something hke the natural way. To drop the figl_lre,
the transition from one humbutr to another seems mucA eaner IAan
a return to tlae aolid subatantial principle& of science."
"There is another matter which it may not be out of place to
notice. We allude to the standing of pliysicians at present in the
estimation of the ;>eople. The time has been, it is said, when there
was something dignified and venerable associated in the mind with
a mere announcement of the name of a physician. Is this the case
generally at the present time? May be it is. If so, we should
like to see some one well skilled in diagnosis try his hand in making
out what state of mind it ia which has given rise to the almost

of
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universal cUBtom or the people, when they addreas a physician, of
calli~ him "Doe." Again, in speaking qf the attendance of a
medical man on his patients, the common phrase has come to be
"t11aiting on" the patient. Thtlll, a very common fonn of expression, when any one wishes to inquire about the sick is, "Doc,
how ia that patient you are 111aiting on'"
The following allusion to the state or the profession in Alabama,
by the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, indicates that it is
no better there than in Ohio:
"ALABAKA STATE M!lDICAL AssocJATION.-Thos. W. Mason,
M. D., gave the annual address before this Association, which is
publishea. He laments the crowded state of the profession-but,
aoctor, we can't kill off the su~mumeraries ! "Medicine," says
the leamed orator, "has been placed in a false position, and the
office of the phy:sician most e~giously misrepresented," and he
might have added, miserably paid, too."
That these evils are not local or temporary, but are wide spread

and incurable, is plainly admitted in the following article from the
same Journal ot July:
"Paonss101uL D:scLINit.---On the ninth page of an introductory
.recently ~ven at the Philadelphia College of Medicine, by Henry
Gibbons, M. D., one o( the faculty, the following sentence occurs:
"Our profession has declined in public estimation within the
present century, whilst it has been advancing in its claims and
merits beyond all p~cedent. Mankind appear to have but little
more respect for it now than in the days when medical science was
but a jumble of superstition and empincism, and when practitioners
were banished from Rome as public pests. To make such an
ack.nowled~ent is disagreeable; but if the contemplation of the
picture should lead to an effort to correct the evil, and bring about
a better state of things, the confession may prove salutar,r." Mortifying as this declaration is to those intimately identified with this
maltreated profession, it is verily true, that the most learned,
morally eminent and excellent, in the ranks of medical practitioners,
are not placed higher in the mind of the great public, than natural
bonesetten, seventh sons, or itinerant mesmerizers. A few indeed,
in all communities, appreciate a cultivated understanding, and
honor talent and science ; but the multitude of men and women
care no more about educational qualifications, genius, or experience
in a physician, than the1 do about the police regulations in the
planet Mars. A doctor is a doctor, to them, the world over. The
more he lowers himself to the vulgar level, the higher place he has
in their estimation. The author of the discourse barely speaks
this above a whisper, as though it were a profound secret; never-
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tbeleu it is just what everybody knows, and what a certain order
of respansilile, thinking people lament, toitlwut tile pot11er of
cAanging so erroneous.a pubhc sentiment."
Indeed the sagacious editor seems to have realized so fully the
prospects of Medical Hunkerism, that he bu become quite de.
pondent. In his March number he ays, refening to Prof. HUil's
lecture:
"With such unremitting efforts as have been made to raile the
medical character of the country, hv thoee who are prominent in
the schools of medicine, in the production of admirable treatises,
like the one to which these observations refer, it will be a sad
reflection, in the end, if mapiricinn becomel predominant. Although several State Legislatures are ~ving their sanction to it, by
chartering mongrel institutions, in which neither sclcn~ nor common sense are recognized, such streams of medical literature are
flowing over the land, that It.opt may be indulged of the ultimate
triumph of rational principles in medicine, ana the overthrow of
every kind of imposition which wan against them."
The Doctor felt equally uncomfortable in March at the proepect
of a charter being given to the Botanical school at W orceeter, he
exclaimed:
'' The profession in Massachnsetts, after an uninterrupted effort
of forty years to educate men in the best p<>•ible manner for the
practice of medicine, may now hang theu heads in shame aod
humiliation. If the Legislature, tlie fountain of law, baa ao
~her perception of what is due to the intellige~ce of the age, the
ftoOdgates might as well at once be opened, and allow every man
to do what he chooses, without reference to the opinions or interests of any."
The following paragraph from the August number of the same
Journal, indicates that some of the most distinguished of the profeesion feel as badly as the editor of the Journal, in reference to
their unpopularity :
" A medical gentleman of Boston, whose social position and
professional prospects would be re~rded as enviable by most medical aspirants, has recently taken Dr. oft' his door plate, with a
determmation to be no longer subjected to the beck, call and caprice
of the public. He has made the discovery, that high literary and
scientinc attainments, combined with a conscientious zeal in lceeping pace with the progress of medical discovery, with a view to
making one's self useful to men, women and children, when they
are sick, is not at all appreciated. A blustering, low minde<I
fellow, who has nothing to lose and every thing to gain, without a
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claim to patronage on the score of exact medical knowledge, is
taken into favor by the multitude, while real worth, both in character and medical skill, is neglected, if not wholly abandoned.
An opinion is prevalent, that a physician, who is a. writer, must
be a poor practitioner; therefore, an author, however distinguished, cannot compete with a neighbor who may not be able to write
his mother tongue gramatically."
The inconvenience of a loss of public confidence has been so
seriou ly felt that Dr. Hooker has set to work to remedy the evil:
"RESPECT DUE THE MEDICAL PaoFF.SsION.-Dr. Worthington
Hooker, of Norwich, Conn., addressed the Medical Society of Connecticut, at the anniversary meeting in May, upon the rupect due to

tlu medical profession, and the reasons that it is not awarded by
tlu community. Dr. H. is a clear, bold and fearless writer, who
does not hesitate to declare where the difficulty exists-and all
admit that there is a widening gulf between the people and the
regular profession. Moral excellence, combined with the highest
scientific attainments, gives a physician no advantages of position
worth naming, in New England. He cannot compete with a.
mushroom pretender to the healing art, who is en~ged in the
busine s simply because be could not succeed sattsfactorily in
something else. Dr. Hooker says there is too much disposition on
the part of many physicians, to prefer, decidedly, a popular reputation, because it is profitable ! The people are opposed to medical
societies, because 1t is supposed that a State society contemplates
the immediate benefit of the physicians."-Bost. M. S. J.
Indeed the tables are turning so rapidly that the old Hunkers
~m almost disposed to cry out persecution themselves. Professor
Drake, some two or three years since, complained in the Louisville
Med. Journal that the Queen City wa11 given up to the embraces
of quackery, and that the old school gentlemen were in some instances driven to abandon the profession and resort to agricultural
pursuit . Dr. Smith, of Boston, complains of the self-defence of
which Eclectics have been guilty, as though we were perfect Ish-

maelites.
Another groan may be expected from Boston, when Dr. Smith
hears that the Eclectic Journal, at Syracuse, N. Y ., is succeeding
beyorid all expectation.
The ultra and exclusi 1•e Homreopathists too have great fears of
the progress of more liberal sen•iments, and look to the Eclectic
Professorship of Homceopathy, as the terrible Trojan Horse which
ia to endanger their fortified exclusiveness. The liberal Homc:e-
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paths on the other band look forward cheerily to the progreu of
truth and free inquiry.
The ultra botanics, too, look with apprehension upon the progress of Eclecticism, which is so much more congenial to ~the
common sense of mankind, than any exclusive system. In the
last Physiologico Medical Recorder, Dr. Curtis expresses his fear
that ultra-herbalism, which is now called the "phyao-mdical"
system by its teachers, may decline in public opinion and be superseded by something else, as follows :
"Our labors, hitherto, have been based on the hope (almoet
against hope and entirely apinat history) that, when men were
once tauglit the pure pr10ciples, and convinced of their purity by
demonstration not to be resisted, they would adhere to them,
through all succeeding time: but we have seen so many instances
of those who had been thoro!Jghlr. instructed in truth and risht,
turning backward to error and evil, " like the dog to his voaut,"
that we are convinced that " the heart of man is corrupt, and is
fully set in him to do evil ; and we have nearly concluded to
abandon the effort to reforn:i \!}edicine, and leave the sons of ignorance and folly, to eat and drink-destruction as the1 list.
"Call it selfishness or what you please (we are both:accuatomed
and casehardened to bad names), we will say it, for it is true, the
custom of students who profess true principles attending the Allopathic and the mongref schools for education, and starting out in
practice under the common cognomen or sign of Doctor br M. D.,
without desig?ating the character of their _principles or practice, is
a sure indication that medical refonn is aestinea to a fatal overthrow, and that Allopathy, with all its horrors, will yet swallow all
reforms and reign again triumi>bant.
"Under this conviction, we ha\'e determined that, unlea al~
number of students of medicine attend the true physa-medic&l
schools, for instruction, and afterward practice honestly what they
leatn there, we will soon abandon the business of training men for
tlae profeaaion, and go forth into the· community and teach tlaan
(the people) how to protect themselves against the imposition and
quackery of the whole profession, of every hue of principle and
practice."
P. S.-We may expect to hear loud lamentations from the Allopathic citadel in Memphis, Tenn. The extensive collegia&e
edifice erected by the city authorities, bas been taken from the old
school faculty, and given to the Eclectic Faculty of the Memphia
Institute 1 Three cheers for Memphis !-B.
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MERCURY
As a metal, is the God or modem allopathic medicine. In ancient
times, the mythological Mercury was the God of liars and thieves.
Among the modem champions or Hunkerism, the two relations are
combined, for Mercury appears to be fervently worshipped as the
God mendacity, while at the same time Mercury rules the practice
or medicine.
That Mercury as the God of liara has no small amount or Allo..
pathic worship, may be discovered in the whole course of the controversy in this city, between Electicism and Hunkerism, as hereto..
fore exposed in our pages. The Township Trustees as defenders
of the Ohio Medical College, were detected last winter in flagrant
falsehoods. The Western Lancet has been repeatedly detected,
and lastly Dr. Latta, editor of the Expositor, has been not only
detected but conspicuously exposed in his slanders.
The Lancet of this city has never yet retracted or modified its
slanders against Dr. Beach, nor even taken any nolice of the cor.
rection. Of late we have observed these stale calumnies taken up
by its readers and repeated. An animated discussion between a
friend of Eclecticism and a champion of Hunkerism has been go..
ing on in the New Albany (la.) Bulletin, in which the latter
baa repeated the vile story with emphasis, and comments as if it
were an established fact that Dr. Beach had been detected in
a gross and infamous imposition ! Yet the Lancet and its editor
lay claim to respectability and virtue. Among intelligent and virtuous men, no station or title can shield dishonesty or render the
detected slanderer respectable. We think, therefore, that the Lancet aa the organ of the Ohio Medical College, is a disgrace to the
Faculty. It has started and maintains in circulation this detected
calumny against Dr. Beach in reference to his cholera practice in
New York, which was exposed last winter in our pages, and which
ia plainly refuted by documents which have long been published.
The National Medical association is disgraced by the calumnies of
its President Dr. Stevena against Dr. Beach, and we are detennined not to let this matter rest until the brand of falsehood is indelibly fixed upon these dishonorable assailants.
To an impartial spectator it would be no slight evidence of the
entire rottenoet1 of the allopathic caue to 6nd it so generally de·
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fended by falsehood and somrility. The attack of Dr. Latta (its
most recent champion) upon Eclecticism, has been exposed by Dr.
Newton. His attack upon Hommopathy proves equally false. He
gave in his paper the names of nine patients who had died under
the treatment of Pulte and Ehrmann. These caaea have been
examined by the Homreopathic Society. They prove to be rather
remarkable examples of lying. One of the patients had not been
seen at all by Drs P. and E. during life-in another instance they
had not even entered the street on which the patient resided, and
in another instance the patient with whose death they were charged is still living ! !
In the last No. of the Lancet, the editor endeavora to rebut the
Eclectic statistics in the following fashion. He says " The truth
is, the regular members of the profession have more than sastained
themselves. If they would adopt the same mode of computation as
that described above, their losses would not reach one per cent.
instead of 4.32, which is the rate assumed by the botanics." Tbat
Dr. Lawson should continue to use the term" Botanics," in reference to the Eclective practitioners, when he understands very well
the distinct existence of the Eclectic and Botanic parties, exhibits
a great deficiency in the seme of honor, and a determination to
penist as heretofore in attempting to deceive his readers upon that
mbject.
His aseertion that the members of the old school profession have
more than sustained themselves, looks rather strange alongside of
their own reports, which admit a losa of twenty six per cent. even
in May, when the epidemic was in its mildest form. As to their
losses by cholera not exceeding one per cent., 1R are amazed at the
impudence of the assertion. There have been upwards of 4.000
deaths by cholera in this city under old school treatment ; if these
losses were aa Dr. Lawaon affirms, only one per cent.. of the number of cases, they must have treated about four hundred thousand
cases of cholera, in a population not exceeding ~one hundred
thousand persons t !
Do we need any further evidence of the utter mendacity of the
Lancet-the organ of the Ohio Medical College-the esteemed
representative of the interesta and views of the · old Hunkers of
medicine.
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ECLECTIC MEDICAL SOCIETY-TREATMENT OF
CHOLERA.
At a special meeting of the Eclectic Medical Society held on
Monday evening, September 17, for the purpose of discussing the
treatment of Cholera, the following remarks were made by the
members, which have been reported by the Secretary, Dr. E. A.
Lodge, for the Eclectic Journal.
Dr. Morrow remarked that his views of the nature of the disease
had not been modified since the commencement of the Epidemic.
He still considered that there was some local cause of irritation
existing in the alimentary tract; he thought that there was some
specific ca.use of irritation, the precise nature of which was not fully
understood; he supposed however, from the efficacy of alkalies in
the treatment, that it was of an acid character. He would not say
that all the irritation depended upon an acid poison; but believed
that there were other 10tluences tending to determine the fluids
internally in addition to the local cause of irritation; that the mor·
bid impressions were owing to the joint agency of the general infiu.
ence of the disease on the whole system, and the local independent
cause.
Dr. Morrow further remarked, that whatever might be the pri.
mary cause of the disease, the first effect appeared to be the formation of an acid. In Cholera Morbus there was an abundance of
acid, and hence that disease has been attributed to the presence of
the acid. In Asiatic Cholera we have great indisposition to action,
stupor, indift'erence and carelessness about life, utter prostration of
the vital energies, and other symptoms shewing that the brain,
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and nervous system, are implicated in the disease. Alkalies have
acquired an established reputation in the treatment of Cholera.
Dr. Jordan, late Physician to the Cholera Hospital used weak ley
abundll.ntly. One of his prescriptions was tincture of prickly uh
berries and weak ley, which preparation it was believed he used
·
.
very advantageously.
In regard to the treatment, he considered the most prominent
indication to be the production of an equilibrium in the circulation
and excitability. This, beyond all question, was the most im~r
tant and urgent indication to be fulfilled, and the most successful
results followed its production. To fulfil this, be had found no
other single preparation to have a better influence, in most cases,
than the compound tr. gnaiac, prepared by adding gm. guaiacum,
cinnamon and cloves, of each rulvenzed one ounce to a quart of best
brandy, and given in doses o from a tea-spoonful to a table-spoonful in hot sweetened water and brandy every 16 or 20 minutes until
relieved. This has been found to be an excellent stimulant and
astringent, closing the mouths of the absorbents, and checking the
discharges. In a few instances this pre~ration did not appear to
answer, but as a general remedy he coll8ldered it the most useful he
was acquainted with. In some cases where excessive nausea was
the most prominent symptom, he had found it advisable to commence the treatment by ~iving an emetic ; the operation of the
emetic relieved th~ gastric irritability, equalized the circulation
and checked the spasms. As an emetic he. preferred the Acetous
tincture of lobelia and sanguinaria, with the addition of one-third
spiritous tr. aralia spinosa. This was given in doses of a teaspoonful to a table-spoonful every ten minutes in warm catnip tea
sweetened. In urgent cases it was given in very large doses and
frequently repeated.
The saturated tr. prickly ash berries (Xanthozylumfraz. bac.)
bad been used with great benefit,-he had found it an excellent and
prompt remedy. When given in the early stages it would frequently reHe,·e in from IO to 20 minutes. He had used it in doses
of fro.m two to thr:ee table-spoonfuls.. In caseR .of severe spasms,
vomiting, prostration and profuse rice water discharges, he had
given half a tumbler full at a dose with benefit. Of late he had
used the tr. Xantbox. frn. bac. and the neutralizin~ extract as prepared by Mr. Merrell, equal parts of each, and had found this combination prompt and efficient. In the earlier stages of the disease,
would consider it a most suitable medicine. Bottles of hot water,
hot bricks, &c., were used, and if much pain or spasm, extensive
sinapisms. In the advanced periods he had found it necessary to
produce full, free and copious perspiration, which would relieve in
a majority of cases, say 19 out of 20. He thought that those who
loet sight of the necessity of producing this determination to the
surface, would fail in obtaining the succesaful results attending the
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practice of those who regarded it as the most important indication
to be fulfilled in the treatment.
In cases of partial collapse, when the patients were suffering from
severe spasms, he had found Hunn's Anti'J'U'llodic mixture an
excellent remedy. It is prepared by dissolnng one ounce each of·
the oils of cajeput, cloves, peppe~int, and anise, in two ounces of
alcohol. He had given tliis preparation in doses of from one to
two table-spoonfuls, in hot brandy and water sweetened, every ten
minutes, in cases of violent s~asm, with great advanta~. He considered it peculiarly applicable to such cases, but found that it did
not succeed so well where there was great irritability in the
stomach.
The Hot Blanket1, notwithstandin~ the foolish notions. of some
who regard their use as barbarous and improper, had been employed ·
fre<Juently with the most decided beneficial effect. In one case the
~t1ent was supposed to be dead,-he used the blanketswrung out
of scalding water, and she recovered, so that he got the credit of
restoring one from the dead !
Camphor was used beneficially in many cases. Dr. M. had
succeeded in restoring patients who were pulseless by use of cam- '
pbor water prepared by adding one drachm of camMorated spirits .
to half a pmt of cold water. This was given in <loses of a teaspoonful every three or four minutes. The external applications .
were always well attended to during the time of administering the
camphor.
.
Dr. King stated that he had used the following preparatlon very
extensively in the treatment of Cholera. It had also been prescribe<I
frequently by other Eclectic practitioners with advantage in Cholera and Dysentery.
~. Ox Gall
3j
Capsicum
Gm. Guaiac a i eiv
Leptandrin
:>iv
This was given in doses of one grain and repeated two or three
times a day. He had also succeeded in many cases with a mixture composed as follows :
~. Sulphur subl. gr. iv
Gm. Guaiac gr. ij
Charcoal
gr. ij
Camphor
gr. j
Opium
gr. ss.
Dose, one to ten grains repeated eveey ten minutes until relief is
obtained. In some cases this compound did not appear to exert
any beneficial i~nce.
He had used the spirit vapor bath in two cases : free penpiration
was produced and the patients experienced a great desue to sleep.
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Brandy and aromatics were administered, and the patients both
recovered.
In cases of excessive irritability of the stomach, oatmeal cake
coffee was given for the purpose of allaying, and it answered the
purpose admirably.
The saturated tr. prickly ash berries combined with tr. opium
was used in some cases as an injection, with very good effect.
J,l-, Saturated tr. Xanthox,frax. bac. 3ss.
Water
3j
Tr. Opium
gtt. xx
Used as an injection after every discharge. Sinapisms over the
bowels and spme as well as bottles of hot water, hot bricks, &c.,
were used with benefit. The preparation, made by adding one
tea-spoonful fine black pepper, one tea-spoonful fine table salt and
five tea-spoonfuls vinegar to half a tumbler full of hot water, was
used in the case of a young lady who was menstruati~ at the
time. The injection above referred to was also used, and she was
relieved. This was also found beneficial in those cases, attended
with stupor from the commencement of the disease, and in which
cases he alwavs found opium inadmissible.
He had also found Hunn's Colic Drops· of almost universal
benefit in spasm!l, pain, &c. In the incipient stage of the disease,
in a number of patients, a mixture composed of elixir vitriol, one
ounce, tinct. xanthox. bacc. two ounces, ess. lemon, one drachm in
dose of a tea-spoonful in a gill of sweetened cold water, and repeated every two or three hours, removed the symptoms speedily, without any other treatment. In the more advanced stages he would
not rely on it.
Dr. Newton obsem:~d that as to the ~eneral application of remedies, there was but little difference m his practice from other
Eclectics, but he might hold different views as to the cause of the
disease. He did not doubt but that there was present a redundance of acid; but thought this to be rather an effect than the cause
of the disease; he l1Plic,·ed that the cause acted primarily on the
nervous system, that its influence passed through the circulation,
causing a weakenc<l action of the parts, relaxation and consequent
escape of the serum. He had observed symptoms similar in cholera patients to those exhibited in diseases wliere the remote came
acted on the brain or nen·es, the same drowsiness, numbness and
soreness throughout the system. The symptoms were allied to
those produced by opium or some other narcotic stimulant; the patients were very generally careless about death and had little or no
apprehension of dying. Such mental derangement as this was not
produced by a cause acting directly on the alimentary canal. Narcotic stimulants should therefore be avoided in the treatment, they
had a direct tendency to increase the difficulty ; hence the fatality
of the Opium practice in Cholera.
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Dr. N. tested the treatment of Dr. Hawthorne to the full extent
at the commencement of the epidemic. He gave one man IO grains
of opium, 3 pints of brandy, and Dr. Hawthorne's stimulating mixture. The external applications recommended were also used as
well as some other powerful stimulants and astringents, but the man
died. This patient had had rice water discharges four hours before
he was prescribed for. He succeeded in getting up reaction at one
time, but the opium produced a narcotic influence subsequently,
and he could neither keep up the circulation or perspiration. Dr.
N. adopted about the same course in the treatment of another case,
and he recovered.
He, Dr. N., had used a preparation composed of equal parts,tannin, capsicum, camphor and kino, with considerable success ; he
gave it in doses of one grain of each of the articles, repeated at
short intervals until the dischar~es were checked.
He considered the saturated tincture prickly ash berries (tr. Xan-thox. frax. bac.) the most valuable of all the remedies for Cholera
be hai:l tested. When the stomach would not retain it he gave it
as an injection. It had a peculiar influence on the system, and
having taken the remedy he could speak from experience of its
effects. When given as an injection the effect produced was almost
instantaneous; the sensation was as if he had received an electric
shock, its use was very soon followed by copious perspiration. He
had more confidence in this than any other one remedy he was
acquainted with.
.
Dr. N. further stated that he had treated one man who died without vomiting or purging. The patient was working on a boat; in
the afternoon he felt a little sick; at 4 o'clock he had two operations, no pain, the discharges were of a natural appearance ; in the
night he was feverish and restless; at 4 o'clock in the morning he
experienced a little nausea; at 9 o'clock he was in a collapsed condition, pulseless, eyes sunken, and he appeared to be as much wasted
as if he had had copious discharges from his bowels. He tried in
vain to raise his pulse 9r produce perspiration, und the patient died
that night at 9 o'clock.
Dr. Wright remarked that he had been more successful in the
treatment of cholera towards the close of the epidemic than he was
previously. He was not aware, when he commenced treating the
disease, of the importance of removing morbid accumulations from
the stomach. He afterwards used emetics more frequently and
with great success. He also used the Neutralizing Extract, saturated tr. Xanthox. frax. bac., and the compound tr. guaiac. He succeeded best with a mixture of equal parts tinct. prickly ash berries
and Neutralizing Extract. He had always found it necessary to
attend strictly to the surface. The best external application he
found was equal parts of capsicum, salt and mustard. In the spasmodic stage he used Thompson's 3rd preparation of lobelia with
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advantage. He used injections of neutralizing cordial, tinct. opium,
and tinct. prickly ash berries. He was fully convinced of the
necessity of getting up a copious perspiration. In typhoid cases he
pursued an entirelr. different course. In these cases he first gave
stimulants, and failed. He afterwards used mucilage of gum arabic, ice and ice water; he applied externally cloths dippe<l in ice
water and with these applications succeeded in bringing about
reaction after failing witli ordinary hot applications. Dr. W. also
remarked that many cholera cases presented symptoms similar to
those described in Wood's practice, as belonging to pernicious
fever.
Dr. Chase stated that the general outlines of the treatment he
had pursued resembled that of other Eclectic practitioners. In the
early periods of the disease he had used the Leptandrin, combined
with Neutralizing Extract very successfully. He thinks opium can
be dispensed with in the treatment of cholera altogether. He em1>loyed Leptandrin very generally in mild cases-he gave two to
three grains dissolved m camphorated spirits or alcohol, and then
triturated with sugar, and given once in six hours.
Dr. Hunt stated that his ex~rience was in the main the same as
that of those who had preceded him, especially was he impressed
with the importance of emetics in all cases where there was any
evidence of morbid accumulations in the stomach or bowels, an<l
the patients not too much prostrated to forbid their use. He had
commenced their administration in the treatment of cholera upon
its first a.p_pearance, and continued to employ them until its subsidence, aiid always with the happiest effect. A good thorough
emetic seemed to change the whole features of the case, removing
all the unfavorable symptoms a.nd placi~ the patient in a state
of rapid convalescence; he used the emetic spoken of by Dr. Morrow, composed of acetous emetic, 3 parts tr. aralia or tr. xanthox
1 part. He was accustomed in the coinmencement of its administration to immerse the feet in water as hot as the patient could
p<>ssibly bear, the· temperature being maintained by the constant
addition of more bot water. With this and the use of bottles filled
with boiling water, and sinapisms, he succeeded in allaying the
iaritability of the stomach, removing the cramps, checking the discharges, and t>rodncing free healthy perspiration, which was afterwards maintamed for 8 or 10 hours by using a warm tea of neutralizing mixture and ~aiac comP.?und alternately about every .20 minutes, or tr. xanthoxylon, sudorific tr., Hunn's preparation or tr. camphor, as he thought most aeplicable. Afterwards he directed the
patient to be washed off with hot salt and water or weak ley and
spirits, the wet clothing to be removed, the patient to be kept warm
aDd comfortable, and tlie use of diureties and mild tonics. lie had
found the use of tonics an important part of the treatment; their use
frequently preventing relapse. He had found much benefit result
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from the use of tinct. camphor in allaying extreme irritability of
the stomach, removing nervous depression and promoting perspiration. When there was great imtability of stomach, no evidence
of morbid accumulation and a sense of sinking or weight and oppression about the heart, he used with advantage comr.ound
&J>irits of lavender, tincture camphor a a one ounce, Hoffinan s Anooyne half an ounce; dose half to a tea-spoonful every 15 or 30
minutes in warm tea.
He would also commend to the attention of his professional
brethren, the Plantage major, (common waterplantain,) be obtained
a Psmall portion of the extract from Dr. Jones, and for the purpose
of ascertaining as accurately as possible its properties, had used it
alone, and seemingly with benefit. Did not ltnow whether a more
extended use would justify the same conclusion; but from its action
in those cases where he had exhibited it, would judge it to be antiemetic, anodyne, and anti-spasmodic, and beneficial in checking
diarrhrea. In extreme cases, he used hot blankets or ice bath, and
has seen patients relieved by them when it seemed hoping against
hope to suppose they might recover.
Dr. Lodge stated that his treatment of cholera closelv corresponded with that of Professor Morrow. He would, however, give
a brief account of some remedies, the efficacy of which he had
tested. He had used the Compound Tinct. Guaiac, the neutralizing extra.ct, and the saturated Tinct. of Prickly ash berries, (Tr.
Xanth. fraz. bac.) in several cases separately; but afterwards prescribed a mixture composed of equal parts of each of these articles. This compound he used in doses of from a tea spoonful to
a table spoonful, repeated every quarter or half hour. In some
instances, small portions of Sudorific Tincture and Compound
Syrup of Hrematoxylon, were added with advantage. These
articfes, given alone or in combination, were generally efficient to
check an ordinary diarrhrea. In cases of dysenteric diarrhrea, he
had used Leptandrin, combined with the neutralizing extract, 6
grains of Leptandrin, ground up, with one drachm of loaf sugar,
and added to four ounces of the extract, had been found sufficient
to relieve a majority of cases.
He had used the emetic referred to by Dr. Morrow, very frequently. Many cases were relieved in an hour or two, by an
emetic followed by some stimulant to keep up the perspiration
produced bv emesis, which it is believed might not have terminated
favorably, had the emetic been omitted.
Dr. L. made use of an aromatic plaster, composed of the ingredients of the:compound Tinct. Gua1ac, to.relieve the irritability of
the stomach. This would very frequently succeed-when it did
not, the emetic was given, the operation of which seldom, if ever,
failed to check all nausea and sickness of stomach.
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Dr. L. had used cami>hor quite extensively in the treatment of
cholera, and was inclined to regard it, when given in minute doses,
as one the most valuable diffusive stimulants in the materia medica.
He used the saturated tincture usually in doses of about one droe
a minute until free perspiration was produced. It was given dropped
ut><'n sugar, or mixed m plain or sweetened water. Having heard
of the success attending the use of camphor in the bands of Ho..
mceopaths, he was induced to test its virtues, and to exhibit it alone
in cases where no other medicine had been taken by the patients.
He administered it in the dose mentioned, to Mrs. G., who had
been troubled with looseness of the bowels for about 24 hours
before taking the camphor. She complained of nausea, great
distress at her stomach, slight twitching of the muscles, &c. The
discharges were large, watery, and very frequent. In one hour
after taking the camphor., she was in a profuse perspiration, and felt
perfectly easy:. She had no discharge. from her bowels for three
aays after, when she took a purgative. In another day .she was
out to meeting, perfectly well.
The camphor treatment was used also in the case of Miss S.
She had been very unhealthy for some time before the attack of
cholera she was laboring under, when Dr. L. was called in to see
her. She had diarrhcea, nausea, slight cramps, and was much
prostrated. The camphor relieved her in one night; the next
she took the neutralizing mixture, and the third day was wel •
She has enjoyed better health since, than she had before for some
years. He had used the camphor in some eight cases of mild
cholera, with the same good results following its administration.
He also administered camphor in connection with ice and ice water,
in some collapsed cases, which resulted farnrably.
He had used the compound referred to by his friend, Dr. Kin~,
composed of sulphur, guaiac, charcoal, camphor and opium, m
several cases, but did not succeed as well with it as with camphor
alone, and did not believe it was to be depended upon as much.
Where his patients were i;;uffering from violent spasms, he used
injections of an infusion of common tobacco with benefit. He
would sooner, however, rely upon Hunn's preparation as an antispasmodic, given by the mouth, in large doses, and also as an injection. The first case of cholera that he treated was that of an
old woman, aged 75, who was troubled with the most severe spasms
of the arms, hands and lower extremities. She was relieved by
large sinapisms, prepared by sprinkling lobelia seed, eulverized,
over the mustard. She was not nauseated at all at any time during
the progress of the disease.
Dr. J. Milot stated that along with the various remedies that
have been spoken of by Dr. Morrow and others, he had used to a
\'ery good advantage, dry cups placed along the spine, wl1ere there
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was a great deal of internal congestion, as well as a great detenninanation of the blood to the head.
Dr. Buchanan had relied upon the Tincture of Xanthoxylon and
Compound tincture Guaiacum in equal parts, with a small portion
of the sudorific tincture, and tincture of kino. He was pleased to
observe so great a coincidence of sentiments among Eclectic practitioners, in regard to the treatment of the disease. He wished to
call the attention of the members to the question, as to what extent
evacuations should he attempted. The liver was commonly supposed to be involved, and old school physicians were in the habit
of giving large doses of calomel to their patients, and when they
had brought away dark or bilious evacut10ns, thought that they
had accomplished an important part of the treatment. Yet the
subject had been discussed in the society, and not a word had yet
been said about evacuation by any one of the class of physicians
who had been most successful in the treatment of the disease.
This proved that the notion of evacuations was a tremendous humbug. Dr. B. thought, however, that the old doctrine was not
entirely destitute of truth, that there might he necessity for purgation
in some cases. He believed that some of our practitioners were
in the habit of giving an efficient cholagogue after reaction bad
been produced ; others did not deem it important. He would consider a mild cholagogue, such as Leptandrm, desirable in a majority
of cases, after efficient reaction was obtained. The kidneys were
often more involved than the liver, and he believed that much of the
efficacy of the alkaline treatment of cholera depended upon the
diuretic properties of the alkalies emeloyed. He thought that
the cholera remedies used should combine stimulant, diaphoretic,
diuretic, and cholagogue properties. These might be found' in a
great variety of remedies which might be successfully used. The
neutralizing mixture used so abundantly, was gently laxative. In
a. large number of slight attacks, a mild aperient, or even a mild
cathartic, might remove the disease, but where a decided cholera
epidemic existed, the most powerful stimulants would be required.
There were se\·eral valnable remedies which had not been mentioned this evening. Turpentine was important in cholera as an
internal as well as an external remedy; it was valuable in bowel
complaints generally. He regretted that its value had not been
more thoroughly tested. The simple prescription, pepper, salt and
vinegar, had been fairly tested, and might be regarded as an efficient,
prompt and excellent remedy. It is an agreeable medicine to the
patient; it is similar to his every day diet, and its use appears to
restore the stomach and bowels to a natural action; it checks the
nausea and vomiting, as well as the purging, most effectually.
Dr. B. referred to the fact that cold applications appeared to
succeed .,better than warm in many cases ; he thought we should
ba,·e some distinct idea or principle to regulate their use. In cases
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where the patients sunk rapidl;r under use of wann applicatiom,
cold was applied, and they rev1 ved. Stimulants and extemal heat
were used in the case of our deceased friend Dr. Parker, without
any benefit ; they did not appear to rouse him, but cold applications
did. Dr. P. had lived very temperately, indeed too abstemiously,
and it appeated that his system nad obtained such a tone, it would
not bear stimulants. Stimulants to excess became sedatives to the
feeble and debilitated, and. he supposed that/atients destitute of
any considerable amount of vital power, woul be injured by ordinary stimulants in large doses, am bene6tted by cold applications.
'rhe use of chloroform had been recommended in cholera, and he
wished to know what experience the members had had in its use.
Dr. Newton further remarked that he would consider the ordinary
reliance upon cathartics in cholera, truly a humbug. After reaction
he might use a slight laxative, as neutralizing cordial and anti-bilious physic ; when reaction had been established, he would not
fear a cathartic. He had treated one case where the disease had
been reproduced four times, and was not fully relieved until after
use of a cathartic. The cases req_uiring laxatives he should suppose
were rare, as he had given them m but three cases.
Dr. Morrow stated that in the early part of the epidemic be did
not give any cathartic worth speaking of. In the last ten cases of
cholera he treated, he gave evacuants, and they operated· well. As
far, however, as his experience had gone, he was not convinced of
the nece88ity of using them to any extent. Since the subsiden~
of th~ epidemic, he had used very large doses of active cathartics
in dysentery, &c., with signal advantage. He had met with some
cases that would not bear stimulation, they were persons of weak
constitution, who had lived poorly. Where there had been much
irritability of stomach, he found the use of ice water, in small
quantities, advantageous.
Dr. Chase mentioned that he had met with cases of cholera in
persons who were suffering from mercurial salivation, the statements
of certain medical men that salivation was a preventive, notwith·
standing.
Dr. Newton informed the meeting that he had used chloroform
in one case which terminated fatally, and in three which survived.
He could not rely upon it or recommend it ; it never arrested the
discharges, but acted as a gentle stimulus, increasing the circulation.
Dr. Wright used the clilorofonn in the case of a boy, the only
surviving member of a large family who died of cholera.
The
boy was thought to be dea(l, he was cold and pulseless. After
inhaling the chlorofonn a short time, and taking a tea.-spoonfW, be
had several muscular contractions, his eyes rolled, the pupils dilated;
he became maniacal, and was sent to the hospital, where he remained some time. He is now going about nearly well.
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A SEVERE BURN SUCCESSFULLY TREATED.
lrfuwa. Editors :
I have taken the liberty of requesting the publication of a
case, which may interest some of your numerous readers; and may
be considered as another evidence of the excellence of the Eclectic
Reform Practice. 'fhe subject of the case was a negro boy of
about 14 years of age, the slave of W. W. Tucker, E~ci-, of
Florida. This boy was brought into Key West on board of a
vessel from sea, where he had received a severe scald, occasioned
by the bursting of a tea kettle in which coffee was being boiled
for the morning beverage of the ship's crew. At the time the
ex:elosion took place, the unfortunate victim was in a stooping
attitude, almost directly over the ill-fated kettle, the spout of which
being completely obstructed, and the lid finnly secured to the top
of the kettle, our second Fulton commenced an experiment which
was soon to decide the destiny, or at least the power of··steam.
And at the moment when he was about to discover that his e:iq:>eriment was about to be crowned with success, he received a puff of
steam, together with a large supply of the boiling coffee upon the
face, neck, breast and arms, the surface of whicli became deeply
scalded-literally cooked.
I was called to the case immediately on the arrival of the vessel
in port, which was on the evening of the 14th of August, the
unfortunate circumstance having tak.en place on the 12th, about 6
o'clock in the morning, making three days from the time the accident occurred until I saw him, in which time nothing having been
done for his relief, his sufferings were terrible. Large masses of
the skin and flesh were hanging from the wounds, which had approximated very near to a state of gangrene. I found that all the
internal surfaces of the svstem were under a high state of inflammatory excitement, with a hot skin, and obstinate constipation of the
bowels. The pulse was feeble, and beat.at about 120 to the minute.
TasATllUNT.-The general treatment in this case was not materially different from the ordinary Eclectic mode in similar fevers
of a tyPhoid type, the external surface of the body being frequently
spo~ with soft, tepid water, which with the operation of an
emetic, soon reduced the inflammatory condition of the system.
The anti-bilious physic was then administered as a cathartic,
whicb,:Witb alterative doses of Leptandrin, administered three times
a day, prevented any engorgement of the liver and intestines.
These evacuations were assisted by the free use of sudorific drinks,
with a repetition of the emetic on the third day; I considered my
patient then convalescent from general morbid derangement.
TasATHJINT OJ' THE WouNns.-After the loose, or slo~hing
portions.of the skin and muscle were removed, and the wounds well
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cleansed with castile soap and water, they were immediately co\•ered
with plasters well spread with the Yellow Salve and Stramonium
ointment ii ii, over which, linen bandages, which had been previously
saturated with cold water, were applied and often renewed ; the
refrigerating effect of which, assisted in preventing the return of
inflammation. The plasters were renewed three times a day, for
the first three days; the remainder of the time only twice a day.
Under this process, the ulcers upon the face, neck, breast, and right
arm were perfectly healed in six days, and on the seventh, the
treatment to them was discontinued. The left arm however, being
more deeply scalded than the other parts, and to such an extent that
the deep sloughing of the muscular fibre had nearly laid bare the
main artery as well as the tendons of the inner portion of the arm,
it became evident that a more rigid course was necessary to save
the limb. The whole ulcer at this time presented a general mass
of fungus.
Dry dressings were now resorted to, viz: Myrica
Cerifera, Pulv ., and common soot, a a, with which the ulcer was
completely filled, and a repetition of the wet bandage made over
the whole surface of the limb-the powder being applied twice
each day, and the bandage continued-under this modification of
the treatment the proud flesh entirely disappeared within about two
days and nights, when the wound assumed a healthy condition.
The powders were then dismissed for the substitution of the following wash:
a Sulph. Quinine,
gr. xlvjjj,
Aq. Distilla,
3vj.
Mix with a few drops of Sulph. acid.
With this simple solution. of quinine, the ulcer was washed three
times a day, and immediately covered with raw, dry cotton, for
dressing, when at the full extent of the fourth day, the arm was
perfectly sound, and further treatment was unnecessary.
. I have been in the practice of using the simple solution of quinine for an application to ulcers of all kinds; but have never known
more happy effects. resulting from its use than in the above casein fact, the rapidity with which the ulcer healed under its use was
astonishing. I have long been acquainted with the great virtues of
Quinine in the treatment of ulcers; but have never, except in one
or two instances, made the fact known to others. I am aware that
its peculiar and superior virtues are not appreciated by the Faculty
generally. To all who are not aware of its general indication in
the treatment of ulcers and tumors, but more particularly in ulcers,
I would say, give it a fair trial, which is the only true test of its
worth.

S. H. lVITHAM, M. D.
KEY WEST, Sept. 4th, 1849.
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ECLECTICISM IN INDIANA-LETTER FROM
DR. COWDREY.
LAFAYETTE, Ind., Sept. 4, 1849.

T. V. Morrow, M. D.
DEAR SrR.-Striving for the promotion of generous principles and thought in medical science, as you and your colleagues
have done, I suppose this communication may not be altogether
uninteresting, as it adds another proof to the multitude already
given, of the triumph of liberal views.
Every day's experience establishes more firmly the basis, as well
as the friends of medical reform ; while the timbers of the temple
erected to Hydrargyrum show more clearly their rottenness. I
mention the following facts for the purpose of lending an encouraging voice to you and others while en~aged in this work of toil,
self-denial, and benevolence. Your friends are not all within the
bounds of your city; there are Aarons and Hurs abroad, who
watch with anxious delight every stroke you make in favor of truth,
and will stay your hands till your sun has set, that the Amalekites
prevail not. And these Aarons shall minister to the people, when
you (like Moses) have ascended the mount.
·
'Ve have just passed through as severe a scourge from cholera as
that which has visited Cincinnati. The census of our town would
not fall short of 4,300, but during the epidemic, it was diminished
to about 3,300. Out of this number 242 have died from July I,
'-19. to September, '49, 164 deaths by cholera, and 78 from cholera
infantum, dysentery, (flux,) etc. (This is as correct as can be
ascertained from reports made by the superintendent of grave-yards,
cemetery, and alms house, &c.) We are precisely in the same fix
with yourselves, as to the difficulty of estimating the ratio of deaths
from cases treated, except from five Allopaths who acted as a Board of
Health, and from June 23 to July 13, made five reports, in all 32
cases of cholera, and 13 deaths. These, as far as I can learn,
were Allopathic patients. Here, then, we have in the very commencement of the disease, (which was mild compared to that when
the Board ceased to report) a mortality of more than Two out of
every FIVE. What man is there who would not grow pale at the
thought of cholera, when his physician is obliged to render such a
report as this? Such need not be the mortality if met by a rational
treatment, as has been proved here as well as in many other places.
But treated as it has been here, with the "regular'' administration
of "regular" poisbn in "regular" doses, what are we to expect but
"regular'' deaths in the "regular'' way.
The amount of it is just this. Hydrargyrum cum creta &.c.,
has bad to enter the throat of nearly every patient. Not only for
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cholera, but in the simplest form of diarrhcea, Dr. Cartwright's
has been introduced to the sufferer as the reputed panacea. And,
even now .to witness the enervated fonns, broken constitution, and
mercurial pestilential breath of quackery, is enough to convince
the most stubborn that there is need not only of reform in Therapeutics (as generally practiced) but that the remedies used have
aone more mischief tlian the original disease could have done, if
left alone, or that ~ver one third who have died, were killed by the
treatment.
We have 2«' or 28 practitioners. From 18 to 20 Allopaths, 2 or
4 Reformed Thomso'nians, 2 Primitives (steamers,) I Homreopathist, and I or 2 Eclectics, and many of them al":! men of talent
and genius and refined feeling, worthy of a better system of practice. Every one has stood manfully to his post, not one has flinched
from the fearful combat, but fought, each in his place, with weapons
of their own choice, from 16 to 24 hours per cfay, and in the honesty of their souls, each strove to rid their friends from the grasp of
death, and gain for themselves the name of conqueror. As to the
success of the EclectiC practice here, I can only give you the result
of my own, and let these facts speak for themselves.
There are
inany interesting things which I would like to mention connected
with the plan of treatment, &c., during this epidemic; but mi time
and your patience are wanting ; it is enough to say that it was
purely Eclectic, and after the gederal plan pursued by the Eclectic
schools.
During the months of July and August, I treated sef1enty-tl&ree
caau of cholera; out of this num her two died. One was a female,
Mrs. D., who was given up as a hopeless case by an Alloeath before I arrived. In fifteen minutes I stopped the vomiting and
purging, restored general warmth, and once & feeble but flickering
pulse. She aroused from her comatose st11te, but nature was already
too far exhausted to be fully resuscitated.
The other-One who died wa.s a man of rather feeble constitution,
who had just recovered from a severe attack, and by his own imprudence was taken with a. relapse, very severe, at 6 P. M., and did
not send for me until five or six laours after. I found him in a fully
collapsed state, without pulse, &c. He died in a short time after.
Previous to the first attack, he had a. chronic diarrhrea tor more
than six weeks, and had used but little medicine to arrest it, &c,
This is the only case which I have lost of cholera where I was the
first to attend. As to the other one I mentioned, I have good reason to believe that the application of proper remedies one hour
sooner would have restored her to health. Owing to se\·ere sickness
in my own fa.ffiily, and being deprived of help, I have not been
able to attend to business as I otherwise would. But during tlu
last two montha I have issued over 400 preacriptiom, and since
the ht of January, have had all I could well attend to. Yet I
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challenge any one to mention over seven cases which have died from
any disease within the last eight months, to whom I /aa11e gi'1en or
imud the kalt medicine, while I am read1 to prove that five out of

this number were ~rded as J>l!'St help, either by friends or other
physicians, before I gave medicine.
It has been hinted by some that I must have had but few hard
cases to treat. This certainly is a quibble which none but a fool
or funster would make. Who does not know that the majority
wil not, at first, apply to any but an Allopath, and as the last resort, rather than die, they are willi!Jg to try a Thomsonian or Eclectic, or some other ignoble. And, do we act as many of the· Old
School have? No I Let them come; we will not say "I wish
not to take any case that has been handled by a Quack." As to
myself, I know of no case that I have refused to prescribe for, if it
were possible ; and never have I declined treating one because
others nad done 80 befGre, me, or because the disease W&$ intractable.
I re~ice that I commenced the practice of medicine a whole
souled Eclectic. When I first established myself in this place
(some three or four years since) and hung out my 1hingle as an
£clectic, many a sneering lip was curled, and, as usual, many a.
contemptuous remark was made of the system and its representative,
by those who were ignorant of both, but who stood in their own
estimation aa the personification of medical wisdom and skill. The
strugxle here bas l>een bard for many reasons, aside from prejudices
imb16ed under the long reign of "Hunkerism."- There was much
rubbish to be removeo, thrown in the way by ignorant St~am
Doctors and Root Peddlers, until the community loathed the sight.
The principles upon which we practice had first to be taught
before a living could be made. This opposition has long since
ceased. Very many who at first were biUer opposers now look to
the Eclectic system as the onl;r safe and rational relief in disease
which man can offer, and tb1s number is daily increasing. The
tables are fast turning, and a J>O&ition now gained never to be lost
10 loDfS as there remaiDB a judicious Eclectic here.
I might cite
many mstances of the effect of the reformed practice over the pre,·ailing one. Let one suffice. Dr. R., an .Allopathist of good
5tanding and practice, had a case in his own famil:y (an only
daughter) of Cholera lnfantum, which bad exhausted his skill aOO.
some others who were counselled. He finally called on me, I
treated the case and the child recovered. This opened his eyes to
see new truths, and finally he was led to embrace with all his heart
the Eclectic system. This occured about 20 months since. Knowing that the anathemas of his former medical brethren would constantly follow him if he remained here, he concluded to remove,
and is now practicing on the Eclectic system and rejoices in the
change. There are many interesting things connected wi.h this
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case which I do not feel at liberty to make public, but which show
under what absolute fear the old school rest, as to the opinions of
their brethren respecting medical orthodoxy and heresy. An execration from the sacerdotal chair of Rome cannot be regarded with
more timorousness, than do most of the disciples of Allopathy the
mandatory curses of its Apostles and Teachers.
This town is one of as much importance as any in the Wabash
valley. Its rapid growth, lovely, improved, and rich country, and
facilities for every kind of business, will soon render it one of the
largest cities in the State. It already commands an influence not
to be disregarded. We want as much as any thing, more Eclectics;
men of the best disciplined minds and clear head.S. Can you not
send us three or four of this sort who are willing to sacrifice for a
short time their reputation and ease ? Such ~ould soon reap a full
reward.
Our cause is a righteous one and our system the true one ; but
we should remember that these cannot of themsekes ensure success. The blade may be of the purest steel, and the hilt firmly set;
but if wielded by a clumsy or ignorant hand, the enemy may, if he
be skilful, disarm us, with a far weaker weapon than that which
we possess.
I ask pardon for forcing upon you this tedious scroll, but remember me as a wann and sincere friend, and I shall remain
Yours truly,
JAMES S. COWDREY.

LETTER FROM ILLINOIS-EXTRACT.

"Dr. J. R. Buchanan.

DuR S1R.-I studied medicine in the allopathic school.
Becoming dissatisfied with " king calomel " and all his preparations, I opened my mind to conviction, read every theory, obtained
books of every school, read, considered and digested, and at last fell
in· with "Eclecticism." I went to New Orleans last fall and practiced there till this summer. I became acquainted with Dr. A.
Kendall of N. O., an excellent physician of the Eclectic School.
I obtained much good sound information of him in regard to the
Eclectic practice, and had good success by treatin~ after that plan.
I am now enga~ in practice here and have splendid success. The
whole country is against the use of Calomel, and though but just
commenced I have as much already as I can attend to. There is a
great stir in the camp here ; the people are all awake : there are
sore mouths, loose teeth, and rotten jaw bones in every direction.
Calomel is the gt"eat hobby in all these parts with the allopaths.
I let the people do the controversy- and keep cool with all. This
country must be revolutionized. The people have suffered enough
by the deadly effects of quackery."
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OF CHOLERA.

Aa theni is 10me di&rence of opinion among the frienda of Ho-

mceopathy, we have thought proper to publish the following ex&racte
from a communication of Dr. Hempel, in the New York Tribune.
We were not aware that there had been any such results in the
Hommopatbic treatment of Cholera as Dr. Hempel mentions, viz.:
"an average J0ss of 16 per cent." The average results in Europe
otwhich we have seen any accounts, have been a lou of about 10
per cent. A number of less favorable reports have been received
from New York, but we are inclined to think there must be some
au.tab in Dr. Hempel'• figures. At any rate, we shaJl endeavor to
pablish the best information we can obtain on these subjects, and
dOQbt not Dr. Hempel'• remarks will be freely criticised by
others.-B.
" The Committee recommend the Spirits of Camphor, Ipecacu.
Maha, Veratrum and c~, a1 the but Hommopathic remedies
for Cholera. This is the old routine practice which WIS ad~d
by Hahnemann and hia disciples when the Cholera first made its
appearance in EW"Ope. The reason which led them to adopt these
lmledies in preference to othera, was 80IDe vague similarities existing between the e:sternal sympoms of Cholera and the ".t'P"rtnt
6cta of tbete remediu upon the healthy body. But all internal
and e..ential 11elatiom berireea the patliologfaal character of the
~~ the phyaiological action oftbes& niedicines WIS entirely

" f>uri~ the present invuion of tbe ~demic in Gennany and

~ the Ctaolera bu been treated iii the same

way as before,
teveral new remedies have been ~aed by Homceopathic
Phyaiciw. The 8UOCe88 of their treaement baa by no means been
commemarate with the otherwise well-founded J,>retensfons of the
Homceopa&bic school to a eaperior treatment of <fisease, anlesa an
lftrage 1ou of 96 ~ cent. lie coasidered a great gain. Indeed,
who that hM eerioUsly refiected on the intemaf, euential, and pby.
liological action of l1?9cacuanba apoD she human organism, can serioualy recommend tliis ~ for any of the phenomena cbaracte.
riling an a&taU. of Cholera ! ADii Ca~oes Cupnun affect
~
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the nervous system in the same way as Cholera? By no means.
Veratrum may act as a palliative in some cases, and Camphor, it is
well know~ acts in a case of Cholera as in other ca1es, as a general neutralizer of poisonous miasma, but by no means as a true and
specific remedial agent.
" Yet, there must be a 11pecific for the Cholera. Of all the known
acute diseases Cholera is, perhaps, the most simple and elementary.
All the phenomena of Cholera, however distinct and varied they
may seem to our senses, can be traced to one and the same generating principle. This, however, is not the place for entering upon
such an investigation; although I am fully prepared to offer a rational and ati ;factory solution of the problem. Suffice it here to
say, that Cholera is the most acute form of neurosis, and that the
irritation is seated in the peripheral system of nerves. It is through
the spinal nerves that the Cholera-miasm invades the organism, tlte
invasion being characterized throughout by pasms and sub~uent
congestions. Peripheral spasms, and congestion are the charaderistic phenomena during an attack of Cholera, and for these states Nature has provided a remedial agent and that may be truly said to be irresistible. This agent is the AcoNITUM APELLus. ·It would take
several columns of your Journal to demonstrate the specific curative ada,Ptation of this agent to Asiatic Cholera ; all I can do here,
is to pomt it out to the profession and the public as the most reliable safe-guard against that dire disease. No matter how severe the
spasms, AcoNITE will overcome them, not only speedily but most
triumphantly. In other words, it will restore the functional power
of the prostrated nerve, and the conge tions of cramps will disappear as a matter of course.
"Without pur uing my general remarks any further, I will give
patients tl1e following directions for the u e of the medicine : " As soon as diarrhrea sets in with or without cramps in the ~lo
mach and bowels, with or \Vithout vomiting, coldness of the extremities, etc., dissolve five drops of tincture of Aeon "te i ,
table-spoons full of clear Croton water, and take two tea.spoons
full every half hour, until an improvement et in; then continue
every two hours until you feel entirely well. Eat very little, and
only light food, gruels, weak tea and toast, etc.
·
"If the diarr~ should be very bad, attended with or without
cramps in the bowels, sp&.BIJlB in the extremities, vomiti~, or if the
paroxysm should set in immediately with great force, dissolve ten
arOJlS of the tiuct9'rt. of .ilcon,ite in ten table-.spoons full of water,
ancf give the patient two tea.spoons full every five minutes until the
pulse improves, the extremities become warm, and a moisture is perceived on the 11kin; then continue f'lrery twenty minutes until tbe
improveJ"!lentis strikingly manifest, and finally continue every two
hours until the . patien~ is entirely recovered. The liquid should be
swallowed very slowly, &Dd the water should not be too cold. The
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patient shoufd at once be brought to bed, wrapt up in warm blank·
ets or ftannel, and friction should be used on tne calves and palms of
the hands. With this treatment, if applied in time and otherwise
accompanied with pro~r precautions, the patient may consider himself safe. I have used the tincture of Aconite m hundreds of
cases of spasms and congestions, with collapse of pulse and cold extremities, in nervous disorders, cholera morbus, sporadic cholera,
etc., and have never failed in a single instance to effect a rapid and
brilliant cure."

PRETENSIONS OF ALLOPATHIC PRACTICE.
"Let us inquire then, in the first place, what are the just preten~
sions of the prevalent or allopathic practice to certainty and safety;
what title it has, on the whole, taking together all the cases m
which it is followed, and all the physicians who follow it, to be
regarded as a method in which we should confide, and with which
we ought to be content, of prolonging life, counteracting disease,
atid alfeviating or preventing pain. We cannot do better, in this
inquiry, than to take the declarations of men who have devoted
the labor of their lives to this practice, and who, if any could,
should be able to pronounce his eulogy.
Boerhave, an illustrious name in medicine, uses the following_
.
·
remarkable language :
'If we compare the good which half a dozen true disciples of
1Esculapius have done since their art began, with the evil which
the immense number of doctors have inthcted upon mankind, we .
must be satisfied that it would have been infinitely better for mankind if medical men had never existed.'
But Boerhave, it may be said, lived a hundred years ago~ .and
was himself a refonner in medicine; since his time the methods of
the art have become more rational and more safe. Hear then, Dr.
Pereira, himself a vehement adversary of the homreopathic practice. In his lectures on Pharmacology, published in 1835, in the
London Medical Gazette, he says, speakmg of the common practice:
'We can hardly refuse our assent to the observation of the late
Sir Gilbert Blane, that in many cases patients get well in spite of
the means employed; and sometimes, when the practitioner fancies
that he has made a great cure, we may fairly assume the patient to
ha\·e ha~ a happy e.scape.'
.
•
Here is a confession of great uncertainty and great da~r m the ·
ordinary practice of medicine at the present day. If so many
patients recover in spite of im~roper treatment, bow many must
perish by improper treatment ; it what is supposed to be a cure ~
medicine, is sometimes only an escape from its effects, it is equally
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LJIObable that the deaths which are ~ to be caued 'b)"
aisease, are sometimes caused by the prescriptions of the ~
tioner. But let us look a little more cloael,r into the nature of thia
uncertainty and clanger, and in doing this, I pro~ to take as our
gajde an al>le writer of the ~nt sChool of meClicine.
Dr• .Abercrombie of Edinburgh, an eminent ph!aician, in his
book entitled 'Inquiries conce~ the Intellectual Powers and the
Investi~tion of Truth,' remarlta that the uncertainty, and of
course the danger, of medical P!'lclice is principally felt in two
reapecta; first, in reprd to the Character or disease, and secondly'
in ~ to the remedies emplo1ed. Of the first he aaya:
'Smee medicine was first cidtivated aa a science, a Ieli.ding object
of attention baa been to ascertain the characters or symptoms by
which internal diseases are indicated, and by which they are diStinguished from other diseases that resemble them. But with the
accumulated exi>erience of ages bearing upon this important subject,
our extended observation II.as only served to convince ua how
deficient we are in this department, and how often, even in the first
in our progress, we are left to conjecture. A writer of high
eminence has even hazarded the assertion, that those persona are
most confident in regard to the characters of diaease wlloae bowled~ is most limited, and that more extended observation generally
leaCla to doubt.'
As to the eft'ect of medicines upon the patient, Dr. Abercrombie

stee

remarks:
'An equal or even more remarkable wicertainty attends all our reaearches on the second head to which I have referred, namely, the

action of external agents upon the body. These engage ~ur attention in two respects, as causes of disease, and aa remedies ; and in
both these views the action of them is fraught with the highest
degree of uncertainty.'
Observe the terms chosen by this sensible and cautious Scotchman,
'the highest degree of uncenainty.' Let me here remark, that
where so much uncertainty exists in regard to the eft'ects or medicines, there must be frequent mischief done by the practitioner.
Prescribing, as he must Clo, according to his best conjectures, he
must sometimes prescribe hurtfully, and in such a m&llDer as to
occasion the death of his patient. He who 1h09ts in the dark is
not only likely to miss his aim, but is in danger of maiming' or
killing those whom he would gladly spar_e.
Again, after showing what exactness baa been attained in other
branches of science; with what confidence, for example, in chemistry, certain results are expected from certain preparations, and
how this confidence is never disappointed, Dr. Abercrombie proceeds to aay :
'With what different feelings we contemplate a case of da~rous
internal disease-its probable progreas and termination, and the
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effects which our remedies are likely to ~uce in arresting itthoee best c.an tell who have moat e~rienced them.'
I shall make but one more quotation from this writer, and it is
remarkable for the force of its Ian~. He is speaking of the
diBicalty of making use of previous medical e~rience.
'When in· the practice of medicine,' says this acute writer, 'we
apply to new cases the knowledge acquired from other cases which
we believe to be of the same nature, the difficulties are so ~
that it is doubtful whether in any case we can properly be said to
act ~n experience, as we do in other branches of science. The
difficulties and sources of uncertainty which tneet us at every ~e
of such investigation, are in fact so great and numerous that those
who have the most extensive opportunities of observation, will be
the first to acknowl~e that our pretended experience must in
general sink into analogy, and even our analogy too often into

conjecture.'
How much truth there is in these remarks, &II who have observed
with moderate attention the couree and results of medical practice
can testify. We all know with what con6dence the young practitioner begins his career, sure of curing diseases by the methods
la.id down m hia books ; we see him meeting with disappointment
after disappointment, and after man;r failures we find that he has
unleamea -that confidence, and in 1ts stead has been taught the
melancholy lesson of doubt, · the wisdom of cautious and wary
coitjecture, the surest wisdom of the present school of medicine,
anif the rarent of its safest ~ice. We see how often thoae ':!ll
pl'e!ICriptiom which are meant for remediea, and which are appiiea
with the best ¥ts of the J>l'l:ditioner, are followed by an unmediate increase of the malignity of the disease, and probably
accelerate death."-.Btyant on HomaopatAg.
CHOLERA MORTALITY.

In the Collowing reports copied from the N. Y. Tribune, it appears that the mortality of cholera patients at New York, has been,
in the Hom°'°patbic practice, 14.4 per cent, and in the Allopathic
practice '71.4 per cent, or about five times as great.-B.
CaoL•••-W SHLT RzPoaT.-Twenty-four Hommopatbic P!J>'·
sicians of the cities of New York and Brooklpi, ha.Te NportM to
me the following results in the treatment of Cholera, as reporwd by
them to the Board of Health:
Ca.u. .Dtat/.,.
FOi' the week ending the 16th inst.,
4'7
6
Total to August 16,
136
33
B. F. BOWERS, See. Hom. Sae. of N. Y.
113 Bleeker St., Aug. 1'7, 1849.

f Bes nu:t page.
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Tu:u1>AY, Aug. 21.
Bo.HD OF HSALTB.-Dr. Greer, the resident physician, ~rts
'70 new c.ues of Cholera and 30 deaths, as having occurred since
his Npe>rt of yesterday, returned in the following Order:
Ccue1. Deat'fal. Cured.
Private Practice,
63
22
4:
3
William St.,
8

Thirteenth St. Hospital,
Thirty-fifth St. Hospital,
Stanton St. HospitaT, _

3
3
7

6

70

30

1
.9
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THE WATER CURE.•
BY

HRS.

a.

8. 00.,JC llIOHOL8.

Tss WATJUt Cuu: is the scientific applicatiou of the t-lnciplea
of Ditore in the cure of disease. It ia not the mere apphc&tion of
water, but it enters int.o all the causes of dieeaee, and assi&ts all the
etforta of nature for ita oure. .It prescribe& a pure and healthy diet,
adapted to the assimilating powers of the patient ; it
de
1 pure air, and strengthening aerciae, with other physical
and moral hygienic conditions. The applioations of water, aocor~ as they are made, are cleansing, exciting, tonic or sedative.
WatA9r clean the stomach .better. thin any oilier emetic; producea
powerful and regular .evacaationa of the bOwels ; excitel the skinthe gr:eat detergmg or~n of the system-to throw oft' masses of
impurities; stimulates the whole absorbent and secretory systems;
relieves pain more eft'ectually than opium ; dissolves acrid and
p«>isonoua matters; purifies the blood; reduces inflammations; calms
irritations; and answers fully all the indir:.ations of cure-:-to fulfil
which, J?hysicians search their pharmacopreias in vain. Tbe proper
application of the processes o( the WATn-CoRB never fails of
doing 200d. Its only abuses come from ignorance. The Water.
Oare pnpiciaiuequires a full know.ledge of the system, atxl a careful
diitrim.mation in applying it to various constitutions, and the varied eonditions of disease.
Medicines, too often, instead of aiding, claeck the curative process
of .utue. They deaden and stifte diseases, instead of casting them out.
Often they ch~ acute affections, which, left to their own coune,
would result in liealth, to chronic and i~curable diseues. The pa-

CS.:::%
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tieat, after being rid of the ~cmlar action of the disease, stin
retains the caues that produced it, with the addition of the medicine he has taken. Often, in the Water-.Cure, patients throw oft'
~ quantities of mercury and other poisons, which have lain in
tbm syRem1 for years, producing rheumatic, neuralgic, and other
nervous and chronic diseases.
Al nature is maki~ constant efforts to free the body from diseue, and as Water-Cure strengthens and inviBOrates all the powers
of nature, and all8ists in its great prooeases of dl8solving and e~lling
morbid matter, it is applicable to every kind of disease, alld will
cure all that is carable. It cools raging fevers, and g!ves tone and
~ to the moat exhausted nervous s~; it soothes the most
violeDt paill8, and calms the paroxym_ns of delirium ; it brings out
!)le poitonoua matter of scrotttla, and gives firmness to the shaking
baoc1 of palsy.
U118181sted nature, where there- is a la~ stock of vitality, may
triumph ewer both disease and medicine. The success of the Hommopathic pra<?tice shows, that the len medicine taken, the oftener
Natqn, aaerts her ~hts. Bat the Water-Cure equalizes the cir-.
calation, cleanses the system, invigorates the g!'eat organs of health,
and, by exciting the functions of nutrition aril:l excretion, builds up
the boay anew, and re-creates it in purity and health.
Health, once established by the Water-Cure, is maintained by it
ever after. It is rare indeed that a Water-Cure family ever needs
a physician the second time.

The system threatens in this way to

dettroy all medical practice. Mottiers leam to not only cure the
diteaMs of their families, but, what is more important, to keep
them-in health. The only way a Water-Cure/hysician can live,
is by constantly ~ing new patients, as the ol ones are too thor~bly cared, aJid too well informed, to req.uire farther advice.
Tliis 1s a striking advantage to Water-Oare patients, if not to Water;.
Cure physicians.
The efficacy of she Wate1'1-0ure depends always u~n the amount
of vital energy or reactive force in the ~ent; and this in low and
chronic diseases mast be economited with the greatest care. Mistaka and failures in Water-Cure, have come from not knowing how
to adapt th• treatment to ·the patient's reactive pawer. The same
tnstment that would cure one, might fail entirely with another.
The pacace of thi1 s,.tem, therefore, requires profound sciencetbe bitt .iudlment, and the finest discrimination. These are es,
peeiaJJy iJee(led in chronic, nervous, it.nd female diseases. In all
all theee, the Water-Oure is the o!l1Y effectual remedy. Thousands
of women are every~ doetored into premature graves, who might

be eaved by a Juio~ of the Water-Cure. The world is
1Careely 1JNPared to believe that its ptt>ceaes relieve childbirth of
ne;arly alf .ibi dalJser and ,.rinp-yet this troth bas many living

••b 11191.
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The writll' hu hMI a large ohltetric practice for tle'fera! years,
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and has never had a ~ient who wu not able to.take an entire cold
bath, and sit UJ?. and walk, the day after the birth of a child. I need
not say, that hfe would often be the forfeit of even rising from the
bed, at an early ~riod after ~livery, where patients are treated
after the old metbOds. The water treatment strengthens the mother,
so that she obtains a great immunity from suffering duriDB the period
_of labor, and enables her to sit up and walk about dunng the finlt
days after delivery. In all the writer's practice, and in the pra_ctice
of other Water-cure physici&DS, she haS never known an 10stance
of the least evil resulting from this treatment.
Dys~psia yields readily-slowly often, but very surely-to the
Water-Cure. There is no patching up, but a tho~h renovation.
Some of its greateat trium1;>hs are 1n nervous and spm.al diseases ;
and cases of epilepsy and insanity are cured in ao many instances,
as to encourage hope for all. In all diseases of the digeitive organs, and the nerves of the ~c system., medicines are worse
than useless. The only hope ia in some application of the Watercure-the rr.ore scientific, tlie better.
. The diseases of infancy-as croup, measles, scarlet fever, &c.lose all their terrors under the Water-cure sr.stem. Death, by any
such disease, in this practice, is unheard o , and could only result
from the grossest isnorance in the physician, or some terrible complication of hereditary disease in the patient. Colic, diarrhma,
and dysentery, in children and adults, are perfectly manageable in
the Water-cure, and yield to its simplest applicatioll6. Fevers and
inflammations of all kinds, are controlled with so much eaae, and
are so shortenect in duration, as not to excite the least uneasiness.
It is a maxim in Water-cure, that one who has strength enough to
have a fever, baa stre~h enough to be cured. The smalJ..~x
yield readilv to the Water-cure, and is cured without leaving the
~ightest mutila#on. In typhus and ship fever it is equally effeetual;
and in cholera, the writer has never seen a case that did not yield
readily to its applications. The Water-cure is a perfect preventive.
It may be proper to state, that all these acute diseases are shortened, because the system, in the Water-cure, is enabled to throw off
aa much bad matter in three or four days, as it could get rid of in
&a many weeks if left to itself, or weakened by medication. 'rbus
fever and ague is cured in four or five da1s, without ~r
of relapse, as frequently happens after the poisoning or quinine.
In a.II acute diseases, the Water-cure operates so promptly and effectually, and nature, when not weakened and interfered with by
bleeding and drugs, carries on her work so beneficently, that there
is not the least fear of an unfavorable termination.
The writer has treated Juag, typhus, scarlet, ship, and brain
fever, and has never lost a patient; and in o.nly one instance has
the fever continued over six aa.ys. In measl~ varioloid, aod small
~x, she has found the treatment equally effective. In one illl&ance,
where the patient waa faat aiakiug from auppresead meaaJ.ea-not
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having slept for seven Di~ si~le wet sheet ~ induced
al~ and brought out the measles thickly all over the surface
of the
; and in three da}'I' treatment the ~tient was comfortable an out of danger. In aevere pain, in neuralgia, or tic dolereux, in delirium tremem, and in oilier severe nervous aft'ections,
the wet sheet pack baa a more certain soothing effect, than any
prepaiation of opium, or other anodyne, without after bad conae-

souna

'lc;:e8~ption is comidered an incurable diseue ;

but there have
been many cues in the practice of the writer, in which jt has
aeemed to be permanently cared, and others in which existence has
been greatly iwolonged. Her own case is one of perfect recover!
from eonamnJ>?ve tendencies of the mOtlt alarming character; arid
then is little doubt, that in moll cues the disease might be arrested
in the earlier ~ of its progreae, by the Water-cure, while dl'!ll
medication never fails to aggravate the disease and hasten .its

~po~Ul'8

of the Water-cure, skilfully .directed, are never
painful, and seldom diaagteeable. If irksome ·at first, they soon
become pleasant, as the nerves acquire tone. They may be gone
through at all seasons, and in many cases without materially inter~ with the ordinary basinea &nd amusements of the patient.
They· can be applied to all aitoatiom where it is p()Ssible to get
pare water, freali air, and a proper diet. It is desirable, in many
cues, to live at a Wat.et-cure houae; but many of the best cures
are made by patients who applr the water at home under competent
advice. Smnmer is favorable for some cases, winter for others, and
spring and autumn for all. A few days' treatment suffices for an
acute di8ea.se, but a chronic one mar require weeks and months of
~vering attenti~ according· to the vitality of the system, and
the nature of the clieeue.
.
The great trouble with Americus is, they are in too great a
h111'1'Y. 'rhey are in a huny to eat and drink, and to get rich.
They get sick u fast aa they can, and they want a short cut to
health. Chronic disease that baa been inherited, or induced ~
wrong doing through half a lifetime,. cannot be cured in a day bf
any proce• DO\lr known to the world. What we want for Watercare, ia a f&ir trial for a suJ&cient length of time.
The Water-cuN is the moet economical system of medicine. It
~ no ~ and requirea few practitioners. Water is
e.etj wb""8 free, and the belt diet is chea~r than the wonit. The
.ne.-1 ~ce of Water-cure would lead to universal health. A
m.18 con.altation and prescription is often all that is necessary;
aad" contrary to every Other system of medicine, the means for
gaining health are alto the means of preserving it. For these
.-.on.a Water-cuN is dettined to be the greatest bleaing ever be-

ltowed..,.. a.dieu-f _..airing nee.

·
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CASE OF FEVER-HYDROPATHIC TREATMENT.
BY JOEL

•e•w,

JI(.

D.

I was called the 9d of June, 1849, to vi1it J~h Lee, aaed 18
years, living with his i-renta at O~ Hilla, Long Ial&nd: On
Monday previous to going to the city of New York, he was attack·
ed severely with chilli. Arriving at John street, his father's place
of business, severe reaction or fever came on, so DUlch so, that he
was compelled to lie for hours oo. the floor. He declared that it
would not be f4:>Ssible for him to return home that day. He was al80
\'ery stupidtw1th the fever. A phyaician was called who admiaistered some medicinea. He was afterward& conveyed home -to Cypress Hilla. His mother remarked that he hid appeared stupid for
~o o.r three days previously.
The young man had been mostly at sea sinE:~ht years of age,
having sailed twice to China, and twice to
and during tliat
time. Leading a sea-faring life, his habits were not good. He had
also, like sea-faring men generally, indulged freely in the use of
tobacco.
After returning home the day after the attack, he continued to
grow worse ; but little aleeR could be obtained; and that was unrefreshing and disturbed. More medicine was given him, from
time to time, by the directions of a physician or the city, but his
mother fearing its effects, restrained henelf in its ue. He expe.
rienced no more chills; but the fever and consequent debility continued to grow worse. On Thursday following the Monday of his
attack, a ten grain dose of calomel was administered ; aod also other
medicines. He became delirious, remained so during the whole
night, and obtained no sleep. The next day, Friday, there was no
abatement of ihe symptoms, and the night waa wone than the precedi~. In ihe morning a neighboring physician was called, who admimstered an opiate. This caused either stupor or ~l sleep;
the delirium, however, continued the same; he i!D881ned that sc)l.
d!ers were coming after bim, firing after him, and he declared that
himself and m9lher must part. He undertook to dress himself and
go out, but having no strength to enable him to be up, he was in·
vailed upon again to take to his bed, and wait until the next train
of cars before he should go away.
In t.his condition I foWld him. There was high bami!l_g fever,
wildness, delirium, and the various symptoms usually atte~ such
& state.
The pulse wu above a hundred; the .face was 8.Uehed,
the eye suffused, and the heat very great. It was about ten o'clock
when I first saw him. It should be remarked that water had been
freely given him to drink, and cold 1"t clothes had been used aboat
his head. I think some slight bathing had alto been applied.
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Treatme11t.-The first thing done was to bring a wash-tub into
the room, with two buckets olpure soft water. The latter was moderated in temperature, so as not to shock the system too severely
at first. Patients in delirium are soon quieted by cold water; bUt
it is better to begin a little gradually at first; at any rate there is no
need of doi11g violence to the syst-em. A bucket of cold water was
also placed beside the tub, the patient was then raised from the bed,
and made to sit down in the tub, the back side of it being a little
el(tvated with a block of wood, and bis feet were left outside. By
me&DJ of cu_ps, water was poured constantly over the surface, from
the crown olthe head down. Very soon he became as still and quiet
as if he were going to faint. This is common with ~tients in delirium. Finally, cold well-water was poured over him, little hr
little, a tea.cup full at a time; the head and back of the neck anC;I
spine were especially subjected to this process. Very little rubbing
oT the surface was praclised, as there was no need of .this. The
~object was ·to abstract the unnatural ~eat from the system, and
at the ~.me time. allow the parched surfa~ to absorb as much w~er
&s~htbe . .
'l'lle ablution was continued some fifteen minutes or more, at
which time, judging from the temperature of the arm-pits, the morbid unnatural heat was, for the time, all removed. A heavy linen
sheet, which had before been made ready, was now wound all about
him. It was large, so that folded three double, it passed from the
arm-pits to below the knees. It is better in many cases of fever to
apply the sheet in this way, as thus the patient can move and be
moved far more readily than if the sheet extends over the whole surface. Wet towels may be placed about the remaining parts, if necessary. Enough of the sheet was.at first wet to _pass around the body
once, so that tliere were three thicknesse• of the wet. Wet cloths
were also placed about the head.. Besides this wet sheet, there was
only a single dry one/laced over him. The object was gradwsllg
to abstract ihe morbi heat. If too much covering were allowed,
the heat would accumulate, and thus .the patient be made worse.
Cold towels were applied to the head, and often changed; he was
iDtcte a,w.arently verr quiet and comfortable by th~ applications.
The wmoowa on eaCh side of the room were kept open, and by a
pleasant breeze at the time, the air was rendered as pure and fresh
as could be imagined. It was not long before sleep came on.
After this, the patient appeared more rational ; but the heat rising
after about two hours, he was again subjected to the ablution, After this the entire sheet was wet and placed about the body, as before, so that there were siz tliicknu1u of wet linen covenng about
almo8' the entire surface. The sheet was left as wet as could be
without drieping. We did not at any time chill the patient very
much; . but if such an occurrence bad ta.ken place, we could easily
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have ·covered him. more; and if necessary have placed moderately
warm applications to the feet.
•
After the second application, which was between three and four
o'clock, speaking from memory, he again slept. In about an hour
more, the surface becoming rather warm, the sheet was t'~.

He continued to sleep much of the time, and when he awoke appeared to be entirely calm and in his right mind.
I then left at about five o'clock in the afternoon, having been
present with the patient much of the time for five hours, leavmg directions with bis very worthy and intelli~nt mother, as follows :" Continue on with the wet sheet a considerable ~rt of the time ;
one half at least; re-wet it as often as the ~bent becomes too
warm, and if need be, without any reference to times or frequency;
administer the baths to keep down the beat ; give all the water to
drink the patient desires, bUt no nourishment of any kind before
morning, and not any then unless he calla for it."
The next day I returned between eleven and twelve o'clock, when
I found that a most wonderful change for the better had taken place.
The patient had rested well during the whole night; had ~
stre~h astonishingly; was perfectly in his right mind, and gradually improvi~ in every re~ct. It had not l>een necessary to repeat the bath1~ very often, but the wet sheet was a number of times
applied. Another ablution was given at twelve o'clock, after which
tlie patient rested again in the wet sheet. ·He was now able to sit up in
bed, having chairs to lean upon a considerable part of the time, 8.nd
took some light nourishment, very small, however, in 9.uantity.
After dinner, preparing to return home, I left directions that the
patient should be bathed and have the wet sheet at least twice a
aay, and oftener if necessary, to keep down the beat. · I remarked,
that with ~sent prospects, there would be no need of my coming
!-89.in to see him. The intelligent mother now understood the great
indications or treatment, namely, to keep dotDn the morbid /WJ.t ;
and she had now more than ever, confidence in the treatment employed. The patient continued day by day, to grow better; and I think
the third day of the treatment, was able to walk out. At all events,
just one week from the time when I first saw him burning with fever and raging with delirium, so that he had had neither his senses
nor any rest for the ~ater part of three days; be had rode to the
city of New York, and could go about like others, comparatively
well.
On visiting the patient the second time, it was most ptifying to
witness how great a change had been wrought. For nearly a week
an anxious mother had watched over him by night and day, with
all the care and solicitude of which a mother is only capable. It
can be easily imagined she was care-worn, fatigued, exhaUsted, with
her anxiety, night-watchings, and toil; but the second day, on com-
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!ng near the houe, her countenance plainly ~ke how ~ had
been the ~ for the better with her only BOD. Both he and heraelf had enjoyed a ~ night's rest. It is now to be hoped, that
this yoq man will do, u he is determined to cleanse himself'
wholly frOm that vile narcotic which has ~ him hitherto so
much. If he will but do this, and observe &ood general habits in
~' ~ alee~, and every thing else that pertains to life
and health, then no such attack of fever can ever again come upon
him. He will, as far as human foresight can know, enjo_yf month
by month, and yeari:~ear, firm and eDdurii:ig health. No fever,
cholera. or other
· eatial diteuea or malidiu of 1. . severity
wi invade bis syetem while such a reg!mea is followed.
Thia case, we have every reason to believe, would have resulted
in severe, and perhapa darigeroua typhqa fever, had it not been arrested bj the timely and most vigorous application of cold water.
I wil say, in conclusion, let not tho~ who trust themselves to
that best of all /ebri/uga, cold water, be at all di~ if they
do not in any case, suCceed eo well as wu true in the above instance. Peraevere for days, and week.a if need be, in ieeping
tAe jeWf'. Go on thu, and if you do not succeed readify in a day,
fty no& to ~ and poisoning, as too ·many are apt to do; bUt
rl&her, lel the patient die, if die be mqat, a natt1rol death.
JVaur.Cwe JOtff'fltll.

"°""'

WATER-CURE IN CHILDBIRTH.
To tAe Editon :-Allow ~ througla tbe '1tecliUlll of four i_..
elti~ Jo1U'D&l, to call attention to a~late aip.l cue o the wondemal eftictl of the Water-cure system. PerhaJ>I in primitive
age• this would have been thought nothing of, but 1n thue ''degen..
erate" times, when mothers have euch pr:_otiacted periods of "ge~
~" causing so much di1C01Dfort as well as pain, I contend that the
fOllowing case ia a bleaeed. eumple of the lienign workings of this

u~*:i:; 6th imt., my wife, under the .U.tion of tlaat eminent
la~iat,

Dr. Shew, gave birth to a l8ID health>: boy.

The

ciild wu not two hOWI old, befoie the metier was lifted from bed

aad placed in the aitz-bath, a.nd from that time commenced a rapid

recove.ry-suftice it to say, she kept her bed for one day oaly-ibe
l8CODd day she sat up-:-ihe third Clay walked about the upper ftoor
at cllilerent interval...-fourtb day came down stairs to her meals,
llld the fifth day took a short walk in the meet, and now, tbouah

1- two week.a since confinement, is enjoying herself with her family ·
ill tbe country.
Now, some may say that my wife was "only one in a thouaand"
wJao could stand it, but although I do not coliaider mytelf CGmpe-
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tent to iudge, aa to what othen can do, yet I can only ac1d that she
bas sdred as others have in ~ous "confinements," and "coafinmamtr'' they truly were-kept in close, hot rooms, for perhaps
a month.
•
As to the treatnietit, though so effective, yet it was truly simple.
She, of course, took no medicine, took daily four or five baths, enjoyed the refreshing air from o~n windows, and that absence from
ne"ous languor previously experienced. Her appetite on the fourth
day was ravenous, and she enjoyed her usual meals with peculiar
Mtisfaction.
I have been induced to make this family aftkir public, from a
desire to inftuence others to wean themseTves from that dreadful
prejudice which leads them to submit to the old-fashioned, le~y
and severe treatment, and to try the effects of the new, simple, but
beautifully effective syste~, as practiced _by the disciples of Priessnitz.
JOHN WHEELER, JK.,
· 81, Clark St., Brooilyn.

Water-Cure Jouriud.

lln>•O!'.t.TllY; oa TBS W.A.TU-Cu••· IT1 PautoJPLn, ho·
os11u,
Menn o• Tu.tTMBJft'•. Compiled. in. par.~•
ti¥ ....,, enM.elll n1Aor1, ancient and modtrn, on tlu 1 ·u1;

••»

togetlur toitla. an account, o..f tlu latelt metlwdl adopt
eitl numerow CGIU of cure.

PfttmHt~. IUtutrand
JozL Sasw, M. D.

~

Bt

The publication of the first edition of this work of Dr. Sbew's,
about five years since, i~ to be considered as h'ving been the first
gn.nd impetus to the new system of hydropathy in this countty.
Indeed, ai that time, the Water-cure had been heard of among 111
by only a few. The first, a large edition, was sold in a few mopths
Slnce that, however, owi~ to the fact that nutnbers of smaller
works have been published on the subject, its sale has bOt' been so
taJ!!*here is one feature of the pre11ent edition which, it it believed,
will render it a maeh more acceptable one than e~r· of the fonner.
While on a second visit at GraefenbeI"g, in the winter of 1M'7-8,
the author was ca"'ful to obtain of Preissnitz his methods rl
~aiing the prineipal diteaSel to whieh the human system is sub~· 'nleBe ~ere not trusted to memory, but were written down on
the spot. These methods, simple as they may appear, are the
reaults of this great man's experience, gained ~hl">URh many years
of persevering toil. His opinions must necessarily have ~
weight with an who have corifidenee in the new system of water."
This book is now stereotyped, and is beautifully printed on ~
paJN!r· It contains 360 pages of large 12mo, and is cheap considermg the ·amount of matter it contains. Any one remitting one
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dollar, Cree of poatage, can receive it from the o1&oe of the Watercure Journal, 6y m&i.J.. No family, we daink, abould be lrithout
this hisllly interea&ing and practical work.-11. Hope, M. D.
TH WAua-Cuas AT BaATrI.,JUIOBO' VT.-A correspondent of
the Hartford Courant, writing from Brattleboro', Vt., says in relation to the Water-cure :
A lady was bto,ht llere t'*'o months since from Lowell, M888.,
on a feather bed.
he was (iven up by her phyaiciJ~ &Pd so low
that they were f:ight day& btj_ng!ng hei: on; her limbs were utterly
U1elese-so much so that she hid not used them for twelve moJUlas.
She now walks over these mountains as nimbly as any gid ; and
you would hardly suppose that she had ever been sick.
·
The water ~pears to ~· the property of ejecting th>m the
.,stem everythiag impure and nOt necessary to sustain h1'e. Men
are here wfiose sywtems are perfectly saturated with mercury, and
when they come out of the slieets in tile morning, after sweating·an
boar or so, they &re stained with mercury; in fact if brings out·

eveg impurity.

The coune we have to· go through is this-Brat, sweati!IS in a

ftt llleet in the moming; from a·wet sheet we are plunged into a

cold bath and rubbed <lown for about fifteen minutes, and then·
ltart.ed off to walk eame three or fbur miles before bteakfast; at·
eJeven or twelve o'ctoek a douche bath, or stream of water falling at
a dil&anee of trcnn ftf teen to twenty feet on all parts of the body;
nabbed down, and walk again ; at five o'clock a hiP. bath, and at
nipt a fbot bath. During the intervals we walk aria drink water
to the amount of thirty glasses per -dt.y.
·
·

VEGETABLE DIET AND WATER-OURE.
the lase month, two more books haTe been added to our
~dly mcreuing refonn and hydroJ?l".thic literature. The first is
Dr. AJcoU's wort on Ve!J!fabft Did, published by Fowlers and
~

Wells. The author is widely and favorably known by 1iis various
writillgs on moral, medieal, and physiological subjects. rJie present work· bringe~ther the testimony of. ~cal and stienti6c men,
whoee
bM'e· betn parricularly·di~ to the subject, and the
~llC8 of all ~' in favor of ~tab~ tbod in preference to
aaimal. The secoDd work alluded to is entitled "Bt.tl"'er anti
Forbu .,. tie Watef'-treatwunt," edited by Dr. Honghton, of tbis
~· ·W ith the ex.on of some fifty i>ages of 'f()6servations on ·
By~ aad the Wat.er~abnent," by tne-editor, It is a republication of Bulwer's celebrated letter, Dr. Forbes' able paper on the
Wate~, Dr. Wileon's remarks on Bathi~ and the Water-treetmcnt and the opinions of Mr. Mayo and Sir Charles· Scudamore,
with 'two «three other medical men, on the same subject.-W'ater-

mmas

C•n. Jo•A

·
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ANIMA.LCUL..£ AND CHOLERA.
M1c:ao1oop10 APPs.&.:a.&.1'C&s OI' Tu D1scR.&.:ao1:1 .&.ND Muscur..u.
FrBass OI' .&. PATIS1'T WHO DISD OI' EPinunc CaoL•a.a..-Bg

W. J. Bumett, M. D."
· Dr. Burnett, ~ request, recently read a ~ before the Boiaton
Society for MediCal Improvement, on this sub.)8ct. It is published
in the American Joum&l of Mecijcal Sciences, for July.
On Sunday, June 3d, & man at the northem of the city was
attacked with the ~onitory 1~1D1 of cholera. The cue
ran a rapid coarse, &nd in a few lioura he wu in a a&ate of coUapee ;
and on the next momins, at 10 o'clock, he died.
A ~mortem examination of his body wae made, on the afternoon of the same day, at half put three o'clock.. At this a~
I secured a quantity of the "nee-water" liquid found in bia intestines; also a por:tion of one of the ~ral muclee. The.e specimens I submitted, on the mornif!g of the 6th, to careful aad NP8aCed
micrOICO~ical examinations, and obtained the follow~ resa&.:
lat. "Rice Watef'" .Liquid.-This wu found loaded with epi•
thelium of both varietie., viz., the t~""'" epithelium, and the
tu.elate or ~vement epithelium. T
cells were ftoatiog about
not only singly, but in large ftakea of one-thirtieth to one..ten&h of
an inch in size, and attached miinjured to the "buement membrane"
from which they grow ; so that it would •wear that this "buement
membrane" had been stripped otr, bearing the cells upon it. The
cloudiDell and opacity this liquid eeemed entirely dae to the
preaence of immense quantities of these epithelial cells,. since no
mucoua ~uacle1 or any other corpuscles whatever, as well u ao
shreds of IJD1ph, could be detected from repeated euminati.om.
It i1 well known that the tu.elalc#l or pavement epithelium
coven the mucous membrane of the mouth aDd cesopbapl, while
the macoua membrane of the remaining port.ion of the &lime.a&aly
canal is covered by the cylinder epithelium. Therefore the ~
euce of both varieties of this epitJielium in thete diacha~s woalcl
show that they came from the surface of the to/tole of the alimen.
tary canal, instead of from its inteetinal ~ion only.
Loiteri~ here and there, in the field of the microecope, wu an
occasional crystal of the ozalate of linae.
lit For a long time, I could ~rceive nothing in this liquid but the
two 1ubatau.Cea just mentioned, viz., the epithelium and the cryal

or
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oC oxalate of lime. But, after increasing the power of the iJ:IBtra..
ment, a third element appeared, and was then so apparent that ·1
gr_eatly wondered I had not before seen it. This was the presen~
of thousands of thousands of animalculm swarming and sporting
about in every direction. For a time, I thought that this must be
a mere accident, but very manr subsequent examinations afforded
the same results; and that I might not be the only person to vouch
for their presence here,. I showed them to my friend, Dr. D. H.
Storer, of this city, who made the remark, that he distinctly saw
them "writhing about." By a power of five hundred linear diame.
ters, they coufd clearly be seen, some as linear moving bodies,
others having a more ~lobular characte~the former seeming ~o be
only a linear a~gabon of the latter. The:r seemed, therefore, to
be 1'ibrlone1, and by measurement the single animals were from
1-16,000 to 1-20,000, and the compound cliain-like animals were
from 1-8000 to 1-4000 of an inch in diameter. I state these facts
in this precise manner, since some, it is probable, may think that
all this is simply the molecular motion so often observed in the
secretions. But that they were distinct animals having voluntary
motio~ I have no doubt, since Dr. Storer, as well as myself, saw
them moving in a serpentine manner over the field.
2d. Mwtular Timu.-Not thinki~ of seeing any of these
appearances, I examined a small bit of muscle, with reference to
ascertaining, if J?OSSible, on account of the involun~ muscular
contractions during life, the proximity of the itritJ of their Ii/will..
Bot my perception of these relations was not very acute, from my
astoniShment to find in this tisaue these same animalcule in great
nwnbers. A little distilled water, used to soften the tissue, brought
out great numbers of them into it, so that they were seen, as in the
intestinal liquid, sporting about hither and thither. In these examinations, all possible care and precaution were used, to prevent the
introduction of any foreign bodies into the field of observation.
The great fact to be bOrne in mind, as the result of these examinations, is that the same animalculm were found in great numbers
both in the intestinal liquid and in the muscular fibre. And the
(act of their being in the muscular fibre would argue, I think, decidedly atP,inst the supposition of their mere accidental presence in
the liqmd of the alimentary canal.
I much regret that, before these observations were made know-n.
I ahould not have had the advant~ of more specimens from
patients who have since died here of this disease. And although
it may seem premature that these results from a 1ingle case shoutd
thua be made known, yet they are exposed as simple facts, and
upon future .examinations I shall rely for the proof, either, on the
one hand, that these animalculm were simply accwuntal to tl&u
cue alone; or, on the other band, that their preeence is constant
in this disease ; and if the laUer is found to be correct, u would
30
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eeem thu to have been foreshadowed, there will then be suflicient
time to attempt to trace their cawatit1e relation with this dire disease now among us.
Furthermore, should future investigations show that these f'ibrionu are equally common in the tissues and secretions of patients
d1ing of other diseases-in other words, that their presence in this
disease. is not specific-yet the above note will not, perhaps, be
considered without value-since it may serve to call th~ attention
of better observers than myself to this interesting subject.-b.
Jour. of Med. Science.
Dr. J. T. Plummer, of Richmond, Ia., makes the following remarks in the Western Lancet:1 hasten to lay before the medical r.blic a discovery which may
ultimately prove important to mankin . If, however, it should eventuate in nothi!lt{ serviceable, I will have accomplished my present
~rpose, of givmg to others an opportunity of testing the accuracy
of my observations so far as they extend ; and of carrying out the
discovery to an extent which the means at my command will not
permit me to do.
During the prevalence of the epidemic cholera in this place, I
have avaded myself of every opportunity of examining chemically
and microscopically, the alvine evacuations of the patients under
my care. These researches, together with the history and treatment of the disease as it appeared here in 1832, 1833, 1834 and
1849, with various collateral sutjects, I will probably submit to my
medical brethren at a future day; but the principal object at preaent is to announce th~ discovery in cholera evacuatiorui of dift"erent
physical ~aracters, or animalculre, with which I have had no former aoqwuntance.
Some weeks ago, while contemplating the sizes of the globules
(apparently mucus globules) in a drop of the sedimentary portion of
a cliolera stool, I was surprised to see one of the apparent globules
start into active motion. Not being of a very sanguine temperament, I at first suspected the motion migh~ be owing to a temporary
eurrent suddenly created in the fluid, carryi g the globule along with it.
But why were other globules and particles, in the course of the SU{>posed current, motionless? I bad no cause to attempt to answer this
question-for directlr, another and another globule (as I shall still
call them for convenience) began to frisk a bout, moving in dift"erent
directions, some stemming actual currents set up in the fluid under
examination, wriggling what appeared to be their beads, rapidly
from side to side as they progressed ; others performin~ gyratory
motions ; some seemed to 6e spinning upon their own axis; others
perfonning various other evolutions. These living atoms were of
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somewhat di&erent sizes, but all of them appeared to be ·llD&llet
than what I considered the mucus corpuscles.
Apparently, these animalcular dots had the power of contraction
and expansion; but in this observation I may nave been deceived.
Well aware of the danger of optical illusions in mictoscopic as well
as other visual appearances, I repeatedly changed the drop of liquid
and continued my examination of the foregoing and other phenomena, by candlelight, for hours. During my nocturnal observations,
I perceived a number of the animacules to be paired, so as to be in
close contact. Once I discovered a &e)>!Lr&tion to be taking place
between what appeared to be a pair; and keeping my eye on them,
I observed them finally to have a fairs~ between them ; but iet,
as one moved, the other followed as if dragged by some invi81ble
connexion.
My thoughts were now turned to the 'luery, whether these were
monada1 They were certainly not oibrionu; if they were infusory animacules, they were probable monads. Here were the ap..
parently globular form and fi.ssiparous generation of monadic liie.
But were these animalcules really in.ftUory1 That is, did they
take possession of evacuation after its ~sage from the intestines ?
The evacuation was six or seven hours old before it was submitted
to examination ; this made it pc:>ssible for infuso7 life to have begun. I then reasoned, that if these ~ere infusor1al, their numben
would increase. Twenty hours afterward, I therefore examined
the same evacuation, and found globules still moving. Cold water
was added to dilute the drop ; it appeared to produce no effect upon
the moving atoms, the number o! which was not inc_reased.
I repeated my observations upon another portion of the liquid,
forty-four hours from the time of its dejection, all apparent life toa.i
MtD eztinct. The conditions, then, ostensibly most favorable to
infusorial life, proved destructive to these animalculce. I now resorted to the probability of their being inbred in the human system
or imbibed ; and waited for further op~rtunity of prosecuting my
inquiries ; one soon offered, and a most favorable one.
About the thirtieth evacuation from a dying man was, within two
minatea after its passage, enclosed in a well cleansed vessel prepared for the pu~, and in ten minutes was under the microscope.The stool was almost as limpid as water. All my former observatio119 were now confirmed ; but with the aid of a somewhat more
powerful glass than mine, belonging to Dr. Smith, (whose corroborative observations were now adaed to mine,) I discovered the animacule to be•discal or perhaps lenticular; and to possess appenda.
ges resembli~ legs or Paddles. And the application of them was
very obvious tn the pedormance of those gyratory motions already
mentioned ; on the inner side of its circuit, the fluid wu quiet,
while the fluid in immediate contact with the oppoeite or Oflter sic:W
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of the animalcule, waa evidently ripplul by the use of its extremities in performing its gyrations.
Beside the infusoriie, I can think of but two other substances
which could be mistaken for the cholera animalcule. One is, the
molecular base of the chyle ; the molecule of which are said to exhibit vivid motions, and the other is the blood-corpuscle when multiplying itself by fissiparous generation, according to Dr. G. 0.
Rees. With respect to the first, it is not likely that my microscope
is suffi.ciently pmyerfulto bring the moleculea to light; and as to the
second, I do not know that blood-corpuscles have heretofore been
suspected to have legs. I now think of one other substance which
I may have mistaken for the appuent entozoa. I mean the detached epithelial cells, while their ciliary powers are yet active. But
the whole subject is now in the hands of those who are better prepared for such mvestigations than I am; and acknowl~ing mycomJ>&r&tive ignorance of microscopic research, I submit the foregoing
fact• to tlie reader.
JNO. T. PLUMMER.
Richmond, la., NotJ., 1849.
Microscopic infusorim in the alvine dejections of cholera patients have been mentioned by others. M. Pouchet, of France, fias
recently observed vast numbers of these animalcule in rice-water
discharges. The r.eculiar motion witnessed by Dr. Plummer,
could hardly be attnbuted to ciliary bodies, for the epithelial cells
of the alimentary canal are destitute of ciliary ..Prolongations.

[Editor of We8tern Lancet.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE NEW YORK STATE MEDICAL CONVENTION.
Pursuant to notice generally circulated through the State of New
York, the friends of Medical Reform met in general Convention in
the city of Syracuse, Tuesday, September 11, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
The Convention was called to order by Dr. S. H. Potter, who
s&ated that the objects dictating the call of a State Convention, were
to secure a perfect o~nization of the vast number of Botanic
Physicians aD.d their fnends throughout the Empire State, in order
that they might secure to themselves the facilities of self eleMtion,
by adopting measures to obtain a thorough medical education of all
its members, and the universal adoption of the practice. The astonishing success of practitioners, comparatively ignorant, far beyond
those of other modes, prove most conclusively that to save the
human race from that rapid and fearful deterioration which they
have been and are still suffering under the ordinary mercur1alizing
and depleting treatment, as well as to restore again to mankind good,
vigorous, and healthful constitutions, and save them from premature
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~ves, the cause of suffering humanity and the welfare of the race,
ill demand that we now proceed to organize in a judicious manner,
so as to enjoy the aid and co-operation of all, learned and unlearned,
and extend the salutary influence of Eclectic Medical Practice,
until its benefits and blessings can be universally enjoyed.
Dr. P. then moved that Dr. C. S. Totman, of Syracuse, be
chosen President, pro tern. Adopted.
Dr. S. 0. Gleason, of Glen Haven, was chosen Secrecary.
On motion, a committee consisting of five members to draft and
present a Constitution; was chosen.
On motion, Drs. Potter, Gleason, Ellmore, Totman and Chaney
were constituted said committee, and were instructed to report at
half past seven o'clock this evening.
On motion, Drs. Lawrence, Gazley, Horton, Heath and Fowler
were appointed a committee to present business in due fonn for the
action of the Convention.
Adjourned to the above time.
Tuesday, 7 1-2 o'clock, P. M. The Convention assembled
pursuant to adjournment,-the President in the Chair.
Dr. Potter, Chainnan of the committee to draft a Constitution,
made report, which was accepted, and the Committee discharged.
The report was then taken up, each article separately.
The first article read as follows :
ART. 1. This Convention shall be called the New York State
Eclectic Medical Convention.
The tenn Eclectic elicited much very interesting discussion, in
which many members participated. Every possible objection was
urged to the name Eclectic, and more than fully answered, and the
first article was unanimously adopted. The balance of the report
after being carefully considered, and undergoins some amendments,
was also adopted with great harmony, all seemmg to entertain similar views.
On motion, a committee of seven from differentparts of the State
to nominate officers to serve this Convention the coming year, was
chosen. Adjourned to IO A. M. to-morrow.
Wednesday, IO A. M. The Convention assembled, the President in the Chair, when the committee on nominations made the
followi!_J.g report, viz :
·
S. M. Davis, M. D., of Buffalo, President.
P. Lapham, M. D., of New York,
W. B. Stanton, M. D., of Albany,
Dr. M. M. Mallery, of Sherburn,
Dr. J. Frank, of Oswego,
Dr. - Sweet, of Mexico,
Vice Presidents.
Dr. P.H. Hays, of Cuba,
Dr. E. W. Sabin, of Rochester,
B. S. Heath, M. D., of Syracuse,
Dr. M. W. Hill, of Buffalo,
J

I
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S.O. Gleason, M. D. of GlenHaven, N. Y., Secretary.
S. H. Potter, M. D., of Syracuse, CorresPonding Secretary.
Dr. C. S. Totman, of Syracuse, Treasurer.
Dr. I. Chaney, of Liverpool,
~ Auditors.
Dr. I. C. Morse, of Jordan,
5
DIRECTORS.

W. Beach, M. D., of New York, Dr. Potter, Oswego,
Dr. Hassan,
do.
" T. A. More, Manlius,
" Winchester,
do.
" Robinson, Seneca Falls,
" C. B. Rivenbaugh, do.
" Wm. Elmore, Geneva,
" E. W. Sabin, Rochester,
" Purington, Truxton,
R. Burton, M. D., Albany,
" Hobert, Homer,
" Reynolds, Elmira,
A. P. Russel, M. D., do.
" Horton, Port Byron,
Dr. E. S. Davis, Little Falls,
" Cyrus Thompson, Syracuse,
" S. Look, Prattsburgh,
" L. D. Stone, Auburn,
" G. E. Lawrence, Sherburn,
E. J. Mattock, M. D., Troy,
" G. Sheldon, Cazenovia,
Dr. Salisbury, Herkimer,
" G. W. Whitman, Weedsp't.
" J. T. Goodin, Utica,
" G. D. Kuchler, Clarence,
" Tyler, Rome,
" A. H. Davis, Randolph,
" Teal, Lockport,
" Wm. A. Wallace, Avoca,
" H. L. Hall, Buffalo,
" W. Ransom, Panama.
The report was received and unanimously adopted.
On motion adjourned.
·
The Convention again assembled at the hour appointed. The
President elect, Dr. S . .M. Davis, of Buffalo, having arrived, took
the Chair.
The business committee presented the following resolutions, each
of which was discussed ani:l unanimously adopted, and the committee discharged.
Conscious of the fact, that to be able to elevate and sustain ourselves, and to fill up a life of usefulness in "doing good," we must
adopt measures to secure the general diffusion of useful knowledge
in a form acceptable and available to all; therefore
Re1olved, That we most heartily approve of the establishment
of Central Medical College, ot Syracuse, N. Y., and pledge the
cordial co-operation and support of this Convention to the extent of
our influence in sustaining the noble enterprize.
Resolved, That a committee consisting of twelve members be
chosen by this Convention, whose duty it shall be to co-operate
with the incorporated State Eclectic Medical Society, in making
arrangements for the erection of a suitable College edifice, and to
secure to Central Medical College every other facility for its permanent and prosperous establishment.
In pursuance with this resolution, Drs. Totman, Russel, Chaney,
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Gleason, Robinson, Goodwin, Stone, C. Thompson, T. A. More,
Sheldon, Hill and Hi~bie were unanimously chosen said committee.
Resolved, That this Convention is highly eleased with the beautiful and caf.tivating appearance of the Eclectlc MedicaJ and Surgical Journa, the correct and very able manner with which it is
conducted, as well as the doctrines which it advocates, as also the
kind yet dignified spirit manifested in it, and most cordially yield
to it our umted patronage and supp<?rt.
Ruol.,ed, Tliat we consider a judicious, well conducted Medical
Journal, the soul of Medical Reform, and on that account most
respectfully recommend our Eclectic friends everywhere, to immediate}.}' subscribe for the Eclectic Medical and Surgical Journal,
and advance the small amount necessary, even if they have to sacrifice a little to do it, and we will also make every exertion to extend
its circulation.
Reiolved, That in the opinion of this Convention, Hydropathy
has claims to our attention among other efficient remedial means,
and as Eclectics we recommend that a spirit of Ii beral investigation be
fostered by our Medical School in this interesting field of research.
Resolved, That we very much admire the brilliant and heroic
course of Miss Elizabeth Blackwell, M. D., and recommend our
Institution at Syracuse to receive fomale students and grant them
equal privileges with the males.
Resolved, That we recommend Prof. Kost's Materia Medica
and Therapeutics as an excellent and well arranged work on those
interesting branches of Medical Science.
Ruolved, That we are highly gratified to learn that Prof. W.
Beach is issuing a new and splendia edition of his American Prac..
tice, in 3 volumes, with 300 colored plates, and most cheerfully and
cordially commend it to the Eclectic profession, as well as tender
our gratitude to the distinguished author for his talents and untiring
perseverance.
On motion, resolved that the proceedings of this Convention be
published in the Eclectic Medical and Surgical Journal, and other
Reformed Journals be requested to copy; and that we print 2000
ex1ra copies of the Proceedings, Constitution and By-Laws for
general distribution.
On motion adjourned.
S. M. DA VIS, M. D., President.
S. O. GLEASON, M. D., Secretary.
RocuEsT1:a AND SvaAcusE ScuooLs.-Among other important
items of business which came before that body, [the State Eclectic
Medical Society,] was a generous proffer, on the part of the Rochester Eclectic Medical Institute, tlirough Prof. William W. Hadley, M. D., Dean of that Faculty, as a committee appointed expressly for the purpose, to enter into a union with us ID order that
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all the strength of Eclectics in this State might be concentrated, and
rendered available in promoting the cause. We are happy in having the pleasure of infonning the particular friends of this and
that interest too, as well as all those who only care for the general
good, that the terms were so commendably liberal, that it was not
only in our power, but our privilege and interest to accept them;
and that we no longer have separate objects, but our interests and
theirs are one in heart and action. Many letters had been written
to us from different quarters, urging this move, in all of which was
the very forcible and time honored quotation, "in union there is
strength." One circumstance is worthy of particular attention.
The class of students at Rochester, in the exercise of the pure
feelings of philanthropy, unbiassed by any local or personal considerations, voluntarily assembled in the hall of their Institute, and
passed resolutions unanimously, but respectfully requesting both
Faculties to take the matter into serious consideration, and make
any concessions deemed indispensable to effect a union. This was
in the highest sense commendable to the hearts as well as heads of
those students, and is so ominous of their future brilliant career of
usefulness, that it would be idle for us to say that a new and glorious era has arrived, and the golden harvest all ripe, will soon be
graced with a valiant band of bold and worthy laborers. It is due
however, to the Faculties of both schools to state, that in the action
of these worthy pupils at Rochester, they only recognize what had
long been the promptings of their own convictions of duty; and
they all, without exception, in this important matter, have manifested a readiness to yield any interest or opinion of their own,
that is 0orthy of the ~at and good cause in which they are engaged.-N. Y. Eclutic Medical Journ.al.
MsDICAL ScuooL AT RoCHBSTER.-We had the pleasure of visiting the Eclectic Medical Institute at Rochester, a short time since,
a.nd must say that a more interesting and promising class of medical students, in appearance, need not be desired, and much larger
than we bad e~cted could have been raised at this season of tlle
year, and on so short a notice.
We listened to the lectures of Professors Jones, Hadley, and
Hill, with interest and instruction. They are in energy, matter
and diction, among our very ~t medical lecturers. We had a
very pleasant interview with the professors and some of the students, and felt ourselves amely repaid for our trouble and expense.
Our cause cannot do otherwise than Prosper when sustained by such
teachers and students.-N. Y. Eel. Med. Jour.
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CANADIAN PROVINCIAL ECLECTIC MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

By s~ial request, we took a journey to Kingston, C. W ., last
week, &nd attenaed the annual mee~ of the Canadian Botanic
Society at that place. The Society held its meeti~ two days,
having some four 8e88ions, all of which were deeply interesting.
We were pleased indeed to find so many intelligent, scientific arid
efBcient men among our Canadian bretllren, as also among them
all, the true spirit of self elevation, general in\•estigation and improvement, as well as compromise, for union for the good and promotion of the cause, which is hi~hly commendable.
We shall give the proceedii:igs 1n full in our next J oumal, which
must be read by all our friends in the States with the deepest interest, when we tell them an outline of their nature. They adopted
the name Eclectic, pledged to give all their influence to Central
Medical College, and extend the circulation of our Journal in
Canada, and act in co-operation and concert with us in elevating
the cause, by establishing a flourishing medical institution in Syracuse, as well as in every other measure to secure the general
adoption of scientific Eclectic medical practice. They have an
able and ~irited medical periodical published at Toronto, and edited
by Dr. Dick, than whom few are better qualified to conduct such
an o~n of reform at this important crisis with them.
The laws in Canada are very strin~nt, giving no man the right
to prescribe a single dose of pills, without subjecting himself to a
fine of five pounds or imprisonment, unless he belongs to "The Col!ege of Physicians and Su~ns," and no man can belong to them,
however scientific and successful he may: be, unless he ble"eds, gives
mtrcuriah, antimoniah and arsenic, with large quantities of opium.
Dr. Dick speaks out in a spirit, and with sentiments and ideas that
shake the temples of error and death to their very foundation, and
make the" rebels of the "regular inqusition," tremble at the manful
exposition of their glaring us!ll'P8tions of law, their su~pressions of
anything like successful and salutary practice, and the work of
death aDd desolation which follows in their train. Their journal
is entitled "The Unfettered Canadian," and it already publishes
JOOO copies, and its list of subscribers is rapidly increasing. We
have made arrangements with Dr. Dick, to publish a Canadian
edition of our Journal for circulation there, an<l he the same with
us, for the circulation of his interesting ~~r here, which saves
the pre-postage in crosaing the line, and which will prove highly
ad~ous to both journals.
We llave only time
add, we have seldom been so much attached to any people in so short a time, and saw in few, more to
admire. Great harmony, good feeling and dignity marked their

to
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, that look to the ultimate triumph of the cause.
e were most forcibly reminded of one fact, that is, for men to
love the truth and be aroused to manfully defend it, they must be
persecuted. Dr. Gregory, of Montreal, and other distioauished
men, had already been prosecuted and 6oed for healing tlie aick
and relieving the suft"enng too quick, aod without poiso~ and
crippli.Dlt tb.eir constitutions. It would have done any reader good
to have 'been present and looked upon those veteran soldiers in medical reform, ind to catch some of the same spirit. I often most
sincerely wished that all our Eclectic friends could be fined five
J>Ounds, to rouse them to decided and efficient action.-.N. Y. Eel.

Med. Jour.

GLYCERINE IN DISEASES OF THE EAR.
BY SU'BOJWlf T. H. WAJl:LBY.

The adoption of the plan of treatment recommended by Mr.
Yearsley, was an appropnate recognition of the value of his labors.
The success which attended the use of the simple operation which
he recommended was, as I have already remarked, very striking in
the first instance. In several cases, the effect of the applic.ation of
the wetted cotton, in which the tympanum had been J>erforated by
ulceration, was even extraordinary. But it too fr~uently happened,
that the relief obtained was of an ephemeral duration. On applying the wetted cotton, the power of hearin.g, in several instances,
which had been lost for a very long period, was instantaneously
restored-an event which excited the most profound astonishment in
the minds of the patients and their friends. Too soon, however,
was it perceived that the newly acquired power gradually subsided,
and the sense of hearing returned to its previous imperfect condition.
The relapse freg:uently produced a feehng of dejection in the spirits
and ho~s of tlie patient which it was painful to witness. The
benefit derived from the application, in the first instance, was uodoubted, and could not be mistaken:-hence arose the questionWhy was it of so evanescent a character? This inquiry naturally
suggested a minute investigation into the nature of the materials
employed, and also their immediate and remote influence on the
parts to which they were applied. A brief investigation, a few
experiments, and by attentive consideration of the subject, induced
me to attribute all the conferred advantages to the effects produced
by the water, and to reject the cotton, as nearly, if not entirely,
useless. It even appeared that atrer the water had eva~rated, the
retained dry cotton 1iecame an additional impediment to the function
of hearing. What was to be done ? What were the indications
which suCh facts seemed to establish? Evidently the use of some
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agent, which, by off'ering a succ.esst\tl resistanc.e to evaporation,
sliould retain its moisture, and continue to lubricate the auditory
canal. Clearly eno~h it was from the moisture that the bene&t
was obtained, and frOm a continuance of the moisture was the advantage to be prolonged. On duly considering a.11 that I had observed, it appeared to me tbat 11lyctrine was the only agent wh:icli
was at all likely to accomplish the object I had in view. After
consulti_DB with Lloyd Bullock, of Conduit street, relative to the
composition and properties of glycerine, my opinion as to the propriety of giv~ 1t a trial was confinned; and Mr. Bullock kindly
manufactured for me a small quantity of that pre~ration in its purest
form. This portion I obtained from Mr. BUJ.lock in the first week
of Aupt, 1848. and emJ>loyed it immediate in several cases, with
apparently the most complete success. One of the patients, a~
19-years, was a relative of Mr. Braithwaite, the celebrated engineer. In this instance, the deafness had existed from infancy.
They were the first I had treated with the new agent. In all these
patients the wetted cotton had failed to produce a lasting benefit.
Two of the four patients are now completely cured; and the other
two are so far recovered as only to find it necessary to resort to the
glycerine at distant intervals. The success of the new remedy, in
tbese and many other instances, has attracted much notice ; and I
have now ased the glycerine in upwards of three hundred cases of
deafness. On many occasions it has been employed without any
adva~ whatever. In other instances the benefit was considerable
for a short time, and then disappeared. In numerous cases, howe,·er, by the use of it, the power of hearing has been comeletely
restored. It was only after much experience in the application of
glycerine, and from observing its action in a great number of cases,
that it could be ascertained what were those conditions of the ear
in which it was most likel:y to prove of advantage. Contrary to
what Qlight have been antiCip_ated, the use of the remedy was succeaful in persons in whom the dt!afness had been of many years'
duration-one, for example, thirty years; and also in cases where
cbe existence of the malady could be traced to the eruptive feven
of childhood. In instances of deafness caused by inflammation,
followed fint by sup1>uration, and then by a horn,.., dry coDClition of
the auditory canal, the aeJ>lic&tion of glycerine has been attended
with signal advantage. ~ually marked and ~culiar is the succesa
when it is used in cases wliere there is a partial or total absence of
ceraminus secretion. In many instances of deafness belonging to
tbetl8 claaes of cases, the employment of glycerine has been followed by a pi:rfect restoration of the power of heari~. In other
eumples of deafneu, where the membrana tympana had evidently
become thickened and hardened, and on examination with the s~c·
alam, denoted a whitish or .P.'arly appearance, the use of the glycerine was followed by l&rikiogly beiieficial and gratifying effects.
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It is evident, therefore, that the application of glycerine is ~ually
admissible, whether the tpnpanum be in a sound state, or wliether
it has been destroyed by Ulceration.
A description of the composition and properties of glycerine,
abridged from Turner's "Elements of Chemistry," may not be uninterestins on this occasion.
Glycenne was discovered by Scheele, and Chevreul proved ita
exact composition and constitution. Its formula. is, C6 H 7 0 5 a<J·
It is found in fatty oils combined with oleic, stearic, and margaric
acids; its SJ>ecific pvi9' is 1.262. Glycerine is a 8l."1PY liquid,
miscible both with alcoliol and water, insoluble in either, slightly
inflammable, inodorous, and of a sweet taste.
The most convenient mode of preparing it is by the saponification
of olive oil, by means of litharge and a little water. Sulphuric
acid will separate the oily matters, leaving an aqueous solution containing the alkaline salt along with the gfycerine. The mixture is
evaporated to dryness, and treated with alcohol, which again dissolves the ~lycerine, and leaves the alkaline sulphate undi880lved.
The glycenne may be purified from oxide of lead, by passing trough
it a current of sulphuretted hydrogen-London Lancet.
"ExTnonucTioN" OJ' THE BouGJs :ron STBICTUBE.-By Prof.
Brainard. Prof. Brainard, in the N. W. Med. and Sur. Journal,

gives the history of a case where the patient had suffered for eleven
years from stricture of the urethra following gonorrhrea; retention
of urine had almost become perfect ; the patient complained of
great pain and a constant desire to void urine, without the ability
to pass only a few drops at a time. Various careful but ineffectual
attempts were made to pass the bougie, the bladder had risen several inches above the pubis nearly to the umbilicus. The bladder
was now punctured above the pubis with the long curved trochar
and the stylet withdrawn. As soon after the operation as the state
of the parts would admit, long and persevering attempts ·pass the
bougie were made, but without success. Near the posterior extremity of the spon~ portion of the urethra. was a knotty projection,
beyond which the instrument would not/ass. The thought now
occurred to Ur. B., that the prostatic an membranous portion of
the urethra could be explored by means of an instrument passec!
into the bladder through the opening made by the puncture, and
still occupied by the canula. The attempt was made by means of
a small-sized bougie rendered firm by means of a. stiff wire bent to
form the segment of a circle. Very little difficulty was met with
in the attempt to pass it. By a very little exertion the point of the
instrument was 1irought to within two inches of the orifice of the
urethra and then seized by means of a pair of forceps, the wire was
withdrawn and the open end of the bougie passed Into ·the bladder.

to
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The instrument wu allowed to remain three days when it wu
withdrawn and a larger one substituted. Larger instruments were
used from time to time until one above the medium size J>&&sed
without the least difficulty. One month after the first operation the
cure was nearly complete. The following practical deductions are
drawn by Dr. B., from this case.
1st. The puncture of the bladder above the pubis, if care be
taken to in:event infiltration of urine, is a slight operation, and
should not be deferred till extreme distention takes _place. In further pn><>f of this, we would refer to a case publishoo not long since
in the Boft&lo Medical Journal, by our friend Dr. J. P. Wliite, of
that city. In that case a puncture of the kind served as a substitute
for a urethra for a long time with but trifling inconvenience.
2d. This puncture may be made useful in catheterism. For this
operation ol ~ssing a catheter forwards, which so far as we are
aware, baa not been dpne before, a friend bas suggested the name
of Eztroduction.. It may be performed with a properly curved
instrument very readily, and if difficulties should occur, they may
be obviated by passi~ the finger into the rectum. If the cases in
which it is likely to tie useful are rare, they are extremely urgent,
~ when they occur this operation may prove a valuable means of
relief.-N. Y. Jour. Mul.

Noaus' So:u MouTR.-By J. Yale Wart, M. D. This is a
very troublesome complaint of mothers, and one that is rapidly

increasing in this section. An infallible remedy, when it does not
the:oowels, is Griffiths Myrrh Mixture, in table-spoonful
i:loeea three times a day, internally, and a solution of nitrate of silver, gr. viii to 3 iv of pore water, for a gargle; and if the soreneu
extenCls towards the stomach, swallow a tea-s~nful three times a
Of course, if need be, the stomach should be cleansed by a
r t emetic or gentle laxative, antecedent to the above treatment.
I lieve, if peraeveriogly used in season, very few mothers need
ftlD their children from this cause ; indeed, I have never known
it fail to relieve the .mouth.-.&ner. Jovr. Mul. Bt:i.
~

t.

APHTHA.-Bq J . . Yale Wart, M. D., Ma.1. The following
simple prescription has proved a specific in my hands in ma11y hundred cases of aphtha. I learned it of Dr. Eli Ives, New Haven.
a. Ipecac. gr. vi; tinct. opii; ess. pep., aa gtt. iv; boiling water
niv teasJ><?Onfuls. Sweeten with loaf sugar. Dose, a teas~nfol
every two hours. At the same time apply to the to~ equal parts
of a powder of borax and loaf sugar, which the cliild will carry
over the mouth. I have never known the above to fail in any case
of infants'
mouth. It generally cures in two days. Occasionally, in delicate subjects, tile disease returns again, when the remedy needs repeating.
·

sore
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HOMCEOPATHY.
The fact that a great majority of our readers are unacquainted
with this system of Medical Reform, and have not tested its merits
in their own practice, renders it desirable that we should occupy a
portion of our pages in showing its results and its comparative
success in practice. These facts we present as the credentials of
the system, showing its claims to a courteous recognition and investigation, as a portion of medical science. In addition to these, we
propose to introduce, from time to time, sketches of the Hommopathic doctrines and modes of practice, with a view to encourage
the study of Hommopathic books, and the trial of Ho~thic
remedies.
Homceopatby (strictly speaking) means not the use of infinites imally small doses, but the selection of a remedy which bears the
proper specific relation to the disease, and acts properly and especially upon the morbid. organs. Hommopathy lays down an important method of ascertaining which is the specific medicine, by
experiments upon persons in health. This proceeding is strictly
philosophical, and in many cases it leads to the adoption of remedies for certain diseases, which have long been known to be valuable in such cases. There has been in truth, a great deal of
Homreopathic practice in all schools long anterior to the time of
Hahnemann, but the philosophical principle upon which it was
based, was not known uµtil developed by him. Much or our
current Eclectic practice is Homceopathic, .( i. e. the remedy has
the Homceopathic relation to the disease} although the doees are
not of the attenuated character of those commonly used by the
followers of Hahnemann.
It is true that the great majority or those who practice Homc:eopathically also practice infinitesimally, but there are many HomCl!Opathic practitioners who do not rely exclusively upon these attenuations and dilutions, but use their remedies in )sensible doaes when
they think proper.
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If we diaeover by critical investigation the tntth of the Homceoplthie law which detennines the selection of remedies, (that the
remedy should be a medicine capable, when excessively used, of
producing symptoms similar to those of the patient's disease,) we
need not be deterred from regarding that law in our prescriptions,
by the fact that we are not devoted followers of Hahnemann. The
experience of Hom<20pathic physicians will also teach us the
practicability of reducing our doses with advantage whenever our
remedy sustains the proper specific relation to the disease, and will
give us confidence in these reduced doses.
Thus will medical men generally profit by the instructive examples of Homceopathy-while Homceopaths themselves, enlarging
their resources as many are now doing-employing more potent
doses when necessary, and profiting by all the knowledge of other
schools of medicine, we shall find the sectarianism of medicine
disappear, and a truly learned and liberal profession will take the
place of the bigoted and narrow-minded factions, which at the
present time war against the propagation of the t11holt truth, and
the knowledge of all science.-B.

MEDICAL CONTROVERSIES.
,... The New York Journal of Homc:eOpathy, (Dr. Kirby, editor,)
bas contained an ungenerous assault upon the Eclectic Medical
Institute and its Homceopathic professorship. This rather dii:tgusted the more liberal Homceopaths, for Homreopathy like other sciences baa its liberals and its old Hunkers. Dr. Richmond has
published a satirical reply, in which he is rather severe upon Dr.
Kirby.
In defence and explana~ion of our position, we have addressed a
oommonication to the Journal, which Dr. K. has politely published.
The only material remark he makes in reply is the statement that
the Homceopathic text books, recommended in our circular, are
such as would impart not a pure Homaopathg, but such doctrines
as would suit the Eclectic or "Rational Homceopathists." We
are happy to recognize the existence of Eclectic or " Rational
Homceopathists," and hope there may be an ample supply of medical literature from the pens of such writers, for we admire their

liberal and philoeophical spirit.

B.
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Tes HosPITAL MosoPOLY-is giving way before an enlightened
public opinion. The Faculty of the Ohio Medical College have
recently adopted a resolution requesting the Trustees of the Commercial Hospital, to issue a Hospital tic.ket, which might be acceuible to individuals not connected with the Ohio Medical College. We have not yet had any official announcement of the new
regulation, but presume that the price of the Hospital ticket will
be fixed at the usual rate of five dollars.-B.
Tus NATIONAL EoLllCTIO MBDIOAL AasooI.ATION.-We would
·again urge upon Eclectic physicians, the importance of attending
the next meeting of the National Eclectic Medical Association, on
the first Monday of November, 1849, and of bringing with them
as full statistics as possible of their practice, according to the fonn
recommended by the Association. The cholera has totally disappeared, and its ravages have alreadylbeen almost forgotten by our
busy population, who are now enjoying a season of health. We
hope to hear from various sources, the results of Eclectic treatment
of the late epidemic, in contrast with those of the Allopathic old
school practice.-B.
PLANT.AGO Coan.A.T.&.-An important error has occurred through
inadvertency, in the remarks upon Cholera, page 439 of thisnumber.
Instead of the Plantago Major, or common water plantain, as
given in the remarks of Dr. Hunt, it should have been the Pr..a.RT.A.Go Coao.t.TA-which was also referred to in a previous number
by Dr. Morrow, as valuable in cases of cholera.-B.
M1:n10.&L !NTELLIOJ11No1:.-Dr. Shotwell has been transferred to
Dr. Harrison's chair of Materia Medica. The Faculty of the
Ohio Medical College consists, at this time, of Professors Drake,
Muzzy, Locke, Shotwell, Bayless, Wright, and Lawson.
In the Louisville Medical Insthute, the Professors at pre8ent, are
Drs. Gross, Bartlett, Cobb, Silliman, Miller, Rogers, and Yandell.
Dr. S. Hanbury Smith, of this city, has been appointed to the
chair of Practice in the school at Columbus, to fill the place of the
late Dr. Butterworth.
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ll«tt 1.---.ftlisttllaneous Stltrtions.
EXTERNAL USE OF CHLOROFORM IN LUMBAGO.
In the Gazette du Hopita-uz, of October, 1848, it was announced that Dr. Moreau, of Tours, had discovered that cblol"Oform, ~ed to the skin over the seat of the disease, had proved
very e
ions in the treatment of lumba~o.
·
Numerous e~riments made since that time, both in France and
elsewhere, with this molt astonishing agent, have very conclusively
established the efficacy of ite extemaI use, not only in lumbago, bUt
in numerous other nervotl8 diseases. No later ago than yesterday,
a professional friend, of this city, related to me a case of the most
distressing facial neuralgia, which had been immediately and permanently relieved by a single application of chloroform. The
same gentleman has Used it with equal success in neuralgic pains in
other parts of the body. I have myself used it with entire succet1111
in two cases of the most intolerable ear-ache.
A brief account of some of the cures reported by Dr. Moreau,
may prove interesting :
1. ~apeniere, epifeptic, aged 19 years, of lymphatic temperament, was seized about three weeks ago for the first time, with
lively pains in the loins. The pains soon became intolerable, and
even extended into the left thigh. A large piece of baUins, moistened with chloroform, wail applied loco tlolenti. The ~1n disap.
P_eared entirely in the course of twenty-five minutes, and has not
111nce reappeared. ·
2. A man, aized 69 years, who hacl suffered from repeated at.
tacks of articufar rheumatism, was suddenly seized, on tlie evening
or the 21st ult., wi,th a most violent lumbago. The pain was felt
principally in the left loin and hip. The [east change of ~tion
or DIOVement produced the molt excruciating suffering; diflicolty of
~tion excessive ; chilliness, ~neral perspiration ; eonsideraWe
feliriJe reaction; ton.gue loaded. On the morning of the next . .;
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chloroform was applied in the usual manner. Relief obtained in
twenty or thirty mmutes.
The above cases are very similar to those which were reported
in a preceding number of the Gazette. The third case, the termination of wliich is equally satisfactory, is of greater value than
either of the others, from the fact that the pains to which the patient was very subject, almost invariably lasted from fifteen days to
a month. Under the use of chloroform, he was completely relieved
of them in three days.
3. M. Trubin, ot' robust habit, but subject for ma~y years past
to rheumatismal pains, the seat of whieh was especially in the
region of the kidneys, was seized with one of these pains, which
was very intense, and occupied the right lumbar region, from whence
it reached to the hip and thigh of the same side. The slightest
movement augmented it very gr-eatly; the patient walked with great
difficulty, dsagging his leg. Pressure produced no J>!lin at any
~int. Twenty.four hours after the appearance of the disease,
chloroform was applied over the seat of tile pain. Its usual effects
were ~uced. The patiPnt experienc~d a smarting sensation,
·and the skin reddened. In the evening a ve~ sensible amelioration
·baMI occurred. The next day the pain had disappeared; there only
remained a feeling of numbness and weight in the regions which
the evening before had been painful. The next day, the third from
the first application of the chloroform, the cure was complete .
.The skin desquamated over the points touched by the chloroform.
We may here make a remark which is of some importance in a
therapeutical point of view. It is necessary to act promptly and
with vigor; tbis is the price of success. The more recent the
lwnbago the greater arc the chances of cure. It is equally important not to be sparing with the chlorqform. M. Moreau seldom
employs less than from one to two ounces; and he also contrives
that the batting shall cover as nearly as possible the whole of the
pLinful part. After the application of the chloroform, the patient
must be put to bed, and covered in such a way as to protect him
almost entirely from the action of the anresthetic vapors.
The
unsatisfactory result of th<' followmg case may, we believe, be attributed to tlie quantity of chloroform employed being too small.
4. Ardan, aged 30 years, had never suffered pains of any description, until on the 25th of October, when he was suddenly
seized with intense pains in the loins; he was bent double, without
power to straighten himself; the pain was felt most between the
thoulders. On the morning of the 28th, an application was made
along the course of the vertebral column, of batting, upon which
had been poured at most about 50 drops of chloroform, and which
was allowed to remain only about ten minntes-M. Moreau wish~
to avoid producing vesication, which had occurred in a case that
we will presently report. The pain was almost instantly calmed,
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but it reappeared in the evening, though leaa distressi~ than it was
in the monning. The patient, moreover, complained of excessive
heat in the part with which the chloroform liad been in contact.
The next day the pains were very slight, but they did not entirely
disappear until two days later.
The rapidity with which the pain yields has always appeared to
be in pro~on to the extent of the injury done the skin, and tba1
a slight and partial vesication, disseminated here and there, bu
been produced. The contrary is the case when the chloroform has
only determined a more or less vivid redness. In the following
.case there was complete vesication and very rapid recovery:
6. Favier, aged 55 years, has suffered towards autumn, for many
years, with rheumatismal pains, sometimes articular, sometimes
muscular, of which the mean duration was from six weeks to two
months. The patient remembers to have had his first attack of
lumbago at the age of eighteen years. The vague and sometimes
very acute pains that he feels in different parts of the body, alternate. ordinarily with violent pains in the head.
On the 3d of November, attacked with lumbago, the intensity
of which rapidly increased, and prevented all motion. On the
11th,.ehlorofonn was applied in tne usual manner. Favier first
eomplaimed of an icy coldness in the part to which the chlorofonn
had been applied ; then soon after a snarp and growing heat, which
he comeare.o to that of a red iron. The apparatus was removed at
the ~puation of twenty minutes, when the skin was of a crimson
NIL The pains had disappeared as if by enchantment. The next
day the patient got up, walked about, went up and down stairs
witho11t exciting any pain. The chloroform, in this instance, prodaced a true vesication; the epidermis was raised and filled with
semm. Four days after, the patient still felt in the parts a sensa·
tion of heat and numbness.
· The curative action of chloroform is not always equally prompt
and instantaneous. This, however, is only the exception to tiie
l'Ule, for in two cases only out of seven was it necessary to renew,
after a considerable interval, the application of the remedy •
. ·6. B. has been subject, for three or four years past, to rheumatismal pains, whicb, two or three times a year, manifest themselves
in the left shoulder. These pains appeared in the early part of
December; it was impossible for B. to move bis arm without crying
eut; the ·pain extendea to the fi~er points. Blisters and cups weie
.applied without ~ft'ordins any rehef.
The diseased shoulder '!&fi
tlitin enveloped m battmg saturated with chloroform; the pams
tielded, but slowly; nevertheless, B. was able to resume his work
·tlae same day. The next day the pains reappeared; another application of the chloroform overcame them in less than thirty m.inutat.
·/1. M. Malson, director of the hospital, has been aabject to lumlilgo for a great number of years.
' ·
.. . ·.
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On tile 13th oC December, an intense pain &r08e ht the lower
of the loina; it was continuous, with ?requent twitc~; the
Slightest movements were impoaible ; the ~ient was obliged to
keep his bed. Frictions, with a complicated liniment, sinapiama,
and injections of turpentine were of no avail. On the 16th, chloroform (about one ounce and a ba~f) was employed. To a sensation of burning, which was easily borne, succeeded a quiet, ~
able beat. At the end of eight or ten minutes, the patient was able
to t1U'D himself in bed without exciting any pain. The chloroform
not appearing to act with its customiuy energy, the batting wu
allowed to remain for half an hour. In the evening the patient got
up, dressed himself, walked about in his chamber, aDd to his of&Ce,
without experiencing an~ save a slight pricking 1emation in
the loins, similar to that produCed by the application of ainapiama.
About six o'clock, however1 the pains retUriied, though muCh Jes
intense than at first, dull, and without anythi!l&' twitching or shooting
in their character. The night was passed in this condition,
on the rooming of the next day, the pains had assumed a certain
violence. Chloroform reapplied. The skin 8C&l'cel1 presented the
redne11 produced by a alight sinapiam, when, in an lllstant, as was
the e&l!e in the first instance, all piin ceased, and the ~ent was
repa1Sessed with entire freedom of motion. The next Clay the i-tient felt a certain stiftbess in the loins, numboe88, etc. The same
day be set out for Paris in a carriage, remained absent for many
clap ; no suffilring has been felt since. The last conaideration that
I Shall offer Up<>!! this subject relates to a neuralgic &1&!ction other
than lumbago. M. Moreau employed chloroform in & single cue
ef sciatica and failed. He has, nevertheless, communicated the
outlines of the case, which contain certain peculiarities of a nature
to induce us to believe that chlorofonn was not entirely innocent of
the cure which was obtained in less than twelve days.
8. Madame F ., a woman employed in the hospital, bad suft"ered
for some days with a very acute sciatic pain. The disease bad
commenced by a lumba~, induced in consequence of a strain.
The first application of chloroform only very slighty allayed the
· s; the second produced no etfect whatever; nevertheless, the
uid had produced a large erytbematous
h upon the skin.
next day the bip and the superior part of~thigh were covered
by a I~ blister, tile surface of whiCb, after the removal of the
•demns, was touched at different ~ints with the batti~ saturated
With chlorofonn; a little while after this the pains had disappeared.
In the night, the pains shot about anew. Tlie next day the patient
~up and walk.ea about. It was still, however, not until snen or
eight days later that she WU completely relieved and able to retulDe
ber work.
The mechanism of the action of chloroform, med in this way,
appea.rs to be thia:-There is fint rubefactioa, and then rewlaiGD
~

ana
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produced by this rubefaction of the skin ; afterwards, absorption
and direct action of the aruesthetic upon the mll8cular and tegumentary extremities of the nerves.
D. W. Y.

-Wut. J01J.r. Med.
ETHERIZATION IN LABOR.
BY JOSKPH PARRISH, )(, D., BURLINGTON, If, J.

The use of anesthetic agents in parturition, claiming general

interest in the profession at this time, we hereby offer our testimony
in its favor, after repeated trials, and give in evidence the following
case :-Was called to see a young female in her first labor, and
infonned that she had been suffering considerable pain for twelve
hours, and that she had, from feelings of delicacy, refused to have
me sent for at an earlier period. An examination per vaginam
revealed a rigid 08 uteri, but slightly dilated, and unyieldmg to
pressure ; the vaginal muscles were considerably contracted, and
seemed to resist the entrance of the finger
The membranes had
been ruptured, and the waters dischargea. I anticipated a tedious
and protracted labor, and betook myself to an easy chair and book,
determined to propose the use of ether, after seing my patient suffer
two or three more pains. In about half an hour, she told me that
a neighbor to whom I had administered the ether, in a recent labor,
had urged her to have it, if she should experience any difficulty.
But the mother objected ; the nurse had read numerous newspaper
stories of its fatal effects, and would not take it for the world. A
kind friend who was present, would be very sorry to interfere to
the detriment of the patient, but her advice was to take the " safe
side,'' and to go on in the "old-fashioned way." As the young
lady was entirely unacquainted with the "old-fashioned way," I
explained to her that she would · experience an increase of her
suJl'erings, and probably not be relieved for many hours, and that I
believed she would be on the "safe side" if she would inhale the
ether, as my experience with it had all been in its favor. She insisted on proceeding with the inhalation. I had with me about
fonr ounces. She soon began to be affected by it, and at first produced a sort of hysterical laughter that was uncontrollable. She
would cry, and talk about her being foolish, and losing her reason;
sometimes she would cry out that she was on her way to happiness,
and was hastening to paradise, &c. Of course this was supposed
to be reality, and they would have withheld the spon~ had they
been able to extricate it from the grasp of the patient. As soon as
the spo~ became a little dry, slie would call for more ether, and
it was given to her freely. In about twenty minutes she ex~ri
eoced ii.. amesthetic effect, and the labor progressed rapidly. The
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aecretiona frotn tJte nginal walls became tnuch more abundant, and
the head pretented at the inferior strait, without much difticulty.
Here there. was some obstruction, the head was large and the
diameters of the strait rather contracted. I detenni:J to apply
the forceps and reduce the diameters of the head. In a few minutes
they were adjusted, and the delivery was accomplished. The pla..
centa was taken away, the roller applied to the abdomen, and the
patient turned upon her side-she '8S yet made no remark about her
situation. Everything being now accomplished, I went to her bed
side, and aroused her. She asked how she was getting on. She
was told that her labor was done, and her bab,Y born. She could
not realize it. She did not believe it, till the mfant was presented
to her. Sh.e asaured me that she was entirely unconscious of the
application of forceps, though she had an indistinct idea of stlft'ering.
She knew she was m labor, and felt that she was ma.king an eftbrt,
but she experienced no pain. She did well afterwards, and had a
speedy recovery. On tbe tenth day she was si~ up, and has
1'Wutly arrayed herself among the advocates of ethenzation.
CASB OJ' DIFFICULT LABoR.-Was requetited about IO o'clock,
on the evening of the 14th inst., to wait upon a young female in
labor with her first <'hild. Found a tall, muscular woman, complaining of frequent sharp pains in the "small of the back," attended with considerable bearing-down eft"ort, which she had suffered since noon. On examination, found the os uteri dilated to
about the size of a shilling piece, and as her pains seemed fi?l'*dually
to increase, I concluded to remain in the house, and retired. to bed,
expecting to be called in a few hours. Early in the morning I
rose, and found my patient quite comfortable. She bad slept but
little, and suffered but little. I left her, and called again about noon
on the 16th ; learned that her pains had not increased, but that
there was a slight "show." In the evening was requested to see
hn again. The os uteri was dilated to the size of a half dollar,
and tlie pains quite developed. The rigidity of the soft parts, and
the evacuation of t~e waters which tiad alreadr, occurred, gave ·
promise of a tedious eft"ort. Having received while here, a call to
another parturient female two miles distant, I concluded that I might
obey the call, and return in time to be of service to my first cue.
At 11 o'clock, P. M., I left her, and found patient No. 9 in the
first s~ of labor, the membranes entire, and the pailis going on
as well as could be desired. I was back in an hour and a haff to
No. l, and found her in the same condition, making but little J>!'C?gress; left her the second time, and delivered No. .2 of a fine healthv
boy, after about an hour's labor, and returned again to my first~
tient ; her pa.ins by this time had increased in violence, and the
head was passing sfowly from the utel'1ltl. I had already suggested
the use of ether, but was refused; the rigidity of the perina:um wu
yet so decided, that it was proposed again to employ ether, but the
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mother was unwilling, and the husband was afraid. It was not
used. The labor went on, and the strength of the patient was'
rapidly failing; the pulse was feeble, and she could not make the
effort which the :rains required. Hodge's long forceps were applied,
and a strong cord attached to the handles, o that by the succe sive
turns of the cord U(>On them, the blades were drawn together, thusi
compressing the child's head, and shortening its lateral diameter;,
con iderable traction effort was necessary in order to overcome the:
resistance of the perinreal mu cles, but by slowly and cautiously
continuing the effort, the labor was accomplished, and a large fomale
child was born about 6 o'clock on the morning of the 16th; not-'
with tanding the patient had been in labor ince noon on the 14th;
and the waters bad been early discharged, thus allowing of a
greater degree of compre ion upon the child, it was living, and is
now perfectly healthy. The followir.ig measurements will indicate
its ize. It length was 24t inches, from the crown of the head to
the foot; aero s the head from ear to ear, the di tance was 7t
inches; and around the forehead and occiput, 12t inches.
The mother, however, was in an alarming condition. I had
directed that he hould not be moved from the position in which
he was left after delivery, until my next visit, a she was extremely
feeble. In about four hours I saw her again; some officious neighbor had moved her up in bed ; the hemorrhage was increased, and
the e 'treme exhaustion which she suffered, threatened speedy dissolution.
The pulse was small, thready, and beating .160 in a
minute; the cheeks and extremities were cold; the abdomen distended, tympanitic, and painful ; the countenance pale, and the
voice tremulou and indistinct; external stimulant were immediately resorted to, and quinine and brandy given freely by the mouth.
Two rains of quinine, and a desert spoonful of brandy were administered every hour, with animal broth, for twenty hours succe ively, before there was any marked improvement; then the pulse
began to increase in volume, and diminish in frequency; the cheeks
grew warmer; the countenance assumed a more natural expression,
but the abdominal distention continued, with a tendency to syncope, ;
o that a steady perseverance in stimulating and tonic remedies, '.
with supporting diet, was necessary in order to en ure convalescence.
The alarming symptoms have now subsided entirely, and she is .
rapidly getting well.
How far the history of the two cases reported may correspond,
and how far they may be considered as fair examples of tne use
and non-use of ether, it is left to the reader to decide. The child
in the last case is much the larger of the two, the mother has a
more ample pelvis, she is a larger woman, bone and muscle well
developed, and of mature age. The first cas'! is an unmarried female
not yet 18 years old, a short, compact person. Both required the
use of forceps; the waters had escaped early in both, the soft parts'
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were rigid, and the os uteri in each scarcelf. dilatable. The one
was delivered without pain, recovered ~ly, and had not a single
unfavorable symptom; the other had a tedious labor, suft'ered all
a woman could suft'er under such circumstances, came near losing
her life after the birth, and will require a longer time for recovery.

-Nt"' Jtraey Mtdical Reporltr.

PATHOLOGY AND PRACTICAL MEDICINE.
8tati1t·ic1 of PulfTUJnary Con1umption, by Prof; W ALSRJ:. The

following summary of important results is found a~nded to an
elaborate 1"port, derived from the records of the Hospital for Consumptionj London, and contained in the Med. Cbir. Bev. for
January ast :
·
·
1. There apparently exists a ~ater proneness to early maniage
among phthis1cal, than non-pbtti1sical pel'90ns; this _greater prone·
ness exists in both sexes, ana, in the cases analyz:etf, prevailed to
the same amount in males and females.
i. or a given mass of patient& entering the hospital in all stages
of the disease, and in every variety of ~neral coridition-between
the actually moribund state and that of but slight constitutional
suflering-.:--the number leaving it, on the one hand, impr:.owd or unad"ancid was more than double that, on the other hand, leaving in
a "'or1t 1tatt or dying U1ithin its tDall1 (the exact ratio is 67.84:
39.16.) If the cases, in which death was actually imminent at the
p_eriod of admission, were excluded, the result would be very materially more favorable than this.
3. In •.26 per cent. of the cases, complete restoration to health,
not only as regards apparent disturbance of the functions generally,
but as regards local evidence of acth·e pulmonary di8eue was
effected.
4. Complete removal of sym~oms was more frequently eff'ected
in the mate than in the female : bot, on the other hand, the results
were, on the whole, slightly more favorable in the latter than in
the fonner sex.
All patients whose condition grew worse, while they were in the
hospital, had reached the stage of excavation before their admission ; and all J>!!otients, whose tubercnJes were yet unsoftened on
admission, left the hospital either improved, or having had a .tal•
quo condition kept up.
Improvement is more probable than the reverse, even where exca\·ation exists on admission.
6. In a given mass of cases, the chan~ of favorable influence
from sojourn in the hospital will be greater, in a certain ( undetermined) ratio, as the duration of the disease previous to the admission has been greater,-in other tenns, natural tendency to a slow
·coune is a more important element of succe• in the treatment
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or die dite&ee, dl8n the fact of that treatment "banng been undertakn at an early ~riod.
·

7. The mean le~ of stay in the h~ital in the molt favorable
clus of euea, nearly doubled that in the least favorable.
The chances of benefit are more in favor of th0te whole trades
are panued out of doon (wholly or partially,) than of those who
work altogether within doora.
9 The leeults did not appear to be inftueaced by the laborious or
or 11on-laborio111 character of the trade individiiala might have

TTbe age of the snft'eren did ·not exerciee any very material

influence on· tlle character of the results.
11. Patients coming from the cowitry have, on an aver&8'8, a
slightly stronger chance of improvement, than the residents of Lon.
don and the suburbs.
11. Patients admitted during the wanner half of the year, benefit
a sojourn at Brompton, to a slight extent, more than thoae
received durins the six colder montha.
14. If no distinction of sex be made, it ap~an that the soften.
i~ point is attained with no very unequal rapidity in the right and
the left lung; but such difference as exists signifies that softening it,
on an average, more quickly accomplished on the left sidt' than on
lhe right.
·
16. But the law seems very clearly to dift'er in the two sexes in
~ to thie ~nt : the diseue is more rapidly evolved in the
right lung of males, and in the left of female..
16. Age exercises some influence over the coune of the disease
in the two sexes; the exceu of frequency with which the right
lung bad reac~ the second and third ~· was within 2 ~r 100,
the same before and after the age of 30 : whereas in femalea tbe
excess of frequency with whicli the left lung was found in th0te
ltages was abOut 46 per 100 greater, after, tb.:n before, that age.
17. Hiemoptysi& is a symptom of extreme frequeney,-occurring
in abom 81 per 100 of the cues.
18. It was of very slightly (2 per 100) more frequent occurrence
in males than females.
19. Hemoptysis to a medimn amount is about four times less
common than to very ·sli~t or to profuse amounts (both taken

br

tepther.) Very profuse 'hemorrhage from the lunga is more com·
mon in males than females.
IO. Medium frequency of recurrence of bmmoptyais is materiaUr
lea common (and this in both sexes) than a single; or than repeateli
IUack.s. Further, repetition of bmmoptytis ie mON common in
males than in females.
.
81. It is materially more common for a fint hemorrhage to be
more profase tbai:i BU~uent ones, than for subsequent odea to be
lllOl9 proraee thaa the fult.
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Ii. Hiemoptrie ie more ~uendy met with (and thia is indeof any inftuence of duration of the diseaae) in penons
who have reached the second and third ~ than in tboee whoee
lungs have not yet softened. Thie proposition ia more markedly
true of malee than of female1.
sa. There does not a~ to be any notably greater tendency to
hiemo~is, where the nght long bu reached a more advaiicecl
age t
the left, nor vice versa, where the left hu taken the
leaG. It aeema imFObable that either lung is more eft"ective ill
causing luemoptysis than its fellow.
!4. ~he frequency of hemoptysi.s increues with advancing
7ears in both sexes. The increase is more ab~ in femalee tbai
~ndently

m males, and in the former appears connected with the catamenial
.
function.
26. This greater frequency of hemoptysis in ~ of more
advanced yea.rs, does not dep8nd altogetlier on ~ duration of
the diseue; for thoae who had had liatmoptyais, had been phthieical for onl:y a mean period of eight montb8 longer than tho11e who
had not spit blood.
16. The most common periods for tbe occurrence of hem~
were, at the very outset, or after the e~iration of the first month,
anleu it hu actually appeared as the fil'lt, or among the first 910ptoms. The phrase " first symptom " here, is to be Understood with
the qualification already explained.
91. In upwards of half the casea of notable hemorrhage (beyond
•oz.) this occurs, or has occurred, aa the "first symptom," conoborating the inference as to the excess of amount of 1int over subsequent hemorrhages.
28. Hemorrhage of this amount is rare aa a coexistence with
other first symptoms (in 1.13 of thete cues) appreciable by &be
patient.
99. Streaked or tinged sputa are, on the contrary, of very common appearance amongst the earliest symptoms.
30. But streaked or tinged sputa are rarely (or.never) tlN "6nt
symptom " singly and alone.
31. Season does not appear to exercise any marked in!11enoe oa
the occurrence of a first hemorrhagic attack.
39. Hemoptysis never af>f?E!&re<l as the bona Jitle first sympcom
in tbHe cases, the phrase t>ewg undentood in its absolute 1e111t
without qualification.
33. Pwmonary apoplexy is not the cause of phthisical ~
tyaia ; the coexistence of pulmonary apoplexy and tu~rcles in a
pel'IOn who has bad luemoP!ysis, more or leas recently before dea&b,
11 at the least very rare. The common cause of bemoptyaia in
tuberculous persons, is ioteme congestioo ending in molecuJar
ruptures.
34. Expectoration of blood in peraone laboring under chrome
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bronchitis, with or without emphysema, but without notable disease of the heart, justifies in itself a suspicion of the existence of
latent tubercules.
36. A given mass of cases of cancer of the lung will be attended
nearly as often with h~moptysis of all amounts, and greatly more
often with hemoptysis above an ounce at a time, than an equal
mass of cases of phthisis. But cancerous disease of the lung is,
comparatively speaking, so rare, that this proposition does not materially aft'ect the diagnostic value of hemoetysis in phthisis. Besides, the distinction of the diseases is, clinically, easy.
36. Not only does chronic empyema not give rise in itself to hemoptysis, but empyema, establislied in a pbthisical person, appears
to a certain extent prophylactic against the hremoptysis which is
almost an appanage of the latter disease.
.
3'7. I have never once seen cardiac disease, of such kind as to
cause bemoptysis, coexistent with phthisis, using the term in its
practical sense ; but in a fair number of instances I have seen
advanced cardiac disease in eersons whose lungs contained crude
tubercle• and gray granulationa, which had been completely, or
almost completely latent.
38. Contrary to common belief, it may be affinned, that when
the n.ism hamorrhagicus in women menstruating imperfectly,
directs itself to the lung, and leads to the evacuation by tliat organ.
of a quantity of blood, amounting to or exceeding an ounce, here
is motive for suspecting the existence of tubercles.
39. All these propositions tend to exhibit in strong light the
diagnostic si8"!ification of hemoptysis quoad tubercle ; but it is to
be remembered that they will only hold completely true, if applied
to latent as well as ob'Dious tuberculization.
40. The diagnostic importance of hemoptysis as a symptom of
tuberculization of the lungs is, indeed, extreme,-even sputa, simJ>ly
streaked or tinged with blood, are not without significance unaer
certain circumstances.
41. Htcmoptysis is rarely "directly" fatal; more frequently so
in males than in females.
42. Frequently-recurring hremoptysis does not reduce the mean
duration ortife in any given mass of tuberculous cases.
43. A first hemoptx.sis having been severe, it is unlikely that a
81l~uent one will kill "directly;" and a first hemorrhage being
moderate, subsequent ones are not likely to be severe.
44. The prognosis of h remoptysis is materially more unfavorable in males than in females.
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AMERICAN MEDICAL EDUCATION SOCIETY AND
THE CLERGY.

To tke Editor of flu Boston Medical and Surgical Journa.l:
DKAa S1a.-ln your Journal of the 8th inst., some anonymous medical correspondent makes many anxious inquiries respecting the above named association, of which the subscriber is
the Secretary and humble servant, and "reports himself from 26
Cornhill, Boston." Though it may seem uncalled-for to notice an
article which the writer had not confidence to acknowledge by his
signature, yet as there is no good reason why any portion of the
community, especially the medical profession, shoula remain in the
dark upon this subject, a few paragraphs will be given in reply.
The principal object of the Society, as the gentleman is aware,
is to provide the public with a class of women, termed, in good
scripture phrase, Midwfoes, who shall be qualified by instruction
and practice, as they eminently are by nature, to ~ursue the very
feminine vocation of waiting upon ladies in their confinement.
That the object is desirable, no one will deny; that it is practicable,
all past history, and the present practice in other countries, and to
some extent in our own, and in this city, conclusively prove. The
formidable difficulties which tlie gentleman suggests, to frighten
timid people, are frequent, as he states, under tlie present system,
by which they are mostly occasioned, and they are strong reasons
for restoring the more natural and safe administration of these
affairs. To effect this, .the Society proposes to establish, in Boston,
an Institution for instruction, with an accomeanying Maternit.t
Hospital for practice, and for the accommodation of charity patients. A beginning has been made, by the instruction of twenty
women, with such facilities as could be commanded without funds ;
and they have attended before and during, but mostlf since taking
lectures, over two hundred cases, and with the best o success.
The Society numbers above five hundred members, all g<><>d men
and true; most of them heads of families, who naturallY' and
rightfully feel an interest in this subject, which is well worthy of
the attention, not only of the husband and parent, but of the philanthropist and the legislator. Among numerous other well known
citizens, who have given the weight of their influence by connecting
themselves with the Society, are the Hon. Horace Mann, Charles
Francis Adams, George B. Emerson, Jonathan I. Bowditch, Hon.
Nathaniel Silsbee, N. S!lsbee, jr., (Mayor of Salem,) Jonas Chickering, James Cheever, Timothy Gilbert, Francis Jackson, and
between forty and fil\y clergymen of the different denominations.
As to the management of the Society's affairs, the annual appointment of its officers, the "Secretary's salary," &c., perhaps the
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inquirer will trust that matter to the good judgment of its somewhat
numerous members.
Your correspondent is out, sharp as a lancet, against certain
Doctors of Divinity, and others of the clergy, who have had the
temerity to give their influence to this movement, and that, too,
after having received gratuitous services from physicians. That
clergymen have given the Society their influence, notwithstanding
this feeling of obligation, shows their strong conviction · of the
importance of the object, and that they regard the general good
more than the interest of their medical friends.
So far from
having meddled with that which does not concern them, clergymen
have never done an act more in accordance with the precedents and
precepts and spirit of scripture, and the dictates of humanity and
propriety. Indeed, they should all feel it their imperative duty to
aid, by their influence and examyle, in restoring this office to women,
to whom it "naturally and legitimately" belongs.
This movement has nothing to do with schools of medicine, but
as to this matter of flratuitous services, and ingratitude in encouraging medical heresies, it has been for some time a subject of discussion and complaint, and resolutions have been brought forward;
but no medical association, in council assembled, has as yet been
willing to entertain, for a moment, the idea of giving up the privilege of attending gratis in cler_gy~en's fa~ilies, well kn?wing.that
the patronage of the :eastor aids m securmg that of his society.
And, after thus seekinq this patronage and its benefits, it is
neither polite nor wise In phys1cians to accuse clergymen of ingratitude, when they happen to interest themselves in the physical
welfare of the community, or prefer to use cold water or other
domestic remedies, or homreopathy, or even to patronize a female
accoucheur. The sooner the clerical profession discard these obligating gratuities, and relieve themselves from the condition and
feeling of beneficiaries, the better, both for them and their hearers,
who could then well afford to increase their salaries by adding the
amount of their physicians' fees ! And, moreover, two so influential professions should not be too strongly bound together. Checks
and balances are important in the social, as in the natural, and in
the political world !
The writer does not believe that your correspondent expresses
the sentiments of the profession generally, but that the majority of
them po sess sufficient rr.agnanim1ty and disintere ted regard for the
public good, to wish well at least to this enterprise, though they
may not feel at liberty to give it their active support.
Very respectfully yours,

SAMUE L GREGORY.

Botton,

.dug. 28, 18'9.

[ Bollon M. f S. Jo•Nlal.
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AaTlja1.u. Coua.1:111011 A.a A.1' A.RTll'BLOOl&TIO.-Dr. Hennw.:
de Marche has published a work on the value of compreaing the
brachial ~ in cases of whitlow to check the iofianlmatory process in the finger ; this seems but an exaggeration of M. Gemy's
principle of keeping the limb elevated ao as to le88en the force of
the arterial circulation in the inflamed part. Dr. Henroz was one
in his garden pruning, an arbutus, and got a p-ick of a thorn in
his left ring-finger at the inner side of the third phalanx; the thorn
was extracted, and for twent1-four hours he felt no uneasiness in
the part; the finger &t this time be~n to swell rapidly, aod to grow
red, and the inflammation extended by degrees to the palm Nici
back of the hand. On the fourth day, the pain was pulsatile and
sev~re ; he could not sleep; had great thirst ; skin hot, and pulse
frequent; the axillary glands were swollen b~ indolent. Stuping,
leeches, poultices, opiates, mercnrial frictions, were in their turn
tried without advantage. It then occurred to M. Henroz to try
compreuion of the brachial artery, which he did immediately with
his thumb-instantly, the. severe pain which he had en.duied for
five days ceased, as if by magic, and he was able, without the
~htest uneasiness, to put his hand into any ~tiop he pleased,
even the redne88 disappeared completely. H9wever, as it wu
impossible to maintain the pressure lll this manner for any leugth
of time, he contrived an instrument for the pu~, so simple in
its construction as perhaps to make a valuable aid in such cues in
the country, where more pt;rfect ones could DQt readily be had. It
was applied on the brachia} artery, a~ tbe same g<><><! effects immediately followed as when compression was m~ with the thumb;
it was left on for three hours, during which the pain in the hand
.did not recur for an instant ; it was pale and cool, apd the swelling
bad diminished. Fearing that a longer interruption to the circolation might produce ill consequences. M. Henroz suspended the
compresa1on for three-quarters of an hour. The pain returned;
pressure was again made; but this time it was on the ulnar not the
brachia} artery, and the symptoms were as suddenly relieved aa in
the former case. Compresaion on the artery was thus continued
from half-past twelve at noon until five o'clock in the evening, u
well as the palm and dorsum of the hand with firm com~ oi
the wadding, at which time the tuDM:factkln Qf the band and fingei:
was permanently reduced, a& also the tenderness ; the .symptoms of
reaction had oeased, and there were no longer ~ain.or fever. In the
evening, pressure was again made, and contfuued all night; the
next day the cure was complete.
.
The same treatment was employed by M. He!U'QZ with the same
result on a young girl who had a very severe whitlow ; in this case,
in which the affection was eight days progressiag, the pain left the
put Ute iaatant the compression was ttpplied, and die cure wu
complete in thirty-eix hours.-Jovr. dt Med.
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REGULAR QUACKERY.
Whilst enumerating the various causes that have contributed to
the profession into its present condition, I purposely deferred,
to this place, the mention of one other important cause. This cause
is to be found at home. It lies at our own doors, and is in and
among ourselves. Great numbers have ~ot into the profession with
few or no qualifications for it; some without a sufficient rreliminary education, and man1 with very imperfect professiona study.
The libraries of many instructors have been very defective, and
their talents for teachmg meagre. Many young men have been
initiated into the profession without anJ adequate knowled~ of its
reciuirements. The acquisition of a chploma was the chief object
of their study. This obtained, they have no further use for medical books. Perhaps they read nothing at all; or, worse than this,
fill their heads with the nonsense of Dickens, or the phantasms of
Bulwer-or, not having sufficient professional employment, they
devote a part of their time to other pursuits, which tend to diaqualify iliem for their own avocation. Practice and experi~ce,
unaccompanied with reading and reflection, do such men but little
aoocl. Their medical horizon sogn becomes very contracted. A
few thin~ comprise the whole of their s1stem of therapeutics.
Perhaps the lancet, mercury, antimony or opium, are the great guns
th~ tliey always fire on all occasions.
&ilts and senna, rhubarb
and soda, with some extraordinary pills, powders or plasters of
their own compounding, make up the swn of their dairy prescrip-tions; and whoever sends for a physician of this sort expects to be
bled, blistered or vomited, or submitted to some other painful or
nauseous medication. And who can blame any ooe, if, m view of
8UCh treatment, he should prefer to taste sugar mites, or to seek
relief in the downy arma of hommo~y? Perhaps physicians
generally are too inattentive to the daily improvements of the
lcience. Their private libraries are seldom what they ought to be,
and their means of information defective. Many take no medical
journals, and seldom add a new volume to their scanty stock of old
books. Such men seem to suppose, that having CJ:phered clear
through the book, there cannot be anything more for iliem to learn.
What would be thought of an attorney who ~ve up reading law
books? or a politiclan who read no newspapers? Such men must
certainly be behind the times. If intelli~nt physicians desire to
overthrow quackery, let them endeavor to Ii ve it down. Let no
11nell of it be upon. their own garments. Let them discard all
quackery and qua<'k medicines. Let them endeavor to make the
callill$ what it shOQ!d . be, elevate it to its pro~r station, and give
it ita JUSt inft~noe.. Let each one resolve that he will do his duty
faithfully, so that the vocation shall not be disparaged by him.
b~
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Let him devote his time and thoughts to it, and eee that his information is posted up to the ~sent hour. When he sits down at
the bed-siae of a j>atient, let him feel conscious th~ he po1111res
a knowledge of all known means for his relier, and let him see th.at
they are timel1 and faithfully employed. Let him cultivate all the
moral and social virtues. Let gentlene88 and kindne88 attend all
his intercourse with the sick, whilst the strictest virtue, and most
perfect integ!!ty are always observed. This is the way to destroy
quackery. Tlie11e are the sure and only remedies. DAJr Kufo.
Taunton, June ht, 1849.
[Bo1ton M. <f 8. Journal.
K.axoson 11' E•vrtHLAB. By P. Fa.\nutoei, M..D., of Pitt,_
burgh.-Allow me to state that, during a .Practice of many years,
I have been in the habit of usi~ kreosote in erysipelas of the face,
(as well as on all other ~s of the body,) in botn its simple and
P!ilegmonoUI forms, confining my local treatment to this artjcle
atone. And such has been the suoceu of this treatment, that I
have as yet to witness a case that has not yielded to it.
In every case of local erripelas, I immediately apply the purest
kreosote with a camel's hair '&rush over the whole of the atected
surface, extending it some distance beyond the inftamed ~rt, and
at the same time administering a dose of chlor. hyd~., followed
by a sufticient portion of jalap to insure free catharsis. This, in
the majority or cases, is all I find nece88&1')'. But when the mucous membrane of the mouth and fauoes is also aWected, I pencil
those parts with a strong solution of the nit. argent., say from Ju.
to 3i. to Ji. of distilled water.
In the phlegmonous form it will be found neee88&1')' to re~at the
application more frequentll than in the simple, with the addition
ora bread and water poultice, applied nearly cold and well sprinkled
with water stro~ly impregnated with the kreosote, or a clOth kept
constantly wet with the solution, ~cially for the face.
The kreosote when applied, should cause the part to becoine
white immediatelr. If tliis does not occur, it is not P!Jre. Thus
you will ~rceive that success depends upon having the best quality
of oil. It it ·worthy ol remark that tlie akin does not become in
the least marked by the application, no matter how often it is applied.
.
I was first induced to make a trial of this reme<ly, by a remark
made by ~a, in a small pamphlet which fell into my hands,
in which he stipposed it might 6e a ~od remedy in the disease.
The result of ·an extensive and exclusive ue of this article in
erysipelas, has induced me to place the moat im,Plicit con&denoe in
it ; and all I ask of the profenion is ·a fair triU for it, confidem
that whoe'\"er once tries it, will abandon all odler articles in its
favor.-.ba. Jovr. Med. Sci.
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CoNTAOION 01" EavsxPELAs.
By S. P. Hildreth, M. D.-On
the 18th of January, 1849, Mr. G. C., a young man of 25 or 26
years, landed from a steamboat at Marietta; being very ill, he put
up at the house of Mr. D. R., a family connexion. I was called
to visit him, and found the patient suffering from a large diffused
abscess, occupying the whole space under the right pectoral muscle,
and extending into and beyond the axilla. The contents had found
a partial discharge the night before, from an opening made by the
absorption of the integuments. He had experienced high fever and
acute pain for three or four weeks past, and now labored under a
cough, with free expectoration, apparently occasioned by the absorption of pus. On stripping b1m to examine the abscess, his
flannel shirt and other body garments were found saturated with
matter. The offensive garments were remo\·ed, his body washed,
and clean clothing put on. He supposed the abscess was occasioned by spraining the muscles of the arm, in handlin~ the heavy
oars of the flat boat in which he had descended the river to New
Orleans with a load of produce. Of this, however, he was uncertain, and subsequent events showed it to be phlegmonous erysipelas.
As new abscesses formed, they were discharged from time to time
with the lancet. The cough continued with night sweats, assuming
the Corm of hectic fever. This, however, gradually gave way as
the formation of pus ceased, and in about ten days he was able to
bear a removal to his home in the country, where he slowly recovered his health, but leaving his right arm lame and weak for several
weeks.
His friend, Mr. D. R., who had assisted in dressing the abscess
the day of his arrival, had, at the time, a small ulcer or sore, on
the index finger of his right hand, from some trifling injury. The
next day after, it began to inflame and become painful, following
up the track of the lymphatic vessels to the axilla: occasioning
tenderness and severe pain in the pectoral muscle, extending round
to the fibres of the trapezius, wbere they are inserted into the
spinous processes of the superior dorsal vertebr.e. There was more
tumefactton here than in the pectoral muscle, for a few days-at
the same time chilliness was felt, followed by high febrile action.
I saw him soon after, and hearing the facts accompanying and 'preceding his illness, attributed the cause of his sickness to the absorption ot diseased pus from the abscess of his sick friend . Tepid
cataplasms, composed of wheat bran, and a weak solution of
potash from wood ashes, were applied to the affected parts, with
the hope of correctina the absorbeo virus. He took calomel and
cathartics to lessen the fever and alleviate the swelling and pain,
which, however, gradually increased until the sixth day, when it
was found necessary to bleed to the amount of twenty-five or thirty
ounces, which was followed by a remission of the mo5t u~gent
symptoms, and a. free perspiration ; although the fever and pain
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abated, there was still a steady progress in the suppurative procea
J<>ing on, and the 3d day of February, the fifteentli day from the
infection, the abscess was opened, just under the fold where the
pectoral muscle rises upon the humeru11, and discharged several
saucers of matter, ap~rently of a bland character. From this
period he began gradually to convalesce; but did not return to his
occupation in a dry goods store, until the first of March.
Being aware of die infectious character of the discharge, I had
been careful in washing my hands with soap and water, after each
dressir.ig, lest any of the contagion should be commtmicated to some
. one of my other patients. On the 12th of February, a little before
noon, I was attacked with a chill which lasted three or four hours,
followed by high fever, some headache, and severe pain in the
loins. There was soreness and rigidity in the muscles of the neck,
especially on the left side, and an increase of cough from a catarrhal affection, which bad been on me for two or three weeks, and
to which I am subject in the winter months. Feeling unable to
prescribe for myself, my friend, Dr. R., was called in. The
weather for some days previous, and at this time, was very cold,
and it was thought that such an addition as had been made to my
catarrhal affection, would result in pneumonia. The pulse was at
120 that night and for two or three days after, attended with watchfulnPss and slight delirium. The next day the cough and expectoration had not much increased, but there was more rigidity m the
muscles of tbe neck, with some swelling of the lymphatic glands,
below the left ear in the course of the mastoid muscle. It was
sore and tender between the ear and mastoid process, with patches
over the hairy scalp, which were thickened aoo irritable, especially
on the margin of 8: l~rge eschar over the right parietal bone ; from
an abscess when a cluld. I now began to suspect that the cause of
my illness was erysipelas, inoculateo from a small particle of the
matter lodged under the nail of the index finger of my left hand,
and applied to a scaly humor behind the ear, which had troubled
me with its occasional itching for several years. On the momi~
of the 14th, the fiery eruption of erysipelas had covered all the
back of the ear, and in a few hours en\'eloped the whole of that
orga~, which had swollen as thick as one's hand, and was rapidly
spreading on to the temple and cheek. There was now no longer
any doubt as to the character of the disease, and the lunar c~ustic
was freely applied in substance. Cloths wet in ice water, made
still more cold by enveloping the tin \'essel with a layer of snow
and salt. These were changed every ten minutes, being sometimes
in a frozen state. The most convenient and useful application was
a bladder filled with snow-which at that time was abundant-as
it did not saturate the neck and pillow with moisture, like the cloths
wet with ice water. For the application of ice and snow, I am
indebt~ to the article of Dr. Davis, published in the No\·ember
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number of this Journal. Free catharsis was kept up with pills of
aloes, rhei, and calomel; but the most effectual relief was obtained
from senna and salts, as this removed the torturing pain of the loins.
For four nights and days I was without sleep, or was not aware of
any forgetfulness. The ardent thirst was allayed most pleasantly and
effectually by small pieces of ice, allowed to melt slowly in the mouth,
and pass gradually into the stomach, a luxury I often allow my patients
in acute fevers. Forty-eight hours of the cold application subdued
the erysipelatous inflammation, and I willingly compounded with
the disease, with the loss of the whiskers on the left side of the
face, and part of the hair over the temple. The ethiopian dye of
the cuticle peeled off in a few days, and in a liUle more than a
week I was able to appear abroad and visit some of my patients.
Amongst those who- had received the attention of my friend, Dr.
R., during my illness, was a lady on whom I had waited in childbed
on the 8th of February. Some hours after the delivery, she was
attacked with severe flooding, which was suppressed by the use of
the spon~e tampon. It was followed by puerperal fever, attended
with colhquative diarrhrea, of the most alarming character. I saw
her for the first time since the 12th, on the 21st of the month. By
a course of alteratives and tonics, assiduously pursued by my friend,
she had considerably improved, but was still in a very doubtful
condition, when on the 27th of February it was ascertained that
erysipelas had made its dreaded onset, in addition to her other
disease. It first appeared on the inside of the right thigh, near the
vulva, and spread gradually over the nates of both sides as high up
as the loins, when in about four days its further progress was arrested by the application of nitrate of silver and cloths wet with
cold water. She was at this time under the full influence of the
alterative course, and either on that day or the next, a decided mercurial action was set up in the salivary glands and mucous membranes of the mouth. From this period all the symptoms improved,
and yet she was gradually restored to her ordinary health. It yet
remains a doubt m my mind as to the mode in which the erysiJ>f la&
was communicated to this woman. Two days before my own attack, I used the catheter on Mrs. W. It was ten days after this
before I saw her again-on ~he 21st. Four days subsequently, or
on the 25th, the eruption was first noticed by the nurse, on the
right nates. The fever had ceased, and the eruption dried up on
My friend, Dr.
myself, three days previously to my seeing her.
R., bad visited every day, the patient from whom I took the disease, as well as Mrs. W.; but this man had no erup!ion, the type
being entirely phlegmonous or suppurative, as well as that in Mr.
G. C., who came back with the disease, from his voyage down the
river. He was careful not to touch any of the discharge, or even
to assist in dressing the abscess, in the course of his visits, rutting
that service on his wife. How, then, could the disease have orig-
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mate.ii? Was it sporadic, or communicated to Mrs. W. by one or
her physidans? During the following spring months. several cases
of erysipelas appeared, which were treated successfully by nitrate
of silver, ice water, alteratives and cathartics. The malignant
form requiring stimulants and tonics, has not visited Marietta, but
has for several years prevailed in the counties north of us, and been
dt!scribed by Dr. Brown in his valuable and interesting article,
Rublished in the fourth number of this Journal.-Ohio Med. and

Burg. Jour.
OBSERVATIONS Olf THB P:azvENTIOlf OJ' Szvz:az INv AsroRs OI'
ScARLATUU.
Thomas Carroll M. JJ. of Cincinnati.

Bg

To the Ohio Medical Con1'tnlion :

Gentlemen: The subject upon which I propose addressing you
is one that has for a long time engaged my attention. The conchJ.
sions at which I have arrived are founded, not upon ideal theoiy,
as I believe ; but upon the observations of facts which have not
been confined within a narrow period, nor limited to a single locality. I think I have found them calculated to ameliorate much of
the suffering produced by a most severe malady, and not unfre..
quently to aid in averting the hand of dP.ath from the sufferer. I
therefore submit them to your consideration, in the hope that some
of your body may be induced to put them to the test 10 their practice.
I first observed acarlatina during the year 1829. Between that
period and 183i I often witnessea it in various neighborhoods;
and in some of these it was attended with great mortality. I had
the misfortune,' in the year 1832, to lose, by this disease, two
patients in one family, within a few days; and some time during
1832 I lost two more, with the same affection, in another family.
A third victim in one of these families was reserved for the han«ls
of a steamer. 'These disasters sunk deep into my mind, and p~
doced a train of thought, which led to the following conclusions:
That the attack of scarlatina might possibly be mitigated in its
tendency to destroy life, by preparing for its reception, by a strict
course of dieting{ and by a proper atteption to the condition of the
alimentary c.ana • I therefore determined, that when I should
again be called to treat a case of this disease in a family, which
consisted of more individuals who might take the malady, to advise
those to be subjected to a ri~id course of dieting. That animal
food should be prohibited, with the exception
milk-and that
a mild catharic should be administered to each individual, and be
again repeated within the ensuing four or five days. After experience taught me that, where children were laboring under diarrfic:ea,
it was of great importance to effect a cure of it, it' possible, before
th" invasion of the scarlatina.

or
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This course I have pun1ued moat undeviatingly ever since 1832,
and I have, I believe, in all cases been able to persuade families to
adopt it. The result has been that, since the time named, I have
on no single occasion Jost more than one case of scarlatina in a
family during the continuance of any epidemic. Indeed, I do not
now recollect that I have at any time lost more than one case in a
family since that period.
The foregoing has been the result in m:y private practice: but at
the Cincinnati Orphan Asylum my experience has been still fur.
ther extended. In this institution I have met with the disease but
once in an epidemic form, but on two or three occasions a very few
sporadic cases have appeared. It very generally pervaded the in..
mates of the house in 1846, duri11g the latter part of February,
through March, and a part of April. There were but about thirty
children susceptible of the disease ; of these one died. When the
first case made its appearance, I directed a strict abstinence from
animal food, and in two or three days a cathartic of one grain of
calomel and ten of jalap, was given to each inmate over two years
of age, and half that amount to those under that age. But one set
of purg?-tives was given; but the dieting was persevered in throu~h
out, and I think with the happiest results ; for all the cases, with
the single exception mentioned, terminated favorably. Indeed,
the disease was mild in nearly all the cases.
I am aware that cases may occur in which it would be improper
to altogether withdraw animal food ; and also, that in some cases,
severe purging should be avoided, as in diarrhreal cases where debility and anemia exist. Here it would be necessary to restrain
diarrhrea, and remove debility. Indeed, in cases coming under
these denominations, I have tried the plans mentioned with the
happiest effects. Yet, what can be done with the unhealthy, can
be best effected before the development of the specific affection,
for all know how uncertain is the safety of a patient laboring un.
der scarlatina, who has had it superadded to some chronic mafady.
I am fully aware that a long succession o( favorable reimlts ma,v
occur, where but little is due to any mode of medication. This
may take place from the fact, that the disease very often appears in
a mild form, and recovery is very general under any mode of treat..
ment. But it must not be forgotten that I hrwe been in the habit
of pursuing the foregoing plan of preventing severe invasions of
scarlatina during a perio<t, now approaching twenty years ; and
whether in public or private practice, it has but on one occasion
disappointed me. I llave now resided in Cincinnati more than
eight years, and during more than seven years of this time, I have
been physician to the Cincinnati Orphan Asylum ; and have, not..
withstanding, lost but four eatients by this disease, including both
my private and public practice. I do not know that my mOde of
treating this malady is better adapted to prevent mortality than that
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of my professional brethren, and therefore I attribute whatever of
superior success I may have had, to the preparation of the constitution, in the manner indicated, for the reception of the disease.
Ibid.

TREATMENT OF ULCERS OF THE LOWER
EXTREMITY.

Brit/ remarlu up_on a notice, in the recent number of the BrituA
and Foreign Mediro-Ckirurgical Review, of an eisay by me on
the "Treatment ol Ulcera oj the Leg, without Confinement, ""
Bandaging and Water-Dre11in9," HENRY T . C"aAPMAN, F.
R. C. S. &.c.
.
The chief practical object of the publication in question is the
advocacy of tlie treatment, not ~lone of indolent ulcers, but of thost'
intractable cases, confirmed irritable ulcers, by a modification of
water-dressing and bandaging, in following which I have met with
a greater degree of success than under any other method of treating
them.
Applied to the simply indolent ulcer, or to ulcers but slightly irritable, this proceeding differs from the mode of water-dressing
employed with the bandage, by many surgeons, in such cases, in
the following particular :-After dressing tile sore with a compress
of wet lint, before the bandage is put on, I encircle the part of the
limb on which the ulcer is situated with from three to six, or more,
moiatened stripa of linen or calico, of the .same le~h and breadth
as the straJ>!! employed by Baynton, drawn tightly, and crossed
in .Precisely the same manner as the adhesive plaster. These wet
strips adhere to the skin as closely and smoothly as the strapping;
and as each one overlaps the upper third, or half, of that pre\'iously
&J>plied, they afford an .amount of support, or compression, \'ery
little, if at all, inferior to it.
This apparently trifling peculiarity may be eracticed by others
as well as myself, since such a combination might readily su~st
itself to any one accustomed to employ water-dressing, and desirous
of escaping the evils so freguently incidental to the use of plaster;
but I have never witnessed the aJ>plication in either hospital or
private practice,"' nor have I seen it des<'ribed by any writer on the
subject. Believing it to be an essential improvement upon the
ordinary form of treating ulcers on the leg by water-dressing, I
have simply stated the result of my own experience of its operation; and have spoken of it as "bearing a very close affinity to the
method of Baynton;" but as possessing its advantages without its
-The compre11e1 or linen occuion11lly f'olded round the leg, over the dressing,
act in a very inferior muner; \hey gue no support, independently or the band.·
~l the wet strip1 adhere firmly before its application, and their pre811lle ii dis·
tnbut.ed in a perfecUy equable ratio.

..
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disadvantages. May I add a recent case to those I have already
given, as further evidence that indolent ulcers will heal more speedily
and soundly when these strips are superadded to the usual waterdressing and bandage.
Ann G--, aged sixty-six, grazed her shin in February, 1848.
Considerable inflammation ensued, leaving an intractable sore, which
had resisted various plans of treatment, under more than one surgeon, between that period and when I first saw her.
Sept. 15th.-She became a patient at a public institution which
I was then attending in the absence of the surgeon, and was treated
in the manner I have described.
On the 30th of September the sore was almost healed, and I left
her under the care of my friend, who had resumed his duties.
Oct. 26th.-She called at my residence with the ulcer nearly as
large as ever, and extremely sensitive, having been dressed, in the
meantime, with wet lint, and the bandage, but the strips of calico
being omitted. I re-applied them ; and at the third dressing the
surface had again entirely skimmed over, and was soundly cicatrized
by Nov. 3d.
To this distinctive feature the reviewer makes no allusion whatever, the version which he gives of the treatment advocated by me
beina as follows:"fJlcers which are indolent and irritable, from a morbid condition
of the capillaries of the ulcer, are to be treated by cold water
dressing and compression ; 'the grade of temperature calculated to
stimulate the contractility of the dilated capillaries, without depressing too much the vitality of the part, havmg been ascertained'
that temperature is to be uniformly maintained. The system of
irrigation beneath a sheet of oiled silk, so long practiced, is of
course the most effectual means of doing this; but 1t requires confinement to the bed or sofa."
Any one reading this passage would imagine that irrigation was
the mode by which I proposed to care these varities of ulcer." It
is obviously the impression of the writer of the article; whereas
the extract quoted by him has no reference to the management of
ulcers, but to the emplovment of cold in i~flammation, in which it
is unquestionably a point of high importance to guard against reaction; and I expressly remark, in the next paragraph but one, ( p.
80,) that "there is not, however, in these cases (ulcers of the leg,)
the same liability to reaction from the irregular application of cold,
nor the same mischief to be apprehended from its occurrence as an
inflammation. On the contrary, so far from being injurious, I am
persuaded that the reaction excited by the renewal of the cold application is a beneficial stimulus to indolent and callous ulcet'S."
•I am aware tbnt Dr. Macartney apeakll of thue treating them, stating that ini·
gntion mainly con<luccs to efT~ct cicat.ri?.ation by the "modelling proce9!1;" but his
views do not appear to have been adopted in practice to any great extent.
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I am not at a loss to account for th is misapprehension, and cannot
easily reconcile with it the concluding sentence of the passage on
irrigation just cited: "Mr. Chapman uses water-dressing as most
sur~eons have done for the last dozen years, covering wet lint with
a piece of oiled silk." It is true the reviewer bas given the entire
description of the treatment in my own words, but few, I fear, will
take the trouble to read it, prefaced by so very uninviting a summary of its contents.
But it is to the management of confirmed irritable ulcers-the
source of more embarrassment to the surgeons than any other \·ariety
of the disease-that I have been solicitous to draw especial attention; and as this part of the sub~t is scarcely glanced at, will you
permit me to trespass yet farther by a few wordS thereu~n.
The perpetually recurring necessity of exercising one s ingenuity
to devise new dressif!88, which may haply succeed in tranquilizing
the inveterately fretful morbid sensibility of such cases, when a
round of applications of established reputation bad been tried in
vain, is·adverted to in strong terms by John Bell, Home, and Abernethy, (see page 62,) and has again and a~in been felt by 911 of
us. Cold water and gentle support, ( acconl.1~ to Baynton's method
or by the simpler means I have indicated) will very commonly relieve a moderate degree of irritability ; but, when present in excess,
the sore will not tolerate cold, nor can the very lowest grade of
com:r.ression be borne until this morbid affection of nerve be subdue • "Emollient and soothing measures, with rest, will generally
accomplish this; but these means, exclusively resorted to, have a
tendency to weaken still more the tone of the capillaries, and render
them incapa hie of carrying on those operations which are essential
to healthy granulation. The great desideratum a'(>,1>0&red to me to
be, a combination of these apparently incom~t1ble measures, if
they could be brought to act m unison; a method by which the
morbidly irritable nerves might be soothed and gradually inured to
the compression requisite for the support of the vessels, and of the
part generally."
Instead, therefore, of pen-isting in the use of poultices, until the
excess of morbid sensibility was reduced, and then resorting to the
bandage, I determined to try the effect of emollient fomentations in
co-operation with it. After carefully cleansing and bathing the
leg for some time in tepid water, or decoction of poppies, the sore
is dressed with lint dipped in the same ; moistened strips of ~oft linen
are folded smoothly round the limb, as in the treatment by cold
water-dressing, but drawn less tightly; and over them the bandage
is carried lightly. It is necessary at once to bathe the whole freely
with FPPY decoction, until tbe severe pain caused by the first application of the roller is allayed; and this must be repeated as often
as any return of morbid sensibility occurs, the leg being carefully
enveloped during the intervals of the dressing, in a sheet of oiled
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silk. Under this treatment, tolerance or the banda.2e is generally
induced within twenty-four hours, and the ulcer will soon be a.hie
to bear a greater degree of coa:.pression, and, perhaps, the tonic
influence of cold.
Case xvi., p. 136, is an instance of the extreme intractability
above alluded to, and likewise of the speedy and perfect success of
this combination; and I have it in my power, at the present time,
to show to the reviewer, or to any other party interested in such
cases, what remains of a large and irritable ulcer-complicated by
a varicose state of the viens-of more than twenty years' standing,
which has batBed all the means hitherto had recourse to, although
neither pains nor expense have been spared to obtain a cure, and
which is in rapid pro~ress toward cicatrization, after five weeks of
this tepid water-dressmg, aided by one or another of the astrin~ent
lotions spoken of in the section on cold water-dressing, the patient
using her limb, and following her ordinary avocations throughout
the process.
That indolent ulcers of the leg have been treated by water-dressing and the banda~, "for the last dozen years"' may be perfectly
true,-in the introouctory observations, p. viii., I have stated as
much ; but, judging from my own experience, and, I may add, that
or many other surgeons with whom I have conversed on the subject,
it is, on the whole, a far less efficient mode or treatment than the
old established method of Baynton, and, on that account, doubtless
is not very generally followed. To ulcers characterized by extreme morbid sensibility, unless tolerance of the bandage be brought
about by the means I have suggested, it is totally inapplicable. It
is not, therefore, so much in favor of water-dressmg as of the simple
expedients described above as adjuncts to it, that I have sought to
appeal.
Tua M1:cuAl!UCAL LEECH or MM. ALEXANDB.E • Co., OJ'
P.u1s.-This apparatus consists essentially of two parts-an instrument for puncturi~ the skin, and another for promoting the
flow of blood by removmg atmospheric pressure from the punctured
pirt. The puncture is effected by a lancet, the blade of which has
the form of the cutting apparatus of the leech. This lancet is fixed
in the mouth of a tube, and projects about the eighth of an inch
beyond tbe edge of the tube. It may be elevated by a small lever,
so that its point shall be within the tube, in which position it is
secured by a catch. Attached to the opposite end of the tube, by a
piece of vulcanized India-rubber, which acts as a spting, is a piston,
which is pressed down by a rod, and on removmg the pressure,
is drawn back by the India-rubber spring. The piston being
~ down, the open end of the tube in which the lancet
11 fixed, is placed over the p'.lrt to bf. punctured ; the pressare is
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now removed, when the piston is drawn back by the spring, and
exhausting the air within the tube, the skin is forced up into the
mouth of the tube. On loosening the lever, by which the lancet
has been elevated, the latter is drawn drown by a spring, also of
vulcanized India...rubber, so as to effect the puncture. The cutting
instrument is now removed, and a glass tube with a piston, similar
to that already described, is placed over the puncture, the air within
being exhausted so that the tube adheres to the part, and the blood
flows freely into it. Half a dozen or a dozen tubes, each of which
would draw as much blood as a large leech, might be thus attached
in two or three minutes. The aeparatus, consisting of a cutting
instrument and six or twelve suction tubes, together with sundry
imJ>lements for cleaning the lancet and tubes after use, are contained in a small case. It is very neatly got up, and we understand
from those who have used it, 1s very efficient. The idea, however,
is not new; so Ion~ ago as the year 1813, the silver medal was
awarded at the Society of Arts to Mr. J. Whitford, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, for the invention of a somewhat similar apparatus for the same purpose. In Mr. Whitford's apparatus the
exhaustion was effected by a syringe, which was found to be inconvenient. The use of vulcanized India-rubber springs, attached to
the pistons, by which efficient suction tubes are economically
formed, is a great improvement in MM. Alexandre & Co.'s apparatus.-Lond. Med. Jour., March, from Phar. Jour., Feb. 1849.
NE\V MBTIIOD OF TREATING URETHRAL PAINS FOLLOWING
GoNORRHCEA.-M. Vidal (de Cassis) having frequently remarked
that these pains were relieved by pressing the penis with the fiI!t,crers,
has been led to try compression for their treatment, and has found
it useful, affording a perfect cure in many cases, and a marked alleviation in others. The operative procedure, sa1s M. Vidal, is so
simple that it is scarcely necessary to mention it. "The sor~on
takes a long strip of diachylon plaster, one centimeter (two-fifths
of an inch in breadth,) and rolls it around the penis in the same
manner as a common bandage, beginning at the gfans ; or, still better, he may apply it more accurately by using a number of small
strips of plaster, each of which shall only be sufficient to encircle
the organ once, and the two extremities of each stri\> should be
made to cross upon the urethra, for the purpose of insuring the
firmness of the dressing. The principal point to be attended to, is
the degree of compression, which 01,1ght to be as firm as possible,
without interfering with micturition, which would, of course, necessitate the removal of the dressings. The compression should be
continued for a considerable period after the cessation of the pains,
to prevent their return." M. Vidal cites two cases, from amongst
great numbers which he had treated, in favor of this mode of practice.-Monthly Retroipect, from L' Union Medicale.
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Succzssl'ULLY TREATED BT

By T. L. Maddin, Student of Medicine in
tlat Uni"er1ity of LouistJille.
CeLORoroax.

In Augus! last, I tried the effects of chloroform up.on a horse affected with Lock-iaw, and also violent convulsions of the entire muscular system. The circumstances of the case were these : A farmer, residing in North Alabama, at whose house I was living, discovered earfy in the morning that one of his horses was very sin.
gularly affected, and upon examination found that he had tetanus,
or lock-jaw ; and after a short time tetanic convulsions of the entire
body supervened-which continued to grow more violent during the

uy.

.

Having been absent from home all day, when I arrived at his
house late jn the evening, my landlord remarked that he had a
horse dying~ and also mentioned his symptoms.
The opportunity, I conceived, was an excellent one to test the
efficacy of chloroform, and immediately I suggested the trial of the
remedy. The owner of the horse remarked that he did not think
anythmg could possibly do him good, for he did not appear as if
he could live longer than ten minutes, but that I was at liberty to
do as I pleased.
The horse was down, and could not raise his head ; his limbs
were in an extreme state of rigidity, and his jaws firmly clenched.
I first gave him half an ounce of laudanum, with twenty-five
grains of camphor dissolved in it. This did not make any impression upon the symptoms wbate\·er. I then caused him to breathe
chloroform, and in less than two minutes he was fully under the
influence of it. He remained thus for fifteen minutes; during
which time his limbs were quite flexible; his muscular system
generally relaxed ; and his jaws could be opened about two inches.
At the expiration of this time, there were symptoml of a return
of the convulsions. I brought him rapidly under the inftu.
ence of chloroform again, and thus warded them off. It was
now twenty minutes before the anmsthesia passed off, and it was
then found that he was able to get up and walk about. In less than
three hours from this time he was grazing about the lot, and next
morning appeared perfectly well.
I have 6elieved that an account of this case would be acceptable
to the profession, notwithstanding that the subject of it was a horse,
for it shows very conclusively the perfect control which this potent
agent possesses over tetanus, and convulsive diseases generally,
which are among the most intractable that the medical man has to
combat.-Weatern Journal of Medicine.
.
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GLYCBRINB.-Mr. Burnett, Tremont Row, has this new and
elegant article, which is be~inning to have a reputation with the
profession for the amelioration and cure of various cutaneous erop-tions. Without attempting to describe the 'process of making glycerine, it is .e,roper to observe that in soap-maki?g, in some common
method familiar to pharmaceutists, this oily, almost inodorous substance is obtained-vulgarly known in olden times, as oil of lead.
Dr. Durkee, of Howar<i street, a gentleman devoted to the management of diseases of the skin, and whose success is acknowledged bJ
the community, speaks very favorably of it, we understand. Tb11
suggestion, we trust, will have the effect of directing the attention
of physicians to a preparation that may be serviceable, where
others have failed. The article has also been recommended by Mr.
Wa~ley, .of London, as has been seen by a recent number of this
Journal, m cases of partial deafoess.-Bost. Med. and Sur. Jour.
CoLLODION IN CRILBLAINs.-ln chilblains I have used it with
the most decided success. In one case, the patient had her feet for
some time exposed to severe cold, which produced an erythematom
inflammation of several of the small toes. They were swollen,
red, tender, and itching. I completely enveloped them in a thick
coating of collodion, and the contraction which took place on its
drying, produced so much compression of the vessels, that the toes
were as pallid as frozen ones. 'rhe pain and itching were immediately relieved, and in twenty-four hours, these members were
nearly well. I have cured pernio of the heel, also, with this article, but I do not believe it a panacea for all cases of chilblain,
even in its erythematous stage.-Dr. C. Green,-Buffalo Medi-

cal Journal.

LuPuLIN AB AN ANAPRaon1suc.-( Am. Jour. Med. Sci.) Dr.
Pa~

called the attention of the Philadelphia College of Physicians
to the lupulin as a means of controlling thedainful erections occurring in venereal cases. He has employe it now for two years,
and has found it a better and more effectual remedy than any other
he has tried. He gives it in the dose of from five to ten gi:ains, and
has never known an instance in which the second dose did not sue>ceed in subduing the painful erections, so troublesome in cases of
gonorrhrea. It does not cause the headache, constipation, and
other unpleasant effects consequent upon the use of camphor and
opium. He has found the remedy useful also in cases of involuntary seminal emissions. It will not cure the disease, but prevents
the discharges, so long as the patient remains under its influence.
Dr. Edward Hartshorne has employed it successfull1 in one case
to destroy venereal appetite in a me.n addicted to onamsm.
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CHOLERA.-Dr. J. W. Sterling of the N. Y. Quarantine Hospital, writes as follows in the N. Y. Jour. Med.:
"In general, the narcotic effects of opium and morphine were
acrupulously avoided ; for such effects were hi~hly pernicious; and
even when these anodynes merely removed pain ana allayed irritability of the stomach and bowels, the tranquility and calm which
supervened boded no good; healthy reaction was thereby suspended
or arrested, death was not the less certain, often more speedy, and
no favorable crisis could be predicted without a decided restoration
of the natural functions.
"Finally, I would observe, that patients lying in the same room
with one laboring under the cholera were very susceptible of this
disease. It may be .excited by panic, contagion, or by atmospheric
intluence; whichever it be, I presume it is a matter of indifference
to the recipient, after he gets it, from what source obtained. I
have, however, seen patients seized with it while lying in a state
in which they were altogether insusceptible of panic ; and if the
pernicious condition of the atmosphere be the sole exciting cause,
we would not see so much of its peripatetic excursiveness. I cannot, therefore, help believing that something must be attributed to
contagion, and be this something ever so little, prudence, if not
humanity, demands the separation of cholera patients from those
aftlicted with other diseases, and especially from the subjects of
typhus."
·
OPIATES IN

Con-L1vn 01L.-A discussion on the properties of this article
took place at the Westminster Medical Society, February 3. The
majority of the Fellows stated that they had found the oil to p<!Ssess a very m:uked effect in almost all cases of scrofula and phth1sis.
In the first class of cases, it was not only given internally, with the
effect of much improving the general health, but it was applied
locally to scrofulous sores, with the most marked benefit. In
phthisis it appeared to exert its influence at once, by its nutritious
properties. It checked perspiration, and removed emaciation; and
appeared, by keeping up the tone of the system, to arrest the further
deposition of tubercular matter. Some thought that any oily substance, as butter or almond oil, would have the same effect ; others
considered the cod-liver oil to have some specific influence. One
gentleman had found it rather injurious than otherwise in some cases
of phthisis, from its tendency to disorder the digestive organs.
Altogether, however, the opinion generally was decidedly in its
favor as a palliative agent in consumption.-Lancet.
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THE PRACTICAL ADVANTAGES OF HOMCEOPATHY.
BY HARRiii DUNSFORD, JI. D.

The bommopathic system has been so often misrepresented,-

and medical men have without reflection, or due examination, so
tiequently given opinions unfavorable to homreopathy,-that it is
hoped these few pages, written .with a view to correct misrepresen.
taboo, to remove prejudice, and to induce an impartial investigation
of the system, will not prove altogether unsuccessful.
The progress homreopathy has made within the last few }ears is
such, as to justify the expectation that it will l?r&dually obtain the
confidence of the public, and ultimately be ad'opted as a safe and
effective substitute for the uncertain and often very injurious treatment of the ALLOPATHIC PRACTICE; in which it IS admitted by a
~ly celebrated physician and learned writer, the late Dr. Gregory,
of Edinburgh, that the grealt.st danpt-r may oft.en arise fr<>m the
impropt.r or untimel!/ ttse of remedies :-"gravissimum Sa?pe oriri
~sse periculum ab mepto aut intempestivo remediorum usu."-

Con_gp. Mt.d.
Many universities of the highest reputation have appointed pro.
fessors of homooopathy, under the sanction of their respective governments :-and bomreopathy itself, as compared with the old
practice, already possesses the greater number of efficient remedies,
and i~ daily adding to its resources many new an~ important discoveries, confirmed by the results of actual experiments upon the
healthy subject.
The principle upon which homreopathy is based,-viz :, that
medicines which in a healthy person produce symptoms similar to
those of particular diseases, are spccincs for those diseases, ("Ii·
milia similibus curantur,"-must, 6y every unprejudiced mind,
be admitted to be a rational one ; for to this principle the success
of many popular remedies is justly to be attributed, and it is repeatedly acted upon in general practice, but evidentlf without a
aue appreciation of its importance. The treatment o frost bites,
by friction with snow; and of bums, by the hot oil of turpentine,
afford illustrations of this principle: and if the treatment prove
successful in particular cases, it 1s reasonable to suppose tliat it
may admit a more extensive, if not universal, application.
The few specifics, which the old school possesses, are now known
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to produce precisely the symptoms they cure.
This fact has long
been admitted in this and otiier countries, more especially in refer.
ence to syphilitic affections; for many of the most experienced
su~ons have often been unable to decide, whether the appearances
which presented themselves were owing to mercury employed as a
remedy, or were merely the effects of the disease itself: this deplorable uncertainty is of every day occurrence, and must continue
to be so, until physicians are fully convinced of the power which
medicines possess to create di.&easea.
Hahnemann has given, in his Organon, numerous examples of
cures effected, unintentionally, by physicians of the old school, on
the homceopathic principle; amongst other, he mentions the fact
that the "•tDeating 1iclme1a in Eng_land," in 1485, was more
f~I lhan the plague itself, carrying off, as stated by Willis, niqety~me out of a nunared patients, until 1udorific remedies were admiolStered: after which, few persons died of the disease.
Hahnemann cites a case of chronic diarrbrea, which threatened
the existence of the patient; and which was radically cured, after
other means had been tried in vain, by a purg_ative. The case is
published in the thirteenth volume of Hufelani:l's Journal.
. The common practice of using rose water as a collyrium, derives
1~ beneficial influence from the. circumstance of rose leaves produ.
~ng a species of inflammation of the eyes, as remarked by Echtiu.1 and Ledelius.
Carrere observed, in 1786, that dulcamara cured the effects of the
most violent chills ; but the modus operandi remained undiscoverec,f,
until experiments on the healthy subject proved, that this plant produces sufferings resembling those of a severe cold.
De Haen, Sarcone, and Pringle, admit that they cured pain in
the side with squills, a medicine of a very acrid nature : the cures
~ere homreopathic, for Wagner, in 1737, had seen pleurisy and
infiammation of the lungs produced by squills.
The salutary effect or cinchona bark in the state of exhaustion,
indigestion, and loss of appetite following fever, especially if treated
by l>leeding and purgatives, is founded only on the property of this
bark to produce the most extraordinary loss of strengtli, aiid weakness of both body and mind, disorders of stomach, and loss of appetite ; as Cleghorn, Stahl, Thomson, and many other physicians,
have remarked.
lpecacuanha could not be so valuable in tbe treatment of SJ>9'.S.
rnodic dyspnrea, if, as observed by Akenside, Meyer, and Stoll,
it did not produce dyspncea, more especially spasmodic dyspncea.
Crichton, Collin, and Stoll, described symptoms which were
ohserved in patients when taking arnica montana ; and they will
be found to be precisely those r,roduced by se\1?re shocks and contusions, for winch arnica is tru y s~cific.
Withering relates a case, in the Edinburgh Medical Comment&-
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ries, of violent spasmodic constriction of the throat, conquered only
by hyoscyamus, which has been observed by Hamilton, Sauv-ages,
&c., to produce it.
Ascleeiades cured a patient affected with inflammation of the
brain, with a small quantity of wine. R~demacher published, in
Hufeland's Journal, a case of febrile delirium attended with stertorous
breathing-a state similar to that succeedin_g great intoxication from
wine-which was cured in one night by giving the patient wine.
It is well known, that a strong infus ion of tea occasions pal pita·
tion and anxiety in those not accustomed to it. Hence, a small
quantity of this beverage is an excellent remedy for such symptoms, when they arise from any other exciting cause, as stated l>y
Rau.
Lethargy, which had lasted se\"eral days, Hufeland cured with
opium, which could only be explained on homreopathic principles.
The baths of Treplitz, as well as other sulphurous waters, produce frequently an eruption which resembles that to which woollen
workers are subject. On this account, these baths, as well as sul·
phur itself, cure psoric eruptions.
Beddoes states, that English/hysicians found nitric acid an excellent remedy in salivation an ulcers of the mouth, arising from
the employment of mercury ;-Scott, Blair, Aloyn, Luke, &c.,
have seen the same symptoms produced by baths containing this
acid, as well as by its internal employment.
Why were Seelig, Hamilton, Hoffman, Rush, Bailey, and others,
so successful in the treatment of malignant sore throat Liy mercury;
simply because it excites sore throat, often of a very malignant
nature.
These instances might be multiplied to almost any extent, for it
is difficult to take up any allopathic medical journal without
meeting with numerous instances of cures, supposed by those relating them, to be effected on the ordinary princij>les; when, in reality,
to those acquainted with the effects of medicines on the healthy
subject, it is evident they took place because one of the remedies
prescribed happened to be exactly homreopathic to the symptoms.
The system of homreopathy has been P.ublished between forty
-1 fifty years; for more than twenty of which it has been practiced witn almost unparalleled success; it is entitled, therefore, to a
cool and impartial examination; since nothing can be more unjust
than to disparage that which has not been scrupulously investi~ted.
Medical men who practice upon the principles of the old school
are indeed invited rigidly to scrutinize the system now advocated,
and put it fairly to tlie test. This is all that we require from its
opponents. It demands the strictest inquiry into its merits, as some
compensation for the unsparing abuse which has so Ion~ and so
illiberally been heaped upon it; a sound and impartial judgment
will remove the barriers interposed by ignorance and prejudice.
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The minutenus of ovr dosts is frequently objected to by those
who do not understand our principle of treatment, or the mode in
which our medicines are prepared.
Upon the Erinciple "similia
similibus curantur," the efficacy of the remedy aepends tipon it,
''hommopathicily;" that is, upon its producing, in a healthy persons
symptoms corresponding to those of the disease in which it is employed; and, in t!iis case, the medicine selected cannot be too cautiously, nor too sparingly administered. It should be clearly understood that if the remedy do mt answer to, or correspond with, the
d :seue to be tnited; it it do 10·: lnr.no:iize wi·h th~ chirac~eristic
or curative sympto:us, it will prove ineflLient ;-the misunderata:tdin,:; of thi:J positio:i, is th~ ro::k on w!1ich m:iny h'J.\'e split, who
imlgine th'lt they h'\·:e fairly tri~d thJ s;sb:n of h:>manpathy:
they ha.ve failed, because tlae remedy was not truly homreopathic to
the C'ase.
Notwit!1standing the ridicule wl1ich h:is been thrown on the minutene3S of our doses, they are far from powerless. By the process
they undergo, the activity of our remedies is wonderfully increased;
and many of the mo.>t valuable of them are totally inert, until they
ha\·e undergone the trituration and succussion pointed out by Hah~
emann.
Dr. Peschier, editor or the Bibliotheque Homreopathique, ob.
serves, that Professor d' Amador completely admitted this doctrine,
and addd "et ii a fail savamment remarquer, que le dynamisme, sur
lequel s'ap;>11ie l'ho:ntEop:ithie, est consensuel, ii la doctrine dn
"ilalisrne, d::ls long temps professce et enseignee par la Faculte de
Montpellier."
·
Dr. Murel of r.-f:>rge>, wishin:; to determine the effect of trituration on a medicinal substance, made the following experiment.
H~ving procured two rabbits of the same age and strength, he ~ve
to one a grain of liydroc'.alorate of barytes which had been pounded
and rubbed for an hour.
The animal almost immediately fell
down, was violently convulsed, and sunk into a moribund state.
To the second, the same quantity was given without hadng been
submitted to any manipulation, and the animal was very slighly
affected by it, merely losing for a short time power over the hind
legs, and that not until the medicine had been taken nearly half an
holll'. In o~der to prevent the possibility of error, the experiment
was reversed, and the effect was precisely the same.
The admission of the p:inciple of homreopathy, does not a priori
lead to the adoption ot' minute doses.
Hahnemann himselt~ in
fact, employed almost the usual doses in his earliest experiments;
and it was only on finding th'.\l such doses produced aggravation of
the symptoms, that he diminished the quantity. Prudence, therefore, dictated smaller doses= and experience unexpectedly proved
that what are termed infinitesimal doses produce the most speedy,
certain, and lasting effects. Thus, by dividing and subdividing,
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with a view to diminish their activity, Hahnemann, to his astonishment, found that the very means he employed to eft'ect thi11, viz:
'trituration and succussion, increased, rather than diminished, t)le
'power of the medicine ; and when this fact was disco\·ered, he
tried what effects trituration would have on what \\'ere considered
"to be inert substances; and by this happy experiment, has rendered immense service to mankind, since the latent powers of these
agents have been fully developed, and proved to be efficient for the
cure of a vast number of chronic diseases, on which the old rem~
dies exerted no beneficial influence whatever. A few years ago,
scarcely any one would have believed that chalk, charcoal, com!'1on salt, and sulphur? which, in general practice are. ~dmini~ered
10 la~ doses, with httle effect btayond that of exciting thirst or
slight diarrhrea, could, by any mode of preparation, be brought to
rank among the most active substances, capable of producing, and
consequently of curing, the moat frightful diseases.
Ti1e extraordinary effects of remedies prepared in this manner,
can, I think, only be accounted for, by supposing, that during the
o~ration, electricity, or some power anaiogou11 to it, becomes developed, and remains insepara.bly connected with the substance
acted upon ; and this view of the case is supJ>c:>rled by the opinion
of Mons. Peltier, one of the most di!!tingu1shed of the French
.. chemists, who, in a pa.per read before tlie "Academia des Sciences"
in Paris, declared, that, in his opinion, thia was quite sufficient to
account for the energy of the homreopathic globules.
To those who object to homreopathy that it employs the moet
.active poisons, I scarcely feel di!!posed to reply. It is well known
that our opponents prescribe the very same medicines in doses, if
not destructh·e, at least injurious to the welfare of their patients;
but our doses are so extremely attenuated, that no danger to the
system can in the slightest degree be apprehended. There is, indeed, a very remarkable difference in our mode of preparing the
remedies we employ, for by this means, as before mentioned, we
obtain from substances usually con.,idered inactive, some or our
1nost efficacious medicines, and find that charcoal is more powerful
than henbane, and chalk than arsenic.
· However desirable it might be to explain the cause or the a<>
tivity of such minute doses, the fact that it actually exists bas been
proved, in ao many instances, that in a practical point of view, the
explanation would be superfluous. The activity of our do!Ees being
once established, a great obstacle to the proEress of homreopathy
is overcome, at least as it regards those "'ho desire only the triumph
of truth; and it is quite unnecessary to address th06e who seek onl,r
the destruction of homreopathy, true or false; and finding their
attacks upon the inefficiency ot the dose on the ground ot" Its minuteness completely rebutted, adopt a directly opposite coune, and
declare that our remedies, if not inert, are absOfutely po-Uonov1 :
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111ch unworthy attempts to misrepresent and decry o~e of the gre~
discoveries ever made in the treatment of disease, are characteristi~ of an ill-directed or perverted education, and happily are di11countenanced by some of the most eminent physicians of the present
day-the brightest ornaments of the established mode of practice.
It is easy to deny the possibility of a cure being produced by the
doses employed in .hommopathy; it s~res the neee11ity, at l.ea8t for
a time, of making experiments as to the truth of the assertions of
Hahnemann and his discip1es : but as the system graduaHy extends
and ramifies, the mere negati9n of its value will be treated with the
neglect it merits. ·
There are two modes, however, of explaining the manner in
which homooopathic remedies effect a cure. The one ia', that a
medicinal disease, resembling the natural one, is produced by the
remedy; and· a,s two similar diseases cannot poss.i.bl1 exist at the
same time, the morbid symptoms ~\'8 place to meaicinal ones:
which, on the use of the medicines being discontinued, gradually
disappear, leaving the piirt affected in a normal state. 'rite other
is, that the symptoms of a disease are but the efforts of nature to
get rid of the morbific cause : and that the hom~opathic remedy
acting in the same direction, aids the vital force, am! thus abridges
the duration of the disease, or even cuts it short. .
.
That homooopathy will eventually take the place of the ordinaiy
practice, is no longer a matter of doubt with persons who have experienced its benefit.. Nor is it reasonable to sqppose, that tho~
who have had the OP,portunity of judging of the relative merits of
the two systems, will subject themselves. or their friends, to' tlie
painful and often injurious means employed by the old school : since
they have found, by happy experience, that precisely the same ben.
efit may be obtained by mild and harmless remedies more speedily.
and without even in tbe slightest degree injuring the constitution.
The usual mode of remunerating the general practitioner is objectionable in the extreme, and acts as a powerful obttacle to the
introduction of hom<e<>patby. At present, ,Physic, and not talent,
ia too often the staodarCt by which the services of the medical attendant are appreciated; it is high time that this truly unpro/unonal system had ~ into complete desuetude.
.
Mr.dical men in considerable practice are disinclined, for numerous reasons, to enter upon the discussion of homooopathy :-preconceived opinions,-long established habits and associations,-professiona[ enga.gements,-personal reputation,-public confidence,
and many other powerful intluences may be enumerated to account
for their neglect of bommoJ>&:thy, although some of the most ec.inent among them have conceded its claims to a sober and aearcbinJ
investi~ion. To the yo~, the subject is op_en to inquiry, andJt
.ia their duty to weigh well t1Je evidence to be aaduced in its support,
before they reject or calumniate a 1.vatem believed by llUUlY of tJae
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malt ftninml and learned phy!icians to be (onndf.d on truth, and
calculated to e&ct the ~ impro\"ement in the practical drpartment o( medicine.

(To

~

conlinutd.)

HYDIOPATHY IN UTERO-GESTATION AND
DELIVERY.
BY MRI.

a.

B. GLUIOll.

Ma. Eo1Toa :-Many thanks to you for thus (noring as .-ith
your valuable Journal ; also, for the invitation given my husband
to write (or it. columns. It was accepted by him in spirit, though
not as yet by letter, on account of business pressure.
Fttfing J1,·dropathy worthy the place you so generously oft'er it
in an Edee.tic Journal, I hne taken the liteny to appropriate to
myself the privilege offered him.
Many individuals friendly to "·ater cure, entertain the opinion
that it can never be successfully practiced, Ea\·e at an establishment.
This is emphatically true of the Jar8!r share o( caseE, for reaEons
upon which I will not no\V dwe)J.
Bot there are a multitude of
acute cases, where with only the facilities "·hich e\·ery houEehold
aft'ordfl, great good may be done, provided the liow and the v:htn of
using water he tctll u11der1tood. Among this claEs are pregnancy
and child.birth. TheEe fruitful sources of wcman's fufl'ering, the
modem impro,·emetits in mC'dicaJ science ha,·e done little to palliate; but Hydropathy is admirably calcolatrd to lighten the ills
incident to the (ormer, prepare the system for the pains of the latter,
and restore it to its wonted strength when the hour of trial is passed.
I will first gh·e an extract from a letter written us by a former
patient at this establiEhment. She writes thus :
"Since I left you I have attended faithfully to baths, diet, exer. ciEe, &c., and have receh-C'd my reward. During the pericd of
gestation, I still ured a general bath daily, also sitz and foot baths,
wet bandage, and was able to do my own work all the time, what
I ba\·e never done before under similar circumf!tances. I felt daily
· 1trengthened by the UEe of cold water, and e:xperiented ,·ery little
· Inconvenience. My suffering in former times had been ~eYere and
· at the least would remain for days in great miEery; but now I felt
something better was in store for me. On the e,·ening of the 5th
of Marrh, I was very chilly, did not/ut on my wet ginlle as usual,
· did not sleep very well, rose early an bathed, but soon felt my time
was near at hand. My husband went in haste for help; but what
was his surprise on return, to find the work accomplished. Then
came the ort repeated question, 'had you not better have something
warming? Are you not going to tie 'bathed in liquor?' Tbest
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were silenced by my answer, that cold water had carried me safely
through thus far, and nothing else will I have. From that time I
bathed twice per day, in water of 70°, wore wet girdle, ate lightl).'
of Graham bread, a little butter, drank freely of cold water, ana
after a few days added some milk, used no tea or coffee. In less
than a week I walked in the yam, took no cold. Had I taken
more treatment, I perhaps might have gained faster; but I had no
one at hand to guide me. Have had no sore mouth.which Connerly
troubled me so much, and think the tendency to it is eradicatea
Crom my system.
Our little Emma is now in her fourth month, is a perfect picture
of health, pleasant and playful. She has taken notl1ing into her
etomach save the food nature prepared for her, and a little cold
water. Has her daily bath, is in fine flesh and strength. Now, my
dear Ml'B. G., can I not truly say, that cold water
done great
things for me, whereof I am glad."
Case 2d. At 4 P. M. of April 26th, we were called to Mrs.
- - , who was in labor with her first child. Though she had never
used water treatment, or been in the practice of frequent bathing,
llill we did not ·hesitate to commence them, though with more caut,ion than would have otherwise been necessary. About one hour.
after delivery, sh~ was placed in a hip bath of 75°, with a foot
bath of 85°, in which she remained five minutes, with friction over
the entire body with the wet hand during the time. Then removed
to bed, a wet linen girdle covered with dry cotton was fastened
about the back and abdomen, a wet linen compress was placed over
&he vulva to abs<>rb the . lochia, and also prevent soreness and inflammation.
Patient rested quite well durin~ the night, next day sat up a little,
took a bath at morning and evening, the same as above described,
only a little cooler. Wore the wet bandage constantly, changing it
often as it became dry or uncomfortably warm, having the back
and loins !!ponged off at each change. Third day gave her an
enema of half pint tepid water, which secured a free evacuation of
the bowels. Set up some, walked into an adjoining room, .and took
some care of the cliild, continued her baths and bandages for some
ten days, improved fast, was the nine days wonder, not only that
she did not die under soch imprudtnt treatment, but also that she
was about her work 10 soon. As for the little stranger, he had a
thorough ablution in a bath of 90Q, took no physic "to physic away
the economy," as an old lady said when/iving an infant a dose of
medicine. Nature herself has provide for the removal of the
"economy,'' or meconium rather, by making the first milk of the
mother laxative in its nature. The child has had its two baths pet
day, colder than at first, used no medicine or herbs, whatever, it
strong and healthy, now near five months old.
Gltn Ha11en, Sept. 8, 1849.
[N. Y. Ecltc. Jour.
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OUR PROGRESS.
The condition of the Institute at present, has folly realized thta.nticipations of its friends. About a week since one hundred and
forty students had matriculated with the Dean, and others were
daily arriving, justifying the anticipation, that our winter's class,
when all have arrived, would amount to a hundred and seventy or
eighty. Our latest intelligence from the Ohio Medical College,
was, that ninety 1tudents had matricula~ in that dilapidated
tbcus of medical imposture, and the lectures were in progress with
a. bandsome array of empty benches.-This was on the second day
of the session. The Botanico-Medical School, now called P'1.y10tadical, (what that means is rather obscure) having reduced the
price of its tickets, expected a large accession of students. We do
not know exactly how they stand as to their class ; but reports vary
from fifty to seventy. It appears therefore, that the class of th~
Eclectic Medical Institute, which is much the largest in the city,
will almost equal thoae of the Mercurial and Botanic Schools
together ! We have good reason to anticipate that in another year
it will surpass their aggregate numbers •
. ·The Eclectic School at Syracuse opens with a class of about
fifty, among whom are several ladies; and the school at Memphis,
we presume is doing equaily well, although we have not yet heard
Of its condition.
·
· Our introductory lectures were attended by crowded audiences.
Da. HoRATIO PAGE GATCHELL (Professor of Anatomy) delh:··
ered an extemporaneous address on Monday evening, which wu
,Jrell mceived. He sketched the failures and pedantic ignorance of
.the old· practice, and traced his medical lineage to a distinguished
Ph>;sician, Dr. Page, a practical reformer of the healing art, who
first introduced vaccination in America, who opposed the prevalent
of calomel and the l&ncet, and who never had a single death
&inoug three thousand · patients in obstetrical practice. He conclq..
ded with. an eloquent appeal in behalf of the Eclectic cause, and
its yourig veterans.
·

ue
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Paornsoa STAL'LO on Tll89day evening, delivered a chaste and.
beautiful philosop!aical discourse upon poisons, in which he traced
their relations as a part of the grand plan of nature, and illust~
by references to serpents in the animal kingdom, Prussic acid in
the vegetable .kingdom, and anenic, antimony, and mereury in mineral kingdom. Professor Stallo fully sustains and justifiea tb4
lligb anticipations which were formed as to bis learning and a~li;.
ties. His mind is not merely that of an abstract metaphysician1
but is adapted to grapple vigorously with the problems of pby~
al science. .
•
Our own lecture on Wedm:sday evening, entitled "t/u '''"'gt.tan#
oJ t'lu armg,"was ~ceived in a flattering manner. The readers of
the Journal will probably have an opportunity of seeing it.
Paorsssoa SToBM Rou delivered his introdutory on Hom4le0•
pathy on Monday evening (the 12th) to a very crowded ho~t'.
Professor S. read from bis manuscript a learned sairvf!y of the hie.
tory of medicine, (which we expect to publish) exhibiting its v•
collection of follies, and fully refuting the pompous claims of Al·
lopathy to a dignified antiquity of origin. He complimented the
Eclectics upon their generous liberality, and.their practical succe.
in the treatment of disease. He. stated the general ptinciples el
Homreopathy, showed that the size of the dose was but an incidental matter to be determined by the judgment of the practitioner,
and expressed the opinion that Eclecticism was a near approach to
Homreopa.thy in the fundamental principle of selecting the proper
specific medicine, and discarding the great quantity of mineral
poisons with which patients had heretofore been tortured.
Dr. R. is a gentleman of venerable age and experience, whose
practical good sense, simplicity of character, honesty and benevo.
lence, render him peculiarly qualified to co-operate harmoniouslf
in the great work of medical reformation. He is mild and forbearing in the highest degree; but not afraid to speak the stem tmtb
when it is neces~;vy.
In addition to the lectures of the Professors at the Institute, WI
have been delivering a popular course on physiology and practical
medicine, to the citizens, which is now in pro6ress, attended bJ
large audiences. That our labors have not been un'.\cceptable, m_,be further illustrated by the fact t11at we have been honored with
an invitation from the Mercantile Library Association of this c~y;
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to deliver' their annual introductory lecture, in place of GO\'f.'mor
Crittenden, of Kentucky, who was unable to officiate. (We have
declined the Introductory, and acrepted the Valedictory.) This
eourBe of lectures is the most important popular course given in the
city, and is delivered by a number of the mostdi8tinguished speakers
from various quarters, who can be obtained by the Association.
We refer to this circumstance merely as an additional evidt'nce of
the fact, that notwithstanding the great preponderance of the Old
Hunker faction in point of numbers, and their efforts to exclude
every liberal physician from all the courtesies and intercourse of
iociety, they are far from controlling public sentbr.ent, and utterly
unable to dictate to an enlightened community.
It may be thought harsh that we should speak of the Ohio Medical College as a foct11 of impo8111re, but until the falaehoods of
Professor Lawson shall ha\'e ~n corrected, we can not retract the
expression. In the introductory lecture of Profesaor Drake, delivered at the Melodeon, we are infonned that he told his audience
there was hut one medical college in this city. This was the case,
Doctor, in your juvenile days, and it n()w bids fair to be the case
again, at the present rate of progre1JS-but that one college will bear
the bonorable name of Eclectic Medical lnttitute.-B.

NATIONAL ECLECTIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATIONBRIEF MINUTES OF THE EXTRA SESSION.
C1Nc1Nl'UT1, Nov. 5, 1849.
An extra mef'tinllj of t\le Association was held this day, in the
Hall of the Eclectic Medical Institute, in accordance with a resolution passed at the reirular meeting in May last.
• At 10 o'clock, A. M., the m.eeting was Ofened with prayer by
JZev. G. G. Moou:.
The Pre&tdent, Dr. T. V. MoRRow, then addresred the Asaociadon on the subject of the present position of Eclectic physicians, and
the inducements to renewed exertion in a cause giving promise of
pch lasting benefit to humanity.
The minutes of the lai:t meeting of the Association were read.
Dr. Buce.uu.N made some remarks in reference to the progress
t>f n <'O-Opt'rath-e t1pirit, and the propriety of tolerating dift'erences
among medical reformers, encouraging and hannonizing with them,
"bile we aim at elevating the standard of liberal and enlightened
Electicism.
Dr. Buca.a.K.u1, as a member ot the committee on Medical Sta-
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tiatict, again addrened the A8IOCiation, urging the importance of
medic.-al statistics, and the necessity of practitioners attending, im.
mediately, to the preparation and fur;.ishing of accurate re~:-·rts or
their practice, in accordance with the form adopted by tbe Convention last yellr.
Adjourned to 9 o'clock P. M.
SKCONI> .lfJCETING.

meetin~ read and accepted.
Dr. BuoHAl!fAN made some'" remarks on the necessity of resuming

Minutes of the last

die artation of tt.e Hoepital question. The excitement last winter,
bad <tone some good, inasmuch as tile Old Hunker faction had found
itnecetS8ry to abate their arrogance somewhat, and been forced by
the iweseure of public sentiment, to abandon their restrietive policy1.
The Faculty of the Ohio Medical CoUe~e have recently comented
to the admission of any person to the Commercial Hospital, who
may wish to parchase·the Hospital ticket.
The Hospital ia a State lnatitution, ·and should not be monopolized, and it is incumbent upon Medical Reformers, to present their
claims to the Legislature again the coming winter, that a bill may
be passed which would grant them equal privileges, aa regards its
management. On motion of Dr. B. it was
Re1ol1'tt4 That the chair appoint a committee o( seven to me.
moralize the Legislature in behalf of this Association, solicitin~
equal righll in regard to the medical supervision of the Cincillllah
COmmercial Hospital.

Doctors Buchanan, Hill, Rosa, Avery, Davis, Jordan, and Kiogy
were appointed a committee for this purpose.
Dr. B11c11Al'fA1' read a paper oa the treatment of Cholera, Dys.
en1e.,, &.e., by Dr. T. J. Wright.
Dr. JxPTHA DAvrs, of Greenfield, Highland Co. Ohio, re~
tba& he had treated 63 cues of Dysentery, with a loss of two only,
and these were of patients previously much diseased and debilitated.
Dr. D. also stated that he liad prescribed for some three to five new
cases of disease a day, for several months during the year, and that.
the mortality attending his practice would not exceed five patient.
daring the whole year, io U1oae cues of which he had exclusive

control.
Dr. P. W. S.\MPSSL reported 100 cases of Scarlatina, and 6
deaths-also f>O cases cholera morbus, no deaths.
Dr. Mu'RRAY treated 160 cases of cholera. From 10 to 16 of
these were in the spasmodic stage.
He lost three out of the 160,
all of which were in a collapsea condition when he was called in
Dr. D. P. Woo11nR, of Racine, Wisconsin, stated that he bad
treJ.tt'd 50 cases ot Dvse,•er •• iall succes~fully. Dr. W. said thea.
bad been 8 cuea oaly of cbctera in their town, 6 of wbich bad
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been treated by old school physiciam, aad all reealted tMally; the
other three were prescr:ibed for by Dr. W, aod relieved.
Dr. B11:Hn1.11:a treated 25 cases of Dysentery with a loss of one.
Dr. RoatNSON reported 46 cases of cholera and cholerine, and
one death ; 66 cases of dysentery and two deaths; 9 cases of fever
and one death.
Dr. Cownau, of Lafayette, Ind., made report of 75 cases of
cholera and cholerine, and three deaths.
Dr. W. H. JoNBS treated 6 cues of cholera, no deaths; 60
caaes dysentery, no deaths; 6 typhoid fever, and 9 deaths.
Dr. W1easTBR, of Middletown, Butler Co., O., stated that from
&he ht of May to the 16th of October lut, he had treated 300 caaes
of all diseases, with a Joas of 4 cues. The four Jost were made
up of one phrenitis, one congestive fever, one cholera irifaotum,
aDd one debrium tremens. He had also treated 80 cases of dyteotery successfully.
Dr. BoaToN reported 30 cases of small pox, with a Joas of one.
Adjourned to 10 o'clock A. M., November 6th
THIRD .HEBTINQ,
Minutes read and acce~ed.
Dr. Wx. K1Na reported 30 cases of typhoid fever, 16 ca9e1 of
Scarlatina, 10 of pneumonia, 10 dysentery, 8 cholera morbue, 4
E02'1ish ship fever, all treated successfully,
Dr. J. J. SMITH, of Roanoke, N. C., reports 11 caaes pneumonia, 10 intermittent fever, 16 remittent, 6 leucorrhma, 69 of other
diseases, with a loss of 3 patients, who were treated under the most
unfavorable circumstances.
Dr. AuausTus EcJC&RT states that he has treated 366 cases of all
diseases, during the past five months, and lost of tbis number, 11
only.
Dr. RoSA. remarked that as he was about to address the memben
of the Eclectic Medical Convention, he had full coaidence to go
ahead; he believed the members of the convention to be hooest
searchers after truth, and the refore felt free to addresa tbem.
Tbe Doctor remarked that be had been an allopathic practitioner
about twenty seven years; but owi~ to circumstances over which
he had no control, be h:id sat snugly in the scoft'ers' corner. During
that whole period of time, no other method of medical practice
had been brought witbin his observation, except the Tbomao.niaa.
He said that be had known several of this class of p~tysiciaos, who
had been manufactured in one ni~ltt's study, and some of them had
p-oved quite formidable competators. This summary method ot
manufacturing doctors, out of men, too, who were quite moderate
ia natural intellect, was quite a mysterious matter.
The Doctor remarked that· they aometimea cured patients, and
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that he had done no better-that they lost patients and so ·did he,

but still he had treated the whole matter witl1 dignified contempt.
One thing. however, appeared passing strange, said the Doctor,
that many respectable and thinking persons preferred this class of
physicians to all others.
·
With this condition of things, besides many painful reminis.
oences, the Doctor remarked that nenly all confidence in the profession had entirely forsaken him.
- Here the Doctor spoke of witnessing the fatal efl'ects of heroic'
remedies, and the result of calomel and jalap as a prophy-·
laxis in bilious fevt:r, and he also recounted the circumstances which'
Jed him to the investigation of Homreopathy, all of which was'
made quite interesting to the convention.
·1
· Dr. BocHANAN, cliairman of the committee appointed to draft a'
memorial to the Legislature, reported a memorial, which report;
after some discussion, was adopted.
t
On motion of Dr. Buchanan,
ReBOl"cd, That a committee be appointed to attend to the presenJ
tation of the memorial of the Association to the Legislature of
Ohio.
Drs. J. R. Buchanan, S. Rosa, B. L. Hill, Wm. King, I. J;
Avery, J. H. Jordan, and J. Davis, were appointed a committee.
Adjourned to 2 o'clock, P. M.
.,·
J'OURTH .MEETING.

'•

Minutes read and accepted.
·
·
·
Dr. S. E. PEARRE n>ports 600 cases of disease treated during th"
past year, with a loss of two only.
Dr. A. P. BALDRIDGE, of Springfield, Ohio, reports that he
treated 25 cases of Asiatic cholera, . six of these were collapsed
cases, four of whom died. He prescribed for 76 cases of cholerine
success~ully.

Dr. CHILDS, of Madison, Indiana, reported tliat he had treated
from 200 to 300 cases of disease during the past year. He had
U>O cases of cholera, five only of which number died undE"r hi1
treatment. He had treated 44 cases of consumption and diseases
of the lungs, with a loss of three only. He usPd an Expectorant
in these cases, composed of equal parts Tr. Iodine, Tr. Phytolacca,
Tr. Macrotys, Tr. Sanguinar1a, and Tr. Myrrh. Of this he administered from one to four teaspoonsfull daily. In connection
with ti~ Expectorant, he used a syrup of elecamrane, comfrey,
and swamp dogwood (Ptelea Trifoliata.) Occasional emetics were
~\·en with advantage ; but the greatest benefit derived from the ure
of extensive irritating plasters over the whole i:urface of the che5f
and a part of the back. He would let them discharge freely from
five to eig!1t weeks. He used lupulin as an anodyne, and gave
the Restorative Bitters, with cinchona, !ls a tonic.
·
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Dr. JAs. G. HuNT stated that his preeent reports included but
t'our cases of cholera, as all the others had been reported in connection with Dr. Morrow'~, and were now before the public. OC
other diseases he had treated over 300 cases since the first of July
last. Diarrhrea and dysentery (those of dysentery forming the
larger rroportion,) constituted nearly one half of this number, and
bad al been treated successfully. From the remainder, including
the four cases of cholera, be had had nine deaths, one from organic
disease of the heart, one from hyster;cal convulsions, wbicfi occurred in a delicate female convalescing from dyseutery, which bad
been preceded by an attack of cholera; another was a man with
cholera, who had gone so far into the stage of collapse, as to be
pulseless and unable to recognize his own wife or brother; two
others had been under other treatment, and their friends despaired
of their recovery before he qas called ; the sixth was a caae of
Phthisis Pulmonalis in its last stage, under treatment only two weeks;
the seventh death was from confluent small pox in a child eight
QlOnths old ; the eighth from cholera. infantum ; the ninth from ara..
ehtniis.
Dr. VANSANDT stated that he had treated 700 cases of diaeaae
the past year, and had but four deaths in his practice.
Dr. B. L. HILL remarked that the report ben.>tofore published or
his treatment of cholera, was not complete, as he had treated many
cases subsequent to the time of making that report. In all he had
attended 89 cases and lost J.
Drs. G. S. & J. P. BALL report the following cases treated by
tliem from the first of August, 1848, to the first of October, 18-i9.
Deatl&I.
Ca1u.
Cholera,
26
2
Pneumonia,
9
1
Small Pox,
2
0
Modified do.,
6
0
Neural~ia,
4
0
lnterm1ttents,
30
0
Chorea,
2
relieved by Hydropathy.
Scarlatina,
80
0
Cholerine,
60
0
Bilious Fever,
48
0
Dysentery,
18
1
Acute Rheumatism, 16
0
Erysipelas,
4-244
0-4
Dr. GARRBTSON reported 60 cases of dysentery and diarrh~ all
~ured ; about 50 cases of other diseases with a loss of three, I of
consumption and 2 of small pox.
.
Dr. BucuANAN addressed the Association in reference to the defects of our medical nomenclature, and the convenjence of namU.
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our phannaceutical preparations, and writing labels, prescriptions,
or description of cases, &.c., by tenns composed of the first syl·
)able of the name of each artide entering rnto the compound, aa
Jal. Sen. Car. for the Jalap Senna and Clove powder, or common
anti bilious physic, etc., etc. After some discussion, upon Dr. B.'e
wggestions, on motion of Dr. Hill, it was
7ltaolved, That it is the duty of e\·ery member of the Associa.
tion to prepare a complete and accurate report of his practice, ar.cording the form heretofore adopted, and present the same at the
nen regular meeting of the Association.
On motion. adjourned to the third Tuesday of May, 1860, at 9
o'clock, P. M., in the Hall of the Eclectic Medical Institute of
Cincinnati.

Na.mts of Membt.ra atttn.Ung the A1SocUilfoa.
Geo. Black,
Jos. R. Buchanan,
J. Flattery,
S. H. Chase,
Wm. King,

J. J. Smith,
H. E. White,
Samuel Clark,
C. Fulton,
B. F. Hatch,
John Melvin,
A. D. Skellenger,
J. Borton,
James Murray,
James C. Batchelor,
J. .W. Prowell,
P. W. Sampsel,
Jas Milot,
G. W. Wallace,
Wm. H. Jones,
J. H. Tilden,
D. Porter Wooster,
Henry Judy,
Wm. C. Taylor,
A. R. Plank,
Wm. Owens,
P. C. Bates,
Horatio P. Gatchell,
Joel Dalbey, Jr.,
A. M. Stayman,
l. H. Jordan,
T. J. Wright,
Jeue Garretson,

C. Beadle,
S. N. Caldwell, ·
0. R. Baker,
Amaziah Sells,
A. D. H. Kemper,
0. E. Newton,
A. Brown,
R. R. ~eaus,
Jaa. S. Cowdrey,
L K. Rosa,
J. W. Hough,
L. E. Jones,
D. C. Challen,
E. Albert Lodge,
S. Rosa,
L. E. Ober,
T. W. Newman,
John J. Stites,
N. Alonzo Kellogg,
Lewis Behymer,
Thomas Donaldson,
Wm. Bevier,
Eliaa Webster,
Wm. Webster,
Bolivar C. Conver1e,
Charles Davis,
Norman P. Kellogg,
L. E. Pearre,
N. L. Vansandt,
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S. F. Conklin,
S. S. Ball,
C. M. Williams,
Jeptlia Davis,
The documents or reports of
present in our next number.

J. T. Windler,
Augustus Eckert,
Coville Lee,

the convention we shall probably

Suaonv.-Prof. DuoLav, of Letington, the veteran leader of
Western surgery, bas commenced a series of papers in the Tran.
1ylvania Medical Journal, in which he proposes to embody his
ample experience. The first paper, on Aneurism, is reviewed in
the Louiaville Medical Journal by an able writer, who thinks the
Doctor's efforts with the pen will not redound much to his re}>utation, as his style is bad, and his research among authors has not
been sufficiently thorough. We opine, that notwithstanding Dr.
Dudley's ample resources and experience, he will be found considerably behind the times. He does not belong to the progreasive
class-to him phrenology, mesmerism, the improved methods of
diagnosis for cardiac diseases, by the stethoscope, and a large portion
of the numerous contributions to the materia medica, of recent date,
are of no value. How numerous has been the class of eminent
physicians and surgeons, whose influence has retarded the progrefa
of medical science...-who have uttetly scorned the most importaat
means of medical improvement, and limited their researches in
materia medica to the old barren routine of ealomel, tartar emetic,
opium, quinine, arsenic, &.c. The names of Dudley, Cooke, and
Dtake, who have so long and so firmly sat as a nightmare upon
the medical mind of the West, are sad examples ; but it is a moet
encouraging faet, that the publit' intelligence has outgrown their antiquated errors. Prof. Cooke was pensionr.d off by the Louisville
Faculty, with permission to discontinue his lectures, and engage in
agricultural pursuits. Prof. Dudley lectures in a collE>ge, once the
glory of the West, but now declining to ruin, and Prof. Drake,
havin6 p:lssed t:1e meridian of his reputation, is now lecturing to
a slender class in the Ohio Medical College. The world ii moving
on, and c:>nservative old gentlemen must expect to be left behind.

B.
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L.urouAos or TRI: Puas.-Tbe following extracts from the Ga·
zette and Dispatch of Cincinnati, and Times of Memphis, are
characterized by a very liberal spirit, and seem to indicate that when
Eclectic medicine becomes generally understood, it will not lack
for candid recognition and .con:lial support from the press.
Professor BuclfANAN's Lecture, at the Eclectic Medical Institute,
on Monday evening, was a very able and instructive discourse. The
Doctor, as champion of Eclectic Medicine, endeavored to show
that the orthodox Allopathic system was, in res~t to scientific
profundity and practicaf utility, far inferior to the Eclectic system.
By calculati11g the progress of various improvements in the AlloJ-.lhic and Eclectic ranks, he attempted to demonstrate that the
Allopathie system was at' least fifty years behind the Eclectic medicine in the treatment of ch ·lera, hydrophobia, puerperal fever,
scarlatina, cancer, and many other diseases, as well as in the knowledr of the materia, physiology, and medic.'.ai philosophy. To
entorce this pro~sition, he introduced a variety of calculationa
and statements, derived from American and European practice,
and quoted from the most recent standard authors, confessions of
their ignorance as to the treatment or various diseases, while he
referred to reports of the triump!tant success of Eclectic practitioners in the same diseases. He quoted from the London Lancet
several specimens of the medical wisdom of Europe, which from
the manner and in the connection they were given, excited a great
merriment in the audience. He drew also a graphic portrait of a
young American, familiar with the discoveries and improvements
of the Eclectic school visiting Europe, and teaching the wise men
of London and Paris, that while the "star of empire" was wending
its way West, the star of medical science was also cultivating over
the western hemisphere, and claiming that they would be compelled
to turn their faces to America, if tbey would learn the treatment of
the most familiar diseases, and the more profound facts in the physiology of man, which had heretofore defied their researches.
The lecture occupied nearly two hours in deliver,, and was r&ceived with much favor by a crowded audieace.-Cm. Gazette.
The lecture of Prof. Stalio last e\"ening, at the Eclectic Medi..
cal Institute, was an admirable discourse, manifesting leami!J,
originality, thoug!Jt, and remarkable qualifications as a scientific
teacher. Prof. S. is quite a young man, but be is an experienced
and fluent lecturer. In comparing his attainments and capacities
with those of the older and more distinguished chemists of the
United States, we are disposed to believed that he is equalled b1
f'ew as a chemical professor, and probably surpassed by none in thas
country. \Ve were particularly pleaaed with his elevated views of
the value of chemistry u the means of leading the mind to tbe
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higher walks of philosophy. His app~ication of certain chemical
facits, in reference to poisons to the ge ieral p!1ilo1 ipby of animat.e
and inanimate nature, was no less profound than beautiful.-Ci11.

Dis-patch.

J. MtLTON SAuN'Dl:lls, Professor of Chemistl'y in the Memphia
Institute, has arrived in our city. We were not aw ire of the merits
of this gentlemen before his arrinl, because his identity bad oot
been designated to us. If we had been informed that he was the
one who discovered the Electric Light, about whie!1 coosiderablt
fuss was made, a few years since, in Cincinnati, the one t'.1at now
blazes in every light house and mine in England, eaving tln Mariner
from wreck, and the Miner from carburetted hydrogen explosion,,
we would have known who he wu, and how to have a;>preciated
him.
He commenced his experiments on this subject, in this country,
and completed them in the Labratory of Prot: Faradiy, of the
RovaJ Institution of London.
The degree of Mast.er of Arts was conferred upon him by the
Institute of the Apothecary's Hall (of well known celebrity) before
bis return to this country.
He bas more recently been prosecuting experiments in Bfarch of
an Electro Magnetic power. We hope that he may conclude them
here with succeStt. His researches have been greatly retarded by
the destruction of his Labratory by fire, which was worth tl/>00.
· We congt'!'tulate our city, and still more the Institute in J.aaviug
possession of him, and an assurance of his services.
With such men as King, Newton, Powell and SaUJders, whom
we have seen, the lnstitut.e is fated to aucceed.
It would not be out of place to add, that Prof. Saunders wu
elected Professor of Chemistry in the Adelaide pllery of London,
and served, till he resolved to return to the United States.
In giving these hiatorical rec:ollediona of Prof. Saunders, we
have only cfone a little of our duty to him and to t!1e Institution, ill
which he is now a Profeuor.-Mmiphi1 Timu.
REstoNATtoN ov PRor. Joa!f T. SaoTWP:LL.-The old friends
&f that venerable and venerated institution, the O!aio Medical CoJ..
lege, will regret to leam that Prof. S!1otwell, w.10 has so long<»
copied the chair of Anatomy in that school, ha.a resigned bis post.
They will regret this, inasmuch as much of the popularity of that
institution, which it cannot be denied, hu, from ct>rtain causes, for
the past few /ears been on the wane, dt'pended upon the personal
popularity an influence of this gentleman. This gradual, but unmistakeable decay of this old Medical Sch'.>01, bas been noted with
regret by its graduates, who represent its early tame jg all a~
of the land, and d1at "'Bret will be ht ightened by the fact
one
of its main props and supports has Jeil 1t.-Cia. .DiqateA.
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fart 1.---®riginnl '2to1nmunicntions.
"THE VANGUARD OF THE ARMY."
INTRODUCTORY Li.:cTuRE, DELIVERED BY PROF. J. R. BucHAN ..u:,
IN THE ECLECTIC MEDICAL INsTITUTE, NovEMBER 5, 1849.

GtJatlemen of the Medical Class:
I am glad to meet you again! After four months absence from
collegiate duties, I am glad to stand here and find many familiar
faces before me, returning to our halls with a glow of health, which
indicates that they are well prepared for the arduous winter cam·
paign of study. The severe and protracted mental labor necessary
to obtain a perfect mastery of medical science, too often exhaust~
the strength, deteriorates the constitution, and plants the lily upon
the countenance &of the ambitious student. However that com.
plexion may be admired, I prefer the rosy and rugged aspect of
health, which you bring from your out door labors ani:I professional
conflicts with disease. And seeing you thus prepared, I rejoice to
stand before you upon this platform and renew my labors in the
spirit which may bave prompted the Highlander to exclaim "My
foot's upon my natfre heath-and my name's .McGregor."
I feel that I am in my natural element when laboring here for
the diftbsion of knowledge and freedom, for the destruction of error
and falsehood, and the advancement of everything which is calc:u.
lated to promote to the health and happiness of man.
I have selected for my subject this evening, the expressh·e title
of "The Vanguard of the Army," a title you will readily understand-a subject, in reference to which so much needs to be said,
that I have taken the liberty of reducing my thoughts to writingthtl8 giving you mainly a written instead of an extemporaneous
~re. But after I had written as much as I thought proper to be
uttered on such an occasion, I found that the subject was but
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opened, and that a number of my best ideas upon the subject had
been entirely omitted.
Life has often been compared to a battle. It is a grand struggle
in which millions are engaged-a struggle with the elemenbt-a
struggle against each other-a struggle to be foremost in the race-a struggle to attain some distant goal.
They who are engaged in these struggles are rightly compared
to an army-an army continually marching, continually conquering,
and still finding new realms to conquer in endless progression.
In this army there are three great divisions: those who march in
the van, who hew out a pathway through the wilderness and over
the morass and mountain-they are the vanguard of the army--after
the vanguard comes a mixed multitude, who fonn the centre, composed of men who have less entererise and energy, who dare not
trust themselves beyond the protection of their comrades, and who
move on in large masses, under strict discipline of their leaders.
There is yet another party in the rear, composed partly of those
who are disabled by age and infirmity, and partly of a sluggish,
stubborn class, who dislike to move too rapidly, and partly of an
anti-progressive set, who are continually looking back to the past,
and who detest all onward movement as dan~rous and destructive.
In the medical profession these three divi11ions are peculiarl,r
conspicuous, and it will be interesting at this time to sketch theu
relatn·e positions. He who limits his vision to any class or portion
of the medical profession, will suppose that the most advanced members of that class are the vanguard of the whole body-but he who
casts his eye over the whole field, ,and even beyond the the field of
medical science, into the realms of mystery which science baa not yet
reached, and toward which it is slowly approaching, will perceive
clearly who is in the van-enlarging the boundaries of science, and
bringmg forth from the dark recesses of nature, new plants, new
combinations of remedies, and new principles for the treatment of
human disease.
A~ the number of bold adventurous spirits is always less thaa
the number of those who prefer a life of ease and safety, and u
the pioneers in the conquest and eettlement of a new continent are
always few in nnmber compared to the mass of those who prefer to
reside amid the safety and shelter of the older settlements arid cities,
so in the pioneer labors of medical science, it is probable that few
will be actively engaged, while the multitude of tne profession will
prefer to reside quietly in the old familiar localities oC the profession, which have been occupied for centuries.
There is another interesting analogy between the settlement of a
country and the exploration of a science. The first settlers aR
generally honest, brave, free-hearted and hospitable men ; living
beyond the jurisdiction or beyond the .reac~ of t.he rnynnidona of
go\•emment_;,they are free from all slavish d1sc1phoe, and each acb
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independently according to bis own conscience, without asking what
is his neighbor's opinion, or whether he is permitted to do this or
that. While the inhabitants of the older countries are drilled into
strict subordination to government, and servile obedience to fashion,
the hardy pioneers live in freedom, absolute as Adam in Eden, with
no master but the great Creator.
.
Thus it is in medical science. The multitude who dwell together in the old abiding places of the profession, are characterized
by a certain uniformity in the fashion of their opinions, and by a
great reverence for authority, while they who are pioneering new
paths in science, have left behind them the errors of their predecessors, and disdain all trammels of authority. Thus the great
multitude of the medical profession are arrayed in well disciplined
masses, while the pioneers who constitute the va~ of the army
of occupation, are ever characterized by their proudly isolated independence. That the gn:at multitude of the medical profession is
now and ever has been under the control of a discipline unfavorable
to rapid progress, is a most palpable fact.
That profession was
originally organized under despotic governments, and has attained
its highest gfory, and flourished for centuries in the midst of aristocratic institutions, where the highest aim, the proudest hope of
the medical author, was to be permitted to associate with the.nobility, and ultimately to write himself a Sir or a Baron. If theee
enviable distinctions could not be attained, he hoped at least to be
patronized by the aristocracy, and to be chosen a member of some
Ro1al Academy, Royal Society, or Royal College of Surgeons, in
which he coul<l domineer over the co-temporary practitioners of
medicine, and exercise, .in science, the same unwarrantable and
. despotic authority which he saw exercised in political life. The
pc_>wer by which such societies were enabled to refuse the illustrious Jenner a license to practice, and by which they maintained
the subordination of the rank and file of the profe881on, was congenial to the general character of European life and European institutions, and it was from the midst of such institutions that the
medical profession was transplanted to this country. Our early
practitioners were graduates of European schools, and when America
established her own medical schools, the professors were either im~rted from abroad, or were men who had acq_uired all they knew
of the profession under the influence of fore1gn institutions, and
were therefore thoroughly imbued with the spirit of European medicine, and eager to reproduce in this country, a facsimile of their
foreign model. .
Hence it is that while we have discarded European forms of
~vemment, and given to the world an American form, we have
adopted the European medical profession, which has been transplarited unchanged, and continues yet unchanged in our midst,
boasting thai it is now as it ever has been, one and the same un-
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changed body. That thu main body of the medical profession,
which claims so long a lineage, is really the same in spirit-that it
is unchanged like. the Bourbons, when they returned to France, of
whom it was said, that in all their reverses, they had forgotten
nothing, and they had learned nothing-may be proven by reference
to the general policy of the leaders of the profession in our own
country.
I need not refer to the numerous attempts which have been made
to place the profession under strict surveilfance, by vesting in certain
little societies and cliques, the exclusive power of granting pet'.·
mission to practice, and authorizing them to ~cute vigorously all
who rebelled against their authority. I would refer only to the
last and most conspicuous act performed by the profession in its
,10llective capacity, through its gr-eat congi:ess, the national medical
assooiation, convened at Philadelphia, and purporting to represent
the entire medical profession.
This association adopted, without remonstrance, and I suppose
as a mere matter of course, in accordance with their general ~licy,
a resolution which aims to erect a wall around the main l>Ody o(
the \X"ofession, which shall serve as an imP".ssable barrier to prevent
the introduction of any liberal views or iildependent action.
The resolution was to the effect that no medical college should
ever admit a student within its walls, who came from a preceptor,
who was not orthodox, or as it was called, regular in his practice.
This resolution answers a three-fold pu!'f<>se-first, to excludt
from entering the profession and comminghng with its membe~.
you!IS men of a liberal independent spirit, who will not submit to
professional trammels. Second, to insult and degrade the independent i>ractitioner, who will not follow the regular routine of prac·
tice, because he knows it to be unphilosophical, and, third, to
prevent young men from entering the offices, or cultivating the
society of independent physicians, and compel them thus to fall
under the influence of those who will train them to follow a regular
path, and preserve a regular obedience to authority.
The ob~ect of this rule is · to enforce a rigid system of professional purushment against all rebels who do acknowledge any nigher
authority than their own convictions of right and wrong. As fint
and imJ>l'isonment are not allowable in diis free country, the only
mode of punishment is bv a system of ostracism. The offender
is cut oft', and must be cfenounced, scorned, despised and spurned
by every member of the profession who is true to his allegiance.
This method of punisliment, to enforce conformity and submission, is very extensively carried out all over our country bv the
members of the Jlrofession, who are carefulJy taught in the medical
schools, a rule which has been handed down from our English
progenitors-that they must hold no communication whate\"er
with men who are unfaithful to the authorities of the profession.
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and must never e>en admit, by word or deed, that any man is a
physician at all, whose opinions and practice are not such as the
great authorities of the profossion have sanctioned.
It is supposed that the dignity of the profession is so great, and
its moral power so unlimited, that if the members of the profession
refuse to recognize any practitioner as a physician, he is at once
morally and medically dead. Like the Chinese, who contemn a.<!
barbarians all berond their own celestial empire, the truly orthodox
medical man wil not admit that any medical science exists beyond
the pale of orthodoxy. Whatever may be the inventions and improvements of the outside barbarians, he cannot condescend to
notice anything beyond his own celestial empire, which dates back
for its ongin almost to the time of old Chaos.
A laugliable instance of this Chinese pomposity and arrogance,
occurred not long since, when a distinguisbed medical professor wa.i;
asked in reference to the waning fortunes of his orthodox medical
college. He was twitted with the fact that another college, which
did not claim to be at all orthodox, was surr.assing, in its progress,
his own proud institution, and he replied, hke a. true Mandarin of
the Celestial Empire, by denying that there were any such physicians, or students, or any surh classes, or any such college as had
been mentioned, because they were beyond the pale of the legitimate
profession, and therefore, scientifically speaking, they had no exi11tence in the medical profession.
Such men seem to suppose that if they shut their eyes, and refust•
to recognize a fact, it ceases to exist. They act like the ostrich,
which, when hard pursued, and seeina no mode of escape, at lasl
refuses to recognize the huntsman, andplun~es its head in the sand,
supposing that thus it may preserve its digruty to the last.
This system of absolute and rigid non-intercourse, has beeu
carried to a most ridiculous length. Prominent (members of the·
medical profession have declared, that they would never hold any
intercourse, either professional or social, with those who deviated
from medical orthodoxy-that they would not associate with any
one who would extend them countenance, and that they would not
enter the temple of God in fellowship with those of hetorodox
faith in medicine. Such have been the lamentable and ridiculous
extremes of medical bigotry in our own country, the very land of
freedom.
.
I do not mean to say that such is the spirit of all of the orthodox
class; but such have 'been the manifestations of the most zealous
and dist:nguished conservatives, against which the profession generally make no protest.
The general concurrence of the more distinguished and influeu&ial members of the profession in the rules of non-intercourse with
independents, and the passive acquiescence of the greater portion of
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the· profe111ion, suftlciently demonstrates that the multitude of the
profession are governed by the rigid discipline derived from Europe.
The honor of rebelli~ against such a system of discipline was
reserved to America. Here a liber.al party exists, which utterly
iJComs and repudiates the restrictive system, and here the battle is
now in progress between conservatism and liberalism; between the
aristocratic system of Europe and the democratic system of America.
To illustrate the position of these two parties, I would refer to a
conversation which recently occurred between two gentlemen who
occupy a prominent pasition as champions, respectively, of conlliervatism and liberalism. After a statement by the liberal profesaor, of his views of medical science, and the method of medical
practice, the conservative remarked that their views were as far
apart as the eut and the west, and that he did not regard those as
belonging to the same profession with himself who entertained such
11e11timents. But, he contended, he belonged to the great unitary
profession, which had one literature, one organization, one faith,
one undivided body, from the time of Hippocrates down.
As the very existence of this imaginary catholic unity was com.
promised by the existence of colleges and practitioners, whom he
would not recognize as members of the same profession, it was
necessary for him to get rid of the difticultf. It was necessary for
him to quell the dissensions of the medica church, by establishing
a. high and infallible papal authority, to preserve its unitv.
He
accordingly assumed the position in conversation, that when snch
differences existed among medical men, there must be a su(>!"eme
tribunal to determine what was true, and which should pre,·a1l.
The liberal professor replied that there was de facto a supreme
tribunal to which all must bow, because it had the power to enfon-P
its decisions. That tribunal consisted of the entire mass of man.
kind, both in the profession and out of it-of which tribunal every
individual was a member, and from the decisions of which tribunal
no appeal could be made. This mighty tribunal, be remarked.
could raise up or put down practitioners, colleges, professions, and
medical doctrines, to this tribunal you and I must equally submit.
This proposition struck the conservative professor as an odious
heres~e utterly repudiated the idea that die general intelligence
of mankind had any right to an io8uence or control in any such
matters; he could not brook the idea that the patrons of the medical
profession, from whom it derives its entire means of existence,
should have any voice in detennining the kind or quantity of drugs
which they should swallow; or should presume to decide the comparative success of the different modes of practice. He contended
that the supreme tribunal was in the medical profession alone and
P.Xclusively, and that whatever the medical profession, in its asi;ernbled wisdom determined to be orthodox, must be received as
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the eltabliehed science, from which all deviations, it is ~erally
understood, are to be visited with the penalty of excommunication.
Of the manner which this excommunication is carried out and
enforced, we have had a number of. examples. A medical college
devoted to liberal principles, no matter how la~ its classes, or
how reputable its faculty, is not even mentioned in the catalogues
of colleges and students published in orthodox journals. A medical
euay published in a liberal journal is seldom or never noticed in an
orthodox organ. Statistics of practice, or announcements of new
remedies aoo discoveries in liberal journals, are never quoted by
the conservatives. No compliment to the talents, worth or learning
of a liberal physician ever illuminates the pages of conservative
journals. On the contrary, scoffing, slander, and misrepresentation
A medical journal of the west declared of a large and
abound.
inftaential portion of the profession, (governed by liberal sentiments)
that there was not a single man in the whole fraternity with whom
a ~hie physician would associate; and one of the most distinguished {>hys1cians of the east declared, even in a court of justice, when interrogated in reference to a system of medical practice
pursued by a large number of the most scientific men of the United
Sta&ea and Europe, that he considered such a system a mere system
of knavery in the physician, and credulity in the patient.
Thus we have liigh medical authority for the Eroposition, that
~bout the United States and Euro~, among the thousands of
learned men who have rejected the ola school system, there are
none but knaves, charlatans, impostors, quacks, :with whom no man
who respects himself, should ever associate. Such is the absurdity,
the falsehood, and profligac)' which now domineers in the ranks of
orthodox medicine.
I think it has been sufficiently shown that the central body, the
middle multitude of the profession is thus governed by a rigid
diecipline, which every liberal mind should scorn, and that tliey
who would introduce radical chan~s and improvements, must
neceaarily be excluded from this main body by its restrictive rules.
ThWI the vanguard of the profession, while engaged in exploring
new paths in nature's untrodden realms of science, are exclude(!
and far removed from all communication with the disciplined mul-

titude.
In every profession, the vanguard by whom thev are led on in a
career of improvement, are composea of men ot liberal minds,
who have sufficient moral courage to stand alone and wait until the
JJresent or some succeeding generation shall reach the point to which
they have attained. If you would know what they liave achieved,
you must ask not their cotemp:>raries of the mixed multitude; but
their friends who llave watched their labors, and rejoiced in their

saccesa.

The vanguard of the medical profession in America at the present
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time, have accomplished much of which they may be justly proud,
and which places them far, far in the advance of the orthodox multitude. Scorning all names which would in any way restrict or
limit their position or their progress, they recognize only the liberal
all comprehending title of Eclectic, which indicates their determination to gather and retain all knowledge that may be desirable,
and never m their eager pursuit of the new, to overlook or to destroy
that which is old and well established.
They glory in being reformers, but not destructive levelling refonners-not rash partizans, who despise the fruits of all past
experience, and aim only to bring forward some favorite hobbysome single idea, as narrow as the errors which prec.eded it, for
which single idea, all cotemporary wisdom and experience must bt>
discarded.
The Ecl~ctic party recognizes but one great aim and duty-that
aim is not the dignity of the medical profession-not powei--nor
fame-nor wealtli, but the salvation of human life and happiness.
The glory of the Eclectic party, therefore, is that it advances
farther in the knowledge of the means of relieving disease-that it
has heretofore been more successful in the salvation of life, and
that it is continually progressing in the improvement of practical
medicine, far beyond the position occupied by the multitude.
Let us look at the condition of medical science with the old
school party, who constitute the innumerable multitude of the profession, in comparison with its progress among American Eclectics.
When the cholera first visit~d America in 1832, what was the condition of old school medicine? It prescribed then, as it still prescribes for the treatment of cholera, calomel, opium and tbe lancet.
In vain has this terrible disease slaughtered milhons in Asia, Europe
and America, while old school medicine relied upon such agents.
In vain does a vast and varied experience tell us that under the
lane.et, calomel and opium treatment, ooe-balf the cholera patients
perish-still calomel, opium, and the lancet rule amid the darknes:.
of the schools, and the medical man who <lares to reject or denOWl<:f>
their use, does so at the peril of his professional standing.
When the disease came to America in '32, Eclectic medicine
encountered its rava~es in New York, in Kentucky, and in various
localities in the Umted States. The extraordinary success of the
Eclectic treatment almost disarmed the disease of its terrors.
It
is deeply to be regretted that accurate statistical accounts were not
preserved; but as well as we can learn, the results then were very
similar to the results at the present time, and the mortality of
cholera patients was between four and six per c.ent. Since that
period some improvements have been introduced in our plan of
treatment, but the general features are still the same; and the relation
between Eclectic practice and the stereotyped calomel and opium
treatment, has been a disproportion of ten to one in the mortality.
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The mortality of 1603 Eclectic cholera patients in Cincinnati,
was sixty-five, or four and one-third per cent-ten times that

amount, or forty-three per cent. would be a sufficiently moderate
estimate for the mortality of cholera under the calomel and opium
treatment. When we have so many reports of European writers
exhibiting a mortality of fifty and sixty per cent., it would certainly
not be ungenerous to place the Allopathic cholera mortality as low
as forty-three per cent." An allopathic cholera report exhibiting
a mortality of only twenty-three per cent. would be complimented
by the .!llopathic press on account of the skill displayed in saving
seventy-seven per cent. of the patients, and yet this would be fitJe
timu as great a mortality as belongs to the Eclectic practice.
Is it credible that in this free, enlightened country, the horrid
retults of Allopathic practice should be defended by colleges and
by medical journals, and be sustained by the moral force of the
great mass of the medical profession? Is it credible that any
medical man should endeavor to stifle enquiry, when el·ery month's
publications exhibit the contrast of the liberal and the Allopathic
practice.
As an illustration of the comparative condition of medical science, in the progreesh-e and conservative portions of the profession,
let us look at the last number of th2't most orthodox organ, the London Lancet, which I now hold in my hand. In this we have the
proceedings of a medical society, which assembled in London, for
the consideration of the cholera-the faithfully reported wisdom of
some of those, who in the high places of the profession, are supposed to concentrate the light of the age, and to be thereby entitled
to guide and control the bumbler ranks of the profession.
We have here the proceedings of an extraordinary meeting or
the society in reference to cholera, (August 16th 1849) which wai;
attended by about fifty medical gentlemen-Mr. HILTON F. R. C.
S. in the chair, and Messrs. HAWKINS, DBNDY, HooHss, BARLOW,
Raas, and others of disti~uished name participating· in the proceed~s. While holding 10 my bands this organ of British medical w1Sdom, I should be proud to take up an American publication-our own Eclectic Medical Journal, and compare the discussion on cholera in the South London Medical Society, with the
discussion of the same subject in our own Eclectic Medical Society of
this ~ity convened near the same time for the same purpose. In the one
we find learned confusion, contradiction, failure, and acknowledged
•Dr. Watson (no one stands higher M Allopathlc authority) admits that he, like
of the profession, lost half of his cholera patients. The "Lancet" or thie
city, tlle organ of the Ohio Medical College, expreuea the opinion that one llalf or
&ll lhe cholera caaea with rice-water discharges. prove fatal under any treatment ;
llld the Boaton Mooical and Surl(ical Journal, in its last number says, in speaking
of cholera, "Phyiricians must eYerywhere confess that they do not yet understand
!lie cllaracter of tile diae111e. 0..lr a 111eietf
out of the milliona who hHe
tb~ n.~t

Leea attlolled."
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ignorance-in the other, we find remarkable harmony and unanim.
ity, remarkable ~eneral success, and the same kind of agreement or
coincidence which we find among the cultivators of any science,
which has closely approximated to exactness and certainty. In the
one case, all are uncertain what should be done, and are coDBCiow
that they cannot accomplish much-in the other, all are decided
and clear-confident in their power of controlling thedisease, because
they have already met with triumphant success. In point of practi·
cal skill and success, the two reports exhibit a contrast worthy of
a thousand years interval, whereas, they are in fact the proceed·
inga of contemPorary bodies of medical men in Europe and America-or rather ID London and Cincinnati.
I will read you some extracts from this remarkable report in the
Lancet, which commences with the remark, that " the greatest di~raity of opinion prevailed respecting both the treatment of cholera and its nature."
This report is remarkable, especia11y for the very candid confessions of t6e speakel'8 as to their ignorance of the proper treatment
of the disease. It has been thoroughly proven m our Eclectic
pra<.-tice, that cholera may very often be cured in IM ltage of callaP'e; but this result seems to have been beyond the reach of the
SOuth. London Medical Society. The first Speaker whose remarks
are given, Mr. Hrcx:s su~ested that "cholera cases millht be divided into three classes,' in the first two of these cl88Ses, be
thong-ht the ~tients if "not too far gone" mig-ht be relieved.
But 10 the third stage, where the patients were ID a state of collapse, although be had applied mustard poultices, together with
brandy, chlorofonn, ether, ammonia, and otlier stimulants; yet in no
caie1

at thia stage, 4ad t4ut remt.die1 been attended tDith •~·"

The next Speaker, Dr. MuRPHY, took the same view" with regard to the treatment in the stage of colla~, Ae found tl&at Ju
on.lg ineco wkat remediu did no harm, for he knew of no certain
means of cure." . "When the collapse stage arrived, unlu1 galt10ninn did 1onuthinJ, no other remedy
capable ofropelliag
tM crfllaanuntum oJ~ tM blooi. through the
11
However, in Cincinnati we have not found it necessary to 111e
the venous injections introduced by Dr. Murphy for the purpose of
diuolving_and propelling the crassamentum. Dr. Jordan of the
Cholera H<lspital, reports twenty-seven cases of collapsed cholera
patients, successfully treated by Eclectic remedies. It would seem
therefore, that we have something within our reach, more powerful
(according to the learned Doctor)-more powerful than galvanism
for ~pelling the stagnant crassamentum of the blood 11 These
learned follies are ratner laughable affairs ; but the death of the
poor victims of medical error, gives rather a tragical termination to
the farce. The next Speaker, Dr. BAaLOw, concurred in what
had been said respecting the impotence of medical trealwltl&I

"'°'
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t0Atn tAt di1eaH tblll malig_nant, and had arrived at its latter sta~s.
The worst cases that he ha<l seen, where recovery had followed, little or nothing had been done; perhaps a little calomel and cam·
phor had been given, but the patient bad not been exhausted by
overheat, or the heaping up of bed cloth.ta."!!
Here is medical science in its glory-the patients in the worst
attacks of a formidable disease, owing their recovery, not to medical treatment; but only to their not "heaping up the bed clothes."
u The impotence of medical treatment when the disease was mali~ant," frankly confessed!
Let us look farther at the exhibition of London Medical wisdom.
"Dr. Duov believed that the only real antidote for9.cholera tca1
calomel." On the other hand :
"Dr. WATERWORTH, said the calomel treatment had been tried in
1832 and had failed. Until they kne1t1 something of the nature
of this poison, whether it was in the nervous system or in the
blood, ii UJaa impossible AND USELESS TO 00 INTO THE TREATMENT
or THE DISEASE f ! In cases, in which collapse had taken place, he
thought that he had seen more recoveries where uothing had been
done than where he had interfered."
Gentlemen this is no hoax! It is the celebrated orthodox London Lancet, for October, 1849, from which I am reading, and
which you can consult at your leisure. The low estimate of medical skill in cholera expressed in the society, reminds me, that
during our late epidemic, one of our Cincinnati wags, a strong advocate of brandy and a great skeptic in medicine, propased that
an appropriation should be made by the city authorities for the
benefit of the orthodox medical profession-that each should be
allowed a handsome salary, with a sufficient amount, not only to
enjoy life, but to pay his tr8.velin~ expenses, and that then they
should be sent abroad with permission to travel for tht benefit of
their health, until the cholera subsided.
This half jocose, half serious proposition seems to derive some
slight countenance from the proceedings of the London socie7,
with their confession of the " impotence of medical treatment, '
and the uselessness of pretending to treat the dist:ase until they
knew more about it.
Let us read another extract :
"Dr. REi:s had tried the application of cold water to the surface;
charcoal had also been greatly recommended ; and he had used
carbonic acid. The calomel and opium treatment had also been
tried freely, and he was now trying the bichloride of mercury;
but so far a! he had seen no single plan, he repeated, showed any
gf'iat aJ.oantage "er any olher. '
After thus confessing the failure of all the orthodox plans, in
what direction do you suppose he looks for improvement? Does
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he propose to adopt any of those more rational means, which have
in tbe bands of others proved successful? Does old school medicine, when conscious of ignorance, learn from those whose success demonstrates their knowledge? Far from it, Dr. R. still
follows the same orthodox path of absurd theories and destructive
remedies.
"The true remedy for the disease, would, in his opinion, be
found to be something that would unite with animal poison, such
as DICHLORIDE OF MERCURY, ARSENIC, ORJi:OBOTE, TANNIN, &c."! ! !
Such is the report, as printed here in the London Lancet ! ls
not this blundering ignorance disgraceful to the age ? Is it not an
outrage upon humanity, that a medical science thus benighted, yet
handling these instruments of death, should, still like a huge blind
giant struggling·to find his path, inflict death and calamity upon the
race in its convulsive movements?
Is 1t not a burning shame tnat in the very focus of English med.
ical science, one of the most familiar, most wide spread, and most
devastating diseases known, should be acknowledged to be· beyond
their skill and resources-a disease so very simple in its pathology
and therapeutics, that men and women without any medical education whatever, have treated it with signal success, by following the
indications of common sense. At Sandusky city, during the late
awful ravages of cholera, a young lady foll under its influence, and
despite the attentions of medicaf men, was soon given up to die.
At this stage a well digger came in, with a supply of spirits of
turpentine, and took the dying female under his faithful care. He
continued his attention, and the administration of this simple but
efficient remedy, until he restored her to lite and health. Io this
city,_ men without any thorough medil.!al enucatiun, or without any
medical education at all, were more successful than the most
le~rned Allopa.ths. A negro barber having the good sense to obtam those medicines whicb he saw producing the best effects in
the hands of medical reformers, treated a large number of cholera
patients with a remarkably small mortality. When I first heard of
his operations, he had cured every case that he had treated except
one, which had been previously in a very low condition, under the
treatment of an old school physician of high standing-yet, e\'en in
this case, it was admitted that the barber prolonged his life.
One of the best examples of cholera practice of which I have
heard, occurred in the eastern part of this State, where a benevolent and enterprising farmer undertook to investigate the disease
and protect his fellow citizens. He succeeded in gaining their confidence, and distributing his remedies extensively through the
community, to be used on the first approach of the disease. The
consequence was, that although many felt the premonitory symptoms, not a single individual of his town died of the disease, excepting an old school physician, who stubbornly refused to the last to
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take the farmer's remedies. The farmer is now generally styled a
Doctor, and as I have seen his cholera recipe, I can certify th:it be
is an admirable doctor in that disease at least.
Is it not a lamentable state of the medical profession, whf'n men
from all ranks of life are capable of rising up uninstructed, and
sarpauing by the force of untutored common sense all that colleges
and societies can accomplish in Europe ?-when a disease is permitted to pursue its career, slaying millions, which may be controlled by the wood ashes from our hearths, or by the familiar condiment& which stand in the center of every dinner table ?
It is to such science and such leaders as these that we are required to bow the knee.
Let us look again at the concluding declarations of the society,
after their edifying discuasion.
"Dr. Huouss said he knew very little of the subject matter of
discussion when he entered the room, and now he knew less. (A
laugh) All the gentlemen who had spoken ap~ared to hold different opinions as to the best remedy for cholera."
Finally, the chairman very wisely remarked as the meeting concluded: "T"69 liad not ac9uirtd much information to-night, regarding the treatment of tAt dimue." ! !
This remarkable document, gentlemen, ought not to be forgotten
-you should have it framed and hung up in your offices. As
Gen. Jackson said of one of his presents, that lie would have it
huns up as a mirror, so hang this up as a mirror of the state of
medical science at the time when you commenced your labors in
the cause of reform.
There are, I am aware, a few AlloJ>athic physicians who approximate closely to the Eclectic practice in cllolera, and I doubt
not that in time the whole Allopathic body will substantially adopt
the Eclectic principles for its treatment. But let it be home 10
mind that the Eclectic party, the va~ard of the profesaion, have
already, for nearly twenty years, maintained and practiced u~n
principles which give them a vastly greater success, and which the
most advanced members of the Allopatbic profession are just beginning to approach.•
Then if tlie Eclectic vanguard of the profession has stood for nearly
twenty years in that position which the most advanced individuals
of the Allo~athic scllool are !ust beginning to approach, how far
stands the Eclectic V&ng!lard m advance of the main body? I
presume it will be more than thirty years before the main body of
tne Allopathic profession will assume the position which we have
attained-it will be more than thirty years before the whole pro..
• Dr. llllwtlitmu, the moet succe11ful Engliah practitioner In cholera, repudiates
meioury, and announce. u a new diacovery, the principle of maintaining penpiration, which hu IO long been the leading Eclectic principle.
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.feaaion baa leamed to treat the cholera with a mortality of leas than
five per cent.
Thus, counting from the certain past to the probable future, we
perceive that there are fifty 1ean diirerence in the J>l'(>grcss of these
two P'rtiea-between the time when Eclecticism first reduced the
mortality of cholera in proximity to five per cent., and the time
when Allopathy shall have accomplished the same. The va~
of the profession stands, by fair calculation, half a century in
advance of the multitude.
And yet this scornful Chinese profession wraps itself up in its
dignified ignorance, and refuses to learn I
How is 1t in all other diseases ? There may not be an interval
.of half a century in reference to each, but there is a wide interval
between the orthOdox multitude and the Eclectic vanguard.

· ( To be continued. )
ILLUSTRATIONS OF ECLECTIC PRACTICE.
SXTUCTS J'BOJI COBBSSPOJfDSNCS, RSPOBTS,

•c.

In compliance with a resolution of the last National Eclectic
Medical Convention, I submit the foil owing report, which embrace.
the cases treated in my practice since July 16th, 1848, up to the
preaent time, May 16th, 1849, a period of ten months.
·
T. V. MoBBow, M. D
SAii& 01' DlllUJI&

Worms,

Cancer,
Cancer and Indmatioo of UteJUs,
Anneuroeia,
A.cute Rbeumatilm,
C.tarrbal FeTer,
Intermittent Fn~r,
lnftammation of the Lunp,
Dyapepeia,
labor,
~nche Tonaillari.e,
eraMorbus,
Hemorrhoids,
Constipation,
Puerperal FeTet,
Acute Ophthalmia,I
Chronic Hepatitis,
inal Irritation,
ration o{ ibe ~
Inflammation of Brun,
Fungus Bematodes,
Leucorrhaia,

so.
OF CAllDJ.

llEDUJll
DtJUTIOS OF CVll&D.

TBU.TIRllT.
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8

"

60
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8
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4

"
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4
6
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4 hours.
3 days.
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"
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6
4
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8
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I9
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9
4
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:NAM& OF DLIJUU,

Furunculus,
Chronic Dianhca,
Consumption,
Measlf'.s,
~idemic Inftuema,
"arrhllla,
Pleuritis,
Neuralf!,
Acute ronchitia,
Chronic
do.
Wounds,
Remitting Fever,
Croup,
Dysentery,
Threatened Abortion,
Apople1/r,
Cliolera nfantum,
Marasmus,
Aathma,
Scrofula,
Nephritis,
Variola,
Varioloid,
Important Sugical Operations,
Scarlet Fever,
Poison
Arsenic and Olium,
Tumoro the Rectum an Colon,

i

Anuarca,

Hydrothomx,
Aacites,
Abacess
Erysipefu,
Hysteria,
Ship Fever,

MUked~,

Cuned Spine,
PertU81lis,
Delirium rremem,
Hrdrope Articuli,
Fistula in Ano,
Gonorrha:a,
Sore Nipples,
Hmmoptysia,
Bilious Cholic,
Erythismus Mercurialis,
Acute Cystitis,
Chronic do.
Congestive Feftl',
Herpes,
Otitis,
Paralysis,
T~hoid Fever,
1ri mmation of Uterm,

I

NO
MEDIUM
OF C~&s.,DURATION OF
I TREATMENT.

2 days.
40 "

6

12
12
20
26
30
7
8

16
6
6
24

6
16
3
2
12
7
7
lj
7

6
6

00

I

6
3
6
3

30

4
30
6
4
3
3
1
7
10
30
36
60

6
12
4

3
16
1
1
2
3
2
12
10
.6

36
6
4
14

8

10

16
6
6
3

6

4

2

30
10
20

6

37

16
18
28

8

60

8
6
8
4

l'J

6
36
2

10
3
6

3

10
27
3

8
8
4

16
17
6

2

3
7

10

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

.
.
...
"

"
"

...

."
..."
.
".
....
..""
..".
..".
.
"..
...
....
"
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CURED.

6

10
8

I

BENE-1 DI
nTTED

1

1
2

2

20

2r>
30
7

6
15

'

2

6
6

24

6
16
3

I

2

12
6
6

14

2
4

1

7
I)

6

3
14
1

1

1

2

3
3

12
10

6
7

16
3

1
2

I)

2

1

I)

8
8
I)

6

2

4
10

3
6
10
20

7

3
8

8
4
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JI.AKE OF DUIEAO.

l

I
MEDI UJI
lll'O.
'DURATION OP
OF CAR8.ITBEATJIEl'IT.

CUJlED,

r

BEJJE- Dllll
FITTED.

~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~--1~-~,____J~
Flatulent Colic,
Cholera Spasmodic,

Amaurosis,

Cataract,
Odontalgia,
Syphilis,
C1storrhma,
Stricture of Rectum,
Necrosis,
Uterine Hemorrhage,
A.ugina Pectoris,
Hmmaturia,
Varicose veins,
!gue in the breast,
Diabetes,
Hectic Fe'ftlrt
Coryza,
Polypus,
Splenitia,
Jaundice,
Epilepsy,
Chorea,
Functional derangem't of Liver.

1 days.
2 ..

10
69

6

20 "
60 ..
1 "
20 "

6
12
6
4
2
4
3
3
6
4
4
3

16 ..

3

3
3
3

840

4

2

20
2
26
10
20
6
16
16
20
22

..
..

4
3
2
4
4
4
2
2
2
2

cc

..
cc

"
cc

"
"
..

1
3

I

1
1

2

I

~:: ~
· 24:I

4
2
24

}

4
3
, 12 .
I 6
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CC

I
I

I

18

18 ..
14

2

I

10
60

1

1
1
1

2

24 ..

i----

782
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Dr. T. V. Morrow makes the following report or cases treated
by him during the past five and a half months :
Cue1. Ac. Dwotin of Tf'80t. Deatlif.

Inftammation or Lungs,
Masked Ape,
·.
Inftammation or bowels,
Intermittent Fever,

Diarrhcea,
Consti{>&tion, ·

Remittm~ Fever,

Rheumatism Acute,

Cynanche Tomillaris,
Chronic Diarrhcea,
Rubeola,
Phthisis Pulmonalis,

Dyspepsia,
Hemorrhoids,
Colic Flatulent,
Dysentery,
Chronic Rheumatism,

8

20
6
28
260

6
30

8

10
17
16
8
34

30
4

280

12
17
H !l!moptysis,
Cancer and Induration or Womb, 20

4 days.

6
6
3
2

"
"
"
"

3

"

6 "

10 "

2
20
4
30

"
"
"
"

26
26

"
"

4 hours.
3 days.

30 "
20

"

'° "
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2
0
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Chronic Hepatitis,
3i
29 "
Worms,
18
7 "
Leucorrhrea
18
30 "
Congestion of brain and spasms, 1
.2 "
Colic Bilious,
.2
5 hours.
9
20 days.
Typ!1oid Fever,
Puerperal Fever,
!a
4 "
Cholera cases omitted, having been previously reported.

D,.th,

0
0
0
I

0
0

Dr. BoaTo!i reports 525 cases (independent of obstetric practice,)
during twelve months prior to May 1, 1819. The average duration ot" cases was 12 days and a halt~ the total number of de1th1
eeven.
Cases treated by W11. K1No, M. D., Pince March, 1849.
Caiu.
Dtalil.
Typhoid fever,
30
0
Scarlatina,
15
0
Pneumonia,
I0
0
•Dysentery,
10
0
Cholera morbus,
8
0
Ship fever, (English,)
4
0
Treatment of Dysentery about as follows: 1st, Neut. Physic, until
it operated as a mild catln.rtic; Diapltoretic powders as anodyne.
Most important treatment was injections of Boraxdissoh-ed in catni'
tea; occasionally when there wa.<1 great pa.in, add a few drops of
Laudanum to the injection, giving Borax and Loaf Sugar i i 4 to
6 grains put on the tongue e\·ery two hours; mustanf, &.c., applied over the abdomen.
From Dr. S. E. Puau:
"I treated during the last year, about 500 ('aBeS of disease, witla
but two deaths; one of consumption of four months standing when
I saw it first; the other of croup. I treated 15 cases of cholera,
SO of typhoid fcwr, all successfully. Also a large number of tbe
prevailing diarrlt::ea of the season, and dysentery succes11fully; and
S c:u:es of Diabetes Mellitus. The other diseases treated were
about in the proportion of common experience."
Report of C'.l~s treated by T. J. WaronT, M. D., from the first
of May to the first of November. In all, two hundred-deaths,
four.
Of c'1oler.i 3; meningitis I ; 85 of cholera and cholerine; dya..
entery and diarrh;;ea 30; the others of various diseases. The treat•Dr. K. wa11&ck during the prevalence of Dyaentcry.

.
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ment of cholera, diarrbrea, and dysentery, I hereunto annex.

The
other diseases were all treated according to tbe principles taught in
the Eclectic Medical Institute.
THATKENT or CeoLERA.-Tn all cases the patient was placed
in a recumbent position. In cases attended with nausea, vomiting,
and diarrhcaa, that external applications were used, consisting of
hot bricks, salt or sand in bags, and water in bottles, applied to the
truok and limbs; giving as 90on as possible, the acetous tincture
(in some cases) of Lobelia and Sanguinaria, followed by the
neutralizing extract, combined with the tincture of Xanthoqlon
Fraxineum Bae.; in some cases the sudori6c tincture in connection.
In many cases the Guaiac ereparation was used ; brandy sling WU
f'ound very useful.
Also, mjections were used, made of the neutralizing powders, tincture ot' Xanthoxylon Fraxineum Bae., and
Sudorific tincture ; sometimes the tincture of opii combined. This
course was continued until perspiration flowed freely, and continaed
(or a time afterwards.
In the ~smodic ~ the following compound was found very
valuable, aild depended upon verr, much. .a Comp. tioct. of G.
Myrrh ·3 ij ; Tinct. of Cayenne 3tj; Tinct. of Cypripedium Pu~
cens 3jv, and Tinet. or Lnbelia Peed 3\·iij-mix. Civen in dotes
varying from 3sa. to 311. at a time, in brandy and water, and repeated every fifteen minutes, sometimes oftener ; in others not so
often, until the spasms ceased.
In tlae collapse stage, or likely to go into it, "Hunn's Life Drops"
were principally depended upon, g1ven in varions doses from 311
to Jss every fifteen or twent.Y, minutes, in brandy sling, robbing the
pat!ent at the same time w1tb a mixture of salt, t'ayenne and muetard. Brisk friction was resorted to both in spasms and collapse,
with decided advantage.
In addition to the above, various other compounds and simple
~nts were used, and other means resorted to in cases that did not
r1eld aa soon aa expected to the abo\'e treatment. Among them
are mustard sioapisma, cloths dipped in hot water and wrung dry,
pr aearly so, and applied to the abdomen and thorax, and chanp
every five minutes. Blankets were uSE'd in the Eame way in some
few yery bad cases. Co~unds consisting of nervines, 1udorific1, anti-epumodics, antac-ids, anodynes, and astringents were
variously compounded to suit the cases. In some cases the tinct.
of camJ>!ior was used to good advantage, given in water.
In a few cases which assumed a low tvphoid type, after having
he.en treated by other physicians, I commenced with stimulants, bat
found the patients sinking. I waP under the necessity of changing
the treatment. In place of stimulants, ice, and ice water, were
~ven to the piatients, at the same time •pPlyi~ cloths.dipped ill
lee water, to Ute trunks, in connection With 10.)eChODS Of cold Water,
.and in ease of spasms; brisk frictions, which resulted \'tty (a,·orably.
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In theae cues, the patients complained of great internal beat~
there was nausea, vomiting, and m some, spasms, and continued·
diarrbrea. In these cases I found the tincture of camphor \'ery
valuable in small doses, after reaction bad taken place, given in
ice water.
TitEATXENT or DtARRH::EA.-ln some cases I gave emetics, fol.
lowed by mild cathartics, astringents with antacids, in connection
with injections of the neutralizing powders, (infusion or d~oc:tion
of) containing a portion of the sudorific tinc:ture. In some cases,
injection of mucilage of slippery elm bark and sudoriftc tincture.
Vinegar and water, saturated with salt, were gh·en in teaspoonful
doses to children every hour or two hours, until the bowels were completely evacuated. Leptandrin and Podophyllin have been used ,·ery
successfully in the proportion of three parts of the first to one of
the second article, given in doses varyin~ from ij grs. to vij grains
to adults, every five hours. Bathing witlt ley, and in some cases
of debility followed by decoction of Quercus Alba. Diap!aoretic
and hepatic powders, singly and combined, were given in divided
doses. In cases of much pain, fomentations and mustard sinapisms
were found very valuable. The neutralizing extract has been more
generally used than any one compound. The most favorable re.
suits have been obtained from the use o( the spirit bath.
TRKATMENT OF DvsENTKRv.-ln mild cases, tbe neutralizing
extract was given to children in tea-spoonful doses, every J1alf hour,
and was found successful. As a general rule, I gave in the first
place an emdic or an emeto-cathartic. If the emetic was given
only, a cath:irtic was given immediately afier; in some cases followed with small doses of the hepatic powders, alone, or combined
with the diaphoretic powders, and continued for a day or two,
resulting favorably. l.n ot!1er cases, cathartics only were given.
The followinz preparation is, perhaps, one of the best that has
been used. Take Leptandrin three parts, and Podophyllin one,
given in doses of from jgr. to iij grs., e\·ery four or th-e hours.
Diap!1oretic powders ha\e been found very valuable in all cases
where there was mueh pain, attended with a dry skin. In cases
of irritation bcirdering on inflammation, .mucilaginous drinks of
slippery elm bark and marshmallow were fouud very valuable.
Sinapisms and fomentations were used and found very valuable aim.
Iojections in this also were found very valuable assistants to thl!
more important articles of the treatmPnt. Bathing was attended
with favorable results. But the most important results in tliis, as
well as in diarrhrea, were obtained from the use of the spirit hath.

Nov. 1st, 1849.

-

T. J. WRIGHT.

From Dr. A. P. BALDatooa, ~prbgfeld, Ohio:
"l visited and prescritxd f,r some twuty-five C'.Ules of cholera.
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All of them had rice water discha~a, and a majority of them
vomiting and cramps. Six cases ran into the collapee 11t~ ; two
of them recovered. One raised out of the collapse, but died in tbe
fe\·er succeeding ; the other three died in the collapse. Three of
them under five years of age, and one sixty-fh·e.
Beside the abo\·e cases, I visited and prescribed to from seventyftve to one hundred, laboring under tl1e cholera diarrbma, commonly
called cholerine.
TaxATllK\T.-1 commenced my treatment by first administering
the following s,rruf>, viz :
~ Myr1ca Cerifera,
Cypripedium pubescens,
Hydrastus Canadensis,
X&nthoxylon Frax.,
Frasera Caroliniensis,
Pruous Virginiana, ·
Monarda Didima,
Pvcuanthemum Virginica or Prairie hy•op,
White Ginger, a! 2 oz.
Add a sufficient quantity of water, and boil in a cloee vessel.
Boil and strain repeatedly, until the strength of the articles is
extracted, then reduce the liquid to one quart, to whic-h add one
pint Compound Tinct. Myrrh, in which 3v of the oil of Peppermint had pre\'iousl_y been put. Take Molasses one quart, French
Brandy one pint, Capsicum 3jj, steeped in one gill of bot waler.
Mix well together.
To four ounces of this stimulating Anti-SFasmodic Syrup, I
adced one ounce of Sudorific Tincture, and gavf in ee,·e:e cases,
one table-spoonful every ten or fifteen minutes; and between each
dose, gave a taLJe-i;poonful of the tea of the Neutralizin~ Cordial.
My external applications to the Lowels were variou@, but the one
which I found to be most effei:tual, was flannel cloths, wet with
spirits of Camphor, and applied to the bowels as hot as could be
borne, changing t!1em frequt>ntly. In cases of collapse, iu addition to the abon•, (but not gidng the abo\·e medicine so frttl_y,)
I gave Hunn's Anti-Spasmodic mixturt-, in brandy sling, alternating
with the oil of Pennyroyal, the former in doses of from fiftet-n to
t11irty drops, and the }alter from three to five dro~ ernry ten or
fifteen minutes, or half an hour, as the case required. And at the
same time had the body frequently rubbed with hot brandy or aJ.
coho!, made stimulating with the oil of Sassafras. If the serous
discharges continued, 1 ga,·e an enema prepared thus: J,l Starch,
from one to two table-spoonsful, and as much cold water as would
form it into a thick paste, then pour O\·er it one pint of strong decoction of the Geranium Macutalum; when blood warm add a
tea-spoonful laudanum. Give the whole at once, and retain as long
at poasib!e. In eome cues, I gave Cholagogue, such as our com-
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mon Hepatic powder, or Podophyllin, every three or four hours,
until bilious discharges were produced.
When the reaction took place, to prevent too grt>at febrile action,
I gave small and repeated doses of Dr. Beach's Diaphoretic
powders, with warm diluent teas. Kept the bowels open, with
Anti·bilious powders, or Castor oil, to which was added one sixth
part of the spirits of Turpentine.
In several ot the cases I attributed much of my success to not
suffering t 1em to evacuate the bowels on every desire to do so. I
restrained them by mechanical force if necessary.
In the c'1olera diarrhc:ea, I was successful in every case. But
many of t.1e regular quacks' cases ran into the dysentery, and died.
And many of t:iem would have died, but their minds changed, and
they betook themselves to a more rational practice, and were soon
well.
I have been informed by those who have had opportunity of
knowing, that not a single cam of cholera, where the patient had
the rice-water discharges, has been cured by the old school ph_vsicians. And one of their most prominent physicians, I believe, has
stated that they were incurable."
From Dr. Eckert:
"I have treated nearly every variety of dirnase that is incident
to our climate, and that I have treated them on true Eclectic principles; I find by running over my day book, t'.1at I ha\·e treated
three hundred and sixty-five different patients since the first day of
last June, which is a few days over 6\·e months, aud if I were to
count the cases, It would amount lo more, as some of the same persons have been attacked with diffP-rcnt diseases within the time
stated; but of the above number, eleven have died as follows:
A man aged 37 years, a habitual drunkard, was nearly dead
drunk for six days, had no evacuations from the bowels for five
days when I first saw him; bowels very much di11tended and very
tender, &c.; purple along the spine and under parts of his thighs;
died the second night after I saw him; four small children (of ilys·
entery); an old taay, 72 years of age, far gone when I was called
(dysentery); an old man, sick six days when I first saw him (dysentery); an old lady, after five days of extreme suffering, of intuAsusception of the bowels; an old man, of congestirn fe\·er with iDduratJon, followed by abscess of the lh·er. He would not take
medicines, said he would as lief die as live anyhow. A man
about 33 years of age, of acute inflammation of the stomach and
bowels, attended with delirium, vomiting, and involuntary discharges from the bowels; died the fourth day ; two !!mall children, of
one family, the oldest I saw but once, it was vomiting and purging
very thin discharges, and I could classify its disease with none but
cholera. The other, a small babe ; I aaw it twke, could not attend
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on accour:t of the distance and an o\·er pressure of business; it
lived ei(!ht or ten days after I saw it last; they did not call another
pbvsician, prefering nature to an Allopathist; cholera infantum,
with severe aphtha ; (thus you perceh·e that I have labored under
disadvantagefl, hard to ovt'rcome in the most of the cases which
have proved fatal. I can further statt', that I have a great many
calls that I could not attend to, and can say to thost', preparing
themselves for the practice of mooicine on Eclectic principles, that
they need not fear-the 11an·est ia great, but the labort'rs are few.
Miltonville, Nov. 6th 1849.
AUGUSTUS ECKERT.

From Dr. S. J. Lzwu,
PT. ls.-1.ur.L, CuRMoNT Co., 0., Nov. 23d, 1849.
"Dear Sir.-1 have bt'en practicing in this place a little better
than a year, with the best of success. During the last summer, in
something near or over one hundred cast's of C'holera, we ha\·e lost
but one case which was in the collapsed stage when first called. I
ha\·e also attended about thirty cases of flux, with entire success;
while the old school around me ha\·e lost nearly every case. I
have lost but four cases in my whole practice of upwards of seven
hundred cases of e\·ery common variety of disease.
The Reformed Practice is growing in popular favor in this Eection
very rapidly. I ha\·e at this time three students, wbo b:d fair to
prove ornaments to the profession.'' '

CASE OF CHOREA, BY DR. LEARNED, WILLIAMSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA.
The patient was a girl, 12 years old, affected with chorea. She
had been under the care of an old school physician of this place
three weeks, and grew worse all the time; so mn<'h so, that the
neighbors thought she would live but a few days. She was
unable to raise her left hand to her head, though it was subject to
the same spasmodic action as the rest of the system. She was eo
aeverely affected that she could not command her tongue, could talk
but little, and that not plain. Her face would be drawn into all
manner of shapes, &c.
Treabnent-S"oaked her feet in a decoction of bitter herbs, and sub. jected her body to thP. vapor of the same-gave a mild emetic of lobelia,(tincture). This relie\"ed her \"ery much. Continued to gh·e small
doses of lobelia, and asclepias through the night, after gMng a
mild catharic of jalap and senna. In the morning commenCed
giving her nervines of the tincture of cypripedium, scutellaria,
and black c.olwh, adding the powder of skunk cabbage, given in
teaspoonful doses every two hours, and bathed her arm and spin'
in s•rong, etimulating liniment. By the use of these means, tht
violent symptoms rapidly abated. Second day, put her over spirit
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vapor bath, and continued the other remedies as before ; the bath
was repeated every third day. On the morning of the seventh day
from commencement of the treatment, she rode out, free from •ll
convulsive actions, or spasrr.odic contractions, with the full use of
her ann, though somewhat weak. She continued to take some.
restorative bitters, and Wlined rapidly. On the eighth day, aha
walked out for a short tame alone, to the astonishment of many•.
She was visited by a great man:y during the time of our treatment,
that manifested a great deal of mterest as to the probable tennina·
tion. She is now perfectly well, even better than before she waa
sick. The surface was often bathed and rubbed faithfully durini
the treatment.
Baow:NsvrLLE, No\·. 6th, 1849.
"I have been in this section of the world, practicing medicine
on the Eclectic principle, for the last three years. I am confident
that this system will become popular, when the public have been
made acquainted. with its principles and superior success, over the
contracted, and inefficient re~ular system. I have tried many ex•
periments in mesmerism, dunng the time I have been here. My
first ex~riment consisted in attempting to rest~re muscular contrac.
tiona. In this, I succeeded to a de~e, much beyond my moal
sanguine expeciationa. I succeeded in restoring a young man of
about twenty years of age, who had not walked aint'e he was nine
years of age without the assistance of crutches, so far as to enabld
him to walk witla but little difficulty without crutch or cane. I
also succeeded in a similar case, in which the young man bad not
walked without the assistance of crutches for six years. In the
latter case tbe limb bad so fallen away, that it was not half the
size of the other, and so contracted that the foot only came a little
below the knee of the other limb. The limb is now nearly u
large as the other, and entirely straight. He can walk almost as
well as he could before the limb became diseased. I have succeeded in many cases of less importance. Now in this Ca.Fe, l
succeeded tbro~b the agency mesmerism.
I also have tried many experiments in clairvoyance. One of my
subjects, a lady of about thirty.fh·e years of age, under the mesmeric 106uence, can .in the most minute manner describe the symptom•
or feeling of persona, whom she has neit11er seen nor heard of ill
her wakeful state; by simply taking their hands in ben1. The e:s.
periment I have tried reP!Medly with thOle of whom neither she
nor I had previous knowledge> of, witlaout a single failure in the
smallest instanre. Ought not this subject be more fully uwettip.
ied. If clairvoyant subjects can minutely describe, and give tbt
diagnosis of cases, of which they have had no op~nity or
previous knowledge, should we not pla<'e reliaate on their slatements. I hope there will be more attention paid to this subJect b7
medicalmen.
J. C. CLARK.

or
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Clwhra in Sandwlly.

CHOLERA IN SANDUSKY.
·
About the 20th of Julr, the cholera broke out in Sandusky
Citr, Ohio, in its most malignant fom1, seizing upon all clalltles of
eoc1ety, in every avocation in life-the aged and the young-the
rich and the poor-black and white-male and female-were attacked, and an alike, were in a few short hours numbered with the
dead. In fact, such was the state of things, there, at that time,
that physicians left their posts, (or at least some of them) and this
I conceive, will be sufficient to satisfy any one that it was indeed
terrifying. Under this consideration, I left a quiet home, in a
rather secluded country town, to witness cholera, and assist m1
suffering fellow mortals, if possible, as well as to gratify my curiosity as to the cholera, being more malignant in that place, on ace:>unt of the locality, soil, water, &c. &c. I went, and· treated
RVeral cases of cholera on the plan recommended in the Eclectic
Medical Journal-such as internal stimulants-sudori6cs-counterirritants to the extremities and along the spine, with external hea&
applied, such as hot bricks, hot bags of sarid, salt, bottles of water.
I did not at that time intend to write an essay upon cholera, for
I thought that the advocates of the old system of practice, were
lllonest enough to renounce any old d~a or hobby, when common
1ense would teach them that it was good for nothing. I thought I
would let them consign the 1ine 'ua non, as many tenn it, to its
last resting place, after it had "died a natural death," in pea<'e-•ut after the labored attempts, wl1ich of late, ha,,e come out against
the Eclectic Reformed system of practice, justke and fidelity to
truth and humanity, call for every testimony possible to show, not
only the true treatment of Reformers, but the utter fallacy of the
old calomel and opium practice
In Sandusky, there numbered about 6750 inhabitants, when the
cholera broke out among them. In the short spare of one week,
&here, probably, was not to exceed 1600. Why was this diminu.
tion in the population? Did cholera prevail to such an ala1ming
extent as to sweep 4250 of the population jn seven days? No, but
upon as many as cholera did make its attacks, just 10 many died!
. Probably the whole number of deaths in this time, was not to
esceed 400 ; but others fled, as a last resort to sa\·e their lh·esand after this probable diminution in the number of inhabitants,
&be maximum of deaths in twenty-four hours was 40.
Now I do not wish or intend to charge tbe physicians with what
10me of their own citizens did, with murder.-But they must
choose one horn of the dilemma-that is, they must admit that
they wantonly took the lives of three or four hundred of their fellow mortals, or else, that they la bored under a mistaken notion
with regard to the philosophy of the disease, and treated it accord·
~ly. This last ts the most compassionate conclusion for them,
tbere!ore, I take it for granted.
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Eventually the treatment was changed, and some recovered.
After the resident p!1ysicians had left in despair, leaving their
fellow citizens to die without tbat peculiar balm of consolation,
which it is ex~cted the p!i_ysician should furnish. After all
means recommended by the " Books " had failed, others from all
parts of the country flew to the rescue, arxl sa,·ed a goodly number
of those attacked by cholera, from the jaws of death.
Now that these, among whom I ha,·e the honor to be one, labored under great disadvantages, after their own physicians had
practiced so vigilantly taitkout a aingle recover.11, I apprehend no
e~lightened J?lei:lical man at least, will deny. But in spite of the
d1~l\se at tblS fearful. epoch, when the whole population tln.t rem~med w~re struck w1tl1 horror and dismay, some were saved, and
this, I beheve, can be attributed to no other cause than a change of
treatment. Now some may be disposed to ask, was there no cal°"
m.el given after this? Yes, there were three cases to my certain
knowledge, where calomel was depended upon in the first stages of
c~olera, and ever.v one of them died. How manv instances of this
k!nd there were, I do not know-but this much I do know, that I
~1d not give a grain of calomel, and I s&\·ed eight out of ten patients, notwithstandioa the idea was prevalent there, that cholera
was certain death ; wiaich, of itself, was sufficient to excite one of
~e most fearful and fatal symptoms attending epidemic cholera,
viz: a general lol8 of neriiotu energy.
Now to whom is this d readful mortality to be ascribed. Is i to
ph)'.sicians who did not give calomel ? There were nnne such there,
until the fact was evident that the efforts of the " regulars" were
utterly futile.
I shall now relate a circumstance wbi(·h took place after J
went to Sandusky. There was a young lady attacked with cholera,
8;Dd treated by the allopathic fraternity, who failed, and in due
lime said "she must die." An honest old man l.eing in attenddance as a nurse, (for he made no pretentions to medicine, nor
even a common school education) whose r.rofession was, or used
to be v.·ell digging, said "now the doctors aave ~iven her up to die
there surely can be no harm in trying an exper1ment." He gaveber a table-spoonful of spirits of turpentine-in a half an hour he
repeated it, and so on until he had given her four or five dosesnursed her up, and she recovered-undoubtedly to the utter contempt of the medical gentlemen, but with feelings of gratitude and
respect towards her preserver. Is not this sufficient to make any
' one exclaim with an eminent author, that Allopathy, or its treatment, is "eminently empirical, unsatisfactory, unscie:iti6c, and onlllccessful." With feelings of sincere gratitude for your liberal
tiews impressed upon my mind during my studentship
I remain yours, trulv.
ED. WALKER, M. D.
Plymouth, O., Nov. 8.
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.MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
MoNDAY,

Fea. 6

AND

12, 1849.-Mll.

HANCOCK,

PJutarnzn.

EXTlaPATION 01' OVAJU.Al'f TUMORS.

The Society has been occupied during its last two sitti!189 with
discussions on the nature and treatment of ovarian tumors, but more
especially in reference to their removal b.v ovariotomy. Now, are
we at this moment in a position to detennine the real value of this
operation? On one side it was contended that we were in possession of snfficient statistical evidence to show that the operation
could be as safely resorted to as any other capital operation in sur·
gery ; that the result of the cases published showed the success to
be more general than the failure, and that, ill fact, we were justified
in placing this operation in the category of received proceedings in
surgery. It was contended, contra, that -the evidence exhibite(I by
operators themselves, and by their friends, warranted no such conclusion ; th:J.t tbe cases of successful interference by the knife had
not given a reasonable '}>lea for ranking tbe operation among vrdinary ones; that many persons had died after the removal of the
tumor; th:H, in other cases the abdomen had been cut into, and
adhesions ot' so extensive a kind found to exist, as to preclude the
possibility of removing· the cyst; ag'lin, that on opening the abdominal cavity, no tumor, in some cases, had been found; but
above all, that the statistics of the operation hlld been, as far All
possible, one-sided; that th·e journals some time since, had teemed
with cases of the successful removal of ovarian tumors, while at
present, as was well known, many untoward cases had occurred,
which had never been revealed. "Hence the present statistical evi·
dence was only likely to miPlead. The case recorded by Mr.
Harvey at a former meeting, showed the difficulty of diagnosis in
some casee, and was a valuable contribution to pathology.
LEMON lt11Cll: IN RHEUMATISM AND GOUT.

Dr. Theop!1ilus Thompson had latel.v emJ>loyed lemon juice in
rheumatism and gout, with marked benefit. He was induced to do
so at the recommendation of Dr. G. O. Rees, who had assured him
of its usefulness, and who had explained its action, by considering
that it was the best agent for insinuating carbon into the blood-
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The 6rst case in which he (Dr. Tbom~n) had employed it, wu
one or su~cute rheumatism in a delicate woman. 81.e had all
the usual symptoms or the disease, with an i1Titable but not inflamed heart. There was profuse perspiration. The disease, when
he U.w her, had existed for four days. He gave her half an ounce
of lemon-juice, with a little henbane, in about an ousce or camphor
mixture, every six hours. In forty-eight hours the pain was much
relieved, and the fever abated, and in five days she wa.s well. He
had employed it in other caees connected with phthisis in the Hospital for Consumption. In some of these cases there were cavities
JD the lungs, anif in these, }emon.jnk-e had been f oand of great
eervice. He sboald be induced to try it in almost all cases of
rheumatism, but not in true gout. In acute rheumatism, after
bleeding, he should also employ it, of course in all cases paying
attention to the ~mae vi:P.
Dr. Bowie had tried mineral acids in rheumatic cases at the Consumption HOfpital, but was obliged to leave them off. He never
mw any beMfit from them.
Mr. Sbearly had used lemon-juice in gout and rheumatism witb
much benefit.
Dr. Downing was surprised that acids should be of service in
rheumatism. He had always found them do harm; even lemon.
juice waa injuriotJS. The French authors had latelv been writing
much in favor of alkaline remedies. They applied' alkalies, such
as the carbonate of soda, externally, with benefit.
Mr. Hird said, that notwithstanding the success of lemon-juice
in rheumatism, he 6hould fltill be inclined to follow out the old plan
of treatment. Tonics were often advisable.
The President said that Dr. Rowland had informed him of a
case of calculus in the bladder, in which all remedies failed in
aft'ording relief; uader a course of lemon-juice the patient got quite
well.
Dr. Wiltsltire said that he objected to the treatment of cases of
rheumatism merely on the chemical theory of altering the condition
of t!1e blood by chemical agents. The first indication was undoubted!)' to correct any disorder of the liver and correlatfre org·ins.
After tlus he considered that lemon-juice might be employed.
London Lancet.

MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
FKB. 7.-Ma. Sun:, Pa&s1D.1u1T, rN THB C1u1a.
CBLOaorour IN soH& or
UT10N1 or Suaa£Rv.

THE

aroae

CoMPLKX AND S1ea1ous OP&•

By Dr. K1uTH, Surgeon to the Royal

lnfinnary, Aberdeen, &.c.-CHt.oaoroaM IN M1ow1r1:&Y.
The meeting was very fully attended. After stating that &IUl!S't
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thesia was generally adopted in the surgiCAI practice of t!ie hos.
pita!, Dr. Keith proceeded to relate se\·eral cases of lithotomy and
lithotrity, in which he had used it with perfect success. He also
detailed at length the case ot' a man, aged sixty-seven, upon whom
be had performed the high operation for the removal of two large
atones from bladder, each of which weighed two ounces. The man
did well for several days, but was at last seized with symptoms indicating peritonitis, and died. Dr. Keith had now performed }i.
thotomy eii1ty-three times. In fourteen of these cases the stone
weia!1ed from two to four ounces; and of theae fourteen, seven
di~ He believed that the mortality and danger of lithotomy increased in proportion as the weight of the stone extracted increased.
Dr. Keith recommended the adoption of lithotomy for all stones
weighing less than half an ounce ; of lawral lithotomy for stones
weig!1ing less than two ounces ; of the high operation in cases
where the stone exceeded two ounces.
Mr. Syme said that in the valuable earer they had just heard,
it was t'!vident that Dr. Keith wished clnefty to inculcate two points
in practice; first, the value of the high operation for extracting
\"ery large stones from the bladder; and second, the use of chloro.
fonn in the use of lithotrity. On the first point, he would only
remark, that he differed in opinion from Dr. Keith, and was satisfied that the dangers attendant upon cutting into the bladder from
above the pubis, were so great as to render the operation applicable
to but very few cases. In regard to the second point insisted upon
by Dr. Keith, he (Mr. Syme) did not think it advantagous to have
the patient insensible during the operation of crushing the stonet
An operator whn had so very large an experience as Dr. Keith might
find no difficulty in introducing and working a large lithrotrite~ in
tbe case of an anaesthetic patient, but he believed that most SUI\>
geons would find the operation impeded and difficult on account of
the a1111?Stl1esia. Further, the operation of Jithotrity, if well performed, did not cause any pain, and consequently tbe chloro(orm
would not be required. He thought anesthesia useful in lithotomy,
but not in lithotrity. Mr. Syme was anxious not to be misundef\o
stood; he strongly acfrocated the use of chlorofonn in su~ry
generally. After it was proposed by Dr. Simpson, he used 1t in
the first operation he had to perfonn in the hospital, and ever since
then he had continued the practice. Further, he desired at this
time to state to the Society, that he believed an:csthesia not only
saved patients operated on from pain, but also from shock, and all
its effects. When Dr. Simpson first stated this as his opinion, he
(Mr. Syme} strongly opposed it; but now he was convmced that
Dr. Simpson was right in his opinion. Some recent cases-espeeiatly. one in whic!a lie had amputated at the hip-joint-tended \•ery
strongly to impress this upon lum. In that case, he did not believe
U.e man would ha\'e survived had the operation been performed
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without chloroform. As it wu, he was cheerful and comfortable
a few minutes after the operation, and never liad the slightest bad
symptom to interrupt his reco,·ery.
Dr. Simpson remarked, that the Society could not but be gratified by the candid and honorable manDer m which Mr. Syme had
publicly stated his alteration of opinion. His opinion now was one
established upon the basis of a \·ery large ext>t'rience, and was
formed in the face of preconceived ideatt, and this circumstanef', as
well as the very high standing of Mr. S,rme, gave it all the more
value. But altbough there was, now-a-days, no resistance oft'ered
on the part of the profession, in Edinburgh, to anlllSthetic practice,
and on all hands there was unanimity, yet such was far from being
the cue in other parts ol' the kingdom. A practitioner in London,
(Mr. Gream,) who published a pamp!1let agi\iost chloroform shortly
af er it was introduCed into practice, and in all likelihood before he
had ever tried it, or seen it tried, had latelv been circulating a letter
among some of his medical friends, seek.ing for reports of any cases
of death or casualty, or especially of cases where sexual excitement
reautted from the use of chloroform. Dr. Simpson was anxious
that these questions should be answered publicly in the Sodety ;
and he doullted not that he stat.ed the experience of all, in saying
that, in Edinburgh, chloroform, thoog!1 constantly employed in
sargical and obstetric pr•cttce for more than fit\een months, had
never gh·e rise to any casualty. Further, he had never seen, nor
had be ever heard of any other person ha,·in$. seen, any manifestation of sexual excitement result from the exlnbi ion of chloroform,
and it had now been gh•en here in many thousands of ca@es. The
excitement, he was inclined to think, existed not in the individuals
anesthetized, but was the result of impre88iona harbored in the
minds of the practitioners, not in the minds of the chloroformed.
An imfi.rfect dose ol\en gave rise to excitement, but never, as far
u he and others had obsen·ed, to sexual excitement. After inhaling
etlter during lier confinement in the Maternita, one Parisian pros•
titute. under tlte care of Professor Dubois, stated that she had had
lascivious dreams. But surely it was, to say the least, ve.ry unbecoming to say that most Englisb ladies should have sexual dreams
(like one French p:-ostitute) when under tl1e influence of chloroform, as Mr. Grum wi:s!1ed to prove. Such attempts as these to
villi(y the practice of inducing aruesthesia, were now urged too late
to have any eft'ect upon the progress of the practice.
Mr. Syme saiJ that he had never witneSsed any sexual excitement prOduced by the exhibition of chlorofonn, but that he and
otlaershad frequently heard patients in the operating theatre, swearing
when excit.ed by chlorotorm, and t!aat, sometimes, in patientfl, whose
friends hld seldom or ever beard usinJ such language. Possibly
these improper expressions were only a true exbit>ition of the state
of the patie.ot's mind, and it was always stopped by throwing him
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deeply asleep. At all evenls, he did not think it .abrded the leut
gr<!UDd for objecting to allle8thesia in O(M'ration.
Dr. Robarts had used chloroform 1n upwards of 600 caaea in
dental su~ry, and had never witne88ed anything at all indicating
exual excitement.
Mr. Millar said, that notwithstandi1_1g the very high authority o(
Mr. Syme, be wu forced to state that he agreed with Dr. Keith in
the two pointa chiefly dwelt upon in his paper. He beJieved that,
under all circumstances, the operation of lithotrity waa attended
with no inconsiderable suffering ; the mere introduction of the litborrite being seldom performed without pain, and even the drawing
of a dro~ of blood. And he believed, that in the bands of ao
adroit an<l able operator, lithotrity would be as easily and safely
accomplished with aruesthesia as without it. The opinion tlaat the
bigh operation of litbotomy was to be prefemd in cases of large
lltones, he thought well founded. He dia not believe it possible to
ay, before operating, of what size a stone was; but wlaeneftr its
dimensions were very large, he thought it should be estraeted through
the brim of the p:lvitt, and not through the outlet. The carsing and
swearing of which Mr. Syme bad spoken, he believed waa to be
laid rather to the blame of the pereon cha~ with adminiatering
the chloroform than to the patient inhaling it. If a large, O\'l!f·
whelming doee were given, and the patient b_urried past tbe exciting
stage, no improper language would be heard. Tise clus of patients
eeen in an hospital would curse and swear when molested during the
inhalation of chloroform in the theatre, as they would curse and
swear when molested in the streets if tbey were tipsey with ardent
Sf,>irits. That aflemoon be had taken occasion to obser'\·e this very
cucumstance in the cues of two rough men brought into the he»pital witla accidents for operation. In neither cue waa a single
nnproper word uttered. The one man .had partial amputation of
the hand performed upon him; the other had a dislocation of the
thig!1 reduced. Under the comple~ influence of chloroform this
was easily done: indeed, lie had seldom experienced less diiiculty
in redudng a dislocation of. the shoulder. He looked upon the uee
of chlorofonn in dislocations as one of its most beautiful app!ications, and that, were it but for this alone, surgery stood deeply indebted to Dr. Simpson for the introduction of the agent.
ON THE AIR TRACTOR, AS A SUBSTITUTE J'Oll THE MIDWIFERY
FoacEPs. By Professor S1.1r1psoN.
Dr. Simpson first pointed out the rude and unhappy plans Faaed in <'..&ses of protracted labour with the bead sunk into the pel·
•itt, before the invention of the obstetric forceps. Upon all these
plans the force(>S WU a great and signal imprcwement-one of the
greatest ever effected in obstetric surgery. But sometimes, e1pe:
cially in incautious hands, they were apt to injDn! both mother and
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child, pa88('d high up as they were betwf!en the fcetal head and
maternal passages. If we had any means of seizing the exposed
portion of the scalp or the child, and could exercise traction by this
bold, we might thus, in many cases, expedite the delivery. Dr.
Simpson exhibited an air tractor possessed of such powers, and
capable of easy application to the bead of the child. Afier pointing
oat its construction, he showed its power to the Society by fixing a
small one on the palm of his hand, and lifting an iron weight of
twenty-eight pounds with it, without in the least detaching it. It
was capable of bearing traction to the extent of forty or fifty pounds,
without separating, ana by increasing the size of the disc, its powers
could be increased. With the forceps, the traction required rarely
or never exceeded thirty pounds. He and others had used the
tractor with facility and success in sernral cases of' labor. lt was
safe, and free from all the dangers of the forceps, as far as l'f'garded
the mother, and aid not hurt the infant. Some gentlemen had seen
it applied to children several days old, and the children lified about
witb it, without any cry or appearance of suffering on their pal'.(.
Its more evident advantages over the forceps were the followi~:
It was attended witl~ far les~ da~ger in the application an~ working;
no space was occupied by 1t ; 1t produced no compression of the
head in the wrong direction ; it could be used to brin~ the head
from an occipito-posterior to an occipito-anterior position, or, ir
necessary, to bring down the occiput or forehead; lastly, it was of
small size, portable, and cheap.-London Lancet.

WESTMINSTER MEDICAL SOCIETY.
FEB. 3.-J. WEBSTER, M. D., F. R. s., PRESIDENT.
COD-LIVER OIL IN PHTHISIS AND SCROJ'ULA.

A discussion took place, which had its origin in the fact of Mr.
Wing ha,;ng, at the previous meeting, brought down to the Society
two cods' livers, with the view of getting some follow of the Society to obtain the oil from them. He was indured to take this
step in consectuence of the great discrep2ncy of opinion whicb prevailed respecting the true character of genuine cOd.Jker oil. He
was desirous to know, from practical experiment, what were the
characters of the pure oil. Many fellows addressed the Society on
the subject. The majority of the fellows stated that they had foancl
the oil to possess a very marked effect in almost all cases of scrofula
aod p~1thisis. In the first class of cases it was not only ghen internally, with the effect of much improving the general heal1h, bu&
tt was applied locally to scrofulous sores, with the most marked
benefit. In phthisis it appeared to exert its influence at once by iaa
nutritious properties. It checked perspiration and removed ema..
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ciation; and appeared, by keeping up the tone or the system, to
arrest the further deposition of tubercular matter. Some thought
that any oily substance, as butter or almond oil, would laave tbe
same effect; others considered tlte cod-lh·er oil to have some specific inHuence. One gentleman 11ad found it rather injurious than
otherwise in some cases of phthisis, from its tendenc1 to disorder
the digestive organs. Altogether, howe\-er, the opinion generall7
was de.:idedly in its favor as a palliative agent in consumption.
.
London Lancet.

MATICO.
MATrco AB A STvn1c.-A great deal of testimony bu accumoJated now, Oil the character of tbe Matico aa an agent for controlling
hemorrhages, and, as it has not found a place in the systematic
treatises on materia medica, we sball supply the deficiency b7
bringing forward the history of the use of the Matico.
In 1839, at a meetin(t of the Provincial Medical and Surgical
Association of York, Dr. Jetrreys of Liverpool, introduced the
Matico as a styptic. The botanical name of the plant is Piper
Angustifolium, and it is a nati\'e of Peru. Soon aftt>r Dr. Jef.
freys called attention to it, the Matico, as an external application,
was used with success in the Dundee Infirmary, by Dr. Munro.
It exerted a happy influence over a hemorrhage from "a considerable branch ()f the temporal artery." Compression and cold
~plications failed to give any relief, but the applicatfon of the
leaf, not tl.e pnuuk1', arrested the hemorrhage. A hemorrhage
from a wound of a branch of the palmar artery was treated in the
u.me way with equal success.
The external use of the leaf havine pro,·ed highly suCCMBful, a
resort was made to its internal use. D.-. Jeft"reys reports the case
of a patient "who had been subject for two months to esce~h-e
discharge of pure blood and coagula from the vagina, amounting to
Dearly a quart in a few days, occurring every ten days or a fortnight,
and followed by a serous and muco-purulent discharge." 'rite
111\lal treatment failed, and heallh was restored in a few days, bJ
the use of a wineglass full of the infusion of Matico four times
dailv. In another case, a hemorrhage from the bowels, an infusion
of Matico, in the proportion of half an ounce to the pint, or whit h
Ch ee hble.spoonfuls were taken every four or six ho:irs, cured tlae
patient by the use of three doses.
In hemorrhage of the bowels, during fever, Dr. Watmough
ltatea, in the Provincial Medical .Journal, that the infusion of ~enna
leaves and the Matico, two drachma of each in a pint of boiling
water, and taken frequently in doses of a wineslass meu1ft, is
very successful, particlllarly in the mehcna of typ1tua (ever.
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Dr. Home, of London, tha.s speaks of Matico, aa an anti-he,
morrhagic medicine : " A patient suffered from an alarming epistaxis, occurring spontaneously, in October last. All remedies ~
the usual character failed ; the case was considered beyond the
reach of relief, and the brothers of the patient were sent for. One
of the brothers commenced the use of the Matico, and in six hoU1'8
the hemorrhage ceased, after havin~ continued for days. There i&
a hemorrhagic diathesis in the family, and it has descended to the
children of one of the brothers."
A relative of the family was rapidly sinking towards the grave,
from disease and uterine hemorrhage, the latter of which baftled:
the ordinary remedies. Under the use of the Matico, the bleeding
ceased, and the patient recovered.
These are the testimonials to the value of Matico, as a styptic,
which we have gleaned from the European medical journals. We
are far from supposi~ that this Peruvian plant will displace all
other means for arresting hemorrhage ; the utmost tbat we hope foi.:
it is, that it is really useful, and may take its place confidently,
amo?g the means for controlling dangerous bleeding.-Wut. Jour~
Med.
\

'

CaouP.-Dr. Horace Green of New York, has recently pu~
lished a work " On the Patbolop,: of Croup, with remarks on itd
treatment by topical medications, 'which sb,Ould command the confidence of the profession. In this new work, Dr. Green enforce,
with ability, the novel treatment which he bad previously reCOffi'T
mended for laryngeal inflammations, in a treatise on " The Diseases of the Air Passages." The new work on croup has received
a very flattering rece,Ption in England. The British and Forei?.
Review speakS of it in terms of warm commendation, and the
Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science, with some littledisparagement, speaks favorably of the book.
·
The fundamental principles of Dr. Green's pathology of croup
are, that it is essentially an " inflammation of the secreting SW',.
faces of the fauces, larynx and trachea, which is always prodtJc~
tive of membranaceous or an albuminous exudation," and that thilt
" invariably commences in the superior portion of the respiratory
pasaa~s, and extends from above i:lownwards,-never in die oppo:;ite direction."
We shall not pause to call in question the universality of the
tmth of these propositions. Our particular object is to direct a~
tention to Dr. Green's novel treatment. He recommends a solution of the crystals of the nitrate of silver, from two to four scruples to the ounce of distilled water, as the topical application.
The instrument with which this is to be applied, is "a slender
piece of whalebone, about ten inches long, slightly curved at one
36
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Croup.

end, to which carved extremity is securely attached a small roand
piece of soft sponge, with a Cliamet'r of not more than half an
mch." We would suggest the propriety of a very thorough enmination of the sponge, to see that it is free from sand and grit.
Dr. Green says:
" The instrument being prepared, by suitably saturating the
~nge with the solution to be applied, and the bead of the Child
lleing firmly held by an assistant, and the base of the tongue depresied by a spoon, or any other suitable instrument, the opera&or
.,arries the wet sponge quickly over the top of the epiglottis, and on
the laryngeal face o{ the cartilage ; then passing it suddenly downwards and forwards, passes it through the opening· of the glouis
into the laryngeal cavity."
There mar be a fear among those inexperienced in this topical ap..
plication, arising from the strength of this solution. The fear is,
however, groundless. The mucous membrane bears this solution
remarkably well. Some time ago, Mr. Guthrie, the E~ish SUI'·
geon, denied very indi~nantly that he had recommended an injec.
tion of a solution of nitrate of silver, twelve grains to the ounce of
water, in gonorrhrea, and utterly condemned the practice. But we
llave repeatedly seen a eolution of twenty grains of nitrate of silver
to the ounce of water, used in the early stages of gonorrhcea, with
pat benefit to the patient.
Upon another point, Dr. Green thus speaks:
"Ordinarily, l ha\"t! applied in croup, a solution composed of
from two scruples to a drachm of the salt, dissolved in one ounce
of distiUed water. A remedy of this strength I have freely Bf.plied to the fauces, pharynx, and into the larynx of young cbiJ.
Clren, in a large numlier ot' cases during the last eight years, and in
no single instance have I ob~erved any indications of the dangers
of suflbcation from its employment. On the contrary, I have repeatedlr observed, and have once before remarked, that much less
bronchial irritation is produced by the application of the nitrate of
ailver into the laryn~s of young children who are suffering Crom
crouJ>, than where it 1s :ntroduced into those of adults who are affectei:I by chronic disease of the larynx." The views of Dr. Green,
though novel, are perfectly rational and deserve confidence.--Jbid.
0BSTETRtCAL bsTRU3tnTs.-When Dr. Haighton, of London,
was seventy years of age, he declared that he had delh'ered thirty
thousand women, and amidst the multitudinous instances of defo1 med pelvis and depraved constitutions to be found in the popula..
tion of London, he said he had used instruments in but three casea,
and he solemnly declared, that he believed his right ann should be
taken off as the penalty for their use in at least two of these cases.
"ExJ>':rience," he said "had satisfied him that if nature had been
left to herself, she would have accomplished the labors without bis
asai1tance.''-Jfe8'. Jour. Med.
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THE PRACTICAL ADV ANT AGES OF HOM<EOPATHY.
llY R.&AAJ8 DUJllll'OAD, X. D.

( ContintUtl. )
"The sincere inquirer into troth will be swayed by no prejudice,
-he will stand on his guard against the unsupported dictates of
authority, and the imJ>c:>sing front of original mscovery,-he will
listen aild judge with the constant apprenension of the frailty of
mankind, assured that the wisest may err, and that the weakest n$y
yield instruction.,.,
.
One of the most striki!Jg advantages of homreopathy is, that the
remedies employed are directed, not merely to tlle diseases of the
body, but also to the date of the mind; and this distinguishes it
from every other system of medicine hitherto pr9.cticed. By this
remark, I do not intend to aflinn that physicians neglect to inquire
into the state of the mind and feelings of their patients; but that
they have not, in their works on materia medica, any distinct statements of symptoms b,y which a remedy can be selected, from e.
knowledge of its specific influence upon the mental state and feel- ·
ings. Medical men have, no doubt, in all !'{Ses. formed accurate
prognoses by observing the temper and disposition of their patients,
o! which Dumerous instances might be cited,
·
Most medicines influence, in some degree, the "moral/' and, in
<>rderthat a remedy may be perfectly homceopathic to the case, the
~ptoms relating to the mand equally with those referring to the
; liody, should corre:'J><?nd with the symptoms produced in a healthy
person, by the medicine emEloyed as the remedy.
By includin~ tbe ''moral , in every portrait of a case, we reach
' diaeUe in its m most recesses ; and obtain a power over it not posee~ by the allopathista, who can only comJ:lat symptoms that are
evulent to tbe bodily senses.
When we reflect on the immense power the mind exerts over the
body, we cannot but perceive the extraordinary advantage which
the observation of its morbid phenomena must have on the su~
.ceasfnl treatment of a case, with a view to their removal. In
1 mental aff'ertions, inde~ndent of organic disease in the brain, the
knowledr we possess or the morbid states of the mind produced
by certam medicines, haa been, in a very great number of instances,
111cceafully tested.
1

1
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In the treatment of diseases incident to FE11tAL1:s, the symptoms
relating to the mind should be especiall7 noticed ; for in these patients, the moral feelings are in the highest degree sensitive and
influential. In homreopathy, therefore, the symptoms produced by
mental disturbance fonn one of the main pomts of inquiry ; by a
strict attention to which, many diseases, only partially benefited
under the usual treatment, find permanent relief when treated by
homceopathic remedies.
.
In tlie disease of females, hommo~y is often pre-eminently
successful ; fonned by nature of a more delicate constitution, they
are easily affected by medicinal agents, although given in doses
extremely minute. Experience, also, has proved, tliat in the treatment of neuralgi.a, the nervous system, through which, unquestionably, all remedies exert a considerable influence, is in so morbidly" excited a state, that, in either sex, the most attenuated doses
produce very powerful and beneficial effects.
Affections of the uterine system are so much more under the
control of homceopathic treatment than under that of the old school,
that it has not escaped the observation of those who differ from us
in practice; and it has been, invidiously, remarked, that we have
acquired for our system in this particular, a t>redominatiog influence. We are not insensible to the truth of this observation. We
gratefully acknowledge the distinguished patronage bestowed upon
us in this enlightened country ; and we sho.uld indeed be unworthy
such support, did we not, strenuously and perseveringly, exert our
utmost efforts to extend and perpetuate the liomceopatliic rractice.
SICKNESS arising from pregnancy may in genera be very
speedily relieved, by a remedy corresponding witli the prominent
symptoms attending it. The cause, however, being pennanent, the
effect is often only temporary. In sea-sickness, the effect of a
homceopathic remedy is often complete, relieving entirely the disposition to sickness : but here, as in the former case, the cause
remaining constantly in action, the effect of the medicine is sometimes not permanent. This occasional failure may be attributed to
the selection of a remedy not homceopatbic to the totality of the
SYJ!lptoms.
The grand feature in Hahnemann's system, next to the principle
on which it is founded, is his THEORY OF CHRONIC DISEAS¥S. The
fact, that numerous affections arise from eruptions imperfectly cured,
or unfortunately rei;ielled, has long been familiar to every on.e in
practice. Tlus circumstance inCiuced Hahner..ann to inquire,
whether the virus repelled, or latent in the system, might not be the
cause of the majorityof the chronic affections ; and the trials made,
in pursuance of this inquiry, have incontestably .Proved the truth of
his conjectures. Hence we observe, that eruptive diseases, wheu
treated by the use of ointments or lotions. are often followed bJ·
internal maladies infinitely more serious than the eruption i~elf;
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and, sometimes, even destructive to life. A provincial surgeon of
great talent and extensive experience, to wpom I made this remark,
assured me, that he had often been astonished to find that patients,
who had been cured of psora by the usual method, were afterwards
unable to resist any acute disease; and that, when so attacked, the
results were generally fatal. Hahnemann has adduced a number of
cases in proof of this statement, and the observations of this great
man tend to show, that chronic disease is invariably the result of a
virus lurking in the system, and often transmitted to posterity, in
various forms. The truth of this theory is daily corroborated in
homceoeathic practice ; but the virus may be destroyed, and the
young, m whom it has become hereditary, secured from its injurious tendencies.
Viewing the subject in this light, and being firmly convinced that
Hahnemann's theory of chronic disease is correct, every true homceopathist will anticipate with delight the benefit to be derived
from its universal adoption.
The system being (ully carried out, it certainly is not too much
to prognosticate the utter extinction of chronic di8eases, and the
comparative mildness of acute ones. The greatest difficulties we
have now to contend with, consist in the management of those
diseases which are positively produced by medicine itself.
The cases most likely to baffle the homceopathic practitioner,
are those in which the frequent employment of large doses of
medicine has so altered the character of the original complaint, as
to leave little else than a disease, purely the product of medicine.
In such cases, before the original disease can be reached, it is
re9uisite to counteract the injurious effects of medicines formerly
administered, by giving antidotes. These indeed are the cases
in which homreopathy often loses the credit to which it is entitled;
~rseverance, however, until the natural disease can be acted upon,
will almost invariably lead to a successful result.
"We could present rather a serious tragedy if we were to collect
all the cases of poisoning by huge doses of powerful medicines by
the disciples of this physician, and of sanguinary homicide by the
imitation of that bold surgeon, though they may both enjoy high
repute."-Med. Gaz.
In proportion as diseases are treated on the mild principle recommended by Hahnemann, the patient takins during the treatment
only so much medicine as is absolutely required, has not to dread
the disastrous results of over doses.
The truth of Hahnemann's theory of chronic disease appears to
me completely home out, by recent trials in Germany of what is
termed "wasserkur,"" in which the recovery of the patient is,
• Thia novel mode of treating disease was established by M. Prieunitz, eome
years ago; and consists in the external and internal employment of cold water.
The establishment is situated on a mountain near the town of Freidwaldan, in
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~rally, preceded by the appearance of boils, and, always, by
violent perspirations of ll peculiar smell, indicating either disease

thus detected, as gout or rheumatism ; or medicine taken in l~
doses at some previous period, often very distant, and which is
thus proved to remain in the 1g1tem a much longer time than ia
generally believed.
Chronic eruptions are but an evidence of the existence of a virus
seeking an outlet on the skin. This view of their origin, so
greatly overlooked in the pr_eaent, was at a former period, very generally admitted. The medicines ordinarily used for the cure of
such eruptions are dangerous in the extreiµe. Fortunate ia that
patient wllose constitution is sufficiently powerful to resist all attempts of this kind to eradicate the disease ; since, should the astringent, or stimulating qualities of the ointment or wash, employed
to efface the eruption be successful, more serious symptoms, indicating disease o( an internal organ, are certain, sooner or later, to
present th~mselves; and these can only be relieved by the re-ap
~arance of ihe eruption, or the destruction of the virus by constitutional remedies.
· The principle Hahnemann has so powerfully advocated, viz:
that chronic diseases are caused by a virus infecting the system;
or, in many cases, by overdoses of medicine taken with a view to
cure them,--thus receives an unexpected and very decisive confirmation. The grand and very important distinction is, that the
treatment by homceopathy gradually neutralizes the viMJS in the
mildest way; whereas the "wasserkur'' expels it forcibly from the
system, provided the constitution of the patient be sufficienthatrong to endure the violent and painful means adopted to effect ii.
Happily, the desirable result may be obtained by the gradual and
cautious employment of remedies answering homceo~thically to
the morbid effects of this virus, which, if not allowed to settle in
the system, may, without difficulty, be completely eradicated.
As this virus, by whatever name it be called-scrofula, gout, or
psora-is confessedly hereditary; and as, by neutralizing it early,
.\nstrian Silesia. The treatment requires to be modified ac<'.ording to the stren~h
of the patient. He ia rouaed at four or five o'clock in the morning; and befoncettiag out of bed, ia wrapped up in blan'kelll soaked in cold water, in wbicll ht
remains an hour. By degrees warmth spreads over the surface, and copious perspi·
ration ensues. The patient is then dried; he dresst'll himself very quickly, and
de.cetldl into a 1Gbtenaneou1 paaage, where a bath bas been prepared, tile temperature of which, even in summer, does not exoeed 44° Fah.; he remaiua in the
oold bath ten or twelve minutes; and then returns to bed, to be again enveloped ia
cold wet blankets; and, after a alight penrpiration, gets up to btealtfut. During
the day be takea forced wain, and drinb a great quantity of cold water. The diet
ii of the 1impleat kind; all 1timulanta are excluded, and the only beverqe per·
mitted ia water. The cure is always preceded by the appearance of pustules, uloera, or ablotsael on various parts of the body, cbiefiyon the feet. This tre.atment
sometimes occupies several montha; and u the ulcera, &o., heal, the cure beco11K-s
established. Nothing could more fully corroborate Hahnemann'a theory of chroiµc
disease.
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it may be, in the majority of instances, arrested in its progreaa,
c&1LDa1:11 ought to uriikrgo a regular cou.rae of ANTIPsoarc Kl:D·
10111u, where the slightest suspicion exists of their liability to in-

herit the diseases of their parents. By pursuing this course, it is
not too much to expect that chronic disease will gradually diminish
in intensity, and, at length, be altogether effaced; and that acute
cues, treated by mild and innocuous remedies, will not weaken the
system or undermine the constitution :-the too frequent result of
many of the violent means now very commonly employed.
Hahnemann's theory of chronic diseases is of so startling a na.
tare, that we need not wonder it bas met with violent opposition.
Its truth, at least as ~rds the principle, begins now to l>e gene.
rally admitted. To tliose who have duly reflected on the subject,
it must be evident, when a miasm is once received into the system,
that, until it has exhausted its t>_C?wer, or been medicinally eradi.
cated, it will, under peculiar exciting causes, produce its malignant
eft"ects. Such is the fact with respect to scrofula, gout, ayphilis,
~c.

Hahnemann considers psorP, syphilis, and sycosis, to be the
chief sources of chronic disease; but from whatever cause it may
have originated, its existence is a bane, and should, if possible, be
deatro,Yed· This, it is believed, may be accomplished, altbo~h
sometimes, it mar require more than the lapse of one generation
before the end is attained. It is, therefore, advisable to put all
children under a course of antipsoric medicines, even though the7
appear to be in excellent health; but more especially so, 1f their
parents have, at any period of their lives, been effeCted with any
eruption, other than that resulting from the exanthematous fevers.
There is, moreover, an additional reason for putting children
under this course, viz:--that by vAcotNATION, immense as are ita
advantages, it is more than probable, that if any taint exist in the
child from which the vims is taken, the child vaccinated with it
will receive the morbid J.>redisposition. This, however, ought not
to deter parents from availing themselves of the inestimable advantages which the discovery of Jenner offers to mankind; since it is
oruy by this invaluable preservative-which is in truth purely ho.
me20pathic-that the small.pox can be eradicated : and, indeed,
the poison, if any remain, may be destroyed by antipsoric remedies,
before it bas had time to do much injury.
The extraordinary success with which soRoFoLA and oooT, two
of the most intractable diseases, are treated by homceopathic means.
pl'.Oves the power which specific remedies exert even over hereditary
&ft"eetions. These means should be employed as proplaylactie.,
where hereditary taint in the young is in the remotest Cle~ 1111pected. It is in such cases that tlie advantage of the antipaoric
or, aa it may be termed, the alterati'Dt system is particularfy evi.
dent, the noxious miaam bei?g thus, im~rceptibly, destroyed.
(To bt continued.)
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MEDICAL SCHOOLS IN THE WEST.
We have received a copy of Prof. Drakt'• Introductory Lecture
of the present session, which, with the exception of certain em>rs,
ia quite a respectable document, and contains some good suggestions,
as to the importance of preliminary education for medical students.
After quoting from a previous lecture on this subject, be continues:
"Since those words were spoken, one generation has been buried
and another arisen ;-the a~ of the pioneers has passed away;the axe has conquered the forest ;-mfant villages, overshadowed
by native trees, have grown into towns, with t1bade trees from distant lands ;-towns have expanded into cities, which abound in tht
luxuries of every climate ;-new institutions of elementary leamiDB
have from year to year, come into existence, and abounding opportun1·
ties have been brou~htto the door of e\·ery young man wno aspires to
the study of medicine; and yet, I am sorry to know, that the preparatory learning of the pupils of the West, is now scarcely supe.
rior to what it then was. All else has displayed progress-this
alone shows no improvement. Young gentfemen, a defect so degrading to our noble profession, should not be permitted to continue;
and I most earnestly and affectiunately call upon you, now whilE'
·you are in the springtime of life, to devote to the cultivation of
letters, a portion of every day, from the time you leave the college.
All that r propose-all that is necessary-lies entirely within your
grasp. You have only to resolve, and it will be accomplished.
In the year 1840, while making a tour through the central parts of
this State, for the study of its iiiseases, I met with a young physi.
cian, who rode with me for a while, and desired to converse on the
means of improving himself in the literature and science of bis
profession. · He baa entered on its study with but little preparatory
learning, and after an attendance on a single course of medical
lectures. The result of our conversation was a detennination, on
his part, to assign a fixed portion of every day to the study of the
elements of literature, and other portions to the cultivation of his
profession. He left me, but was not forgotten, and the hopes be
had in~ired were soon realized. In three years I had the pleasure
to see liis name in one of our periodicals, to which he became a
regular and respectable contribUtor. His writings brought him
reputation ; and in less than seven years from our interview, without
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attending a second cour~ of lectures, he received an honorary degree from one of the most distinguished schools of the West. I
must return to the discourse which bas suggested this narrative, but
cannot do it until I have exhorted each and all, when you shall
become members of the profession, to look faithfully into the literary acquirements of those who desire to become your pupils ; rejecting all who are not qualified, and turning them to some other
pursuit, or to the academy for further elementary instruction."
Referring to the progress of medical schools in the West, he
says:
"Never before, in any land or age, did a few fleeting years transform the broad face of half a continent, from the wild and savage
scenery of nature, into a panorama of cultivated fields, with throngs
of intelligent and busy men. At the time that appeal was rr.ade,
there was in the West, as we have just seen, but one medical college. Now there are twelve in operation, one temporarily suspended, and three in the forming stage. Thus, on an avei:age,
every three years has given birth to new medical institution. Their
distribution is as follows: Lexington, one; Louisville, one; New
Orleans, one ; St. Louis, two ; Claicago, one ; Laporte, one ; Buffalo, one; Geneva, one; Cleveland, one; Columbus, one; Cincinnati, one. The one in a state of suspension, is at Memphis;
and tbe three projected or not yet fully organized, are at Indianapolis, Evansville, and Nashville. In the twelve schools, there were,
last winter, not less than fifteen hundred pupils : and yet large numbers left the West, for the institutions of Philadelphia and New
York. From this evidc-nce of the growth of your native or adopted
country, you will perceive, young gentlemen, how great it must
become, while you are yet actors on the stage of professional life.
You will realize, I trust, that you are not doomed to spend your
days among rude and ignorant backwoodsmen; but in the midst of
intelligent and refined communities; and that you shonld, by deep
and protracted study, prepare yourselves'for such associations;for building up a profession worthy of such a state of society, and
for performing an honorable part m a thousand works of learning,
science, charity, and patriotism."

"Cltvtland, one; Columbus, ont; Cincinnati, one!!" (medical
school.) Really there is a good deal of self-possessed insolence in
this sentence. A professor in a fourth rate medical college, a college surpassed in the number of its pupils by three others in the
same State, and overshadowed by its next neighbor can enumerate
but one medical school in Cincinnati! Doubtless every gentleman
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has a right to reQder l,iimaelf ridiculous wheoenr and bowe'fer be
pleases I
·
The following account of the origin of medical schools in the
West is characterized by a slight omission:
"To the State of Kentucky, the oldest of the Weste~ sisterhood,
the distinction of having chartered the first Univel'lity in
the wilderness. Its franchises :permitted the organization of eveey
faculty, usual in the higher .seminaries of learning; but a medical
school was not in the contemplation of those who asked, or those
who gave the charter. The town of Lexington, in early times the
metropolis of the West, may justly claim the pre--eminence of being
the first to cherish such a school. About forty years ago, Dr.
Samuel Brown, and several other respectable physicians of that
town, suggested the founding of a medical department in Transylvania University; but the suggestion was not then acted on; and it
was reserved for Dr. Benjamin W. Dudley, in the year 1815, soon
after his return from Europe, to revive the project. It was favorably received by the Trustees of the University, and four professors
were appointed. In the winter of 1815-16, some of them, without
concert, delivered short courses of lectures, to a small number of
}>Upils. In the summer of the latter year, I was invited to join
them; but did not do it until the autumn of 1817; when, for the
first time, the Faculty was organized. The professors of that,
the pioneer medical Faculty of the interior of the continent, were
Doctors Dudley, Overton, Richardson, Blythe and myself. Our
class consisted of twenty pupils, drawn chiefly from the neighboring
counties. In the following spring, a pubbc commencement was
held, and the degree, to which y_ou are aspiring, was conferred upon
a single candidate-Dr. John McCulloush-the first ever graduated
jo the West.
Such was the implantation of medical institutioDB
in the Valley of the Mississippi.
Soon after the session ended, believing Cincinnati superior to
Lexi~on as a site for a medical school, I resigned my chairMateria Medica-and determined on proposing the establisment of
a school in this city.
As promotive of the enterprise, a course of lectures on Botany
was delivered, in the followmg summer, to a class of ladies aoo
gentlemen, including several students of medicine ; and in the
winter, ten or twelve students of medicine, were collected for ini>truction of a strictly professional character. On the 19th of the
following January, 1819, in consequence of a personal application
to our legislature, the MEDICAL CoLLEGI: or 0Hro, in which you
ha,·e enrolled your names, was chartered ; but it did not become
orr,nized until the autumn of 18SO; when its first session began
with a class of twenty-five pupils. Thus came into existence the
belo~

..
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eecond medical school of the West, and the first on the northern
side or the Ohio river.

The foregoing statement should be modified by the following
correction. The first movement towards the establishment of a
medical school at Lexington, was made by our father, Dr. Josna .... ,...
BucHANAN, (who died in 1829.)
Dr. B~hanan, Dr. OvertODJ
and Dr. Rollins had been pupils of Dr. Brown, above mentioned.
Dr. Brown was a man of rare talents and accomplishments-bis
three pupils were distinguished for inteJlectual vigor ; but by common consent, a superiority in learning and mental vigor was recognized in Dr. Buchanan. Soon after the commencement of his
professional life, upon his retum from Philadelphia, he urged the
establishment of a medical department in the Transylvania University, and procured the necessary action by the Tmstees. He was
appointed professor of the "Institutes of Medicine and Clinical
Practice," under which appointment he proceeded to prepare a
r..ourse of lectures for the first session. But before the commencement of the session, he became satisfied that his colleagues would
not be such as he deemed indispensable to the success of the scheme,
and therefore resigned the chair.
The philosophical doctrines which he designed embodying in
his lectures, were subsequently publislied under the title of Buchanan's "Philo1ophy of Human Nature," a rare work, of :which
a few copies are still extant, which exhibits great acuteness and
originality of thought.-B.

VALUE OF ECLECTICISM.
The value of the Eclectic system of medical practice to our
r.oantry might easily be determined, if Eclectic practitioners geneJ'lo
ally would pay proper attention to recording their practice as recom.
mended by our National Association.
From statistics already received, we are enabled to present the
following summaries which are highly interesting, as they fully
11U9tain the asaertions heretofore made by the friends of medical re(onn, as to the vast superiority of the Eclectic practice. WiU not
oar readers take this matter in hand, and resoh-e henceforth not to
allow their experience to pass away unrecorded.
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The documents ~r the statistical committee thaa far, present the
follo'!ing results :
Dr. T. V. Mo1T0w 1726 cases, 13 deaths; Dr. J. Borton 6J6
cases, 7 deaths; Dr. A. Eckert 365 cases, 11 deaths; Dr. J. G.
Jlr.JDt 300 cases, 9 deaths ; Drs. G. and J. Ball 2« cases, 4 deaths;
Dr. N. L. Vansant 700 cases, 4 deaths; Dr. Webster 300 cases,
4 deaths; Dr. S. E. Pearre 500 cases, 2 deaths; Dr, Wm. King
'76 cases, no deaths ; Dr. T. J. Wright 200 cases, 4 deaths. To·
tal 4936 cases, 68 deaths.
These are the reports of the results of general practice, embracing all kinds of cases, and are entirely distinct from the special reports of practice in particular diseases. They are therefore fair
illustrations of the usual results of Eclectic practice. The average
mortality which they exhibit is but little more than one per cenL
&bout one and one-sixth, or in decimals 1.176 per cent.
The average mortality of the European hospitals is about ten
per cent., or more than eight timu as great as the mortality of
Eclectic practice. The mortality exhibited by the last report of
the· Commercial Hospital of this city, under the care of the Ohio
Medical College, was a little more than one death to six patients
-one to 6.91-The mortality of the Eclectic practice is but one
death to 86 cases. Hence it appears that the proportion of deaths
under the old school practice of the Ohio Medical College is more
than fourteen timu as great as under the private Eclectic practice! !
How long shall these abuses be tolerated by an intelligent community?
Mo1u1s N10JlA AND CoTTON RooT.-Dr. L. of Memphis, says
in a recent letter :-"For some time past I have been using as a
vermifuge, the bark of the root of the common Mulberry (Monu
Nigro,) and find it unsurpassed by any article of the materia medica for the lumbri.ci. In one case of protracted delivery, I found
a decoction of the cotton root much more efficient th&n ergot, or
any other remedy that I used."

--

Inxs.-Tbe Eclectic school at Memphis has forty matriculama.
The Ohio Medical College has from a hundred to a hundred and
ten students in actual attendance. Three students at the Syracuse
~hool have been arrested in consequence of diuecting the body of
a German female.
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